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Spanning a period of tens of thousands of

years, this magnificently illustrated volume

traces in detail the development of art in

every corner of the globe — rediscovering

the art objects of paleolithic times, relating

them to the artifacts of the dim ages of

protohistory and the art of hving primitive

societies, and examining their evolution into

the monumental treasures of Classical and

Oriental antiquity. Scrupulously edited by a

noted art historian and reproducing art

treasures from the world's greatest museums,

this volume encompasses the entire range of

man's activities as reflected in his artistic

creations — religion and myth, culture and

philosophy, esthetics and civilization. Indeed,

it is an epic account of the first long, eventful

stage in the development of mankind.

Incorporating the latest findings in the fields

of art criticism, archeology, history,

anthropology, mythography, ethnology, and

comparative rehgion, this volume is not just

another history of art. Indeed, it preients

a new view of an — not only the art of the

Western tradition but also of Asia, Africa,

the Pacific islands, Austraha, and the Americas

— from the earliest man-made objects to the

massive achievements of Greece and Rome.

The magic ritual art of the Stone Age

hunters; the megahths of Stonehenge and

Carnac; the mysterious civilizations of Harappa

and Mohenjo-Daro; the art of Sumeria,

Babylonia, Assyria, of the Medes and Persians,

of the Egyptians, Canaanites, Mycenaeans,

Etruscans, Minoans — these are only part of

the riches found in these pages. There are

chapters on the 'barbarian' arts of the Celts,

Htms, and Vikings; on the arts of China,
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INTRODUCTION

This book is not just another history of art of the traditional kind that

merely sets out the facts, lists artists and their work, classifies schools

and defines styles.

The study of the history of art, in fact, is subject to that universal

law, the law of development. 19th-century positivism concentrated on

hard facts, analysing them to the point of losing the overall picture

in a mass of detail; but now there is a tendency everywhere to seek

a more general understanding. To meet the new demands of today

this book is designed to be both deeper and wider in scope — deeper

because, behind the historical facts, it comes to grips with art itself

by tracing the development of form and of aesthetic concepts; wider

because it relates art to the general evolution of ideas and customs,

of culture and civihsation, of humanity, in short.

The large number of discoveries in the last few years, coupled

with the growth of public interest, has necessitated a study of the

widest possible range which would sum up the present state of

knowledge. This study will reach back to the remotest beginnings

of prehistory and will carry the reader through classical Greece and

Rome. It will cover not only our own Western tradition, but also those

civilisations remotest from us in space or sophistication, in particular

those of Asia.

But our aim is to synthesise the scholarship of these very diverse

subjects. To do this we have had to use a radically new system which

can be seen in the arrangement of each chapter. Firstly, the facts —

dates, techniques, schools, artists — are set out chronologically and

geographically in the traditional way, as comprehensively and concisely

as possible. These 'Historical Summaries', at the end of each chapter,

allow the speciaHst, student or amateur to find a fact without involving

him in a tedious and chancy search; they constitute an encyclopedia

in themselves. Secondly, the main body of each chapter consists of

essays which, by breaking down the compartments into which art is

usually confined so as to arrive at an overall view, present and
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comment on the general flow, the various influences and trends, and

the way they react on each other, and thus give the reader a more

complete understanding of the varied successive facets of art. Lastly

the introductory sections, 'Art Forms and Society', bring out a philosophy

of art. They show how art, whose outward appearance is continuously

evolving, reflects and expresses the advance of man, whose ideas on

hfe and the world keep pace with the change in the material conditions

of his existence. This task has been assigned to the General Editor of

the book who, however, has invited Monsieur Philippe Stern, the

eminent Conservateur of the Musee Guimet in Paris, to assist in the

sections referring to Eastern art, for which a specialist is essential.

So the reader will rapidly get his bearings and be able to find,

according to his needs or tastes, food for thought or hard fact.

This book not only sets out to collect and summarise the body of

knowledge that is usually grouped under the heading 'history of art'.

It also aims at helping towards an understanding of art itself, its

nature, its function and the role it has always played, and still plays,

in the hfe of man.

There are many who regard art as only a pastime, a superior one,

certainly, but still a pastime, an amusement. There are many who

express an interest in art so as to be in the fashion and who are

secretly contemptuous of it for being 'of no use'. Some come near

to thinking it a luxury.

In fact, art is an essential function of man, indispensable to

individuals and communities alike, for which they have found a need

ever since the earliest period of prehistory. Art and mankind are

indissolubly linked. There can be no art without mankind, and

perhaps, too, no mankind without art. Through art, man expresses

himself more fully, and thus understands and fulfils himself better.

Through art, the world becomes closer and more comprehensible,

more familiar. Art is the agency for a continual 'give and take' with

our surroundings, a sort of spiritual respiration like the physical one

without which our bodies cannot Hve. The individual or civihsation

that exists without art runs the risk of an asphyxia of the soul and

a real moral breakdown.

The history of art fulfils man's deepest aspirations: to know what

has gone before, what exists today and what might come in the future,

and to create superbly — these are the characteristics of man and

his greatness. Now, the history of art satisfies this twofold quest for

knowledge and quaUty. Through it man learns to know himself better

and to understand his nature throughout the centuries from the

evidence, direct, irrefutable and still alive, of his works of art, for

a work of art can, as nothing else, plumb the depths of man's

sensibiUty and his soul.

But the history of art is also the best way of getting close to the

dream that drives man to search for quality and understanding.
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Quality can be felt, but not defined or explained. One can only give it

a name: in art it is called beauty. But in all the time that there have

been artists and thinkers it has never been possible to pin it down

in a 'theory of beauty'. In any given part of the world and at any

given moment it can take a new, and often unexpected and

disconcerting, form. Beauty is a will-o'-the-wisp: it goes where it

pleases and cannot be confined. Any attempt to catch it merely

extinguishes it.

So the double aim of this work is to help the reader to understand

man better and to feel and share in man's ceaseless pursuit of quality.

Its subtitle is not the traditional 'A History of Art' but 'Art and Mankind'

This is intended as a strong indication of our intentions in this book,

not to pander to idle curiosity by publishing a mere catalogue of

facts but to try to deepen our understanding of man through an

understanding of art, and our understanding of art through an

understanding of man.

Art is the joint responsibility of all men and thus differs from place

to place and from century to century with as much variety and

flexibility as the customs of different communities. So the history of

art cannot be treated in isolation as a separate entity. The most

radical differences are in man's ideas on reality and in his exploration

of it. Everything in a particular period is dependent on them. It is not

easy at first to see the connection between the scientist elaborating

natural laws, the philosopher formulating theories, the writer putting

his feelings and ideas on paper, the artist creating images and the

musician organising sound. Each, however, in his own particular

language, expresses the attitude of the period towards reality.

A generation of men is like a ship steaming along the coast, with the

passengers looking at the shore as it passes: one takes measurements,

another a photograph, a third has a paint-box while a fourth records

his impressions in a notebook. A superficial observer will see no

relationship between these varied activities, but all without exception

are looking at the same view from the same standpoint. Of course,

it may happen that one passenger has decided to stand in the bows

to see what may appear over the horizon, and that someone else, on

the other hand, is in the stern to catch a last gUmpse of the scene

disappearing in the distance. All are, however, literally in the same

boat, following the same course and moving at the same speed. The

movement of the ship is the progress of a generation.

Thus the art of a particular period is directly related to the

philosophy of that period, to its literature, science and social and

economic conditions. But it would be a mistake to think that art

develops out of these factors. In reality it is itself one more factor

and it, too, is an expression of contemporary society just as the others

are, though differing from them in kind and, above all, in purpose.

The writer expresses himself in words, while the artist uses images.

12



But both translate into their own language the same stage of human

evolution, from which one of them draws ideas, and the other creates

visions. So the thinking and the art of a period always, at any rate

deep down, run parallel.

If art is so closely linked with man, to the point of changing as

man changes, it is because it is a reflection and an expression of him,

almost an extension of him. But we must remember that 'man' can

refer to either the individual or the community, and art reflects,

and sometimes even reveals, the one as well as the other.

Like a sensitive seismograph, it registers desires and fears, attitudes

to life, ordinary feelings and the way they move us, common to men

of the same faith, race, time, social group or culture.

However, an understanding of a historical, geographical and social

situation is not enough to enable us infallibly to deduce the art which

should result from these elements. To know the origin and geology

of the stone an architect uses in a building is only to know the

material with which he constructs it. But what is important is the

unforeseeable result of his use of the material. This is in the domain

not of history but of creation and quality.

Moreover, even though art is influenced by what creates it and by

what surrounds it, it is nevertheless a world apart, with its own laws

which it must obey. In the concert of human activities, art is an

instrument that cannot be separated from all the others, but it has

a place of its own in the orchestra; it has not only its own part in the

score but also its own tone colour. Even more important, art has its

own unique structure and obeys its own laws. It is, to a certain

extent, dependent on the general history of mankind, in which it has

its own place, and on the psychological make-up of the artist who

creates it; but it must also, like a living organism, follow its own

destiny. It has a way of evolving and transforming itself that is

natural and necessary to it and which occurs in a similar manner

everywhere in the world and in every age. Eminent thinkers have

shown that art continually reproduces a 'hfe-cycle' from the primitive

or experimental phase to the classical, then through the refined phase,

a kind of mannerism, to end in the baroque phase, with its tendency

towards exaggeration and confusion. It might be said, in fact, that

form obeys a sort of biological law corresponding to the successive

stages of youth, maturity and old age that, in the same way, are found

among all hving creatures, however unlike they may be in appearance

and characteristics.

The work of art is the resultant of these infinitely varied forces that

nevertheless come together to create its unity. One could say that

a work is made up of three elements: the world of visible reaUty

which is its starting-point and from which it takes its raw material,

however much it may transform it; the plastic world, that is to say,

the possibilities and limitations of the materials with which the work

13



is made and of the way in which it is carried out; and the world of

thoughts and feehngs that impel and excite the artist and to which

he tries to give concrete form.

We can now take a rather wider field of view in order to understand

how this complex interplay of elements results in the unique amalgam

of the eternal and the ephemeral that always exists in art. Throughout

history, aestheticians have been sharply divided between two opposing

views — that there is an absolute and inflexible yardstick of beauty or,

on the other hand, that there is an infinite relativity of taste. Of the

component parts that we have analysed, the appearance of nature, to

all intents and purposes, does not change at all, and plastic problems

remain practically the same. But the artist himself evolves

continuously in the way he interprets the first of these and solves the

second. But though he is carried along by the endless stream of

human history, with the same rhythm and the same detours, the

artist believes his goal to be a fixed point. This goal, to which he is

drawn and to which he aspires and believes he is getting closer every

day, is beauty. Sometimes he thinks he has reached it, and he stops

and consolidates his advance. But not for long: soon he sets off again,

still not satisfied.

Moreover, though everyone is making for the same goal, each

thinks it is in a different direction, which leads to incessant argument.

Only one thing is certain — that all are fired with the same ambition;

and it is precisely this that creates the tension from which, when it is

of high quality, beauty is born.

Of this journey, of its route and of the adventures on the way this

book will try to give an account. But, for beauty it can do no more

than introduce the reader into its presence.

*

That settles the plan of the book and its hmits: we shall try to

explain historically and psychologically the working of art; how each

period offers it its raw material; how, in the way it treats the raw

material, it obeys certain eternal laws, clings to some traditional habits

and yields to some new impulses; and how it carries out a programme

that may be imposed on it from outside. But these are just approaches.

The result can only be felt: and this is up to the reader to do, by

looking at the pictures in this book. There is no other way.

Is the history of art pointless, then, since it is enough merely to

look? Certainly not, for through it one learns to approach the whole

of art in an orderly manner and to recognise as valid all the infinite

diversity of forms that man has invented down through the ages in

every continent. Thus, by ridding the mind of the narrow formulas

that can restrict one's judgment, the history of art forces us to seek

beauty outside all those doctrines in which the dogmatist tries to

imprison it.

RENfi HUYGHE

1. Right. Drawings in the cave of Les Trois Freres: a sorcerer or

hunter disguised as an animal is seen near the centre. (Copy by

14 Breuil.)
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ART FORMS AND SOCIETY ReneHuyghe

Quite rightly our own age attaches particular importance

to prehistoric art. We can indeed expect it to throw

a unique light on the profound nature of art, because it

shows art in its infancy, in its pure state, before the

complications of civilisation transformed its scope.

THE FRANCO-CANTABRIAN
PALAEOLITHIC AGE

The oldest information we possess comes from the Palaeo-

lithic art of chipped stone, when the first implements

fashioned by the will and hand of man appeared. In these

utilitarian objects we can already see evidences of the

principal laws of art, which emerge even more distinctly

in those works whose intention was closer to what we
mean by 'artistic'. The main source of these works is the

extremely fertile zone known as the Franco-Cantabrian

because it consists essentially of France, mainly present-

day Languedoc, and the adjoining part of Spain situated

to the north of the Cantabrian Mountains.

Art is primarily an act of taking possession. There seems

no doubt that it is a means afforded man for attaching

himself to the external world, for lessening the natural

difference which separates him from it and the terror he

experiences when confronted with it. Even the earliest

examples of art show two aspects: in one man attempts

to project himself on the universe, to make his mark on it,

to put his name on it; in the other to annex it to himself,

to make it his own. In both cases there is a struggle for

possession, because he wants either to confirm his impress

on the universe or to secure it in the form of an image,

a carbon copy, which then becomes pliable and sub-

missive. The first is a case of projection, the second of

capture. The desire behind both is the same.

First let us examine man putting his mark on things,

just as the owner of a herd puts his brand on his cattle.

In the beginning the results were very elementary: man
imitated the scratches made by bears on cave walls when
sharpening their claws, and produced meandering paral-

28 lei lines traced with his parted fingers. Soon primitive man
improved his impress; he made coloured hand-prints or

1 outlined his hand in colour (positive and negative hands),

usually with red ochre or black. Abbe Breuil, who was, so

to speak, the creator of prehistory as we know it today,

has shown that children amuse themselves by planting

their muddy hands on a white wall or lie down in the snow
to see the marks left by their bodies.

The mark of possession becomes less symbolic and more
effective if it is applied to an actual object, when it

becomes a mark of ownership. Palaeolithic man repro-

duced on the bones he was going to make into tools the

8 hatchings he had first caused accidentally when scraping

the meat from them. But we must note carefully that he

transformed them instinctively. He may have imitated,

but he also organised them. His mind came into play

simultaneously with his hand. The hatchings lost the

random character they had had when they came into

being by chance: henceforth they obeyed inherent

tendencies deeply embedded in our intelligence. They
became regular, even symmetrical In this way they ad-

umbrated what was later to become geometric and form

decoration. As we shall see, we can already discern in them
the fundamental laws which in the future were to govern

all the forms invented by human genius.

The discovery of resemblance and s/mbolism

There is another aspect of possession in which man seizes

things and captures them in the form of an image. He
strives to make a copy which bears a sufficient resemblance

to the alien beings or objects. According to a fundamental

magical belief throughout the ages, the part is integral

with the whole. Therefore a reproduction is binding on
the original; except that unlike the original it can neither

flee nor resist; it is at its owner's mercy.

But to make the operation effective there really must
be duplication, i.e. resemblance. Even the higher animals

such as the monkey have an inkling of what this means:

they copy, they 'ape' things. In turn primitive man only

had to organise this imitation and mould it to the laws of

regularity peculiar to his mind, i.e. to rhythm, in order to

create the dance. Thus the hunter and the sorcerer

mimicked the animal's walk and movements, completing

and strengthening the illusion with some genuine animal-

trappings, such as skins and skulls. This practice still

exists among primitive peoples today, for example in

certain ritual dances in South America. In such cases, the

imitation and possession are effected by man's actual body

and not as yet by the intermediary of an object fashioned

by his hands. On the day when one of our ancestors had

the idea of creating such an object, a sort of half-way

house between himself and the animal because it was the

image of the latter and the work of the former, he gave

birth to the work of art. Thus from the very beginning

we have confirmation of the character we confer on the

image of being a dual reflection, on the one hand of the

external world and on the other, of man.

Then comes sculpture, the simple reproduction of real

forms translated into a material such as clay or bone, and

after it, as the result of a bolder attempt, painting.

Since the likeness forms part of the model, it commits

it; it makes it integral with the original. The fate of the

original is bound up with the fate of the reproduction.

Just as sorcerers in recent times believed that pricking

a wax figure with a pin would affect the person rep-

resented, the Palaeolithic hunter believed that he was

ensuring the effectiveness of his blows by adding facsim-

iles of spears to the painted bison or mammoth he

intended to hunt.

This function of the facsimile, inherent in the origins

of the work of art, remained active for a long time: in

Egypt, drawings on the walls of the tomb were sometimes

substituted for the actual foodstuffs and furniture needed

for the dead person's life after death.

But the mental invisible link of the symbol could be

substituted for the physical visible link. By a kind of

transference, an image could be considered as the equiva-

lent of a force or non-material power which prehistoric

man recognised in nature. The most important for him

was fertility, which enabled both men and the animals

which were valuable for their flesh, skins, fur, etc., to

reproduce themselves. So the oldest known human
figures represent women. They are known as 'Venuses',
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MAGIC

Although Its importance is controversial, magic is one of [he basic

elements of prehistoric art, from the hand imprints establishing

a presence to the fecundity rites (Venuses) and sympathetic magic

(wounded animals), not to mention figures of sorcerers incarnating

animals.

2. Hand surrounded by red ochre. Gargas.

3. A feline carved from reindeer-horn. The holes and spears or

arrows were believed to have given effectiveness to the hunter.

Isturitz. Musie de St Germain.

5. The Venus of Willendorf. Naturhistor/sches Museum, Vienna.

^^^
6. Horse traced on clay by a finger and pierced with holes, the

4. Sorcerer disguised as an animal. LesTrois Freres. (After breuil.) holes simulating wounds caused by arrows or spears. Montespan.
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anJ the attributes of their sex are considerably emphasised

or enlarged.

It is remarkable that these statuettes date from the

Aurignacian period, the first age in which works of art

appeared. It is obvious, then, that from that time the

human brain was capable of generalising, of embracing in

a single idea the feature common to a multitude of par-

ticular facts; furthermore, it knew how to embody that

idea in an image borrowed from reality, that of woman,

the source of the birth, continuity and increase of the

species. The gift of abstraction and the symbol were

already born

!

Thus from the beginning man learnt how to represent

things; either he reproduced animals to kill them via their

likenesses, or he fashioned a rather stylised feminine body

in order to master, through his possession of the model,

the life force that it symbolised.

I should add that one is increasingly struck by the

existence of drawings, or rather sketches, which in a much
cruder way obviously represent human beings. They
have been discovered recently in the cave of La Marche
in Vienne, and previously at Laussel in the Dordogne,

at Marsoulas in the Haute-Garonne, and in the Tarn; and

7 mention should be made of the two sleeping women in

the cave of La Magdeleine which have such life and

elegance that they might almost be an anticipation of

Modigliani. It seems that in many of these drawings the

artist simply wanted to sketch 'human outlines' without

attaching any ritual or magical significance to them.

Perhaps we must also see in them a further stage of the

need already indicated at the beginning of this article

— for projection on to a solid material: from imprints

of hands primitive artists, impelled to reproduce animals,

may have wanted to pass on to a more complete depiction

of human beings, incised henceforth on rocks - just as

present-day visitors to historic buildings cannot resist

carving their names on the walls. These drawings are

frequently clumsy, which seems to indicate a free,

spontaneous activity, whereas the representation of ani-

mals, which had a considerable magical importance for

the society of the epoch, was the product of an accom-

plished technique, a genuine science undoubtedly vested

in and taught by the sorcerer-priests.

Realism, therefore, was established from the time of

man's earliest artistic attempts.

First signs of a decorative art

But what we would call abstract art today, and which was

then more simply a decorative art, had already begun to

make progress and has continued to do so ever since.

The first hatchings made by man on bones differed, as

we have said, from accidental scratches, because of his

desire for order. In other words, man had already trans-

ferred to his handiwork the demands of his mind, which
we now have to define. The universe baffles man because

it is multiple and infinite, a chaos of constantly renewed
sensations which exceed our powers of comprehension.

Man, on the contrary, is essentially one; like every

organism, he reahses physically and mentally the integra-

tion of everything which goes to make him up. He can

only comprehend himself in the unity of his person, of his

T'. The universe, in the form in which he sees it, appears

as a kind of confused shimmer. He feels the need to re-

discover himself in it, to have a clear-cut view of it, to

apply to it the principle of simplification which is that of

his own consciousness. The clarity and regularity which
man instinctively wants to impose on everything around
him, on everything which is not himself, are revealed in

the first graffiti he made on a simple reindeer-bone. It is

fascinating to follow his endeavours: where accidental

hatchings ran in all directions, he undertook to make
identical copies. This is how parellelism was born. It will

be noted that the same instincts emerge in the dance,

which consists at first in the disciplined repetition of the

same type of step.

But here an obstacle arises: too strict or too absolute

a unity, even if it corresponds to the aspirations of human
nature, is so radically opposed to the lavish profusion of

reality that it risks losing all contact with it. If, then, the

work of art is by its nature a reflection of man, it is simul-

taneously the reflection of the reality around him. Here
we have the emergence of one of the eternal rules of art:

unity. But to avoid impoverishment or loss of vitality, it

must include the greatest variety compatible with it.

Symmetry provides an ideal solution to this need: the two
elements it presupposes are identical but opposite. Where
did man get this idea ? Perhaps from the construction of

his own body. How did he make use of it ? By merely

adding to a hatching on the slant its replica sloping the

other way, he could obtain a V-shape. And in fact this

shape made its appearance in the very first attempts at

ornamentation, for example on the decorated bone from
Laugerie-Basse. In the same way, in the dance the first

method of 'varying a step' is to repeat it in the opposite

way, to retrace it.

Supposing that to the above V-shape the principle of

repetition is applied in turn. Then the first continuous

decorative motif is obtained: the sequence of V's becomes
a zigzag. We are still dealing with a single theme. Now
let us suppose that in the quest for variety one of the

V-shapes is combined with another decoration, for ex-

ample with a simple dot: then a more complex unit is

obtained, alternated to some extent and capable in its turn

of being repeated. Rhythm is born. On certain engraved

bones the following elementary combination can be seen:

three dashes, one dot, three dashes, one dot, etc. It is the

same with the dance: it would die of monotony if dif-

ferent steps were not combined which generate rhythm
by their regular resumption. What else had prehistoric

man done but discover the principle which very much
later would make possible the invention of the metopes

of Greek temples such as the Parthenon?

We have seen the V-shape come to life. If instead of

repeating it by juxtaposition an attempt is made to repeat

it by symmetry, i.e. by folding it back on the pivot of its

tip, an X is obtained. The bone from Laugerie-Basse

exhibits this combination. The V-shape can also be re-

peated by folding it back on its two extremities. But then

a new phenomenon comes to light: a lozenge is born,

no longer an arrangement of lines but an organic figure

enclosing a regular field of space. It could be said that

geometry was founded at the same time. Both these

possibilities are exploited on the bone from Laugerie-

Basse. Another fact of importance also emerges: Palaeo-

lithic man's consciousness of the appearance of a self-

contained figure. Intuitively, he felt that his lozenge

formed a whole, that it had its principle in a place which

is the centre. He felt this so strongly that he found it

necessary to mark it with a dot. With this gesture he

opened up an entire new field to human thought.
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Half-way between realism and abstraction

That is how the two major trends in art, realism and

abstraction, were estabhshed. In one, man tries to render

the appearance of the things he sees, to take hold of them;

in the other, he strives to impose his own mental concepts

on matter.

Is there no half-way house between these two tenden-

cies ? Paradoxically it is supplied by the most ancient

creations of artistic genius, the Aurignacian Vcnuses,

which were the work of a civilisation extending along the

edge of the northern glaciers from the Gulf of Gascony

to the heart of Siberia. These Venuses represent the

female body; they depict its appearance. But that ap-

pearance has been enormously modified by the applica-

tion of the laws which had just manifested themselves in

simple decoration. The artist developed everything which

suggested regularity, symmetry and even geometry. That

masterpiece the Venus of Lespugue conforms rigorously

to the lozenge-shape. Without ceasing to reflect its struc-

ture, the appearance of the human being is organised so

as to be doubly symmetrical, not only in relation to its

vertical axis, in the normal way, but also in relation to its

horizontal axis, which is an arbitrary whim of the sculptor.

Is any better proof possible that art is stretched like

a chain linking man at one end to the world at the other,

and seeks to create a transition from the unity of the one

to the infinite complexity of the other?

Do those works which are apparently most realistic

also reveal this duality? Nature, even when she seems to

be captured to perfection, as with the bison and reindeer

of the Magdalenian period, always bears the marks of

man's irresistible tendency to simplify. It is a physical and

mental necessity; it is already implicit in the manual act

of drawing. To see an animal is to be assailed by an

endless multiplicity of visual sensations; in order to draw

it, it is necessary to reduce these sensations to a shape

which both embraces and signifies all of them. And this

shape which our thought discovers and imposes has to be

reduced to a single almost continuous line, the outline, in

order that the hand may depict it on a wall or a reindeer-

bone.

But the mind collaborates with the hand. When the

Lascaux or Altamira painter captured the likeness of his

model, he never represented a particular animal. From

From the beginning, art showed signs of its future vonety: in the

hatchings ornomenting the most ancient decorated bones [8], the

interplay of repetition and symmetry creates a geometrical shape,

the lozenge.

8. Two sides of an engraved bone found at Laugerie-Bassc.

7. The two sleeping women (Venusts) at L.i Magdeleine.

'"^^m- i- «.**,

^^ \

Sometimes, when depicting onimols or,

more rarely, human beings, as /n these

ostonishing figures from La Magdeleme

[7], the artist shows a free sensitivity of

observation which seems to anticipate

Modigliani.

Other works start from the representation

of nature; however, the same laws of

regularity or symmetry are applied to

them: a highly stylised female body also

recalls a lozenge [9].

9. Venus carved In ivory. Found at

Lespugue. (Actual size 5J in.) Musie

de I'Homme, Paris.
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the limitless variety exhibited by individuals within

a species, he extracted the common factor which is also

an abstraction: the type. The prehistoric artist never

produced particular bison, horses or reindeer, but the

bison, the horse or the reindeer. The generalisation was

required in order to make the magic effective, for it would

have been pointless to cast a spell on a specific animal

which the hunter would have very little chance of meeting.

But there is another reason for this simplification: the

law, so essential to man, of the least effort also drives him
to seek a type which is formulated once and for all and

only needs to be reproduced. It is an acquisition en-

trusted to the memory, almost a form of automatism. And
incidentally it is the foundation of all academicism, the

inevitable and ultimate end of any static art which con-

tinues to be taught. Prehistoric art has not escaped from

this law, and it would be interesting to show how its

masters copied an established model far more often than

they observed directly from nature. Model drawings

10 carried on pebbles have been discovered and later re-

1 2 discovered executed on a large scale in what are frequently

distant places. Does this art seem collective and anony-

mous to us? Undoubtedly it had its own great masters

whose successful works were preserved and imitated.

The laws of evolution

Thus the art most apparently devoted to the reproduction

of nature cannot escape from the law of manual or mental

simplifications which tend in their extreme form to result

in geometrical shapes. Prehistoric art already confirms

a general rule which, as we shall see, is applicable to many
subsequent civilisations. The need to simplify, which
could be called the tendency to abstraction, first appears

when an art is born: inability to follow nature in all her

11 unexpectedness leads to the substitution of equivalent

elementary shapes.

Art tries next to overcome this inability and reaches

a point of balance where the methods of execution render
12 a satisfactory account of what the eye sees. Then we have

realism.

After this a new phase leading to stylisation begins.

That is when art begins to refine on itself; the sophistica-

tion of artists and spectators removes the necessity of

multiplying the evidence in order that the model in

question be recognised; sometimes a simple allusion is

enough. Art then experiences once again the temptation

to substitute simple for complex shapes, since they are

more satisfying to the mind's natural inclinations; the new
shapes will gradually depart further and further from the

model until they are no more than obscure signs for it.

Thus in mural art we first see the Aurignacian artist

substituting a design with geometrical simplifications for

the complicated shapes of his model. A child behaves in

the same way when he is old enough to make a figure: in

order to depict a man he begins by drawing circles, sticks

and dots.

On the other hand, at the time of the great Magdalenian
masterpieces simplification combined with richness of

suggestion to form a marvellous innovation. The line

was tremendously concentrated and at the same time was
expressive. Then the artist was tempted to compete with

the real and began to use ironipe-Fceil; he made use of

a bulge in the cave wall to suggest the hump of a bull.

But soon he was satisfied to repeat models already

executed; he allowed himself to make simplifications

which were more and more impoverishing until finally

the original figure was reduced to a few shapes and a few

lines, to a few allusions which were easy to repeat owing

to their clarity. Once again, mental forms won the day

over realistic forces. Abbe Breuil has introduced the term

'conceptual' realism, which differs widely from the sensory

realism that strives to reproduce visual sensations as

accurately as possible. Conceptual realism replaces them
with more general shapes tending to the geometric.

The latter finally triumphed, and it has been possible

to follow the transformation of a horse's head into a simple 17

oval which merely needed to be repeated indefinitely. In

the eternal ebb and flow of art, man returned to the con-

ceptions of his brain, to the detriment of sensations re-

ceived from the external world.

That is an account of the civilisation of man the hunter;

all the future developments of art were there in embryo:

realism of observation; conceptual realism; abstraction

verging on the decorative. Basically, contemporary art

does not exhibit a more extensive range.

THE TRANSITION TO THE
NEOLITHIC AGE: THE ART OF
THE IBERIAN LEVANT

Even when Palaeolithic art managed to achieve a striking

rendering of animals whose appearance it wanted to

capture, it caught them within the bold despotism of an

outline, in the generality of a type. This meant sacrificing

the unexpected side of life which is life in motion. In this

sort of rivalry, whose field was art and which went on

between the unexpected driving force of vision and the

forms extracted or imposed by the mind, the latter,

however flexible they were, continued to endow the

image with their own generahty and immobihty. Was it 54

possible to come still closer to life as it exhibits itself,

to rejoin it in the impression of elusive mobility which it

presents at first sight?

The appearance of an art of life

This achievement appeared with a new civilisation which

had experienced the influence of the Franco-Cantabrian

culture, in which it had sunk its roots, but which had

primarily developed from the beginning of the transitional

Mesohthic age. It continued not only into the Neolithic

age of polished stone, but also, by a miraculous prolonga-

tion, into our own time among the Bushmen in Africa.

The seeds of it can already be found in the famous

Lascaux paintings, which nevertheless are numbered 16

among the earhest paintings of the Franco-Cantabrian

culture, and in the numerous sketches of human figures

which just because of their clumsiness lent themselves

less to enclosure in a conceptual form.

But the art we are coming to belongs to another region,

the Iberian Levant, the coast facing Africa with which it

has even more connections than with the region to the

north of the Pyrenees. These works open up a new chapter

in the history of art.

One's feeling is not so much of the analysis of an

observer being applied to the outline, to extract the main

lines which will sum it up and define its essential structure,

as of an entirely new gift for seizing the fleeting expression

and retaining it in all its vividness.

The fact is that this art seems to pursue new ends.

Apparently another interest, namely that of commemo-
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rating experience, succeeded to the symbolical magic

of the sorcerer. In a society which begins to organise and

stabilise itself, we could say that the main concern is to

pass on to the future the principal activities of communal
life, sometimes even to give permanence to the memory
of an important action. The result is very different: pre-

viously the ritual act of the person making the drawing

was what mattered most, and apparently no one worried

much about looking at his work afterwards; succeeding

generations did not hesitate to superimpose drawings until

they finally merged in an illegible network. In the same

way, their animal representations were often found at the

far end of gloomy caves which were inaccessible and

where it was almost impossible to see them. Now the

mural paintings, on the contrary, are no longer isolated

from the spectator; they are situated at the entrances

to the caves, in the light, and they are certainly primarily

made to be looked at. Thus art gradually becomes con-

scious of its own value.

Moreover these paintings depict man in preference

to animals, and man in his group hfe. The figures take

part in communal activities — ceremonies, hunting,

battles and it is always the rendering of action which

seems to concern the artist most. He is less interested in

the outline than in the gesture, the movement. The rev-

olution achieved is still more perceptible in technical

processes: the outline no longer predominates, having

given way to the suggestive spot of colour. (In the same

way, later, the more intellectual Itahan artist of the

10. Top right. MAGDALENIAN. Bison engraved on a stone. La

Genifere.

11. Right. AURIGNACIAN. Engraved bison. La Greze.

12. 6e/ow. UPPER MAGDALENIAN. Bison partially painted in

polychrome. Font-de-Gaume. (After Breuil.)

i-f'./'^i
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EVOLUTION

We can follow the transformation of prehistoric art from the first

attempts to complete and regularise the accidental resemblance of

a pebble to an animal. After figures which were still simplified

and arbitrary (only two feet, horns seen full-face on a head in profile

[11]), the exactness of observation increases (four feet), fnally

arriving at accurate modelling [12].

The apparent realism of prehistoric art should not conceal the

existence of models which were repeated and copied, sometimes

over vast distances [10, 12].
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Renaissance was to express himself essentially through

outline, whereas a Rembrandt, anxious to translate the

impression he received of life, mainly used the lache,

or spot of colour.) It would be by no means ridiculous

to talk of a kind of prehistoric impressionism.

But at the same time this art is expressionist in some
aspects; the artist worries less about faithfully defining the

essentials of a form than about increasing its mobility and

13 suggesting its vividness or speed: a runner's legs are set

impossibly far apart at the same time that, by a sort of

emphasis, a stressed intonation of the visual language,

they are made disproportionately long. The uppermost

wish now is to put the evocative accent on the most strik-

ing sensation.

This art differs so clearly in spirit from Franco-Can-

tabrian that it develops in an entirely different direction.

By dint of extracting the essential forms, the Franco-

Cantabrian artist ended up by systematising them, by
reducing them to a kind of geometry. Here, on the con-

trary, the image, attached above all to its suggestive force,

is progressively summarised in a sign. It evolves into

a kind of shorthand. One can see, for example, animals

simplified to a horizontal line mounted on legs reduced

to little sticks, the number of which, on the other hand,

increases beyond all verisimilitude, the better to stress the

ability to run. In the same way the warrior becomes
15 a vertical stroke, broken up by cross-strokes for his arms,

which are also multiplied in relation to the force at-

tributed to him.

Here the final product was not an over-simplified

geometry; rather a way was opened up at the end of which
writing (pictographic in its first stages) would appear.

The causes of artistic change

What had happened ? Subsistence by hunting was supple-

mented by the keeping of flocks, then by agriculture.

Collective capital was established. With it came an en-

largement of social groups, which seem always to have
existed but on a much smaller scale. Robbery and warfare,

which were unknown in the first societies, where people

owned nothing and lived from day to day, came into

existence and broke the monotonous pattern of life. Un-
doubtedly the people thought of preserving the memory
of these events. Thus man crossed the threshold of his-

tory, however fragile and legendary it still was.

Is social evolution an adequate explanation of these

transformations? Or should we introduce the confused
and controversial concept of race? It does seem that the

ethnic groups have intellectual characteristics and per-

ceptible peculiarities which find expression in their art

and the form they impose on it. There is no doubt that the

new aesthetic trend was found only in places where there

was considerable African influence. It is certain that

16 a hunting scene appeared at Lascaux in the Dordogne
particularly early, since the Perigordian was predominant
there; it is also accepted that the Iberian Levant was in

some aspects a product of the Franco-Cantabrian culture,

but on the other hand the Spanish littoral certainly knew
a more southerly people at a very early time. The art of
this region was in fact to have echoes, sometimes very
much later, in that of North Africa — the Atlas Mountains
and the Sahara. Nor was it unconnected with the art

which preceded Egyptian art proper in the lateral valleys

of the Nile. It had a staggering counterpart in the art of
Southern Rhodesia, which was still being handed down

when the Boers arrived. Thus an immense 'province'

emerges, stretching from north-east Spain (where the

schematic pebbles from the Mas d'Azil in the south of 14

France are reflected in the objects found beyond the

Pyrenees) to South Africa.

THE NEOLITHIC AGE

The art of the Iberian Levant lasted much longer than

Franco-Cantabrian art. It continued throughout the

MesoUthic right up to the Neolithic, in which, moreover,

it seems to have experienced its greatest development.

An art of expansion

The Neolithic, the age of polished stone following the age

of chipped stone, was a new era of civilisation. Along the

Nile and in Mesopotamia it soon reached the stage of

cities and empires which marks the beginning of history.

These empires will be studied in their logical if not their

chronological place (Chapter 3). In order to understand

the Neolithic properly, it must be examined in Europe -

which was still prehistoric — where it developed,

whereas the empires of Asia had already entered the

historical phase centuries before. The Neolithic brought
with it new means of spreading knowledge which ensured

the diffusion of art forms over vast distances: trading

along river valleys, the seasonal movement of flocks and
in particular coastal navigation. The dolmen civilisation,

which remains its major monument, seems hkely, if one

studies maps of its distribution, to have spread from
India to Ireland by sea routes. (And even to America: we
remember having seen on the Argentine pampa a large

broken overturned menhir, originally several feet high,

equal to the finest in Brittany.) Because of this, artistic

motifs go beyond the frontiers of the groups which
created them and are adapted and modified by human
communities of quite different characters. The dolmen
idol, often stylised into the face of an owl, as well as the

rotunda constructions with an entrance corridor, such as

the passage graves or tholoi, can be recognised, however
deformed or debased, from one end of the Mediterranean

to the other and even beyond, spreading towards the

north.

Admittedly the Aurignacian already extended over

a considerable area, from the Atlantic to Siberia, as we
have observed in connection with the Venuses, but im-

doubtedly we are dealing with slow dissemination by
groups belonging to the same civilisation. What reflections

gave birth to the strange abstract drawings of Gavr'inis 63

in Brittany ? The immense network of diffusion which was
to hand on the plastic acquisitions of one civilisation to

another, and even of one continent to another, began to

fall into position.

New techniques made their appearance — undoubtedly
not before that time: straw-plaiting; cloth-weaving; pot-

tery-making. With them came new manual and visual

habits which prepared the way for the future development

of the decorative repertory. However, on the whole it re-

mained faithful to the old forms: chevrons, zigzags,

lozenges, chequer patterns, etc. But it added more
complex themes which were destined to last a long time:

the 'meander', born of the random juxtaposition of pieces

of striped material, and the spiral and its combinations,

undoubtedly an imitation of the straps and slings of the

first receptacles, were only the stylised reflections of
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STYLISATION
A tendency to stylisation appeared at a

very early date; it arose partly from an

economy of effort on the artist's part.

He tried to create a still recognisable

figure with the minimum of lines.

Consequently, stylisation is very comn^on

as an art grows old. A series can be

reconstructed starting with a realistic

figure and ending with a summary

geometrical design.

Another form of stylisation, especially in

Spanish and African art, used patches

of colour - expressive because of their

compressed vitality - instead of the

geometrical pattern.

As from the extreme end of the

Palaeolithic, these abbreviated figures

become symbolic notations: the warrior's

strength is expressed by the many arms

on the body. In the Mesolithic, the pebbles

from the Mas d'Azil show the final

results of these curtailed figures which

have become purely schematic, sometimes

to the point of resembling letters.

1 6. Be/ow. Hunting scene: wounded bison charging

a man. Lascaux.

1 7. Right. Evolution of a horse's head.

1 3, Group of running warriors. Teruel. (After J.
Cabre.)

^

it,
1 4 Painted pebblesfrom the Mas d'Azil.

1 5. Anthropomorphic petroglyphs from the Iberian Peninsula

(After Obermaier and Cabri.)
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technical accidents. However, they were to inaugurate

a new regime of decoration. The spiral especially, with

its dynamic outline, appeared during the 3rd millennium

in Danuhian Neolithic pottery, and when the latter

experienced its vast diffusion from the Rhine to the

Dnieper, this new form went with it. In the metal ages

Aegean art took it up again and this became its favourite

theme.

The beginnings of architecture

At this time a new and vitally important spirit had been

breathed ihto art. One evidence of this was the appearance

of the monument, which approached architecture with

the megaliths (which may also have been the forerurmers

of more advanced civilisations, such as Egypt in partic-

ular). Until that time man had worried only about his

housing huts, or later, at the beginning of the new age,

lake-dwellings. He had made use of his artistic faculties

only to satisfy, in everyday objects, his deeply rooted

instinct for appropriation or to establish a higher com-

munal art for ritual purposes, whether magical, religious

or social.

Now he conceived the monument, in its turn an ex-

pression of the human group: he endowed it with

a religious function, primarily by connecting it with the

worship of the dead or ol divine powers. By making the

structure larger than strict iiiility demanded, man wanted

to solemnise it, to give it an exceptional character, a higher

status. And the aesthetic faculty, inside the obscure in-

stinct where it was still groping before it became con-

scious of its powers and its aims, started to function

again. The aesthetic faculty was satisfied among primitive

men by the vague notion that it conferred a higher status

on anything it touched: it was therefore fitting for non-

ephemeral things. It was already applied to the symbolical

fertility statuettes which were the first idols and to the

magical representations of animals. With the Neolithic

age it turned to the commemoration of communal beliefs,

either in the already extant form of rock paintings or

in the first edifices of a sacred nature. Thus from the

very beginning the age-old collaboration between art and

religion was established.

In its simplest form the standing stone, or menhir, is

the ancestor of the monument. Present-day thinking

leans increasingly to the idea that it was intended to

provide a permanent abode for the soul of a dead person.

As it is always valuable to check up on theories about past

ages through current ethnology, we may note that at the

present time, in Madagascar for example, the standing

stone continues this use: it is intended to serve as a re-

ceptacle for the wandering souls of the dead who could

not be buried, usually those lost at sea. It should be

pointed out that this new usage coincided with the

appearance of the civilisation which spread by sea routes.

The menhir already expressed the fundamental func-

tion which we have designated in art: to create an inter-

18 mediary between man and the universe. The menhir in

fact consisted of a stone borrowed from the physical

world. It came from nature; it formed part of it; but the

stone was suddenly endowed by man with a meaning
which it did not have on its own and was thus made into

a symbol. It became the expressive sign of an inner life

where the dead and the forces of nature (certainly includ-

ing fire, which was to become of vital importance with

the advent of metal) assumed the exclusive place which

had previously been occupied by the concept of fertility

and, for the hunter, by animals.

The consequences of a new economy

Through the intermediaries of picking roots and berrieb

and raising livestock the transition was gradually made

from the mobile civilisation of the hunter to the sedentary

culture of the farmer. The soil and its resources provided

live foodstuffs in the form of cattle and vegetable food-

stuffs in the form of crops, resulting in a surplus — im-

possible with game slain in the hunt, which would go bad.

That was the birth of collective capital, which supplies

a cumulative reserve once immediate needs have been

satisfied. It was the beginning of the city treasure, and in

fact it foreshadowed the city. To collect, administer and

protect this treasure a more highly developed, more

hierarchical organisation was needed. The nomes (prov-

inces) of Egypt are an example. This organisation, estab-

hshed by the products of agriculture, resulted from the

interplay of the great natural forces, which were now ap-

propriately revered in their turn. Consequently it was

bound up with the new cosmic beliefs: the sun, the moon,

the rain usurped the place once occupied by animals

(although animal totems continued to survive). Some-

times by a sort of transference, which we often meet

with (for even if man changes his beliefs, he never loses

the images in which they are embodied but he simply

appropriates these to his new ideas), the animal becomes

a symbol of the powers man worships. We shall hear of

the lunar bull; by a further change, he could even be-

come solar, as the lion usually is.

The farmer was to prove ready to meet not only his

own needs but those of dwellers in the cities. Hence

a supply of manpower was made available (as well as the

means to pay for it) which could be earmarked for other

tasks than the production of reserves of foodstuffs or

provisions for immediate consumption. The worker and

the craftsman were placed at the chief's disposal.

It was inevitable that the monument made by and for

the community should develop at that time. Out of the

menhir grew the dolmen and then the cromlech. At the

same time the monument ceased to be directly given

over to the dead, to be synonymous with the tomb; it

was consecrated to the cult and its ceremonies, in

which the collective soul of the community participated.

Ultimately the regular and complex wholes such as

Stonehenge (c. 1500) confirmed that the creations of art

were meant to be expressive of man: these groupings of

symbolic stones took on a significance that the in-

dividual stones did not have. Also, they were laid out

according to plan; they represented forms in which were

found once more, on what from now on was an archi-

tectural scale, the laws of regularity, repetition, sym-

metry and geometry which we have seen in the orna-

mental hatchings made on a bone by an unskilled hand.

The menhir had already come under the sway of these

laws in the gigantic undertaking of the alignments at

Carnac. The later more compHcated arrangements, such

as Stonehenge, reflected the concepts of the centre, the

circle, the axis, rhythm, etc., in which the signature of

the human mind was recognisable.

At the moment, then, when, with the appearance of the

first great civilisations, history was born, man, without

knowing it, had already discovered all the basic ideas

which were to be found in the future developments of art.



THE BIRTH OF ARCHITECTURE

W/th megaliths, prehistoric man learned the art of architecture:

not only do the horizonta/ stones of the dolmens foreshadow the lintel

[I')], but an overall plan is visible in the alignments of menhirs [20a].

In late constructions such as Stonehenge, the circular shape of the

cromlech shows great skill in the orrongement of its plan, elevation

and solar orientation. Even so, the Egyptians had already been

building their temples for over a thousand years.

18. Menhir at Kerlons (Finistere). Height c.37 ft.

20a. Part of the stone alignments at Carnac.

1 9. The dolntien known as the Table des Marchands, Locmariaquer.

20b. Megalithic monument. Stonehenge. C. 1 500 B.C.



THE BEGINNINGS OF ART Andre Leroi-Gowhan

Did man's first primitive tools already show signs of the

obscure aesthetic drives which would later produce

masterpieces, even before the appearance of prehistoric

works of art proper? This section will deal with the

precursors of these tvorks of art.

The appearance of works of art in the Upper Palaeolithic

is a recent phenomenon, if not in relation to prehistoric

time since they arc credited with an age of some forty

thousand years at least in relation to biological time;

nine-tenths of the history of mankind had unfolded when

the ivory statuettes and the animals decorating the walls

of caves suddenly appeared. Were there any true works

of art before them ?

Are eoliths the work of man?

The question of eoliths has been raised from the very

beginning of the study of prehistory. They are most

frequently nodules of rough flint whose shapes remind us

of animals or of human heads. Some of them have been

found in the same deposits as flints actually chipped into

tools, but there are serious reasons for considering them

very cautiously, for by and large they show no formal

sign of human treatment. Moreover, identical examples

are found at all epochs of prehistory, and, lastly, they are

even found long before prehistoric times in large amounts

of flint from all geological ages, although chance may
throw up among thousands of stones of everyday shape

only a single specimen whose outlines are surprisingly

like some living thing. On the other hand, we shall refer

later to a related phenomenon: the undeniable collec-

tion by men of relatively recent prehistoric periods of

stones with strange shapes.

If we discard the dubious evidence provided by the

eoliths, apparently mere freaks of nature, there re-

main very few material proofs of man's artistic activity

before the Upper Palaeolithic and inadequate means of

directly resolving the problem of the most remote origins

of art. However, it is not impossible to tackle the subject

indirectly by means of the evidence we do possess:

human skeletons from various prehistoric periods and the

un.vortec! stcnc /hich suggests: /eft. a musk ox; right.

chipped stone implements used by man. These are more

or less our only material for research. We have no way of

knowing whether primeval man drew circles in the sand

with the tips of his fingers, whether he scratched silhou-

ettes on the bark of trees or whether he striped his

own body with long streaks of charcoal.

Besides, what do we mean by man ? If we mean man
identical with ourselves, Homo sapiens, the question is

answered, because statuettes, engravings and paintings

have been found in the vicinity of the oldest skeletons

of Homo sapiens we possess. But science with its various

theories is in general agreement today that other human
forms (let us call them 'anthropian' forms) preceded our

own. Much closer to us than monkeys were Pithecan-

thropus of Java, Sinanthropus of China, Atlanthropus of

North Africa and Neanderthal man in Europe crea-

tures with low foreheads, deeply sunken eye-sockets and
heavy jaw-bones. Pithecanthropus and Sinanthropus had
much smaller brains than ours, although their size was
already considerable. Although Neanderthal man's cere-

bral organisation may have differed from our own, the

volume of his brain was equivalent to that of present-day

man and he had a vertical posture identical with or very

similar to our own.

They all used fire and chipped flint tools. These human
beings who differed from us were much more varied than

modern races; certain of these primitive anthropians had
more developed characteristics than others, and we can

tell that a particular one of them was Neanderthal in

appearance and modern in brain, whereas another ex-

hibits opposite characteristics. It is not unreasonable to

attribute at least a rudimentary aesthetic activity to some
of these anthropians, who exhibited an enormous num-
ber of nuances in their mental development.

When did art begin?

Here again we may well ask ourselves what we mean by

art. In the following chapters this question would seem
ridiculous, but it is quite pertinent before we pronounce

our biased present-day judgment on the extremely scanty

remains left by these early humans. When the first pre-

historic works of art were found, scholars were im-

medi?tely struck by their apparent affinities with the art

of living primitive peoples, and a whole system of com-
parisons was drawn up which put these works on a mental

plane which was not necessarily that of early man, nor

even that of the 19th-century Australian aborigine. The
anthropologists, like the historians of prehistoric art, have

slowly dissociated themselves from the more obvious

drawbacks of this course. Nevertheless, in an improved

form it is still the only course. For insight into the art of

the oldest anthropians research has been able to draw on

anthropological documents, already tested by nearly

a century of work, on the behaviour of the higher animals

- work conducted by biologists without any precon-

ceived idea of applying it to man, not even primitive man.

If we disregard everything which is generally agreed to

be connected with deliberate aesthetic expression by man,
there remain three fields to which our modern con-

sciousness attaches an aesthetic significance: the balance of

forms in nature, as in the perfection of a flower or

a crystal; the expression of certain animal impulses
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22. Stones collected by early man. Musee de rHomme, Pans.

through forms, as in the mating plumage of birds, the

savage virility of the bull and the formidable beauty of the

felines; the perfection of useful shapes in some of man's

technical creations, such as the subtle curve of a sabre

blade or the aerodynamic lines of an aircraft. These

aesthetic fields are in fact the only ones through which we
can hope to tackle the problem of art before its explicitly

human expressions.

Apart from the great mural works of art, what aesthetic

evidence are we offered by man of the Upper Palae-

olithic, the last signpost we possess before facing the night

of geological times? There is scarcely a single prehistoric

site inhabited by the oldest representatives of Homo
sapiens without its legacy of ammonite shells and frag-

ments of rock crystal demonstrating Cro-Magnon man's

sensitivity to the equilibrium of natural shapes; nor is

there a site without its discoveries of the canine teeth of

animals, pierced as pendants, or figures of a sexual nature

which show the lasting importance of the predatory or

sexual impulses well known from observation of the

animal kingdom. Lastly, in every site we always find

pieces of exceptional quality among the flint implements,

often treated in such a way that it is impossible not to

admit the tool-maker's predilection for the shapes which

come close to both aesthetic and functional perfection.

The first expressions of aesthetic feeling

Primitive man first gave rein to his rudimentary aesthetic

needs by admiring flowers, sunsets and perhaps even the

majesty of the great cliffs in which his caves were, and by

collecting curious stones. Feelings leave no fossil remains

behind but we do possess actual evidence of this last-

mentioned tendency. We have evidence in the animal

kingdom, also, of the collection of unusual objects. Quite

apart from the magpie, whose acquisitive instinct is well

known, the most striking example is that of the bowerbird
of Australia and New Guinea, which constructs a bower

of foliage and decorates its floors or entrances with stones

and shells in specially selected colours. If we move on
from birds to mammals, we might imagine that the goril-

las and even more so the old anthropians would afford

some splendid examples of 'natural' art. But this is not

so, and the higher mammals exhibit the greatest indif-

ference to everything outside the alimentary and sexual

processes. There is no path leading by successive evo-

lutionary stages from the bowerbird to Pithecanthropus.

So aesthetic enjoyment of the natural world appears as

a new aptitude peculiar to the anthropians.

Homo sapiens possesses this enjoyment, and we are

entitled to conceive of his predecessors as possessing it,

but we must beware of our judgment, for all the col-

lections of natural oddities found among present-day

primitive peoples — Amerindians, Melanesians, African

Negroes — are in the witch-doctor's bag. He often regards

them as tremendously valuable, but for reasons which

have no direct connection with aesthetics. The same

phenomenon existed during Antiquity and the Middle

Ages and, until recent times, in Europe and the Far East,

where natural oddities were housed with the alchemist

and the apothecary. On the other hand, there is no doubt

that visual satisfaction is often grafted on to the emotion

which is born on the borders of the magic's wonders.

We have no reason to consider the quantities of

crystals, fragments of lead and iron ore and fossilised

shells especially ammonites — which are found with 22

the remains of Upper PalaeoUthic man, as of different

origin. The man who appreciated the value of the lines of

a bison so much that he could render the striking images

we know certainly also appreciated the perfect spiral of an

ammonite.

When we leave the times of the first figurative works to

return to earlier ages, we continue to meet such objects

of curiosity until we no longer know whether we are in

the presence of Homo sapiens or his predecessor; this
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obscure margin certainly seems to have been passed at

some point during those early years, and we reach

a period which is definitely prior to the age when Homo
sapiens settled in our regions. Consequently we know that

the last of the ancient anthropians like modern man
possessed, even if it was in a rudimentary state, that

appreciation of forms in which the aesthetic is certainly

indivisible from a major part of magico-religious feeling.

Beyond that, we know nothing about pre-Neanderthal

man, Siriaiilhropiis, Arlanthropus or Pithecanthropus, hut

it may be that their aesthetic behaviour was not given

material expression in the objects which have reached us.

The 'animal aesthetic'

One of the keenest sources of our aesthetic satisfaction in

the animal world is the direct issue of predatory or sexual

incentives: the fangs and claws of the wild beast, the

mating plumage of the bird, arouse an emotion which is

not directly aesthetic. If we explicitly single out the

beauty of forms or colours, it is because we are judging as

modern men with whom aesthetic satisfaction has be-

come, so to speak, the effect of a particular function. For

Homo sapiens of primitive cultures, sensations of beauty

were experienced through elementary physio-psycho-

logical impressions: it cannot have been otherwise for the

anthropians who preceded him. The perception of the

beauty of a lion is closely bound up with that of his

power, with the superior power of the hunter who has

killed him and wears the trophy of his canine tooth and
with the magical efficacy of the tooth which guarantees

its possessor all the virtues of the feline's strength and
virility. The same is true of the beauty of the wild cow or

mare, which are the sources of the hunter's livelihood

and the symbols of an indispensable fertility. In the art of

recent centuries it is not always easy to separate the

aesthetic representation completely from the element

which remains closely bound up with these primitive

drives. If we start again from the last point fixed in time,

i.e. from the period immediately preceding the first

development of mural works in the Upper Palaeolithic,

we are in an atmosphere which is perfectly consistent in

this respect. Apart from all the flint or bone objects whose
use is explicitly material, there remains a small hetero-

geneous collection consisting of teeth perforated at the

roots, a few bone pendants - generally imitations of

teeth — fragments of ferruginous ochre and the 'col-

lectors' objects' which have just been mentioned.

The teeth are those of carnivores or, more frequently,

the small atrophied canines of stags. The latter were
extraordinarily popular for thousands of years, so much
so that they were copied in any material which bore

a slight resemblance to them: reindeer toe-joints, sawn
horses'-teeth and fragments of cut up bone. Of all the

game sought by the primitive hunter, the stag combined
all the attributes which he wanted to appropriate for

himself: it was the noblest of the herbivores; it was a rare

animal, more difficult to find and strike down than the

countless wild horses or reindeer; it was a passionate

fighter in the mating season. As objects of ornamentation

its canines must have been invested with an extraordinary

potential, to judge by the attraction they exercised on
prehistoric man.

The discovery of colour

The presence of ochre is no less revealing: the evidence of
tooth pendants is lost when we go back to the times of the

anthropians, but we continue to come across fragments
of red ochre for quite a long time. The Upper Palae-

ohthic tells us about its use as a colour for mural paint-

ings; we also know that a layer of it was placed around
the dead man in burial places, which obviously gives it

a religious significance; we know too that it was lavishly

23. Examples of the perfection of prehistoric forms. Left to right.

Tanged and winged flint arrowhead (Pare de Voudern, Morbihan).

Shouldered point (Le Placard, Charente). Blade of Aurignacian

type. Solutrean 'laurel leaf (Volgu, Sa6ne-et-Loire). Bone harpoon
(Laugerie-Basse).
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employed for other purposes, since in some dwelling

places it finally formed a layer several inches thick on the

ground. There are really only two hypotheses worthy of

consideration, both, incidentally, confirmed by facts ob-

served among recent primitive peoples: ochre could have

been used to dye weapons and certain objects, or it could

have been used to paint the body.

In any case, it is the most explicit sign we posses of an

aesthetic activity, and it is important to note that it goes

back beyond the limits of Homo sapiens to continue for

some time among the anthropians. They have not yielded,

up to the present at least, burial places with red ochre in

them, but fragments of the colouring matter have been

found in settlements.

The symbolism of the colour red, the pre-eminently

beautiful colour, the symbol of blood and life, has also

lasted throughout all ages and preserved its value among
present-day humanity as it did in prehistoric times. Once
more, this evidence which appears from the depths of the

past concerns a domain in which the separation of the

physical, the magical and the aesthetic is impossible.

The reassuring thing about this scanty inventory is that

it constantly recurs in the facts relative to more recent

prehistory and present-day primitive men as an extremely

ancient basis on which conscious art has built and ex-

panded as from the Upper Palaeolithic. Moreover this old

substratum has continued to hold its own until the

present day, never freed from the magical preoccupations

and all the obscure resurgences of man's elementary

behaviour.

Collection and ornamentation imply an act of con-

sciousness and a desire for expression on man's part,

however vague they may be. That is why it is not sur-

prising to see them exhibited comparatively late and to

observe their progressive enrichment. Future research

may be able to trace the discovery of ochre to an even

more remote age, but the hundreds of well-preserved

sites which have been excavated during the last hundred

years show that we can hardly expect to find genuine

figurative works among Neanderthal men.

The functional aesthetic

There is one field in which, contrary to the preceding ones,

the evidence of aesthetic activity is abundant: it is that

of chipped stone implements. We have millions of ob-

jects at our disposal, ranging chronologically from the

first millennia of prehistory, the age of Pithecanthropus, to

the appearance of the first metal objects.

As regards the times which concern us here, the

progress is striking: implements with more regular and
improved outlines take the place of the irregular forms of

the first period; many of them we could call beautiful in

our own sense of the word. The search for pure forms

appeared during the Acheulian, i.e. very early, two or

three hundred thousand years before us; it grew, and
reached its apogee during the Levalloiso-Mousterian,

about one hundred thousand years ago, and ceased, with

a few exceptions, to be as sensitive in our opinion at the

beginning of the Upper Palaeolithic, around forty thou-

sand years ago, at the very moment when art in the strict

sense of the word began to make extraordinary progress.

As a result, the most beautiful forms of prehistoric

tools developed in a totally different atmosphere from
that of modern man. The admirable flint gravers, the

long, delicately finished triangular points, the millions of
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24. AURIGNACIAN. The Laussel Venus. She holds a horn in her

hand. Bas-relief in stone. Les Eyzies. Musie de CHomme, Poris.

objects (all showing remarkable technical skill) among
which some masterpieces whose purity of form is dis-

concerting stand out, came from the hands if not of

Sinanthropus at least of beings compared with whom
Neanderthal man is 'modern'. It would seem very hard

to admit that these beings did not experience a certain

aesthetic satisfaction, because they were excellent work-

men who knew how to choose their material, come to

terms with its faults, direct their strokes with absolute

precision and produce from the block of undressed flint

a form exactly corresponding to their intentions. Their

work was not automatic; guided by a sequence of move-

ments in a strict series, it induced reflection at every

moment and certainly, in favourable circumstances, the

pleasure of creating a beautiful object.

This attitude is obvious, for, in the reahty of the epoch,

these implements did not exist of their own accord any

more than did the polish of the canine tooth, the purity

of the ammonite's spiral and the blinding vermilion of the

ochre. The regularity of forms corresponded to the grow-

ing effectiveness of the cutting tool and an increasing

economy in raw materials. The creator of forms was here

a creator of implements, and just as we discovered the

first gleams of aesthetic satisfaction in a psycho-physi-

ological and magico-religious complex, it was in the

techno-economic unfolding of the development of im-

plements that the artistic satisfaction of the oldest an-

thropians showed through.

In any case, art in its primitive forms was indivisible

from the total activity of the anthropian, as it is logical to

suppose. An even more striking fact is that it contines to

exist in the three forms we have emphasised throughout

the evolution of human societies.
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THE PALAEOLITHIC AGE Abbe HenH BreuU

Although we are still in the dark night of lime a new era

is opening: astonishing achievements begin to appear

in which, as we have shown, the fundamental laws of art are

already foreshadowed. It remains for us to place them

in relation to their cii'ilisatiou. The most famous

of prehistoriaus and one of the founders of this new field

of study, Abbi Breuil, evokes this complex civilisation,

which flourished particularly in western Europe.

When we think back to our early years, our recollections

soon run short; at the most a few facts and two or three

faces stand out in the mist of memories. The memory of

peoples is equally short. The length of geological human
time, the revolutions of the globe witnessed by ancient

man, tlic unceasing and profound changes in the earth's

scenery, the countless crowd of actors on its stage

they have all been forgotten!

THE ORIGINS OF CIVILISATION

The fundamental data

The eye of ethnical memory is ill at ease as it plunges

into this dizzying perspective. All we have available to

throw light on the distant past are anonymous debris:

chipped and polished stones, broken shards, decorated

and fashioned bones, entombed skeletons or the scanty

buried remains of ancient men, rock panels decorated

with painted or engraved figures and lastly funerary

monuments and ruined places of worship and fortified

sites.

Such are the facts prehistory puts at our disposal to

mark the stages of human types and their civilisations,

from the obscure epoch when man emerged from among
the mammals of the end of the Tertiary period to the

time when the rudiments of our civilisation were organ-

ised with the domestication of cattle and with the begin-

nings of agriculture.

These first human groups are not unrelated to a great

number of present-day tribes in both hemispheres the

Bushmen of South Africa, the Tasmanians, the Eskimos,
etc. — and their comparative study enables prehistorians

to understand fossil man better.

For its part, the geography of those early times shows
us (until a date quite close to our own from the geological

point of view) entire continents, such as the south Asian
shelf, today submerged beneath the waves, and con-
tinental bridges, now broken, between the two Mediter-
ranean shores, between England and Europe and between
Anatolia and the Balkans.

On the other hand, at various times primitive man had
to overcome difficult obstacles of which we have only the
remotest idea. The Caspian extended much further
northward as a vast inland sea, and when the great
Scandinavian and Russian glaciers advanced, the gateway
to the East between western Europe and central Asia was
closed, and the Palaeolithic peoples could only penetrate
from Asia iMinor and Africa into Europe by the south-
eastern and southern routes. The door did not open again
until much later to permit new migrations to the West.
That is why Europe, the only fully explored region

today, should be considered not as a self-sufficient unit

but as a peninsula attached to the north-west of the

prehistoric world, over which each new human wave

rolled in turn.

The presence of successive industries also poses racial

problems; although there is no doubt race and civilisation

are two things not to be confused, the introduction of

new civilisations in Europe normally coincides with the

appearance of new human types whose origin is not in

western Europe.

India, Asia Minor, western Europe, eastern, southern

and western Africa, and Java stand out as areas which

have gone through comparatively similar human phases.

In spite of the notable variations in industries, we can see

that they are related; even if the combinations are com-

paratively varied, the constituent elements reappear, and

in approximately the same order of succession. Moreover,

there seems to be little doubt that Siberia and even

northern China became, as from a certain moment at the

end of the Quaternary period, components of this en-

semble and probably the sources of the principal vari-

ations.

The earliest social life

What were the first men — the most recent of whom, at

least, sometimes used to bury their dead — but a species

of ingenious brutes, well suited to launch the human
empire with flint and fire in a world of gigantic monsters ?

Thanks to them, Ufe was made possible for a more
refined type of human being who did not arrive in the

western part of the prehistoric world until the close of the

Ice Age. He reached there already formed into large

distinct races, consequently already ancient, and the

scholar's eye inevitably turns to the high plateau of Asia

and to the East Indies as the possible cradles of develop-

ments which remain mysterious. For was it not from

there that, hundreds of millennia before, the earliest men
came on the trail of the first elephants, horses and cows

which took this route at the end of the Tertiary?

Man was only belatedly forced to frequent caves be-

cause of a cold phase towards the end of the last inter-

glacial; then the curtain began to rise on his social life.

This more stable and preserving habitat reveals hearths

and sometimes tombs.

Engraved or carved bones and the mural decorations of

caves and shelters, apart from their great artistic interest,

pose many other problems concerning the magical and

perhaps religious aim of this earliest art. Strangely enough

the opulent women and sexual symbols of the Aurig- 2

nacian disappear later, giving way to the animal art

already in the course of development. Animals are repre-

sented pierced with symbolical arrows (bison and ibexes

at Niaux; horses at Lascaux), clay models are riddled 5

with spear marks (at Montespan, a headless lion and 6

bear, which seem to have received new skins at various

times) — facts which evoke the idea of sympathetic magic.

The numerous pregnant women and the men closely

pursuing their women suggest the idea of fertility magic. j

The deliberate alteration of the essential features of I

certain animals seems to indicate taboos. Human figures

dressed up in animal or grotesque masks evoke the 4

dancing and initiation ceremonies of living peoples or

represent the sorcerers or gods of the Upper Palaeolithic. 1
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25. AURIGNACIAN. Reindeer and bulls painted on the cave walls at Lascaux.

Later the painted rocks of eastern Spain enable us to

follow the natives of that time while hunting, waging war,

dancing and even in their family life.

Trade already existed in the Upper Palaeolithic, con-

sisting of the export over long distances of marine or

fossil shells and the raw materials used to make tools.

The beginnings of artistic expression

The history of labour begins only with tools made from

stone at a time when their artificial nature was already

obvious enough to differentiate them from natural frac-

tures.

Tools were essential from the very beginning to rum-

mage in the soil and extract nourishing roots or the nod-

ules of raw stone which were to be dressed. Hammers
and anvils were necessary to break them up, according to

techniques which underwent great changes down the

ages, from crude percussion on a lump of bare stone,

stone against stone, then wood against stone, to the fab-

rication of a bifacial or core tool intended to produce

longer and finer flakes and later long narrow blades by

procedures which are still obscure, although they un-

doubtedly included the use of a wooden wedge.

At all times tools fashioned by finishing the edges of

flakes were needed to work wood and bone. Weapons

were indispensable. At first they were massive. Held in

the hand or hafted, they were intended for striking with

the cutting edge, hke an axe, or with the point, like a hal-

berd; later, preference was given to lighter types which

were used as daggers or as heads for lances, javelins and

arrows.

Cutting tools, too, were always necessary for dismem-

bering carcasses and for the preparation and making of

fur garments.

In the Magdalenian, the use of bony materials — ivory;

the bones or antlers of the deer tribe — became wide-

spread; from these were made awls, spears, daggers,

smoothers, scissors, etc., and, towards the end, eyed

needles and barbed harpoons. In addition, painting with

mineral colours was used to decorate caves. Upper Pal-

aeolithic man was capable of penetrating right to the end

of what were literally subterranean labyrinths, with lights

26. Imaginary bull-like animal. Lascaux.
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which could be rcht in case of accidental extinction. This

presupposes a bold people, for in all countries the un-

sophisticated are terrified of the smallest dark caves.

These dark galleries (and perhaps other places as well)

were the theatres for magical ceremonial rites connected

with the increase of desirable and the disappearance of

dangerous animals and with the successful conclusion of

hunting expeditions.

As among the Hskimos, the winter was undoubtedly

a dead season for hunting; early man had to live largely

on the provisions he had accumulated. It was a time for

celebrating the rites of the tribe in the Eskimo manner:

the initiation of adolescents into traditions and beliefs and

the rights and duties of adults; ceremonies for the in-

crease of useful animals, for the destruction of the biggest

wild beasts and for hunting magic; and appeals for these

ends to the higher powers who preside over these things,

to the souls of slain animals which they wanted to be re-

incarnated. All these customs, which still exist among the

Eskimos, may also have existed in the Upper Palaeolithic,

and they would provide a satisfactory explanation of the

religious and magical nature of the figurative representa-

tions. A number of engraved or carved bones were prob-

ably fashioned to serve as hunting charms.

It is noteworthy that neither on the walls of decorated

caves nor on the painted rocks do we find any trace of the

geometrical or stylised decorations of portable art. Thus

notable variations in mental trends presided over each of

the branches of art.

THE ORIGINS OF ART

The vestiges which are so precious to the ethnographer

are the only positive evidence of the origins of art, whether

figurative or decorative.

The carved figures at the beginning of the Aurignacian

and the engravings which also date from that time prove

that art was not by any means in its infancy. Indeed, the

3S statuettes from Brassempouy are evidence of a lengthy

artistic past which is quite unknown to us.

Do we find artistic records in the Lower Palaeolithic?

Boucher de Perthes was the first to think so, and others

after him have held the same opinion; in the midst of

27. UPPER SOLUTREAN. Engraved feline from Les Combarelles.

smooth pebbles they have found nodules of flint with

curious shapes which they have claimed were finished by

Quaternary man. The fractures, which are supposed to

be accentuated likenesses, were certainly caused by nat-

ural or mechanical agents which shattered the cavities

or the more fragile projecting points. There are only

a very few pieces to which the explanation of accidental

resemblance might apply.

Later on, the development of the working of bone and

the spread of this technique was the starting point of dec-

orative art. Once it had produced utilitarian results,

bone-working was to become an element of art; the rhythm

of repeated incisions became appreciated and was copied,

either to make a workaday or decorative object pleasing

or to consecrate a magical or religious object.

But decorative art is not figurative art, which includes

various elements: firstly, a mental element, which consists

in recognising the resemblance given and taking pleasure

in stating it, i.e. imitation; subsequently, a gesture of

selection or reiteration, directed by the desire to preserve

for oneself, to improve or to reproduce the image appre-

hended, i.e. duplication.

The sources of figurative art

Imitation is connected with deep psychological needs;

every being tends to harmonise with its background by an

unconscious mimetic urge. There is genuine imitation

among the higher animals: two animals incite each other

to reproduce their actions mutually by example. Some of

them, parrots and monkeys for instance, even imitate

types widely different from their own. This kind of aping

is a spontaneous pantomime which in certain phases of

existence can lead to a sort of game or drama: for exam-

ple, the kitten which chases a dead leaf, the puppy which

snatches at a stick as if it is his real prey.

Sexual selection leads to the establishment of some of

these games; the preservation of the species determines

others (such as that of the partridge imitating a wounded
bird on the point of dropping, in order to distract the

enemy from her defenceless brood).

In the same way children have an extraordinary pro-

pensity for mimicry, and even for drama.

The instinct of children and primitive peoples which

drives them to imitate the walks and cries of various

animals corresponds to the imitative phase of art, which

presupposes an appreciation of the plastic likeness in

action.

Hunting camouflage introduces another element: dis-

guise, which may also spring from the desire to increase

the resemblance to the animal. Such disguises have cer-

tainly played an enormous part among hunting peoples.

The animals' actual remains have supplied the raw ma-
terial (for the Eskimos, the reindeer; for the North Ame-
rican Indians, the wolf; for the Bushmen, the ostrich).

The success of these stratagems has been interpreted

in terms of hunting magic; the mask was considered to

have supernatural power, and the imitative dances in

which it was used were thought to confer power over the

coveted animal.

The idea of likeness has other concomitant sources.

Facial decoration has given rise in New Zealand to a close-

ly parallel series; there, all figurative and even decorative

art derives from the tattooed human face which has re-

generated the other parts of the body. And there is another

very rich source of the hunting peoples: the intentional
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28. Meanders traced on a cave wall. A bull's head can be seen on the right. Aitamira. (After Breui/.)

observation and reproduction of the footprints of men or

animals on the ground. The oldest engraved rocks of

South Africa are sometimes covered with them. Other

traces have been left by the human hand dipped in col-

our and pressed on a rock.

To bring out the hand use was also made of the stencil

process: outlines of hands surrounded by colours. Then
people began to draw hands directly, instead of using

these primitive procedures.

From hand-prints to works of art

At the beginning of the Upper Palaeolithic men extracted

the clayey deposit from the walls of certain caves. Their

fingers as they plunged into the soft material left grooves

of varying depth or holes side by side; these were not art

— merely marks. The Aurignacians observed them; they

noted the regularity of these imprints, the rhythm of the

deep punctuations, of the parallel lines, and they repro-

duced them, no longer for the purpose of removmg the

clay but for themselves. They took pleasure in repeating

them, complicating them and increasing their decorative

value. That other ideas superimposed their influence on

the preliminary step and transformed an aesthetic whim

into ritual is quite possible and, indeed, probable here as

it was for figurative art.

If art for art's sake had not been born, magical or re-

ligious art would never have existed; on the other hand,

if magical or religious ideas had not made it possible to

include art for art's sake among the more serious pre-

occupations of daily life it might never have got beyond

the embryonic stage.

If the Aurignacians traced numerous decorative mean-

ders on clay in the caves of Gargas (Pyrenees), Homos
de la Peiia (Spain), etc., certain of their contemporaries

made the same discoveries elsewhere. Fingers smeared

with ochre or clay leave four parallel lines when they are

29. Paintings from the ceiling of the great hall at Aitamira.

fCompos/t/on by Gaston Ferri, after drawir^gs by Breui/.)



trailed across a blank rock surface. This was the origin

of the meandering decorations in the cave of La Pilcta

(near Malaga), the equivalent of the 'macaronis' of Gargas.

If the idea of resemblance was born in the minds of the

people who doodled like this, then, just as children do,

they interpreted their marks on the spot and subsequently

28 completed them to increase the likeness they had ob-

served. Then they were able to reproduce the outline

intentionally, and line drawing proper began.

The transition must have been made quickly, for scarce-

ly any definite examples have been found; the first

figures are extremely simple but already frankly natural-

istic. It is true that during the same period the Aurigna-

5, 9 cians were already carving remarkable statuettes of people

in stone and ivory, and, soon after, were making bas-

reliefs as well.

Once the idea of resemblance was implanted, the system-

atic interpretation of irregular rocks, stones and pieces

of wood with natural forms could develop. We see nu-

merous examples of this as from the Aurignacian.

The resemblances were accentuated by touching up or

by adding lines. At first statuettes were made from clay,

which was easy to handle, then from more durable ma-

terials.

Figurative art was by no means of one single origin.

Starting from the instinct for the active imitation of the

living by the living and from the feeling for likeness which

is inherent in it, it developed first of all through dramatic

art and disguises using animal remains, then from man-
made masks which established their own autonomy.

When the mind was sufficiently evolved to interpret

figuratively the imprints left by fingers trailed across

walls, it passed on to the free representation which de-

veloped later in Palaeolithic drawing and painting.

While the figurative art which we saw in the mask, the

tattooed face, and foot- or hand-print resulted only in

highly conventional patterned creations, visual realism

predominated in the drawings issuing from the inter-

pretation of the smears which were later reproduced de-

liberately, and in the drawings and carvings stemming
from accentuated natural irregularities, as well as in

the subsequent figurines. It developed more particularly

among peoples living by hunting, in which eyesight plays

a vital role.

30. Ibex partially covcrto o, a ;,w« of calc-spar, proving the

extreme age of the drawing. Niaux.

The great mural art

That is how the great mural art for which the prehistoric

caves are famous would seem to have originated. It was

independent of the art of small contemporary objects in

which human statuary, derived from fur dolls, was al-

ready widespread. But graphic art at that time was only

occasionally found in portable art. Engraved and painted

slabs were the exception in Aurignacian art and, except

at Parpallo in Spain, were still very rare in Perigordian

and even Solutrean art. It was only in the Magdalenian

that figurative art made big inroads on the decoration of

small objects.

A profound knowledge of animal shapes formed the

basis of this artistic reaction. In the course of their event-

ful lives, the hunters of mammoths, rhinoceroses, bears,

big stags, etc., accumulated a wealth of powerful visual and

dynamic impressions. They were the men who created

and developed the mural art of the French caves, of the

rock shelters of the Spanish Levant and of the engraved

and painted rocks of the Sahara and South Africa: in

every case it was big-game-hunting man who engendered

naturalistic art.

Palaeolithic art, then, experienced an extraordinary

flowering in western Europe. Its unfolding was almost

identical in places considerable distances apart: from the

Yonne to the Straits of Gibraltar and from Sicily to the

Gulf of Gascony, but especially in the regions of Aquitaine

and the French Pyrenees and in their western Cantabrian

extension.

All these works of art can first be dated in relation to

geological times. (It is obvious that drawings of extinct

animals or animals which have moved elsewhere are con-

temporary with those animals or are modern forgeries.

Partial or entire submergence in an untouched piece of

ground and the existence of stalagmitic exudations cover-

ing them are adequate arguments for dismissing fraud.)

Their evolution can be followed with relative precision.

After comparatively mediocre beginnings dominated by

conventions (frontal horns on a body in profile; legs on

one side of the body only, concealing the other pair, etc.).

Quaternary art exhibited an increasingly lively feeling for

animal forms. From the Perigordian onwards, in the

painted silhouettes of Lascaux where the red, black or

bistre patch applied with a kind of primitive air-brush

was outlined in black, the development was astonishing.

After a break in our information corresponding to the

first two-thirds of the Solutrean, we rediscover mural

art with bas-reliefs reduced to incised outlines (Les

Combarelles), which easily led to shallow engraving on
the over-hard rock of the Pyrenean and Cantabrian re-

gions. Soon the latter became graffiti of no great im-

portance — although the purity of outline is charming

(Marsoulas, Teyjat, Font-de-Gaume) ^ and gave way
to painting, which continued to develop. After the

achievements of the Perigordian, mural art reverted to

simple black line-drawings, as if in charcoal; later the

line grew firmer and thicker; the down strokes and up
strokes were differentiated. This was towards Magdale-

nian III. Then hatching developed; colours were mod-
elled. The naive realism of the first phases tended to

disappear before the calligraphic techniques of the various

schools; this sometimes resulted in a search for violent

attitudes which led to mannerism — at Altamira, for

example, where the painting makes use of the rock

formations to convey the illusion better. From the be-
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f>s^;^^K»^-J^ J la. Boar hunt. Painting in the cave of Remigia (Castile). lAfter

Obermaier and Sreuil.)

ginning of Magdalenian VI genuine polychromy was

established by surrounding, with a powerful black hne,

modelled areas of various colours ranging from bistre to

vermilion via purplish and orange tones. It was the

culminating point of Magdalenian art, which was to

die a sudden death.

In its final phases, this art resumed the linear style of the

Aurignacian. The Mediterranean infiltration which was

beginning was to give birth to the Azihan culture, but

these newcomers, primarily fishermen and collectors of

snails and shellfish, did not have the powerful creative

imagination of the great hunters.

It was not individual caprice which produced the

painted caves. Even if a few outstanding individuals may
have been needed at the very beginning to lay the ground-

work for the discovery of artistic expression, the develop-

ment of mural art was evidence of an exceptional collective

interest and control.

The whole of western Europe was won over by the

first illumination of beauty, born of the spark of genius of

a few; but this upsurge was 'standardised' in rites con-

sidered as fundamental by all the Franco-Cantabrian

tribes.

Nevertheless eastern Spain, almost isolated from

France by the Pyrenees which were once again impassable

as a result of glaciation, followed a different path and,

probably owing to a mixture of Aurignacian traditions

and an African source, the Capsian, ended up with a rock

art in which pictures with several figures together are

common, in which the human figure, hunting, making war

or in his family or social life, is multiplied as in South

African art.

It is not impossible that Western naturahstic art made

31b. Boar hunt. Rock painting from South Africa. Giant's Castle

Game Reserve, Natal.

contact with the Capsian and Neolithic pre-Egyptian

world. We may also assume a parallel appearance in

Africa of an art of hunters who, becoming pastoral in the

north (see the decoration of the rock ».helters in the I,ibyan

desert and the Sahara), supplied the foundations for the

development of proto-Egyptian and Cretan arc. The
existence of contacts between the Upper Palaeolithic men
of Parpallo (Valencia) and the Africans is highly probable.

The origin of Saharan naturalistic rock art mostly

Neolithic — and its relations with the Upper Palaeo-

lithic art of western Europe remain open questions, as

does that of its relations to the south-east with the rock

art of Tanganyika and South Africa.

Geometrical decoration

An in the Upper Palaeolithic developed with a keen

observation of nature and an extraordinary degree of

fidelity to it, but side by side with this development

artists of varying efficiency and vitality copied and

distorted the works from which they drew their in-

spiration. This resulted in the modification, destruction

and sometimes even the reversal of the meaning of

a naturalistic figure, until it was reduced to the role of an

ornamental motif.

From Magdalenian IV onwards, and particularly dur-

ing Magdalenian V and VI when sculpture was progres-

sively abandoned, the ornamentation of everyday objects

— perforators, spears, etc. borrowed its elements in-

creasingly from the naturalistic art of line engraving. The
transposition of figures on to narrow surfaces could not

take place without difiiculty and waste. The law of least

effort simplified these figures until they became mere

diagrams. It is not uncommon to find on one and the
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same object all the transitions from a recognisable figure

to a complete stylisation.

These valuable pieces give us the key to many others

such as the head of a goat-like animal, from Massat, or

the stick from l.a Madeleine decorated with horses' heads

which gradually turn mto ovals.

Nevertheless, these diagrams do not result only from the

degeneration of better executed drawings. Stylised figura-

tive art, as scholars have shown, springs from a genuine

realism which is not visual but of the conceptual type

observable among children. During the Upper Palaeo-

lithic it existed side by side with and independent of the

great naturalistic art. The significance of these simplified

figures is not easy to define. The elements of this original

stylised art greatly enriched ornamental art from the

beginning of the Magdalenian, but especially at the end

of its first third. A large number of Magdalenian bone

blades exhibit very rich decorations which were obtained

by grouping motifs of this origin: ellipses, zigzags,

chevrons and fleurons. Among the figures there are rep-

resentations of fish and animal heads and also of inani-

mate objects various implements and even huts. Many
of the designs were engraved or painted on cave walls.

But decorative art had still other sources. In the course

of removing the meat from big game, man accidentally

traced parallel lines on the bones by steady, successive

blows with a flint. From the later Mousterian onwards,

both at La Quina and at La Ferrassie, there have been

occasional finds of bones incised with careful parallel lines

which are evidence no longer of a chance result of

butchery but of intentional work which transposed a for-

tuitous line into decoration.

^X^len the working of bone, ivory and reindeer-horn

developed widely in the Aurignacian and then in the

Solutrean and Magdalenian, its technique became more
accurate and to the accidental traces of dismemberment
were added those caused by cutting up these raw ma-
terials to make narrow, elongated tools out of them.

Certain objects such as spears were meant to be fixed

to a stave, either by bindings or by a simple or double

chamfer to which the extremity of the shaft was fixed.

This produced other elements by which decoration

profited: transverse incisions or flanges to ensure the

firmness of the fastenings; incisions or grooves on the

surfaces in contact with the shaft to make the adhesive

substance stick more firmly. The habit of seeing a binding

round a stick also resulted on various occasions in its

being copied in a carved representation.

One of the most certain origins of the geometrical

decoration of many Neolithic vases in both worlds comes

from the first pots, often supported in baskets which were

destroyed by the firing and whose weaving left its trace

on the belly. When the basket was superseded, the zig-

zags of its imprints were imitated by hand out of sheer

force of habit.

Thus decorative art was born of the ornamental trans-

position of elements of technical origin; it was enriched

with the residues of other elements, also technical but

fallen into disuse and ornamentalised - or from the

decorative imitation of neighbouring techniques; it made
use of primitive diagrams by amalgamating and separating

them; it reached its apogee by altering for its own en-

hancement elements borrowed from great art — muti-

lating, debasing, regrouping and dissociating them.

THE AFTERMATH OF
PALAEOLITHIC ART

Stylised art and the Azilian culture

What was the fate of art after the great Magdalenian
phase?

The years between the epoch when Upper Palae-

olithic man hunted the last herds of reindeer in south-

western Europe and the age when semi-civilised invaders

ploughed the first furrows there and put the first flocks

out to pasture make up the Mesolithic, the period be-

tween the Palaeolithic, with extinct animals or animals

32. Bison carved in reindeer horn. La Madeleine. Musie de
St Germain.
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which have moved to other climates, and the NeoHthiCj

with our present-day fauna.

It must be admitted, however, that there were already-

pastoral and agricultural Neolithic men in Africa and

Asia Minor at a time when Europe's Upper Palaeolithic

was at its zenith.

The so-called Neohthic peoples were in reality the

issue at the beginning of modern times of Upper Palae-

oUthic tribes which had migrated. Their migration was

related to the improved climate in what were previously

glacial regions. Also, the progressive drying-up of vast

regions now deserted but where there once had been

abundant rainfall forced the tribes which had formed at

the end of the Quaternary and were already pastoral or

agricultural to seek new lands for their flocks and crops.

In the classical regions of the Upper Palaeolithic, such

as south-western France and north-western Spain, several

successive cultural waves have been recorded, differing

widely from one another from the point of view of the

evolution of art: the Azihan culture affords an instructive

contribution.

In the cave of Mas d'Azil (Ariege), superimposed on

a layer of Magdalenian IV there appears a category of

characteristic objects, consisting of pebbles which are

either painted or engraved, or both. They are also found

at the same level in other caves in the French Pyrenees

and in Perigord: and others, possibly of an even earlier

date, have been found in several caves in the north. It is

quite possible that further careful research might disclose

them at any level of the European Upper Palaeolithic,

for the painted caves have on their walls groups of dots

or bars and signs similar to those on the pebbles.

The caves of Castillo and Niaux enable us to observe

that at an earlier epoch certain artists already possessed

a large repertory of conventional signs from which the

Azihan figures were derived. The origin of these painted

pebbles, then, goes far back into the Upper Palaeolithic,

especially into that of the Mediterranean region, where

tribes Uved along the httoral, existing mainly by col-

lecting shellfish, a labour requiring little effort.

The painted motifs are most frequently dots or bars in

different groupings: crosses with one or two arms, barred

circles, fern-leaves, rectangles with two diagonals, circles

with a central dot, and a few rare alphabetiform signs;

E, F, etc. The painted pebbles mark a first stage in

stylised art.

The Iberian rock paintings

When we first had the opportunity to study the paintings

of the valley of Batuacas, we noted the striking similarity

of the dots or bars ahgned in series to the paintings on

stones from the Mas d'Azil. In fact, H. Obermaier has

established beyond doubt by twelve series of figures that

it is possible to interpret the Mas d'Azil symbols in the

light of the less stylised Spanish rock figures which

generally represent human forms: the double or triple

chevron comes close to the diagram of a seated man; the

single or two-armed cross and the ladder-shaped sign with

a single vertical cutting through the middle of a large

number of rungs recall an upright man. There are too

many agreements between the series for their origins to

be separate.

In our existing state of knowledge, prehistoric Iberian

art seems to present the following picture: in Upper

ValaeoUthic times there existed on the Peninsula an

33. Stylised human figures and animals painted on the walls of the

cave of La Graja. (After Breuil.)

34. The evolution of the stylised figure of a stag, taken from the

stag at Calapata (Teruel). (After Carballo.)

V
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33

35. AURIGNACIAN. The Lady of Brassempouy. Ivory. (Height

c. 1 in.) Musie de St Germain.

Atlantic province, primarily Cantabrian, but which also

spread into Castile and extended as far as southern

Andalusia, to La Piieta, for example, and the neighbour-

hood of Malaga and Cadiz; its naturalistic art was the

geographical extension of the Aurignacio-Magdalenian

art of the Upper Palaeolithic in the south-west of France.

Altamira is the most famous example. Nevertheless, at an

early date it yielded a profusion of schematic signs which
are found again, only in very small numbers and at a late

date, from the Pyrenees to the Dordogne, and more rarely

in the latter. La Piieta is particularly rich in numerous and
varied early signs.

The second artistic region of Palaeolithic Iberia was
almost exclusively Mediterranean: it extended from Cata-

lonia to the province of Almeria. Although, through its

splendid animal paintings, this Levantine art is a particu-

lar development of Upper Palaeolithic art and especially

of Franco-Cantabrian Perigordian, it is distinguished

from it, as we have already mentioned, by the abundance
and the animated nature of equally realistic but summarily
treated human figures — the product of complex figura-

tive scenes of hunts and battles. It should be noted that

certain stylised elements which preceded the reahstic

figures in some cases - at Minateda (Albacete) for

example - are found in ever greater numbers towards
the end of this art and appear to arise from a mixture
with coastal Mediterranean influences, which become
more and more numerous in relation to the original more
northerly element. The influence of Saharan and even
South African paintings seems undeniable, but, on the
other hand, this influence could have come to Africa from
the Mediterranenan coast of Iberia.

The arrival, at the end of this period, of pastoral and
agricultural Neolithic peoples enriched rock art with
a number of new conventional elements, such as the

representations of the 'owl-headed' female figures of the

dolmen world and the rectangular and triangular idols of

the Iberian Neolithic, among others. This new tendency

was most widespread in Andalusia, the Sierra Morena and

Extremadura, i.e. in the south-west.

Schematic art, in the form of coloured drawings on the

one hand and rock engravings on the other, undoubtedly

continued down to the beginning of the Bronze Age.

From schematic art to writing

It would be interesting to make a coordinative study of

the signs and symbols derived from easily recognisable

figures. Then the relative constancy of the superim-

positions would be observed. Detailed comparisons from

more remote places would enable us to follow the progress

of schematic, or stylised, art towards Ireland and Scandi-

navia, where it rejoined another branch from central Asia.

This last is the probable point of departure of schematic

art, which radiated to the entire circumference of the Old

World before writing came into being, giving the various

Neolithic groups a complete collection of symbols which

each group elaborated and adapted in its own way. Several

extracted from these symbols the first elements of ideo-

graphic writing, whereas others, scattered far and wide

throughout the world, continued to make use of these

signs in the manner of their ancestors, who had not yet

amalgamated them into phrases to express complexes of

ideas.

Thus art, in its natural passage to a diagrammatic form,

prepared the way for the birth of writing and provided the

signs which would be needed. These signs are still not

writing, but they lead up to it. The painted rocks are

even more eloquent in their way than the inscribed

tablets of Easter Island: at the two antipodes of our globe

they form the ends of two chains, which perhaps linked

up somewhere near the centre of Asia, at the foot of the

mountains of eastern Siberia. In 1880 rubbings were

taken of many rock engravings some of which

adopted highly simplified diagrams to render beings -

which were interpreted with great pains. We can see in

them a precursor of one of the human mind's greatest

achievements: the symbol leading to writing. But its

development was elsewhere. In the east, the south and the

south-west the ingenuity of the Neolithic tribes of China,

Chaldea, Egypt and north-west India was needed to

organise these graphic signs, scanty at first, to add to them
and elaborate them, in order finally to extract from them
first ideographic and later phonetic script.

We have no doubt that this immense discovery was the

result of the independent development by the various

colonies dotted around the periphery of the 'Roof of the

World' of the small stock of figure-symbols brought from

their countries of origin.

But we have reached the time when the early peoples

and races were settling into place; the material conditions

of their lives were established. Prehistory in the strict

sense of the word was finished. In spite of the absence of

written documents, protohistory was beginning history

before writing, but by no means before traditions and

legends.

We are, then — depending on the region in question

four to seven millennia behindhand, a very short phase

if we compare it with the enormous period taken for the

extraordinarily slow progress of humanity for hundreds of

thousands of years.

36. SAHARAN PREHISTORIC ART. Rock painting from the

Haut-Mertouteh (Hoggar).
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: Prehistoric art

CLIMATIC AND
GEOGRAPHICAL
BACKGROU ND

Even if the earth in the Quaternary
period did not undergo upheavals

comparable to those of the Ter-

tiary, the successive advances and
withdrawals of the glaciers, par-

allel with the changes of climate,

determined periodic variations in

the ways of life of both men and
animals in the northern hemi-
sphere. Remains bearing witness to

glacial movements enable us to

discover these phases, the back-

grounds against which the strati-

graphical and archaeological dis-

coveries are to be registered.

The southern zones which were
free from glaciers (Africa, the

south of Europe, Asia and the

East Indies) experienced periods

of extreme humidity correspond-

ing roughly to the glaciations and
periods of drought parallel with
the interglacial phases.

Analysis of the terraces of the

Garonne in their relation to the

glaciations has provided valuable

chronological information. The im-,

plements discovered in the highest

of these terraces attest to the

presence of man from the time of

the first interglacial. In the Palaeo-

lithic, when the glaciers made their

furthest advance, Europe and Asia
were very different from their

present-day counterparts. Arctic

glaciers covered Ireland, the Brit-

ish Isles, Scandinavia, the Baltic

and the whole of the northern
European plain (the Netherlands,

Germany, Poland, northern Russia)

and established a vast zone of

frozen waste-land in the greater

part of the Siberian taiga.

In addition, the mountain gla-

ciers descended far into the plains,

making vast spaces around the

high massifs impassable. Then the

level of the oceans went down. As
a result, oceanographers have been
able to locate submarine Palae-

olithic deposits at Clacton-on-Sea
and at Grimaldi, near Menton. In

the same way, certain straits used
to be passages from one continent

to another: at one time the Bering
Strait connected Siberia with
Alaska.

Gradually the climate grew mild-

er and more settled; it resembled
the climate we know today. The
great glaciers disappeared from
Europe; the Sahara became a

desert. A climatic optimum ac-

tually existed about 5,000 years

before our era. Among the various

races and civilisations of the Mcs-

1 Extent of land during 4lh glicij

[• •
I

Distribution of Aurignacian Venusei
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STONE AGE CULTURES AND RACES IN EUROPE

CULTURES

Chellean or Abbevillian

Acheulian-Micoquian. Characterised by a major-

LOWER ify of bifacial tools.

PALAEOLITHIC Clactonian. Predominantly flake-tool industry.

Tayacian. Derived from the Clactonian; seems to

prepare the way for the Moustenan (Charente,

France; Spain; Morocco).

Heidelberg man (Germany) ; the sole remains are a

markedly anthropoid skull.

Swanscombe man (Kent, England)

Fontechevade man (Charente, France)

MIDDLE

PALAEOLITHIC

Mousterian. Flake-tool industry primarily charac-

terised by the point and the side-scraper.

Levalloisian. Widespread flake-tool culture.

Neanderthal man (near Dusseldorf, Germany);

also in France, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Russia,

Croatia and Czechoslovakia.

UPPER

P AL AEOLITHI

Aurignacian and Perigordian. Blades with blunted Cro-Magnon man
backs, as at Chatelperron. Stone implements become
more varied; scrapers, burins, perforators. Bone

Implements abound; javelin points, chisels, etc.

Solutrean. Pressure-flaking industry. Laurel-leaf Chancelade man
points of the classical Solutrean; Upper Solutrean

industry with a profusion of microlithic blades.

Magdalenian. Disappearance of Solutrean pressure Grimaldi man
technique. Handsome and varied bone implements:

eyed needles, chisels, tusk spear-throwers, harpoons.

Varied and elegant stone industry: burins, scrapers,

blades, knives, etc. Points with outlines enabling us

to distinguish 6 levels: Magdalenian l-VI.

MESOLITHIC

Azilian. Stone industry, largely microlithic; rather

poor in the north of Spain and the Pyrenees, more

abundant north of the Garonne.

Tardenoisian. Small flint blades, and small flint

implements with geometrical shapes.

Bone harpoons with flint flakes as barbs.

Maglemosian (northern Europe). Bone and horn

industry. Flint scrapers, borers and core-axes.

Varied races.

Ofnet man (Bavaria)

Tardenoisian man; some examples with African

characteristics; arrival of brachycephalic men.

Numerous characteristics, difficultto date.

Campignian. Flint tranchets hatted In pierced bone

handles (ancestors of the axe); flake points and

coarse pottery.

NEOLITHIC Kitchen Midden or Ertebelie (southern Scandin-

avia). Axes and blades.

Robenhausian. Lake-dwelling industries: polished

axes with handles, adzes, clubs, finely worked

arrowheads.

Various races: the dolichocephalic Palaeolithic

men gradually disappear, replaced by Homo
nordicus, only occasionally dolichocephalic.

Brachycephalics become more numerous.

olithic and Neolithic, complete
transformations accompanied these

climatic upheavals.

CHRONOLOGY
The study of the glaciations ena-

bles us to fix chronological land-

marks relative to geological evolu-

tion. Thus the problem of the

appearance of man at the beginning
of the Quaternary in Europe (Eng-
land, Germany, Pyrenees) and
Africa (Morocco) was solved by
proof of the existence of stone

implements before the second, or

Mindel, glaciation. Scholars have
attempted to evaluate prehistoric

finds in millennia. The hypothesis

of M. Milhanckowich, who studied

mathematically the curve of terres-

trial insolation on each latitude

from 600,000 B.C., coincides with

Quaternary geological data.

According to this hypothesis,

we should accept the first human
manifestations as contemporary
with the geological phenomena
of 500,000, and perhaps 600,000,

years B.C.

The glaciations were geological

periods in which the abundance of

rainfall and the cooling of the

climate were such that enormous
glaciers covered whole regions with
ice several hundred yards thick and
overflowed into low-lying lands,

lakes or shallow seas. When the

climate grew warmer it caused the

interglacial phases. Then the re-

turn of snow or cold produced new
growths of ice. There were four

periods during the Quaternary
when the glaciers spread over cen-
tral Europe: 1. Giin2 glaciation
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PREHISTORIC TIMES
Appro«lmate chronolofly and correlation ot glaclatlons with human •

3rd Qlaclatlon 4th glaclatlon

3rd interglacial

BIFACIAL TOOL CULTURES

ABBEVILLIAN
lower

BLADE TOOL CULTURES

CLACTONIAN TAYACIAN

LEVALLOISIAN
lower middle upper

MIDDLE PALAEOLITHIC

BLADE TOOL
CULTURES

some bifacial tools

MOUSTERIAN

UPPER P'LITHI'

I I I I

FLAKE-TOOL (

(600,000 to 550,000 B.C.); 2. Min-
del glaciation (480,000 to 440,000
B.C.); 3. Riss glaciation (240,000 to

190,000 B.C.); 4. Wurm glaciation

(120,000 B.C.), as A. Penck and E.

Bruckner proved (in 1901 09),

after studying Alpine glacial de-

posits.

Geologists have established other

glaciations, corresponding to the

Alpine glaciations, in northern

Europe and North America:

ALPINE



Morocco incline scholars to the

belief that man may perhaps have
developed in Africa during the

Pliocene.

Pithecanthropus from Trinil, Ja-

va, and Sinanthropus from Chou-
k'ou-tien (near Peking) exhibit

similar half-human, half-simian,

characteristics. Both of them lived

in the Quaternary before the for-

mation of the Chinese loess.

Sinanthropus used fire and had
tools made of quartz and bone.
Neanderthal man. European hu-
man remains prior to the fourth,

or Wijrm, glaciation are extremely
rare.

The very primitive jaw-bone
found near Heidelberg may date

from the first interglacial, the frag-

ments of skull from Swanscombe,
from the second interglacial: these,

together with the skull from Fonte-
chevade (Charente), are the sole re-

mains of the men who lived in

Europe before the period which saw
the Neanderthalians.

The races of Neanderthal men,
creators of the European Mouste-
rian artifacts, exhibited similar

characteristics: medium height
(about 5 ft 3 in.), cranial capacity

close to present-day man's, reced-
ing forehead and chin, short

slightly bent legs.

They existed in Germany (at

Neanderthal, Ehringsdorf), in Bel-

gium (at Spy, La Naulette, Engis),

in France (at Malarnaud, La
Chapelle-aux-Saints, La Quina, La
Ferrassie), in Spain (at Batiolas), in

Italy (at San Felice Circeo, Sacco-
pastore), in Czechoslovakia (at

Sipka), in Croatia (at Krapina), in

the Crimea and at Gibraltar. At the

same time (i.e. during the early

part of the fourth glaciation), men
with certain Neanderthahan char-
acteristics but with more developed
bodies and limbs were living in

Palestine in the caves of Mugharet
es-Skhul and Mugharet et-Ta-
bun. They form the bridge from
Neanderthal man to Homo sapiens.

Homo sapiens of the Upper Pal-

aeolithic. The new kind of hu-
man being represented by Homo
sapiens, who appeared in the Upper
Palaeolithic, presented all the char-

acteristics of races existing today;
he was already of very mixed
descent. He invaded Europe to-

wards the middle of the fourth
glaciation, possibly coming from
Asia. Did he entirely destroy the
ways of life which were already
there? One thing is certain today:
neither in their racial characteris-

tics nor in their civilisation were
these new men a continuation of
the Neanderthahans.
The man from Combe Capelle

(Dordogne), similar to living Ethio-

pians, and the man from Grimaldi
(near Menton), of Negroid type,

preceded the Cro-Magnon race in

France. Cro-Magnon man was very
tall (5 ft 6 in. to over 6 ft) and had
a long skull, a short face and a prom-
inent chin. Pure or crossed, he
Uved in the Dordogne (Cro-Mag-
non, Cap Blanc, La Madeleine),
on the Riviera (Grimaldi), in

Burgundy (Solutre), in the Landes,
in Charente, in Spain, in Czecho-
slovakia (Brno, Pfedmosti) and in

Britain (Paviland).

Chancelade man (a type found
near Perigeux) was short (about
5 ft) but had a large cranial capacity

and a lofty, broad forehead. He
resembled living Eskimos in cer-

tain respects.

Mesolithic and Neolithic peoples.

Discoveries of Mesolithic remains
bear witness to a great variety of
races.

The Azilian men from Ofnet
(Bavaria) were of several types,

some close to the Cro-Magnons,
others of the brachycephalic (short-

skulled) type; those from Portu-

gal were dolichocephalic (long-

skulled). Both brachycephalic and
dolichocephalic men lived in

France.

The 'positioning' of the three

present-day European peoples,

Nordic, Mediterranean and Al-

pine, took place at that time.

WAY OF LIFE

Fire, water and dwellings. The
conquest of fire is the primary
source of all kinds of energy, hence
of any civilisation. In the first

crude remains of the civilisation of

the most primitive men, hearths in

the deposits show how indispens-

able it was for cooking and for

scaring off wild beasts. From the

beginning of the Mousterian with

its glacial climate, man lived more
and more in caves, and the hearth

was situated at the entrance to

the cave near a water supply;

when Palaeolithic man penetrated

far beneath the earth to paint,

carve, bury his dead and practise

sympathetic magic or initiation

ceremonies, he knew how to light

his way by burning torches and
wood shavings; later, he even had
lamps stone cups in which ani-

mal fats were burnt [38].

When the hunters abandoned
the comparatively cool tem-
peratures of the caves (51 to 57 F)

in the summer months and set

forth to hunt the herds of big

game: stags, reindeer, bison, even

mammoths, they took the whole

37. Bone spear-thrower

horse. Bruniquel.

38. MAGDALENIAN. Stone lamp in

which animal fats were used. Musie

de I'Homme, Pans.
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39. Women with plumed or feathered

head-dresses. Valltorta.

40. A warrior wearing trousers. Painted

in red. Cave of Secans (Teruel).

tribe as well as the protective fire

with them and camped out in huts

made of boughs, clay and animal

skins.

In the Mesohthic and Neolithic,

as the climate grew milder and

man acquired more knowledge of

fire, the open-air dwelling re-

appeared and water supplies be-

came a more important problem
than fire. Small tribes settled

beside lakes and rivers, grouped
themselves into villages and built

cisterns.

Social organisation and the need

for self-defence gave rise to the

civilisations of palafittes (lake-

dwellings on stilts) and fortified

villages. In 1936 a Neolithic hut

covered with sand by an overflow

of the Arve was discovered with all

its framework and thatchings of

foliage intact at Zigiholz, in Switzer-

land. Some Neolithic houses found
in Germany even have polychrome
plastering. The peoples of southern

Scandinavia, who were the origin-

ators of the Kitchen Midden or

Ertebelle culture and were eaters of

shellfish, may have been contem-
poraries of the Campignians, who
built huts of plaited boughs and
filled the interstices with a coating

of clay.

All these tribes had domes-
ticated dogs and knew how to

fashion primitive dug-outs from
tree-trunks.

Means of subsistence: hunting, fish-

ing, gatliering food. Hunting was
the main occupation of prehistoric

man, as much to defend himself

against wild beasts (bears and lions

in the caves) as to clothe and feed

himself and to obtain the raw
materials necessary for his work:
leather, bone, ivory, horn, fat.

Hunting for the individual game
needed for day-to-day living was
done in Upper Palaeolithic times

with thrown weapons: arrows,

spears, harpoons, lances hurled by
hand or with a thrower, or shot

from a bow (as in Africa, from
Capsian times onwards). Boome-
rangs, bludgeons, stone bolas

thrown at animals' legs with the

help of a leather thong, traps and
snares, were the auxiliaries of these

astonishing hunters, who were
endowed with an amazing know-
ledge of animal habits and who
organised tremendous beats to

surround the tired, frightened

beasts (horses at Solutre, mam-
moths at Pfedmosti). Perhaps hunt-
ing zones were already in existence

as from the Upper Palaeolithic.

Up to the Mesolithic, fishing,

except for salmon during the

spawning season, was less impor-
tant than hunting in Europe. Big
fish were caught with harpoons,
and possibly with nets. Abbe
Breuil has stated that Upper Palae-

olithic men possessed twine, cord,

small plaited bags and perhaps
even nets, objects known to certain

living primitive peoples at an
equivalent stage of civilisation.

The collection of edible shell-

fish, objects for ornamentation and,

later on, for trade, was important.

The harvesting of berries, roots,

mushrooms, and the collecting of

honey, as we know from a cel-

41 . Frieze that includes women wearing

skirts. Cogul (Lirlda).
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ebrated painting in the cave of La
Arana (near Valencia), were

women's work.

Clothing and ornaments. In the

glacial epoch clothes were made
of skins, which were sewn with

eyed needles from the beginning of

the Magdalenian onwards.

The weaving of vegetable fibres

appeared as early as the Mesolithic.

In the Neolithic, parallel with the

development of esparto wear and
wickerwork, cloths, especially linen

ones, were enriched with bands

and embroidery, as evidenced by

the fragments of cloth preserved in

the marshes of the lake-dwellers'

villages.

Palaeolithic tombs have provided

a wide array of ornaments: neck-

laces, diadems, bracelets, pen-

dants, amulets, combs made of

shells, pierced teeth, and vertebrae.

Incidentally, it is noteworthy that

the skeletons from the Mediterra-

nean regions are the most richly

ornamented: at Grimaldi two chil-

dren are wearing a sort of pinafore

of shells; a man's tomb at Barma
Grande has yielded a necklace

made of stags' teeth, trout ver-

tebrae and shells. Later, the paint-

ings of the Spanish Levant and
Africa show us many kinds of

coiffures, feathered ornaments [39],

plaited fibres, and even tailored

clothes (warriors in trousers f40]

at the cave of Secans, near Terue;l

women in skirts [41] at Cogul,

near Lerida).

A taste for ornaments and similar

luxuries (precious stones, amber,

etc., and, later, metals) began to

grow as the social and trading

hierarchy became organised and
gave rise to the need for distinc-

tions outside age or family.

THE ART OF THE
UPPER PALAEOLITHIC

We know nothing about the major

part of the art of the first men: the

songs and the dances, undoubtedly
as important then as they are with

living primitive peoples; the per-

ishable objects made of wood,
leather or fibre.

The ornamental arts. These were
extremely important and included

masks and disguises for magical

ceremonies and ritual dances, cer-

tainly similar to those of primitive

African, Indonesian and Australian

peoples. We possess representa-

tions of them painted or engraved
on the walls of caves (the sorcerer

clad in an animal skin, from the

cave of Les Trois Freres [4]) or

on objects [45].

Homo sapiens of the Upper

Palaeolithic probably tattooed and
painted his own body. The corpses
covered with red ochre from the

beginning of the Solutrean and the
preserved containers of colouring
matter tend to bear this out. Some-
times the dead man was buried
with receptacles containing red
haematite; according to sociologists

and prehistorians, this custom,
perpetuated down to historical

times in certain regions, had a

magical and symbolical sense: red,

the colour of blood, carried

strength and Hfe with it into the

hereafter. The same symbolism
apparently recurs in the traces of

red ochre on the female Aurigna-
cian statuettes which are fertility

images — the Venuses (Venus of

Willendorf [5] and Venus of Laus-
sel [24]).

Some small Neolithic figures in

clay covered with curious geomet-
rical designs, found at Cucuteni
in Roumania, suggest the com-
plexity of these paintings and
tattooings of the human body [42].

The great magical arts. There
seems to be no doubt that among
the earliest art forms were sculp-

tures in clay and certainly in wood,
then in harder and more durable

materials: stone, ivory and bone.

But only the latter have come down
to us. The first crude attempts at

painting and engraving are almost

contemporaneous. In the Magdale-
nian, the great animal painting of

the French and Spanish caves

attained to such heights that it

eclipsed all other forms of art at

the time.

Portable art: sculpture, the Aur-
ignacian Venuses. From the

Aurignacian come a number of

female statuettes having certain

features in common: a head with-

out a face or with the barest

indication of a face; short, insignif-

icant arms; exaggerated breasts,

stomach and sexual organs; care-

lessly treated legs. Some of these

exhibit a characteristic peculiar to

Hottentot and Bushman women,
steatopygia: a strange adiposity of

the sacro-lumbar region accom-

panying a most pronounced curva-

ture of the spinal column. The
abundance of these statuettes is

remarkable, for the area of their

distribution is extremely vast (see

map p. 40): altogether some 130

figures have been found in Aurigna-

cian deposits from Italy and the

Pyrenees to Lake Baikal. The most

famous of these statuettes are the

Venus of Willendorf (Austria),

found in 1908 in a mammoth-
hunter's camp, and two others of

the same obese type discovered at

Gagarino (Ukraine). A more lis-

42. Terra-cotta figurine from Cucuteni

(Roumania). Brno Museum.

43. Mammoth carved on a spear-

thrower. Brunlquel. British Museum.

44. Stylised female figures carved in

lignite. The largest figure is IJ in.

Petersfeld.
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45. Baton de commandement of reindecr-

horn, decorated with a horse and masked

figures. Teyjat.

46. Hyena rampant. Fragments of an

ivory spear-thrower. La Madeleine.

47. Profile of a man. engraved on schist.

La Marche, Lussac-les-Chateaux. Musee

de /'Homme, Pons. Reproduction of the

engraving by Dr Lion Pales.

some type was found at Dolni

Vistonice (Moravia) and Kosticnki

(Ukraine). At Malta, in Siberia,

individual characteristics are de-

fined; the eyes and mouth are

marked and the Venuses arc half

clothed. At Grimaldi and Savigna-

no in Italy, the steatopygia is more
pronounced and the heads are

pointed.

The famous finds in France are

the small head from Brassempouy
[35] and, by far the most beautiful

aesthetically, the Venus of Les-

pugue [9], in which the volumes

are handled with great mastery, an

astonishing sense of symmetry and
a striving for abstraction and
balance worthy of the best modern
sculptors. The development of

these statuettes seems to have been
towards stylisation, and they

appear to have lost their role as

idols to become amulets, rare in the

Magdalenian, e.g. the headless lig-

nite figures from Petersfeld (Baden)

[44] and the ivory ones from Me-
zine (Ukraine) and Pekirna and
Dolni VSstonice, all highly stylised

and sometimes decorated with

designs which resemble tattoos and
body paintings.

Quite apart from these, there is

a unique enigmatic engraving on
ivory found at Pfedmosti, inter-

preted by H. Obermaier as a com-
pletely abstract female figure.

Portable art: sculpture and animal
figures of the Aurignaclan and
Magdalenian. Aurignacian sculp-

tures were not confined to fe-

male images of this fertility cult,

which was not to reappear until the

Neolithic-Chalcolithic in the Bal-

kans and Near East. Animal stat-

uary put in a very early appearance
in central Europe, from the begin-

ning of the Middle Aurignacian
and the Perigordian. At Vogelherd
(Wiirttemberg) extremely beautiful

Aurignacian ivories were found:
a rhinoceros, a horse, a mammoth
and several felines; at Pfedmosti,
two mammoths of sandstone and
ivory. But the important deposits

of the Moravian mammoth-hunters
have yielded a veritable sculptor's

studio, with rough drafts of mu-
tilated or unfinished works, made
of a sort of terra cotta, a mixture
of calcined powdered bone, clay

and probably animal fat; examples
include a mammoth and a fine

reindeer-head.

France and Spain do not appear
to have practised animal sculpture
until later. From the Middle
Solutrean, at Solutre, we find a

limestone bison, a reindeer with
a broken head and another reindeer
unfinished, in high relief. At
Isturitz more than fifty statuettes

of felines, bears, bison and
horses date from the Middle
Solutrean or else from the

Magdalenian.
The most beautiful animal sculp-

tures are those of Magdalenian IV,

when artists made astonishing

decorations on such objects as

spear-throwers [37] (instruments

for aiming spears and propelling

them further) and batons de com-
mandement [45] (which were un-
doubtedly implements for plaiting

string, rather than arrow straight-

eners),often decorated with realistic,

expressive and ingeniously inven-

tive animals: the young chamois on
the spear-thrower from Mas d'Azil;

the climbing reindeer on the handle

of the dagger from Laugerie-

Basse; the hyena rampant [46]

on a fragment of a spear-thrower

from La Madeleine.

Bone, being difficult to carve,

was treated in the round, as in the

trout from Les Espelugues, or cut

up and engraved, as in the bison

from Les Espelugues and the one
from Isturitz. What was the role

of these little objects which were
sometimes pierced with holes for

hanging? Were they hunting am-
ulets, or magical or totemic em-
blems?
Bas-reliefs and carvings. Bas-reliefs,

which were already found in Mag-
dalenian III, were numerous in

Magdalenian IV, especially in Per-

igord. Horses, bison, ibexes and
fish [50] were treated with a kind

of champleve technique, by shallow

scraping around a deeply incised

engraving. There are a few human
figures: a naked man from Mas
d'Azil; a woman between a rein-

deer's paws (Les Eyzies).

After a period of eclipse, the

same technique in cruder form
reappeared in Magdalenian VI;
processions of horses, herds of

reindeer or ibexes were the new
themes, full of astonishing move-
ment, as seen in the herd of

reindeer carved on an eagle's bone
from Teyjat.

Engraving on unworked materials.

Drawings incised on stone or

bone which had not been carved

appear at the beginning of the

Aurignacian, but are found espe-

cially after the beginning of the

Upper Perigordian: the engraved
schist from Pechialet (Dordogne),
representing a bear catching two
men; the does from ParpalI6;

remarkable pebbles incised with
animals, and even with a man and
woman, at La Colombifere (Ain).

In earlier Solutrean times en-

gravings were rare (a mammoth on
an ivory fragment from Klause in

Bavaria; a horse on schist from
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Solutre), but they reappeared in

the Upper Solutrean (at Roc de
Sers, Charente; at Badegoule,

Dordogne; at Angles-sur-l'Anghn,

Vienne; at Parpallo).

But engraving on natural stone

or bone essentially flourished in the

Magdalenian. In fact there is such
an abundance of these finely en-

graved drawings in some deposits

that it almost suggests a school of

art, e.g. Limeuil. The Pyrenean
deposits and the one at Bruniquel
(Tarn-et-Garonne) are particularly

rich. In the cave of La Marche, at

Lussac-les-Chateaux (Vienne), a

new problem is posed by engrav-

ings of men and women even

portraits [47], which is unusual

side by side with engravings of

numerous animals.

Abstract decorative art. Although
they are so decorative, vegetable

designs are extremely rare; but we
do know of purely abstract and
geometrical motifs: striae, loz-

enges, series of dots, chevrons,

undulations or circles, as on the

puzzling sticks, decorated with

spirals, from the Pyrenees [49].

A piece of ivory (possibly a

bracelet or a diadem) in the

Perigordian tradition, found at

Mezine (Ukraine), poses a still more
difficult problem. Its skilful orna-

mentation of chevrons and mean-
ders appears to be inspired by a

design used in baskets made of

fibres or leather thongs.

But even if prehistoric men very

nearly ignored purely decorative

art, they were acquainted with

stylisation and abstraction. Abbe
Breuil has made an admirable

analysis of how stylisations resulted

from realistic representations in

Magdalenian IV and VI [17].

He has also defined the char-

acteristics of the curious Spanish

style of Parpallo in which are

found, from the beginning of the

Perigordian, side by side with

realistic art and engravings, geo-

metrical paintings recalling the red

motifs in the mural paintings of the

Spanish Levant (La Pileta), and on
the pebbles from Pont du Gard
(Provence). This stylised art marked
the beginning of the Azilian [15].

Their mysterious pebbles, with
lines, dots, circles and other geo-

metrical signs, have long intrigued

scholars. They are found not only
in the Pyrenees (Mas d'Azil [14]),

but in the Lot, the Dordogne, the

Drome, in Switzerland (near Basle

and, further on in the Mesolithic,

in the north of England (Victoria

Cave, Yorkshire) and in Holland
and Hungary.

M URAL ART
DEVELOPMENT OF ENGRAVING
AND SCULPTURE

Aurignacian. Naturalistic engrav-

ings were born, sometimes by
chance, with the meanders and
parallel grooves traced in clay, first

with the fingers, later with the help

of pointed tools. Such are the

'macaronis' [28] at Altamira and
Hornos de la Pefia in Spain, at

Gargas and Les Trois Freres in the

Pyrenees, at Pech-Merle in the

Lot; such are the animals drawn
with stiff or non-existent limbs and
frontal horns (twisted perspective)

at Ardales, Altamira, Gargas, Les
Trois Freres, Pech-Merle and La
Croze a Gontran.
The extremely primitive engrav-

ings making use of chance rock

formations from La Ferrassie and
Laussel should be placed in the

Middle Aurignacian.

In the Upper Perigordian en-

gravings on limestone appeared; at

first these were shallowly incised

(Castillo, Altamira, Chabot, Gar-

gas, Les Trois Freres); then the

engravings were deeper (Altamira,

Hornos de la Peria, Chabot,

Aldene, Pair-non-Pair, La Greze,

Rouffignac [48]); lastly, they were

true bas-reliefs (human figures at

Terme-Pialat and Laussel [24], a

horse in the rock shelter at

Labattut, Sergeac).

48. Engraved mammoth. Rouffignac.

Into this category come nu-

merous engravings at Lascaux,

whether associated with paintings

or not.

Solutrean. This period is poor in

works of art; perhaps already under
Magdalenian influence, the magnif-

icent bas-reliefs of Charente (Roc

de Sers, La Chaire a Calvin) and
the Dordogne (Fourneau du Diable)

put in an appearance [51, S3].

Magdalenian. In Magdalenian III,

shallow engravings filled with fine

parallel hatchings replaced bas-

reliefs in the regions with hard

rocks (Altamira and Marsoulas).

At the same epoch high rehefs very

similar to those of the Solutrean

existed in the Dordogne and in

Vienne (at Cap Blanc and Angles-

sur-l'AngUn).

During Magdalenian IV, in the

Pyrenees, the handsome engravings

on top of Perigordian drawings in

the cave of Les Trois Freres used

the thin strata of the wall to obtain

a kind of cameo effect.

From this period, the most per-

fect in Palaeolithic art, come the

Pyrenean clay sculptures (bison

from the Tuc d'Audoubert [52],

bears from Montespan).

49. Bone sticks decorated with abstract

motifs. Isturitz.

50. Carved fish. Shelter of the Fish,

Gorge d'Enfer. Les Eyzies.



51, SOLUTREAN. Bas-relief showing

two ibexes fighting. Roc de Sers. Musee

de I'Homme. Paris.

52. MAGDALENIAN IV. Bison modelled

in clay. Tuc d'Audoubert.

53. SOLUTREAN. Bas-relief of two

bovine animals carved on limestone.

Fourneau du Diable, Bourdeilles.

In order to give more relief to the

effects of polychrome painting the

animal figures at Font-de-Gaume
were deeply incised, whereas at

Altamira the drawings, ready to

receive the colour, were engraved

with a light burin.

Later, engraving pure and simple

was rarely found on the walls of

caves. From Magdalenian V and VI
date the extremely fine engravings

of Teyjat and Font-de-Gaume, but

the engraving of Magdalenian IV,

V and VI appears to have been
more or less reserved for portable

art, in which it produced aston-

ishing works. Two styles stand out:

one showing an excess of detail;

the other, the search for a rhythm,
a frieze effect simplifying animal
outlines by multiplying them.

At the end of the Magdalenian,
naturalism in portable art gave way
to an arbitrary stylisation which led

to pure ornamentation.

DEVELOPMENT OF
MURAL PAINTING

The first signs of painting appeared
at the same time as the first en-

gravings.

Aurignacian and Perigordian. The
human hands imprinted on the

walls of caves were the first true

works of art in the Dordogne, the

Lot, the Pyrenees and the Spanish
Cantabrians. These are primarily

silhouettes, the hand with parted

fingers placed flat and the col-

our applied around it [2]. Sur-

rounded first with red, then with
black, these hands are often accom-
panied by blobs and discs whose
meaning is difficult to explain. Pre-

historians have pointed out the

magical role of the hand, symbol of

man's power over objects. Dr Base-

dow was told by certain Australian

tribes practising the custom of

hand imprints that they were
evidence of a pious visit to the dead

interred in the caves. Once the

living had left a sign of their

passage, they would not be tor-

mented by the dead.

Then came the meandering
parallel lines traced with the

fingers dipped in colour (at La
Pileta), sometimes associated with
animal drawings — the big signs

like hands and cloven feet from
Spain, the big rather coarse an-

imals done in large red bands at

Altamira.

There were also the yellow, then
red (and occasionally black) draw-
ings with slender hnes at Le Por-
tel, Pech-Merle, Font-de-Gaume,
Bernifal and Aldene, in France,
and at Castillo, La Pasiega and
Pindal, in Spain. In 1956, the cave
of Rouffignac, east of Perigueux,

was added to the list. It contains

the red tectiforms (tent-shaped de-

signs) with broad lines ofthe Canta-
brian region. Then flat areas of col-

our became widespread: red at

Altamira, La Pasiega and Lascaux;
black or sepia at Le Portel, Font-de-
Gaume, Pech-Merle and Lascaux.
The association of two tones begun
at La Pasiega, Pindal and Pech-
Merle blossomed at Lascaux, where
black outlines accompany red fig-

ures with black heads. At the same
time twisted perspective, almost
universal until then, began to give

way to normal perspective.

We know of no mural painting
which can definitely be assigned to

the Solutrean in France. But there

are some Solutrean works among
the painted slabs of Parpallo.

Magdalenian. In the beginning
there were black linear drawings:
in Spain at Altamira, Castillo, La
Pasiega, Pindal, La Pileta; in

France at Le Portel, Niaux, Cabre-
rets, Font-de-Gaume, Les Com-
bareUes. Then, in Magdalenian IV,
the black hne thickened (at Le
Portel, Pech-Merle, Bernifal, Font-
de-Gaume) and began to encroach
on the figure.
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Line grew more flexible; relief

was represented by hatchings (Ni-

aux [54], Le Portel), undoubtedly
made by a masterful form of black

stump-drawing (Font-de-Gaume,
Altamira, Marsoulas, Le Portel).

Next came the very beautiful

plain brown figures (Font-de-

Gaume) and the figures filled with

stippling, probably done with a

primitive form of air-brush.

Polychrome figures appeared in

Magdalenian IV, at first partially,

then entirely, surrounded with

black (Altamira [29], La Bastide,

Marsoulas, Bedeilhac, Font-de-

Gaume); at that time animals'

horns and antlers were always in

true profile (not found in the art

of the Spanish Levant).

After this, the most beautiful

period of Palaeolithic painting, a

marked regression finally resulted

in the pre-Azilian red signs of

Niaux. Ussat and Cabrerets, and in

the isolated Azilian art of Mar-
soulas With these the art of the

hunters seems to fade into a highly

abstract, impoverished stylisation.

THE GREAT MASTERPIECES

Three regions in France and Spain

produced the great Palaeolithic

rock masterpieces: Perigord, espe-

cially the neighbourhood of Les
Eyzies, with the painted caves of

Les Combarelles, Font-de-Gaume
and Lascaux; the Pyrenees, with

Niaux, Les Trois Freres and Tuc
d'Audoubert; the Spanish Canta-

brians with the oldest-known dec-

orated cave at Altamira.

Lascaux. Discovered in 1940, the

cave, closed since the Palaeolithic,

has preserved its paintings, mostly

of the Upper Perigordian, in an
astonishingly pristine state. Among
them are enormous figures of bulls

(up to 16 feet wide), bison and
stags, and a curious scene in which
an eviscerated bison seems to be
charging a dead man [16] while a

rhinoceros makes oflF. Successive

painting techniques of great sim-

plicity but tremendous mastery

make Lascaux the most perfect

over-all example of the art of the

great Palaeolithic hunters [25, 26].

Les Combarelles. From 1901 to

the present day about 300 en-

gravings have been studied, but

many still remain indecipherable

beneath deposits of calc-spar. The
majority of them are only 4 inches

across; the biggest barely exceed
3 feet. The cave's 116 horses, 37

bison, 19 bears, 14 reindeer, 13

mammoths, some members of the

deer family, 5 felines and 39 clumsy
drawings of men, often masked,
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54. MAGDALENIAN Bison wounded by arrows. Painted in black Niau>

are situated chronologically be-

tween the Lower and the Middle
Magdalenian [27].

Font-de-Gaume. The cave is di-

vided into two narrow corridors

(between 6 and 9 feet wide). One
(after a bottle-neck 210 feet from
the entrance), the Rubicon, is

ornamented with magnificent poly-

chrome bison in the Altamira style,

with delicate engravings of mam-
moths superimposed. The super-

imposition of drawings and the

variety of the animals represented

prove that the cave must have

been frequented throughout the

Magdalenian [12].

The Pyrenean caves. These are

very numerous in the Haute-
Garonne, Ariege, the Pyrenees:

Aldene, Bedeilhac, Mas d'Azil,

Marsoulas, Montespan [6], La Bas-

tide, Gargas, Isturitz, etc.

Niaux. Explored in 1906, this

enormous cave, with its famous
Salon Noir in which bison and
horses are found which are absolute

masterpieces of the classical age

of Magdalenian IV VI, includes,

in addition to these paintings and
often at their feet on the clayey

soil, fine engravings from the same
epoch: bison [54], fish (common
in portable art but very rare in mu-
ral art) and, lastly, Azilian signs.

Les Trois Freres and Tuc d'Au-

doubert. Quite close to the Mas
d'Azil, these two sites were discov-

ered between 1912 and 1916 by

Count Begouen and his three sons.

The cave of Les Trois Freres,

frequented from the Aurignacian

(hand-prints), saw the Perigordians

at work (deep engravings of mam-

moths, ibexes, bison) and the skil-

ful artists of Magdalenian III and
IV (engravings touched up with
black, such as the famous masked
sorcerer [1]). The Tuc d'Au-
doubert, an initiation sanctuary, in-

cludes, in addition to engravings

and human footprints, two magni-
ficent clay sculptures of male and
female bison, evidence of the

fertility magic practised by the

Magdalenians [52].

Altamira. This is the most famous
and oldest-known decorated cave

(1836) of the Spanish Cantabrian
provinces. The most important

paintings are in the great hall,

where black bison, a red horse,

wild boars and does stream across

the vault in a 45-foot-long fresco.

Altamira, inhabited from the Upper
Solutrean, was sealed up by falls

of stone in the end of the Magdale-
nian.

PAI NTI NG OF THE
SPANISH LEVANT

Figurative painting. Differing in

feehng and style from the Pyrenean
and Cantabrian Palaeolithic caves,

the shelters with paintings (en-

gravings are rare) of the Spanish

Levant abound in the provinces of

Lerida, Tarragona, Teruel, Castel-

lon, Albacete, Murcia and Jaen.

As opposed to the magical animal

representations of the French caves,

this art presents human scenes

commemorating everyday life,

hunting, war, ceremonies, etc., in

small-scale works (rarely more than

2 ft 4 in.). This dynamic narrative
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55. Painted figures of running men. Left

to right: Valltorta Gorge: Ghat (Fezzan);

painting by Bushmen (South Africa).

56. Bulls' heads engraved on rock. Tassili

des Adjers (Sahara).

spirit tending to stylisation - a

characteristic of African rock art

and to specific details (use of the

bow, unknown to European Mag-
dalenians who relied on the spear-

thrower) indicates relations with the

Dark Continent [55].

Dates are difficult to establish.

Nothing in the way of life of these

hunting peoples (gatherers of roots

and berries, with no knowledge of

stock-fariBing or agriculture), in

the fauna represented (bison, rein-

deer and mammoths were un-
known in this southern zone), or in

the non-existent stratigraphy, since

the shelters are open to the air,

enables us to date scientifically

these paintings born of the contact

of Franco-Cantabrian art with

African Capsian, in the Upper
Palaeolithic or in the NeoUthic.

The most important shelters are

Cogul (near Lerida) with its

women in skirts [41] painted in

red and black, Cueva Vieja, Alpera
(Albacete), with the typical 'Alpera

style', Minateda (Albacete) where
Abbe Breuil has distinguished

thirteen periods, the Cuevas de la

Arana, near Bicorp (Valencia) and
the shelters of the Valltorta Gorge
(Castellon) and its neighbourhood.
Stylised painting. The very large

numbers of stylised mural figures

found throughout Portugal and the

central and western Iberian sierras

are very much later, almost cer-

57a. Engraved elephant. Wad! Arrechin

(Fezzan)

tainly Neolithic, and continue

down to the Bronze Age.
These abstract figures are sym-

bols similar to those which have
been found on the dolmens of

Portugal, Galicia and Asturias and
on the rocks of Provence and
ItaUan Liguria, pointing to a

similar civilisation worshipping
the sun, having magical marriage

ceremonies, with a fertility mother
goddess as guardian of the dead.

AFRICAN ART

North Africa and the Sahara.

Throughout the Sahara from Hog-
gar, Tassili and Tabesti to the

Fezzan, and in Libya, rock paint-

ings and engravings are numerous
[56, 57, 59]. One finds these

subjects: animals such as elephants,

giraffes and buffaloes, all abundant
in this rich and humid region in

prehistoric times; domestic an-

imals such as sheep and cattle

(sometimes with a circle between
the horns); men, frequently dis-

guised with horns, feathers, a tail.

This art is essentially narrative,

animated, even humorous. It de-

scribes the daily life of the buffalo-

hunters — undoubtedly older than

the Amratians of Egypt — and of

the cattle-keepers. These long-

horned cattle, painted in only

slightly twisted perspective, similar

to those of the Spanish Levant,

57b. Buffalo hunt. Rock engraving. Tas-

sili des Adjers (Sahara).



originated, according to Abbe
Breuilj in Abyssinia. The analogies

between this Saharan art and
Spanish rock art are important.

These paintings, at first mark-
edly naturalistic (between 5000
and 3500 B.C.), gradually evolved
towards a decadent stylisation.

After a transitional period, a

Libyan rock art appeared much
later, evidence of a civilisation

acquainted with the horse and the

chariot: for example, those aston-

ishing engravings of a chariot 'at

a flying gallop' at Tassili and
Ahaggar (1300 B.C.?).

East Africa. There is a hiatus

between Saharan art and the art of

South Africa which the painted

rocks of Lake Victoria, in northern
Tanganyika, do not fill. Still not

very well known, the most archaic

paintings represent elephants, rhi-

noceroses and buffaloes. Sub-
sequently human scenes appeared,

but with no signs of livestock-

raising. L.S.B. Leakey distinguishes

eight styhstic series among them.
South Africa. The South African

Neolithic continued until the arri-

val of the Europeans. In the 19th

century the Bushmen were still

making rock engravings and paint-

mgs according to archaic traditions.

This survival of a prehistoric art

resembling that of southern Eu-
rope is one of the mysteries of

prehistory. In Southern Rhodesia
archaeologists have defined four

series of paintings. In the Union of

South Africa [58] Abbe Breuil has

found sixteen series of paintings

59. Engraved antelope and a giraffe.

Wadi Mazanda (Fezzan),

and four scries of engravings. The
problem remains of the relation of

this art to the art of the cattle-

keepers of the Sahara and North
Africa, and beyond that to the

paintings of the Spanish Levant
[31a 31b]. Undoubtedly they stem
from a common tradition (Gordon
Childe).

ARCTIC M URAL ART

In northern Scandinavia, Finland
and the U.S.S.R. there are nu-
merous mural paintings and en-

gravings differing widely from the

art of southern Scandinavia, which
is stylised and dates from the later

Bronze Age. In Scandinavia there

are two groups of works; the more
naturalistic and older group of the

extreme north of Sweden and
Norway; the group from eastern

Norway and southern Sweden,
with more stylised and more recent

works.

In the U.S.S.R. there are two
regions: in Karelia on the shores of

Lake Onega [60]; in Siberia on the

upper reaches of the Yenisei.

This Arctic art, with a profusion

of engravings but poorer in paint-

mgs (which are in red, violet and
brown tones), has similarities to the

art of the fisher-hunters of Palae-

olithic Europe: fertility magic;

sympathetic magic; siting on in-

accessible rocks (in remote fjords,

in this case). The animals repre-

sented (reindeer, elk, seals, fish,

reptiles) are often of large dimen-
sions. Men are rare and are some-
times masked (in the U.S.S.R.).

Boats sometimes appear with an

elk's head at the prow. Abstract

signs and meandering parallel lines

similar to those of Mezine and the

eastern sites of the Aurignacian

are found along with the animals.

These last characteristics are evi-

dence of origins not in Europe, but

in the Oriental Upper Palaeolithic.

Scandinavian authors place this

belated Stone Age art between

5000 and 1500 B.C. [61].

58. Large frieze painted on rock by

Bushmen. Giant's Castle Game Reserve,

Natal.

60. Figure of a sorcerer. Lake Onega

(U.S.S.R.).

61. Head of an elk in stone. Sakkijarv

(Finland).
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FROM THE NEOLITHIC

TO THE EARLY BRONZE AGE Andre Varagnac

Europe's slower development enables us to follow the

progressive stages leading from the age of chipped stone

to that of polished stone and to the first appearance of

metal. Art forms change with the changes in society.

It is a thankless task to write about Neolithic and Early

Bronze Age art in Europe: the subject disappears univer-

sally from general histories of art, so intense is the bril-

liance of the Near East and the eastern Mediterranean at

the same epochs.

Since all light comes from an irradiating source, we
look for the 'hearths' of civilisation and, paraphrasing the

language of elementary physics, we might suppose that

the degree of culture of different peoples is in inverse

proportion to the distance separating them from these

hearths. If this was so, why should we worry about the

faint gleams, the marginal flickers ?

But there is another conception of the achievements of

civilisation and consequently of the arts. Ethnography,

associated with prehistory, has made us familiar with the

idea that since the appearance of Homo sapiens no human
activity has been totally devoid of aesthetic features, at

least not until the expansion of our industrial civilisations.

Mass production was needed to make ugliness our normal

background, for everything which is truly hand-made has

some aesthetic value, however slight.

Art and climate

Thus new problems arise, the first of which is whether

there is a link between art forms and climatic conditions'

In the 3rd millennium (the second half of which saw the

penetration of continental Europe by eastern and southern

cultures) Egypt and Mesopotamia had already produced

great figurative masterpieces, and the Minoan civilisation

was in full flower. But the arts of Neolithic Europe

showed a tendency to extreme geometrical stylisation and

to abstract compositions.

During the Mesolithic, Europe acquired the three

climates which it has today. They are distinguished by

their flora. North of Stockholm and Helsinki is the

coniferous forest, where the present-day Lapps still

foUow a way of life recalling the Mesolithic; this hne

winds through Russia and Siberia towards the mountains

of Mongolia, to end up at the Pacific near the top of

Sakhalin Island. Below this zone comes the temperate

zone with its forests of deciduous trees. It is bounded to

the south by the zone of trees which keep their leaves, of

which palm-trees are the most typical; this zone comprises

the fringes of the Mediterranean, cuts Anatolia and Iran

in two, skirts the Himalayas, takes in Burma and Tong-

king and turns north again from Canton to Shanghai.

Such is the climatic background against which the

great centres of Neolithic art were situated. European art

in the Neolithic was geometric nearly everywhere — the

Arctic zone alone held on to the style of the Upper
PalaeoUthic. Representational art was mainly to arise in

the hot zone, whether in the Indies, the Near East or the

Mediterranean. Also, at the two extremities of Eurasia,

in China and the West, marginal influences periodically

introduced reahstic styles; but even these figurative styles

were marked either by an abundance of geometrical

decoration or by a stylisation verging on the austere.

These peripheral influences were to prove extremely

important in Europe. It seems clear that primitive pas-

toral and agricultural techniques reached northern China
by way of the neighbouring region of Lake Baikal:

archaeological progress will tell us whether or not we can

attribute the origins of the curvilinear animal style (art

of the steppes) to this interpenetration of Neolithic men
and the Arctic hunters of Baikal. Nevertheless, it is true

that China was to set its definitive mark on this style which
is recognisable in Western art both in the curvilinear and
animal ornamentation of the Celts and in the even more
figurative decoration of Romanesque capitals and illumi-

nated manuscripts.

The Western contributions in the Neolithic were to

enrich Europe with an extremely stylised statuary, while

they were to establish for thousands of years the rectilinear

geometrical decoration of portable objects, which the

popular arts preserved up to the 20th century.

In the present chapter we are mainly going to discuss

art in the temperate zone of Eurasia. At first there were

relatively scattered populations with no urban agglo-

merations, of the type already existing in fairly large

numbers in the Near East during this second half of the

3rd millennium. The Mesolithic saw the progressive

disappearance in Europe of the rock art of the Upper
Palaeohthic; eventually nothing was left but the working

of bone and probably of wood together with the decoration

of the painted pebbles. To this the Neohthic added
weaving and pottery, thus making up the group of

popular crafts whose primarily geometrical styles were

only to vary slightly up to the present day. But its main
contribution was the megalith, the first Western archi-

tectural style, in conjunction with which a new type of

sculpture would appear.

The earliest European ceramics

It is important to realise the complexity of these pheno-

mena in the Neolithic and the Early Bronze Age (whose

metal products, in most areas, were actually made of

copper). Undoubtedly the arts and crafts of these ages

came from the countries with a southern climate, but for

a real understanding of the history of European art we
should not be content merely to draw up a table of the

'spread of civilisation'. For this is the history of the re-

actions to such importations, of European originality —
an originality which would also be periodically reinforced

by Asian influences.

Towards the middle of the 2nd millennium, then, small

groups of crop-growers appeared in Europe in two
different sectors, while to the east of the Caspian and

Aral Seas, between Kazakhstan and Lake Baikal, other

pastoral and probably agricultural societies came on the

scene. Forest-clad Europe was attacked simultaneously

from the south-east and the south-west. Ceramic tech-

niques and decorations spread from Macedonia; some of
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them were diffused along the Black Sea towards the

Ukraine in the direction of Kiev (.the Tripolye culture),

whereas others reached the central Danube and spread

towards central Europe, the Rhine, and as far as Belgium

(.the ribbon pottery culture). During this time, the

Iberian Peninsula and probably Sardinia began to dis-

seminate ceramics in the direction of French and Italian

Liguria, some of which (the 'printed' pottery, with

decorations made by the impressions of shells) were also

native to North Africa, in particular to Maurctania, while

62. Interior of a megalithic burial place. Bounias, near Mont-
majour-l4s-Arles.

others, of much finer materials and more elegant shapes,
had hardly any forerunners except in the first agricultural
settlements of pre-dynastic Egypt. This second type of
pottery, which characterised the first Neohthic wave in
the majority of French regions, has been called Chassey
ware after the deposit at Camp de Chassey (Saone-et-
Loire).

This over-all sketch calls for several observations.
There were two ceramic families of quality: in the west.

Chassey ware; in the east, a painted pottery which was

found in a vast zone to the south and east of the Car-

pathians. The sweep of the curvilinear decorations of the

pottery of Cucuteni and Tripolye has been compared

with that of the first Chinese globular vases of Kansu and

Honan. Possibly this may be accounted for by the

advance of the steppe peoples, which was a prelude to

Eurasian intercommunication.

The spread of the megalith civilisation

When we approach the study of megalithic monuments
we must bear in mind their original functions: dolmens

were the houses of the dead; menhirs were erected to

serve as receptacles for disembodied souls. Both are

evidences of the first great religious civilisation, which

was brought to the West from the East in the sailing ships

which also brought the benefits of agriculture.

The detailed study of megaliths and their funerary

furniture is by no means completed. Specialists are only

beginning to make out the general lines of the spread of

megaliths in the West, at a time whe'n it would be valuable

to compare them with those of southern Russia and the

Near East. At present we are probably right in thinking

that a cultural penetration was primarily involved and
only secondly a migration of peoples, for after linking

together the shores of the Mediterranean, sailing ships,

as from the end of the 3rd millennium, wove a net-

work of exchange between Spain, the Atlantic coast of

France, the British Isles, northern Germany and Scandi-

navia.

Dolmens are classified according to their architectural

plan rather than to the objects composing their funerary

furniture, for a religious edifice continues to be used and
consequently periodically supplied with new religious

objects. This method, advocated by Dr Glyn Daniel,

leads us to summarise the development of Western
megalithic architecture as follows.

6 3. Abstract designs engraved on the granite blocks of the tumulus

at Gavr'inis (Mqrbihan).
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64. Neolithic goddess carved in the artificial sepulchral cave at

Coizard (Marne).

65. Female menhir statue. First half of the 2nd millennium. Musee

de St Cermain.

A first cultural wave probably gave rise to the con-

struction of dolmens consisting of one chamber, generally

circular, preceded by a long narrower and lower corridor.

This was the passage grave. It is extremely probable that

it was spread by sea routes, for none of these monuments
is more than sixty miles from the coast.

It seems that this first flowering was followed by

a period of slow propagation, which was characterised by

smaller monuments whose geographical distribution cov-

ered regions in the hinterland of the first districts. These

small dolmens, consisting of a horizontal slab supported

by others, are called simple dolmens, but, contrary to the

theories of the first archaeologists, they were not ele-

mentary shapes but debasements of passage graves. En-

graved or undecorated Chassey pottery is found along

with other ceramics in this type of megalith.

The third type, known as the gallery grave, is the only

one not to yield any kind of funerary furniture: this time,

therefore, a genuine migration was involved.

The menhir statues

These people were the creators of the sculptures to be

found on a certain number of menhirs and in gallery

graves or caves hollowed out of soft stone. Southern

France has produced a fair number of menhir statues.

66. Male menhir statue carrying a fire-bow. Musee de St Cermain.
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The slabs of gallery graves from Brittany to Seine-et-Oise

quite frequently exhibit a female effigy in bas-relief:

a remarkably stylised face separated from the breasts by

a broad necklace with several rows of pearls. The funerary

caves of the Marne afford similar representations. Certain

engravings or carvings are purely geometrical. This is

true of the Irish monument of New Grange and the slabs

of the gallery grave at Gavr'inis (Morbihan).

The menhir statues represent human beings wearing

ornaments and attributes which are mostly enigmatic.

The face is carved in the upper ogive of the slab; the body

is represented by projections standing out in low relief.

The hands and feet are stylised to such an extent that the

lower limbs were long interpreted as being stole flaps

serving as a wide belt. Nearly all the male statues bear

strange trappings which puzzled scholars for years and

which are valuable evidence of one of the aspects of

megalithic rehgion. They consist in fact of the elements

of the fire-bow: on the person's left shoulder are the bow
and the rod used as a drill, one extremity of which was to

become incandescent; on the stomach there is a sort of

cross-belt with a cup, sometimes fixed to the belt. The
bow brace of the ancient French craftsmen's set of tools,

still in use at the beginning of the century, included

a similar disc (known as a conscience), on which the re-

volving drill was propped. The workman pressed on the

drill, while his right hand worked the bow and his left

hand the object to be pierced. Now, in a number of dol-

mens, the remains of ritual fires lit over the bones have

been found. Fire, therefore, was associated with the

worship of the dead.

The personage represented in this type of statue was

perhaps a god, perhaps a sorcerer-priest, but more prob-

ably the king-priest-god, able to create fire and conse-

quently to imitate lightning, which other bas-rehefs fre-

quently represent in the form of one of those polished

stone axes which are still called 'thunder stones' in Brit-

tany. It is not impossible that the double rotation of the

fire-bow inspired the motif of the double spiral which
was absolutely predominant in the La Tene culture in the

form of an S. Perhaps the engravings and sculptures rep-

resenting labyrinths of overlapping spirals had the same
origin: we know that their distribution is almost world-
wide and that they are, in any case, one of the constants

of the Eurasian domain.

Curvilinear and rectilinear decoration

We have already mentioned how interesting a comparison
between Eastern and Western megalithic monuments
would be. It is possible that their relations might en-

lighten us about certain sea routes by which a very spe-

cial decoration, consisting of concentric hoops made
with a blunt point, may have travelled. It appeared in

Iran and Mesopotamia in the middle phase of the Tell
Halaf epoch. The motif was very widespread in the West
during the Early Bronze Age. It is also found in the
Late Bronze Age in Lusatian pottery. It is the elemen-
tary theme of the great Gavr'inis composition.

This decoration is one of the rare curvilinear motifs to

be found in western European pottery. We have already
noted the preference of eastern Europe for curved lines

and of western Europe for rectilinear motifs. If we follow
the progress of the Danubian cultures across central
Europe, the passage from one style to another becomes
apparent. During the Danubian I culture, decorations

were in ribbon form, displaying considerable imagination

in the meanders unfolding on the bellies of vases. During

the Danubian II culture, the semi-nomadic peasants

reached central Germany. The influence of local popula-

tions apparently must be the explanation of the trans-

formation of this decoration: a series of dashes or dots was

substituted for the lines, while a geometrical arrange-

ment favouring angular motifs replaced the curving

meanders. These were the decorations of the Hinkelstein

and the Rossen cultures.

Much later this preference was to triumph in the right-

angled decoration of the Hallstatt culture and to continue

in archaic Greece in the Dipylon vases. The same geo-

metrical tendency was to inspire the first decorations of

the continental workers in metal from the end of the

Neolithic onwards.

From these few examples it can be seen that European

protohistory owes as much to original developments as to

foreign impulses. Influences coming from the Near East

soon gave rise to autochthonous variants. This was the

expression of a fundamental phenomenon of major im-

portance. A strange complex of peoples matured on the

great plains of the north, in contact with the Bohemian
mountains which were rich in ore. Horsemen from the

Pontic regions probably brought them their language,

while the western megalith-makers, the Danubian farmers

and the Nordic Mesolithic men added and intermingled

their traditions. It only needed the ironsmiths arriving in

their turn from the south-east to install themselves in

Bohemia for a new civilisation to arise — the Indo-

European civilisation.

67. Funerary pottery showing a sweeping curvilinear design.

Cucuteni (Rountiania).
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: Neolithic art

The domestication of animals and
the beginnings of stock-farming

and agriculture initiated, in the

Mesolithic, the new techniques:

weaving, spinning, ceramics. The
appearance of such important
social fjatures as stability of the

habitat, division of the soil for agri-

culture, the development of trade

and the beginning of urban civilisa-

tion, cpmpletely upset previous con-

ceptions of art, which developed

towards stylisation: for example,

as with decorative art, a major art

with the advent of pottery, and the

menhir statues in western Europe.

The appearance of megalithic mon-
uments — the dawn of Western
architecture — was the principal

phenomenon.
Pottery. Some scholars have held

the view that agriculture and
pottery developed side by side.

This is not so. It seems that Den-
mark had coarse pottery before it

was familiar with crop-growing.

Inversely, at Jericho in Palestine,

and Jarmo in Kurdistan — settle-

ments dating from about 5000 B.C.,

where the barley and wheat grown
are close to the wild species —
pottery is unknown.
Certain prehistorians would make

ceramics the 'master fossil' which
would enable us to follow racial

migrations, and, in fact, the dif-

ferent types of pottery do seem to

have spread over vast areas of

civilisation. Thus the ribbon pot-

tery of Danubian origin was
typical of the agricultural peoples

who invaded the black lands of

central Europe during the 3rd

millennium B.C.; this type of

pottery moved up the valley of the

Rhine as far as Alsace and the Low
Countries and lasted until the

Early Bronze Age in Bohemia,
Poland and western Russia [68].

Smooth pottery of many dif-

ferent shapes was found in the

palafittes. A particular type of

pottery with an incised decoration

of lozenges and chequer patterns

was at its zenith in the Chassey-

ware style which characterised the

end of the Neolithic in France and
Italy.

Cord-ornamented pottery, dec-

orated by the impress of cords on
the raw clay, appeared a little later,

with the advent of copper.

Pottery shaped like bells or

chalices (that of the Beaker folk),

originally from Spain, spread to

France and Italy, and then to Eng-
land, Holland and north Germany.
Like the preceding kind, this pot-

tery, contemporary with copper,

was associated with a megalithic

civilisation.

Lastly, the painted pottery of

south-east Europe derived from
Danubian pottery of the Tripolye
type (Transylvania, Ukraine, Gali-

cia), with spiral decorations which
are sometimes black and some-
times black touched up with red on
a white ground, is extremely

beautiful and has its counterpart in

China (Kansu [85], Honan) and in

Turkestan.
Megaliths. These strange monu-
ments are evidence of a highly

organised social life. Menhirs,
upright stones, are numerous in

France, where the Locmariaquer
menhir is the tallest (65 ft). Menhirs
may be grouped in 'aUgnments'

(the longest is the one at Carnac,

nearly two miles [20a]), or in a cir-

cle, in 'cromlechs'. The British

Isles have the largest cromlechs, at

Avebury and Stonehenge [20b].

Dolmens, composed of one or

more horizontal slabs on top of

upright stones, may form a gallery

grave. They are numerous in

68. Stone vase with ribbon decoration.

Tiszadada (Hungary). A copy from the

Musie de St Germain.

Brittany {Table des Marchands, at

Locmariaquer [19]) and in the

Gard, Lozere, Ardeche and Avey-
ron. The slabs of the gallery grave

at Gavr'inis are covered with

strange signs. The dolmens are

collective burial places.

The menhir statues, often asso-

ciated with representations of axes,

are reminiscent of a religion of fire

and lightning.

Megalithic monuments are ex-

tremely widespread (the British

Isles, the Low Countries, southern

Scandinavia, north Germany,
southern Italy, the Balkans, Spain,

North Africa, Syria, Palestine, the

Caucasus, northern Persia, India,

America, Japan and Polynesia).

During the last centuries of the

3rd millennium and up to the

middle of the 2nd millennium, the

megalithic peoples brought with
them to Europe a religion, as well

as the art of deep-sea navigation;

the origin of these peoples is

difficult to determine, but their

role in the pre-Celtic cultures was
very important.
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l^HE AGRARIAN REVOLUTION Pia Laviosa-Zambom

The first great changes in art which accompanied the changes

in civilisatidn were not confined to Europe. The transition

from the Palaeolithic to the Neolithic and later periods

corresponded everywhere with the appearance of agrarian,

and later pastoral, life and produced a revolution

in customs and beliefs which, in its turn, transformed art.

Man of the Lower and Middle Palaeolithic lived in small

groups, leading a life very close to that of the wild beasts,

in an atmosphere pregnant with terror. Hunger was

a constant threat. Hundreds of thousands of years of this

atmosphere filled with terrors of every kind had its effect

on the spiritual formation of primitive humanity. The fear

of enormous pachyderms and ferocious beasts gave rise

to the worship of obscure animal powers. Man strove to

identify himself with the animal. The magic of strength

revealed to him.the meaning of the divine.

The other problem which preoccupied him was the

great mystery of birth and death. That is why he exalted

5, 24 woman in his art, especially her nudity, the organs of

44 conception and sexual union.

At the end of the Palaeolithic, it is probable that a

'feminine world', a sketch of the matriarchal agrarian

society, was in the slow process of formation. Woman
was essentially the fecund procreator. Her mysterious

prerogatives favoured her endowment with the magical

powers which presided over the fertility of the earth.

Primitive agriculture, i.e. gardening, understood as

a magico-religious activity, was therefore a feminine pre-

serve, probably from the Palaeohthic onwards.

The agrarian matriarchy and its iconography

The agrarian revolution appeared in a zone where, at

some time towards the end of the Palaeolithic, the harvest

was considered definitely more important than the prod-

ucts of hunting. The Palestinian Natufian culture seems
to exhibit this transitional process clearly. The Near East

offered particularly favourable climatic conditions for the

growth of wild grasses. The concentration of human
groups of varied origins there encouraged an intense

cultural interchange which led to a rapid expansion of
civilisation and art.

Mesopotamia, subject to periodic floods which gave it

a natural fertility, became, at the time when it was covered
with a skilful network of canals, the zone of the biggest

concentration of agrarian villages. Hence the increasingly

rapid progress of its agriculture.

All the species of animals present in the Natufian were
subsequently domesticated. Thus agriculture and stock-

farming developed side by side, and the population grew.
In a civihsation where the harvest was organised as

a regular activity, the progressive transfer of the authority
of the male Palaeolithic hunter to the farming woman
took place in the magico-religious spirit characteristic of
primitive humanity. The procreative mother also knew
how to fructify the earth, which would have remained
barren without her magical intervention.

The mothers dominated the female agrarian community
which was the basis of the new society. Their daughters
had a pre-eminent role in it. A woman had to have several

husbands whom she maintained and made use of for

various tasks, especially stock-farming and the establish-

ment and defence of the villages, which were constantly

threatened by predatory nomads.

Conception was probably considered as a divine hap-

pening, by which the woman came into magical contact

with the divinity; consequently her husband had no

rights over her, the children or the landed property.

The first agrarian society was communal, as was that

of the Palaeolithic. The problem of the independent

family in a communal society only arose when material

existence was finally assured and wealth had accumulated.

The matriarchal society was wholly under the sway of

agrarian religiosity. Thus the mother was identified not

only with the sacred bull, the serpent, the doves, the

birds, etc., whose aspect she assumed, but also with the

trees and plants in which divinity was implicit. All these

themes are found in the art of Crete, where these religions

continued for a long time. The emblem of the mother

goddess was the serpent: its coils led to the centre of the

earth, from which sprang the supreme generative activity

of the mother goddess and into which the Tree of Life,

symbol of the maternal religion, sank its deep roots.

Weaving and spinning must be considered as the two
great feminine artistic achievements having a decisive

bearing on the history of civilisation. Incidentally, mytho-

logy, too, attributes these inventions to woman. All the

first ornamental pottery had a geometrical type of deco-

ration; it was 'plectogenic', i.e. its paintings repeated the

designs and colours of plaiting and weaving. Feminine

art, then, was dominated by this patient technique, and
by drawing her inspiration from geometrical art woman
was exalting her own personality. She may have deprived

this art of a lyrical quality and dynamic impulse, but she

imbued it with a methodical, conservative spirit.

The only sculptures were terra-cotta figures of the

nude goddess and the organs of fecundity, a theme
already known in the Upper Palaeolithic. The moon,
which regulates woman's monthly periods and the phases

of agrarian activity, was conceived of as the male element

and the lover of his mother; it became, therefore, along,

with the serpent, connected with the centre of the earth.

The pastoral revolution and the Erech civilisation

Under the influence of the agrarian revolution all the

domestic animals — dogs, cows, goats, sheep and pigs —
spread, eventually, throughout the zones dependent fairly

directly on the Middle East (the Mediterranean lands,

India, China). As a result, pastoral peoples appeared,

especially in the desert areas adjoining Mesopotamia and
in the mountains further north.

Undoubtedly the most ancient flock-keepers must be

identified with the proto-Semites; they probably had
their origins among the Palaeohthic hunters and culti-

vators (we have only to think of the Natufian culture).

They must have preserved, along with the veneration of

animals, the ancient masculine tribal institutions domi-

nated by the elders and the sorcerer-chiefs. This pastoral

civilisation, strengthening itself by contact with the

agrarian world, was tempted at one point to supplant it by
invasion. Thus the animal's high prestige was to remain

constant in Eastern art, while the worship of the mother
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goddess of the agricultural peoples was to reappear very

quickly - as early as Jemdet Nasr.

In Mesopotamia this pastoral revolution was given the

name of the Erech (or Uruk) civilisation; in many ways

it took the place of the matriarchal civilisation of the

al 'Ubaid type. Pottery derived from basket-work and
weaving then gave way to monochrome black-and-white

pottery inspired by metal shapes.

The first writing was already established, and seals

appeared marking the triumph of ownership and the

importance of private property. In the matriarchal agra-

rian civilis?tion wealth was collective; in the Erech civil-

isation, on the contrary, we note the setting up of a per-

sonal masculine power. It was only able to impose itself

after a long struggle with the established matriarchal

power which owned the land. This struggle was clearly

indicated in the Babylonian Epic of the Creation.

The first written history had a sacred character (pro-

fane history was an invention of the Greeks), and it was

dominated by the religious concept which linked man
intimately with the divinity. The adoration of animals

evident in the Erech civilisation carried on the spirit of

the Palaeolithic hunters.

But then transcendental religious tendencies appeared

which conceived of an almost incorporeal divinity, en-

dowed solely with the power of his look. Several eyes

indicated that the god was all-seeing; an inner eye was

evidence of his omniscience.

The Epic of the Creation recounted the fierce struggle

of the sun god Marduk (chief Babylonian deity) when
killing the female dragon Tiamat (a mother goddess) and

told how he fashioned heaven and earth of her body.

This universally current myth, which spread along with

urban civilisation, even reached the Pacific and became
basic to the Azteco-Incan civilisations of the Americas.

Marduk's victory also led to the institution of the mon-
archical order and to the creation of absolute power.

Before him, power belonged to a chief surrounded by

other chiefs who were his equals and met in assembly to

make the big collective decisions. The dynamic solar

world of the heavens and light, based on the cult of the

supreme god of lightning and the hammer, succeeded the

static, lunar world of the polyandrous divinity Tiamat.

The ziggurat, facilitating the ascent to heaven beyond

the seven planets represented by its storeys, replaced

the descent into the earth of the mother goddess. Then
the first architecture of a sacred nature appeared, for the

royal majesty was sacred.

The solar calendar replaced the lunar calendar. Myths
were portrayed in art. Man discovered himself, along

with his discovery of the heavens and the planetary

system. He aspired to transcendency, weakening the

matriarchal religion bound up with procreation and the

earth. In this, Semitic thought was always to be opposed

to that of the Eastern peoples who worshipped the

terrestrial and animal principle.

As for Egypt, it experienced an agricultural develop-

ment bordering on that of Mesopotamia: We can tell

this by the primitive Mesopotamian agrarian civihsation

of Hassuna, in which the simplest shapes of both mono-
chrome and painted pottery appeared almost simul-

taneously. Even if painted pottery subsequently developed

solely in the Babylonian sphere of al 'Ubaid-Eridu,

monochrome pottery was originally almost exclusively of

the Merimde and Badari types of the Egyptian civilisation.

The Badarians of Egypt were pastoral people dominated

by a 'cattle economy'. Everything leads us to assume that

they were acquainted with matriarchal institutions, which

are preserved up to the present day by the Berbers.

It was Egypt's isolated geographical position which

favoured the unity and originality of its civilisation, whose

development was never independent of events in Mesopo-

tamia and Syria.

The spread of the agrarian revolution in Europe

When the Eastern agrarian revolution spread to Europe,

the latter was in a decadent Palaeolithic phase, and, ex-

cept in the extreme west, in Spain, the population was

scanty. It was to increase considerably. The Danubian

agrarian civilisation blossomed out in the Middle East

after a delay of 1,500 years or more. It had a matri-

archal character; its art was dominated by statuettes of

the mother goddess, naked, or dressed in the Cretan

manner, and by sacred animals.

In its pottery, geometrical decoration derived from

basket-work was replaced by spirals and meanders —

especially in the pottery between the Rhine and the

Dnieper where Cretan influence of the Kamares type was

felt. The Adriatic Illyrians, custodians of this world

during protohistory, preserved the matriarchal institu-

tions, as well as the pre-Indo-European language, in an

almost pure form.

After the Adriatic, Thrace, the land of the Amazons,

was the major area of the matriarchal world of Cretan

origin.

Iberia, which had received the agrarian civihsation

from Cyprus and Egypt, had no pottery decorated with

meanders and spirals. Shapes and decoration both re-

mained plectogenic. However, the animal rock art of

Palaeolithic origin continued, renewing itself and gradu-

ally becoming more stylised. It became an intrinsic

element of the new civilisation and, together with the

megaliths, spread throughout the Atlantic countries.

Europe and the pastoral civilisation

The high Anatolian plateau was opened early to the

pastoral revolution of the Erech type. Throughout this

zone monochrome pottery based on metal shapes, with

big handles and small spouts like the Erech prototypes,

became standard, and shortly afterwards penetrated into

the southern Balkans. It won the day over the pottery of

matriarchal Cretan origin which was decorated with

spirals and meanders.

In the Danubian Balkan region, this new influence

helped to found the pastoral, warhke, Pannonian civil-

isation known as Vucedol-Baden.

At this epoch the most archaic Indo-European races

(Hittites, Achaeans, proto-Latins) established themselves

along the banks of the Danube and, at a later date,

invaded the Mediterranean peninsulas (AnatoUa, the

Balkans, Italy).

In Spain, in Almeria, the El Argar civilisation suc-

ceeded to the megalithic agrarian civilisation; there was

evidence of Anatolian influence in its flourishing metal

industry and its pottery, and also in the custom of inter-

ment in large jars. Dwelling places were built on hills

defended by powerful stone bastions. The upper parts of

these dwellings were reserved for the women. Thus the

matriarchate was basic to early Iberian civilisation; it was

also found in the islands colonised by the Iberians.

67,68

33, 34
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EARLY EMPIRES OF THE MIDDLE EAST
EGYPT — MESOPOTAMIA — THE INDUS Georges Contenau

Although Europe's pre-eminence in the Palaeolithic age

compelled us to study the beginnings of art in that continent,

the more favourable climatic conditions in the Middle East

stimulated a more rapid appearance of the agrarian stage.

We must seek the germ of the historic civilisations there.

Now we are going to tackle a vast territory: Egypt and

Mesopotamia, both of which rank as outstanding among
the oldest-known civihsations. We find there the con-

ditions necessary for their flowering: a favourable climate

(somewhat similar in both areas owing to their geo-

graphical situation) and the presence of the great rivers

the Nile, the Tigris and the Euphrates — which ensured

their prosperity.

Egypt from its origins to the end of the pre-dynastic

Sometimes a great influence is attributed to the sites in

the Delta region; sometimes the Egyptian civilisation is

believed to have originated in the south. If there is general

agreement about the existence of influences which

modified its beginnings, scholars are less unanimous

about their nature and method of penetration.

The valley of the Nile was uninhabited until the waters

fell to roughly their present-day level; rock engravings

discovered by Winckler in the cliflf caves, made by past

occupants who had left their traces behind, enabled him

to distinguish several groups of people, among them the

'primitive hunters' (engravings of animals), the 'primitive

inhabitants of the oases' (human figures), the 'autochtho-

nous mountain-dwellers' (hunting scenes) and the 'in-

vaders from the east'.

The representations of animals - elephants, horned

beasts, etc., some of which have gradually disappeared

70. Graffiti by autochthonous mountain-dwellers in the Egyptian

desert. (After ]. Vandier.)

from Egypt bring us close again to the mural figures

of preceding ages and are undoubtedly inspired, in part at

least, by the same idea: the desire to capture the game.

But these magical figures indicate a more evolved stage.

The hunters are armed with large bows, and this advance

prevents us from attributing to them a too distant

antiquity. Also, the new desire to commemorate an

important event is added to the magical goal. The
presence of flat-bottomed boats with raised ends indicates,

as we shall see, the embarcations of the eastern invaders,

while the curved boats with elongated prows and sterns,

made of bundles of reeds, belong to the Egyptians. We
may therefore conclude that several groups, some of which

were foreign, were already present in Egypt at the time

when its civihsation was taking shape.

These different population layers produced successive

types of civihsations which are named after the sites of

Upper Egypt where their characteristic features have

been found; they extend in a chronological order for

which, in the absence of reference dates. Sir Flinders

Petrie has proposed a system of 'sequence dating'. Those

of Tasa and Badari are placed before the date 30; that of

Nagada, from 30 to the beginning of history, includes the

Amratian and Gerzean sub-periods (first Nagada civihsa-

tion). Many sites in the north (Fayum, Merimde, el Omari

near Helwan, Maadi) are typical. If we disregard flint

implements which verge on art at the end of the pre-

dynastic, the major artistic effort appears in pottery.

Some rare female figurines have been taken from the

tombs; they have only rudimentary arms, and their

joined legs finish in a point. Some animal tombs have

suggested to certain scholars an already estabhshed

zoolatry. Copper was known from the earliest periods,

mainly in its natural state, but we must always distinguish

between occasional use, which is the case here, and

71. Boats of the early inhabitants of the Nile valley. Upper

Egypt, southern region. Engraving (After Winckler.}

71, 72

69. INDIAN. MOHENJO-DARO. Head of a bearded man.



72. Gerzean pottery. The principal motif represents a boat.

Cairo Museum.

habitual employment, which did not come until very

much later because of the rarity and great value of the

metal. Professor Gordon Childe has asked whether we
ought not seek the source of the ancient Egyptian culture,

combined with African elements, in the Nigerian zone of

the Sahara.

From the period of the prehistoric site of el Amrah
comes a clay model of a rectangular house, taken from

a tomb. Soon a number of small art objects appear (pal-

ettes and knives) as well as paintings like that in the tomb
at Hierakonpolis. The palettes for grinding make-up,

used from the earliest epoch, became votive objects; they

were shaped like the oval bucklers of the Middle Ages.

The ivory handles (once covered with burnished gold-

leaf) of chipped flint knives were of similar inspiration.

Protohistory in Mesopotamia

As in Egypt, the various periods have been named after

their characteristic sites, but the original nomenclature
has been modified in the light of later discoveries.

The sites of Hassuna, Samarra and Tell Halaf have
yielded pottery which becomes progressively more de-

veloped. These three periods belong to the pottery of the

north. But during this time another pottery was born in

the south, passing through the same stages to spread in

the north and supplant its predecessors. It came from
al 'Ubaid (near Ur) and is well represented at Eridu, near
the Persian Gulf, where the remains of important edifices

have been found. The civilisation of this period was wide-
spread in Mesopotamia and made outstanding progress;
it had a genuine architecture and a knowledge of metals,
and it made use of engraved seals with personal marks to
denote ownership.

The Erech civilisation, which followed it, accentuated
this progress; it was the time of the invention of writing,
which at first, as in Egypt, consisted merely of the rep-
resentation of objects. Frequent use, as well as the
necessity of writing with a stylus on small clay slabs,

debased it and led the scribes to break down their designs
into a sequence of small lines. In this way cuneiform
writing was produced.

At Susa, capital of Elam, in the south-east of the Meso-

potamian plain, a necropolis has yielded funerary offer-

ings (copper blades and pins, seals) and pottery of fine

clay decorated in the al 'Ubaid style. The animal motifs

which adorn it tend to lapse into geometrical patterns.

Nevertheless they are evocative of birds flying over the

marshes, wild beasts near a water hole, etc., and these

interpretations can be verified by following the successive

debasements of the initial themes. Retaining something

of the magical purpose of the rock paintings representing

the game to be captured, they are almost a form of pre-

writing comparable to those Chinese paintings in which

the landscape, its situation, the season and even the hour,

are suggested by a few conventional accessories.

The Indus

Through his explorations in the Makran, Sir Aurel Stein

rediscovered the route followed by protohistoric trade

between the south of Mesopotamia and north-west India.

Finds in the Indus basin have thrown some light on its

civilisation before the arrival of the Aryans. In the various

sites studied, the pottery shows apparent similarities to

that of al 'Ubaid, especially at Amri (where it seems to

come from a more ancient period) and at Mundigak.

Harappa, in the Punjab, and Mohenjo-Daro, in Sind,

have supplied square steatite seals with representations

of animals (among them buffaloes and elephants) ac-

companied by writing as yet undeciphered. The last two

sites include brick edifices arranged in a chequer pattern,

colonnaded buildings, baths, granaries, mills and com-

munal ovens. Quite a number of ceramic figurines of

women have been collected there, including statuettes

of the mother goddess with a heavy and complicated

coiffure. Some pieces are of quite exceptional interest,

especially the bust of a man (from Mohenjo-Daro) whose

clothing is covered with incrusted trefoils (which also

appear, in order to indicate animal fur, on a reclining bull

with a human head, in the Louvre, dating from the

Akkadian epoch). This personage, whose garment may
be an animal skin, is normally considered as being of

Semitic type. Also worthy of notice are a stone torso

(from Harappa) of masterly modelling which is unex-

pected at such a remote epoch and, in contrast, a copper

figurine (from Harappa) which might easily be attributed

to a much earlier period if its origin were not well

established.

73. EGYPTIAN. Detail fiom the Narmer Palette. 1st Dynasty.

Cairo Museun^.



74. a. SUSA. Interior of a painted terra-

cotta cup. Before 3200. b. Painted terra-

cotta vase. Before 3200.

75. EGYPTIAN. Ivory knife from Jebel el Arak (front and back).

Proto-;dynastic epoch. Louvre.

This Indus civilisation, which continued until the arrival

of the Aryans, deserves, in spite of the little we know
about it, to be mentioned side by side with those of Egypt

and Mesopotamia. But any similarities can be explained

by their mainly commercial contacts: there is no question

of suggesting that there was a direct connection between

Mesopotamia and the Indus valley; on the contrary,

the influence of a common source is the most probable

hypothesis.

Contacts between Egypt and Mesopotamia

The geographical situations of Egypt and Mesopotamia
were similar; they were on almost the same latitude,

with the same hydrographic system, and they had an

incredibly fertile soil owing to the floods, for the rivers

left an alluvial deposit when they withdrew. The political

evolution of the two areas was comparable; they were

communities of restricted size passing through the same
phases of development, but with an apparent advance in

Egypt, which was already divided into provinces or

nomes, each obeying a chief and tending to group together

— conditions necessary for progress. Mesopotamia seems

more backward, a possible reason being that the basin

experienced the shock of invaders whose traces we can

see. But the delay was undoubtedly more apparent than

real. Some cities were prosperous: Eridu and Erech, to

mention only two of them, were flourishing communities

quite the equals of the capital of a nome. Nevertheless,

we are reduced to conjectures about the exact structure

of Mesopotamia at this period.

Both regions had very mixed populations; the shifting

of important centres points to this in Mesopotamia. The
substitution at the end of the al 'Ubaid period of the

method of burying a corpse on its side with knees bent for

that of a supine extended body is further confirmation.

It seems highly probable that if Egypt came under
external influences these altered the continuity of her

civilisation, even superficially, less than those which
affected Mesopotamia; in comparison with the al "Ubaid

culture, the Erech culture exhibited profound changes

which resulted in progress. 76. SUMERIAN. Figures in terracotta. Sritish Museum.
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7 7. SUMEKIAN. Copper panel representing a storm god.

Towards the end of the periods dealt with here certain

lasting themes were already established in the sculpture

of the two countries: hunting; the victorious chief break-

ing his enemy's head; fabulous animals. In the same way,

especially in Mesopotamia, the taste for observation was

already confirmed in animal representations.

Scholars have noted numerous similarities between

Egypt and Mesopotamia in the shapes and ornamen-

tation of stone and earthenware vases. Some of the de-

corations may possibly be pecuhar to the beginnings of

private ownership of pottery. Others are more confusing:

friezes of stilt-birds around the edges of Susa I and

Nagada II vases; silhouettes of female dancers in black on

a lighter ground in Egypt and Persia.

The lion throwing an enemy to the ground (palette in

the British Museum) has its counterpart at Ur on a frag-

ment of a shield; the same holds true of the typical lion

in both countries. Hathor is represented on the Narmer
Palette by a cow's head with human features, and
a horned head of a god comes from the tombs of Ur.

78. SUMERIAN. Head of a horned god, in copper. Early 3rd

millennium. Royal Cemetery, Ur.

Excavations in protohistoric Mesopotamian sites have

produced new, more comprehensive, information. The
knife from Jebel el Arak (now in the Louvre) bears rep-

resentations of enemy boats together with Egyptian

boats, the former having extremely high prows and

sterns. The ancient Egyptians preserved these as the

typical sacred ship. Both in the painting in the tomb at

Hierakonpolis and on the knife, a person is attacked

by two lions which he is mastering; he is dressed in

a long, belted tunic, wears a beard and has long hair,

cut off at shoulder level, with a bandeau round it. The
animals on the knife are of the same style as those of

Erech and the palettes. Excavations, by restoring to us

the culture of the Jemdet Nasr epoch, have supplied many
specimens of this type.

Until the Mesopotamian chronology is established it

remains difficult to specify how these relationships were

effected. It would seem as if the resemblances come from

Asia, since the motifs are, after all, comparatively sporadic

in Egypt, whereas they abound and persist in Mesopo-

tamia. It is quite possible that they are the result of

military expeditions. The Jebel el Arak knife, which

depicts a hand-to-hand combat, was found at the end of

the Wadi Hammamat route which leads to the Red Sea and

was undoubtedly still navigable at that time: we are

entitled then to think of an expedition or of trade.

But might we not equally well imagine a common
source ? Until now the two areas have displayed an equal

development and assured contacts. Present-day scholars

think (and probably rightly) that the end of the pre-

dynastic coincided with the end of the Erech period, and

the beginning of the Thinite with the Jemdet Nasr period,

which is very plausible.

It is hardly possible to decide whether the matriarchal

epoch postulated for the prehistoric periods recurred

during the primitive phases of Egyptian and Mesopota-

mian civilisation. The small terra-cotta female figtires with

serpent-like heads found at Ur might be an echo of it, but

the Mesopotamians did not remember it consciously,

since they peopled the past with more or less mythical but

always masculine royal dynasties. Moreover, for periods

such as al 'Ubaid and Erech, the primitive phases were

long since over.
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IVORY COAST. Mask of a man
from the Wobi tribe.

P. S. Verity Co//ectfon.



HISTORICAL SUMMARY: The Middle East and the Indus

EGYPT

Geography. Egypt, an immense
oasis, stretches along the Nile

valley for 1,250 miles; it has only

12,000 square miles available for

cultivation (roughly the area of

Belgium).

Since the beginnings of Egyp-
tian civilisation there has been a

distinction between the Nile valley,

or Upper Egypt, and the Delta, or

Lower Egypt.

Civilisation. The Egyptian Palae-

olithic, like the European, was
characterised by a chipped flint

industry, first with core tools, then

with flake tools.

In the Neolithic (5th millen-

nium), the Tasian period is rep-

resented in the south at Tasa and
Mostagedda, and in the north at

Fayum, Merimde and el Omari,

by hand-made pottery, stone im-

plements, basket-work and the

first woven cloths.

The Chalcolithic (4th millen-

nium) begins with the Badarian

culture (Badari, Matmar, Mosta-
gedda). Copper appeared, pottery

was improved, working in ivory

developed (vases, one of which has

an animal form) and the technique

of glazed stone was discovered.

Then followed the Nagada period,

subdivided into the Amratian and
Gerzean. The end of the last-

named stage of civilisation co-

incided with the period imme-
diately preceding the beginning of

historic times, towards 2850 B.C.

and the first pharaohs.

From the Tasian to the end of

the Gerzean the tomb developed.

At first merely a circular hole

covered with a heap of stones, it

became oval in the Amratian.
Walls held either by laths or by
a plastering of clay during the

Gerzean, transformed the pit into

a larger rectangular tomb capable

of holding more abundant fune-

rary material. In the dawn of

history brick replaced the walls of

wood or clay, and the primitive

heap of stones was organised into

a rectangular solid mass built of

brick which eventually became the

mastaba of the Old Kingdom. The
dead person, wrapped in either a

linen cloth or a goat-skin or both,
then in a reed mat replaced in the

middle of the Gerzean by a

ceramic or wooden coffin, lay in the

pit, surrounded by funerary gifts

and offerings of food, supposedly
renewed magically, which enabled
him to live indefinitely.

Art. The first works of art date
from the end of the Gerzean: knife

handles of gold (found at Jebel el

Tarif, now in the Cairo Museum)
and of ivory: the knife from Jebel

el Arak, decorated on one side with
a hunting scene and on the other
with a fight between two groups of

naked men [75].

Shield-shaped palettes of schist

were also carved in bas-relief with
hunting scenes (hunting palettes.

Louvre and British Museum),
battles (Palette of the Vultures,

British Museum; palette in the

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford), ani-

mals fighting (small palette from
Hierakonpolis [169] and scenes

symbolical of triumph (palette

with bulls, Louvre; Narmer Pal-

ette, Cairo Museum [73, 170].

PALESTI NE

Geography. On the eastern coast of

the Mediterranean, Phoenicia and
Palestine, situated between Meso-
potamia and the Aegean and
Egypt, were destined to play an

important role.

Civilisation. The two countries

were inhabited from the most
remote prehistoric times. Their
Palaeolithic presents a variety of

flint implements which is quite the

equal of the Western industries,

especially in the first phases.

During the Mesolithic, the Natufi-

an initiated agriculture in Palestine

and perhaps helped to introduce

it to the entire Neolithic world.

The first buildings appeared; the

dead were buried lying on one side.

The immediate successor to this

period was the Chalcolithic. Impor-

tant remains have been recovered

at Jericho: an abundance of pot-

tery; painted and terra-cotta stat-

uettes; traces of mud dwellings

with walls and floors covered with

reddish plaster. From the same

epoch there have been finds at

Megiddo of pottery decorated with

stripes and incised geometrical

motifs, and representations of men
and animals, all skilfully executed.

Brick or stone dwellings began to

replace mud huts.

MESOPOTAMIA

Archaeology. For a quarter of a

century now excavations, espe-

cially in Upper Mesopotamia, have

brought our knowledge of the

area's civihsation up to the begin-

79. SUMERIAN. Alabaster head discov-

ered at Warka. Jemdet Nasr period,

c. 3000. Baghdad Museum.

80. Polychrome plate discovered at

Arpachiyah. Tell Halaf period. 4500 B.C.

Iraq Museum, Baghdod.
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8t INDIAN. HARAPPA. Statuette of

a male dancer, in grey limestone,

c. 2400-2000. Museum of Central Asian

Antiquities, New Delhi.

ning of the 4th millennium and

have revealed the importance of

the Sumcrian contribution in the

5rd millennium.
Geography. Mesopotamia, like

Egypt, has always lived on its

oases and by the irrigation from
its two great rivers, the Tigris and
the Euphrates, which in the past

used to flow separately into the

Persian Gulf which was less

silted up around 4000 B.C. and
still reached as far inland as Eridu.

But it experienced terrible floods

(the biblical Flood). Mesopota-
mia is embedded between two
plateaux, Persia to the east and
Asia Minor to the north-west.

Civilisation. The Palaeolithic in

Mesopotamia is represented by
finds of cave-dwellings hollowed in

the sides of the lesser ranges of the

Zagros Mountains (sites of Barda
Balka, Hazer Mard, Zarzi, Karim
Shahir and Jarmo). The transition

from the Palaeohthic to the Neo-
lithic, perhaps from the end of

the 6th millennium onwards, is

established at the Jarmo site,

where, in a primitive village and
not in a cave, traces of the continua-

tion of the microlithic industry,

and consequently proof of agri-

culture and stock-farming, have
been found.

The earliest phase of the Neo-
lithic is best studied at Hassuna
and at Mattarah. Nomads who had
settled down formed villages;

their implements were stone, their

pottery large and coarse. Polished
pieces are rare. The dead were
interred in jars. This archaic civ-

ilisation of Hassuna had relations

with the area west of the Euphrates
(Sakjegosu and Mersin) and
Palestine (Jericho and Megiddo).

In the 4th millennium, the
civilisation of Samarra was char-

acterised by the appearance of
brick dwellings, following those of
mud which succeeded the tent,

then by the existence of a delicate

elegant pottery, fashioned on the
wheel, with monochrome decora-
tions using geometrical elements
and isolated subjects birds,

fish, etc. and also central com-
positions of religious and sym-
bolical significance. Implements
were made of stone and bone.
Metal was still unknown. Burial
places were of sun-dried brick or
of mud-brick.
The Tell Halaf civilisation fol-

lowed that of Samarra. In addition
to houses with several rooms, built

of mud and brick, architecture
appeared with circular construc-
tions (tholoi) of mud on stone
foundations (Arpachiyah X to VII;
Tepe Gawra XX to XVII). The

pottery, more technically skilful

than the Samarran, showed less

naturalism and exuberance in its

polychrome animal decoration, but

rather, a flexible geometrical tend-

ency in which the wavy line played
a part [80]; the oval existed side

by side with chequer patterns, with
ornamental divisions encircling, in

the decoration of plates, a large

central rosette with many petals.

Their improved implements were
still of stone and bone. Copper,
already known in Persia (Sialk I)

since Hassuna II, made its appear-

ance at the end of this period

(Arpachiyah) at the same time as

the seal and the terra-cotta figu-

rines of mother goddesses.

The al 'Ubaid civilisation is the

most important of the 4th millen-

nium. It succeeded that of Halaf
which in some sites it ended
violently. As opposed to the

preceding civilisations, whose ini-

tial home seems to have been
situated in northern Mesopotamia,
the al 'Ubaid civilisation appears

to have first covered the whole of

the south of the country. Archi-

tecture of sun-dried brick devel-

oped on high terraces (Eridu, Ur,
Erech, Tepe Gawra); the temple
consisted of a central hall with a

table of offerings, surrounded by
small chambers: it proved to be the

prototype of later temples. Stone
foundations and stepped walls

appeared in the middle of this

period, which must have been a

very long one. The dead, generally

laid on their sides with legs bent,

were placed in rectangular chests

of sun-dried brick.

The pottery is very delicate, of

pale green, beige or pink, with

black geometrical designs and
stylised and geometricised figures

of goats and birds towards the end
of the period (Tello). Implements
are of stone, bone and terra cotta;

obsidian is used for the first time.

Carvings in button-seal form are

more common in the north. While
plump figurines of the mother
goddess type reappear at Gawra
and neighbouring sites, at Ur and
Eridu snake-like statuettes with
thin bodies and broad shoulders

punctuated with excrescences ap-

pear, but only in this layer of

al 'Ubaid. Animals are coarsely

modelled in clay..

Copper, used in the northern
sites, has not been found in the

south; perhaps it has not been
preserved. Gold objects are discov-

ered for the first time (Ur, Gawra).
In the first half of the 4th

millennium, Sumerian invaders

brought copper with them to

Erech. The 'White Temple' (71 feet
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long, 39 feet high), the prototype

of the ziggurat, was built of clay

and bitumen; round it were con-

structed the 'Limestone Temple'
and then the 'Red Temple' of brick.

Pottery made on the wheel was
grey. Reed cylinders have been
found whose animal decoration

with full and vigorous shapes

shows an undeniable mastery.

Tablets with pictographic signs

appear, indicating the use of

writing. In architecture, columns
were embedded in sun-dried brick.

At Susa pottery from the 4th

millennium with stylised decoration

and an exquisite shape has been
found in tombs alongside copper

weapons and mirrors [74].

INDIA AND THE INDUS

Archaeology. The main result of

the recent study of India's pre-

history has been the discovery of

pre-Aryan civilisation in the Indus

valley, thanks to excavations un-
dertaken separately in 1924 at

Mohenjo-Daro in Sind and Harap-
pa in the Punjab.

Geography. The basin of the Indus
is situated to the north-west of

India, near Persia, from which it is

separated by Baluchistan; the river,

with its source in the Himalayas,

flows into the Arabian Sea via a

vast delta.

Civilisation. From the Palaeolithic,

bifacial tools of the Chelleo-

Acheulian type had already been
found in India, particularly near

Madras. The excavations of 1935
— 1937 revealed the Palaeolithic of

the upper Indus valley. Rock en-

gravings and paintings have also

been discovered in the caves of

Singanpur.

The advent of the Neolithic

seems to have been delayed, some-
times until well into historical

times (until the 2nd century B.C.

in the Deccan).

The northern regions^ on the

contrary, knew the use of metal

very much earlier, and, towards
the middle of the 3rd millennium
B.C., there developed in the Indus
valley a civilisation having a

definite kinship with that of Meso-
potamia, which is indicated in a

variety of ways: in its architectural

technique and its ornaments, and
again in its seals. Important
remains have been taken from the

two sites of Harappa and Mohenjo-
Daro. We have proof of commer-
cial exchanges with Mesopotamia.
But since the writing is still un-

deciphered, we have no definite

information about this period

[81, 82].

Between 1500 and 800 B.C., this

civilisation was destroyed by Indo-

European invaders, the Aryans,

from the West, who gradually

spread throughout India, bringing

with them new social, pohtical and
religious institutions (Vedism, later

transformed into Brahmanism).
Important remains of towns with

brick buildings have been found at

Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro. The
public works (cisterns, sewers,

etc.) were of a particularly high

standard.

Numerous seals have been found,

mainly representing cattle in pro-

file or a seated god [83].

82. INDIAN. MOHENJO-DARO. Statuette of a dancing girl. c. 2400-2000.

83. INDIAN. MOHENJO-DARO. Seals.

c. 2400-2000 B.C. National Museum of

India, New Delhi. 67



THE FIRST ASIATIC CIVILISATIONS vadimEUsseejf

Asian art atnacls much less atletmon during; its initial

phase, which develops along with prehistory. Nevertheless

it underwent a similar gestatory period to that of the West,

but it was discovered more recently. W'e can only ignore early

Asian art at the risk of completely misunderstanding

its later developments.

At the end of the Lower Palaeolithic, when Europe,

Africa and south Asia were being peopled with Ne-

anderthal men, east and north Asia seemed to be forgot-

ten lands.

The forgotten lands

The settlements on the Chusovaya River in the Urals, and

at Teshik-Tash in the upper Oxus (Amu Darya) basin,

those of the Soan and Anyathian cultures of India and

Burma which resemble them, as well as the analagous

traces of the Patjitanian, diffused from Sumatra to the

Philippines, mark the far limits of the Mousterian indus-

try within the confines of the Sino-Siberian world. Ad-

mittedly the Scandinavian and Arctic glaciers, linked by

the Aralo-Caspian Sea, cut these territories off from the

Africo-European West, but there remained the southern

route and the Indo-Chinese passage. At the beginning of

the dispersal of mankind, this was the route to Peking

which must have been taken by Sinanthropus, that close

relation of the Javanese Pithecanthropus, who himself

came from an Indo-Chinese centre.

The human advance towards the East had already

reached the Yellow River in the Lower Pleistocene; it is

therefore possible that the southern cultures of the

Middle Pleistocene were diffused by the same route. But
in fact this stretch has yielded us no traces of Palaeolithic

culture similar to Western Mousterian cultures. A blank

patch, with a few rare traces of the beginning of the

Quaternary in the south on the southern frontier of China,
and in the north the remains of the Sinanthropus of

Chou-k'ou-tien: such is the physiognomy of eastern and
northern Asia on the eve of the Upper Palaeolithic.

The advance towards the West and the Palaeolithic

The last chipped stone industries reached these regions

and developed there. Three stages mark this development.
Sino-Siberian I is illustrated by the Chinese sites of

Chou-k'ou-tien (upper cave), Sjara-osso-gol and Chuei-
tong-ku and the Siberian sites of the neighbourhood of
Irkutsk, Malta, Buretj and Tchastinsk. The type of
industry is Moustero-Aurignacian.

Sino-Siberian II does not include a Chinese site but
comprises the Siberian sites of Afontova-gora II, Bisk,
Tomsk and Krasnoyarsk, with industries similar to

European Solutreo-Magdalenian.

The third stage covers an even greater area, stretching
from Lake Baikal (Selenga) to the Urals (Pereselentz) in

the north, as far as the middle basin of the Lena (Olek-
minsk) and reaching the Mongolian sands (Ulan Bator^
in the south. The cultures of this epoch still present
Magdalenian aspects, but are more closely akin to Western
Mesolithic cultures. The first artistic evidence from this
zone is very unequally distributed.

One single example of art appears in China: a fragment

of a chopper, incised with geometrical lines, found

in a cave at Kwangsi in the midst of a pebble industry.

In Siberia examples are more numerous; the Lake

Baikal region yields incised plaques of mammoth tusk

with animal or geometrical decorations already in-

cluding the spiral and the S-couchant motif, also roughly

carved birds and female statuettes which have often

been compared with the European statuettes of Gaga-

rino and Willendorf. The origin of these last has been

wrongly attributed to Siberia, making them follow a

westward route which in eastern Europe branched off

towards Africa and western Europe. Even if the existence

of these statuettes proves similar religious concepts,

nevertheless these figures have differences which make
it impossible to ascribe the art of the European centres

to that of the Siberian sites.

The Sino-Siberian Palaeohthic cultures present a homo-
geneous character, in spite of certain local variations.

Coming from the south of China, while making their way
towards Europe they went through similar phases of

evolution with artifacts in which we find Mousterian,

Solutrean, Aurignacian and Magdalenian characteristics.

But none of these aspects enables us to fix an absolute

chronology, and it is highly probable that all this develop-

ment took place in the last phase of the Upper Pleistocene.

The art of the first polished stone cultures

The Neolithic of these regions is also subject to marked
chronological differences in relation to Western Neolithic.

The great archaeological areas are four in number;

84. a. Incised plaque. Mammoth tusk. Upper Palaeolithic. Malta

(Siberia), b. Female statue. Mammoth tusk. Upper Palaeolithic.

Buretj (Siberia), c. Fragment of a chopper, incised with lines.

Schist. Mesolithic. Kwangsi (China), d. Incised plaque. Mammoth

tusk. Upper Palaeolithic. Maltn (Siberia).
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western Siberia, eastern Siberia, northern China and

southern China saw the flowering of the Kelteminar

culture which touched the pit culture of eastern Europe

to the west. There were also the Afanasievo culture to the

east and the Iranian cultures of Anau, Sialk and Susa

to the south. In them we find those geometrical motifs

common to all of the contemporary cultures. Eastern

Siberia had similar ornaments, and only slight variations

enable us to distinguish between the successive cultures

of Isakovo, Serovo and Kitoi. We are indebted to the

Serovo culture for the best examples of the local tradition

of animal art. Whether in the form of statuettes of elk

or in the medium of rock engravings, the assurance of

the Siberian artists grows and prepares the way for the

flowering in these regions of the future art of the steppes,

which was, therefore, only to be a new interpretation

of an already developed art.

Only China had the privilege of a genuinely artistic

Neolithic civihsation. This culture, known as the Yang-

shao, appeared in the 3rd millennium at the time when
the Kitoi culture flourished in the north and the Afa-

nasievo and Kelteminar cultures in the west. In spite of

similarities with the Siberian and MongoUan centres,

nothing would have led us to foresee a magnificent and

richly decorated painted pottery considered by some

scholars as an Eastern branch of Western painted pottery.

Admittedly there are many affinities, but no intermediate

link confirms this origin. Stylistic studies have even led

Professor J. G. Andersson to suppose, inversely, that there

was a Chinese influence on Western painted pottery. But

no trace of Chinese influence has been noted on the

route from Eurasia during the Neolithic. The Yang-shao

culture, therefore, may up to the present pass as having

emerged fully equipped with a local proto-Neolithic

culture, without any apparent attachment to those pre-

vious cultures by which it must nevertheless have been

inspired.

In southern China the Neolithic is split into three

cultures. That of Kwangsi is the most ancient and may be

assimilated with the Mesolithic. Those of the Yangtze

and of Si-kiang possess a grey monochrome pottery,

but no painted ceramics. Some specialists have con-

cluded from this that another Neolithic world existed

beyond the Tsinling Mountains in contact with the

Indo-Chinese Hoabinhian and Bacsonian cultures.

There is no route entithng us to connect the painted

pottery of northern China with the Neolithic block

of southern China. Japanese excavations have, however,

revealed painted pottery in Formosa which, in spite

of the absence of bronze, has been attributed to a proto-

historic period and has been considered as a southern

expansion of the Yang-shao culture. The latter had

already radiated northwards towards Manchuria, where

painted pottery attributed to the beginning of the

2nd millennium has also been discovered. The absence

of excavations in southern China does not definitely pre-

clude the possibility of sites with painted pottery, and

we are by no means sure that the old south-north route

by which the Palaeolithic penetrated was not rediscov-

ered by the bearers of this pottery. Admittedly, the

road from the Yangtze to the Indus is long and wc

have no evidence, but we must not neglect this route,

all the more so as the south may still have surprises in

store for us with the rich agricultural centres of Bengal,

Cochin-China and Tongking.

V
85. CHINESE. Neolithic panned pottery, from Ma-ctiang. Kansu.

1700-1300 B.C.

86. CHINESE. Neolithic painted pottery, from Pan Shan, Kansu.

3rd millennium B.C. Cernuichi Museum, Paris.
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2 PRIMITIVE ART

87. PERU. a. Fragment of Mochica anthropomorphic jar. The por-

trait-head, on the neck of the jar. has a gold nose-ring. W. Cummings

Collection, Chicago, b. Zoomorphic vessel with 'stirrup-handle'. 71



ART FORMS AND SOCIETY RemHuyghe

PRIMITIVE ART OUTSIDE PREHISTORY

Vt('htfn reconstituted hy means of the evidence of pre-

history the origins of art seem somewhat conjectural, with

many gaps and mysteries counterbalancing a few expres-

sive works. What man of those times has bequeathed to

us can only yield its full meaning if we can cross-check it

with the help of living, direct and observable proofs.

Fortunately they are within our reach: for some time

now it has been pointed out how in a few years a child,

all on its own, covers a condensed version of the path

along which primitive man struggled so hard for thou-

sands of years.

In addition comparatively recent, sometimes even

contemporary, civilisations maintain patterns of life which

have remained virtually unchanged since their beginnings.

The thousand-year-old isolation of certain human groups,

sometimes even scattered throughout whole continents,

like North and South America or Australia, has favoured

their relative stagnation at a human stage long since

passed everywhere else.

Sometimes also (and this is a racial enigma) the deep-

seated inability of a group has prevented it from advancing

beyond a certain degree of development. If one day it

finds itself in contact with men whose progress has

followed a more normal course, it succumbs when faced

with improved methods of aggression which it still has

not dreamed of. This was so with the people of pre-Col-

umbian America, the North American Indians and the

Australian aborigines when the Europeans arrived and

eventually crushed them. Sometimes tribes hidden in

less fertile regions have been spared. This is the material

which we must now compare with the evidence be-

queathed by prehistory.

Moreover, before we tackle the great empires which
introduce the history of civilised art, the plan of the

present work envisages the study at this point of all the

evidence we possess of the passage from the primitive

mentality to a more developed stage, closer to our own.

For long disdained, this mentality enjoys a compensatory
favour today, and it is sometimes considered fashionable

to deny it the character of primitivism as implying
a pejorative judgment. All we have to do is define the

meaning of the word: although primitive art is capable

of producing masterpieces as accomplished and as admi-
rable as the others (for, as we have just seen, the funda-

mental laws of art operate from the very beginning), it

is no less clear that it marks a preliminary stage, if only

chronologically, on the way to future developments. So
we shall preserve this perfectly justified term.

CHILDREN'S ART

The most immediate field of investigation is offered by
childhood, in which we can rediscover the primordial
endeavours of our species. Child psychologists have
observed the phenomenon. The child begins by wanting
to project his internal strength on the things which sur-

round him. Between the ages of two and three, he looks
for the chalk, pencil or even pebble which will enable him
to put his mark, as yet incoherent, wherever he can. He
scribbles on walls or paper; he covers them vehemently

with a network of haphazard lines. Soon he is sketching

more organised circular and spiral movements. It is only

then that the notion of resemblance takes shape: at first

it is fortuitous, random lines being interpreted after the

event. 'It's a bowl' observes a three-year-old, seeing a line

which he has impulsively scribbled; and then he deliber-

ately adds an arrow.

He has only to take one more step in order to produce

a conscious image. But just like prehistoric man with his

succession of tentative efforts, the child begins with 'con-

ceptual' realism, Mental equipment is innate, acquired

directly; man brings it with him. Experience of the ex-

ternal world, on the other hand, is only acquired by a slow

conquest, by an interpretation of sensations confused at

first and elucidated as they become familiar. So the child

first tries to replace the complexity of what he sees, which

is beyond his ability to render, with simple shapes which

his mind can grasp, the square, the circle, however ir-

regularly his hand produces them. This diagram, scanty

at first (a single circle for both body and head!), becomes

more flexible, grows richer (two circles, one for the head,

another for the body, on which he now begins to stick

limbs, etc.).

He makes increasing attempts to recapture everything

his gaze takes in. But the mind continually acts as a screen,

only retaining concentrated data, either simplified shapes

or distinctive characteristics.

That was why prehistoric man of the Franco-Canta-

brian period rendered the confused shapes of the animals

he saw by a clean line, while man of the Iberian Levant

reduced them to the impressions which had struck him
most and which he felt were the most charged with

intensity and significance. In both cases, there was an

effort to extract from the baffling complexity of reality

concentrated elements, presenting that quality of unity

which signifies the human mind and makes things in-

telligible to it.

In both cases, too, the procedures employed were

radically different. We asked ourselves whether there were

not 'families of minds' exhibiting opposite tendencies,

different instinctive ways of solving the problems com-

mon to all men, the first of these families invoking more
intellectual methods: shapes and their analysis; the

second, more sensory methods: the impression and trans-

lation of the characteristic perceived. Now, these two

families show themselves to be quite fundamental, be-

cause they are known to the child psychologist.

Psychiatrists working on the problem have shown
that at the extremes there are an intellectual type with an

abstract way of expression, and a sensory type with an

objective way of expression. Between the two extends

a whole range of intermediate types. This is the very same
division which the Franco-Cantabrian and the Iberian

thrust upon us. Although more recent researchers may
have quibbled about this division, taking exception to its

simplicity, nevertheless it corresponds to evidence which

strikes every unprejudiced mind. We remember a visit to

the art class of a primary school where great care had

been taken to allow the young beginners absolute freedom

of expression with pencil and brush. A dish of cherries

served as a model. One of the infants, dominated by

sensation, had smeared a roughly pyramidal patch of red,
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Sunset over the sea. Painting by

a child aged 7,

The attempt by modern artists to get bock

to first prirtciples often leads them to

adopt the simplest forms of expression.

Here the expressionism of Vlaminck is

matched by the spontaneity of a child of

seven . . .

iSwJ.-v'-^''^^'"

89. VLAMINCK. Seascape.

90. ANDR^ MASSON. The Dream of

Ariana. 1 941.

91. The Birds. Painting by a mental pa-

tient suffering from depression with ele-

ments of paranoia. Napsbury Collection.

. . . Analogies of the same kind can also

be seen between modern art and the

elementary 'uncomposed' structures

conceived by mental patients. They are

also to be found in the arts of primitive

peoples [9S].
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resting on a plate reproduced in clumsy perspective.

Another, on the other hand, had drawn as regular a circle

as he was able, and inside it he had carefully arranged

a series of small circles coloured red. Instinctively the

latter painted the idea he formed of the sight before him;

the other, the sensation he received from it, without trying

to elucidate it. The two fundamental types of art were
there, face to face. Without knowing it, two urchins

revealed in individual temperaments what prehistory had
already demonstrated in collective temperaments.

THEARTOFTHE MENTAL PATIENT

There is another field of study, often drawn on by psy-

chologists: insanity. Here the case is different: we hope to

recapture the fundamental mechanism by observing de-

structive rather than constructive forces.

Our epoch, let us point out in passing, has for the first

time attached great and often excessive importance to the

91 artistic works of both mental patients and children. In this

it is obeying the same propensity which has driven it to

explore all the primitive, savage or archaic arts. This is

because, unlike the epochs when the creative flow is

imperious and asks itself no questions the better to assert

its position, our own is gnawed by uncertainty. It in-

vestigates itself and man. It is hungry for a lost purity and
freshness. It seeks to return to the sources of art or
history, in the hope of rediscovering the secret of what is

as yet untouched and undeformed by the frantic dialectics

of our over-cultivated intelligence.

But the insane are less significant than one might think.
The characteristic of insanity is, in fact, to destroy the
balance, the basis of moral health, between the various
tendencies by which man is tormented. It dislocates the
unity which is the fundamental principle of the life of the
mind, as of art. For unity through harmonious diversity
the insane person substitutes, at best, the morbid unity of
monomania, which, by the blind systematic elimination
of everything which thwarts it and the devouring excess
of its dominating impulse, becomes the very opposite,
an element of disequihbrium.

So we shall certainly find the fundamental predisposi-
8 tions we have recognised already, repetition, regularity,

etc., but they run in neutral like an engine accelerating
madly with nothing to check it: they 'race'. In the dia-
logue or rather chorus, of T and 'the Other' which we
have emphasised above all in art, it is 'the Other' which
disappears: objective adherence to the real is diminished.
Let us note that this adherence is also weakening and
sometimes blotted out in modern art; inner creation no
longer knows any restrictions. Hence perhaps the attrac-
tion felt by our age for the art of the mental patient.
As for the 'I', sometimes it is decomposed, sometimes it

is absorbed by a single one of its principles which have
become an obsession, transformed into an implacable
cancer. Nevertheless, for the same reason, the art of
mental patients may throw clearer light on the elements
normally brought into play by art, like the magnifying
glass which isolates and magnifies the point it aims at.

Sometimes we recognise the tendency to abstraction,
submitting reaUty to its laws which have become me-
chanical, implacable; sometimes, on the other hand, the
hypertrophy of an affective ruling passion which seizes
the real, hands it over to its unbridled demands and
devours it like a fire. From hyperabstraction to hyper-

expressionism, we may occasionally find surprising ac-

cents which move us by their heart-rending and terrible

sincerity. But the renewal of vision contributed by the art

of mental patients, which has found favour in our time,

is normally artificial, for it is based on destructive and
no longer on constructive, methods.

THE ART OF BACKWARD CIVILISATIONS

Such are the methods of investigation which our most
direct experience suggests to us. What can those civilisa-

tions which we may call backward in the strict sense of

the word teach us ? Although it would be presumptuous
to conclude from their many similarities that these civilisa-

tions are identical with the early ones they resemble most,

they undoubtedly add force to the interpretations which
have been placed on mankind's initial efforts. When, dur-

ing a stay in Africa, Leo Frobenius, the German anthro-

pologist, saw his hunting-companions drawing the outhnes

of animals on the ground and practising sympathetic
magic on them, he was actually seeing a survival of the

magical art postulated by prehistorians.

It is obvious that the age of the hunter is echoed in the

society of the South African Bushmen which has con-

tinued to the present day; their rock paintings are almost 31

identical with those of the Iberian Levant. But who could
say whether their complicated mythology already existed

in prehistory? Similarity is not identity.

The pre-Columbian, on the other hand, in America
evokes the Neolithic age and the epoch of the agrarian

empires. Tattooing, the use of masks and, in certain

funerary rites, of ochre, proclaim links with the most
ancient stages. Metal, copper and gold, were virtually

unknown except in religious and ornamental objects. It

would be easy to multiply such examples.

The vanished arts

The remains of prehistoric art are only the minutest traces

of activities which were undoubtedly very much more
diverse: there were certainly other forms of art which have
disappeared for lack of a lasting medium. The Pueblo
Indians, for example, still make what are sometimes
admirable compositions on the ground with coloured
sand. Ritual decrees that these 'sand paintings' must not

survive the ceremonies which gave rise to them and they
are effaced before sunrise.

Excluding such ephemeral manifestations in which de-

struction is dehberate, there is the example of fragile or

perishable materials of which no trace remains. Thus
there may well have been a 'wood civilisation' which
would once have yielded as much evidence as the 'stone

civilisations', but of which all traces have vanished. How-
ever we find its equivalents in certain backward societies.

What remains of straw, cord and leather work? There is

nothing ridiculous in the theory that during the Palaeo-

lithic an art of a quite different, less religious character,

practised more openly and thus more liable to destruction,

may have existed side by side with the ritual works of

the witch-doctor preserved in the depths of caves. What
would remain of it? What are we to make of the two
wonderfully supple and life-like women, discovered during

recent years in the cave of La Magdeleine in the Tarn? 7

They pose a baffling problem. In the same way, the art

of the Iberian Levant, also executed in the open air, but

preserved by a favourable climate, is perhaps connected
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92. Young girl from the Ivory Coast 9 3. Eskimo mask from Alaska represent- 94. Tattooed Turu dancers from East

ornamented and painted for a ritual ing a mythical character. Musee de Africa,

ceremony. /'Homme, Poris.

96. Neolithic clay figures from Cucuteni

(Roumania) with engraved patterns rep-

resenting tattooing,

97. Examples of body painting by the

Ona tribe of Tierra del Fuego.

One of the most elementary forms of an, still practised among

living primitives, is the decoration of the human body.

Masks often resemble this decoration.

6y painting and tattooing, the entire human body becomes an

ornamented surface, os con still be seen among peoples who have

remained primitive.

9 5. Baluba mask. Rotton Co//ection.
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wiih earlier examples, unknim-n because they have

vanished, from the Franco-Cantabrian. There are so

many mysteries. In particular what are we to say of the

94 arts of the human body, such as dancing or tattooing,

96, 97 whose existence is proved by more durable works of art ?

Once again we find the magical idea at the basis of the

dance; anyone who seizes the resemblance, the facsimile

of the model, acquires actual possession of the model

itself. Depending on the stage of evolution, this possession

is for different ends: the hunter uses it to make himself

master of the game he lives on. Certain Indians of the

north-west coast of America imitate in mime the leaping

of salmon, which is in fact their principal food.

But the incarnation sought by the dancer may later

93 become that of a spirit or a legendary hero, inventor of

fire, water, etc., whose life is literally relived. Then

dancing becomes theatre, drama.

The magical function of art

All this confirms the function which devolves upon art of

representing either the visible or the invisible. In both

cases, incidentally, it is always used to bring invisible

forces into play. There is absolutely no cleavage between

the 'animated' arts, such as dancing, and the 'figurative'

arts, such as painting and sculpture. The dance is nearly

92 always accompanied by ritual painting of the face and

95 body; above all, it completes the illusion with the mask
whose role is then of capital importance: the engravings of

prehistoric sorcerers have confirmed the existence of dis-

guises from the very earliest times. Take the engravings

1 in the cave of Les Trois Freres, for example. Now the

mask is found in every continent; it still survives in certain

popular European traditions. But to the primitive peoples

it had the value of actual incarnation. Among certain

North American Indians, a young man must first meet

his guardian spirit in the forest and feel possessed by him,

before making the mask which confirms and makes
manifest this possession.

Everything goes to confirm what prehistoric art fore-

shadowed: the image incarnates what it represents; visible

identity entails invisible identity. Art therefore is essen-

tially a material means of reaching and demonstrating

spiritual forces and even of introducing them into the

world of the senses. Admittedly in a different way from
our own and corresponding to another human stage, art

nevertheless plays the same fundamental role which we
have emphasised from the first. It serves to establish

a connection between the two reahties which spht man in

two, the physical reality which his body perceives and
the immaterial reality in which his soul resides. Through
art, he gives to the one the appearances of the other; he
associates them and blends them.

Let us then summarise the conclusions drawn from the

remains of prehistoric art and see how they can be verified

in the art of living 'primitives'. Among them, art fulfils

a function, on the one hand, and on the other satisfies

a pure pleasure. First of all it is function: it realises, i.e. it

makes the invisible enter into perceptible reality, the in-

visible which at the magical stage is composed offerees,
tendencies, desires, then at the religious stage of an entire

conception of the universe, as Negro art reveals. All this

seems very remote from us. But did not art fulfil the same
function for a community then as it does today for the
individual? For, what else does he himself demand but
the realisation in images of what he dimly aspires to ?

The Hopi Indians still represent the stage when art

consists of mimic rituals: by movements of the body they

symbolise the result they wish for and think they will

ensure it in this magical way. But to sculpt or to paint is

to give to an object the task of imitation, previously

reserved for the body or its dances. Even in modern times

in Africa, a barren woman has been seen carrying a doll

on her back which in some way put her half-way towards

the child she wanted. The magical double is no longer

the dancer but an image manufactured with the hands.

It is clear then that reahsm is a condition of success.

This is true in the Palaeolithic when the animal, subjected

to enchantment by art, is represented with a suggestive

skill, whereas the human figure, which does not assume

such an essential role and is undoubtedly no more than

an unimportant diversion, does not benefit from an

elaborate technique and seems almost formless in com-

parison. This significant difference reappears in the

'primitive' arts of the Chibchas of Colombia.

But pure pleasure may be combined with the ritual

function. The prehistoric artist's attempts to sketch his

brothers certainly seems to have been a mere distraction,

a kind of game. However the perfection of the animal

representations also undoubtedly produced pleasure of an

aesthetic nature. Perhaps it was not directly motivated

by the actual act of depiction, but once perceived, it

provoked it more or less unconsciously. The work and its

characteristics were certainly primarily justified by a utili-

tarian end, since it was often executed in such conditions

that, practically speaking, it could not be seen. Such is

the case where the drawings are superimposed, losing

themselves in each other and finally becoming totally

indecipherable. It is clear that in this case prehistoric

men cheerfully sacrificed the beauty of their works of art

to their practical role: in effect by this accumulation they

believed that they were increasing the magical power.

Ritual power

It was because the work of art from the very beginning

appeared as the custodian of animistic powers that it

became the appointed receptacle of the souls of the dead,

when society began to make them an object of worship. The
prehistory of the Neolithic suggests that the standing

stone, or menhir, was very probably a place for the soul's 18

permanent repose. But this belief continues when the

transition from the simple stone to the statue is made.

The statue of the ancestor, whether in Africa, America or

Oceania, is not merely an image; it is the habitat of

the soul which is deemed to be immanent in it.

Primitive man is struck by the supernatural side of art,

in which he is certainly prolonging the beliefs of pre-

historic man. Here again, are we so very different, in spite

of our new ideas? In the 19th century Baudelaire was still

talking about art as supernaturalism like Heine before

him. Melanesia was to contribute the term which ex-

presses this power: the Mana. In fact it seems clear that

resemblance alone (the relation with the visible world) is

not enough to create the magical achievement; it needs

the addition of a fluid (a complementary relation with the

spiritual world).

Once again we have to acknowledge the proof that from
the beginning the work of art is the meeting place of these

two worlds, an intermediary, a 'third order', as we have
called it, between that which exists in concrete reahty and
that which exists in spiritual reality. The latter is so im-
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portant that sometimes, with fetishes for example, a 'con-

secration' ceremony is undertaken in order to introduce

it into the work of art.

But when we meet a civilisation which we consider as

much more developed, such as the Chinese or Tibetan,

we rediscover the same fundamental conviction: their

statues of the Buddha would have no vahd existence

unless the sacred texts were placed inside them and their

eyes and mouth were painted.

Is this not another profound truth which we have

merely adapted to suit our own mental processes ? Do not

we in our turn think that only inspiration, that spiritual

force which inhabits the artist, gives him the power to

create a worthwhile work?

Decorative art, which represents nothing, obeys the

same law and is not so radically different from the figur-

ative arts in this respect as one might suppose. When
prehistoric man making his first attempts scratched a few

8 vaguely organised hatchings on his bone implement, he

was not only thinking of 'embellishing' it: he was in-

scribing it with the projection of himself, his mark of

possession, his invisible presence. It was much more than

the distinctive sign with which the present day owner

brands his cattle; it was another magical act.

Primitive man often demonstrates that to him the fact

of touching or taking hold of an object makes a portion of

the person who made the movement pass into it and thus

creates the beginning of possession. This obscure feeling,

reinforced perhaps by traditional beliefs, is certainly one

of the initial motives of decorative art.

Later, it developed: figures became signs and images.

But they remained guardians of an invisible presence

through the symbolical meaning they possessed. But that

is merely a further extension of the resemblance: if an

apparently purely geometrical figure is endowed with

significance, it is because originally it was a representative

image which has become progressively more and more

stylised. Even when a pure geometrical shape is involved,

it has been chosen for the relation it evokes with what the

artist wants to suggest. The circle is connected with the

74a sun or the thunder-wheel, the sinuous or zigzag line with

water, etc. This remoter resemblance, less obvious than

in a realistic work, implies the participation, the presence

of the force thus evoked, one might almost say invoked.

The passage from magical to religious art does not

change anything; it merely enriches this initial notion.

Nor is the 'sacred' image limited to representing the

divine being; it participates in him, contains him. The
statue, to simple peoples, is not only a representation

intended to evoke God, the Virgin or a saint: they adore

a real incarnate presence in it. The Church, always on

its guard against idolatry, is well aware of this.

Aesthetic pleasure

It is obviously difficult to make out, amid all these compli-

cated feeUngs, how much aesthetic pleasure exists at this

stage. Has beauty been perceived and intentionally

sought? However obscure the notion may be, it is cer-

tainly dawning. The notion of talent and its price already

existed: in America traces have been disclosed of artistic

reputations spread over great distances and preserved in

the memory for long periods; it happened in Africa, too,

where they sometimes went so far as to deify the great

creators, as was done in Egypt, at the very beginning of

the Ilird Dynasty, with Imhotep, the architect of the step

pyramid of Zoser, at Sakkara. (In the same way Imhotep

was the guardian of the Senets of the Royal Magic.)

However, ethnographers have been able to quote cases

where primitive man takes out the object on holidays and

settles down to contemplate it, apparently experiencing

pleasure in seeing and touching it.

In this way of thinking which is still incapable of self-

analysis, the idea of magical or ritual value is hard to

separate from an idea of quality, of prestige in the object's

outward appearance. The pleasure felt in contemplation

is the one which the artist instinctively seeks to provoke;

it is the beginning of aesthetic feeling.

The laws of evolution

If primitive creations help us to verify the essential truth

of what prehistory dimly shows us of the nature of art at

its very beginnings, they also confirm the laws of evolu-

tion glimpsed at the same time. The most strictly geo-

metrical decoration seems to be peculiar to the most

developed tribes. We can observe this in the north-west

of America. In Africa the admirable Ife bronzes, so much 102

the expression of an advanced civilisation as to remind us,

by their skilful balance between realism and the mastery

of shapes, of Egypt in particular of the 'replacement

head' of the IVth Dynasty are earlier than the Benin 111

bronzes which derive from them. The process of stylisa- 112

tion from the first to the second is absolutely clear.

We can even ask ourselves whether the geometrical

simplification in art so much appreciated today is not the

sign of the culmination of an old civilisation rather than

the mark of a culture in its infancy. Perhaps this is the

case with African art as we know it. In the same way

numbers of prehistoric works have only arrived at certain

bold simplifications because they come at the end of

a long previous evolution which we can sometimes re-

construct.

So once again art appears caught between the double

tendency which makes it oscillate between the ambition

to rival the real in its appearance and the desire, on the

other hand, to reduce it to simplifications in which the

geometrical spirit triumphs.

The observation of 'primitive' peoples throws new light

on this point: for example, one often notes among the

north-west American Indians that realistic figurative art

is mainly the man's province and that abstract geometrical

art is the woman's field. This is because weaving and

pottery belong to houshold occupations, consequently to

women. Now, these techniques lend themselves to geo-

metrical ornament, to decoration. On the other hand, the

magical power inherent in the likeness seems to reserve

it for the exclusive attention of men. In New Guinea it

has been noted that the carvers of statues of ancestors try

to capture their characteristic features down to their

tattoo marks, in order to retain the vital power of the

dead man.

There we catch a glimpse of one of the possible reasons

for the coexistence of a realistic art of representation and

an art of abstract decoration: the first charged with

effective religious power of a more sacred nature; the

second only creating illusion by means of symbols, thus

in a more indirect, more neutral manner and for this

reason used in the simple decoration of everyday objects.

These brief observations suffice to show the lessons we
may draw from a controlled comparison between the pre-

historic and the 'primitive' arts.
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THE ART OF LIVING PRIMITIVE PEOPLES
Andre Leroi-Gourhan

Some of the most ancient stages in the history of an,

lost in the obscurity of the past, may come alive

for us through suri'iving groups of people who have

remained more or less unchanged. Here we consider

those with the most archaic way of life.

What do wc mean hy living primitives? It is difficult to

give the primitives a definite frontier, either in time or

geographically. The term is applied to living peoples

whose material culture corresponds to stages long since

passed by the men of the central regions of the two

land masses. These backward' peoples are obviously no

more primitive than we are in the historical sense, the

duration of their evolution being identical with that of the

'civilised' peoples.

The 'peoples beyond the third line'

The 'great arts' are situated in a chain round the world

running through the continental masses: from Peru to the

south of the United States, from Japan to Ireland and
North Africa (zone I). Outside this vast geographical and
cultural ensemble are grouped the arts of Indonesia,

Polynesia, Melanesia, Africa, of the Lapps and Sibe-

rians, of the Eskimos and the Indians of North and South

America (zone 2). Directly coupled with the areas of

development of the major civilisations, these are not

'primitive' arts; this misconception has long since dis-

appeared. Each one of them developed with a varying

degree of independence, but from near or from far,

constantly or intermittently, they were influenced by the

great civilisations. Aesthetic analysis of the Lapps, Sa-

moyedes, Yakuts, Tunguses and Ainus, who form the

fringe of the 'hyperboreans' to the north of the ancient

continents (zone 2b), reveals the immediate influence of

Europe, central Asia, China or the combined influences

of several cultural entities; in the same way, Oceanic,

Eskimo and African art reveal the highly complex inter-

play of the components of an evolution which has gone

on for thousands of years over the accessible globe.

Consequently the primitives are the 'peoples beyond

the third line' and their archaism arises from funda-

mentally geographical causes. The only ones who srand

up to serious examination as primitives are the Bushmen
of the tip of South Africa, the Fuegians from the tip of

South America, and the Australian aborigines shut off in

their own continent (zone 3). But it is not possible to

credit even them with absolute isolation; the Australians

themselves had ancient contacts with New Guinea and
Asia. Primitives form small communities isolated from

the great human masses in which the development of

present-day societies goes on, communities moreover

whose members belong to archaic racial types. These
considerations do not imply that all the aspects of their

culture have slumbered for thousands of years to provide

us with a complete picture of prehistoric humanity. But

we must take into account the very special physical sur-

roundings in which they live; their material life is deeply

affected by the climate and natural resources. They are

the lowest and most unfortunate of men in our present-

day world, whereas the prehistoric men of the ancient

world, who have been compared to them, were the leaders

of their time living in the most favourable regions.

In religious and aesthetic matters, it must be said that

their basic repertoire is in a state of constant modification.

The religious concepts and the figurative symbolism of

the Australians are very elaborate. At most, one might,

like Henri Bergson, consider that this evolution went on

by revolving indefinitely around a restricted number of

fundamental elements. The living 'primitive', then, is not

to be looked on as a 'living fossil', disregarding his status

as a man capable of personal intellectual development, his

98, THE ZONES OF ARTISTIC PRODUCTION. In this diagram-

matic map of the main cultural areas m the world between the

1 6th and 1 8th centuries, the smaller areas of different structure

are not represented. In general, however, these large areas

correspond with the areas of similar primitive character shown
in map 99. It is fairly obvious that at the present day, except

for pockets of zone 2 existing in New Guinea, Africa and South
America and two or three minute points of zone 3 in Australia,

the whole of the map would be incorporated in zone 1.
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ancient links with the central groups or the generally

miserable material conditions in which he lives.

Is there such a thing as 'primitive' art?

Is it possible to extract a valid image from the primitives,

taken en masse ? It would be valuable, for if the Bushmen,
Fuegians and Australian aborigines possessed a common
fundamental aesthetic behaviour, it would not be un-

reasonable to apply the same behaviour to prehistoric

man, and a general theory of the evolution of art would

become possible. It does seem as if this common basis

exists, and many studies have drawn on it, but we may
ask if it does not simply represent human values in the

widest sense; the primitives exhibit these values in a

context which is often as elaborate as, but different from,

our own, so that they become perceptible to us. If this

was the only result it produced, the study of the aesthetic

behaviour of the primitives would contribute a by no

means negligible benefit.

What are the signs of a primitive art? In Chapter 1 we
tried to explain the first stages of the figurative expression

of elementary psycho-physiological impulses and we
showed that these manifestations form a stratum later

covered by manifestations further and further removed

from the elementary common basis, even before cave art

begins. Covered up and buried deeper and deeper, it

continues to exist in all the arts, and part of modern
aesthetic effort has consisted in exhuming it. This ex-

humation has found expression in a 'pilgrimage' to the

true or supposed sources of 'primitive' art. But only the

art of the Australians and the Fuegians can really be

so considered. The latter are practically extinct, but what

knowledge we do have of them shows little development

in plastic representation, whereas the Austrahans, on the

contrary, have abundantly developed this field, so that

we prefer to make use of them for our demonstration.

We can leave aside the expression of genetic impulses:

virility, fecundity and fertility lead to a figurative art

whose resurgence is constant among the primitives as

everywhere else. They are merely enveloped in a differ-

ent context in each culture; perhaps their ultimate in-

sipidity is the academic nude. So much has been written

about the Palaeolithic statuettes, the pregnant mares of

the caves and the mother goddesses that other important

aspects of primitive art have been rather obscured.

Expressive symbolism

From the historian's point of view, art means essentially

the work of art; in the eyes of the Australian aboriginal

it is the inclusion of the personality in a figurative

process.

Where we tend to see objects susceptible of aesthetic

analysis, what the primitive feels above all is the rhythm

of the figurative dramatisation. This explains why very

frequently we cannot make him execute a 'work of art'

outside the rhythmic whole in which it has its place. In

other words, the work of art (mask, statuette or other

object) is like a musical instrument, i.e. an effective and

temporary element participating in the arrangement of

a figurative structure. With us, opera, in the etymological

and artistic sense, would best correspond to this attitude

in which the mobilisation of all the various elements

(instruments, voices, mime) determines the value of the

artistic accessories, which may finally be reduced to mere

symbols. Our aesthetic judgment of the primitive work.

100. ABORIGINAL ART. AUSTRALIA. A tjurlnga.

then, is applied to an image which is only the symbolical

and partial projection of the whole figurative apparatus.

When we judge the plastic value of a mask by our own
standards, it is as risky as if we judged the literary worth

of a 15th-century poem by the initial illuminated letter.

In order to understand how the artist is included in the

figurative process, let us imagine a group of Austrahan

aborigines seated in a circle on the sand to take part in an

incantation. The reciter pronounces words which are

given a rhythmic accompaniment by the interjections and

bust movements of the audience. As the recital unfolds,

he traces in the sand with his finger-tip a perfect spiral

the centre of which corresponds to the end of a sentence.

He adds progressively a second, a third and several more

spirals, each one rhythmically integrated with the sen-

tences of the recital.

Then, without stopping speaking, he connects the

spirals by straight lines and finishes the design at the

same time as the recital with a superb ease and mastery.

The figurative drama is complete. Its raison d'etre does

not lie in the spiral drawings of which we can say that

they have a symbolical decorative value, which, in a word,

we can judge by our own standards. It is lived bodily by

all its actors, and the plastic decoration, which may
incidentally represent the most varied subjects, is only

a projection of the figurative rhythm.

Moreover proof positive is supplied by the same

aborigines. Among their works we possess small plaques

of soft stone called tjuringas, engraved with the same 100

groups of spirals or concentric circles. Considered indivi-

dually, the image they bear has no significance of its own;

it is merely potentially very expressive. Placed on the

ground in the middle of the same circle of men, it sets

the same figurative drama in motion: the reciter's finger

follows the circles, turning like the needle on a gramo-

phone record, the recital unfolds, the audience make their

responses in a rhythmic ensemble identical with that of

the first example. We are tempted to find out what the

spirals mean, to what mysterious symbols they corre-

spond, of what realistic themes they are the debased or

secret representation, whereas the aboriginal is like a little

girl who cannot skip nor even see a skipping rope without

singing in the appropriate tone: 'Salt — mustard —

vinegar — pepper'.

Disguise and the mask

The artist, therefore, is also an instrument, and this

emerges even more clearly in disguises. Body painting

and disguise played an important role in prehistoric art,

since red ochre is the first evidence of an aesthetic ex-

pression, and nearly all the representations of man in the

Upper Palaeolithic age are those of masked or disguised

persons. It is probably no coincidence that living primi-

tives obey the same aesthetic urges which lead them, too,

to paint their bodies and the sides of cliffs and caves.
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101. ESKIMO ART. ALASKA. Wooden dance mask. American

Museum of Natural History.

Ochre, clay, charcoal, bird's down stuck on with blood,

hair and beards dressed in strange ways are among the

procedures which universally have the power to transform

man himself into a figurative instrument. In the present-

day world the Australians are masters of this technique,

but it reappears at all stages of developed societies. The
direct application to the skin of pastes and colouring

matter leads to a representation which is all the more
dramatic in that it is directly animated by the muscles
of the actor's face and limbs. It is far more of a trans-

figuration than the mask.

Masks and disguises covering the whole body belong
to a higher stage. The majority of the Australian aborigi-

nes know nothing of the mask and the Fuegians do not
always seem to have known it, but it appears with uniform
frequency in the intermediate cultures (zones 2 and 2a).

Once the mask is known, the artist is completely included
in a figurative shell which acquires an individual exist-

ence. A dissociation between the actor and the character
he represents begins to arise, whereas body painting
effects the continuity between the world represented and
the representing ego.

Incidentally it should be pointed out that the dis-

sociation is still not complete in many cases; among the
Eskimos, for example, the sculptor of the mask may be its

user, the shape being inspired by the entity represented,
and the division between this entity and the T' of the
artist inappreciable. In developed societies (zone 1), facial

painting and masks fall into various groups. They are
found in popular festivals, the carnival for example, in the
make-up of the Chinese, Japanese and European theatres,
in feminine make-up, in theatrical masks, in the facial

painting or masks symbolising religious characters. An
equivalent progression could be noted in primitive body
painting, popular fancy dress and the rehgious, military
or civilian dress of developed groups corresponding to

a status acquired by the individual who appears 'dressed

in the insignia of his office'.

When we attempt to bring out what is characteristic of

the aesthetic behaviour of primitives, we rapidly perceive

that it contains nothing which does not still exist in the

more developed human groups.

Imaginative creation

With men, imaginative creation is of the same order as

technical creation. During the physical and mental evolu-

tion of the higher primates, creative impulses were given

expression by the creation of objects: weapons to kill

game, tools for digging earth or for making weapons. The
creation of a weapon is not a phenomenon independent

of the physiological impulse; it prolongs and regulates

a series of gestures which form a link between the hunter

and the hunted. The tool, as we have seen further back,

is also caught up in a current which leads it to aesthetic

beauty through growing efficiency.

Aesthetic creation is of a very similar character; in the

first manifestations the two terms are equivalent and
indissociable. We are not going to deal here with the

technical side of aesthetic realisation, the restrictions

imposed by the quality of tools, the wood, earth, stone,

metal, whose nature is sometimes a hindrance, sometimes

an incentive, to creation; we are simply considering the

relation between the function of the useful object and its

shape, a relation which guides the evolution of forms.

Over and above the elementary impulses of hunger and

sex which give rise to extremely precocious expressions

of aesthetic creation, we see the progressive materiali-

sation of less directly practical attitudes, those which
already in the animal world correspond to the free ex-

penditure of surplus energy: exuberance and joy are

channelled into more and more elaborate rhythmical

arrangements. Anxiety about food and sexual impulses

are at the most deeply intimate level of our souls.

The last part of prehistory saw the spread of an art

which corresponded to new preoccupations the search

for man's place in the organised world, the imaginative

creation of a natural and supernatural universe in which
man finds security in proportion as he organises its

structure. From this point onwards, the situation of living

primitives is established: art has become a creation which
mobihses, in different proportions, all the human apti-

tudes, technical procedures which help to master the

materials and conduct which expresses the various urges.

Art appears to us essentially in a religious form (the

search for man's place in the world) expressing itself in

a comparatively elaborate cosmogony (fitting the whole

of Creation into a system which makes it 'manageable'),

using all the resources at the disposal of the creative

power of man (rhythmic gestures and sounds, plastic

images) on a foundation where the elementary forces

continually manifest themselves.

In the more developed societies, the growing require-

ments of technology and the increasingly intellectual

form given to elementary impulses have progressively

masked the fundamental relationship which exists be-

tween physiology, technology and art. To rediscover this

link, we must go back to the rare groups whose develop-

ment lags behind our own, to the few thousands of

'primitives' who are still living. Then we may under-

stand, with the help of prehistoric records, some of the

features of the beginnings of art.
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AFlxlC<A Marcel Griaule

At first the study of African arts was confined to their

surface appearance. Recently more ambitious scholars

have sought to go still further : they have inquired into

the secret motives and the states of mind of the African

artists which give these works of art a meaning

unfathomable by the average spectator. Marcel Griaule was

the foremost of these innovators. The following section

is one of the last articles written before his premature

death and in it he condenses his valuable experience.

The motives which guide the hands of the sculptors and
architects of Negro Africa, the strait jacket of ritual and
symbolism in which the work of art is confined, the looser

framework of institutions which surrounds it, the con-

nections between some works themselves inside a society

or from one people to another all these factors should

be as much subjects of study as the actual works them-
selves. For the arts of the Negroes, just like their ritual,

their symbolism, and their social and political organi-

sation, are a means of exhibiting a general conception of

the universe, its origins, workings, goal and meaning.

We shall not attempt the classifications and syntheses

so dear to the Western mind: they are still premature.

With a few rare exceptions, the regions actually known
have only been superficially examined. More serious still

is the fact that the white world has grown used to seeing

the Negro world as unthinking, backward and incoherent.

So much so that when the African peoples suddenly

appear in a very different light it comes as a shock. And
it is not so long ago since scholars themselves, undoubted-

ly worried by the latest revolutionary discoveries in the

former French Sudan, did not dare define their positions.

Today, Hellenists hke P. M. Schuhl think in terms of

possible relations between Greece and Africa south of the

Sahara via intervening peoples; Egyptologists like Hans
Hickmann are struck by the 'extraordinary resemblance'

between Dogon customs and beliefs and the traditions of

pharaonic Egypt; and Christiane Desroches Noblecourt

is pursuing researches which take ample account of the

enormous hinterland that tropical Africa forms in relation

to the Nile valley.

This means that the Negro civilisations in their turn are

becoming integrated into the world picture. But unlike

so many others, they are not supported by a single written

document, so that it is particularly difficult to establish an

African chronology.

However this is not because the Negroes were ignorant

of graphic processes: four Sudanese groups of varying

sizes, the Mandingo, Bambara, Dogon and Bozo, had at

their disposal, and to some extent still have, an imposing

range of signs. The initiated Bambara know two hundred

and sixty-four main symbols. The male Dogon possess

a complicated system with 22 families of 12 elements,

each of them covering a series of 22 pairs of signs. The
women use a different, but probably equally rich, system.

These signs are not only a means of expression: they

have a value of their own, and they existed before the

things they stand for, and brought them into being. Their

system is a genuine art of writing and perhaps even of

creating, applied to all the religious, social or natural

i
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founder of the Yoruba Dynasty. Bronze. British Museum.

circumstances of life. It expresses that conception of the

world to which the Sudanese have given permanence in

a myth, and its 22 series reflect the 22 categories of things

and beings as well as the various phases of the organisa-

tion of the cosmos.

The religious meaning of the images

The inclination to draw and paint goes back to very

remote times, if we consider the profusion of engravings

and paintings in the Sahara, open to Egyptian and

iUediterranean influences, in East Africa, a transitional

zone, and especially in South Africa. Few of these works

have been explained.

In some Sudanese rituals rock paintings and signs play

a vital role, such as, for instance, those in the Songo

shelter in the Bandiagara cliffs, in Dogon country. These

ideographs, laid out in bands and refurbished section by

section at the time when the circumcision rites take place,

reveal in sibylline figures the descent of an ark bringing

order to the earth, and, in explicit figures, the masks of

the society of men, as well as the material of the cere-

monies every sixty years for the renewal of the cosmos.

The Keita of the Mandingo country also have similar

rites at the time of the septennial re-making of the

sanctuary of Kangaba, of 'international' fame, since nu-

merous populations claim that they came from this

'vestibule of the Manda'. The meaning of the paintings

outside the sanctuary had already been glimpsed: the

rudimentary figures with limbs in the form of a cross, the

outhnes of hands and calabashes, the speckled areas, and

the dotted lines in three colours which surrounded them

contained a virtually static symbolism. But when one

actually watched the figures being drawn, their deeper

meaning appeared. First of all, the woman responsible

for the work faced east and painted a black circle; then,

turning to the north, she painted another circle at the top

of a vertical hne, followed by a similar figure, but

including a transverse line forming the arms; in a fourth

figure, another bar represented the legs. These four
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h
1 03 DOGON. SUDANESE REPUBLIC. Horseman from the sanc-

tuary of Orosongo representmg a mmor deity. Griaule Collection.

works, finally, were finished off to represent people. The
woman was aciually representing on the wall the succes-

sive stages of the Creation: the explosion of the initial

seed (the circle), the four cardinal points, that is to say

the completion of the layout of the universe (the limbs

in the form of a cross), next the lower limbs of the

earthly beings, and lastly the sexual organs. For a few

brief moments only, the figures preserve this unfinished

aspect, which can never be recalled once the picture

is finished; the sketches have become completed figures.

Now, these paintings are echoed in the sign of the

"man-universe" used 600 miles away by the Dogon, who
it should be remembered take the name of Keita when
staying in the Mandingo country. In its simplest form

this sign is an ansate cross, named 'life of the world',

a replica of an Egyptian hieroglyph with a similar name.
Like the Mandingo figures on the walls of the building

used as a communal house, the Dogon sign is connected

with the great family house whose plan resembles a man
lying on his right side, throwing first on the altars, then

through the open door into the universe, the male seed

symbolised by the milk extracted from the unripe grains.

Parallel images could be found in the Cameroons, in

the Fall granary whose eight chambers recall the bursting

of the first seed, and in the Kotoko palace whose laby-

rinthine plan expresses the complexity of the world.

The symbolism of the minor arts

Kach house in the village is in a particular district. The
village itself is interpreted as a human being on the one
hand, and as a heaven on the other, and in the guise of
heaven it is associated with a 'twin' village which stands
for the earth. This is why so many villages have 'Upper'
or 'Lower' in their names.
The village in its turn is contained in a countryside laid

out symbolically in which the crops were formerly sown
in a spiral, punctuated by altars. At the centre of the
spiral the first fields were divided into plots of land in
a chess-board pattern. This pattern is also found in the
design of their 'storey' house whose facade has eighty
niches and in the pattern of their cotton bedspreads.

Weaving is the symbol of crop-growing: the weft is the

water, so essential for agriculture, brought by man to the

uncultivated lands represented by the warp. There is, in

fact, by means of various combinations of patterns,

a whole art woven into the cloth, that 'science of fabrics'

of which the Bambara and the Samogo speak. The 'doc-

tors' of all the Sudanese peoples give special names to

each band of cloth according to its design. In the old

days, there were 264 of these bands (the number of the

written signs) and each one possessed its own meaning.

Placed end to end they gave a succinct account of the

mystery of the Creation and the adventures of the principal

mythical beings.

Up to the present these various activities have been

considered as minor ones, just like the brass objects which

embody the Baule method of counting: the weights for

weighing gold from the Ivory Coast, which have recently

been deciphered, exhibit, on the one hand, a system of

plain geometrical signs and, on the other, animals rep-

resenting numbers whose relation with the unit of

measurement two seeds remains to be worked out.

Another minor art is wrought iron with which the 115

ironsmiths of all the tribes express the dramas of the

formation and salvation of the earth. This is the case with

the crucified figures found at Orosongo on the Dogon
plateau. The man with outspread arms nailed to a lance-

head is one of the disciples of the demiurge who has shed

his blood and the seeds of his clavicles for the purification

of humanity. Another figure, forged in the actual shaft

of the lance, is the aquatic version of this disciple, the

lower limbs having developed into fins.

A simplified replica has been found, in another village,

of these two figures, with arms curving inwards, on an

ordinary flat piece of iron. This expresses no more than

the essence of the workings and results of this sort of

redemption the possession of the universe which has

taken refuge in these open arms, and also the securing

in their curves of all the good in the world to restore it

to mankind.

Masks

These minor arts, neglected by Europe, express the same

ideas as the larger works, for example the masks.

The mask should be studied not only in itself, but

also in relation to everything which a society produces.

It generally covers a part of the myth of the Creation and

of the organisation of the world, but it also recalls, in

succinct form, the other chapters in the story.

Thus, in the past, the Dogon mask shaped like a Cross 105

of Lorraine had one arm pointing upwards and the other

downwards. It recalled the gesture of the creator indi-

cating that his work was finished, one hand raised towards

the sky, the other pointing to the earth. Later, a trans-

verse axis was added to it so that it formed a sort of

swastika symbolising the whirling of the demiurge,

obliged to intervene in the world he had just created

and which was already becoming disorganised. Sub-

sequently, the mask took on its present-day form which

also recalls by its seven constituent pieces the seven parts

of the creative choreography of the being who 'set the

world dancing'.

But in addition, this mask evokes the Creation itself,

the top arm being the upper, the bottom arm the lower

world, the central shaft the atmosphere. It also represents

the descent to earth of an ark for the reorganisation of the
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world; the descent itself is the shaft and the vessel the

face of the mask. Again, it symbolises the remains of the

first dead human being in the world and by various

details it alludes to other circumstances connected with

the Creation.

The 'gateway-of-God" mask, whose two uprights

enclose a line of chevrons terminatfrtg in a hollow hemi-

sphere, also represents the spiral descent of the ark of the

world. The hollow hemisphere, a calabash, is the personal

symbol of a mythical female character who invented a

method of agriculture.

A third mask, which, together with the two preceding

ones, forms a series peculiar to the Dogon, is called a

'storey' mask. Its extremely high structure is made up of

alternately solid and pierced grills which recall various

phases of myths. But its principal meaning is the daily

path of the sun, which its wearer expresses by bending

his head backwards, from east to west. In addition, if

there are seven solid and pierced grills, they represent

the seven worlds; if there are eight, they recall the pri-

mordial ancestors ; if ten or twelve, they mark the division

of time. And whatever their number, the mask as a whole

represents the house with eighty niches, while each of its

details recalls a family house or a communal building in

the village.

In addition to these three basic masks, modelled on

signs traced, as we have seen above, on the rocks, there

are masks of animals and men. Each of them, with the

help of its accessories, the dances, songs and appropriate

encouragements provided by the audience, translates an

episode in the dramas of agriculture and social organi-

sation or the material and moral environment. The sage

Ogotemmeli, the first Sudanese to reveal the principles of

Negro civilisation, used to say: 'The society of masked

men is the whole world. And when it moves in the public

square, it mimes the movement of the world, it mimes

the system of the world.' The better to demonstrate this

role, he recalled that this choreography had a permanent

replica in the paintings decorating the sanctuaries and

representing the background of the life of mankind. The

104. Left. DOGON. SUDANESE REPUBLIC. Wooden mask rep-

resenting the first dead ancestor. Marcel Gnaule Collection.

105. Right. DOGON. SUDANESE REPUBLIC. Dance mssk in the

shape of the Cross of Lorraine. Musee de I'Howme, Paris.

106. BAKONGO. CONGOLESE REPUBLIC. Stone statue of

a chief. Musees Royoux d'An et d'Histoire, Brussels.

permanent works, bringing their constant aid to the

functioning of the universe, correspond to the ephemeral

movements and colours of the public square.

A similar role is played by the Bozo and Bambara
societies of masked men. On the banks of the Niger, the

Bozo group of masks are vouched for as being the most

ancient. The most numerous are composed of a sort of

semicylindrical catafalque covered with fabrics falling to

the ground. A head joined to the front of this mass is the

mask in the strict sense of the world the head of an

antelope, ram or bull. On the top there are human or

animal figures which are moved from inside like elementa-

ry puppets. When it appears in the public square, a mask

of this sort is closely guarded by acolytes who, squatting

round it, follow its movements and take care to hold the

pieces of cloth down to ground level so that the wearer's

feet remain invisible. Such a structure does not dance:

it moves slowly, sways its head and waggles its puppets

in time with the music.

Seeing it, one has a better understanding of what a

mask means to the Bozo: a complex in which the form

as a whole, the fabrics, the figures, the carved wood and

the mime, however much reduced, contribute their ritual

meaning and effectiveness. The head alone, the only

object of interest to the average European art dealer or

collector, is meaningless. But to observe the activity of

the whole corps de ballet sheds new light on the order

of the world. The rhythms of the drums are the actual

rhythms of the creation 'danced' by the demiurge. Their

sound is the apotheosis of his voice which, according to

the Bambara, was in the very beginning an 'inaudible'

vibration. As for the characters who first appear on the

scene, they are the crude beings dating back to the
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beginning of this first vibration, a period of disorder and

obscurity. The wearers have simple face-masks and rags

or costumes of undyed fibres, symbols of the absence of

technical knowledge. Gradually their place is taken by the

structures covered with fabrics, i.e. with light; their

puppets personify the first mythical characters responsi-

ble for the initial disorder. They are prisoners and are

integrated with the new order in spite of themselves. The

animals summarily represented by the heads of the masks

are those which were associated by the second demiurge

with mankind's organisation of the earth and which have

become totems. This task is represented by the fabrics,

which are also fields. For the Bozo, primarily fishermen,

nevertheless have ritual fields in the same way as the

farmers, and their whirling dances symbolise ihe develop-

ment of the creative vibration and the spread of agri-

culture.

Lastly the demiurge himself appears, a statuette with

articulated arms, whose body, at first concealed in a wide-

open cloth cylinder, emerges cautiously, then surges out

of the hole, representing the life-giving water, his ele-

ment on earth, which he summons with raised arms. He
is followed by two masks with female faces, dressed in

robes whose long fringed sleeves represent the rain; they

are the twin daughters of the demiurge and act as

deputies for the two stars presiding over the cosmic order.

So much for the day masks. There is also a nocturnal

corps de ballet, whose role is complementary to the other.

A large part of the river-dwelling Bambara have imitated

these masks and dances. Nocturnal and daytime cere-

monies, with the same meaning as those of the Bozo, are

celebrated annually. But we should also mention the

agrarian masks which are familiar to all collectors and

which represent highly stylised antelopes, the first mythi-

107. BENIN. NIGERIA. Bronze pinque. British Museum.

108. ASHANTI. WEST AFRICA. Weights. British Museum.

cal beings, in their attempts at agriculture. Their dance

is the actual crop-growing, the initial superficial scraping

of the soil, and it accompanies the weeding done by the

young people. The ruin of these characters is also repre-

sented by the masked dances and visits of the children,

who come to the threshing-floors and the yards where

crops are garnered to beg the waste grain.

Art and the secrets of knowledge

What has been said about masks should also be said of

the other forms of sculpture. The long series of carved

wooden objects from the Congo, of which the Tervuren

Museum, Belgium, has a unique collection boxes,

stools, figures, weapons are all marked with an exuber-

ant symbolism, scraps of which could possibly still be

gathered from old initiates. This symbolism, incidentally,

is expressed in objects of everyday use as in all the

activities of the people. Thus there are good reasons for

asking why a work of art excites a stronger emotion

among the Negroes than any other object whose inner

meaning is the same.

It is because the work of art expresses understanding

with more freedom than technical or utilitarian articles;

it has a more fluid ideal, one less directly connected with

everyday activities. It gives man especial enjoyment and

makes him feel more intimately linked with the cosmos

because he understands it better intellectually. It is

certainly more delightful to spin if one knows that the

spindle, as it turns, is the sun, or to weave with the idea

that the Word is being worked into the cloth.

But we risk forgetting the inner meaning if we con-

centrate solely on the technique. Thus it is more moving

to dance carrying the symbol of a calendar system or the

image in wood of a gesture by the demiurge on top of

one's head, or to encourage a mask in a symbolic dance

than it is to watch a weaver. In the former there is an

escape from everyday life which, among these people,

is nevertheless intimately bound up with the spiritual.

A shuttle is both useful and significant; a mask is only

significant. The shuttle has a mysterious side; the mask

is all mystery.

Admittedly, the works of art are 'used', and we could

describe them as useful; they are employed in regulated

circumstances in which the life of the people is involved;

but neither the shuttle nor the anvil, whose 'products'

are palpable and immediate, would serve for this purpose.

The aesthetic artefacts plunge emotions and labour into

another atmosphere, which is not only religious, but also

cosmogonic or metaphysical.

Thus the Negro creator, sculptor, decorator or iron-

smith, whether he knows much or httle of the esoteric

extensions of his work, whether he works alone as an

initiate or whether he is guided by the custodians of this

knowledge, knows how to endow the volumes and lines

with that power which can break through apparent cul-

tural barriers to touch our own souls.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: African art

HISTORY

The vast region which extends on
both sides of the equator from the

Sahara to Rhodesia gave birth to

an art as original as that of the

great civihsations. However it is

premature to try to write its

history, since Negro Africa has no
archives and its ways of thinking

and religions are almost unknown.
Originally, the population of

Africa was constituted by an

autochthonous element — the

Negrillos — pushed back, then

submerged by successive waves of

black immigrants who reached the

continent via the south-east. They
were finally halted in their slow

progress by the white invaders

from the north and east, with

whom they interbred.

The northern savannas were

open to external influences from

the earliest times. From the most

remote antiquity close relations

were established by the caravan

routes of the Sahara, Egypt and
Nubia with the Mediterranean and

the Near East, and, during the

ages, various currents from these

regions — Jewish and Byzantine,

among others — got as far as the

Niger. Similar influences arrived

via the eastern coast, whose gold

mines were known from an-

tiquity; they moved towards the

interior, superimposing themselves

or interpenetrating, and it is dif-

ficult to distinguish the effects of

these multiple contributions.

However, it is certain that from
the 4th century B.C. great states

were established in the Sudan
(West Africa) and an original

civilisation developed along the

Atlantic coast and south of the

equator, although as from the

11th century iconoclastic Islam

destroyed the forms of art con-

nected with it. At the end of the

15th century, when the Portuguese

navigators set foot in Africa, the

majority of the kingdoms, Yoruba,
Benin, Loango, Congo, Lunda,
Luba, to mention only a few, were

at their zenith. They could not

withstand the pressure of the

Europeans, who conducted the

slave trade in their inhabitants for

nearly four hundred years.

ANCIENT ART

The narratives of early authors,

and the rare objects which they

brought back, in addition to those

discovered by archaeologists, are

the only evidence of the past.

Archaeology is a recent science in

Africa, and system.atic excavations

have only been undertaken in

isolated parts.

Nok culture. In the north of

Nigeria, the recently discovered

Nok culture (5th — 1st centuries

B.C.), revealed the most ancient

specimens we know (109). They
consist of terra-cotta sculptures,

human heads, a 'Janus' head, frag-

ments of statuettes, animal figures.

Chad civilisation. The Lake
Chad region and more especially

the lower valley of the Logone and
the Chari have yielded terra-cotta

and bronze works attributed to the

Sao (9th ~ 16th centuries), a people

who have disappeared today.

Nearly 15,000 pieces have been

collected: funerary urns, vases,

portraits consisting of the head

alone, anthropomorphic and zoo-

morphic statuettes; ritual cups

and bronze jewellery cast by the

cire perdue, or 'lost wax', process

(pendants, arm and ankle bracelets).

The Yoruba country (southern

Nigeria). At Ife, religious centre of

the region, human heads of brass

and ceramics dating from the 12th

century, in a style close to our own
purest classical ideal, have been

discovered. In spite of markedly

African characteristics, this stat-

uary poses problems of origin

which have not yet been solved.

The stone statues and heads

found at Esie are technically

cruder.

Benin. We know of nearly 2,000

bronze sculptures from this an-

cient kingdom (13th — 19th cen-

turies): heads of kings and queens,

animals (especially cocks and leop-

ards), bas-reliefs which once dec-

orated the facades of the royal

palaces, drums, cups, bracelets,

swords, sticks, etc. Ivory statuettes,

masks, carved tusks [112 113).

109. NOK.. NORTHERN
Ceramic head. Jos Museum.

110. YORUBA. NIGERIA. Wooden

horseman. Early 20th century. British

Museum.

111. BENIN. NIGERIA. Bronze cock-

erel. British Museum.
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1 1 2. BENIN. NIGERIA. Bronze plaque,

cast by the cire perdue process. British

Museum.

113. BENIN. NIGERIA,

dant. British Aluseum.

Ivory pen-

Following F. von Luschan and
Struck, several periods arc distin-

guished:

I2th 15th centuries: influence

of Ifc, where the first artists from
Benin are presumed to have learnt

the cire perdue process.

15th 17th centuries: flowering

of the art, representation of Euro-
peans in the bas-reliefs.

18th century: beginning of the

decadent period.

19th century: wooden sculptures

covered with brass sheets, which
no longer have anything in com-
mon with the ancient works.

Region of the Lower Congo. There
have been recent discoveries of

stone statuary dating from the 17th

century, closely resembling that of

Hsie (Yoruba).

Zimbabwe civilisation. The hun-
dreds of abandoned cities situated

between the Zambezi and the

Limpopo, especially Zimbabwe,
belong to this culture. They are

characterised by a monumental
granite architecture (some walls of
fitted stone are 12 15 ft thick)

linked with portable objects which
include typically African pottery

.md fragments of Chinese porce-
I.iin of the Sung epoch. Although
it is admitted that the cities were
erected by the Negroes between the

6th and I2th centuries, some
enigmas remain.

RECENT ART

In contrast, we possess enormous
collections of objects of art made
at the end of the last century, the

chance results of travels or military

expeditions, and more recently
during scientific expeditions. They
are limited to sculpture and it

seems that the African genius
showed its greatest brilliance in

this form. From one end of the
continent to the other, artists

created a profusion of masks, sta-

tuettes, furniture and jewels. They
are primarily wooden sculptures,

the most ancient of which barely
go back one hundred and fifty

years; stone was rarely used
(Mendi, Kissi); clay only produced
artistic modelling in a few regions
(Kinjabo, Bamum, Mangbetu); the
art of metals nowhere reached the
development which it had in the
kingdoms of Guinea; carved ivory
is also limited to this region and to

the Congo among the Warega of
Kivu.

In spite. of its undeniable unity,
this art presents not only wide
differences which vary according to

period and place, but also the
alliance, within restricted limits,

of apparently opposed conceptions.

114. SOUTHERN RHODESIA. The

conical tower and part of the ruins at

Zimbabwe.

PRINCIPAL ARTISTIC
CENTRES
This list, based on Carl Kjersineier's

Centres de Style de la Sculpture
Negre Africaine, only mentions the

most important centres.

Our ignorance of the social and
religious context in which the

objects existed makes any classifica-

tion hypothetical. That of Melville

J. Herskovits, based on the divi-

sion of Africa into cultural regions,

seems the least arbitrary to us,

but it must be borne in mind that

it is not rig^d and that each area

considered may exhibit an infinite

variety of interpretations.

I The Sudanese region

The populations of the savanna,

from the western coast of Lake
Chad, have preserved a vigorous

and sober art, depending on how
successfully they were able to

resist Islam. Sculpture in wood
presents bare forms which tend
towards geometry and abstraction.

This style recurs among the peoples

of the same origin whom distant

migrations carried southwards,

mainly the Mangbetu and the

Warega of the north-east of the

Congo.
Sudanese Republic: Bambara. Sta-

tuettes connected with fecundity,

the worship of ancestors and twins.

Anthropomorphic and zoomorphic
masks (particularly of stylised

antelopes).

Bozo (fishing peoples of the Niger
living between Segii and Lake
Debo ). Anthropomorphic and zoo-
morphic masks decorated with pup-
pets of all the characters specified

in their religious system. Decor-
ated dug-outs and paddles, musical
instruments, furniture.
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115. BAULE. IVORY COAST. Gold amulet.

of the Instiwt Francois d'Afnque Noire.

Dogon. Funerary scatuettcs, sev-

en of which, 3 ft high, are excep-

tional works. Polychrome, often

monumental, masks. Everyday
objects decorated with carved

figures (cups, tobacco boxes, door

shutters, and especially wooden
locks similar to those which are

very common among the Bambara
and the Mossi [103]).

Upper Volta: Bobo. Polychrome
masks and wooden statuettes. Met-
al figurines. Carved footstools.

Senufo. Statuettes of ancestors.

Masks with human faces often

surmounted with horns. Seats and
everyday objects.

Guinea: Baga. Statues of men
and women. Polychrome anthropo-

morphic masks, tall bird masks.

Drums and footstools supported

by four human figures.

Kissi. Small steatite statues

known by the name of poindo (pi.

pomta): 'images of the dead'.

Sierra Leone: Mendi. Male and
female wooden statuettes; portrait

heads, crouching statuettes in

steatite, anthropomorphic masks
entirely enclosing the dancer's

head. 'Janus' (two-faced) and four-

faced masks.

II The Guinea region
Along the Atlantic coast, art

becomes more flexible and human.
In addition to wood, work was
done in metal, ivory and stone. The
royal workshops gave a consid-

erable impetus to the minor arts:

the gold and silver ware from the

royal treasures, weights for weigh-
ing gold dust, wood or ivory

sceptres and batons.

This realistic living art, full of

verve and dash, seems to be

dominated by the influence of the

Yoruba and of ancient Benin.
Ivory Coast: Dan. Great num-

bers of wooden masks of every sort

from genuine portraits to repre-

sentations of fabulous monsters.
Baule. Funerary statuettes placed

on the tombs. Masks representing

the principal divinities, men and
animals, a few Janus masks.

Large numbers of everyday
objects with carved figures: drums,
weaving bobbins, spoons, combs,
hairpins, fly-swatters, gong sticks,

etc.

Weights for weighing gold dust,

gold amulets similar to those of the

Ashanti [115].

Ghana: Ashanti. Clay figurines

placed on the tombs, clay pipe

bowls. Bronze weights for weighing
gold dust, cast by the cire perdue
process, reproducing scenes from
popular life, flora, fauna, geomet-
rical designs.

Receptacles for religious use,

kiilhto, also of metal. Use of gold

leaf applied to everyday objects.

Gold pendants (human masks).

Dahomey: Fon. Human or ani-

mal figures, often life-size, carved

on wood and painted or cast in

bronze, copper and iron. Clay bas-

reliefs from the royal palace of

Abomey (pictorial representation of

the history of Dahomey).
Nigeria: Yoruba. Sculpture on

wood, mainly comprising: stat-

uettes connected with the worship

of twins and fecundity; masks,

very often polychrome; clubs used

in dancing, and door shutters.

Numbers of small everyday objects

in ivory.

I bo. Polychrome human figures

in wood. Masks (especially >.>f

hippopotami).
Former British Cameroons: Ekoi.

Tall masks with representations of

human heads carved on wood and

covered with skins. Numerous
Janus heads.

1 1 6. DAHOMEY. Iron statue of the god

of war, from Porto-Novo. Music de

/'Homme, Parii.
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117. BAMILEKE. CAMEROONS.
with carved columns.

118. BAMILEKE CAMEROUN
of the facade of a hut.

Cameroun: Bamlleke. Standing or

seated human figures in wood,
often covered with a coating of

pearls. Masks and numerous every-

day objects decorated with figures,

("arved pillars and doors [118].

Bamum. A few scattered stat-

uettes. Masks. Door-frames, win-

dow-frames, thrones supported by
human or animal figures (espe-

cially leopards).

Ill The Congolese area
Throughout this region, the art of

wood carving undergoes an extra-

ordinary development. The artist

chooses his species and gives them
skilful patinas; extra-special care

IS given to the polishing and fin-

ishing of objects. Apart from the

masks and statuettes, seats with
caryatids, head-rests, canes and
figures bearing cups are equally

works of art.

Generally speaking, a naturalis-

tic and refined art developed more
particularly in the ancient king-

doms (Loango, Congo, Lunda,
Luba). The other peoples combine
this realistic tendency, with consid-

erable latitude, with a geometrical

art which comes close to that of

the Sudanese regions.

Central African Republic: Fang.

Wooden statuettes of ancestors,

masks, generally painted white.

Bakota. Highly stylised human
figures one side of which is covered
with copper sheeting.

Mpongwe. Polychrome masks of
light wood.

Angola: Batshioko. Representa-
ions of ancestors. Wooden masks
and masks of bark cloth stretched

on a wooden frame, with their faces

modelled in resin. Very numerous

everyday objects: combs, snuff-

boxes, spoons, chiefs' thrones.

Congo: Bakongo. Figures of an-

cestors, kneeling women, mother-
hood. Figurines containing a

cavity hollowed either in the head
or the stomach, in which magical

substances are placed. Studded
figurines of humans and animals
(dogs and leopards).

Bayaka. Large wooden poly-

chrome figures. Figures of an-

cestors. Figures decorated with
nails. Masks carved from one piece

of wood, representing a human
face surmounted by a human or

animal representation.

Bakuba. Nine royal statuettes

[119], seven of which have been
identified (the most ancient prob-
ably dates from the beginning of

the 17th century). Masks em-
bellished with pearls, cowries and
metal. Cups in the form of human
figures. Small chests, boxes, goblets

[120], drums, carved hands sym-
bolising those of slain enemies.

Bena Lulua. Statuettes of wood
in a highly overloaded baroque
style. Polychrome masks adorned
with pearls. Drums and headrests.

Baluba. Figures of ancestors.

Figures decorated with nails and
having a magical role. Many
sculptures representing a woman
holding a cup known by the name
of The Beggar Woman, used for

collecting alms. Footstools sup-

ported by one, two or four cary-

atids or animals. Small ivory and
bone statuettes.

Mangbetu. Clay sculpture. Pitch-

ers surmounted by human figures.

Warega. Ivory statuettes and
masks, whose eyes are frequently

made of inlaid cowries.

Annie Masson-Detourbet

119. BAKUBA. CONGO. Royal statu-

ette. British Museum.
120. BAKUBA. CONGO. Wooden
cups. Brit/sh Museum.
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121. NEW HEBRIDES. Ancestral figures carved on tree trunks.
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OCEANIC ART Hemy lavachery

The Pacific Ocean harbours innumerable islands where a

relatively isolated archaic civilisation has perpetuated itself

down to our own time, without its variety destroying its

fundamental unity. In it we find confirmation of the

magical and symbolical meaning of primitive arts.

The artists of Oceania were very imaginative in the

creation of unusual forms and shapes. They expressed

themselves most completely in sculpture, and sometimes

in drawing. The Oceanians carved figures in relief or in

the round, masks and a mass of other objects decorated

with chiselling or inlays. The Melanesians added colour

to them. Oceanic drawing is revealed in tattooing (strict-

ly a Polynesian art), in the designs on tapas made of

bark, in figurines engraved on wood and in rock carv-

ings.

At first sight. Oceanic sculpture and drawing exhibit an

extreme variety of styles. A closer scrutiny modifies this

opinion, which, however, certain authors still hold.

Unity of feeling in the Oceanic arts

A primitive art — it is one of the essential features of its

primitiveness has a mission, which does not consist as it

does with us in expressing the impressions of the creative

artist, but rather the feelings of a group. Among the

Oceanic peoples anxiety about the hereafter is predomi-

nant. Melanesian thought, like Australian, conceives of

a world with no differentiation where dead and living,

natural and supernatural, coexist in close association.

The living have to defend themselves against the jealousy

of the dead. As a result apparatus for magical pre-

133 cautions has been created: images of the dead, mingled

with those of the totemic animals, lizards, crocodiles,

sea birds (which are the most ancient ancestors deified),

ornament the assembly houses, serve as masks for the

dancers of so-called 'secret' societies and sanctify a large

number of everyday objects.

Works of art, by bringing the myths into everyday life,

ensure the balance of society, but the chieftain is the link

between this world and the supernatural world. His

power is based on a genealogy which goes back to the

creating gods, as well as on a freely spent and widely

distributed fortune. This tradition is well suited to en-

courage creation, for the abundance of works of art and

their brilliance are evidence of the same munificent

generosity with regard to the dead (whom these works

celebrate) as with regard to the living (who extract from

them an additional amount of magical protection).

The great works of art are accomplished in a holiday

atmosphere. The rich man who commissions them main-

tains the artists and sees to it that they are amply supplied

with both necessities and luxuries. Parsimony over the

cost would risk compromising the completion of the works

and would put their mystical value in danger.

The Oceanic artists, and especially the sculptors in

wood — to whom we owe the construction of canoes —

are admired as a class; their position, both social and

material, is comparable with that of the greatest chiefs.

Magic, including the impeccable accomplishment of the

rites, is as indispensable to perfect creation, linked with

the supernatural world, as manual skill or inventive

genius.

The social position of Polynesian artists is just as high.

They are credited with a special virtue called Mana which

is a Melanesian conception. Aiana is a force which

extends from simple prestige to magical power. Among
artists it is a question of establishing communion with the

supernatural world. Mana is transmissible by contact.

The tools of a great artist preserve his power, like an

accumulator charged with electrical energy, and may
transmit it to the man who is worthy of it. Representations

of the deified dead, sometimes assembled in sanctuaries

around the tombs, sometimes preserved in huts, are less

numerous chan in Melanesia. It is exceptional for these

figures to adorn everyday objects, except those intended

for sacred uses.

The beliefs of the Polynesian have evolved towards

a cosmogony which is probably of Asiatic origin; it is

dominated by the omnipotence of a few great divinities.

Although the names of the gods vary according to the

place and time, their functions remain clearly defined, and

art has produced only a few representations of them.

Common features of the Oceanic style

To make himself understood by the community the

primitive artist has to use formulas accessible to everyone.

Hence quasi-permanent styles are indispensable as both

a practical and a ritual necessity. Once more, art stands

out as a language by which the artist addresses the com-

munity in forms acceptable to it. These 'acceptable forms'

constitute a style.

In analysing a primitive style, it is advisable to distin-

guish the plastic 'terms' referring to the human figure in

the strict sense from those referring to the figure's at-

tributes, the tattoos, hair styles and body ornaments,

characterising the being or group represented. These

terms, which play no part at all in the plastic ensemble

of the style, provide on the other hand precious indica-

tions about the origin of the work.

Apart from these adventitious details, the Oceanic

styles are confined to a few principal types. Is it possible

to determine their origins as well as the phases of their

development? For we must not forget that the primitive

arts evolve like our own so-called 'civilised' arts, although

much more slowly for ritual and technical reasons.

Polynesian statuary has a common feature; the heads

of its figures are exaggeratedly large. This peculiarity 121

appears in the majority of primitive imagery which thus

naively emphasises the importance attributed to the seat

of the personality. Among the Oceanians, notorious

hunters of their enemies' heads, but also pious preservers

of their parents' heads, there exists a pseudo-statuary in

which the preserved head is modelled over with wax and 125

resin, and painted. Consequently a style is best revealed

in its treatment of heads and masks. Among the primitives

the body or bust is only a support for the head, and we

can observe how the shape of the trunk and the other limbs

undergoes few modifications. We shall classify the styles

according to the different treatments of the head or

face. Maurice Leenhardt (1947) has analysed the aes-

thetic mentality of the Oceanians to perfection; he
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122. Left. MARQUESAS ISLANDS. Carved club-head with large

disc-like eyes. Musee de /'Homme, Paris.

123. Right. URVILLE ISLAND (NEW GUINEA). Carved wooden

dance mask. Musee de /'Homme, Paris.

emphasises the difficulty the New Caledonians have in

conceiving of a world of more than two dimensions. This
explains the door-frames or Tale of this region. The
guardians of the entrance are ancestors stylised into

a magnified flattened mask and a trunk reduced to a few
geometrical signs. The same formula is applied to ridge-

pole figures. These 'two-dimensional' characteristics recur

elsewhere: in the New Hebrides, in the masks from Am-
brym, at Malekula, in the trunks of trees made into

drums booming with the voices of the ancestors whose
faces they bear. In the Gulf of Papua, among the Abelam,
in New Guinea, images of ancestors look like cut-out

drawings. Other figures from Ambrym are carved more
deeply, cut, over-modelled (and painted) in the trunks of
ferns. These figures have large discs for eyes, a charac-
teristic recurring in the equally 'two-dimensional' statuary
of the Marquesas Islands and New Zealand.

This treatment of the mass in two dimensions may be
confined to the face. Sometimes a flat face is contained in
a rectangle (New Guinea, Gulf of Huon, Geelvink Bay),
but more frequently in a triangle. Examples abound,
from Lake Sentani to Polynesia (Tonga, Santa Cruz,
Moorea, Raiavavae), and in Micronesia (the Carolines).
Moreover the same formulas are applied in some statuaries
of the Indian archipelago (Batak in Sumatra, Nias, Letti,
the Philippines). According to Leenhardt these relations
discovered on the path from Asia to Oceania enable us to
credit the 'two-dimensional' style with a probably ancient
Asiatic origin.

Figures in the round and masks in accentuated relief

are found, on the other hand, to the north of New Cale-

donia. The facial features are similar to those of the bas-

reliefs on doors and their formal massing is akin to that

of the Solomon Islands statues. This transition from two

to three dimensions is almost imperceptible.

The basin of New Guinea

New Guinea and the string of islands which surrounds it

have related arts. As the populations of the basin are

complex and very mixed, the styles of their statuary

provide valuable data for an anthropological classifi-

cation.

The Swiss ethnologist Felix Speiser has proposed

a nomenclature for the styles of the New Guinea basin.

But we must remember that we shall often come across

the primary two-dimensional style already defined with

tribal variations.

To the south-east the first group of styles embraces the

Massim district together with the Trobriand Islands.

Comparable to the style of the Solomon Islands, it con-

sists of sculpture in ebony or blackened wood, often in-

laid with mother-of-pearl or powdered lime. The simple

shapes are decorative rather than expressive. The artist's

efforts are concentrated on the treatment of the face,

hollowed out of the mass, with the nose forming a ridge.

This predilection for hollows comes close to both the

formulas of the Indian archipelago and those of the stone

figures of Easter Island.

In the Massim area and its dependencies, such as

the Admiralty Islands, we find large wooden cups of

subtle elegance used at chiefs' banquets. The extremely

sober decoration of the cups borrowed its motifs from the

divine world of birds. In the Admiralty Islands, we see

the appearance of the taste for polychrome work peculiar

to the basin of New Guinea. Some figures recall the flat

primary style, but they are embellished with red, black

and white triangles.

The statuary of the Gulf of Papua and the valley of the

Purari River, together with the Gulf of Huon, Tami
Island, the Torres Strait and a part of Dutch New
Guinea around Lake Sentani, forms a second Guinean

group with the primary style. However, in addition to the

flat figures engraved with white lines, the Gulf of Papua

posesses masks in black and white tapa in which the

artists' imagination runs riot: enormous eyes and mouth,

devouring fangs — figures made to inspire terror. The
wood carvings have less dramatic power.

The Sulka of the Gazelle peninsula, in New Britain,

have invented fantastic masks which seem to have no

terrestrial connection at all. They are immense 'scare-

crows' assembled from bamboo, strips of stuck-on bone

marrow and waving tapa. On certain days these figures

come to life. Naked bodies, dripping with red make-up

lead them solemnly round the orchards, whose fertility

is bound up with this visit from the spirits. The magical

dances, in which the figures wave and nod in movements
regulated by the rhythm of wooden gongs, are the great

moments in the aesthetic Ufe of the primitives, the most

vital and authentic expression of their art.

A third group, in New Guinea, unites the styles of the

Sepik River, the Ramu, and, in Dutch New Guinea, those

of Geelvink Bay, Humboldt Bay and the south-east

(Merauke). Except among the Abelam whose plastic work
is 'two-dimensional', shapes in the round predominate
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here and are freer. Plaques evoking ancestors, architec-

tural ornaments and figures on houses, carved decorations

on canoes - the artist's imagination is inspired by all the

shapes provided by nature, and these masterful decora-

tions seem hke the works of a virtuoso. One of the

strangest is undoubtedly the Schnabelstil ('beak style')

practised by the tribe of Tchambuli at Speik. The near-by

Mundkumor prefer more robust forms, and sometimes

achieve a powerful naturaUsm.

The art of New Britain does not have the profusion of

that of the main island. The most striking productions

are the gigantic masks of the DukDuk Society, on which

the social order rests. This poverty contrasts with the

wealth of statuary in New Ireland, where the sculptors

exhibit extraordinary virtuosity. In the centre of that

island, the Uli figures represent the dead in immense
shapes, in strong but subtle colours. In the north, the

shapes diminish in size, while retaining the same sim-

plicity. Often they disappear beneath a profusion of

leaves, feathers, birds and fish which intermingle like the

New Guinean ornaments, submerging the ancestor in

their symbolism. Reds and whites, in violent contrast,

a few blacks, a touch of blue, add to this confusion. On top

of this the gill-covers of the molluscs endow the images

with their glassy gaze and a kind of hallucinatory Ufe.

These figures are called malanggan, from the name of the

feasts at which they are exhibited. Artists, supported by

rich patrons who compete for their services, prepare the

malanggan in secret. On the feast day, the images are

revealed by collapsing part of the fence surrounding

them. The crowd admires or criticises them. This 'salon'

is a tribute to the deified dead. At it they are represented

by dancers in delicately painted masks complete with hair

and powerful profiles of supreme gravity. The worship of

the dead, the ostentation of the patrons, the talent and

rivalry of the artists, an expressive statuary loaded with

mythical symbols, dancers with grandiose masks, the

musical sympathetic magic, all contribute to make the

malanggan feasts a synthesis of the arts of Melanesia, as

also of the circumstances which surround and give birth

to them.

A transitional zone

The zone between Melanesia and Polynesia, peopled with

representatives from both regions (like Micronesia, which

has recently included Malays as well), is poor in art.

Its wooden statuary reduces the human to the essential

features. The two-dimensional face is akin to Melanesian

conceptions, as well as the Polynesian Tonga and Samos.

Of the first-named we know a few small-sized female

figures. The face, without relief, is extended into a trian-

gle; the rest of the body, with the exception of the arms,

simple flat sticks, seeks to imitate nature. One image of

a young girl, half reclining, is a symbol of idyllic Poly-

nesian leisure. Sometimes, the primitive artists, for re-

laxation, abandon pure creation and imitate what they

actually see. In the Santa Cruz Islands, some of which are

peopled by black-skinned tribes, others by brown-skinned

tribes from the west, the statues are akin to the Tongan

style, in spite of their heaviness. Figurines of a similar

type, probably modern, appear in the Fiji Islands, where

the blood and cultures of the two Oceanic groups mingle.

Triangular faces, noses forming a cross with the eye-

brows, the narrow arms of the Tongans, and bodies of

extreme spareness characterise the statuary of the Caro-

1 24. EASTER ISLAND. The head of one of the many stacues to be

found on Easter Island.

125. NEW ZEALAND. MAORI. Smoke-dried head of a Maori

chief. Pin Rivers Museum, Oxford.

126. EASTER ISLAND. Rock carvings in the prehistoric village

of Orongo. The carvings are connected with the cult of the Bird

Man (Tangatu Manu). The carving in the foreground represents

the Bird Man carrying the egg of the sacred bird (Manu Tara) in

his right hand.



lines, at Nuku-manu and Takuu. The better-known

figures of Nukuor have more relief. The elongated mass

of the heads of these Tiiw recur in certain figurines from

Tahiti.

The Polynesian triangle

Let us approach the heart of the Polynesian triangle,

from which sailed the tribes who colonised the islands of

the South Seas. The Society Islands, the Cook Islands

and the Austral Islands, all once in close relationship,

provide evidence of related arts.

Here the masters are the carvers of stones for the

sacred enclosures for the altars and also for the em-

bankments on which some of the houses stand. Big stone

statues are rare. The most massive are those from Raia-

vavae.

The stone images at Tahiti, Moorea and Raiatea are

seldom as much as three feet tall, the majority barely half

that. The shapes, dictated by the block which is merely

penetrated by a few notches, verge on indigence. The
tiny wooden images are ritual objects or were used to

adorn canoes. These figures, the Ti'l, represent the dead,

but the Polynesian religion also represented its higher

gods. At Tahiti these are simple symbols. The god of

war, Oro, is a fragment of wood the size of a child's arm,

covered with a tightly laced network of fine cocoanut-

fibre string (sennit). The scarlet feathers of the red-

tailed tropic-bird are attached to it. By contact, they

have become images of the god. Finally, all trace of art

has evaporated.

At Mangaia, Tane, the patron of artists, is symbolised

by an adze, with its blade fixed to a monumental handle.

Some scholars see the stylisation of a human figure in the

cross-pieces which ornament it. At Rurutu and Raroton-

ga, the images of Tangaroa, the god who created the

world and men, show an almost human figure, with

a cylindrical (Rurutu) or flat trunk, from which humanity
emerges like young shoots bursting with sap. The Tan-
garoa from Rarotonga, in profile, have big elongated eyes

with heavy eyelids Like their mouths. At Raiavavae, some
wooden statues of great rarity exhibit a flat face with

features in the form of a cross on minute geometrical

masses. The war clubs, and the state oars with round or

rectangular motifs, their handles engraved with human
figures which are sometimes linear, are once again the

most authentic works of art. On the blades we also

rediscover the concave bodies and heads in the round of

the style of Tahiti or Nukuor.
To the north of the triangle (Hawaiian Islands), a

wooden statuary of great size developed towards the
1 2th century, it is believed, under the influence of

Tahiti, with which island the Hawaiians had established

relations. Still more ancient sculptures have left coarse
stone remains on Necker Island, their faces akin to the
primary substratum of Oceanic plastic art. The big

Hawaiian figures represent the gods who guard the
sanctuaries. The first white visitors made drawings of
them. Distorted gestures to inspire fear, the ferocious
grimace of the figure-for-eight mouths (recurring in New
Zealand) contrast with the static statuary so far met with.
Realism was pushed even further, as some recently dis-

covered domestic statuettes prove.

Some figures of plaited rushes, decorated with the
orange-red feathers of the iiwi bird, represented the god

«Qr

127. NEW ZEALAND. MAORI. Small carved canoe prov

Dominion Museum.

of war, Kukailimoku, whose terrifying image was carried

in battle. Feather-work too, of great refinement, gave the

kings splendid cloaks and provided them with headgear

like Greek infantry. The Hawaiians also had a liking for

plates and dishes and small pieces of furniture with pure

lines, made of wood polished and grained with yellow.

At the south-west point of the triangle we find the

Maoris of New Zealand. A harsh climate has toughened

their character and sharpened their pride. Their some-

what ustic but essentially decorative art is often sym-

bolical. Synthetic shapes are covered with the com-
plicated and delicate arabesques of the Maori spiral pos- 12/

sibly derived from the heraldic tattooing (moko) of the

warriors. After death, the head, carefully smoked, is 12!

preserved among the family treasures. The spiral creates

an apparent movement which is sometimes so lifelike

that it tires the eye. The carved figures, which rarely have

more than two dimensions, are contorted as if to avoid the

decoration which invades all the objects, undulating 12;

around the portals of the communal houses as well as the

prows of the war canoes.

Is it possible to link these Maori ornaments with the

ornamentation of the Melanesians? The latter make
a sober arrangement on a plane surface of the natural

motifs they transform. The Maoris, on the other hand,

without actually leaving the plane surface, seem to be

constantly escaping from it.

To the south-east the art of the Marquesas confirms

the variety of the Polynesians' inspiration; however the

variety of media is greater among the black peoples.

Like that of the Maoris, the art of the Marquesas is

primarily graphic. Tattooing was its purest expression.

The statuary is surface carving, touching lightly a very

simple original shape. The open-air sanctuaries were

peopled with large or small images, in stone or wood, of 121

Tiki, the first man. His face, with its broad eyes, a sabre-

slash of a mouth and scrolls for nose and ears, recurs

equally on men's skin and on the most insignificant

utensils. He has some of the characteristics of that

countenance which could be said to typify an art of the

Pacific from Asia to Easter Island and sometimes even to

pre-Columbian America.

Easter Island

The Tuamotu atolls on the route to Easter Island have

perhaps known no art except that religious poetry in

which the recently discovered grandiose and confused

personality of Kiho, the greatest of all gods, appears.
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At Mangareva (in the Gambier Islands) which con-

tributed to the peopling of Easter Island, wooden images

have been found with trunks and limbs imitating nature;

they bear the flat face already encountered. Only one, it

seems, combines curved and rectangular volumes, an

example of those abstract conceptions which often attract

the Polynesian sculptors.

At the southern extremity of this region is Easter

Island, the Rapa-Nui of modern Tahitians. Its quantities

of enormous statues of volcanic breccia were the first

revelation of Polynesian art. Using this material, which is

easily carved with stone burins, the Easter Islanders

erected more than five hundred images of their dead,

with heights varying from nine to forty-eight feet. In the

past they stood on the altar of the sanctuaries, which also

served as tombs. Teams of specialists worked feverishly to

carve them in a record time of three or four weeks.

Brought down the slopes from the workshops, they were

dragged to the edge of the ocean by hundreds of men and

women.
The artists contributed very few variations to this

'mass-produced type'. They derive from the stele, and

only their great narrow masks framed by long ears are

more than two-dimensional. The bust, cut off at the

navel, bears arms in bas-relief. The face occupies two-

sevenths of the height. Shadows contrast strongly with

the angular surfaces lit up by the ocean light.

Wood itself is rare and comes from a single species:

the Sophora toromiro, with stunted scraggy trunks. Some-
times the sea throws up a floating tree. Thus, in the

legends, treasures are always composed of wooden
objects.

Wooden statuettes, which are quite unlike the monu-
mental statues, represented the dead or spirits. They
were in keen demand for exhibition around the sanctu-

aries on feast days. The works of specialists, some of the

oldest have a finish and a delicacy which Cook noticed on

his voyage. The best known, called moai kavakava

(statues with many sides) by the natives, who still imitate

them, represent emaciated and bearded old men with

macabre realism. The local version of the god Tane Make
Make is ornamented with the beak of an albatross. Other

sea birds play an important part in religious Ufe. A being

with the head of a sea bird, drawn with a free and

accurate line, swarms over the rocks and lava. Hundreds

of rock engravings cover as much as several square yards

of surface, representing the beings and plants of the

island, everyday objects such as canoes, side by side with

figures combining animal and human elements. In the

hundreds of minute signs engraved on wooden tablets

some authorities think they see writing.

A comparative study of design in Oceania (with

Austraha) in all its forms would perhaps clear up the

problem of the origins and development of this art. This

account, however brief, brings out a 'two-dimensional-

ism' mainly imposed by a poorly developed technique.

This 'primary style', often shown in the face, but also in

the whole figure, recurs all the way along the route fol-

lowed by the Oceanians from southern Asia and is proof

of the fundamental unity of the arts in Oceania.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY:
Artistic geography of the Pacific

128. NOUKU-HIVA ISLAND (MAR-

QUESAS ISLANDS). A figure of Tiki,

the first man, in a sanctuary in Taipe

Valley.

129. NEW GUINEA. Wooden plaque

from a men's hut commemorating the

dead. Kon. Institut voor de Tropen,

Amsterdam.
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exception of the communal houses

reserved for the men — possesses

megalithic constructions, raised

stone enclosures, walls and piles

of stones often supporting more
flimsy materials. A large number
of these constructions {Aiara'a)

were used for public social and
religious ends. Stone carving pre-

dominates in the eastern and cen-

tral regions. Sculpture in stone

competes with wood carving. But

in general the statuary in Polynesia

is less abundant than in Melanesia.

The absence of male 'clubs', the

non-existence of polychromy, the

small size of most of the images

and also a certain proud reserve

which overlies the Polynesian char-

acter make the art of these tribes

less conspicuous.

Micronesia. In Micronesia, Poly-

nesian culture wins the day. This

region comprises six archipelagos

of coral origin whose population

recently underwent Malayan in-

fluence. The essence of their re-

ligion consists of fear of, and re-

spect for, the dead. Plastic art is

poor. It remains localised in the

south of the Carolines and under
the influence of the styles of the

eastern boundaries of Polynesia.

The richest art of this region is

utilitarian and functional. The Mi-
cronesians are adept weavers of

mats. Their real feeling for beauty

is expressed in the patterns of in-

terlaced fibres and the regularity

of the notches which the adze

makes in the wood. In the same
way, the figures bring out the

simple lines and volumes. We re-

discover this tendency in Poly-

nesia. The Samoans, the Tongans
and the Fijians, apart from their

poor statuary, carve bludgeons

decorated with geometrical orna-

ments. A pleasing play of lines,

protuberances and hollows, the

cunning irregularity of features in-

spired by plaiting, the unex-
pectedness of delicately drawn ani-

mal or human outlines, the splen-

dour of dark red or warm brown
wood polished like an agate classify

these Tongan bludgeons among
the plastic arts. The tapa of mar-
ginal Polynesia are also among the

most beautiful: delicacy, grandeur,
thanks to a white tone 'broken'

with orange, sober and geometrical

black-red decoration contrasting

with the tapa of New Guinea
[132]. Princesses used to bring

bundles of them as a dowry.
Everything which we have men-

tioned here belongs to the past.

The Pacific, recently caught up in

the orbit of vast world wars, has

been submerged by modern civi-

lisation.

Australia. Rock paintings and
engravings, in the tradition of

prehistory, have been made here

until our own days (last example:
1936). Their conventional style,

eschewing the search for move-
ment, is pretty much the same
throughout the country. The magi-

cal, religious or even simply nar-

rative scope of these representa-

tions has been demonstrated.

Similar scenes recur as decora-

tions on boats. Engraving is also

done on shells and elongated oval

stone or wooden plaques, called

tjuringas [100]. These, which en-

sure liaison with the ancestor to-

tem, must not be seen by women.
The drawings, in spite of their

simplified and geometrical ap-

pearance, have a profoundly sym-
bolical meaning. The Australian

aborigines also practise painting on
the skin.

The magical or religious paint-

ings are often an integral part of

a ritual outside which they lose all

interest for the aborigines.

132. DUTCH NEW GUINEA. Tapa.

Musee de /'Homme, Paris.

1 33. EASTER ISLAND. Wooden ances-

tor figure. British Museum.

134. NEW ZEALAND. MAORI. An-

cestral panel from ceremonial meeting-

house. Dominion Museum.

t
131. SOLOt^lON ISLANDS. Carved

wooden vase. Musee de I'Homme, Paris.
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The two Americas also proi'ide the example of a continent

long virtually cut off from the rest of the world.

Nevertheless, the majority of the civilisations which

developed there had already reached a higher stage,

similar to that which we shall meet in the next chapter,

in our Western world, with the first great agrarian empires.

Certain ethnic groups in America had reached a very

advanced degree of culture before the arrival of Co-
lumbus.

Without wishing to make too close a comparison be-

tween the geographical situation of these groups and that

of the great civilisations of the Mediterranean basin,

whose waters encouraged interchanges, one cannot help

thinking that the most highly developed American
peoples were concentrated in much the same way, but in

their case on the slopes of an enormous mountain massif

between southern California and the high Chilean range;

the sea also bathed their coasts and made coastal naviga-

tion comparatively easy for them.

In these tropical regions, with low hot plains but tem-

perate plateaux, two nuclei of peoples, one to the north,

the other to the south, created unified states in a histori-

cally similar manner. In both cases, a warlike tribe, as the

result of successive conquests, managed to impose its

will on the neighbouring tribes who were often more
civilised than it was. These warriors rapidly assimilated

the knowledge of the conquered and soon raised it to an

even higher level. This was true of the Aztecs in Mexico

and the Incas in Peru. Although American chronology as

a whole is by no means definitely established, we know
that these amalgamations, each of which gave birth to

a complex social organisation equivalent to a state, date

from the last centuries before the arrival of Colombus.

The arrival of the Spaniards, as much by the mere

contact with their civilisation as by the brutal methods

used to impose Christianity, shattered the fragile cultural

edifice erected during the two preceding millennia.

The problem of the origin of man on -the new conti-

nent will not be discussed in this article. Even if a few

ships from Oceania did land on the shores of the Pacific,

their small crews of primitive peoples could not have

modified a culture which was probably already stronger

than their own. The isolation in which the Indians lived

makes the study of their conception of the universe, their

scientific knowledge and their art particularly attractive.

Apart from the descriptions of the first chroniclers, we
owe everything we have learnt to archaeological research

and excavations conducted with increasingly accurate

methods. They have thrown most light on the past. The
dry earth of the Peruvian littoral has made possible, as in

Egypt, the preservation of vivid evidence of the life of

long ago. In addition, the clearance of monuments
covered with sand, the replacing of worked stones strew-

ing the ground around the ruins have restored monuments
which had been thought destroyed for ever. Admittedly,

researches are far from complete: the forests of the

Chiapas and the high Andean valleys stiU conceal a great

deal, but already we are beginning to put the past in order

and history is emerging. The epochs have been distin-

guished and with them their characteristic works. Clas-

sifying works of art is more difficult in America than else-

where because of the differences of style or form they

exhibit, even when they belong to neighbouring regions.

For a long time these differences led archaeologists to

exaggerate the isolation in which the tribes lived. Ameri-

can chronology will only be established on firm founda-

tions when a full radioactive carbon survey has been

carried out.

Duality of artistic conceptions

Works of art in America follow the universal law and

reflect the cosmogonic conceptions and behefs of those

who executed them. The object born of art for art's sake

remains quite exceptional; the artist believed that he was

pursuing a utilitarian end while creating it, whether the

object concerned the living or the dead. The statuary,

with its representations of diWnities, the funerary pottery,

whose prodigious diversity shows the interest the Indians

attached to it, the pyramid crowned with its sacrificial

altar and sometimes enclosing the tomb of an important

person, as at Palenque, are there to attest to it.

From our modern point of view, two different cur-

rents dominate American art (quite independently of

time and place): one in the direction of realism, which
seeks to copy nature, and the other in the direction of

styhsation, which interprets it, or even breaks down its

structure to rearrange it in a different way. These two

currents are not necessarily mutually exclusive and may
coexist in the same work.

The description of the works of art contained in two

important regions, one in Central America, the other in

South America, will bring out this aesthetic quality.

Painting and sculpture in Yucatan

Among the Mayas, realism is to be found primarily in

paintings of social life and sculptured figures. The frescoes

of the temple of Bonampak, offered to the god of war un-

doubtedly to commemorate a victory, are executed on the

whitewashed walls and show domestic scenes and proces-

sions in two bands, one above the other. The figures with

1 35. MEXICO. CHIAPAS BONAMPAK. Detail of a Mayan fresco.
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1 36. MEXICO. VALLEY OF MEXICO. Aztec porphyry statue of

QuetzalcoatI in the form of a plumed serpent with a human head.

Musee de I'Homme, Paris.

normal proportions, are in profile — not until a later

period did the Mayas dare to place them facing the

spectator - and their skulls bear the mark of deliberate

deformation, while their noses, long and pronounced, are

evidence of the artists' desire to represent the race; some
musicians beat drums or blow long trumpets, warriors

brandish their lances, servants bring objects of adornment,
hold up feather parasols. These pictures represent every-
day hfe without introducing any deliberate alteration, and
the colours themselves are inspired by reaUty.

Let us take another example, the magnificent high
relief No. 3 from Piedras Negras, dating from the 9th
or 10th centuries, the epoch which saw the apogee of
Mayan sculpture. The laws of perspective began to be
applied in it. The figures, treated in relief, are almost
separated from the background. The scene represents
a chief seated on a sumptuous throne and leaning for-
ward; three men on his right and three on his left, in
different postures, with their arms folded on their chests,
are watching him, while seven others, seated on the floor
in the foreground, surround a low altar. The scene shows
a perfect balance both in composition and technique; the
arrangement of the group, the attitude of the figures
(unfortunately several heads are missing), all contribute
to make this panel the greatest masterpiece in America.
It had no successors. The fall of what is wrongly known as
the Ancient Empire involved the disappearance of the
great sculptors.

In addition to these impressive groups, we must not

neglect the representation of individuals, whether men or

gods. Whether it be a statue or a simple medaUion carved

in bas-rehef, the subject has the same qualities of strength,

accuracy and style, and the same nobility.

Often the same monuments contain some decorative

art, in which the imagination of the sculptor, given free

rein for centuries, has created fictitious beings and orna-

mental motifs which however obey certain canons. Some-
times decoration begins with the framework of the main

subject, usually in the form of series of hieroglyphs in

hnes and columns. They can be seen around a figure and

also on certain parts of monuments, lintels or door-frames;

they may even cover, as at Copin, the rises of a pyramid's

steps. These hieroglyphs, absolutely personal to the

Mayas, appear in the form of small reUefs carved in stone

or modelled in stucco. They are of equal dimensions,

except for some more important ones which play a part

somewhat comparable to our capital letters. They are

deUcate carvings enclosed in ovals, rectangles or squares

with rounded corners and containing fines, dots and

curves, motifs arising from the scroll; others represent the

head of an animal or a man with compUcated outlines.

These signs are the decorative twins of much more simple

signs; thus numbers are composed of dots and bars, zero

for the Mayas invented it long before the Hindus -

being represented by a small shell.

Although this feature is predominant, it is only one of

the aspects of the decorative art of Yucatan. Let us follow,

for example, the evolution of the rattlesnake motif, whose

importance to the Mayas is possibly exphcable in terms of

remote totemic ideas. Originally represented by an ardess

outline produced by undulating parallel hnes, it next

assumed a more precise, more natural form, but it soon

added to this whorls and spirals themselves taken from

reptihan shapes. The position of the body crystallised in

an S-shaped figure and the ornamental plumage of the

quetzal, reserved for the head-dresses of the high digni-

taries, began to decorate it here and there, near the tail or

the head. The result is the famous plumed serpent. Then
the animal became human; a man's head, recognisable by

the nose and ears, even the whole face, seemed to issue

from its gaping jaws. (Anthropomorphism was as highly

developed in America as in Egypt or Assyria.) Then the

rattlesnake's head underwent the most unexpected trans-

formations, the animal's features losing all traces of its

natural appearance to become mere ornamental motifs;

between the jaws open at right angles a tongue shoots out,

divided into several forks with multiple scrolls. In a final

transformation the animal became purely decorative. The
serpent served as a subject, but it itself disappeared. On
the decorated facades of monuments the undulating

movements of the reptile, subject to the requirements of

architectural style and the bonding of stones, assumed

forms which break at right angles and finally gave birth to

the staircase motif and even to the complete Greek fret

pattern.

Mochica naturalism and Nazca stylisation

We find these two opposite conceptions of art, in highly

accentuated and geographically distinct forms, at the foot

of the Andes, on the shores of the Pacific. In order to

describe them, we shall take the Mochica peoples, at one

time called the proto-Chimvi, to the north of Lima, and

the Nazca and Paracas, peoples to the south.
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1 37. MEXICO. UXMAL (YUCATAN). Mayan sculpture from the

Temple of the Soothsayer.

1 39. Left. CENTRAL ANDES. PERU. Classical Mochican 'stirrup'

vase representing a mother and child. W. Cumming$ CoHection,

Chicago.

140. Right. CENTRAL ANDES. PERU. Nazca vase with two

spouts. R. H. Collection.

The art of South America is most perfectly expressed

in its funerary ceramics. These vases, intended to contain

the liquid necessary for men in their subterranean after-

life, appear in the deepest archaeological layers, shortly

after the first terra-cotta objects. At first simple shapes,

with a globular belly, predominate, but the representation

of man was rapidly incorporated. It became explicit and

spread to animals, naive modellings of which are found

in the Cupisnique and Salinar cultures. During the follow-

ing centuries, the manner of the artist constantly seeking

to render what he saw became still more precise; his hand

became more skilful. To execute his work, he had at his

disposal the belly of a vase the average size of a gourd.

This belly was fitted with a hollow handle forming an

arc surmounted by a vertical tube by which the liquid

entered and was poured out ('stirrup handle'), or even by

two parallel spouts. The artist could depict his subjects

on the upper part of the belly, by transforming the aspect

of the handles if necessary, or model the belly itself, by

giving it the shape of the subject to be depicted. With
such reduced surfaces and volumes, the Mochica potters

managed to produce their most significant works. The
zoomorphic and especially the anthropormorphic vases

are the most interesting to us. The Indian is generally

represented in his usual resting position, kneehng or

squatting. The body is treated summarily, more sketched

than modelled. The artist gives all his attention to the

head whether it rises out of the belly or actually forms it.

Thus the tombs of the Trujillo region contained thousands

of funerary vases, huacos, reproducing an endless variety

of human figures, ranging from modelling which is still

clumsy to the most finished works. The name 'portrait-

vases' has been given to numerous pieces, so much do

they give the impression of a definite individual. The
artist has tackled every social class, from the chief to the

old woman with a toothless chuckle; man has been

caught in his daily occupations and even asleep. We also

see him reduced to a skeleton still endowed with life, in

spite of hollow eye-sockets and missing lips. The Mochica
modeller was attracted by strange cases, pathological

deformations of the head or body; we look at a procession

of the sick, the one-eyed and the blind, cripples, delin-

quents or prisoners with arms or legs amputated, lacking

both feet and dragging themselves along on their ankles

sheathed in a sort of square clog. A piece of this kind in the

Lima Museum bears the figure of a crouching blind man

138. MEXICO. ZAPOTEC CIVILISATION. Detail of the wall

decoration in the palace of Mitla.

141. MEXICO. The traditional Greek fret motif is still found

today in Mexico.



striking a tambourine, while a ring of dancers in light

relief whirls headlong round the belly of the vase. In

effect, there is no shortage of scenes with several figures,

and painting is often allied with modelling.

Some scenes may merely be painted in monochrome on

plain surfaces. The precision of the brush stroke and the

individuality of the style endow them with an interest

equal to that obtained by modelling, but in another way.

These scenes often deal with combats between enemy

tribes; the conquerors are easily identified by their proud

attitude, their rich clothing, their weapons and the treat-

ment inflicted on their enemies. The struggle may take

place between man and animal, which is always provided

with human attributes in such cases. For anthropo-

morphism extends to all kinds of beings: carnivora, birds,

fish, crustaceans or even shells. It may go as far as the

humanisation of haricot beans, representing the news-

bearers who themselves carried spotted beans in a small

bag, to help them remember the news they had to trans-

mit. The fights can equally well match a man and

a jaguar as a bird and a crab, a stag and a serpent or even

a hermit-crab stamping on a fish. Other examples are

magnificently interpreted hunting scenes, fishing from

rafts made of rushes, processions accompanying a chief

carried in a litter, scenes of offerings and dances. All these

designs with the brush comprise in their stylisation

a veritable imaginative orgy combined with the most

exact sense of observation and with lines reduced strictly

to the essentials.

Further south, the ceramics of the Nazca region (with

which the famous embroideries of Paracas are connected

both in their colour and decoration) are still funerary

pottery, but modelling moves into the background, re-

placed by painting. The simple shapes lend themselves

to decoration: various kinds of cups, cylindrical vases

with bell-mouthed edges, globular bellies with a low neck,

or closed and surmounted by two narrow tubes close

140 together and connected by a bridge. The rounded bottoms

show that this pottery was meant to rest on loose soil.

On some pieces the low relief representing a human
being or an animal has been summarily indicated and the

painting has been left to bring out the details. The Nazca
civilisation, certainly a little earlier than the Christian era,

later underwent the influence of Tiahuanaco, which is

situated near Lake Titicaca, before finally merging with

the Inca culture, a few centuries before the arrival of the

Spaniards. The workmanship of the vases is excellent:

regular thin well-fired sides covered with a layer of slip

so fine as to appear glazed after firing. It is at Nazca that

the potters have the widest range of colours in their

palette; all the colours are represented in it, except blue:

even if the red verges on violet and the yellow on the

greenish, blue in the strict sense of the word was not
established. In those archaeological layers judged the
most ancient, the representations, although fairly clumsy,
have very clear-cut realistic tendencies, but the artist,

increasingly skilful with the centuries, interprets more,
and his stylised art creates genuine laws. What does
he represent? Fruits, roots, cactuses, some flowers;
among the birds, sea-gulls, pelicans, parakeets, humming-
birds, and among the quadrupeds, small rodents, foxes,
llamas, or again snakes, fish and seals. Representations
of the cat tribe, jaguars or pumas, are so stylised as to
become doubtful.

As with the Mochicas, man's head occupies the first

place; it is shown whole or mutilated, in the form of

a bleeding trophy or a tsantsa (shrunken or dried head).

It can be taken as typical of the transformations the Nazca
people imposed on their subjects in order to fit them into

their decorative system. The human head is first rep-

resented separated from the body and bleeding, the lips

closed and pierced by two long thorns; the hair is drawn
back and the skull is threaded with a fine cord to hang it

up by. Then the head breaks up, disintegrates; it seems

to be partly concealed behind motifs shaped like tall

battlements. All one can see is one eye, part of the mouth
and a dark mass representing the hair. These features,

isolated and repeated, appear in the decorative friezes, and

the increasingly conventionalised head consists of nothing

more than oval or triangular surfaces, on which three

horizontal lines representing the eyes and the mouth are

finally reduced to three dots.

Birds undergo similar transformations. An ear of corn

becomes a rectangle placed at the end of a short stalk,

surmounted by a group of dots with two crossed lines

running through it. Only by studying the successive

stages of simplification can we interpret the painter's

thought accurately, since he no longer aims at more than

the decorative effect, the well placed patch of colour.

The Nazcas also produced larger compositions in which

these simplified motifs are incorporated. They Created

mythical beings, marine monsters: some seen in profile

and still fish-like, probably representing Orca gladiator,

the great killer whale of the seas; others, more numerous,

whose enormous heads, in full face and with constant

characteristics, leave only a minute space for the body.

But they all have something human about them, facial

features and accessories such as hair styles, earrings with

multiple discs, nose-rings, batons, small reduced heads at

the end of a paw or of a hand. There is no doubt that we
have to do here with the representation of higher beings

related to a mythology of which we know nothing. But

here we are taking the aesthetic point of view and it must

be admitted that, however strange and cruel they may
seem, these compositions are excellent and well balanced,

filling the surfaces allotted to them with flexibility; their

colouring is warm and harmonious, and the black line

which surrounds the motifs as in cloisonne work enhances

their decorative value by separating the colours.

Relations between the two continents

We shall only allude here to the relations which may have

existed between the peoples in each of the two continents

of the New World.

A visitor examining pre-Columbian collections in

a museum for the first time has the impression of a piece-

meal production born of the most diverse aesthetic con-

ceptions, of a veritable puzzle which could lead him to

believe, in spite of a certain unity difficult to define, that

each people lived in ignorance of its neighbours.

Nevertheless, after closer study, this impression of

isolation disappears inside each continent. On the other

hand it does continue from one continent to another.

Some well known Americanists go so far as to deny the

possibility, for example, of finding a Mexican piece, or

a piece of clearly Mexican origin, in South America. This

opinion is exaggerated: if the links between the two

Americas are rare, it must be admitted that some do exist.

First let us see what each of these continents has in

common. In the north, whether it is a question of mytho-
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142. CENTRAL ANDES. PERU. Detail of the walls of Sacsay-

huaman.

logy, agrarian gods, the calendar, hieroglyphic writing or

the pyramid and its function, Mayan, Zapotec and

Toltec sources, to name only the main ones, recur among
the Aztecs, in their original state or modified, but always

easily recognisable. The monuments of Chichen Itza,

which correspond to the so-called New Empire epoch,

show clear echoes of these Toltec penetrations in their

plans and decoration, which were felt as far as Central

America.

In the southern continent the same thing holds good.

For a long time Nazca underwent the influence of Tia-

huanaco which spread along the coast to Pachacamac and

beyond. The Chavin style made itself felt among the

Mochica and we can follow the representation of shrunken

heads along the Pacific (the custom of shrinking the head

of the slain enemy still exists today among the Jivaros).

As for the Incas, successive conquests enabled them to

impose their social discipline, impregnated with com-

munism, and to get sun worship accepted, superimposed

on the worship of the preceding local pantheon; their

mitimaes, or colonies of deportees, contributed to the

mixing of customs and to a sort of perceptible unification,

for the archaeologist, in the shapes and decoration of

objects exhumed as far as the frontiers of the Argentine

Chaco.

But the proofs of exchanges between the two continents

are few and far between. The solar religion assumed very

different forms in the two places; the mythologies taken

as a whole are unlike. The languages, except the Chibcha

dialects, which straddle the frontiers of both continents,

have no aflfinity with each other; hieroglyphic writing, the

privilege of a caste, did not even extend as far as the

Isthmus of Panama. The decimal system, adopted by the

Incas, remained unknown to the Mexicans. It would be

easy to multiply such examples.

However, we do know that coastal traffic carried Peru-

vian merchandise comparatively far north, using rafts, or

balsas, similar to the celebrated Kon-Tiki which cruised

the Pacific in 1946; a Ueutenant of Pizarro's captured one

of them during his first maritime expeditions to Peru.

The comphcated techniques of Peruvian and Colombian

goldsmiths' work possibly penetrated Central America

and Mexico by the same route.

Many of their customs are similar. Secondary burials

in urns were practised both in the Chiapas and in the

Amazon basin. The rite of cranial deformation, using

compressive boards on young children, was observed

equally in Yucatan, Central America and the Andes.

Small clay female figurines of crude workmanship but

with the same characteristics have been excavated through-

out Mexico; they are also found in the whole southern

part of South America as far as Marajo Island, at the

mouth of the Amazon; with their different styles, they

are undoubtedly connected with a very ancient cult of

agrarian character. The Peruvian vases with twin tubular

spouts connected by a thin bridge recur in Huasteca, near

the Atlantic coast of Mexico. It is most unlikely that two

independent creations were involved.

In any case, it is an acknowledged fact that the ancient

pottery of the province of Esmeraldas, in Ecuador, ex-

hibits a number of characteristics which indicate that

a Mexican colony, bringing with it the aesthetic traditions

of the high plateaux and also of Yucatan, stayed in the

region. In Ecuador, a remarkable anthropomorphic vase

of pure Mayan style was taken from a tomb; now, later an

absolutely similar vase was found at Kaminalijuyu in

Guatemala; in Ecuador it was not a question of an odd

contribution by some old trader, but of a piece modelled

on the spot, as can be determined by small details.

We shall end these comparisons by the description of

two decorative motifs which bring us back more especially

to art and its sphere of influence.

The first consists of an incurved horn, a sort of question

mark placed at the tip of the nose of mythical personages

and fabulous beasts. It is a stylised highly artificial appen-

dage found on no living animal in America even in embry-

onic state. In various forms deriving from each other, it is

found in the paintings and sculpture of the tribes of the

north-west, in Yucatan, in Central America and on the

north coast of Peru as far as Chile.

The second and much more significant motif is the

Greek fret pattern to which is joined laterally a regular

broken line, placed obliquely. This motif is essentially

American and is found nowhere in the ancient world.

We can easily understand its formation: it is a sequence

of scrolls, which, deformed by certain technical processes

such as basket-work, mosaics and carved stone, have

taken on an angular character. The actual scroll has

become a simple key, while the Une connecting two

scrolls has been transformed into the profile of a staircase.

The origin of the motif is not in doubt and the primitive

scroll reappears from time to time under the artist's brush

when he is no longer restrained in his interpretation by the

technique. What is almost unique in the history of

decoration art is the constant use of the Greek fret pattern

and the dislocation of its elements which, while remaining

associated, gave birth to infinitely varied combinations.

Now, this motif is as abundant among the Pueblo Indians,

in Mexico and Central America, as in the Andean civil-

isations and their Chilean and Argentinian extensions.

How can we believe in the existence of several centres,

each one giving birth to the same theme, which radiated

out and met its counterparts in other regions, when

a sequence of scrolls never gave rise to this motif in the

Old World ? We must rather admit that the Greek key-

pattern, born at some point on American territory,

perhaps beneath the fingers of a basket-worker, about two

thousand years ago, gradually spread like a patch of oil;

in any case, it is proof of intercontinental relations.

The two Americas, then, did not live in total ignorance

of each other but one is still surprised that their inter-

penetration remained at such a superficial, hmited stage.
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143. EASTERN FLORIDA l , - ^ bY

MARCO. Wooden deer masquette.

University Museum, Philadelphia.

144. NORTH AMERICA. ARKANSAS
Detail of a Sioux chief's cloak, made of

painted bison skin. Musee de /'Homme.

Pons.

145. NEW MEXICO, U.S.A. MIMBRES
VALLEY. Interior of a bowl decorated

with stylised insects. Peabody Museum,
Harvard Ur>iversity.

NORTH AMERICA

North America is only separated

from Asia by the Bering Strait,

which witnessed the passage of the

first human groups who came to

populate its new lands. The Eski-

mos were the only occupants of the

desolate arctic regions and they

never attempted to leave their

specialised way of life to make
contact with the Indians. The latter

invaded the continent either by
hugging the Pacific coasts, or by
taking the high plateaux and the

eastern slope of the Rocky Moun-
tains. Until the European discovery

the inhabitants of immense regions

lived by picking roots and berries

or by hunting. Only the plains of

the middle west and east and semi-

arid lands of the south-west had
agricultural civilisations.

1. The arctic regions. The
domain of the Eskimos (from the

eastern coast of Siberia to Green-
land). The economy is based on
fishing and hunting the big marine
mammalia (characteristic features:

the oil lamp and the articulated

harpoon). Eskimo culture has a

long past; important archaeological

remains have been uncovered,
mainly to the west of Hudson Bay
(Thule men, hunters of whales and
bears, about the 8th century) and
at Cape Orset (Bering Sea culture,

more ancient than Thule, rich in

forms and highly developed: curvi-

Unear ornamentation on ivory

objects, possibly influenced by the
Neolithic of eastern Asia). The
maximum development of Eskimo
art is found on the coasts of Alaska:
extremely expressive, often gro-

tesque and humorous polychrome
masks of carved wood [101]; ivory
statuettes; utilitarian objects and
ornaments of carved and engraved
ivory (harpoon parts, straighteners

and lugs, labrets, etc.). The finely

engraved scenes constitute a veri-

table pictographic writing.

2. North-west coast. The civi-

lisation of 'salmon-fishers' (Tlingit,

Haida, Kwakiutl, Bella Coola,
Chinook), installed from Cape
Saint Eulalia (Alaska Bay) to the
north of California. In this cold
rainy and inaccessible region with
many fjords rich in fish, the houses
are made of wood, ornamented
with totem poles carved out of cedar
trunks (superimposed figures of
fantastic animals often forming the
history of a family with represen-
tations of ancestors). Masks, head
ornaments and dancing-rattles of
carved wood are painted bright

colours and inlaid with mother-of-

pearl. The canoes, chests, buckets,

spoons and clubs for salmon-fish-

ing are richly decorated with sym-
bolical animals and marine mon-
sters. There are few stone objects.

Covers and blankets woven of

vegetable fibres and wild goat's

hair exhibit extraordinarily deco-

rative compositions based on the

same motifs as those used in sculp-

ture.

3. The great central plains. This
vast depression from the foot of

the Rocky Mountains to the Mis-
sissippi basin rich in big game,
attracted the nomadic tribes from
the most remote times. From the

10th to the 18th centuries herds of

bison multiplied, and horses and
firearms appeared: the agricultural

Indians (Sioux, Mandan, Pawnee,
etc.) returned to a life based on
hunting. A specialised art devel-

oped: the painted and embroidered
decoration (porcupine-quills) of

skins used for tents, cloaks, mocca-

sins and bags [144]. These were
often of the skins of bison and the

deer tribe with geometrical red or

black motifs, or large scene (dances,

hunting, religious ceremonies),

with numerous stylised figures, in

varied and symbolical colours.

4. The eastern plain and Florida.

This is the region of the mound
builders: heaps of earth of various

kinds (10th -15th centuries), sur-

rounded by works with geometrical

shapes (Hopewell, Ohio); vast

tumuli shaped like animals: tor-

toises, snakes, etc. (Wisconsin); a

type of truncated pyramid, the

bases of temples (Cahokia, Mis-

sissippi). Portable objects include

ceramic vases (simple shapes, often

with engraved decoration); bowls

of carved stone (animal shapes);

perforated engraved plaques of

natural copper and shells; stone

statuettes; wooden masks (heads

of the deer tribe); large numbers
of carved stone pipes (men and

animals).

5. The south-west region. This

is the civihsation of the Anasazi or

Pueblos, farmers and potters influ-

enced by Mexico. They took the

place of the basket-makers. Their

apogee was between the 11th and

13th centuries (Pueblo III) in

three principal zones: New Mexico

(stone constructions of Chaco
Cafion); southern Colorado (the

cliff-dwellings of Mesa Verde) and

north-eastern Arizona. The archi-

tecture is remarkable: gigantic
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NEW IRELAND.
Malanggan carving.

British Museum.





compartmented houbCi, using ma-
sonry, with ceremonial squares and
temples (kiva). In a continuous

development the pottery is deco-

rated in black on white (Rio

Puerco): stylised anthropomorphic
and zoomorphic figures (Mimbres
[145]); polychrome symbolical

scenes.

MEXICO

The two Mexican Cordilleras (the

eastern and western Sierra Madre)
are the extension of two chains

of the Rocky JVlountains, and the

central Mexican plateau was open
to migrations of nomadic hunters
from the steppes of the north. This
high plateau, especially the Valley

of Mexico (7,345 ft), witnessed the

development and disappearance of

many brilliant civilisations (all

based on maize, the main vegetable

food of Mexico) before becoming
the centre of the Aztec empire,
destroyed in its turn by the Span-
iards (execution of Montezuma II

in 1519).

The mountainous regions which
extend to the south of Mexico and
as far as Chiapas are an absolute

mosaic of languages and tribes.

Some groups, owing to a better

communal agrarian system, reached
a high degree of cultural develop-
ment.
As to the Atlantic slope of the

eastern Sierra Madre and the

humid zone of the coastal plain of

the Gulf of Mexico (the Anahuac
of the Aztecs), they have always
attracted the civilised peoples of

the high plateau.

What was the cause of the rapid

decadence of the Maya civilisation

(Yucatan peninsula), the highest

native culture of the New World ?

Certain unfavourable conditions of

the tropical environment and es-

pecially the general impoverish-
ment of the cultivable land prob-
ably played a decisive role.

In many regions archaeological

data are still inadequate to enable

the establishment of a general

chronological study applicable to

the whole of Mexico.
1. The region of the high

plateau. After the appearance of

agriculture and pottery (towards
the year 2000) came the so-called

'middle' civilisations, Copilco-Za-
catenco (duration about 700 years)

and Cuicuilco-Ticoman (about

300 years), with their pottery vases

and statuettes: women with very

well developed thighs, rudimentary
arms and legs, lozenge-shaped

decoration. Next came the Tlatilco

phase: a highly developed art, with

pottery comparable to that of the

Olmecs (statuettes, nude torsos of
young people, figures of babies).

The Teotihuacan civilisation. The
monuments of the immense re-

ligious metropolis of Teotihuacan
(truncated pyramids, including the

Pyramid of the Sun: 195 ft high,

about 47,000,000 cubic feet of fill-

ing [155]; stepped temples; pal-

aces) were mainly constructed be-

tween the 3rd and 9th centuries.

The art is sober and severe, charac-

terised by monumental sculpture

(goddess of water, 10 ft high; heads
of the rain god and plumed serpent

god in the temple of Quetzalcoatl);

funerary masks, combining realistic

and stylised elements, of hard stone

(porphyry, jade, jadeite, alabaster),

sometimes covered with poly-

chrome mosaics; admirable frescoes

(Tepantiplan; Tetitlan). Great im-
portance was attached to Tlaloc
and the fire god, who appear re-

peatedly on the sculptures, frescoes,

vases and ceramic statuettes.

The Toltec civilisation. From
the 10th century, the Toltecs

(Nahua) occupied Teotihuacan;
their principal centre was Tula
(other important sites: Xochicalco,

Mazapan, Colhuacan). They had
the calendar and a special system
of writing, both different from
those of the Mayas (the two sys-

tems of dates appear at Xochicalco).

Their grandiose art which recurs

at Chichen Itzd, in Yucatan [148]
- is demonstrated on the principal

stone monuments at Tula: a frieze

of jaguars; plumed serpent and
'man-bird-serpent'; caryatids (15 ft

high); pillars with armed warriors

on their four sides; wall of serpents

(devouring a man with a fleshless

skull), painted and carved frieze.

The Aztec civilisation. The
Aztecs, the last emigrants speaking

the Nahuatl language, established

themselves at various points on the

Mexican plateau at the beginning

of the 14th century (their capital,

Tenochtitlan, was founded in

1325). For more than a century,

they assimilated the art and culture

of the Toltecs (especially at Col-

huacan and Texcoco) whose in-

fluence remained particularly no-

ticeable in architecture (pyramids,

decorative friezes). The Aztecs

demonstrate their originality in

their religious statuary [149] (Co-

atlicue in Mexico Museum; Quet-

zalcoatl, in Musee de I'Homme),
the bas-reliefs (Aztec calendar;

Toecalli of the Holy War;
Tizoc stone), the very austere

secular statues (chief's head; seated

men; animals), the masks and
ornaments of hard stone, the ob-

jects of carved wood (drums),

painted manuscripts.

1 45. MEXICO. TEOTIHUACAN. Sculp-

ture supposed to represent the water

goddess Chalchihuitlicue. National An-

thropological Museum, Mexico.

147. NORTH-WEST MEXICO. NAY-

ARIT. Ceramic statuette of a musician.

Musie de I'Homme, Paris.

Opposite. MAYAN. Fresco from Bonampak.

Peabody Museum. 105



148. MEXICO. CHICH^N ITZA.

Columns at the entrance of the Temple

of the Warriors.

149. MEXICO. AZTEC CIVILISATION.

Xochipilli, prince of the flowers and

god of happiness, music and dancing.

National Anthropological Museum, Mexico.

1 50. Detail of an Aztec calendar from

the Codex Barbonicus. Library of the

Chamber of Deputies, Pans.

2. The north-west region. Not
\<.ry well known from the archae-

. 'logical point of view. Conse-

quently there is no chronology of

I he numerous interesting local

cultures, of which the Colima and
Nayarit are the principal ones. The
Tarasco civilisation in the strict

sense of the word was situated at

(-hupicuaro and around Lake
Patzcuaro (Michoacan). Particu-

larly noteworthy are the very ex-

pressive and often humorous pot-

tery statuettes and figurines fre-

quently painted in a naturalistic

style: people and animals in various

attitudes, groups of musicians and
dancers, houses and domestic

scenes.

3. The Gulf region. This region

contained three important civili-

sations: the Olmec, Totonac and
Huaxtec. The art of the Olmecs
(500-100 B.C.) is related to that

of the ancient layers of Oaxaca
(Monte Alban I and II) and the

Valley of Mexico (Tlatilco). Main
sites: La Venta (Tabasco) and Tres
Zapotes (Veracruz). In addition to

the monumental sculpture: mono-
lithic statues, enormous human
heads of basalt [151] (over 5 ft high,

15 — 18 ft in diameter) in a realistic

style, there are the baby-like jade

masks and statuettes, the divinity

with a big stomach and the 'dis-

dainful mouth'. The statue of

a wrestler found at Uxpananan
(26 in. high) is one of the master-

pieces of Mexican sculpture.

The Totonac civilisation (ap-

prox. 400-1000) developed in the

north of the State of Veracruz
(Cempoalan, Papantla). The char-

acteristic monument is El Tajin

(a pyramid with its four sides

pierced with 365 niches). The art

is original, the sculpture of high
quahty [152]: 'yokes' and 'palms'

of hard stone; bas-reliefs; pottery

statuettes with smiling faces [153].

The Huaxtec civilisation (Rio

Panuco) was situated to the north
of the Totonac region. The pres-

ent-day population continues to

speak a Mayan dialect of very
ancient origin. But the art, which
developed late, is original (no
obvious relation with the classical

art of the Mayas). The stone
statues (including the adolescent
from Tamuin) often have a flat-

tened surface, but are covered with
finely carved ornamentation. The
pottery differs from all the other
Mexican styles: extremely varied

shapes; vases with spout and
handle decorated in black on a

white ground.

4. The southern region. The
principal archaeological site of the
Zapotec civilisation, in the moun-

tains of Oaxaca, is Monte Alban,

where important excavations have
revealed five periods of occupa-
tion. The earliest phase yields

various monuments and sculptures

strongly influenced by the Olmecs
(particularly the slabs bearing the

famous bas-reliefs of dancers).

Towards the end of the 6th cen-

tury A.D., the Zapotecs, imposing
an original art and culture, built

the biggest edifices of the Monte
Alban terraces: stone stelae with
figures and inscriptions, heads in

relief decorating the walls; pen-
dants and necklaces of jade and of

other hard stones; countless pot-

tery funerary urns, modelled to

represent people and gods covered
with rich ornaments.

In the 15th century the Mixtecs
arrived, possibly the builders of the

sober edifices of Mitla, decorated

solely with geometrical motifs in

relief [138]. They are especially

known as painters and goldsmiths.

The admirable gold objects from
tomb 7 at Monte Alban (diadems,

necklaces, various ornaments with
semi-precious stones) show that

they were the masters of many
techniques probably imported from
Colombia and Peru (laminating,

chasing, casting by the cire perdue
process, imitation filigree, solder-

ing), and used them with the

greatest virtuosity.

5. The Mayan region. This cov-

ered the west of Honduras,
British Honduras, Peten and the

highlands of Guatemala; in Mex-
ico, Yucatan, a part of Chiapas,

Campeche, Tabasco and Quintana
Roo. At the present time some two
million natives speaking Mayan
dialects still live there. The pre-

Mayan period and the beginnings

of civilisation, towards 3000 B.C.,

it seems, remain obscure. Corn and
pottery appeared towards 1000 B.C.

The modelled vases and statuette

of the Mamom type recall the most
ancient pottery of the Mexican
plateau. Then followed the period

characterised by the Chicanel type

151. MEXICO. GULF REGION. Olmec

statuette in stone from Tabasco. Musee

de /'Homme, Pans.



1 52. MEXICO. GULF REGION. Totonac

head In stone. Musee de I'Homme. Paris.

153. MEXICO. GULF REGION. Head of

a Totonac terra-cotta statue. Musee de

/'Homme, Paris

154. MEXICO. MAYAN CIVILISA-

TION. Stucco head from Palenque.

Not/ono/ Anthropological Museum, Mexico.

pottery, contemporary with the

first stone pyramids (350 B.C.

300 A.D.)

The Ancient Empire. The most
ancient date - 320 a.d. in-

scribed on a jade plaque from the

Tikal region (Leyden Museum)
marks the beginning of the history

of the Mayas. Its phases are known
owing to stone stelae erected every

twenty years (the first appeared at

Uaxactun, in 328). The 7th and 8th

centuries marked the zenith of the

classical period. The main centres

were Cop4n, Quirigua, Palenque,

Piedras Negras, Yaxchilan. The
sculpture, freed from the static

style of the ancient period and
applied to the decoration of stelae,

lintels, altars, walls and the stairs

of temples and palaces, produced
matchless works of art. Wood,
stone and stucco were used. The
most extraordinary collections of

monuments exist at Copdn and
Quirigua (stelae of colossal di-

mensions; richly clad priests or

chiefs; sumptuous flamboyant or-

namentation). Palenque is famous
for its stucco bas-reliefs (Temples
of the Leaved Cross, the Sun, the

Inscriptions [157]). The most
beautiful frescoes were discovered

in 1946 at Bonampak [135]: re-

ligious and secular scenes - chiefs,

warriors, masked figures, musi-
cians, ritual offerings, punishment
of prisoners executed in a real-

istic style and vivid colours on the

walls of chambers (15 ft high).

Painting was also used for the

decoration of the codices and pot-

tery vases.

The New Empire. From the 9th

century onwards came the deca-

dence of the civilisation and the

abandoning of the classical sites of

the south. Mayan groups (It?.a)

emigrated to Yucatan, where th;y

were rejoined by the Toltecs, who
left Tula under the leadership of

their chief Kukulkan (Plumed
Serpent): important towns such as

Chichen Itz4, Mazapan and Uxmal
were founded; an artistic renais-

sance introduced the Mayan Puuc
style, rich in geometrical and sym-
bolical representations (palaces of

Zayil, Labna, Kabah, Uxmal) and

a style of Toltec origin, given its

highest expression at Chichen Itzd

(Temples of the Warriors, the

Plumed Serpent, the Jaguars)

where we rediscover the charac-

teristics of Tula art: Chac Mool,
standard-bearer, telamones, felines,

columns representing Quetzalcoatl

[148], bas-reliefs with figures. Also

found are pottery vases and statu-

ettes, jade and jadeite objects, and
turquoise mosaics. Goldsmiths'

work was poorly developed.

155. MEXICO. TEOTIHUACAN CIVI-

LISATION. The Pyramid of the Sun.

156. SOUTHERN MEXICO. MIXTEC.

A page from the Codex Zouche-Nuttal.

The scene probably represents the crea-

tion of the Mixtec people. Painted on

deer skin. British Museurr.

^ '^
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1 57. MEXICO MAYAN CIVILISATION.

Detail of a bas-relief in the courtyard

of the palace at Palenque.
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158. NORTHERN ANDES. COLOM-
BIA. Quimbaya gold mask (compare the

Mycenean mask [3 39]). Cold Museum,

Bogotd.

159. CENTRAL ANDES. PERU. Chimu
gold ceremonial tranchet. Bird-man with

a large head-dress. (Batan Grande, Lam-
bayeque.) National Anthropological and

Archaeological Museum, Lima.

CENTRAL AMERICA
AND THE CARIBBEAN

In Central America proper, the

distribution of the populations is

closely bound up with the climate

and the vegetation. The Pacific

coast and particularly the dry

highlands of the interior were the

centre of gravity of the ancient

civilisations. Archaeology is com-
plicated in this transit and ex-

change zone, with its Mexican and
Mayan elements, its Amazonian
(Arawak) and Colombian (Chibcha
dialects; Quimbaya goldsmiths'

work) ingredients.

The West Indies, the first land

discovered by Columbus (1492),

were inhabited by two peoples

from the South American conti-

nent, the Arawaks and the Caribs.

The latter, last-minute immigrants,

settled in the Lesser Antilles,

where they partially exterminated

the former Arawak population.

The Taino civilisation of the

Greater Antilles underwent the

influence of Mexico at a recent

period: maritime relations be-

tween the islands and Yucatan still

existed at the time of the European
discovery. However, as in Central

America apart from the Mayan
sphere — there is no stone archi-

tecture.

1. Honduras. The valley of Ulua
yields admirable marble vases with

carved animals. Pottery of the same
Mayan style has been found at Las
Flores. At La Florida (Chameli-
con), Ocopec and even at Copin:
stone statues of an archaic charac-

ter (non-Mayan). Felines on pil-

lars; monkey-like figures sur-

mounted by animal heads (height

30 50 in.).

2. Nicaragua. Zapatero and
Ometepe Islands (Lake Nicara-

gua): varied archaeological material

attributed to the Chorotegas. On
these islands and the Pacific coast:

stone statues with a columnar base

(from 4 ft to 12 ft), figures with
a 'guardian spirit'.

3. Costa Rica. The polychrome
pottery of Nicoya is among the

most exquisite in Central America;
globular vases and tripods deco-
rated with silhouettes of symbolical
serpents, crocodiles and jaguars.

Zoomorphic stone mortars; gold
figurines (warriors and head-tro-
phies, crocodiles, birds: techniques
of Chiriqui and Colombia). At
Boruca and in the Guetar region:
statues of men and animals in gran-
ular volcanicstone( 12 24 in. high).

4. Panama. The main centres
are Chiriqui, Varaguas, Code and
Darien. At Chiriqui (west): vases
with painted or applied motifs

(crocodiles, armadillos); stone stat-

ues (including the Venus of Pa-

nama, 31 ( in.) and mortars shaped
like jaguars or held up by figures

of telamones, similar to the works
of Costa Rica. The magnificent

civilisation of Code (a limited zone
around the Gulf of Panamd)
reached its fullest development
during the last two centuries before

the conquest. Richest centre: Si-

tioconte (Rio Grande) where the

tombs of high dignitaries were
uncovered: ceramics with curvi-

linear decorations, birds, mirrors,

figurines and discs of gold and
tumbaga (an alloy of gold and cop-

per), decorations in repousse work
and imitation filigree, cut and set

precious stones, ivory jewels cov-

ered with gold leaf.

5. The Taino civilisation (Great-

er Antilles). Main centres: Puerto

Rico and Haiti. As sculptors,

the Taino did admirable work in

wood {diiho or ceremonial seats)

and stone (anthropomorphic idols,

'necklaces', stones with 3 points,

monolithic axes, crushers). The
less developed pottery preserved

the characteristics of the ceramics

of the Arawak of the Lesser Antil-

les and the continent. The curious

engravings on rocks found in vari-

ous islands may be evidence of

the first Arawak migrations.

SOUTH AMERICA
A. The Northern Andes (Venezuela,

Colombia, Ecuador)

The Colombian massif is traversed

by two great rivers, the Magdalena
and the Cauca, excellent routes for

penetration: hence the contacts

between the developed civilisations

of Colombia, Venezuela and Cen-

tral America. The Ecuadorian

Andes are high plateaux dominated

by two chains of mountains and

divided into a dozen basins with

good agricultural land. As for the

tropical region of the Ecuadorian

coast, open to the influences of the

north (Colombia, Mexico), it was

particularly suitable for large hu-

man settlements.

Taken as a whole, the civili-

sations of the northern Andes —
apart from those of the Taironas

and San Agustin — have not left

great public edifices behind but

an extraordinary development of

working in gold, the products and

techniques of which were diffused

far and wide (even to Mexico and

the coast of Peru).

MAIN CENTRES OFART

L Venezuela. To the north, pot-

tery of the Lake Valencia region:
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female statuettes with very large

heads, short and massive limbs;

decorated vases (modelled human
and animal figures) recalhng the

pottery of Santarem (Amazon). In

the Andes of Trujillo and Merida:

painted vases and statuettes;

pendants cut out of thin stone

plaques.

2. Tairona (Sierra Nevada of

Santa Marta, Colombia). Houses
on platforms, roads and bridges of

stone slabs. Gold work derived

from that of Cauca and Panama.
Ceramics: cylindrical urns with

covers, dishes with handles, vases

with two spouts, 'applique' an-

thropo-zoomorphic motifs (Field

Museum of Natural History, Chi-

cago).

3. Chibcha (highlands of Bo-

gota, 8000-9000 ft). Rock paint-

ings; figurines (funerary offerings)

and ornaments of gold and tum-

baga, thin plaques with filigreed

decoration (cire perdue and solder-

ing); painted vases and statuettes

of pottery (decoration influenced

by the metal techniques).

4. Quimbaya (valley of the

Quindio and the Middle Cauca,

Colombia). Ceramics in varied

techniques (positive and 'reversed'

painting, two or three colours,

modelling, engraving, champleve).

The goldsmiths' work is one of the

most precious in ancient America:

helmets and discs (beaten and re-

pousse work), flasks and large hol-

low human figures in a reaUstic

style, sceptres and massive orna-

ments (casting by the cire perdue

process, soldering, plating, stain-

ing) are among the characteristic

pieces common to Code (Panama)

and the Quimbaya zone. Only gold

and copper, often alloyed, were

used (Gold Museum of the Bank
of the Repubhc, Bogota [158,

160]; Madrid Museum; Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania Museum).
5. San Agustin (Upper Magda-

lena, Colombia). Megalithic civi-

lisation: temples constructed o)

blocks resembling the dolmens,
sculptured rocks to the north

of rivers (Lavapatas); important

groups of reahstic stone statues

(warriors, animals) or stylised and
symbolical (half-human, half-fehne

divinities). Statues of the same
style have been found at Tierra-

dentro (painted subterranean fu-

nerary chambers, guarded by big

statues) and in the Popayan region

(a more primitive type).

6. Esmeraidas and Manabi (Pa-

cific coast, Ecuador). Monochrome
vases with curvilinear engravings;

countless realistic pottery statuettes

(nude women, deformation of the

skuUj complicated hair styles, nu-

merous ornaments: labrets, ear-

rings, necklaces). Special type of

goldsmiths' work: tiny ornaments
of gold, gilded copper and ham-
mered platinum. Stone sculptures

exist at Manabi: slabs with bas-

reliefs, statues of men, heavy
U-shaped seats resting on crouch-
ing figures (Musee de I'Homme,
Paris; University of Pennsylvania

Museum).
7. Ecuadorian Andes. The prin-

cipal centres of civilisation are,

from north to south, Carchi, char-

acterised by very large apodal
vases with elongated beUies, and
deep cups with a circular foot and
painted decorations (geometrical

motifs and stylised animals); Im-
babura; Tungurahua-Chimborazo
(six successive periods); Azuay-
Canar, where extremely beautiful

objects of gold and gilded copper
have been excavated from tombs at

Chordoleg, Azogues and Sigsig

(pectoral plaques, crowns, pierced

axes, applied ornaments for scep-

tres and throwers) (Rivet Collec-

tion, Musee de I'Homme, Paris).

160. NORTHERN ANDES. COLOM-
BIA. Quimbaya gold pectoral. Gold

Museum, Bogota.

161. MEXICO. CHICH^N ITZA. Ten

pie of the Warriors.
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162. SOUTHERN ANDES. ARGENTI-

NA (CALCHAQUi VALLEY). Painted

Diaguite pottery. Musee de I'Homme.

163. CENTRAL ANDES. NORTHERN
PERU. Chimu painted cotton fabric from

Viru valley. Prisoners of war and series

of stylised animals.

jkn — —
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B. The central Andes (Peru,

Bolivia)

The coast of the Pacific is only

a thin ribbon of deserts, broken up
by the first spurs of the Andes and
oasis-valleys at the river mouths.
The Andes, which rapidly reach

heights of 10,000 or 12,000 feet

close to the coast, are divided in the

interior by temperate or cold

longitudinal valleys and high pla-

teaux, which have all been centres

of civilisation. From north to

south: the valleys of the Cajamarca

(8000 10,000 ft) and the Utcu-
bamba (east of the Marafion);

CaUej6n de Huaylas (at the foot of

the Cordillera Blanca, highest point

21,996 ft); basin of the Mantaro
(rising in the high plateau of Junin,

13,325 ft); basin of the Cuzco,
centre of the empire of the Incas;

basin of Titicaca, the biggest lake

in the Andes (height 12,350 ft). In

1532, at the moment when Pizarro

put an end to the development of

the Indian civilisation of Peru, the

Incas had succeeded in unifying

the whole of this territory under
their authority. It is this last cul-

tural phase which was described

by the chroniclers. But the work of

archaeologists has brought to light

the remains of civilisations which
had flourished much earlier, in the

mountains and on the coast. Thanks
to recent discoveries and analyses

by the carbon- 14 method, we can

go back more than 5,000 years

(fishermen with the first signs of

agriculture) and place the ap-

pearance of pottery on the coast

at about 1200 B.C.

Period I (1000-200 B.C.).

Chavin civilisation. Classical site:

Chavin de Hudntar (Ancash An-
des). Temple constructed of quar-

ried slabs; sculptures constituting

the most important collection of

stone works of art in South Ame-
rica. The best known: the so-called

'Lanzon' prismatic column, Rai-

mondi stele (6 ft 6 in.), Tello
obelisk (about 8 ft). Lintels treated

in bas-relief and heads of men and
felines in the round ornamented
the city walls. The style is given

homogeneity by its curvilinear

drawing expressing volume and
movement. The fundamental sym-
bohcal themes are the feline, the

snake, the bird, in association with
man and sometimes with plants.

Centres of art in the Cajamarca
Andes: La Copa and Pacopampa
(groups of statues akin to the San
Agustin sculpture).

On the north coast: temple of
Sechin, Casma (90 steles and blocks
of granite: battle scenes and human
sacrifices); temple of Moxeque

(large figures of sun-baked clay);

Cupisnique (monochrome pottery

vases, decoration engraved and in

relief in the style of the Chavin
sculptures); Chongoyape (gold jew-

ellery, decoration in repousse work;
carved stone vases).

Period II (200 B.C. -400 A.D.).

Agriculture developed with the

help of irrigation; there are numer-
ous technical innovations in archi-

tecture, weaving, ceramics. Princi-

pal styles: Salinar, Huaraz (in the

north); caves of Paraca, Chanapata
and Chiripa (in the south).

Period III (400 1000). Clas-

sical local civihsations. North coast:

Mochica, known especially for

its countless naturahstic funerary

vases. The subjects represented by
modelling and painting (portraits,

hunting, fishing and battle scenes,

sacrifices, sexual customs) enable

us to retrace the life of the people

with great accuracy. Typical monu-
ment: the great truncated pyramid
of Moche (Huaca del Sol), con-

structed of about 130 million

adobes (bricks baked in the sun).

South coast: necropolises of Para-

cas and Nazca with their wonderful

fabrics and polychrome pottery

vases, brilliantly decorated with

symbolical and often complicated

figures (birds, fish, plants, head-

trophies, masked dancers, marine

monsters). Northern Andes: Caja-

marca (dehcate pottery with a white

clay, cups and spoons with painted

'cursive' decoration); Recuay (un-

derground tombs; carved stone:

lintels, slabs, statues of warriors

and felines). Southern Andes: im-

portant centre of sculpture on

stone (anthropomorphic statues,

stelae with symbolical fish).

Period IV (1000 1300). The
civilisation of Tiahuanaco extended

at its height towards the south of

Peru (Wari, Nazca), then up to the

north (Lambayeque, Cajamarca);

it also influenced the east of Bolivia

and the north of Argentina and

Chile. Main site: Tiahuanaco

(12,675 ft, Bolivian shore of Lake

Titicaca), which comprised four

groups of constructions made of

enormous blocks of basalt and

sandstone. The motifs (large frieze

carved in relief, anthropo-zoo-

morphic divinity, felines, condors,

snakes) of its numerous sculp-

tures - in particular, the mono-
hthic gates, including the Sun
Gate — transcribed in brilliant

colours on cloth and pottery,

rapidly imposed themselves every-

where. The metallurgical tech-

niques thrived: discovery of bronze,

use of silver alloyed with copper

and gold, soldering, gold and silver

plating.
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Period V (1300 1400). The
renaissance of local cultures led to

the constitution of kingdoms and
confederations (the most important:

the Chimu kingdom on the north
coast) and great urb^n centres

(Chan-chan, Pacatnamu, Cajamar-
quilla, La Centinela) perfectly

planned with streets, pyramids,
terraces, city walls ornamented
with adobe bas-reliefs, canals and
reservoirs. The pottery (styles:

Chimii, Chancay, lea) tends to in-

dustrial production, often to the

detriment of art. On the other

hand, weaving [163], feather work
and particularly goldsmiths' work
were maintained at a high artistic

level. The tombs of Batan Grande
(Lambayeque) yielded a fabulous

quantity of objects of gold and
silver alloy: cups, ceremonial knives

[159], crowns, ear plugs, shirts

made of gold leaf decorated in

repousse work.
Period VI (1440-1532). The

Inca empire became organised. By
its military conquests, it imposed
a new economic, political and reli-

gious system (censuses by the

quipus; roads; classes in hier-

archical order). Their compara-
tively impoverished art was the

domain of the stone carvers and
constructors of towns, fortresses

and agricultural terraces (Sacsay-

huaman [142], Pisak, Ollantay-

tambo, Machu Picchu [164] are

the classical sites around Cuzco,
capital of the empire). The Incas

carved only mortars, small ritual

vases and a few rare statues (Vira-

cocha; seated felines of Cuzco).

The limited and utilitarian shapes

of the pottery (vases, dishes,

goblets) and the sober geometrical

motifs preferred in its decoration

influenced the art of various subject

peoples.

ART COLLECTIONS. Dis-

tributed between a number of Euro-

pean and American museums, they

are mainly found in the National

Museum at Lima (covering the

whole of Peru, especially Chavin
and Paracas), in the Larco Her-
rera Museum at Chiclin, near Tru-

jillo (covering the civilisations of the

north of Peru), in the Regional

Archaeological Museum at Huaraz
(Recuay civilisation ) and in the

Archaeological Museum at Cuzco
(Inca).

C. The southern Andes (Chile,

Argentina)

During their conquests in a south-

ern direction, the Incas encoun-
tered various peoples settled in the

Cordilleras of Chile and Argentina,

who had reached a certain cultural

level, mainly under the influence of

the Tiahuanaco civilisation. The
oases in the Atacama desert (Rio

Loa, Calama) have preserved rock

engravings and paintings; carved

wooden objects: knives, tablets and
snuff tubes, goblets, and masks.

In the Andean valleys of north-

west Argentina, the culture of the

Barreales (Catamarca) seems to

have been the most ancient: vases

with simple shapes, of black and

grey engraved pottery; urns deco-

rated with polychrome 'dragons';

stone mortars and goblets. The
Diaguite [162] or Calchaqui cul-

ture developed in the regions of

Salta, Tucuman, Catamarca, La
Rojia (moving belatedly into central

Chile). Stone villages and for-

tresses; cemeteries of polychrome

pottery urns (a feature of Ama-
zonian origin); bronze plaques

with figures and animals in relief.

D. The plains of the east

The ancient Arawak farmers of the

tropical regions of the Amazon

164. CENTRAL ANDES. PERU. The

ruins of Machu Picchu.

basin had acquired a comparatively

high degree of civilisation in the

pre-Colombian epoch; this is shown
by the great artificial tumuli of the

island of Marajo which have
yielded sumptuous funerary urns
(incised champleve, modelled and
painted decorations; stylised hu-

man and animal figures; curvilinear

geometrical motifs). Other im-
portant centres: Santarem (vases

overloaded with modelled orna-

ments); Mirakanguera and Manaos
(middle Amazon); Rio Napo
(anthropomorphic urns). Apart
from the pottery, we know a few
stone idols and statues (human
figTores crowned with an animal).

Until the 18th century certain

tribes of the Amazon basin made
polychrome pottery of high quality

and carved wooden objects inlaid

with shells (horns, batons, clubs).

While the Tiahuanaco civilisation

was flourishing in the central Andes,
the Arawaks extended their civi-

lisation (via the great rivers) as far

as the eastern regions of Bohvia
(Mojos, Rio Mamore).

Ill



165. EGYPTIAN. Banquet scene. Wall painting. British Museum.
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ART FORMS AND SOCIETY ReneHuyghe

With the emergence of the agrarian empires man entered

history, but all he had really done was to pass on to a later

stage of the agrarian era which had begun in the Neolithic.

When the hunter (after various intermediate phases

pastoral, berry- and root-picking, etc.) made way for the

cultivator, who was semi-nomadic at first, then perma-

nently attached to the soil, it was the beginning of an

epoch essential for the evolution of our species. We could

say that this epoch has never ceased, merely enriching

itself by new acquisitions, some of which, such as metal,

have had tremendous consequences.

The Neolithic, then, inaugurated an era which was to

last for thousands and thousands of years almost the

whole of what we call history. The village was born then,

and soon afterwards the town, i.e. the city-state with its

treasury and its chief, the priest-king sometimes one

and the same man, sometimes two different people. With

the advent of these chiefs there arose palaces and temples;

around them the aristocracies and elites developed.

Art had a thousand tasks before it. First of all it had to

fulfil on a larger scale the responsibilities which had

fallen to it since prehistoric times; to act as the accompani-

ment and instrument of religious life and to commemorate
the events which marked the life of the community and,

especially from now on, the life of its representative chief.

But it acquired a completely new function: that of satis-

fying the growing taste for luxury which had taken hold

of what we call today the 'ruling classes', and of meeting

their need for prestige.

On the day when the city-state installed its hierarchical

order, capable of indefinite extension, it began the

progress towards the foundation of the empires. Climatic

changes contributed to this. At the end of the glacial

epoch in the Mediterranean zone, for example, there was
a concentration of peoples in the great irrigated valleys as

a result of the growing dearth of rivers. This concentration

in a kind of oasis of a population constantly on the in-

crease accelerated social development.

That is how the first civilisations grew: Egypt in the

valley of the Nile, Mesopotamia in the conjoint valleys of

the Euphrates and the Tigris, and, lastly, the Indus
civilisation. All three of them formed a chain of relations,

though it was often a loose one.

We could also add the pre-Columbian cultures in

America, and China in Asia. The former, which remained
isolated for their original connection with China is

debatable have been studied in the previous chapter;

they have at widely varying epochs maintained ways of
life and art similar to those of pre- and protohistory. In
fact, these civilisations have, as late as the 15th century,
brought us into contact with the stage of the agrarian
empires. China also went through this phase, but after

emerging from prehistory it made such a rapid tran-
sition to the art of the Bronze Age that it will be dealt

with in the next chapter, together with the other civil-

isations which were deeply affected by the discovery of
that metal.

Consequently Egypt, Mesopotamia and the Indus will

form the subject of the present chapter, because their
ways of life and manners of expression were moulded by
the agrarian system and bear its inescapable imprint. They
owe their profound structure to it. Moreover, the first

two civilisations are linked by the 'Fertile Crescent', the

vast curve which stretches from the Nile to the Tigris,

taking in Palestine, Phoenicia and Syria. Trade, diplomacy

and war formed the relations which encourage us to study

them simultaneously in order not to create the illusion of

their 'splendid isolation', as is often done. They are all

significant of the same phenomenon, the same moment in

human history. Their arts are only distinguished by the

characteristics, actually merely subsidiary, which give

them individuality.

We shall see how from the beginning there were

obvious artistic exchanges between the Nile basin and the

basins of the Euphrates and the Tigris; how, during the

centuries, aggressions, sometimes reciprocal attempts at

annihilation or subjugation, led to military expeditions,

mainly owing to Mesopotamian ambition; how the Egyp-

tian hegemony, with its sights set barely beyond Syria,

designated the latter as the essential point of contact and

junction. Sargon I, the self-styled 'Master of the Region

of Cedars (Lebanon) and of the Silver Mountains (Taur-

us)', dominated Amurru (Syria) as from the 26th century,

and at the same time a pharaoh sent his warships to

Byblos on the coast of Phoenicia. A thousand years later,

Tuthmosis I was to extend his domination as far as the

Euphrates. Consequently, the eastern coast of the Medi-

terranean was to be the scene of both brutal and peaceful

encounters, the transit zone and connecting link of the

ancient world. Soon it formed the principal route by

which Crete, the newer civilisation, was able to draw on

the arts of Egypt and Mesopotamia so as to unite the

network of influences from which Greek art was to

emerge.

The legacy of prehistory

In conformity with the spirit of synthesis in this work,

our primary aim is to bring out the basic facts which

distinguish this new stage of human society, and to assess

its contribution.

But nothing is ever totally, absolutely, new; history

does not so much replace prehistory as succeed to it; to

a great extent it is the flowering of prehistory. Man would

be revolving in a vacuum if he did not form a stock of ac-

quired knowledge, a capital turned to different ends

but constantly added to, in which the past is not lost even

though it may be buried beneath later contributions: this

artistic capital becomes a sort of humus.
In the present state of research, China marks an abrupt

transition to the Neolithic after a very obscure Palaeo-

lithic. America seems to have been even more effectively

deprived of this primitive stage. Its peopling was

probably effected via Asia and Oceania at the very end

of this phase, and it almost immediately produced its

empires of sun-worshippers - as were nearly all the

agrarian empires. However, those around the Mediter-

ranean had a rich and continuous basis of prehistory.

Thus they have behind them in their 'artistic memory'

the contributions of those first ages.

In Egypt, as in Palestine, we follow a development

corresponding to that of the West since the Lower
Palaeolithic, but in the second of these regions the Neo-

lithic is skipped, as it were, because of the precocious

development of the Natufian Mesolithic.
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166. EGYPTIAN. PROTO-DYNASTIC. Fresco at Hierakonpolis

(After Quibel.)

Mil. MESOPOTAMIAN. Stele of the

Vultures, from Tello. 2nd side. 29th

century B.C.
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COMPOSITION AND THE ORGANISATION
OF SPACE

During the trons/tion from prehistory to the stage of the great

empires, art made considerable advances. It became devoted to

organising the surface area to be decorated. In the most archaic

works the prehistoric habit of juxtaposing the various figures

indiscriminately still persists ()66-)69^. However, artists were

already producing works consciously designed within a framework

and dividing the surface by means of verticals, horizontals and

symmetrical axes. (168-170.)

168. EGYPTIAN. OLD KINGDOM. Carrying of funerary offer-

ings. Sakkara.

169. EGYPTIAN. PROTO-DYNASTIC. Small palette from Hiera- 170. EGYPTIAN. OLD KINGDOM. Narmer Palette (front and

konpolis (front and back). back). Cairo Museum.



In Mesopotamia, excavations have shown that the

future great cities were built on Neolithic foundations.

Their memory has been kept so fresh that in present-day

Iraq we can see huts of matting on a rush framework, the

model for which existed in those early days. But this

profound unity of growth, since the beginning of the

Neolithic at least, was sustained in a particularly intensive

manner in Egypt, which was nearer the great prehistoric

centres of the West and Africa. Metal (copper, bronze and

iron) took its place in a well-established and continu-

ous line of evolution without disturbing this unity over-

much, although it did provide new means of expression.

The art of the agrarian empires is steeped in some way
in the heritage of prehistory. The two essential con-

ceptions of art which have revealed this to us the ma-
gic image of the animal, as at Lascaux and Altamira, and
the more impressionistic notation of human activities,

as in the rock paintings of the Iberian Levant seem to

have left their traces in the first works found by H. A.

Winkler in the lateral deserts of the Nile. There we find

the processions of animals characterised by their profile

in direct descent from those created by the prehistoric

Franco-Cantabrian hunters and the more vivid works
intended to catch the fleeting scene, similar to the paint-

70 ings of Spain, such as the ostrich flapping its wings as it

flees from a hunter whose arrow is shown in the air.

These two conceptions, the one magical, the other com-
memorative, mingle and fuse in the first works which
Egypt left on the threshold of its history: the knife handles
of the last protohistoric phase the Gerzean epoch of
Nagada II. The tradition of the sacred magical animal
resulted in its being made the symbol of totemic clans,

adumbrated as from the previous Amration period. Egypt
remained faithful to this worship of the deified beast
(Apis the bull, Hathor the cow, Horus the falcon, etc.).

Moreover, these lions, bulls, gazelles and waders, evoca-
tive of the earliest political divisions of the nomes by

169 their totemic role, are sometimes depicted fighting. Then
they give permanence pictorially to the memory of rival-

ries and primitive combats. Thus animal magic and
visual narrative are combined in the works which mark
the starting point of Egyptian art.

In addition, geometrical decoration also perpetuated
itself: it is associated with other relics of prehistory. At
Tasa and Badari the pottery shows the continuation of
hatching and its combinations: parallels, chevrons, zig-
zags, chequer patterns, etc. all the geometry born of
man's first abstract efforts. These decorations are also

74 preserved on the vases of Susa I at Elam and at al 'Ubaid.
It is strange to see this geometrical tendency con-

fronted with the tradition of the animal in profile and
being affected by it. In Egypt, from the Amratian period
onwards, silhouettes of hippopotamuses strike a com-
promise with the purely linear, diamond-shaped or
square repertory. The artists made use of it in building
up the outline and then in decorating the surface enclosed.
Sometimes the same repertory is associated with scenes
in which a hunter and his hounds or ritual dancers are
depicted, recalling the patches in the notations of Ibero-
African art, although with less vibrant dynamism.
The stenographic schematisations in which the art of

the Spanish Levant culminated are not the only ones to
recur. From the 4th millennium onwards, the pottery of
Susa I at Elam bore, instead of ibexes, the comb (pecti-

74 form) shapes which we are accustomed to find in Spanish

Levantine art, in which the animal is no more than

a horizontal bar placed on vertical legs which are multi-

pUed beyond all probability.

In the same decoration we find the purely geometrical

regular outhne united with the vivid being caught in an

expressive silhouette and with those stylised animals

which have a place half-way between these two positions.

None of the directions taken by art since its beginnings

has been abandoned.

The survival of magic and frontal representation

We have further evidence of this: two characteristic

conceptions of prehistory, one of the role, the other of the

scope of art, were perpetuated and developed.

The first conception makes the image a genuine double

of its original and endows it, as such, with the same
powers. Egypt was pre-eminently the country in which

this notion of the magical double with the same value as

Its original asserted itself. In the tombs, mural paintings

and statuettes repeat the scenes of everyday life to ensure

that the dead man may have eternal use of them. In

other words, both magical art and narrative art finally

serve the same purpose.

According to this belief, the statuettes of gods or

humans in Egypt and Mesopotamia perpetuate a presence.

The cylinder seal, when it depicts a libation, also gives it

a lasting worth. Where the modern eye sees a purely

anecdotal episode, the man of those times perceived in

the painting or sculpture an effective surrogate for the

being or action represented.

A conception of representation established from pre-

historic times was also to be preserved in those arts

destined to last, henceforth, for centuries. I refer to

the well-known law of frontality. This fundamental con-

vention of all the archaic arts requires that the body be

depicted according to an arbitrary arrangement, more in

conformity with logic than with appearances. It is really

only a more systematic appUcation of that conceptual

realism (that is to say, more faithful to the idea which

one has of a thing in principle than the aspect it presents

to the spectator in fact) of which prehistory afforded the

first examples and which is so different from our wholly

sensorial and optical modern reaUsm. In the Palaeolithic,

horns were placed full face on an animal in profile.

We need only reflect an instant to understand that this

way of representation is the corollary of the idea of the

double. In point of fact, according to that idea the work
of art is not limited to captiu:ing what one may happen to

see of a human being at the chance angle he presents to

the artist. Far from it; it is the actual being; it dupUcates

him. It is equally true and real, but of another truth,

another reality that of the motionless image. It must
therefore conform as closely as possible to its structure

and not to its episodic fleeting appearance. Like an ex-

planatory anatomical plate, then, it must display the out-

line of each part of the body as clearly as possible. In the

same way, an architect prefers to have a plan and elevation

of building rather than a photograph taken to suit the

lens, the lighting, etc. That is why the law of frontality

was now applied primarily and systematically to repre-

sentations of man; the animal, for which similar preoc-

cupations were not so essential, escaped it more easily in

scenes where its role was anecdotal.

What has been called the 'block statue' satisfied the

same needs. The reason the sculptor tried to enclose his
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171. MESOPOTAMIAN. Hard stone cylinder seal and its im

pression. Erech period. Before 3000 B.C. Louvre.

173. MESOPOTAMIAN. Impression of a cylinder seal made fron

a shell. Before 3000 B.C. Louvre.

s:^

INFLUENCE OF THE CYLINDER SEAL

A new enrichment of forms, and even their invention ond composition,

probably sprang from the use of the cylinder seal which was especially

widespread in Mesopotamia. The eye of the artist grew used to seeing the

same theme repeated indefinitely, and transposed the effect produced by this

mechanical technique into large-scale decorations (the rhythm of

repetition) . . .

. . . We may also assume that rigorously symmetrical composition and the

combination of parts of animals, creating monsters, were stimulated by the

reversed images and their division into sections produced by the cylinder seal.

1 77. PERSIAN. Processional file of soldiers. Pc-i scpolis. Sth century B.C.

1 72. MESOPOTAMIAN. Jasper cylinder

seal. Erech period. Before 3000 B.C.

Louvre.

174. MESOPOTAMIAN. Bas-relief of

the priest Dudu. From Tello. 28thcen-

tury B.C. Louvre.

175. PERSIAN. Impression of a corne-

lian cylinder seal showing two scorpion-

men under a solar disc. Louvre.
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178. PERSIAN. Procession of archers, from Susa, Glazed brick,

-ih century B.C. Louvre.

176. PERSIAN. Winged sphinxes from

Susa. Glazed brick. Louvre.
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over-all product in as simple a geometrical volume as

possible was to reduce the chances of its breaking be-

cause if the statue lost as much as a single fragment, the

being it was equivalent to would suffer the same mutila-

tion. Conceptual realism was applied everywhere, in

both Egypt and Mesopotamia, until Greece renewed

artistic vision and brought it more into conformity with

sensations.

The creation of the frame and composition

So much for their share in continuity; but the agrarian

empires also contributed and innovated. Their principal

discovery was a new way of conceiving and organising the

space in which the work was arranged. The new ideas of

the frame and composition came to light and remained

basic acquisitions for future centuries.

It is quite remarkable that this transformation took

place approximately at the beginning of history. It is

even possible, in Egypt, to see its beginnings. In 1898

paintings were discovered at Kom el Ahmar coming

166 from a tomb of ancient Hierakonpolis and dating from

late proto-dynastic times, i.e. the end of the 4th mil-

lennium. Unfortunately only a minute fragment of them

remains since their transfer to the Cairo Museum. In

their original state, one could see on the wall animals in

profile, men fighting, bearers of vases, typical ships of the

epoch and even a personage standing between two sym-

metrical wild beasts, just like the figure who first appeared

in the 4th millennium in Mesopotamia and later became
Gilgamesh between his lions. (Let us note in passing one

of these many proofs of very ancient relations between

the Nilotic and the Euphrates civilisations.) All the

above-mentioned elements, of such differing natures and

origins, were arranged as if at random on the wall. One
could almost say that they had been thrown on it like

confetti, regardless of whether the space was empty or

was already filled. Prehistoric art has accustomed us to

this disorder, which was the rule at that time.

But let us take a work which is only shghtly more recent,

since it, too, belongs to an almost identical pre-dynastic

75 epoch - the knife from Jebel el Arak, found to the west

of the Nile, near Denderah. Here order is suddenly re-

vealed: the animals are arranged in vertical rows (aligned

in each case on a horizontal base) forming 'registers'. The
167 same thing is true of the Stele of the Vultures (Louvre),

170 of the Narmer Palette, etc.

From now on this arrangement remains unchanged; it

recurs throughout Egyptian history in both paintings and
168 bas-reliefs. It goes hand in hand with a rectangular frame

forming the limits of the decorated space, the 'field', to

use a significant term. Suddenly the images accept a strict

discipline - they are enclosed in spaces clearly divided

by perpendicular borders, just like a page; they are

arranged in rigorously parallel rows, Uke staves.

This arrangement and constraint, hitherto unknown,
167 also emerged in Mesopotamia. It appeared there con-

stantly and naturally, instead of suddenly replacing an
incoherent scattering, as in Egypt, so that it is tempting
to seek its origin there. The vase from Warka (then Erech)
is an example from the Jemdet Nasr period, at the end of

197 the protohistoric. The Standard of Ur and the front
of the harp from the same place, show how, from the
threshold of history, i.e. the first half of the 3rd millen-
nium, this method of presentation was firmly established.

Today it seems natural and elementary to us, yet then it

brought about a considerable revolution. Before, the

artist had thought only of the figure he was drawing; all

he had asked for was something on which to draw it. But

from that period onwards he conceived the work of art as

a space (or a volume, in the case of sculpture), and he

enclosed it within geometrical limits, or a frame. He felt

obliged to arrange and organise his images within it by

submitting them to certain principles of order which were

those of composition. At first composition mainly obeyed

the two principal axes, the vertical and horizontal, and

their parallels.

The above were notions which, however flexible,

remained the basis of all works of art for thousands of

years. They have only recently been questioned by the

most daring modern researches. But did not the art born

with the great agrarian civilisations inaugurate an im-

mense phase in the history of art which perhaps is only

coming to an end in our time, when, it would seem,

a strange industrial, mechanical and atomic civilisation is

establishing itself?

The influence of the agrarian mode of life

Where could these startlingly new ideas, the adumbration

of which had been found exclusively, until then, in the art

of pure geometrical decoration, have been born? It is

necessary to consider the effect of the change in the way
of life. The Palaeolithic hunter, used to watching ani-

mals, 'thought' art mainly in terms of outlines. The
farmer had a different training and different mental

habits. Semi-nomadic at first, then settled in increasingly

restricted spaces owing to the growth of population and

the limitation of irrigable land, he found himself con-

fronted with the problem of dividing up the land and

defining boundaries. He had to create surveying. For the

first time he felt the need for a geometry which was no

longer empiric and approximate but as precise and exact

as calculation and instruments would allow. The strict-

ness of these partitions of the land was all the greater since

the divisions served as the basis for taxation. The trustees

of this were none other than the priests. Diodorus

Siculus and Herodotus were struck by the importance

they assumed.

The word of Greek origin geometrein, which designates

geometry, has preserved a trace of the preoccupation

which gave rise to it; it indicates that it is the measuring

of land. In order to define the field and put it side by side

with its neighbours, with regular surfaces which were

easy to compose and apportion, the science of parallels,

of segmentation into squares and rectangles exactly ad-

joining each other, had to be developed. The concept of

the boundary was thus imposed; then, with the appear-

ance of the plough, men became used to covering these

cultivable fields with regular furrows.

Art, the faithful reflection of mental and visual habits,

could not but register these new usages. Their mark will

be found in architecture (in the compact arrangement of

quadrangular plans and in the structural disposition of

the stones). Prehistoric constructions were made by piling

up the building materials; from now on materials were

dressed geometrically so that they could be fitted into

identical layers.

Another element appeared, particularly in Mesopo-

tamia, to confirm these tendencies: the use of the cylinder 173

seal which traders rolled on to the clay of closed jars to

seal them with a continuous motif, so that any attempt at
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breaking them open would be detected. The cylinder

171 seal, too, accustomed the eye to regular rows of subjects

repeated in bands.

It must also have encouraged the symmetry ot themes,

which seems to have obsessed the Mesopotamian artist.

The design the cylinder is to print appears on it in

reverse. When rolled on to the chosen surface it keeps

75. 176 repeating the design up to its limit, as symmetrically as if

reflected in a mirror. As soon as it has been printed, a lion

facing right appears on the cylinder opposite the lion

facing left whose counterpart it has just marked on the

clay. This, I imagine, was one of the factors which led the

art of Mesopotamia to create and spread, in Egypt for

example, figures of a heraldic type, facing each other in

pairs on either side of an axis, i. e. the Tree of Life be-

tween two members of the goat tribe, Gilgamesh be-

tween the two lions, etc. Symmetry had scarcely ap-

peared in prehistoric art except when directly suggested

9 by the human body in the Aurignacian Venuses, for

example. Henceforth it was used universally.

Technique and the invention of new themes

Innovations, particularly visual ones, are often born by

chance: although interlacing as a decorative theme ap-

peared quite naturally in the Neolithic as a result of

basket-work, espartc-work and weaving, it was possibly

not applied to figures until given the impetus of the

cylinder seal. In the course of its motion, this continuous

changing and cutting up of the printing image and the

image printed afforded unexpected combinations, by

their perpetual symmetric interplay. This may have

given rise to the portrayals of animals with interlaced

172 necks. These appear, it would seem, from the Ercch

period in Mesopotamian glyptics and pass from there to

Egypt, but they are less common there. They are found,

from the end of the 4th millennium, on the knife from

Jebel el Tarif, and during the proto-dynastic period.

170 Then they are seen in the Narmer Palette, in the 1st

Dynasty.

Perhaps these chance combinations gave rise to the idea

of the monster (which is strictly speaking Mesopotamian),

that is to say, the idea of creating unreal beings by the

juxtaposition of elements belonging to various real ani-

mals or even humans. This invention had an enormous
success; starting at Sumer, it was perpetuated in an un-

broken line up to mediaeval art. Egypt (with the sphinx,

for example) and Greece joined the cavalcade en route.

Thus heterogeneous monsters, living interlaced forms

and symmetry of figures may all have been brought to

life by the new technique of the cylinder seal.

Another, older example — since it goes back to the

genuine Neolithic — of visual innovation brought about

by a technical accident is provided by pottery. When the

craftsman decorates the edge of a bowl with the zigzag,

he involuntarily creates a new figure which is only visible

if he looks at his receptacle afterwards not in profile, but

full face from underneath. In the circular form which
he then sees, the zigzag forms a star.

It is our belief that all the variations of the radiating

symmetrical shapes, from this star to the floral rose, are

descendants of involuntary discovery which was made
then. We must remember that resemblance and realism

were given to man by evocative coincidences of lines,

first traced at random by wandering fingers. Imagine,
then, the contributions of the civilisations which received
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all the new crafts of weaving, plaiting, pottery, etc., from

the Neolithic. The essential constituents of the formal

and decorative repertory perpetuated until our own time

were formed then. There was no further considerable

contribution except for another technical revolution, that

which brought about metallurgy.

This experience, at once manual and visual, not only

supplied the eye with themes but it penetrated the sensi-

bility. It was mainly because the Egyptian and Meso-

potamian sensibilities were not identical that the arts

created by them are separated by certain distinctive

characteristics: the Egyptian worked solid, and even hard,

materials; he liked clear, powerful shapes; he always came 201

back to a grandiose sense of petrified monumentality.

The Mesopotamian, virtually deprived of wood and stone

and forced to use clay, had a much softer sense of form, 192

which came out as much in his sculpture as in his

architecture.

At the same time, his use of an agglomeration of clay

which was solidified afterwards led him to discover and

construct the vault or the cupola, while the Egyptian

continued to prefer the hard horizontal lintel placed

squarely on two uprights. Also, while the Egyptian drew

his plastic effects from the articulation of clear solid

planes, the Mesopotamian developed on his always rather

inconsistent masses the art of the sharp chiselling of

details making use of a resource offered him by the

docile earth and refused the Egyptian by his recalcitrant

material. This very special skill had another upsurge in

Assyrian times in the carving of bas-reliefs on limestone. 243

Discovery of plant forms and of rhythm

The living conditions offered by a particular civilisation

are not only begetters of shapes. They are also begetters

of subjects. The Palaeolithic hunter thought only of the

animal; in the course of his rare incursions into the field

of the human figure, he suddenly lost all the gifts which

he had prodigiously perfected in order to dedicate them

to animals. The artist of the great agrarian empires

received his legacy and applied it to scenes of hunting 240

(pastime of the kings and nobles) and to the depiction

of animals found on the farm. 195

But he discovered another form, almost totally ignored

until then that of plants and flowers. He depicted them

with flexibility and acuity, in a progression which led

gradually and inevitably to landscape. Does not a cylinder

seal from Ur of the 4th millennium already represent,

with the stylisation peculiar to arts in their infancy,

a hunt in the marshes among the reeds ?

Nature even inspired the artist in architecture, more

especially in decoration. The bundles of stalks forming

columns suggested giving the capitals a floral appearance. 260

In Egypt capitals were lotus-, palm- and papyrus-shaped,

finally resulting in composite types. The arid geometry of

primitive ornamentation was nourished and made more

flexible by the assimilation of the living plant shapes. In

Mesopotamia the star, which we saw in the circular

decoration on pottery, changed into a rosette which

resembled a flower with open petals, or a marguerite. Like

all the acquisitions which gradually enrich the artistic

repertory, this theme did not disappear. The law of

stylisation helped to diversify decoration by reducing

realistic themes to geometric ones. The enrichment of

subject matter ended inevitably in the enrichment of

forms.

183. MESOPOTAMIAN. Winged man-headed bull. 9th century

B.C. British Museum.





Art was not content merely to increase this repertory.

With the agrarian empires there arose a principle hitherto

almost unknown; rhythm. Admittedly it had been hinted

at in the elementary forms of repetition and alternation —

of which examples appeared from Palaeolithic times. But

now the rhythms of progression were discovered, and

conscious decorative use was made of them.

It would be possible to find the most elementary forms

as early as the Neolithic. On Susa ceramics of the 4th mil-

lennium we can see an angle set in a similar, larger, angle

which is crowned in the same way, and so on. This is the

theme offered in the West by the concentric shapes which

make up the mysterious ornamentation of the megalithic

steles of Gavr'inis, in Brittany. The same procedure is

met with in Egypt in certain decorations: the frame of

a door is lodged in another similar but larger shape, and

the operation is repeated several times by successive

boxings. Thus the rhythm of growth was added to the

simpler rhythms of repetition and alternation.

This new rhythm passed into the most typical archi-

tectural shapes, such as the step pyramid of the earliest

times in Egypt, of the Sakkara type, and the ziggurat,

estabhshed in Mesopotamia from the 3rd millennium.

The increasingly narrow storeys were sometimes of the

same height, but elsewhere they were generally disposed

in decreasing series.

There were more complicated rhythms: very early, in

Egypt, the styUsed folds of fabrics in bas-reliefs and

paintings ceased to be rendered as monotonous parallels:

the curve which was their origin opened up more and

more, like a wave widening. This was not the simple

and successive enlargement of the same shape but was

the methodical transition from one shape to another by

simplification of the curves — especially from the

XVIIIth Dynasty onwards. The human spirit was en-

riched by an experience hitherto unknown; agrarian soci-

ety revealed to man the rhythms of life and those of

natural phenomena — the days, the seasons and above

all the plants ~ which added to repetition the cycle of

growth and decrease, which is the most obvious biological

law. This strikes the farmer when he watches both the

progress of the stars and the periodicity of his crops.

In the general development of all the creative activities

of a particular time, the sciences of numbers and geo-

metry are at a stage parallel to that of the arts. We know
that the Chaldeans solved problems corresponding to

quadratic equations. Now, the problems which the

amplification of curves sets in our time are within their

province. At the time that the new, circular motifs —
stars and rosettes — were being discovered, we should

remember that Mesopotamian science, for its part, had
learnt how to divide the circle into 360 parts. In other

words, intellectual discoveries went together with visual

discoveries, no doubt because they had the same initial

causes.

The feeling for rhythms, then, became finer and was

enriched at the same time that it found support in the

parallel development of knowledge. It led inevitably to

a comparison of the analogous factors of different di-

mensions belonging to one and the same series, to a seek-

ing for the key to the relation which united and dominated

them. Then the idea of proportion was discovered. Was
it not an inevitable temptation for anyone faced with the

enormous ziggurat, dominating all the constructions

round it with its storeys of different colours glowing in

the sun ? Was not the calculation of its dimensions com-

pulsory for the architect who had to create it ? Thus the

eye and the mind together made this discovery of pro-

portion - a more conscious stage of the development of

rhythms, which were at first almost purely instinctive and

physical, like dancing, and were based essentially on

'repetition of the same theme'. It was to fall to Greece to

reach the stage of conscious possession of this funda-

mental resource of art.

The arts of successive civilisations progress, leaving

their heritage to the future. Each of the mainstreams we
have just mentioned, increased by the contribution of the

arts of the age of metals, proceeded, therefore, to the

point of convergence where all their achievements were

imited: then the miracle of Greece sprang forth.

184. MESOPOTAMIAN. The ziseurat at Ur.
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EGYPT AND MESOPOTAMIA Georges Contenau

The common conditions which brought into being the empires

of Egypt and Mesopotamia created a close similarity

between them which the normal method of studying the

two countries separately tends to obscure. Dr Contenau,

whose excavations and books have contributed so much

to our knowledge of the ancient civilisations of the

Near East, and who has already described their prehistoric

phase (Chapter 1 ), brings out their fundamental

similarities before going into details of their

development up to the 2nd millennium B.C.

At the Thinite period in Egypt and at the beginning of

the Jemdet Nasr epoch in Mesopotamia, civilisation as

we conceive of it today already existed. The conditions

for its flowering were all present: an abundance allowing

of reserve stocks, tranquillity about the future and

a spirituality without which techniques may flourish, but

not a genuine culture. The prosperity of the two empires

was assured by irrigation from the Nile, the Tigris and

the Euphrates; the constant preoccupation and pride of

the monarchs was to have a new canal dug or the old

ones maintained. If the floods from the rivers were not

controlled, they could have devastating consequences;

the greater the network of canals, the larger the area of

cultivable land. These canals were trade routes for an

ever-increasing fleet of barges, and they further con-

tributed to prosperity by the fish they contained.

Monarchy and religion

Security was assured by the establishment of a central

monarchy with absolute power which controlled the

ancient nomes. It was a lasting monarchy, and it ac-

cumulated reserve stocks. The benefits of such a produc-

tive government became all the more obvious when a rev-

olution such as that which put an end to the Old King-

dom showed up the perils of consumer regimes. Then
Egypt appeared to be ruined, but tradition prevailed and

made good the damage done by the rule of the masses.

In Mesopotamia (and that is undoubtedly the reason for

its retarded development when Egypt was making great

strides) the dynasties, of which we only know the names,

succeeded each other from town to town as the chance

result of local wars. It took the monarchy of Akkad to

install powers capable of directing the whole country.

Eventually — and this provided the necessary spirit-

uality — every human power had to recognise a divine

power. There was in Mesopotamia and Egypt a demand-

ing religion whose strength was allied with that of the

sovereigns. The Egyptians recognised a god-king, all the

more absolute for this reason, whose presence in the

midst of his people gave them security in the future

and helped to increase a fortunate characteristic, the

optimism so obvious in their artistic productions.

The chief in Mesopotamia was not a god; he was merely

his delegate. Very few kings were deified in the Tigris and

Euphrates basins. The furthest these civilisations ever

went was to claim a divinity as their foster-mother. And,

as we shall see, this undoubtedly made the Mesopotamian

less sure of tomorrow than his Nilotic neighbour who was

reassured by the divine presence.

Let us take note of a fundamental difference between

the two religions; the pharaohs of the Old Kingdom gave

their intimates the benefits of their advantages in the

hereafter, but the people had absolutely no share in these

advantages. They did not begin to participate until the

Middle Kingdom; as from that time every Egyptian had

his share in the blessings of the after-life provided he was

worthy of them. There was nothing comparable among
the Mesopotamians, who had a miserable after-life. There

is no doubt that this was one more reason for the sterner

character of the Mesopotamians and their penchant for

a more severe art. Lastly, we must take into account

a people's natural propensity to seek beauty, as well as the

feeling they may have for it. Neither the Egyptian nor the

Mesopotamian rhapsodised over a particular object or

landscape. Confronted with a wonderful spectacle, the

Babylonian scribe could only find the following dry

formula to express his enthusiasm: 'And it was beautiful

to behold.' But the Egyptians were more sensitive to

beauty and to charm, and they have transcribed them in

works of a delicate elegance extremely rare among the

Mesopotamians.

Thus we are led to analyse the arts of each of these two

peoples and the conventions which governed them.

Material conditions and their effects on art

In Egypt and in Mesopotamia, as anywhere else, art was

influenced by the potentialities in the soil and at the site

where the monuments were erected. In both empires

wood was rare; the palm-tree supplied trunks (which

were not very resistant and which bent under weights)

for roofs; all that could be extracted from them, however,

were small panels. As it was a lengthy and expensive

process to procure pine and cedar from Syria, the Meso-

potamians were led to prefer rooms which were compar-

atively narrow in relation to their length, the breadth

being limited by the weight which the palm trunks of the

terrace could withstand without bending. The Egyptians,

on the other hand, found in their quarries the material

for columns suitable for supporting the roof beams.

Stone, the basic material for architecture, was found in

abundance in Egypt, but it was lacking in Sumer. The
Mesopotamians used clay, a common material, for brick

architecture. But since fuel was scarce they used sun-

dried brick, which is simply soft clay shaped to the re-

quired dimensions and laid out to dry in the open air.

This was not very resistant, and the walls were constantly

being repaired. The problem of transporting materials

was easily solved by barge fleets which were highly de-

veloped in both countries. Boats with shallow draughts

thronged their rivers, even in barely navigable spots. In

Mesopotamia navigation was increased by the continuous

extension of the canal system. When they had to go

inland, the people of both countries had recourse to the

caravan, for which paths and tracks were adequate.

(These were caravans of donkeys, the horse and camel

not being in common use until much later.)

For all these constructions, whose ruins still seem

gigantic to us, the lack of mechanical means was replaced

by slavery, without which the ancient world would have

been incapable of carrying out the works whose remains

we admire today. Major Lefebvre des Noettes, who has
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studied the matter, has established that the use of the

horse as a draught animal could not have spread until the

collar which here on its shoulders was invented. Before

that, the collar enclosed the neck and withers, and the

more the animal pulled the more it strangled itself. But

even if they had had horse and collar at their disposal,

I think that they would have still preferred the practice

of slavery, because its yield was unlimited and its man-

power could easily be renewed. The slaves of the state,

prisoners of war or raids, cost nothing. All the difficulties

of transporting materials were solved by increasing the

number of workers; thanks to slaves, material progress in

these civilisations largely anticipated the potentiahties of

machinery and industry.

The progress of techniques is an obvious condition of

the evolution of art, and in this respect Egypt and Meso-

potamia were not equally favoured. The absence of stone

and its replacement by sun-dried clay bricks led Mesopo-

tamia to produce a heavy, massive architecture, resistant

only by its weight, with no possibility of any ornamenta-

tion other than panels of the same material, applied to the

walls — possibly a heritage from primitive wooden

architecture. In such constructions the openings were

reduced to a minimum for fear of collapse however,

this necessity suited the climate.

Egypt, on the other hand, was able from the beginning

to build extensively in stone. For this reason it could

use the column, which was not available to the Meso-

potamians; but the scarcity of wood for roofs led the

Egyptians to multiply the stone supports to which the

weight of the roofs gave an exaggerated importance.

There are two sorts of monuments which are special

reflections of this structure by masses: the pyramid among
the Egyptians, the ziggurat or storeyed tower (which was

the type of the Tower of Babel) in Mesopotamia. The
pyramid was stepped before being smooth, and the

ziggurat remained stepped. But where the Egyptian was

preparing a tomb for the god-king, the Mesopotamian

only wanted a mass containing nothing but a small temple

for the reception of the divinity. As a dependency it had

at its feet a much larger sanctuary for the big ceremonies,

in the same way that the pyramid was accompanied by

temples. If, therefore, there were many features in com-

mon in the shapes of these two monuments, they had no

similarity of purpose. Perhaps this generally held opinion

is rather rash. When Herodotus visited Babylon, he was

told that the storeyed tower was the tomb of the god

Bel (who was deemed to die, or rather to go into a winter

sleep, every year, to reappear refreshed and full of life).

Even if no cenotaph has yet been found in a Mesopota-
mian ziggurat, R. Ghirshman has discovered several

chambers in that of Choga Zambil, near Susa, and the

excavations are by no means complete. It is hardly

possible that the popular consensus of opinion was mis-

taken when it informed Herodotus about a monument
which was part of its religion for centuries. Perhaps the

ziggurat of Choga Zambil, when completely excavated,

will supply an answer in the sense which will appear
most reasonable.

The ziggurats, the Mesopotamian palaces, appeared in

massive shapes because of the friability of sun-dried brick,

which was only resistant when in a great volume. These
buildings were never made of anything but earth, and
this fact greatly detracted from their aesthetic value.

The materia! employed has its importance and makes itself

1 85. Religious scenes showing ziggurat. Impressions from Meso-

potamian cylinder seals.

felt. Schopenhauer put it very well in his Aesthetics:

'Suppose,' he says, in essence, 'that you are standing in

front of a great monument of imposing proportions and

volume, and you are informed that the monument is made
of cork your admiration will be considerably lessened.'

As for metal, it was known at an early date in both

empires through trade, and was skilfully worked. Before

reaching the period of cast statues, Egyptians and Meso-

potamians were content to cast the head, to which they

joined a body composed of a core of tarred wood on which

were adjusted thin, malleable sheets of copper, fixed with

small nails (statues of Pepi I; bulls from the temple at

al 'Ubaid; head from Nineveh). Many gold objects were

made of comparatively thin gold leaf on a core of wood
or metal; only very small objects were made of solid gold.

Painting was much more widely used than was at first

thought (when it was not looked for in the excavations).

Essentially decorative, it consisted of geometrical motifs

in the interiors of dwellings or of large panels which re-

placed, in Mesopotamian provincial palaces, the bas-

reliefs of the capitals and dealt with the same subjects.

Often it consisted of pure patches of colour intended to

heighten certain parts of scenes which were simply drawn

(palace at Tell Ahmar). While it was used either on its

own or on the religious or funerary bas-reliefs in the

Egyptian tombs, it seems that painting was used in Meso-

potamia only to touch up stone bas-reliefs.

The influence of religious beliefs

In all ancient societies art was deeply influenced by

religion; one could say that at first it was solely devoted

to its service in Egypt and Mesopotamia, for the civil

power itself drew its source from religion. A brief sum-

185. Reconstruction of the Tower of Babel. 6er/in Museum.



mary of the distinctive features of the beliefs of the two
peoples is equivalent to exposing the fields in which art

had its outlet.

Egypt was a monotheistic country, but, owing to the

way it was formed (from independent nomes united under

a single will), superficial polytheism existed, resulting from

the union of the various gods of the individual capitals

under the aegis of the god-pharaoh who unified the

country. We say superficial because each city honoured

a god who was often akin to the god of the neighbouring

city. The pharaoh was not only the religious head, the

head chosen by god, he was the god himself - since the

Egyptians believed that at the time of his conception the

god had substituted his divinity for human nature in the

features of the king his father. The worship of the god

therefore extended to the king. When an Egyptian died

he did not do so wholly, and it was accepted that his soul

continued to live in the vicinity of his body; hence the

care taken to preserve the body by mummification and

hence the division of the tomb into two parts: a secret

one for the body and its soul, another intended for funeral

worship, to which the soul had access to enjoy the

funerary offerings. But traces are also found of the belief

that the soul could go to paradise where the god Osiris

reigned; then the dead person was furnished with objects

for the journey, and with statuettes, the 'guarantors' who
would stand for him in the realms of the god.

The foregoing, which summarises the essentials and

does not take the solar doctrine of Heliopolis into account,

is enough to show the field in which art was practised: the

temples and the gods and the king per se and in his re-

lations with his divine ancestors — so much for life; as

regards death, the building of the tomb and its decoration,

a reminder of past life or a picture of what awaits the dead

man in the hereafter. All this art, then, was primarily

utilitarian, but how did the Egyptians come to give so

much importance to these representations ? Here we
touch on one of the fundamental beliefs in Egypt and

Mesopotamia which we shall comment on as it appeared

in the former country, the 'doctrine of the name'.

This doctrine is not peculiar to Egypt and Mesopo-

tamia; the Israelites knew it and Plato professed it, at

least in part: a thing does not exist unless it has a name;

to name it is to know it and take possession of it.

Starting with these premises, the consequences unfold

with relentless logic; since knowing the name of a person

confers power over him, the Egyptian and Mesopotamian

gods were not slow to conceal theirs, and an Egyptian

narrative tells us quite naturally: 'His real name was

Imhotep, but they called him Petubastis.' Another text

tells us how the magician Isis, having found out the name
of the god Ra, who was aging, made use of it to become

a goddess. Voices had their value in the way they pro-

nounced the name; hence the necessity for the person

reciting the sacred formulas to have the 'right voice', the

suitable tone. He also had to know the gesture which

accompanies the voice or the formula - hence the dances

of war and love. But to utter the name in a particular kind

of voice while making a particular gesture had only

a momentary value; to draw an action, to represent it,

was a lasting act of taking possession hence the cave

paintings of the game which was hunted; the statue,

whether large or smaU, guaranteed the existence of its

original for as long as it itself existed; if the name of the

person it represented was engraved on it, it was animated;

187. EGYPTIAN. The great pyramid at Medum. IVth Dynasty.
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if a prayer was engraved on the plinth or the clothing,

then it became a facsimile of the devotee perpetually re-

peating its invocation to the gods to benefit its original.

There we have the explanation of Egyptian and Meso-

potamian statuary and bas-reliefs. In all their works of art

we shall find a similar desire: to honour the gods, but also

to procure their favours. The art of archaic societies, then,

is primarily utilitarian, since everything depends on the

credit which the devotee obtains from the gods.

A number of the features encountered in the Egyptian

religion recur in the Mesopotamian ritual; there was

a principal god for each city and there were secondary

gods, evil spirits tormenting the dead neglected by their

descendants. But there are two fundamental differences

between the religions. In Mesopotamia the king was not

the god; he was merely his chosen one, the surrogate

nominated by him. Also, there was no paradisal hereafter

only a sort of limbo of darkness and dust where the

dead knew no happiness and might even suffer hunger if

the living did not bring them offerings, while the Egyptian

dead, by applying the power of the name, could animate

all the representations of offerings which surrounded

them, even if their families had forgotten them.

This was enough to create a profound difference be-

tween the two peoples; whereas the Egyptian felt sure of

the future, the Mesopotamian felt his god remote and

believed that nothing in the hereafter would conso'e him

for sufferings on earth.

Without even invoking a probable fundamental differ-

ence in character between the two peoples, these con-

ditions were quite enough to appear clearly in their

artistic productions. In any case, in its beginnings Meso-

potamian art, like that of Egypt, was dominated by

magico-religious considerations. Since religion continued

to be the guiding principle, at least in theory, in the two

countries, art retained this primitive point of view. Above
all, it was in the service of the gods, for their glorification

and intended for the protection of the faithful. Soon the

great difference was established between the two coun-

tries; Egypt, from the nature of its soil, used tombs, caves

or stone coverings for its burial places. It adorned them
with figures glorifying the gods and intended to protect

the dead; the fictions which represented a thing already

endowed it with life. The Egyptians decorated the walls

of tombs with the images of everything the dead person

could hope for in the hereafter and provided him with

funerary offerings and food; the Mesopotamians could

only count on this last.

To a large extent the decoration of the Egyptian
temples has survived; that of the Mesopotamian temples
disappeared with the sanctuaries; however we can make
suppositions about it from the few examples which
remain. Our harvest is a rich one in the field of decorative

art. Various objects and all the jewels were ornamented
with motifs of religious origin - the lotus among the
Egyptians, the marguerite-shaped rosette in Mesopotamia
— and short religious scenes were used where bracelets,

pendants and embroidery on dresses were concerned.
Whereas in the West the decorative motifs were partial-

ly renovated at the same time as the styles, they remained
constant in Mesopotamian and Egyptian art. Moreover,
many of these motifs passed from one country to another
through trade, particularly as far as the working of ivory
was concerned. Some motifs were reproduced for orna-
mental reasons, without being understood.

Relations with spiritual life

If we divide what is known as civilisation into two parts,

one dealing with material and technical progress, the

other concerning the development of social and spiritual

life, it is with the latter that art will be intimately linked.

We shall try to reconstitute it by the evidence; naturally,

there can be no question of doing so for the periods in

which civilisation was being formed. P. Gilbert has

conducted an inquiry which began with records from the

second half of the 3rd millennium B.C., the first being of

a death mask of the (anonymous) owner of one of the

Sakkara pyramids. It is a thinker's face, with a high

forehead, indicating a refined race such was the human
type of the epoch. The quahty of thought is revealed in

the maxims of Ptahhotep, a sage among the contemporary

rulers; his language was not that of a member of a hard

and heartless society, but of a man who had experienced

the evil which surrounds us and wants to avoid it, even to

dissipate it by doing good. He extolled truth and justice.

He recommended people to inspire affection, not fear; he

beheved in a moderate god, and added: 'If thy field

prospers and the god heaps riches on you, do not go to

other people's houses to eat.' His words were primarily

addressed to those who were in positions of authority.

'Shun envy,' he said, 'it makes the most united quarrel.'

Lastly he admonished: 'If you have risen in life, never

forget your previous situation.' We quote one more
phrase, which is thousands of years ahead of its time: 'Do

not lift up your heart, that it be not humbled.'

After the turmoil which put an end to the Old King-

dom, another sage, towards 2100, was still uttering the

same maxims and insisting on the duties towards the

divinity, saying that he should be worshipped not only

in himself but in his works: 'Venerate the god, whether he

be made of bronze or precious stones, or of water re-

placed by water.' That was not enough; it was also

necessary to think of one's neighbour, and the sage said:

'Console him who weeps.' The negative Egyptian attitude

went even further; conscious of the definitive and ir-

reparable nature of damage done to others, even if it is

forgiven, the penitent later proclaimed: 'I have not made
anyone weep.'

Such was the moral climate of the society (or at least

of its elite) which produced the art of the Old and Middle

Kingdoms.

Conventions of the human figure

While Egypt had at her disposal various kinds of stone

suitable for carving statues, Mesopotamia was so short

of raw materials that she even went so far as to use porous

stone for this purpose; and as a result the Egyptians

rapidly took to life- and larger than life-size statuary,

while the Mesopotamians were confined to the statuette.

At first the two peoples adopted a fairly curtailed rule

governing the proportions of the human body. The
Egyptians soon freed themselves from it, but the Meso-

potamians took longer, especially at the centre of Tello

(ancient Lagash), where they adopted an improbably

strict convention, using, as a measurement, four heads

for the height of the body, whereas the average rule is

seven to seven and a half heads. What inspired them to

adopt an anomaly so much in contradiction with reahty?

These statues were made as ex votos and were dedicated

to the divinity; they were meant to replace the donor.

The characteristic feature of a person is his head, and in
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these figures the body was a support, of no great interest.

Moreover, if the person was of some standing the statue

would bear his name so that the god was aware of it.

Ethnical features in sculpture were more pronounced

in Mesopotamia than they were in Egypt, where the faces

were generally well proportioned without any particular

exaggeration. In the Sumerian epoch, in Mesopotamia,

the nose was paradoxically accentuated into an eagle's

beak; its curve was prolonged naturally with that of the

low forehead crowned with a skull whose summit reached

the occiput (which fell straight to the shoulders without

bringing out the Une of the neck). This appearance is not

unconnected with the theory of F. von Luschan, who
would have it that the first inhabitants of Mesopotamia

were brachycephalics, with an aspect rather like that of

the people of the Dinaric Alps. But the Sumerian skulls

which have been subjected to analysis indicate that they

are linked with the Mediterranean dolichocephalic race.

The aspect given to their creations by the sculptors re-

mains, therefore, rather disconcerting.

On the statues of the Egyptians - less frequently,

incidentally, than on those of the Sumerians — the eyes

were hollowed out and the sockets inlaid with an arti-

ficial eye intended to endow the expression with life;

the Sumerians embedded the white of the eye (a sea-shell)

and the pupil (lapis lazuli or bitumen) in a wide capsule

of bitumen which was intended to imitate the eyelashes

and which produces a strange effect. On the other hand,

the eye of a statue such as the Egyptian one of the Seated

Scribe, in the Louvre, with a pupil of crystal, is inset in

a thin capsule of copper which helps to obtain the effect

sought for.

191. EGYPTIAN. The Seated Scribe. The detail shows the inset

eyes. Vth Dynasty. Louvre.

1 92. SUMERIAN. Bust of a woman.

The statues are carved bald-headed or wearing wigs;

they are upright and, according to the region, motionless

(Tello) or with one foot forward (Tell Asmar). Among

the Egyptians, the arms may be by the side of the body;

but they are more often raised to the chest, with hands

crossed, in Sumer. It was the attitude of respect for

statues, whereas on bas-reliefs the forearm was flexed, the

hand at mouth height. This came from the need to make

the statue as invulnerable as possible to shocks, since the

future safety of the individual depended on it.

The Egyptians had the same fear. They carved statues

which were seated on the ground with the knees drawn

up to the chin, forming a simple cube.

The main distinction between man and woman in

Mesopotamian art was made by convention of dress; at

first man was clad in a loin-cloth forming a skirt, and his

torso was bare; woman wore a larger drape with which

she covered her left shoulder, leaving the right shoulder

and arm free: later, man adopted the female costume, and

woman had a cloth which she draped in such a way as to

cover both her shoulders. In the early times she had hair

flowing down her back, tied up by a ribbon crossed

X-wise. Later she wore a cloth on her hair, held by a sort

of pad (the agal of the Bedouins). But no charm, no

feminine aspect in the features, distinguished her. In the

bas-relief of the ruler Ur-Nanshe, the long-haired person

is presumably the ruler's wife.

The very beautiful face of a fairly large-sized statue,

found at Warka, has been catalogued as a woman's head,

for the hair style, with small serrations held tightly

against the forehead with a ribbon, is that of a woman

(heads in the Louvre); without the ribbon and the big

serrations, it would be the hair style of a man of the

archaic dynastic epoch, as I believe it to be (Sumerian

copper figure in the Louvre, and still later statuettes of
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193. SUMERIAN. Bas-relief of Ur -Nanshe. from Tello. Middle of

the 3rd millennium. Louvre.

King Lugalkisaisi in the Louvre and in Berlin).

There were just as many conventions governing bas-

rehefs as statues. Bas-rehef presented the artist vi^ith a new

technical difficulty: the need to render three dimensions

on a surface which only possessed two and to find

stratagems to express the depth which the bas-relief

could not reproduce.

Apparently the primitive artist faced with this obstacle

reacted in the same way everywhere, since the archaic

193. 196 works of Egypt and Sumer resolved the problem in

similar ways. The body was, so to speak, dissociated —

each part being represented in the way which was most

expressive (or perhaps easiest) for the sculptor. Thus the

head, the legs and the feet were represented in profile;

the upper part of the body, on the other hand, was

frontal; it only acquired a three-quarters view with time.

Then a literal distortion of the neck and the pelvis took

place so as to make these disparate parts agree. The posi-

tion of the feet, one behind the other on the same level,

led to an imeven balance. Details exhibited just as great

oddities. The eyes were frontal in a profile face, un-

doubtedly because of the importance of the look, which

betrayed the emotions. But the sculptor drew in profile

the long square beard which fell down to the chest, making

a part of the mouth disappear. In the same way gods

wearing horned tiaras and warriors with their helmets

ornamented with lateral horns wore their head-dress

frontally on a head in profile. The bas-relief in the

193 Louvre from Tello represents the ruler Ur-Nanshe (once

transcribed Ur-Nina) and his family. It is an excellent

example of these conventions. On the lower register of

the rehef the artist has got round the difficulty of depicting

Ur-Nanshe seated by dressing him in a wooUen skirt

which covers the lower part of his body.

After the archaic period in Mesopotamia, when the

faithful were represented naked before god, this dress

remained common only among prisoners of war. Women
were never represented naked. Much the same held good
in Egypt, with a few fine exceptions, but the female body
was often merely covered with a cloth showing up the

shapes, particularly a single breast which projected across

the bas-relief beneath the fabric, something unknown to

Mesopotamian custom. During the archaic period, it has
been noted that the Mesopotamians depicted spindly
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muscles: for example, among the prisoners on a bas-relief

from Akkadian times; among the bearers of offerings

in the procession on the Warka vase. The tradition,

therefore, was kept up for several centuries. Much later,

in the Assyrian epoch, the muscles of arms and legs left

visible by the clothing were always represented contracted

in an effort, in a rather unnatural, sometimes unreal,

manner. Egypt avoided these extremes.

And this leads us to point out a defect in the bas-reliefs

which Mesopotamia and, to a lesser degree, Egypt were

unable to overcome: the inability to reproduce correctly

the articulation of the shoulder farthest from the spectator.

In the bas-reliefs of prisoners from Akkad, the arms of

one of them are bound behind his back. The artist has

deliberately suppressed any possible link with the arm
furthest away; on the Assyrian stele from Bel Harran Bel

Utsur, on the other hand, the articulation of the shoulder

is thrust forward in a pitiful way. In Egypt the sculptor

was more skilful at avoiding the difficulty.

The study of attitudes in Mesopotamia, which owes

a great deal to Flavigny, shows us many conventions

which are difficult to explain at first sight: the depiction

of a person on both sides of a scene, so that he is seen

both from the left and from the right; persons or objects

placed one behind the other, which must be imderstood

as being situated side by side. On some cylinders a two-

faced god is seen between the principal god and the

worshipper; some scholars interpret this anticipatory

representation of Janus as a way of depicting intercession

~ the secondary god addressing himself alternately to

the principal god and to the worshipper.

The breaking down of movement and attitudes was the

subject of research in both countries. Egypt, in a series of

sketches at Beni Hasan, showed wrestlers at various

moments of the fight which followed very close upon one

another, but often preoccupation with preserving the

combattants' dignity diminished the vigour of these

works. The most decisive moment of the action was not

chosen, for example, on the Stele of the Vultures, when
the god is about to fracture the skulls of the conquered;

there was more verve, a better choice of the vital moment,
in Egyptian bas-reliefs.

Both the Egyptians and the Mesopotamians had an

acute sense of the observation of animals and have left

masterpieces behind. Perhaps the Mesopotamians were

at their best in the Erech period and later in the Assyrian

period, while the Egyptians, in such works as the geese

from Medum and the animal scenes from el Amarna,
were incomparable.

Spatial conventions

Certain conventions were adopted by the two empires to

express several objects in line. The fashion current in

Mesopotamia for depicting an animal with horns was to

presume a strict profile so that only one was visible; the

animal became, in a sense, single horned. Another

procedure, for showing a team pulling a chariot, for

example, consisted in superimposing the horses in space,

far from one another, and connecting them to the chariot

by their reins which describe an exaggerated curve. Or
again, as children do, the artist added contour lines to the

upper outline of the animal and to its feet. But animals

and people were soon seen from a three-quarters view and

overlapping each other, among both the Egyptians and

the Mesopotamians.

Opposite. EGYPTIAN. Fowling in the marshes. The
festival of Sekhtet. Copy of fresco from the tomb of

Nakht at Thebes. XViilth Dynasty. British Museum
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EGYPTIAN. Second cover of the coffin of

Tutankhamen. Covered in gold leaf and incrusted

with coloured glass. Coiro Museum.



194. Wrestlers from tomb 1 5 at Beni Hasan (detail). Beginning

of the Middle Kingdom.

The arrangement of scenes on a bas-relief brought up
the problem of perspective, which archaic artists did not

render as we do. They limited themselves to staggering

the various elements of the composition one above the

other, drawing them all the same size: the spectator had
to re-estabUsh the values and translate the thought of the

sculptor. On some cylinder seals this is particularly clear.

Thus the artist shows us oxen, their heads seen in strict

profile, grouped around their stable made of plaited reeds.

There again we see the rise of a convention also respected

by the Egyptians. In order to show the contents of the

stable the artist had drawn on either side of the edifice

the forequarters of an animal which appears to be emer-

ging through the wall, the door remaining free. In actual

fact these animals are not emerging from the stable; they

are indicating its contents. At Thebes, in the tomb of

Rekhmire, vizier of Tuthmosis III, men of Keftiu

(Crete) were represented bringing gold vases in tribute.

The vases were decorated internally with motifs in re-

pousse work. The artist drew them aligned on the edge of

the vase as if they were coming out of it, a conventional

way of showing the inside - at least according to some
scholars, for this explanation is not unanimously accepted.

But from the remotest epochs the artist also used

another procedure to get round the problem of per-

spective; he composed his scenes in registers, separated

from one another by a clay line. This method of creation

reduced the number of cases in which perspective had to

be employed. Handsome examples are afforded by the

Egyptian palettes, the Warka vase at Baghdad and the

Stele of the Vultures in the Louvre.

Should we attribute these various procedures used by
the Eastern sculptors to a genuine lack of skill? The
artists invite us to examine their bas-rehefs, not with

a single glance but by moving in front of each one of the

motifs to be considered. It would seem more logical, one
might say, to depict an ensemble of the type normally
taken in by our eyes from the spot where we stand; but
a general view is rarely adequate. We approach or change
our position to appreciate the details, the 'close-up'. We
are more superficial in our way of expressing things;

these ancient peoples exhibited more curiosity. In the

same way, when we superimpose our figures in order

to express perspective by diminishing the size of those

that aie supposed to be farther away, we are only using a

subterfuge which is neither more nor less illogical than

that of the Sumerians when they applied the same proce-

dure to express the hierarchy of their personages. Their

point of view was subjective; ours is objective, and a

lengthy period of visual education has accustomed us to it.

We have simply substituted one convention for another.

Here are a few examples. It is not uncommon that an
observer can only see one side of a building. The artists of

this epoch frequently depicted the short and the long

195. Counting the flocks. Detail from the tomb of Tit at Sak-

kara. Vth Dynasty.

196. EGYPTIAN. The official Nefer receiving funerary offerings.

Bas-relief from his mastaba. Vth Dynasty. Louvre.
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side of a building on the same plane. This, presumably,

led the Sumerians to a eurious way of representing a war

chariot. On the Stele of the Vultures and on the Standard

of Ur it is depicted with apparently four wheels, of

which only one in front and one behind are visible; the

front of the chariot with its grooves for the reins to pass

through is presented full face, and behind the driver an

unusual feature is the javelin thrower. Now, the small

terra-colta chariots which have been discovered mostly

with two w^hcels, rather like the chariot of Antiquity -

put us on the right track. Since the Mesopotamians were

unacquainted with the movable front axle, these four-

wheeled chariots would have been virtually useless. In

fact, they were two-wheeled; the artist, in the same way

that he represented the front of the chariot face on,

depicted its two wheels one beside the other, and the

javelin thrower was actually by the driver's side, not

behind him.

197. SUMERIAN. Standard of Ur. Mosaic depicting the l<ing at

war. First half of the 3rd millennium. British Museum.

In a landscape, for example, if il was a question of

representing a marsh bordered by trees on its four sides,

the artist sometimes extended it before us as if it were

a box with its sides, represented by the trees, opened

outwards and flattened down — or at least three sides, the

one closest to and facing the spectator sometimes being

flattened down inwards on the water.

If he wanted to show the interior of a property or a town,

everything was spread out on the ground; we have to

re-erect it all mentally, and where the interior of a build-

ing is concerned, the fagade is removed and we see inside

it as if looking into an open cupboard.

Many museums contain curious examples of this: in

the Louvre there is a Mesopotamian bas-relief of Tiglath

Pileser III, in which, in a town whose circular wall is

seen from the top, there arises the side view of a castle.

A cylinder from Susa depicts a winding river where the

spectator, presumed to be in the middle of the water

198. EGYPTIAN. Nakht and his wife Tuyu worshipping Osiris

and Maat. Papyrus. XVIIIth Dynasty. British Museum. The perspec-

tive of the pool is replaced by an abstract projection.
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among the fish, sees the trees flattened down outwards on

either bank.

In the British Museum, an Assyrian bas-relief shows

a fortified camp seen from the top and divided into

quarters, each section displaying the inhabitants at their

daily tasks; two sides of a tent are shown next to each

other and without the covering, so that the tent's use as

a stable is brought out. This bas-relief is an excellent

example of possible combinations of perspectives.

Egypt, too, generally applied this procedure; some
properties from the time of el Amarna are offered to our

view like cupboards without doors, showing all their

contents.

The conventions enumerated above in Egyptian and
Mesopotamian art created an identical aesthetic climate

for the two empires which was to last until the end of

their political existence. These conventions were the

result of a long past from which one does not normally

break free, whereas those of the West came from Greece.

Applied to a basically religious art and taking their part

in sacred matters, these traditions could not undergo

more than modifications of detail; moreover, they satis-

fied the dogmatic intention of all religious iconographies

meant for the people, who would have been deprived of

their teaching if too much imagination had been intro-

duced.

But it is remarkable that Egypt and Mesopotamia,

starting from such similar points of view, followed two
roads so increasingly different. That was where the

characters of the two peoples and their potentialities

played a part.

The personality of Egyptian art

The Egyptian artist based his work on reality; he wanted

a likeness for the utilitarian reasons we have mentioned.

But he followed his own temperament in portraiture,

which led him to idealise his models; he refined and en-

nobled them. The regularity of the features and the calm

of the face were combined with the astonishing gaze with

which the sculptor endowed the statue; we feel by-passed.,

seen through, by this look which ignores us to stare into the

infinite. Several statues of the ruler Chephren are known
potential spare bodies in case they were needed during

his life beyond the grave; all of them have this piercing

look.

All the officials and all the courtesans of the pharaohs of

the Old Kingdom have their own particular physiogno-

my, but a vulgar feature is never seen on any of their

faces. Even those who do not form part of the family or

the court of the god-king have a calm certitude, as if they

were assured of the future. Take, for example, the Seated

Scribe, in the Louvre, to whom the artist has added

a lively, alert look by giving the statue eyes made of small

fragments of crystal. And when it was a question merely

of rendering good nature combined with dignity, what

could surpass the wood statue known as the Sheikh el

Beled (or Ka-aper), in the Cairo Museum ?

What more wonderful monument than the pyramid

could house the tomb of the pharaoh, son of Ra, the sun

god, whose rays were symbolised by the lines and sides

of the monument. The most perfect is the Pyramid of

Cheops, but all those of the pharaohs of the period do

honour to the mathematicians who planned them.

And yet they were not enough for the pharaohs of the

Vth Dynasty, who, proclaiming themselves sons of Ra,



199. ASSYRIAN. Bas-relief showing a fortified camp. Period of

Assurnasirpal. 9th century B.C. British Museum. An example of

abstract projection taking the place of perspective.

dedicated solar temples co their god in imilalion of the

Temple of the Sun at Heliopolis (the city of the sun),

whose essential feature was an obelisk on a substructure,

massive ancestor of the fine obelisks of later periods, the

pyramidal top of which was one more link between the

divinity and the god-king.

The scenes on mastabas were treated in the same spirit

as the statuary. Often in very low relief, and naked, the

sculptures were frequently given flat tints with the most
pleasing effect. They copied life: scenes showing hunting,

fishing, harvesting, tilling of the soil - but always with

a kind of movement which did not go as far as effort.

Man was always master of his material in these scenes,

and optimism, the basis of the Egyptian character, was

very evident. During the course of work jokes were

exchanged and pleasant little scenes took place. Un-
doubtedly the life of the ancient Egyptian was not a per-

manent holiday, and he was beaten more than once, but

his character, imbued with justice and truth, must have

preserved him from the excesses which are portrayed in

Mesopotamian monuments, which gloried in the terror

they inspired. Even the funerary furniture (for example,

that of Hetep-heres, mother of Cheops) and the everyday

utensils in Egypt had a certain nobility of line.

Does this mean that Egypt did not have its periods of

bad taste, in our sense at least? Certain elaborate vases

from the tomb of Tutankhamen only make us appreciate

those of the Old and Middle Kingdoms the more, in spite

of the presence of some dubious shapes (vases shaped

like two coupled ducks).

This noble period of the Memphite kingdom ended in

revolution.

The Middle Kingdom renewed the tradition. Tombs
which were veritable funerary apartments were substi-

tuted for the pyramids, while the governors of the nomes,

the owners of domains in Upper Egypt, no longer wishing

to be grouped around the pharaoh in death to gain his

protection, hollowed out their tombs in the cliffs along

the banks of the Nile. The decoration remained the same;

it ornamented the sides of the wooden sarcophagi or

mummy cases of the period. We have a plan of a chief's

residence from the site of Kahun. It is an Oriental house,

with no view giving on to the outside and with halls

having roofs supported by columns.

200. Below. EGYPTIAN. The Sheikh el

Beled.Wood. Vth Dynasty. Co/ro Museum.

201. Statue of Chephren, builder of the Second Pyramid at

Gizeh. IVth Dynasty. Cairo Museum.



20 2 EGYPTIAN. The Lady Nofret. IVth Dynasty. Cairo Museum.

203. Mycerinus group. IVth Dynasty. Cairo Museum.
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Changes in sculpture were slight. Art was under the

tutelage of the sacred; it could not change more than

religion did. But frequently the expressions of the statues

were different. It seemed that even if society had re-

covered its forms, it no longer had the same unshakable

confidence in its monarchs that it had once had. It re-

membered the past and felt that what it had just ex-

perienced could easily not be unique; in this it was not

mistaken, for the invasion by the Hyksos was still to

come.

And the royal statuary reproduced disillusioned, bitter

features. We find this in the portrait of King Sesostris III

and in those sphinxes which were once believed to be

Hyksos works but which are really in the tradition of the

Middle Kingdom.
The bas-reUefs remained dynamic, like the one of

Sesostris I in his ritual course before the god Min.

Goldsmiths' work and jewellery, if somewhat ornate,

were exquisite, especially the crowns of Princess Khnu-
met, which were essentially funerary, for their lightness

would have made them unsuitable for regular use.

To finish with the preoccupation with charm which we
find in Egyptian art, let us recall those statues simply clad

in a light veil: an ivory 'concubine' of the 1st Dynasty,

having delightful proportions but still adhering too closely

to the convention of a very short neck; the bust of

Princess Nefer-hetep-s; the women in the Mycerinus

group from the Old Kingdom; the charming bearers of

offerings of the First Intermediate period; the young
girls playing with a ball, from a tomb at Beni Hasan,

a cheerful group in the main, in spite of the awkwardness
of the positions of the arms. Here is one of the things

which strikes us about Egyptian art: some of th? figures

do not bear analysis, although their elegance conceals

their imperfections. Let us take a good look at them. We
shall rarely find their equal in Mesopotamia (an exception

being the small neo-Sumerian head from Ur).

The personality of Mesopotamian art

The aims of art in Mesopotamia were the same as in

Egypt, but the potentialities were less from the very

beginning. When Egypt had inaugurated the Thinite

period under a united monarchy, Mesopotamia was enter-

ing on the Jemdet Nasr epoch, which was still proto-

historic and was filled with internal conflicts. It did,

however, produce fine works of art, although of a less

pronounced style than the works from the beginning of

historic times. Temples were built of which, as in con-

temporary Egypt, only traces remain. Bas-reliefs were

carved on small stelae and vases. Glyptics flourished. The
cylinder seals of this period were, of course, for religious

purposes.

At the time of the beginning of the Old Kingdom in

Egypt, with the IlIrd Dynasty, Mesopotamia entered on
the epoch of the archaic dynasties, about which we know
virtually nothing. It was only during the second part of

this period, with the beginning of the 1st Ur Dynasty and
the princes of Lagash (Tello) that genuine history began

in Sumer; then Egypt entered on her Vth Dynasty and
was able to pride herself on the pharaohs who built

the Gizeh pyramids: Cheops, Chephren and Mycerinus.

Then came a veritable artistic flowering in Mesopota-
mia, although it was expressed in minor forms. The
excellent copper and stone statuettes, while the artist

has not been able to give them a feeling of animation,

204. SUMERIAN. Silver vase from Entemena. Middle of the 3rd

millennium. Louvre.



show that the conventions included variations. The ab-

breviated canon of Lagash was less strict in the Baghdad
region. We notice that the statuettes which have lost the

incrustation from their eye-sockets often give a more
marked impression of hfe than those which have pre-

served it. A statuette, from the end of the period, of

the administrator of Mari, on the Euphrates, is in the

Sumerian style. Another, from Lagash (now in the

Istanbul Museum), in the Sumerian style, is that of

a bald-headed, clean-shaven, worshipper standing in an

attitude of prayer. In my opinion it is the best specimen

of Sumerian art which has come down to us.

The bas-reliefs which have been preserved are generally

small. They are commemorative religious plaques with

superimposed registers, and are of great archaeological

interest. From the end of the period, the elaborately

carved Stele of the Vultures, arranged in the same way,

is a very beautiful piece of decorative art. At this time

Egypt had produced, besides the pyramids at Gizeh,

the statues of the pharaohs, their constructors. But the

two civilisations were by then on the same level in metal-

work; such works as the silver vase from Entemena bear

comparison with objects of the Egyptian Vth Dynasty.

Sumer, which, in addition to its dynastic wars, had

already undergone an upheaval which appeared total with

the reforms of the ruler Urukagina, was then conquered

205. EGYPTIAN. Woman bearing an offering. Stuccoed and

painted wood. Xlth Dynasty. Louvre.

by the Semites of the Akkadian Dynasty. A marked

progress in the arts is noticeable at this time, manifested

in half life-size statuary (only a few rather heavy frag-

ments remain). A magnificent bas-relief of this period

is the triangular Stele of Victory of the ruler Naram Sin,

in which the figures lead up in an ascending movement

to that of the ruler, who is larger than hfe-size (a con-

vention of respect which also existed in- Egypt) and who
is facing the top of a mountain. This work is treated as

a baetylus, i.e. a stone in which a divinity is immanent;

the canon of proportion is almost normal, and the some-

what exaggerated spindle-shaped musculature has a pleas-

ing effect. This monument provides a transition from one

formula to another which we miss in Egyptian art with

its continuous development. Also in this period the hnear

writing of Mesopotamia, on its way to becoming cunei-

form, became a decorative motif in its own right, as on

the obelisk of King Manishtusu. However, the triumph

of the new formula was not complete. The provinces

were not won over by this new art. At Susa, the capital

of Elam, a bust has been found of Manishtusu which

is done in the most barbarous style imaginable.

The era of revolutions and invasions was not over. The
wild mountain-dwelling Guti from the Zagros range oc-

cupied Babylon for nearly a hundred and twenty years.

The country shook off their yoke and the Sumerians

returned. They will now be referred to as neo-Sumerians,

for although they preserved the principles of Sumerian

art, the lessons of Akkad were not lost.

206. Votive statue of Gudea. 3rd millennium. Louvre.
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The Ilird Ur Dynasty was founded, and under its

first kings the town of Lagash produced its final worics

but what powerful ones they were!

One governor of the town, Gudea, with leisure, ma-

terial resources and artists at his disposal, transformed it.

He rebuilt the temples; he placed his votive statues,

seated or upright, in them. All these statues were less

than life-size except for one, which for this reason has

been called 'colossal'. The statues were carved out of

diorite, one of the hardest varieties of granite. Those in

206 the Louvre, from regular excavations, are identified by an

inscription. They are mutilated, but it has been possible

to reconstruct the smallest one with certainty. The

271 turbaned head exhibits a rather determined, serious

physiognomy, with prominent chin and cheeks. The

draping of the fabric (left smooth so as to create a space

on w-hich to engrave the prayer) enables us to make out

the body beneath the garment; the modelling of the

shoulder and arm is obvious.

These statues are disconcerting, for nothing previous

in Mesopotamian art, except, perhaps, Akkadian sculp-

ture, foreshadowed them, at 'east from the point of view

of general progress. They may possibly have had some

influence on Egypt, as P. Gilbert has observed, for at the

same epoch, in the Xllth and Xlllth Dynasties, short

statues in Egypt had similar clothing and drapery. But

the statuary from the time of Gudea is all the more

surprising since it was not followed up.

The works of the Ilird Ur Dynasty can be placed, in

spirit and technique, next to those we owe to Gudea.

Following the usual fate, this dynasty was replaced by

two dynasties at Isin and Larsa and later by a third at

Babylon which remained master of the field. All three

drew their inspiration, in their religious stelae, from the

epoch of Gudea and the Ilird Ur Dynasty. The Baby-

lonian Dynasty has given us a work which derives from

273 both Akkadian and Ur sources: Hammurabi's Code of

Laws, which shows a representation of the king before his

god carved in relief at the top of a stele bearing super-

latively beautiful writing (as on the obelisk of Man-
ishtusu).

Glyptics took the place, in Mesopotamia, of the funer-

ary paintings of the Egyptian mastabas. Devotees before

their deity and motifs borrowed from religious myths

formed repertories which were sometimes varied and

sometimes identical, and which we know from hundreds

of examples.

For some time now we have lost sight of possible links

between Egypt and Mesopotamia. This is the place to

recall one. The treasure found at the temple of Tod near

Thebes, and dating from Amenemhat II, towards 1937

B.C., contained a number of Babylonian cylinders, of

which the most recent can be attributed to the Larsa

Dynasty (2023 — 1761) and also to the beginning of the

Babylonian Dynasty. The latter had been synchronous

with that of Larsa for one hundred and thirty-three years

before conquering that kingdom under Hammurabi
(1792 — 1750). Moreover, this link was not new, but it has

been confirmed by these cylinders even though it cannot

be defined more accurately.

Temples and palaces of later Mesopotamia have been
found; they are ruins of crumbled earth, of which we can

only make out the lower parts. At first the temple con-

sisted of a single rectangular room with the image of the

divinity. Later we find a court followed by a hall preced-

ing the antccella and the cella. The palace was an as-

semblage of rooms arranged on the model of the private

house, with a central court on to which the rooms gave.

The most important from the time of Hammurabi is that

of Mari, a kingdom on the frontiers of Babylonia and
conquered by her under Hammurabi. In this palace and

the adjacent temples statues of governors and divinities in

a rather heavy style have been found. However, their

style contrasts strongly with that of the small amount of

statuary coming from Babylonia. A greater wealth of

ornament is found in the costume than on the Babylonian

statues and bas-reliefs.

The persistence of tradition

During the thousand years which have elapsed between

the Romanesque period and our own day, how many
variations there have been in Western art, including the

many and frequently immoderate ones of our time!

During the three thousand years of Egyptian and Meso-
potamian civilisation some ups and downs and some
progress have been noted but they always had definite

limits. This was due to the innate conservatism of the

East, reinforced by its religious beliefs. To the Babylo-

nians all civilisation was a gift of the gods, revealed by
their emissaries and leaving little room for progress.

Hence the preoccupation with tradition. In Egypt, when
a statue of a god was to be carved, the pharaoh had the

'old books' consulted. In the neo-Babylonian period,

when a collapsed temple was reconstructed the king

would say that he had built according to the ancient

measurements, 'not a thumb more, not a thumb less'.

A minor example will demonstrate the Assyrians' con-

servatism. In the palace of Til Barsip (at Tell Ahmar),
discovered by F. Thureau-Dangin, King Tiglath Pile-

ser III (8th century) had the walls covered with paintings.

These are quite characteristic of the epoch, with court

and state scenes and scenes of solemn processions. In the

throne room, beneath a coat of plaster, we find a painting

of Assyrian lancers charging at full gallop, rendered

without perspective so that they look like some fantastic

'Ride of the Valkyries'. This work, far in advance of its

time and foreshadowing the end of Sargon's dynasty, un-

doubtedly met with the hostility of the conformists, which

is aU the more reason today for us to give the unknown
artist his due.

This rapid review of artistic developments in the basins

of the Nile and the Tigris and Euphrates gives rise to

a few reflections. Here were two peoples caught at a mo-
ment in their history when they had a common artistic

and cultural patrimony. From then on and up to the

middle of the 2nd millennium B.C. — the epoch we have

reached — their art consisted solely of variations on the

same theme. The advantage remained with Egypt, it

would appear. It was more favoured by its location

which made it less exposed to external attacks, by its

policy of stability and by the materials its soil provided.

Mesopotamia, on the other hand, sheltering various tribes,

was only able to impose unity for short periods and was

subject to foreign invasions. Lacking stone, it was not

able to do itself full justice in architecture and sculpture.

Lastly, Mesopotamia's rougher character kept it at

a distance from emotion, from the instinctive search for

the beautiful, and made it lean towards power. On the

other hand, it is generally thought to have been ahead

of Egypt in the scientific field.
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THE RIVALRY AND THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF
THE EMPIRES Etienm Driown

As we approach our own era, contacts, both belligerent and

peaceful, weave an ever closer web between the countries

of the Near East. Etienne Drioton, who was director of the

Egyptian Archaeological Services for many years, continues

the story of the development of the art of these countries

within the framework of a fiercely conservative continuity

of which traces survived in Egypt until a very late date.

The two great centres of civilisation in this part of the

world, Egypt and Mesopotamia, had not, as we have seen,

remained absolutely without contact before this time.

From the beginning of the Old Kingdom, Byblos, which

was very much under the influence of Egypt even down
to its administration, had spread artistic formulas from

the Nile valley to the neighbourhood of the Euphrates

basin. At the time of the Xllth Dynasty political refugees,

such as Sinuhe and the Egyptians mentioned by him as

residing at the court of the Syrian ruler Amunenchi,

passed on many of the elements of their culture to those

around them. But these relations did not have a wide-

spread effect because they were episodic.

With the advent of the New Kingdom in Egypt, new
customs were established which resulted in more per-

manent contacts between the peoples and the arts of the

two empires. Almost immediately after her liberation

from the domination of the Hyksos, Egypt embarked on

a policy of Asiatic conquests in order to prevent any re-

currence of invasion from those parts. But instead of

limiting himself to punitive expeditions, as had previous

pharaohs, Tuthmosis III pushed on as far as the Euphra-

tes, imposing an administrative tutelage on the conquered

countries. Egyptian governors were put in command of

garrisons quartered in strongholds, or commissioners of

the pharaoh controlled the petty rulers who were left in

power on condition that they paid tribute. In either case,

the presence throughout the Near East of Egyptian

families of high rank, accompanied by their household

staffs and ordering from Egypt everything necessary for

their comfort, must inevitably have set the fashion for

the local aristocracies and made them familiar with the

Nilotic civiUsation, even if it did not make them adopt it.

On the other hand, the policy of foreign marriages,

inaugurated by pharaohs of the XVIIIth Dynasty (and

continued under the succeeding dynasties) to consolidate

their policy of conquests, introduced the taste for Asiatic

fashions into Egypt. The princesses - Mitannian and

Babylonian in the XVIIIth Dynasty, Hittite in the

XlXth — who entered the harems of the kings of Egypt

brought their retinues with them. The scarab which

Amenhotep III had made to commemorate the arrival of

the daughter of the king of Mitanni, enumerated her

three hundred and seventeen retainers. At the same time,

the prisoners of war who had been brought back from Asia

in their thousands and put to work either on building or

as servants in the temples, finally fused with the popula-

tion. Foreign diplomatic correspondence drafted in cunei-

form necessitated the presence in the palace archives of

Babylonian personnel, references to whom have been

found. The palace schools received, side by side with

children from the noblest families in Egypt, the sons of

Asiatic rulers destined to govern under the tutelage of the

pharaoh. The many embassies gave the strollers through

the streets of Thebes the chance to observe the luxury

of the Eastern courts. All these contacts made the

Egyptians familiar with Asiatic culture and even inspired

an esteem for it, since the scribes of the Ramesside period

often used words borrowed from the languages of Canaan

or Babylon to embellish their style.

Egypt and western Asia were not the only regions to

establish regular contacts in the 2nd millennium B.C. Five

tombs of the time of Tuthmosis III, among the most

richly decorated of the Theban necropolis, depict Cretan

embassies bringing the products of their industries to

Egypt. The Minoan objects found in Syria and certain

motifs adopted by Phoenician decorators lead us to think

that there were active exchanges with the Aegean.

Assyria was to repeat, during the dynasties of Sargon

and Sennacherib, what Egypt had done at the height of

her territorial expansion. She deported to her court the

sons of conquered monarchs in order to educate them in

the principles of their masters so as to place them later

as docile vassals on the thrones of their fathers. But the

political measures which had led to a certain diffusion,

earlier, of Egyptian art in the ancient Orient did not

perform the same service for Assyrian art.

^vW

207. EGYPTIAN. Banquet scene. Wall painting. British Museum.
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208. EGYPTIAN. Ointment box of the 'swimmer' type. XVIIIth Dynasty. Louvre.

Moreover, the contacts between peoples were not as

effective in the ancient Near East as they would be in the

present-day Western world. With us the arts draw their

vigour from the private inspiration of the artists. There,

all the arts were controlled, because they were aulic arts

created for the royal court by artists working according

to the tastes of that court. They might contain, especially

at the points where influences met, accidental borrowings,

particularly in ornamentation. But these fancies only

represented minute details, accidental grace-notes in

relation to the whole. Both in Babylonia and Egypt art

formed the traditional language of the civilisation in-

carnate in a particular monarchy, and no one ever dreamt

of giving up his native tongue. Thus control tended to

turn naturally towards purism. We can see this clearly in

Egypt, where the national revival which came with the

XXVIth Dynasty, immediately after the Assyrian occupa-

tion, adopted an archaistic art renewed from the age of

the pyramids in order to assert the personality of re-

nascent Egypt in the Eastern world.

Nevertheless, at the end of the period now being

studied, Achaemenian art, even if it was essentially an

aulic product like those which preceded it, aimed at

being, through the deliberate will of its inventors, a mix-

ture of the best of all the achievements of those peoples

reduced to satrapies of the new state. In order to produce
this imperial art, the Persian architects, as Darius relates

in his dedicatory inscription in his palace at Susa, re-

cruited Medes, Egyptians and lonians, whom they set

to work under their direction. But the Persian empire
collapsed at the battle of Issus, and Hellenistic art took

the place of Achaemenian in this attempt to unify the

arts of the Near East.

The development of Egyptian taste in the New Kingdom
There are no remains of Hyksos monuments in Egypt, at

least not in the Delta where they settled ~ if, indeed,

these conquerors from Asia ever built any. It is possible

that the Egyptians, after having driven out the Hyksos,
devoted themselves to removing every trace of the hated
domination. It may also be that the choice of sites for

excavation has not yet fallen on the right places.

The expulsion of the Hyksos opened up for Egypt a new
era, fertile in every field. At first nothing was changed in

the artistic heritage from the Middle Kingdom, the
tradition of which was preserved at Thebes, the capital

of the weak kings of the Xlllth and XlVth Dynasties,
vassals of the Hyksos. The resemblance between the
works of this period and those of the XVIIIth Dynasty
indicates that the divergence between them was not very
great, except that the reviving power of the Theban
monarchs restored to the arts the media they had lost.

Instead of reproducing old stereotypes on used stones,
the sculptors of the beginning of the XVIIIth Dynasty

used handsome new stone for their stelae and recaptured

the tone of the best works of the Xllth Dynasty. The same
held good for sculpture in the round: the statuette of

Tuthmosis III offering vessels of wine and the colossal

group of Amenhotep III and Queen Tiy, from Medinet
Habu, gave fresh vigour to the best traditions of the

Middle Kingdom.
The consequences of the campaigns conducted in Asia

by the first pharaohs of the XVIIIth Dynasty soon made
themselves felt and effected a fundamental change in

Egyptian aesthetics. The paintings of the time of Tuth-
mosis III the ones in the tomb of Rekhmire, for

example exhibit a simplicity of taste which shows that

they are still linked with the Middle Kingdom. But under

Tuthmosis IV a new tendency appeared in funerary

painting (which was always rather behind lay art) and

flowered during the reign of Amenhotep III. There was

a change of costume: abandoning the simple loin-cloth

for men and the tight sheath for women, the Egyptians

henceforth were draped in long veils of pleated muslin,

whose transparency on the skin caused shadings from

which the artists extracted new effects. The tributes of

gold from Asia had enriched the whole country, from the

royal treasury to the lowest officials. In this society, which

still was ignorant of money, the precious metal was pre-

served in jewellery and other goldsmiths' work. A new
type of ornamentation, with wealth as its keynote, served

as a framework for Egyptian life.

In this atmosphere of opulence taste grew more refined.

The austere strength of the art of the Old Kingdom, with

the art of the Middle Kingdom as its academic phase, was

regarded as a kind of antiquated simplicity and even

poverty. The concept of physical beauty appeared. Ad-
mittedly there had been representations of women of

great grace and purity, especially in the Old and Middle

Kingdoms. But they were effects which were not con-

sciously sought for. As from the middle of the XVIIIth
Dynasty, however, beauty was cultivated for its own sake.

It became the supreme ideal and rule of Egyptian art.

Naturally its highest achievements were in the representa-

tion of women, whose charm was now communicated
down to the slightest details. In its early phases Egyptian

art had been a masculine art, so much so that a face

detached from a statue or a relief always gave the impres-

sion of being a man's. As from the middle of the XVIIIth
Dynasty the contrary was true: any face taken separately

would have passed for that of a woman. The art of the

New Kingdom was a feminine art.

This did not harm the grandiose creations of archi-

tecture in any way. No complete temple of any size dating

from before the New Kingdom has survived in Egypt.

It is impossible to attribute this total disappearance to

the depredations of the Hyksos, particularly in the south

of Egypt where their domination never seems to have
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been effective. It is more reasonable to suppose that the

weak Theban kings had let these edifices, whose upkeep

was too costly, fall into ruins. When the liberation came,

all the temples in Egypt had to be reconstructed.

Egyptian art of the XVIIIth Dynasty

The pharaohs of the XVIIIth Dynasty tackled this task

to the best of their ability. In the first place they wished to

thank the national divinities whose assistance had enabled

the head of the dynasty to eject the foreigners from Egypt

and who were to continue to give his successors victory

in their Asiatic campaigns which were an extension of the

eviction of the Hyksos. The pharaohs also wished to

ensure their authority in the eyes of a deeply religious

people by demonstrating their piety. Nevertheless, these

temples also suffered almost complete destruction.

A thousand years later, the Persian invasion had the same

disastrous consequences for the Egyptian temples as had

the inroads of the Hyksos. Like the kings of the XVIIIth

Dynasty, the Ptolemies pulled down what remained of the

ancient sanctuaries in order to replace them with new
ones. Fortunately, except for minor repairs, they did not

touch the religious edifices of Thebes. The town, sacked

in 663 B.C. by the troops of Assurbanipal, was never re-

bviilt; it no longer had any political importance. The
Ptolemies were not interested in it. If they had followed

the same programme of reconstruction as at Edfu or

Denderah, the whole architectural past of Karnak and

Luxor would have been wiped out. Today we would only

know the art of the builders of the New Kingdom by

ruins — imposing enough in themselves it is true — of

the funerary temples of the kings and by a few forgotten

edifices in distant Nubia.

In the form it took in the XVIIIth Dynasty — and

nothing entitles us to believe that it was not in pursuance

of a more ancient tradition — the Egyptian temple was

a rectangular edifice with a fiat roof and sloping walls with

no outside openings. In front of the building there were

two tall pylons, between which was a monumental en-

trance gate whose gorge was occupied by a gigantic image

of the winged solar disc. Once past this gate, the worship-

per was in a court with porticoes. This was the public part

of the temple. The secret part of the temple, which could

only be entered by the officiating priests, began at the end

209. EGYPTIAN. Plan and section of a temple.

«»<«555-

of this court. It consisted of a hypostyle hall, then

a vestibule, and, at the far end, a sanctuary which con-

tained the ritual image of the god. First built of limestone,

as in the Middle Kingdom, then, as from the time of

Tuthmosis III, more often of Nubian sandstone, the

Egyptian temples were decorated with bas-reliefs both

inside and outside. In the public part and on the outsides

of the walls the decoration of the temple took as themes

the great military achievements of the king who built it,

the panegyrics peculiar to the temple and scenes of

adoration before its divinities; inside the secret part each

room was decorated with scenes of the ceremonies which

were practised in them. Daylight, which fell from lofty

bays fitted with stone screens or from holes in the ceilings,

21 0. View of the temple of Queen Hatshepsut, at Deir el Bahari.

XVIIIth Dynasty.

was regulated so as to produce an impression of growing

mystery. It became more and more subdued as one

advanced into the temple until it changed to pitch dark-

ness in the sanctuary, where lamps had to be lit to

celebrate the service.

This was the simple schema recurring in the additions

to the main building which, two hundred years after the

beginning of the XVIIIth Dynasty, had already made
Karnak a colossal huddle of a temple, difficult to under-

stand at first sight. In contrast with this plan, which was

complicated by additions, that of the temple at Luxor, the

southern part of which was built at one time by Amen-
hotep III, is balanced and lucid. Another famous achieve-

ment of the architeas of the early XVIIIth Dynasty was

the funerary temple of Queen Hatshepsut, at Deir el

Bahari, built at the foot of the gigantic desert cliff on to

which it is joined; access to the sanctuary carved out of

the cliff is through three courts on different levels, lined

with colonnades. No other temple in Egypt exhibits such

a plan; the architect was Senenmut, partisan and favourite

of the queen.

210
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In the Old Kingdom the funerary temples of the kings

were placed with their backs adjoining the eastern sides of

the pyramids in which the monarchs were buried. At the

beginning of the XVI I Ith Dynasty, separation had already

taken place. The bodies of the kings all reposed in rock-cut

tombs on both sides of a valley, the famous Valley of the

Kings, which penetrated into the mountainous part of the

desert on the west side of the Nile facing Luxor. It was

dominated by a peak which rose 900 feet above the plain

and gave the impression of a natural pyramid. Separated

from the Valley of the Kings by the screen of a rocky

chain, the royal funerary temples, most of them destroyed

today, were aligned facing west on the desert platform

which bordered on the cultivated countryside. The re-

organisation of the old institution of the royal necropolis

left the siting of private individuals' tombs free of rules.

They were concentrated in those free places left from

which there was a view of the funerary temple of the

king. At that time they consisted of a chapel carved out of

the rock, which gave on to an open-air court at the end,

preceded by a small pylon of sun-dried brick. The flat

roof which covered the chapel was generally crowned

with a small pyramid of the same material.

It was in the ornamentation of this architectural

framework that the new taste which we h?ve mentioned

made itself felt, timidly at first, but eventually becoming

completely dominant. At first the auxiliary features of the

architecture remain the same as those used in the Middle

Kingdom, in particular the square pillar and the faceted

'proto-Doric' column. But Amenhotep III favoured the

clustered papyrus column; he enlarged this until it was of

truly colossal dimensions and used it almost exclusively

in his temple at Luxor. The effect is both grandiose and

incomparably elegant.

The bas-reliefs of the royal temples, designed after

traditional models, at first only reflected the new aesthetic

in the elegance of the shapes and the preoccupation with

charm. The decoration of private tombs followed quite

a different course. In them, fashionable costumes and hair

styles, rich jewellery, bouquets of plants often acclima-

tised from Asia, gardens lined with marshes teeming with

birds the whole of that world which ancient art had

transported rather than represented — appeared, especial-

ly in the growing number of chapels in which painting

was substituted for bas-relief as being cheaper and more
flexible. A number of ostraka, or potsherds, of this epoch

have been found on which the artists have made sketches

from life with wonderful skill and a keen sense of

humour.

New types of statuary appeared with the changing

circumstances. First came the kneeling man holding

a stele in front of him on which a hymn to the rising sun

was engraved. Statues of this kind were placed facing

east in niches cut in the sides of the pyramids of sun-dried

brick which surmounted the funerary chapels. There was

also the crouching man wrapped in his cloak, the block-

statue and the kneeling or upright personage who clasped

either an effigy of the divinity or a ritual object. Such

statues were placed in the temples. In fact, after the dis-

appearance of the royal necropolises with their services of

offerings for the benefit of those admitted to them, the

pharaohs had to find another means of guaranteeing their

courtiers the subsistence due to them in the hereafter.

This was done by authorising them to place in the temples

of certain divinities a statue before which a daily offering

was made of an agreed portion of the remnants from the

royal altar. At the same time these figures, kneeling or

wrapped in their cloaks as if in meditation, which oc-

cupied the porticoes of the temple and the bays of the

hypostyle hall, constituted for the god a court in perpetual

adoration — in that silent contemplation which was the

ideal of Egyptian piety.

211,
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21 2. EGYPTIAN. Block-statue of Senenmut. British Museum.

Although former epochs may have known colossal

statues, these were never, it seems, used as frequently as

in the New Kingdom. The extraordinary dimensions of

the new temples demanded them. The most celebrated

of these colossi are those of Memnon, which still tower

over the Theban plain with the 58 feet remaining to them
now that their crowns have fallen. In their time they

ornamented the pylon which Amenhotep III had built in

in front of his funerary temple, which has now dis-

appeared. In works of this size the subtleties of the new
taste are not noticeable, not even in the official statuary

which conformed to the rules of traditional protocol. The
masterpieces — the statue of Tuthmosis III from Karnak,

in schist, with the profile which is both so fine and so im-

perious, and the impressive statue of Amenhotep, son of

Hapu, as an old man, among others — only allow

a glimpse of the new style. But in lay sculpture, in parti-

cular in the small wooden statuary intended to decorate

houses and in the trinkets, of which the toilet accessories

— jewel boxes, and ointment boxes such as those of

the 'swimmer' type — provide the most beautiful

specimens, the new taste inspired the most exquisite

creations.

Babylon, the Hittite confederation and Mitanni

While Egyptian art was experiencing this revival as a con-

sequence of the expulsion of the Hyksos, the art of Asia

Minor, whose countries had not experienced similar

vicissitudes, was fairly static. Old Sumerian art had,

throughout the basin of the Tigris and the Euphrates and

in the neighbouring countries, sunk roots so deep that in

spite of the arrival of new political powers the old themes

continued to be used.

Even at Babylon, where two hundred years earlier

a Kassite dynasty had implanted itself, artistic production

was, it seems, scanty and rarely surpassed the mediocre.

Mesopotamian art of this epoch was primarily represented

by the kudurru. These were natural blocks of hard stone,

often given an imperfectly regular shape, which bore as

decoration texts in cuneiform of the donations of land

made to the temples by the kings and also bore images of

the divinities standing as guarantors and protectors of

the imdertaking. This sort of carved 'boundary stone' was

placed in the temples, on benches which ran the length

of the sanctuary walls. The style of their carvings is

clearly defined and is noble but uninspired. Together with

215. Statue of Amenhotep, son of Hapu, In his old age. Black

granite. XVIIlth Dynasty. Cairo Museum.

21 3. Profile of statue of Tuthmoses III. Schist. XVIIlth Dynasty.

Cairo Museum.

214. Colossal statue of Ramesses II at Luxor.
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216. KASSITE. Kudurru with bas-relief depicting King Melishi-

pik II presenting his daughter to the goddess Nanai. End of the

2nd millennium. Louvre.

the glyptics of the same period, the kudurru show Babylo-

nian art as restricted and never inspired by everyday life.

They also indicate — by the rarity of their representation

— the repulsion the Semites felt for the nude and the low

esteem in which they held women. What remains of the

brick temples of this period are long halls, necessarily

narrow to admit of roofing without the help of columns,

which the Babylonians did not use. The fafades exhibit

a decoration of moulded bricks, such as that of the temple

at Warka (ancient Erech) reconstructed in the Baghdad
Museum. On it, in the steps which served as niches,

divinities hold vases, spouting water, against their chests.

This method of decoration, common at this epoch in the

Babylonian sphere of influence, recurs at Susa, from
where the Louvre possesses bas-reliefs in the same
technique. Before the idea of glazing these bricks oc-

curred, this was the germ of what was later to become the

decoration of the Assyrian palaces, and, at Babylon itself,

276 of the Ishtar Gate.

21 7. Stele of Victory of Naram Sin. Middle ofthe 3rd millennium.

Louvre.

While the Sumerian tradition was more or less static at

Babylon and in its feudal regions and was taking a more
original turn in Elam, a new art grew in Anatolia in the

service of the dynasties of the great Hittite confederation.

Compared with the arts of Egypt and Babylonia, this art

may seem crude and even barbarous, but, diffused by the

extension of the Hittite power, it was to act as leaven to

all the arts of the Asiatic Near East. The apogee of

Hittite art, born of the transformation of Sumerian art

under Asiatic influence, was to be in the second half of the

2nd millennium, with the monuments of Boghazkoy,

Yazilikaya and Alaca Huyuk in Asia Minor, and, in

northern Syria, with the earliest sculptures excavated at

Malatya, Carchemish and Sinjerli. It was a coherent art

which demonstrated its unity in its choice of themes and
its way of treating figures. The Anatolian school, closer

to the Aegean, excelled more in the naturalness and
elegance of attitudes; the art of northern Syria was in-

fluenced more by Mesopotamia.

What is known of Hittite art, apart from the rock

sculptures for which they seemed to have a predilection,

is mainly represented by the sculptures on ogival gates

embedded in the cyclopean ramparts of the towns, and

by the smallish upright slabs (orthostats) which adorned

the bases of the walls of the halls and corridors of palaces.

The gates have yielded lions and sphinxes in the round,

at least as regards their forequarters which supported the

posts; the orthostats are bas-reliefs showing kings, di-

vinities, religious and military processions, chimaeras,

bulls facing the sacred tree and war, himting and banquet

scenes. Stone bases covered with bas-reliefs or carved in

the form of animals must have supported wooden
columns. The art of which the majority of these works

provide evidence is in no way comparable with the refined

and united arts of Egypt and Mesopotamia. It reflects the

political decentralisation which was characteristic of the

Hittite confederation. In each centre, however unimpor-

tant, the different influences made themselves felt to

a varying degree. At first, until they formed a school, the

locally recruited artists were probably no more than

craftsmen, skilful at making jewellery or furniture, who
had been promoted to the role of palace decorators. They
did their best, if it was clumsy, to accomplish a task which

was above their capacities. Compared with the sculpture

of Egypt and Mesopotamia, these works often produce,

unless they are of the very first order, the impression of

figures clumsily executed by school children. Neverthe-

less, here and there they show proof of a force of person-

ality and an acute sense of animal art which excuses their

lack of refinement. Sometimes — and this is the case with

the so-called 'king' (in reality the god Teshub) from the

gate of Boghazkoy — they attain an evocative power and

a technical perfection which, had it been general, would

have made Hittite art the most expressive of all the arts of

the ancient East.

Hittite influence was mainly spread at the end of the

15th and during the 14th centuries B.C. through the inter-

mediary of Mitanni. This ephemeral state, which for

a century and a half imited Mesopotamia north of Babylon

and northern Syria as far as the Orontes, was responsible

for an important stage in the production of art for this

area. It gave permanence to and amalgamated, in its

palaces — of which, incidentally, little remains — the

various artistic currents circulating in its mixed popula-

tion, and thus opened the way for the synthesis which



Assyrian art formed after it. In the carvings of the tablets

from Nuzi, which derive largely from Mitannian art,

a certain Egyptian influence, undoubtedly transmitted by

the Phoenicians, is shown by the presence of the winged

disc. The Minoan influence came through in the frescoes

of the palace at Nuzi and in the ceramics discovered there.

It is undoubtedly to this pottery, brought to Egypt on the

occasion of the marriages of the Mitannian princesses

with the pharaohs of the middle of the XVIIIth Dynasty,

that we owe the reproduction of Mitannian motifs on the

ceilings of certain Theban tombs of that epoch.

The artistic revolution of Al<henaten and the end of the
XVIIIth Dynasty

The new taste which appeared in Egypt towards the

middle of the XVIIIth Dynasty had scarcely begun to

infiltrate the country's official art when political events

gave the movement a sudden impetus.

From the beginning of his reign, Amenhotep IV, who
as soon as he was crowned changed his name to Akhen-

aten, made no secret of his reforming intentions. A con-

vinced monotheist, he meant, by the suppression of all

other cults, to restore reUgion to solar monotheism, of

which the dogma of Heliopolis seemed to him the most

ancient form and therefore the purest. He proscribed all

the other gods, particularly Amon, the Theban god, whose

name he had chiselled off the monuments. In the field

of art he rejected the official mannerism — which hardly

ever represented people except as young and beautiful -

in favour of truth and sincerity. Setting an example,

having even abandoned Thebes to transfer his court to

Tell el Amarna, he had built, to the east of the temple of

Amon at Karnak, an open-air esplanade for the new
religion; in front of each of the square pillars of the outer

porticoes of this-edifice is carved a colossal king depicted

according to the new conceptions. This was the sign

manual of what was henceforth to be official art. Not only

did Akhenaten's physical blemishes appear in his portraits,

but they were emphasised with a cruelty which could be

called caricature if the works themselves were not pro-

foundly serious.

At the same time, while proclaiming himself the only

son and prophet of the one divinity, Akhenaten demanded,

in the name of the same principle of sincerity, that he be

represented in the common acts of life in which, out of

respect, there had been no question until then of showing

kings: taking his meals in the privacy of the family circle;

embracing his wife Nofretete; playing with his children.

The idyllic charm of scenes of this type should not make

us forget their revolutionary intention.

This ultra-realistic art, commanded and controlled by

the king (some bas-rehefs show him visiting the sculptors'

workshops, in company with his queen), was at its

strictest at the time of the court's installation at Tell el

Amarna in the sixth year of the reign. It was the art of

the royal monuments, of stelae erected on the boundaries

of the new capital and of tombs prepared for high

officials in the desert near el Amarna.

But even for a ruler as determined as Akhenaten, it

was impossible to stem the rising tide of a whole people's

taste for charm. Docile at first, the artists of el Amarna

rapidly modified of their own accord the extravagances

imposed by the reform. They retained scarcely more than

its general characteristics: the excessively tall and thin

necks and the exaggeratedly elongated heads. Having

21 8. View of Luxor.

219. Colossal head of Akhenaten, found at Karnak. XVIIIth Dyn-

asty. Cairo Museum.

220. EGYPTIAN. Akhenaten seated on a chair beneath the sun

disc. British Museurr).



221. Unfinished portrait of Queen Nofretete. XVIIIth Dynasty.

Cairo Museum

made this sacrifice, they felt that they had complied with

the king's demands. The pieces found in the workshops
of the city, abruptly abandoned with the sudden death

of Akhenaten and the return of Tutankhamen to Thebes,
are evidence of the failure of the king's original inten-

tions in the field of art. In the famous bust of Queen
Nofetrete in the Berlin Museum, and also in the unfin-

ished head of the same queen, done in crystalline orange-

coloured sandstone, in the Cairo Museum, the radiant

and subtle charm predominates. Even in the limestone

bust of Akhenaten himself, in the Louvre, we are far

from the confession of human imperfection which the

pharaoh had wanted the portraiture of his time to make.
Also, although Egypt was then more avid for novelty

than was the rest of the Near East, artistic circles there

were not really capable of creating the free and sincere

art which Akhenaten expected of them. Relying, until

then, on traditional schemas and canons, and using such
skill as they possessed to adapt these to the tastes of the

royal court, the majority of the artists of el Amarna were
at a loss under Akhenaten's regime, especially when it

came to human representation. We can see the proof of
this in the extreme rarity of lay statues, of which only
two examples have so far been found. The high digni-
taries had no desire to have themselves portrayed accord-
ing to the new principles, nor did the artists show any
anxiety to portray them. The only human types who
were carefully studied, by order, in the sculptors' work-
shops were those of the royal family: Akhenaten, Nofre-
tete and the little princesses. These studies were intended
for the royal monuments and were also intended to meet
the many orders for statuettes which the lords of the
regime ranged in their houses in honour of the royal
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family and as a form of flattery. Thus when it came to

representing private individuals mainly in the bas-

reliefs of their tombs it was found simplest to apply

the king's conventions to them: pointed heads, exagger-

ated necks, swollen stomachs, frail limbs. At all epochs,

the representation of the sovereign influenced that of pri-

vate individuals. This custom flourished more than ever

during the royal court's twelve-year stay at el Amarna.

Nevertheless we should not think that this twelve-

year period in the history of Egyptian art was an episode

without a future, for it broke away from the rigid and

stultifying conventions of official art. The best achieve-

ments of the next epoch were only possible because el

Amarna had opened up the road. The carved reliefs on

the pylons of Harnesses II's temple at Luxor and of the

Ramesseum at Thebes resembled the decorations of cer-

tain tombs at el Amarna, where each wall was conceived

as a large picture and the use of superimposed bands to

break up the composition was only subsidiary. The pow-

erful Ramesside columns were the heritage of the stocky

column of el Amarna, itself a transformation of the clus-

tered column of Amenhotep IH, given a more massive

outward curve to balance the Ughtness of the surround-

ing decoration with its heaviness. Lastly, in painting, the

palaces at el Amarna gave artists the chance to surpass

themselves in modernity. If we admit that the painted

stucco pavement of the main palace, discovered as long

ago as 1891 by Sir Flinders Petrie, is a masterpiece, with

its representation of a pool surrounded by clumps of flow-

ers in which birds are sporting and calves are gamboUing,

what are we to say of the frescoes of the Green Room
in the North Palace, excavated in 1924 by Francis New-
ton ? The luxuriance of the papyrus thicket full of beau-

tiful birds and brightened up here and there by blue

lotuses is spellbinding, and its composition is an exampic

of the highest art.

The return to Thebes of Tutankhamen and his recon-

ciliation with the clergy of Amon resulted in the resump-

tion of the artistic tradition broken by Akhenaten. There

is no doubt that such was the young king's intention.

The statues he consecrated at Karnak to commemorate

222. The Ramesseum, funerary temple of Ramesses II, at Thebes.

XlXth Dynasty.



the return, which portray him in the costume of the

high priest of Amon, presented by the god as his beloved

son and head of his cult, are of the strictest classicism.

But taste had developed conspicuously since the time

of the rupture. The incomparable treasure found intact

in the tomb of Tutankhamen includes some pieces made
at el Amarna during the king's childhood. Some of them,

such as the great throne, bear the image and the legends

of the heretical god; the Theban clergy who controlled

the funeral ceremony evidently did not take exception to

them. Other pieces inspired by el Amarna, such as the

big chest with plaques of ivory, with its charming scenes

of conjugal intimacy, have simply had their inscriptions

modified slightly. In fact, the art of el Amarna, freed

of the extravagances demanded by Akhenaten, was the

art of the day. One of the most orthodox objects, the

Canopic chest, owes the grace of the goddesses surround-

ing it to el Amarna. We should also credit the legacy

of el Amarna with the dreamy and rather melancholy

sweetness which we find in the statues of Tutankhamen
coming from the Theban workshops after the return to

the capital.

The melancholy expression in the portraits of kings

during and after the Amarna period disappeared with

the advent of Harmais, whose art utterly rejected the

morbid stylisation imposed by Akhenaten. Let us take

in particular the face of the colossal statue of the goddess

Mut. This face has a charming and healthy realism with

its sweet, slightly mocking smile and its dreamy eyes.

We can imagine that the artist was really happy to feel

himself free from the evil spells of el Amarna.

Egyptian art of the XlXth Dynasty

In order to appreciate the difference which separates the

arts of the XVIIIth and XlXth Dynasties, we have only

to compare the court added by Ramesses II to the temple

of Luxor with the court of Amenhotep III.

In the latter the predominance of vertical lines in the

clustered columns produces, in comparison with the rest

of Egyptian art, something like the impression made by

the pointed arch in Western art. In contrast with them.

224. Left. EGYPTIAN. The young Tutankhamen. XVIIIth Dynasty.

Cairo Museum.

225. Right. EGYPTIAN. Gold mask of Tutankhamen. XVIIIth

Dynasty. Cairo Museum.

the heavy columns of the court of Ramesses II, with

smooth shafts covered with inscriptions and pictures and

with the intercolumniations filled with upright colossi,

seem like a pompous demonstration of power. This style,

which stems from the architectural creations of el Amar-

na, had, in a lighter form, already been used by Seti I in

his funerary temple at Abydos. But there the delicacy

of the bas-reliefs on the columns lent a certain grace,

where excess could have left an impression of affectation.

On the columns in his own court, Ramesses II applied

a decoration which reinforced its opulence. In order to

speed up the restoration of all the temples in the country

after their abandonment during the el Amarna episode,

he used everything which was still serviceable: columns,

lintels, architraves and, especially, the colossi of his pre-

decessors, substituting his own name for theirs. He hoped

to protect his own memory from similar usurpations in

the future by inaugurating a way of engraving hiero-

223. Back of the small throne of Tutankhamen, glazed in brilliant

colours. XVIIIth Dynasty. Cairo Museum.

226. Head of a colossal statue of the goddess Mut. XVIIIth Dyn-

asty. Cairo Museum.

227. Sarcophagus of Tutankhamen (detail). XVIIIth Dynasty.



glyphics deeply enough to discourage the slightest desire

to erase them. Filled with shadow in this way, which

silhouetted its signs in black, hieroglyphic writing, orna-

mental in itself, became an increasingly important ele-

ment in Ramesside decoration. The bas-reliefs of the

heavy walls were adapted to this style. The scenes, cov-

ered with inscriptions, were kept from appearing heavy

by the adoption of even taller and slimmer human body

forms. Aridity was avoided through a profusion of pic-

turesque details — draped clothes, ribbons flying in the

wind and an abundance of flowers — which give the

whole a rich and crowded aspect. This was the grandiose

style which Harnesses II used for the execution of various

monuments of which the principal edifices still extant

are the first court and the pylon at Luxor, the hypostyle

hall at Karnak, the Ramesseum and the rock temple

of Abu Simbel. The most astonishing of all is undeniably

the hypostyle hall at Karnak, with which the king filled

the space between the pylon recently built by Harmais

and the pylon of Amenhotep III. It is a vast edifice, some

380 feet broad by about 180 feet deep, with a central

walk whose roof is supported by a double row of columns,

69 feet high and 12 feet in diameter. On either side of

this central avenue, into which the light fell through open-

ings placed just below the ceiling, are two side avenues,

somewhat lower than 36 feet, each one having sixty-two

columns. Those of the central avenue have capitals repre-

senting open papyrus umbels; the shorter ones, of the

side avenues, have capitals of closed papyrus buds. The
effect sought was not so much that of a genuine hall

which could never be embraced in its entirety by the eye,

as that of an immense and mysterious papyrus thicket.

It was the translation into colossal architecture of the

little Green Room of the North Palace at el Amarna.
Ramesses II usurped so many of his predecessors'

statues that his iconography is rather bewildering to es-

tablish at first sight. The most genuine piece in this

respect seems to be the alabaster statue in the Turin
Museum. Recently it has been suggested that this was
a portrait of Seti I appropriated by his son; however this

is by no means certain, and we must await more con-

vincing proof than facial resemblance before questioning

the evidence of the inscriptions and accessory figures,

which do not appear to have been added later. The king,

whose energetic features, softened to meet contemporary

taste, are sculptured here by a master hand, is repre-

sented clothed in ample draperies of pleated fabrics and

is wearing sandals. This had been the normal costume

in Egypt since the time of Tuthmosis III, but while the

fashion had advanced rapidly in private statuary, royal

statuary had not accepted it at first. The official artists

continued to represent kings in the simple garb of the

pharaohs of the Old Kingdom and possibly of an even

earlier epoch. Once again it was Akhenaten who, here

as elsewhere, rejected tradition and had himself repre-

sented, in the name of sincerity, in his everyday clothes,

like his subjects. This triumph of realism was to be

lasting. In the bas-reliefs of the Ramesside temples,

the kings appearing in public, whether going to war or

to the temple or officiating in their public capacities, were

229. Ramesses II before Amon, replacing a bas-relief usurped by

Seti I. XlXth Dynasty.

228. Plan and section of the temple at Abu Simbel.

230. EGYPTIAN. Alabaster statue of Ramesses II. XlXth Dynasty.

Turin Museum.





PERSIAN. Figure of an archer
from a frieze representing the

^
royal guard of the Persian king.
Palace of Darius at Susa.

British Museum.



henceforth depicted in long garments. Only in the inte-

rior of the sanctuary, where this costume undoubtedly

had remained obligatory by tradition, were they depicted

wearing the short, ancient loin-cloth.

The tradition of charm, to which this statue of Ra-

messes II testifies, must have remained dear to the artists

of the following reigns. The pink granite sarcophagus

which was sculptured for Merenptah but left unused by

him and employed later by Psusennes, stems from this

tradition. The gentle expression of Merenptah, successor

to Ramesses II, whose head is surrounded by the pro-

tective arms of Isis, still retains the qualities of the best

sculptures of Seti I, whose likeness it perpetuates.

The impetus given by the artists of the XVIIIth Dyn-
asty siurvived in the painted tombs of the Theban ne-

cropolis, but it was slowly dying out. Scenes from every-

day life became rarer and less rich in original and en-

joyable observation. A wave of prurience suppressed the

representations of dancing girls previously so highly

prized, and artists even went so far in a tomb of the

XVIIIth Dynasty (used again in the XlXth) as to dress

those girls who were too naked. Religious scenes tended

to predominate, and there was a new and pompous clas-

sicism, as in the official art of the temples. Far away from

the Theban priesthood a different tradition seems to

have been perpetuated in the necropolis of Memphis.
The bas-reliefs from the funerary chapels of Sakkara

are good examples. The influence of el Amarna made it-

self felt there longer, with its small figures, its free-

dom of movement, and its scenes from everyday hfe.

The decline of the Hittites; Phoenician eclecticism

During the 13th century B.C., the Hittite confederation

halted the warlike expansion of Egypt by signing a peace

treaty with Ramesses II and sealing this by giving him

in marriage a daughter of the Boghazkoy dynasty. The
building and decoration of palaces continued in Anatolia

at Arslantepe and Malatya, and, in northern Syria, at

Sinjerii and Carchemish. The art of this epoch, however,

had lost much of the brutality which had stamped its

earlier achievements with personality. It lapsed into the

hackneyed, except for some exceptional works such as

the basalt statue, found at Carchemish, of a bearded god

holding a mace and a double-headed axe, seated on

a throne supported by two roaring lions. The effect of

formidable power is striking.

The Anatolian centre of the Hittite confederation was

destroyed by the invasion of the Peoples of the Sea whom
Ramesses II had halted at the gates of Egypt in 1191.

But the Hittites, although weakened, maintained their

political cohesion in the north of Syria and Canaan. Car-

chemish became their capital. In that town, in Sinjerii

and in other feudal towns the sculpture attributable to

the times demonstrates a progressive watering down
of the once-vigorous national art, and a tendency to

imitate Assyrian art baldly without so much as reforming

its clumsiness of expression. This was the case at Tell

Halaf, where the earliest sculptures, akin to Mitannian

art, are crude but powerful and show an exaggeration

of the ethnic type. The procedure, more obvious there

than elsewhere, of breaking up the flat outlines of the

figures in relief by a kind of champlev^ and by engraving

on them the internal details, adds further to the rustic

effect of these works, whose barbarous aesthetic recalls

that of the Luristan bronzes. In its decline, Hittite art

231. SYRO-HITTITE. King Warpalawa worshipping the god of

vegetation. Bas-relief from Ivriz. (After Le Monde des Hittites,

Editions Correa.)

could still produce powerful works such as the rock re-

lief at Ivriz, beyond the Taurus, whose god, having the

colossal stature of 16 feet, bears grapes and grain and

is of a spellbinding truculence. Like all the arts in the

ancient East, Hittite art was bound up with the fortunes

of political power and could but decrease and disappear

with them. This is what must have happened in 717 B.C.,

when Carchemish was taken by the Assyrians.

For their part, the peoples of the eastern coast of the

Mediterranean were never sufficiently strong to form

themselves into kingdoms independent and lasting

enough to establish a clearly defined artistic style in the

service of the royal courts, which would have controlled

its homogeneity and given it permanence. Situated at

the point where three civilisations — Egyptian, Mesopo-

tamian and Aegean - met, the eastern Mediterranean

peoples felt the influences of those empires as circum-

stances or — since they, especially the Phoenicians, were

traders — the taste of their current customers willed it.

At the beginning of history Phoenicia, in which Byblos

formed an Egyptian protectorate, had adopted the art

of the Nile valley wholesale, its workshops copying Egyp-

tian models slavishly, although with a faint exotic note.

When they became more autonomous, the Phoenician

towns managed to slacken the Egyptian influence, but

without ever completely freeing themselves of it. Their

divinities in bronze or bas-relief, however pronounced

their Semitic type in other ways, always preserved the

short garment of the Egyptian gods. But the most ancient

monument of Phoenician art in the strict sense of the

word, the sarcophagus of Ahiram, king of Byblos and

232. PHOENICIAN. The sarcophagus of Ahiram. I<ing of Byblos.

2nd millennium. Be/rut Museum.



contemporarv- of Ramesses II, reflects the influence of

Hittite an in the countn-. Its sides are decorated with

scenes ha\-ing originalit>- but handled in the Egyptian

manner of the king recei\-ing the homage of his servants

and female mourners. Below a frieze of alternating lotus

buds and blossoms, the figxires are dressed in the Egjptian

fashion of the XlXth D>-nasty. The corners of the sar-

cophagus rest on four lions, like those on the gate-posts

of Hittite towns and palaces, their forequarters projecting

in the round and the rest of the body in bas-relief.

In the 9th century the Phoenician ivories from the

bed of Hazael ^king of Damascus) discovered in the palace

at Arslan Tash exhibit another mixture, which is also

a reflection of the times. Some are frankly Eg>-ptianised,

composed of Eg>'ptian elements used for their decorative

\-alue, to which are added the AssvTian shell-shaped

wings and the exaggerated proportions of the heads of

the goddesses, remains of the old Sumerian canon. Others

show Eg>-ptian griffons with rams' heads framing the

Ass>Tian sacred tree, while still others are openly As-

s>Tian in style. The same holds true for the gold and

silver dishes of which the Phoenicians were always the

great suppliers in the ancient East.

Among the last discoveries of C. Schaeffer at Ras

Shamra are two panels which undoubtedly ornamented

the foot of a couch,; they are of a much earlier epoch,

recalling the period of Akhenaten; Egyptian and Aegean

influences dominate in them but are assimilated by the

Phoenicians.

ELac^^'ll
233. Bull hunt at Medinet Habu. Bas-relief on the first pylon

of :he temple. Time of Ramesses III. XXth Dynasty.

The XXth Egyptian Dynasty and the appearance
of the Assyrians

The pharaohs of the XXih D>-nas:y maintained the tra-

ditions of the monarchs of the XlXth. The funerary

temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu and the ones

he had built at Kamak ;the temple in the court of the

great temple and the temple of Khons] are the master-

pieces. They have an undeniable majesty, but the typ-

ical hea%-iness of the XlXth D>-nasty monuments is ac-

centuated in them. Deep inscriptions cover all the free

surfaces and make them look something like a printed

page, as in the second pylon at .\iedinet Habu. 'Within

this hea^-y, cramping framework, the old Egyptian verve,

revelling in the picturesque and in free detail, stiU comes
through in places: for example, in the bull hunt — so full

of movement and sensitiWty in the detail of the bulls

dving in the midst of waving rushes — which is found
on the back of the south wing of the first pylon at Me-
dinet Habu; in the Oluscration of the viaory of Rames-
ses III over the Peoples of the Sea on the northern
fa9ade of the same temple, which recalls the battle of
Kadesh on the pylons of Ltisor and the Ramesseum,
from where it may possibly have drawn its inspiration.

The royal statuary of the XXth D>Tiasty also developed
towards the grandiose. We need only compare the
triumphal statue granite of Ramesses IV with the statue
of Tuthmosis III in schist, which we mentioned earlier.

In the latter all is simplicity: the triumphal character is

only indicated by the fact that Tuthmosis III is tramp-
ling underfoot nine bows, symbols of foreign countries; in
the former statue the composition is frankly theatricaL

Private statuary of the same period is generaUy weak
and impersonal, although still graceful. Xew t>-pes of
sculpture, such as the granite statue in Cairo entitled
Priest with Monkey, did appear from time to time.
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In western Asia the outstanding event of this epoch was

the appearance of Assyrian art with the growing power of

Assur. At the beginning of history- the art of this country-

was identical «ith Sumerian art, which was transformed

later by that of Babylonia. N'arious influences met in this

region and produced an art characterised by a general

tendency towards greater simphcity and clarity in the

Babylonian sense, in spite of some reversions to Sumerian

complexity. The rare works of art of this epoch found on

234. EGYPTIAN. Triumphal

statue of Ramesses IV in

granite. Cairo Museum.



Assyrian soil are evidence of this evolution, which three

centuries later was to result in the art of the time of

Sargon and his successors.

Egyptian art in pre-Saite times

Nearly all the stone monuments of Egypt from the XXIst

to the XXVth Dynasties have vanished today, no doubt

because they, were mainly built in the Delta, where the

pharaohs of those dynasties estabUshed their residences.

But recent finds are a warning that it would be rash to

conclude that these four centuries were artistically barren.

At Tanis, in the tombs of the sovereigns of the period,

treasures of goldsmiths' art have been unearthed whose

beauty, richness and technical perfection are quite the

equal of the wonders of the Tutankhamen finds. More-

over, the few extant works of art of this period support

this evidence. The statuette nielloed with gold and silver

of Queen Karomama, in the Louvre, or the one of the

Lady Takushit, a century later, show no signs of decadence

in the modelUng or the metalsmiths' work. The now iso-

lated column of Taharka in the first court at Karnak bears

witness to the elegance, boldness and polish of Egyptian

architecture on the eve of the Assyrian invasion. Lastly,

if the famous alabaster statue of the divine worshipper

Ameneritis, in the Cairo Museum, is a little weak in

treatmeflt, the statues of Mentuemhat, which we must

link with this period because of their style, give an ex-

cellent idea of lay sculpture; one of the latter — of which

only the bust remains, with its powerfully modelled face

defying all the conventions of beauty — is a masterpiece

worthy of the great periods of Egyptian art.

Before these discoveries at Tanis, scholars were

prone to imagine that the art of the Saite epoch came

about suddenly, as a reaction against the Assyrian domi-

235. Gold mask of Undebunded, head of Psusennes' armies.

XXIst Dynasty.

nation, out of a desire to restore to Egypt the art of the

age of the pyramids, free of all foreign influence. It was

supposed to be an -art which was both nationalistic and

archaeological, but without genuine roots in the contem-

porary taste of the country. The finds at Tanis tend to

modify this conception. The objects of art found in the

royal burial places spring from two opposite tendencies.

One of these is the Ramesside tradition, with its richness

of colouring, its heavy shapes and its overloaded orna-

mentation; the other leans towards elegance and simplici-

ty of line. The first was on the decrease; the second

produced such works as the gold carafe from the tomb

of Psusennes. It was the beginning of the art known as

Saite. In fact, the works we have just mentioned are more

closely connected with the Saite than the Theban aesthetic.

That is why they are rightly entitled 'pre-Saite'.

But this shows that Saite art, although circumstances

made it reactionary and nationalistic, was nevertheless the

product of a spontaneous purifying of Egyptian taste. The
artistic flowering of the New Kingdom, in short, had

been no more than an epiphenomenon in the general

development of Egyptian art, a brilliant episode stimu-

lated by military successes abroad, the ostentation of an

opulent court and the rivalry created among the artists.

But it had never completely satisfied the Egyptian people's

innate taste for the pure, calm lines of which the monu-

ments of the Old Kingdom, still standing at Memphis
and in the Delta, were models. When the royal courts

emigrated to the Delta, with the XXIst Dynasty, the

236. \.t% Gold carafe belonging to Psusennes. XXIs: Dynasty.

237. Right. EGYPTIAN. Gold cup given to Undebunded by

Psusennes and the queen mother. XXIst Dynasty.
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238. Left. EGYPTIAN. The Lady Takushit. Bronze statuette.

XXVth. Dynasty. Athens Museum.

239. Right. EGYPTIAN. Mentuemhat, prefect of Thebes. Pre-

Saite period. Cairo Museum.

Theban influence persisted for some time. Eventually,

however, the forces of reaction were loosed. From the

XXIst to the XXVth Dynasties they sapped the artistic

heritage of Thebes, and slowly but surely they prepared

the way for the advent of Saite art.

The apogee of Assyrian art and the neo-Babylonian
succession

While Egypt, tired of the excesses and exaggerations of

Theban art in its decline, was moving towards a renais-

sance, the growing Assyrian power had created a new
artistic formula for building and decorating the palaces

of its kings.

The oldest definitively established evidence of Assyr-
ian art is the palace at Nimrud, built to the south of
Nineveh and enlarged by the Assyrian kings of the 9th
and 8th centuries, from Assurnasirpal to Tiglath Pile-

ser III. As was usual in the art of western Asia, sculpture

in the round continued to play a minor role. The rare

examples unearthed appear to be products of the sculptor's

assistant rather than the genuine artist. Fresco painting

was known - black outlines heightened by a few colours

— but surviving examples are very rare. On the other

hand, the art of bas-relief can be seen at its best. Ortho-

stats were used to ornament the long narrow halls opening

on to an interior court which made up Assyrian palaces.

If this art (as we are entitled to believe) had precedents,

they have not yet been discovered. Under Assurnasirpal,

a very mature art developed in the palaces. We find

winged bulls and roaring lions (akin to the Hittite lions)

executed partly in the round and partly in bas-relief on
both sides of the doorways; pairs of winged djinns frame

these. In the halls there are series of narrative bas-reUefs.

The general theme of these is the glorification of the king.

We see him protected by djinns or at his most glorious

occupations - court ceremonies, receptions of ambas-

sadors, wild-animal hunts, expeditions of war. With rare

exceptions these pictures were composed by assembling

extremely stereotyped elements. The general effect is

usually serious, with an occasional note of fantasy but

never with the good nature or humorous detail which

enlivened Egyptian bas-reliefs. Under Assurnasirpal the

human figures, executed in rather pronounced relief,

were stocky, with heavy shapes. The hunting scenes,

undoubtedly more closely observed from life, have more

vitality and personality than the battle scenes.

Progress is visible in sculpture under the subsequent

kings. The bas-reliefs on the four sides of the Black

ObeUsk of Shalmaneser III are remarkable for the simpli-

city and clarity of the scenes as well as for the faithfulness

of the rendering of costumes. In the bas-reliefs of Tiglath

Pileser III, we find, in the scene of the assault on a town,

its sack and the deportation of its inhabitants, a new
concern with originality and local colour. In the thick-set

figures there is a last trace of Sumerian influence. This

was finally shaken off in the time of Sargon II and his

successors.

Assyrian art reached its apogee in the gigantic palace at

Khorsabad, built by these monarchs. This palace, of which

240. ASSYRIAN. Assurnasirpal hunting the lion from a chariot.

Bas-relief. 9th century. British Museurr.
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one hundred and eighty-six halls have been uncovered,

rested on a terrace which had an area of about 25 acres.

In addition to the halls and chambers reserved for the

service of the king and his court and for their servants,

this palace included temples for the king's domestic wor-

ship and a ziggurat. The buildings were of brick, dec-

orated mostly on the inside either with paintings on
whitewash or with a facing of glazed bricks. In the main
halls, plaques of gypseous alabaster were applied on the

lower parts of the walls. These were not like the short

orthostats of the Hittite palaces, but were large panels

capable of producing a genuine decorative effect. The
great doors, with semicircular arches, were flanked by
winged bulls executed with a technical ease and skill

hitherto unknown. The themes exploited were still the

same: stories of mythical heroes, such as the fabulous

Gilgamesh, or scenes glorifying the king. The latter

included the monarch's banquet, the procession of his

tributaries and his military expeditions. Here the Assyr-

ian sculptors, after more than a century's training, had

reached an undeniable mastery.

From the time of Sargon, certain scenes of boats on

the sea were depicted on backgrounds covered with stria-

tions and scrolls to evoke the turbulent surface of the

water. This may be the source which inspired artists in

the service of Sennacherib with the idea of applying the

same procedure to landscapes arranging their figures

against a continuous background carefully chiselled with

rocks, trees and rivers. Although this convention, peculiar

to Assyrian art, made possible the organisation of larger

compositions, it led to a reduction in size of the human
figures, and the scenes which were subject to it lost one

of the essential characteristics of their decorative value.

Sennacherib's buildings and his capture of Lachish in

Palestine were represented in this style on the walls of

his palace at Nineveh.

Esarhaddon, the next king, left his palace at Nimrud
unfinished and built another one at Nineveh which is

still incompletely explored. Assurbanipal also built his

palace at Nineveh. Under this king, Assyrian art reached

its greatest perfection. Continuing the convention which

appeared in Sennacherib's time, bas-relief sculptors chose

to organise large general pictures by reducing the sizes of

241. ASSYRIAN. Assurnasirpal and a djinn bearing offerings be-

fore the sacred tree. Bas-relief. British Museum.

242. ASSYRIAN. Winged bull with human head, from Khorsabad.

8th century. Louvre.

243. ASSYRIAN. Bas-relief from Nimrud, part of which shows

soldiers on a river in a boat. 9th century B.C. British Museum.

244. ASSYRIAN. The Lady of the Well. Ivory head found at

Nimrud. 8th century. Iraq Museum, Baghdad.
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the human figures and increasing the number of super-

posed registers (wherever they still used them). The

sculptors worked with such a feeling for clarity that they

avoided falling into the same trap as the decorators of

the preceding reign. The bas-reliefs which immortalise

the victories of the king in Elam and the festivities which

followed are handled in this improved style. The principal

examples of this sculpture, and, indeed, of all Assyrian

sculpture, are the lion-hunting scenes, which show an

animal art of a very high order.

The Assyrian bas-reliefs synthesise all the other arts,

which, naturally, went hand in hand with them. The
minor arts, more particularly furniture and goldsmiths'

work, have left irrefutable testimony of the refined taste

and the virtuosity of the Assyrians, especially in the carved

ivories and the dishes of precious metals. The painting

which, in the absence of bas-reliefs, decorated provincial

palaces such as Til Barsip and the secondary chambers

of the great palaces at Nimrud, Khorsabad and Nineveh,

were actually a kind of illumination, a drawing minutely

executed in black line and heightened by the application

of flat colours. Its repertory was the same as that of the

bas-reliefs, and, undoubtedly, cartoons of the reliefs were

utilised.

Assyrian art disappeared at the very moment when it

had reached its maturity, after three centuries of slow

but constant progress, with the capture of Nineveh in

612 B.C. by the rebel leader Nabopolassar.

The neo-Babylonian empire, which took over the hege-

mony of the Eastern world from Assyria from 612 to 538,

increased its power by putting an end to Egyptian aspira-

tions in Syria and by definitively destroying what re-

mained of the Hittite confederation at Carchemish. Ne-
buchadnezzar then wanted to give his empire a capital

which would surpass the magnificence of the Assyrian

palaces. He therefore began a programme of public works
at Babylon; the legend of the hanging gardens is still

remembered, and their imposing remains bear witness

to a gigantic undertaking. But although this was a period

of great brilliance, we have discovered very few of its

works of art as yet. Particularly worthy of mention is the

Ishtar Gate, entirely encased in glazed bricks which
formed a sumptuous decoration. Borders of white rosettes

emphasise its architectonic elements, in particular the

semicircular arch. The areas inside these borders are

taken up with rows of reliefs of bulls and dragons passant.

The old Mesopotamian technique of moulded brick

united with that of glazing, which had been developed by
the Assyrians, made it possible to cover large surfaces.

Nebuchadnezzar, and, after him, Nabonidus, had barely

time to complete these projects; in 538 their empire and
its art disappeared under the assaults of the Persians.

Saite art: the last great Egyptian art

In spite of the desire in the Saite period to revert to Old
Kingdom prototypes, Saite art was never more than
a sickly pastiche of the earlier art. This was because the
aesthetic had changed since the time of the pyramids, and
the acquisition of a feeling for 'prettiness' in the New
Kingdom had become permanent. The Saite artists, in
imitating the works of the Old Kingdom, made them
'pretty' without realising it, and their works never have
the vigour and the virility of their models. They were
elegant, sometimes of an exquisite purity of shape, but
always comparatively cold and formal. Unfortunately

245. EGYPTIAN. SAITE. Bronze cat. British Museum.

nothing remains of the temples which, according to Hero-

dotus, the pharaohs of the XXVIth Dynasty built in the

Delta. We have to form an idea of them from the remains

of the buildings of the XXXth Dynasty and of the Ptole-

maic temples, which continued the Saite tradition. Sim-

plicity of plan, regularity of shapes and scrupulous care

in construction seem to have been their characteristics.

It also seems probable that we should go back to these

Saite kings for the date of the reintroduction of the

palm capital, which had fallen into disuse since the

Old Kingdom, and of the invention of the composite

capital, a combination of papyrus umbels and buds.

Private tombs of this period derive from several styles.

They are often gigantic holes at the bottom of which is

the funerary cave in the shape of a vaulted chapel, dec-

orated internally according to some archaic formulas

borrowed — a sign of the times — from Old Kingdom
sources. The Saite statuary also sought its models in the

works of the Old Kingdom as regards both attitude and

costume. It was the end of the long pleated garments of

the Theban epoch. The men had themselves represented

in the short loin-cloth and their wives in the clinging

sheath of the ancient times, which they would not have

worn in everyday life. This was a deliberate anachronism,

showing the artifical nature of this art. But instead of

limiting themselves to soft limestone and granite, as in

the past, the sculptors strove to use hard stones with

a fine grain — basalts, breccias, serpentines — which

allowed more accurate execution but gave the finished

work a cold and studied aspect. When they are not official

portraits the faces of statues are gay and trivial; and

official portraits show that the sculptors' skill had by no

means degenerated. The sculptors had a predilection for

the physiognomies of mature or old men, in whose por-

trayal they excelled.

The Saite bas-reliefs, like the statuary, were mostly

characterless imitations of Old Kingdom works. Never-
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theless, one series escapes this charge — the one to which

the famous bas-relief 'Lily-gathering', in the Louvre,

belongs. All the bas-reliefs of this kind are archaistic,

but some of them do represent contemporary clothing in

the ancient manner. In contrast with the general austerity

of human representation, they show a preference for the

plump shapes which were to become the fashion in the

bas-reliefs of the Nectanebos and the Ptolemies.

Persia's attempt at synthesis

When Egypt, freed of the Assyrian yoke, was recapturing

a style and trying to provide herself with an art which

truly expressed her age-old culture by calling on the

traditions of her most remote past, a new art was develop-

ing at the other side of the Near East, in Persia. It will

actually be studied in Chapter 5, but it concerns us here

because of the eflforts it made to effect a synthesis of the

arts whose development we have just followed. It fused

the arts of all the countries subjected to the domination

of Cyrus and Cambyses, including Egypt, which was

conquered by Cambyses in 525. It was the first time that

an attempt of this kind and scope had been made. It must

be admitted that it was successful. The architects who
built the palaces at Persepolis and Susa created a new

style composed of elements borrowed from various

countries which had become satrapies of the empire.

From Egypt they took the gate with the winged solar

disc; from Assyria, the winged bulls posted on either side

of the outer gates, the braids of rosettes framing the

decorated surfaces, and, in bas-reUef, the method of

rendering human shoulders; from Babylon, the process

of decoration with moulded glazed bricks in relief; from

the Syrians, who preserved the Hittite traditions, the

lions supporting architectural elements; from the lonians,

the ovolo and dentil mouldings, and, in bas-reUef, the

method of draping the folds of garments flat. The whole

246. EGYPTIAN. SAITE. Basalt statuette. Former Dottari Collection.

Mi^i'

was blended into a composite formula whose general style

was akin to the art of the Sargonids.

The architects of the palaces of Darius and his suc-

cessors were able to give their new style a personal stamp

by the use of the column, the introduction of windows in

facades and the character of the decoration.

Although the column had been used in Egypt from the

remotest times, both as ornament and as support, the

same was not true in Mesopotamia. Neither the Baby-

lonians nor the Assyrians, forced to build in brick, had

utihsed it generally. Only the Hittites, who built in stone,

had used wooden columns, of which we have found the

carved stone bases. They were used not only to support

the ceiling but also to decorate the facades of buildings

and to support the porch roofs. This type of construction,

whose Babylonian name oibit hildni perhaps suggests that

it also included windows, may have supplied the Achae-

menian architects with the first idea for their 'apadana',

or columned reception hall, which was also preceded by

a peristyle. However that may be, the very tall, slender,

fluted shaft of the Persian column certainly derives from

a wooden prototype. Its bell- and cushion-shaped bases

are akin to Hittite models. As for the capital, it is an

original and decorative creation. The forequarters of two

kneehng bulls, joined at the waist, bear on their backs the

rafters and on their heads the joists of the ceiling. But

their origin is still unknown.

Assyrian and Babylonian buildings had no windows.

In these two countries, with their intense hght, the door-

ways provided enough illumination for the rooms. The

Egyptians, in both lay and religious architecture, were

acquainted only with clerestories of pierced stone which

let in a diffused hght from above. According to their name,

the Hittite bit hildni may have included windows (possibly

from an Aegean influence). However that may be, the

Persians were the first people in western Asia to use

them as a decorative element by surmounting them with

Egyptian cornices. The ornamentation of the Achaemen-

ian palaces. Oriental in its exuberant richness, drew its

inspiration from the old Assyrian motifs, simpUfving them

at the same time. Sculpture, apart from the violent

htmting and battle scenes, consisted almost entirely of

scenes glorifying the monarch, and processions of war-

riors or tributaries. The figures, whose musculature was

no longer exaggerated, stood out against a plain back-

ground with no hint of a landscape. There was no detail to

enrich the simple, harmonious folds of their garments.

The tombs of the Persian monarchs also combined the

two great traditions of the East: the Egyptian, because

they consisted of hypogea carved out of mountain-sides;

the Asiatic, because the entrances were decorated with

a large panel of rock sculpture.

However eclectic the art built up by the Achaemenians

may have been, it had deep roots in the artisiic tradition

of western Asia, of which it was the last flowering after

Assyrian art. It is significant that the palaces of Pasarga-

dae, PersepoUs and Susa were built, like the Ass>Tian

palaces, on vast platforms, whereas the nature of the soil

in Persia did not call for such a precaution, and that the

masonry of their great works continued to be of brick,

although stone was abundant in the country. For the

same reason, the majority of the rooms were built on an

Assyrian plan, without using the column whose employ-

ment was reserved for the apadana which had a new and

totally different plan.
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247. EGYPTIAN. PTOLEMAIC. Detail from the tomb of Peto-

siris, showing a goldsmith at work. (After Gustave Lefebvre.)

248. EGYPTIAN. ROMAN PERIOD. Part of the temple at Philae.

249. EGYPTIAN. PTOLEMAIC. The falcon of Horus, in the court

of the temple of Horus at Edfu.

The efforts made to spread this art throughout the con-

quered countries (mainly proved by the discovery at

Sidon of a capital with the forequarters of bulls, and by

the presence of a representation of another of the same

style in the tomb of Petosiris in Upper Egypt) do not

appear to have been successful outside the minor arts.

The major arts of the various countries, intimately bound
up with the national religions, were not affected by this

effort. But the same feeling which checked the expansion

of Achaemenian art throughout the empire, worked in its

favour and ensured it a long career in Persia. Linked with

the Zoroastrian religion, it perpetuated itself in Parthian

and Sassanian art and, through these, eventually in-

fluenced Byzantine art.

Moreover, the wise policy initiated by Darius of having

the conquered countries governed by their own kings and

according to their own traditions also had the effect of

slowing down the diffusion of Achaemenian art. Thus,
the temple built by Darius I in the Khargah Oasis was in

the purest Egyptian style and fitted smoothly into the

Saite tradition. The colonnade with which Nectanebo II

completed it after the liberation belongs to the same vein

of inspiration. It demonstrates the continuity of the

tradition of Egyptian art at this epoch.

The final phase and the decline of Egyptian art

Scholars have been too ready to denigrate the style of the

edifices built in Egypt by the Ptolemies, of which the

temples of Philae, Edfu, Esna, Kom Ombo and Denderah
are the masterpieces. Under close scrutiny their decora-

tion does not bear comparison with that of the temples of

former epochs. There is generally a great deal of ornamen-
tation, which gives the impression of overcrowding. Bas-

reliefs fill in the traditional contours (made to be left plain)

with models intended to be realistic but managing only

to appear bloated. But if we examine the general effect we
cannot but admire the noble simplicity of the architectural

distribution, the richness of the colonnades, the elegance

and diversity of the capitals, the accuracy of the stone-

dressing in short all the qualities of Saite art which the

Ptolemies, with improved means at their disposal, con-

tinued. Another feature of the decoration of the epoch

was that stucco intended to receive polychrome treatment

formed a light impasto over the reliefs. This was perhaps

to prevent their being swamped when artists began to

exaggerate the modelling.

The great problem when dealing with the art of the

Ptolemies is that of its relations with Greek art, which was

the art of the dynasty whose new capital, Alexandria,

became from its foundation, as we shall see later (Chap-

ter 6), the most active centre of diffusion of culture in the

world. At first an attempt at compromise was made. The
high priest of Thoth at HermopoUs, the sage Petosiris,

had, in the chapel of his tomb, works inspired by Greek

art wherever his religion did not insist on the use of

traditional imagery. A colossus of Alexander Aigos bears

a Greek face on an Egyptian-type body. But after a few

attempts, a fusion between the two arts appeared im-

practicable, for there was no common measure of expres-

sion between them and every mixture resulted in a bastard

creation. So the two arts reigned side by side on Egyptian

soil, each in its own field, with private life as Greece's

sphere and religion as Egypt's.

Until the reign of Ptolemy VI, there were scarcely any

signs of decadence; bas-reliefs were still lively enough to

248-
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250. Left. EGYPTIAN. PTOLEMAIC. Detail of the pylon of the

temple of Horus at Edfu.

251. Be/ow. EGYPTIAN. PTOLEMAIC. Statue of Alexander Aigos

from Karnak. Cairo Museum.

incorporate and assimilate new themes: for example, the

long procession of gods and priests on the steps of the

temple at Edfu (imitated later at Denderah) carved nearly

life-size and at eye-level, was in the manner of the proces-

sions which deported Egyptians could have contemplated

three centuries earlier in the palace of the Achaemenian
kings at Persepolis. But from the middle of the Ptolemaic

period and for the next four centuries. Egyptian art

declined. The advent of Christianity as the state religion

gave it the death blow.

However, it was not Christianity but Hellenism which

put an end to Egyptian art. After the conquest of Alexan-

dria, in which the Egyptians at first could see no more
than liberation from the hated domination of the Persians,

the Nile valley became Hellenised in its everyday life at

an increasing pace, which the religious monuments do not

show us but which the necropolises, such as that of

Tunah el Jebcl, near Hermopolis, reveal. The majority

of the clergy, living their private lives in the Greek man-
ner like all their contemporaries, finally began to think in

the Greek way and to hold no other art but Greek art in

esteem. Their ancestral art, although bound up with

their religion, then seemed as outmoded and even as

barbarous to them as, later, mediaeval art seemed to the

ecclesiastical humanists of the Renaissance, who scorn-

fully named it 'Gothic'. Then pharaonic art was virtually

dead, undermined from within.

252. EGYPTIAN. PTOLEMAIC. Pylons of the temple of Horus

Edfu.

253. EGYPTIAN.

Khons. Karnak.

NEW KINGDOM. Pylons of the temple of
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: The Agrarian empires

EGYPT

Archaeology

Scientific knowledge of ancient

Egypt dates back about a century

and a half, owing to the work
Description de 1'Egypt e (1809), by

Bonaparte's scholars. In it was

published the Rosetta Stone, dis-

covered in 1799, whose tri-lingual

inscription enabled J. M. F. Cham-
poUion (1790- 1832) to solve the

mystery of the hieroglyphs (1822),

in spite of the mixture of phonet-

ical signs syllabic and alphabetic
- with figurative and symbolical

signs. Egyptology was established.

The opening of the first intact

royal tomb, that of Tutankhamen
in 1923, then the discoveries at

Tanis, marked an epoch.

Chronology

For a long time, scholars began
with the concordances noted by the

Egyptians between the dates of the

civil year and the heliacal rising of
Sirius (Sothis). The beginning of

the 1st Dynasty was thus fixed at

3197 B.C. But the synchronisms
observed between the protohistory

of the Nile and Mesopotamia,
particularly between the 1st Dyn-
asty and the end of the Jemdet
Nasr period, led archaeologists to

bring the date forward; A. Scharff

has placed it recently at 2850 B.C.

As regards the remote epochs of

the Near East, scholars are divided



into partisans of the 'long and
short' chronologies, the latter two
hundred years later. We shall adopt

the latter. Manetho's division of

the pharaohs into thirty dynas-

ties has been kept.

HISTORY

The pre-dynastic period and the

Old Kingdom. At the end of the

Chalcohthic, Egypt was divided

into two kingdoms, composed of

nomes or provinces. According to

tradition, the monarchy of the

north conquered the southern one.

A new division ended in the hege-

mony of the Scorpion King of the

south, and was completed by the

legendary king Narmer, often

compared with Menes, first myth-

ical king of Upper and Lower
Egypt (towards 2850). His capital

was at This, hence the name
Thinite monarchy.
The invention of hieroglyphic

writing at this time marks the

beginning of Egyptian history.

The Old Kingdom or Memphite
period begins with the Illrd

Dynasty and Zoser who trans-

ferred his capital from Abydos to

Memphis in the south of the Delta,

about 2650. His minister and

architect, Imhotep, was deified in

later times. Egyptian grandeur was

already asserting itself. In the

IVth Dynasty, Sneferu, conqueror

in Nubia and Libya, inaugurated

the tradition of the great builders,

whose pyramids remain. The first

three kings of the Xth Dynasty

supported the solar worship of Ra,

which gave growing power to the

priests of Heliopolis.

Commercial and warhke rela-

tions with Syria increased, and

timber was imported via Byblos:

mainly Lebanese timber, pine far

more than cedar. The expeditions

of the pharaohs, chiefly against

invading nomads from the east,

were commemorated on the faces

of the rocks at Sinai and other

places. Expeditions against the land

of Punt (Somaliland) procured

perfume, oil, incense and ivory.

The Vlth Dynasty lapsed into

feudalism, then into anarchy. At

Sakkara several pyramids were

built in addition to that of Zoser;

those of Teti and of Pepi I are

particularly important. The weak-

ening of the royal authority coin-

cided with the religious and social

reform of universal admission to

funerary privileges, reserved in the

past for the kings.

At the end of the Vlth Dynasty,

towards 2190, the First Inter-

mediate period began, lasting until

the Xlth Dynasty and almost until

the year 2000.

The Middle Kingdom. Internal

dividing up and rivalry between
the king of Heracleopolis in the

north, who defeated the Asiatics in

the Delta (Xth Dynasty), and the

confederation of southern princes,

ended in the victory of the

sovereign of Thebes, Mentuho-
tep II. Amenemhat I founded the

Xllth Dynasty shortly after 2000.

The Theban monarchy marked a

high point in Egypt. Trade devel-

oped with Byblos, Crete, Nubia
and Arabia. The influence of

Babylon, here Hammurabi ruled,

increased. Literature and art went
through a classical phase.

The Second Intermediate period.

Growing pressure from Asia was
felt after Aryan invasions in Baby-

lonia (mid- 18th century). In 1792,

the Pharaohs of the Xlllth
Dynasty transferred their capital to

Tanis. But towards 1700 the

Hyksos invaded Lower Egypt.

This victory was gained by the

iron weapons and war chariots

used by these barbarians, who
came from Mitanni with Hittites

and Hurrians, bringing Semites

and Canaanites with them as well.

For nearly a century and a half

the 'shepherd kings', at Avaris in

the east of the Delta, tried to en-

slave their feeble Egyptian rivals

in the south. The Theban kings

paid tribute. But Ahmose, found-

ing both the XVIIIth Dynasty and

the New Kingdom in 1580, drove

the invaders towards Palestine.

The New Kingdom. Ahmose con-

quered Syria and advanced as

far as the Euphrates. He subdued

Nubia. Syria, Babylonia and Crete

were brought into the orbit of

international trade. Egypt then

became a powerful and influential

empire. From about 1500 Tuthmo-
sis III, in the course of a long

reign, dominated Nubia and almost

all the Near East from the coast

to the Euphrates. The children of

vassal kings were brought up in

Egypt. A hundred years later

Amenhotep III, seeing the growing

power of the Hittites in Cappa-

docia and of the Assyrians, formed

an alUance with the Mitanni,

masters of the routes from Babylon

to the Mediterranean and the

route to the Caucasus. The Nile

was connected with the Red Sea

and Memphis received from Ara-

bia, as well as Phoenicia and Crete,

ships coming not only from Greece

but also from the Adriatic and

even the Black Sea httoral.

The pre-eminence of Amon Ra,

the great dynastic god, did not wipe

out the mystical and popular

worship of Osiris, but the victories

gained by the king, with the god's

protection, gave his priests exces-

sive wealth and power.

In order to safeguard his power
and provide the various peoples

who had been conquered with a

god they could recognise, Amen-
hotep IV (Akhenaten) gave pre-

eminence to the solar disc Aten,

thus giving open expression to the

hidden monotheism of Egyptian

rehgion, but at the same time

creating a schism. Akhenaten left

Thebes for a capital which he
founded in Middle Egypt at Tell

el Amarna. On the king's death,

the young Tutankhamen, under
the ascendancy of the triumphant

priests of Amon, re-established the

god's sovereignty and returned to

Thebes. Protege of the last pharaoh
of the XVIIIth Dynasty and scion

of a powerful military family,

Ramesses I founded the XlXth
Dynasty about 1314. A treaty of

non-aggression was signed between
Ramesses II and Hattusilis III,

king of the Hittites, in 1278.

Egyptian influence spread in Syria

as far as the Orontes. Tanis, which
may have been the king's birth-

place, became the capital. Towards
the last years of the 13th century

Egypt was on the point of being

invaded by peoples (possibly

Aryans) moving from east to west:

the Peoples of the Sea. In 1211

Ramesses III saved Egyptian civili-

sation by defeating them at sea at

the entrance to one of the mouths
of the Nile and on land towards

the eastern frontier. But feudalism

recurred, and the power of the

priests of Amon finally opposed
that of the pharaoh. The deca-

dence of the Ramesside kings was

such that towards 1090 the high

priest Herihor was the equal of the

pharaoh governing the Delta.

Late periods. Then began a con-

fused epoch in which Libyan and
Ethiopian dynasties succeeded each

other. Egypt seems to have been

divided: the north came under the

royal authority; the south was

subject to the high priest of

Amon. Local dynasties sprang up;

confusion reigned. In 671 Egypt

was invaded by the Assyrians.

The advent of Psamtik I in 663,

prince of Sais, founder of the

XXVIth Dynasty known as the

Saite, was needed to re-establish

the country's unity and restore

something of its former brilliance.

His son Necho rebuilt the canal

linking the Nile with the Red Sea

and commissioned an expedition

which circumnavigated Africa. But

his ambitions in the east were

halted by the Babylonia of Nebu-
chadnezzar.
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254. View of the temple at Luxor.

255. EGYPTIAN. Plan of a hypogeum.

Showing: a. serdab, b. court, c. entrance

hall.

Soon Persia was in the ascend-
ancy, and Cambyses overthrew the
XXVIthe Dynasty. After a later

brief period of independence,
Egypt was conquered by Alexander
in 332. His successors, the Ptole-
mies, governed until the death of
Cleopatra (30 B.C.). Then came the
Roman domination. It was fol-

lowed by the rule of the Byzantine
empire (in the 4th century a.d.)
and the Arabs (640). The latter put
an end to three centuries of
Christianity and succeeded in
blotting out the ancient civilisation.

ARCHITECTURE
Funerary architecture. All that

remains of the royal burial places
of the kings of the 1st and Ilnd
Dynasties near Abydos are brick
vaults, access to which was by
stairs and, later, by an inclined
plane. The addition of chambers
for furniture and funerary offerings
transformed these tombs into fu-
nerary apartments. The whole of
such a tomb was covered with

256. EGYPTIAN. Columns of the temple

at Karnak.

fragments of stone and sand
disposed in a rectangular mass held
up by four sloping brick walls.

The pyramid appeared with the
Old Kingdom. The first was built

at Sakkara by Zoser's architect

Imhotep. Stepped, as if by the
superimposition of mastabas of
decreasing size, it occupied the
centre of a precinct enclosing
several chapels with their court-
yards. It was the first stone
architecture, a faithful translation

of earlier wooden constructions.

From the IVth Dynasty onwards
the royal funerary architectural
complex included a reception
temple where the mummy received
the ritual purifications. This was
connected by a covered rising walk
with the funerary temple built on
to the east side of the pyramid
which covered the burial chamber
(the most important pyramids are
those of Cheops, Chephren and
Mycerinus).

High officials had mastabas built

for themselves. The vault and its

vestibule, carved out of the rock,
were connected by a shaft (after-

wards filled in) with the roof of the
rectangular mass. The brick outer
walls were sloping and stepped and
bore symbolic decorations. The
inside walls also exhibited a certain
battering, but had smooth sides if

they were built of hmestone blocks.
On the eastern fa9ade were two
niches. One of these was a false

door; a table of offerings for the
soul of the deceased stood at its

foot. The false door was moved to
the west wall when the niche grew
into a chapel. The statue of the
dead person was in the serdab,
a redoubt sunk into the mound.
The chapel was decorated inside
with very low bas-reliefs of scenes
relating to the offerings.

In the Middle Kingdom the
royal pyramid was of cheaper
material (brick) under a facing of
limestone. The mastabas, small and

without side chapels, were grouped
around the pyramid, as in the Old
Kingdom. The narrowness of the
Nile valley necessitated that tombs
be carved out of the cliffs (the
rock-cut tombs, or hypogea). The
typical tomb plan is found in these
as in the pyramids: the court, the
hall, the sanctuary, the concealed
corridor with its slope of varying
steepness, and the shaft leading
to the vault [255].

In the New Kingdom the
necropohs of the pharaohs was
situated to the west of Thebes, in

the Valley of the Kings. The
fundamental elements of the royal
funerary complex of the Old
Kingdom became separated. A
broad causeway connected the
reception temple with the funerary
temple. The latter, built near the
rocky cliff, was completely sepa-
rated from the tomb, which was
not placed in the pyramid but was
at the far end of a hypogeum. This
was composed of long corridors

with staircases and antechambers
leading to the hall containing the

sarcophagus. The royal funerary
temple of the New Kingdom
consisted of two courts; in front of
the first of these was a pair of
pylons. The courts led to a hypo-
style hall. Generally three sanc-

tuaries (one of which was con-
secrated to the worship of the dead
king), preceded by antechambers
and surrounded by chapels, formed
the secret part of the temple.

Important people had their

hypogea carved out in the region

of the royal necropolis. Certain
tombs, half embedded in the cliff,

had their antechambers crowned
by a small brick pyramid (Deir
el Medineh). As in both the Old
and Middle Kingdoms, painted
bas-reliefs were used in the dec-

oration.

In the late period, as recent

excavations at Tanis show, the

modest funerary chapels and
vaults of the kings were in the

precincts of the temples. A high
official was interred in a large sar-

cophagus placed in a burial cham-
ber situated at the bottom of a

deep pit. The superstructure had
disappeared.

Religious architecture. First we
note the open-air sun temples.

At Abu Gurob (Vth Dynasty) the

temple was composed of a sur-

rounding wall enclosing a rectang-

ular area in the southern part of

which stood a stocky obelisk, the

sun symbol, on a high base. At its

foot was the table of offerings. It

was united by a covered causeway
with the portico, which was situ-

ated in the actual town. To one
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side, outside the temple buildings,

a solar barque was constructed in

an oval pit. The XVIIIth Dynasty
temple built by Akhenaten at

Tell el Amarna was much more
complicated than this. No remains
from the late period have yet been
discovered.

The cult temples appeared from
the beginning of the historical

period. The temple of Kasr el

Sagha, possibly from the Ilird

Dynasty, appears as a rectangular

fagade pierced by a door opening
on to a lateral court giving access

to seven contiguous chapels. In the

Middle Kingdom only the temple
of Medinet Madi still remained. It

was dedicated to a divinity wor-
shipped in the Fayum.

Description of a typical cult

temple of the Middle Kingdom. A
canal led to an unloading quay
from which ran a broad avenue
lined with sphinxes. At its far end,

the gate of the temple, flanked by
two trapezoid towers (the pylons),

was preceded by two obelisks and
by statues of the king. This gate

opened on to a court lined with

lateral porticoes. Via a few steps

it led to a hypostyle hall with

three central aisles, its ceiling sup-

ported by clustered papyrus col-

umns. (Karnak: 134 columns,
maximum height 69 feet.)

Then came the chapel its ante-

chambers, sacristies and ware-

houses, then the pro-sanctuary,

with the door to the sanctuary con-

taining the divine statue. This
typical plan was complicated by
architectural additions due to the

piety of successive monarchs, as at

Karnak and Luxor. Some of these

temples were carved out of the

mountain (Abu Simbel [228]).

Domestic architecture. As the

buildings were constructed of light

iiiHterials, only rare examples are

left from the Old Kingdom; only

the foundations of houses (Sakkara

and Hierakonpolis, Ilird Dynasty).
In the Middle Kingdom, the new
towns exhibited a quadrilateral

town-plan. We must wait until the

New Kingdom and el Amarna to

form some idea of the rich dwell-

ings built in gardens with orna-

mental lakes. Working-class houses
usually comprised one living room,
one bedroom and a kitchen (e.g.

village at Deir el Medineh). All

these types of houses seem to have
been continued in the late periods.

Few traces remain of the palaces.

There was a palace in the middle of

the first court of the mortuary
temple at Medinet Habu. At el

Amarna there are some ground-
level remains of the royal and

257. Proto-Doric columns, temple of

Hatshepsut. XVIIIth Dynasty.

259. Lotus columns, built by Amen-

hotep III at Luxor. XVIIIth Dynasty.

258. Palm capital, temple of King Unos

at Sakkara.

private palaces with their gardens

and dependencies.

Military architecture. At Hiera-

konpolis a fortification consisted

of a double wall divided by an arti-

ficial; ditch. This arrangement was
retained in later fortifications.

Columns. The columns used as

supports in the buildings around
the pyramid of Zoser recall bundles

of reeds; they were surmounted by
a flat moulding. The 'proto-Doric'

column [257] seems to have been

transitional between the post and
the column; then, as from the Vth
Dynasty, we find the classical

types: the palm-type column [258]

with a slender shaft; the lotus

column [260] (rarely used in stone

260. Left, Lotus column.

Right. Papyrus bud column.

architecture) whose shaft repro-

duced a group of several stems,

surmounted by a capital of closed

lotus buds; the papyrus column
[260] whose shaft was also clus-

tered, but with stems of ogival

section and the capital in the shape
of closed umbels, or open umbels
(bell column [261]). In the Middle
Kingdom the Hathor-headed col-

umn [263] appeared, the capital

of which showed the head of the

goddess under models of the birth-

house of Horus. In the Ptolemaic

period the composite column ap-

peared [262].

Sculpture

After the small ivory statuettes of
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261, EGYPTIAN. The bell capitals of the

Luxor temple.

the first dynasties and the stone

statues, still stiff and awkward,
sculpture developed rapidly in the

IVth Dynasty. The royal statues

still showed an ideal image of the

sovereign: that of the god to which
he was assimilated. Lay statues and
'replacement heads', both of them
intended to act as substitutes for

the body if it happened to be
destroyed, were also idealised.

Among the best-known master-
pieces are the Sheikh el Beled (in

wood) in the Cairo Museum (Vth
Dynasty [200]) and the Seated
Scribe, in the Louvre (Vth Dyn-
asty) [191].

In the Middle Kingdom the

Memphite style, more academic
and with an elongated canon
(Amenemhat III from Harawa),
was distinguished from the Theban
style in which an extreme realism
appeared; the pharaoh's face is

marked by age and worry (Mentu-
hotep III from Deir el Bahari;
Sesostris III from Medamud;
Amenemhat III from Karnak).
Small statuettes were carved out of
granite or schist, or in ivory or
wood. In the Xlllth Dynasty
there was a decline in sculpture.
It became cold, dry, academic.
Always traditionahst, statuary at

the beginning of the XVIIIth Dyn-
asty still preserved certain Old
Kingdom characteristics which had
persisted through the Middle
Kingdom. Sweetness and elegance
were accentuated and, at the same
time, luxury in clothing showed
the influence of Asia (larger loin-
cloths; finely pleated garments of
transparent linen; embroidery and
jewellery). Nevertheless, a growing
stylisation and academicism soon
appeared.

The New Kingdom seemed only
to have to unite and accentuate the
features of the two preceding
schools: realism and idealism; but •

the revolution accomplished by

262. Composite capitals. Temple at

Medinet Habu.

Amenhotep IV (Akhenaten) intro-

duced a new aesthetic, in which the

accentuation of physical character-

istics became almost caricature-

like, only to be rapidly watered
down into ideahsm [220, 219].
Even when the failure of this

revolution brought art back to the

time-honoured traditions, some-
thing of the new spirit survived,

particularly a certain charm and
delicacy. In lay statuary new forms,
such as the block statue, made their

appearance.

The return to the past which
marked the pre-Saite period inevi-

tably imposed on sculpture an
archaism, corrected by a more
developed technique and a more
profound knowledge of anatomy.
At the same time, the quest for

grace which came from the preced-
ing period resulted in the 'Saite

smi'e', and in the elongation of the
body.

Even if foreign influences

showed themselves to be slight, we
cannot deny the effect that Greek
sculpture had on these last cen-
turies of Egyptian art. The Greek
and Roman conquests even re-

sulted in an abortive attempt to

reconcile the two styles.

Animal sculpture, encouraged by
the religious iconography, always
held an important place.

From the 1st Dynasty on steles

[179a], and from the Old King-
dom in the decoration of the walls

of temples and tombs, the Egyp-
tian adopted a low bas-relief with
modelling of great dehcacy which
was both supple and accurate.

The themes, aimed at evoking the

preparation of the offering and
the life of the dead, are handled
with a styUsation which never-
theless allows for flexibihty and
a diversity of attitudes.

Painting

The low bas-relief and the use of

263. Hathor-headed capitals. Temple of

Hathor at Denderah.

colour on it sometimes lead us to

confuse it with painting. The
pictorial decoration of walls [225],

which had a precedent from the
proto-dynastic period in the fres-

coes of the tomb at HierakonpoHs
(themselves inspired by the dec-
oration of Nagada pottery) was
apparently, from the Ilird Dyn-
asty, a substitute for bas-rehef,

whose conventions it adopted
(tomb of Hesy-ra at Sakkara).

In the Middle Kingdom the

walls of tombs were covered in

plaster and were painted.

The earlier themes were en-
riched with new details, while
others appeared, handled with
greater freedom of execution than
in the Old Kingdom. Domestic
animals, such as the cat and the

animals of the desert (Beni Hasan)
were rendered with an acute sense

of observation.

In the New Kingdom there was
a further enrichment of themes:
the quest for charm and for beauty
of line, attitude and colour reached
its highest point. Decoration grew
compHcated in the late periods, at

the same time that a certain affec-

tation of attitude verging on man-
nerism appeared.

The fragments of pottery (ostra-

ka ) or limestone which the artists

used for their rough sketches reveal

the spontaneity of their art.

The minor arts

In prehistory, jewellery (gold, ivory

and flint), decorated toilet acces-

sories and slate palettes foreshad-

owed the shapes, decoration and
techniques of the later periods.

From the 1st Dynasty, both in

the decoration of furniture and of

jewellery, we note the use of

inlays, either with coloured pastes

(mural decoration, such as the

geese from Medum) or semi-

precious stones (jewellery).

The metal-work was mostly in
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gold, rarely in silver, and some-
times in copper (diadems). Neck-
laces were made of various dressed

and threaded stones.

Goldsmiths' work rose to the

level of sculpture (falcon's head
from Hierakonpolis).

The jewellery of the Middle
Kingdom was some of the loveliest

known (pectorals of Sesostris II

and Sesostris III; diadems of Ita

and Khnumet).
Cloisonne work and milling

appeared in Egypt at this time.

With the New Kingdom pastes

of coloured glass were substituted

for precious stones in jewellery.

Flasks of various shapes, made of

coloured glass and fashioned by

hand and decorated by a very

special technique, appeared.

Furniture, richly painted (chest

of Tutankhamen) or of valuable

woods inlaid with ebony, ivory or

coloured glass, had many shapes

according to the materials and the

use for which the objects were

intended [267].

The late periods were essentially

characterised by excessive orna-

mentation.

New techniques were developed,

such as filigree in goldsmiths'

work and millefiori in glassmaking.

Blown glass did not appear until

the Coptic period.

Information compiled by Marie-

Louise Tisserant and Guy Gaudro7i,

under the direction of Christiane

Desroches Noblecourt.

THE LANDOF CANAAN
Geography. Canaan is the region

corresponding to Palestine and
Phoenicia (Lebanon). Located at

the tip of the 'Fertile Crescent',

this corridor was dominated in turn

by Egypt and the Mesopotamian
states, and was often the victim of

raids by desert nomads.
Civilisation. The important role

played by these regions in the first

spread of metal techniques ear-

marks them for special study in the

next chapter (see Summary in

Chapter 4). But their position at

the junction between Egypt and
Mesopotamia obliges us to examine
their other activities here. From
their beginnings, all the towns
were fortified because of the threat

of raids; stone, which was abun-
dantly available, was used for this.

Wood from the forests was fre-

quently employed for joist-framing

and for columns.
In Palestine the strongholds

such as Jericho, Gezer, Ophel
(Jerusalem) and Megiddo had
fortifications which consisted of
enormous stone walls crowned

with brick towers at more or less

regular intervals. The Hebrews,
after their invasion towards the

beginning of the 2nd millennium,
preserved the same system. Hy-
draulic works were improved.
Palaces were constructed around
a central court, as in Mesopotamia.

In Phoenicia there were many
coastal towns, of which the princi-

pal, Ras Shamra (Ugarit), Byblos
and Tyre, were ports. They were
strongly fortified and had highly

developed town-planning.
Art. There was no indigenous

art in Palestine; the art of the

region was composed of Egyptian,
Mesopotamian and Cretan in-

fluences. There were some notable

works: the Stele of Moab (Louvre,
9th century B.C.) representing a god
holding a lance pointing to the

ground [266]; carved seals; the

'Hyksos' scarabs; ivories, particu-

larly those which decorated furni-

ture and weapons, and ivory statu-

ettes. Palace walls bore painted or

carved geometrical motifs.

In Phoenicia, the temples were
built around two rectangular or

square courts surrounded by thick

walls and many rooms; an altar

was in the centre of the largest

court. Funerary architecture con-

sisted of vaults dug below the

dwelling; access to them was by
a staircase. The sarcophagi were of

stone and were often large, such as

that of Ahiram, king of Byblos,

which has two recumbent figures

in low relief on its lid; it is sup-

ported by four lions with fore-

quarters carved in the round [232].

Egyptian influence is very notice-

able in the sculpture. Work in the

roxmd was rare; there were many
bas-reliefs. We may mention a stele

from Ras Shamra (Louvre) show-
ing the god Baal holding a lance

with its shaft turning into a branch

and pointing to the ground [264];

on another, later, stele he is shown
upright on a Hon, threatening a

second Uon with his lance.

In Phoenicia, too, ivory was very

much in favour [265]. There were

the plaques from Arslan Tash
(about 840 B.C.) ornamenting the

bed of Hazael, the king of Dam-
ascus, and the works from Ras
Shamra: the big panel, found in

1952, decorated with episodes from

the king's life; the large hunting-

horn carved out of an elephant's

tusk; the hd of a box (Louvre),

showing the goddess of fertility.

THE HITTITES

Archaeology. Not until 1914 did

excavations in Anatolia throw light

on the Hittite civilisation; shortly

264 SYRIAN Baal with a lance, from

Ras Shamra (Ugarit). Beginning of 2nd

millennium. Louvre.

265. Right. SYRIAN.

Carved ivory.

Royal couple.

266. PALESTINIAN. CANAAN. The

Stele of Moab. 9th century. Louvre.

267. EGYPTIAN. Chair of ebony and

ivory. New Kingdom. Louvre.



afterwards E. Forrer and B. Hrozny
unravelled the secret of their lan-

guage and were able to decipher

the enormous archives of Boghaz-
koy (formerly Hattusas).

History. An Asianic people,

possibly descended also from Indo-

European conquerors, the Hittites

occupied the centre of Anatolia

(east of the Kizil Irmak, formerly

the Halys), under the kings Anitta

(about 2000 B.C.). Mursilis I and
Telepinus. They formed an empire
with Hattusas as its capital; under
King Suppiluliumas it extended as

far as Syria (about 1300). With the

events at the end of the 2nd
millennium, this empire disap-

peared. Subsequently the Hittites

formed a confederation of several

small kingdoms with important
centres such as Sinjerli and Car-
chemish; this confederation dis-

appeared in its turn beneath the

attacks of the Assyrians.

Hittite art, which was closely

akin to Mesopotamian art, was
nevertheless distinguished from it

by a certain originality.

Architecture. Stone was widely
used. One of the main features of
the architecture was the wooden
column resting on a stone base.

269. HITTITE. Royal gateway at Boghaz-

koy. Middle of the 2nd millennium.

268. HITTITE. The base of the throne

of the god Adad. Ankara Archaeological

Museum.

In the centre of the town, which
was divided into fortified quarters,

was the bit hildni, or palace, built

on a terrace to which a flight of

steps gave access. From the build-

ing's broadest facade a covered

vestibule opened, its roof sup-

ported by wooden columns; the

rooms were situated behind it. The
gates [269] of the towns possessed

both an external and an internal

opening.
Sculpture. The bas-reliefs in-

clude many important works: the

rock carvings of Yazilikaya, show-
ing the god of the storm clad in a

brief loin-cloth and the earth

goddess clad in a long pleated robe
(13th century B.C.); those on the

gates of the town of Alaca Huyuk
of an eagle with two heads, and
those from Boghazkoy showing a

god clothed in a short loin-cloth

and wearing a horned helmet,

whose eye, remarkably enough, is

represented not frontally but in

profile; numerous steles, one of

which (in the Louvre) represents

the god of the storm wearing a

short tunic and brandishing an axe

and a trident (2nd millennium);
the bas-reliefs which have been
found at Malatya (9th century.

Louvre); many scenes found at

Carchemish of warriors.

A few works of sculpture in the

round have come down to us,

notably the statue of the god Adad,
his head covered with a sort of fur

bonnet, wearing a long robe: this

statue is on a base composed of two
Uons [268].

In glyptics, .the Hittites pre-

ferred using the ordinary seal,

decorated with spirals, two-headed
eagles, etc. The neo-Hittites em-
ployed cylinders, often of haema-
tite, with such scenes as the god of
the atmosphere, a goddess dis-

robing, processions of animals and
gods mounted on animals.
The minor arts. Their pottery

consisted of vases of elegant shape
ornamented with stylised designs,
some in the form of animals.

MESOPOTAMIA
The metal arts will be dealt with

in Chapter 4.

Archaeolog/. The excavations by
the French consul P. E. Botta, at

Khorsabad and Nineveh, brought
Assyrian art to light in 1842; the

excavations by E. de Sarzec at Tel-

lo introduced us to the Sumerians
(1877). Cuneiform writing was
deciphered in the middle of the

19th century (Sir H. Rawlinson).

Recent excavations have thrown
special light on the more remote
epochs (Sir Leonard WooUey at al

'Ubaid and Ur, and others).

History. The transition from
prehistory to historic times was
made with the Jemdet Nasr period.

Painted pottery, with heavy
shapes, was polychrome; the cylin-

der seal replaced the ordinary seal.

The other arts improved on the

style of Erech. The science of

numbers developed.

The end of this period coincided

with a series of floods, about

3500 B.C. (the biblical Flood), of

which traces have been found.

After the Jemdet Nasr period,

we enter on historic times (about

3000). There were then two dis-

tinct peoples in southern Mesopo-
tamia: in the south and the neigh-

bourhood of the Persian Gulf were
the Sumerians, an Asianic people

with a language of the agglutin-

ative type, initiators, it is be-

lieved, of civilisation in the region;

in the north were the Akkadians,

a Semitic people, whose language

exhibits all the characteristics of

Semitic languages. It seems that

the Sumerians installed themselves

in the region first, followed by the

Semites, but that at the beginning

of the historical period they were
one and the same civilisation. They
were settled peoples, living by
stock-farming and by an agri-

culture which they developed by
means of ingenious irrigation sys-

tems. They were familiar with

writing, which was linear before

becoming cuneiform. This civilisa-

tion was divided into several city-

states (each composed of a town
and its territory), independent of

and often at war with each other.

At the head of each of them was a

king or 'lugal', or a prince-priest or

'patesi' of the city's guardian deity.

The priests, who were very strong

owing to the wealth of the temples,

sometimes seized power.

In the beginning the Sumerians
seemed to be dominant; certain

of their cities, first Erech, then Ur,

exercised a sort of hegemony; at

Ur a powerful dynasty was main-
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LATtNE. BASSE-YUTZ
(MOSELLE). Bronze Celtic wine

jug decorated with coral

and enamel. Villa Giulia, Rome.



tained for some time (1st Ur Dyn-
asty, about 2800 1600 B.C.). After

its fall, Lugalzaggisi, a ruler

of Umma, another Sumerian city,

founded a Sumerian empire

reaching to the Mediterranean.

After some twenty years the

Semites, under the leadership of

the king of Akkad, Sargon, over-

threw this empire and enlarged it,

extending it to the Mediterranean,

to Asia Minor and to Elam (a

country situated beyond the Tigris

to the south-east of Mesopotamia
and peopled by Asianics who were

Semiticised at an early date and
had a civilisation closely akin to the

Mesopotamian). The successors of

Sargon, Naram Sin and Manishtu-
su, managed to retain their power,

but, sapped by internal revolts, this

empire eventually collapsed and
was invaded by the Guti, bar-

barians from the Zagros Moun-
tains. After dominating the country

for a time, they were finally driven

out.

The Sumerian monarchs of the

Ilird Ur Dynasty, firstly Ur-
Nammu (about 2382 -2311), suc-

ceeded in establishing their hege-

mony; the Sumerian cities, more
or less ruined by preceding events,

became prosperous again; they

developed the arts and trade. Such
was the case with Lagash (now
Tello) under the leadership of its

patesi Gudea.
This dynasty was succeeded by

a Semite dynasty at Isin, and
another Elamite one at Larsa,

which fought each other. Larsa

won the day, but succumbed to the

attacks of Hammurabi (about 2003
— 1961), king of Babylon, a hither-

to secondary city which then be-

came the capital of a unified state

covering the whole of Mesopota-
mia, north Syria and Elam. Agri-

culture, trade, law and the arts

flourished; it was the golden age of

Mesopotamian civilisation; but,

like the other empires, it did not

last very long. Like Sargon's em-
pire it was ruined by internal re-

volts and incursions by the moun-
tain dwellers. The invading Hit-

tites were replaced by other bar-

barians, the Kassites, who suc-

ceeded in founding at Babylon
a dynasty which ruled for several

centuries (about 1746 1171). The
2nd millennium was an extremely

disturbed period. Migrations of

peoples took place; the Hyksos
invaded Egypt, the Indo-Euro-
peans Asia Minor. The Elamites

sacked Babylon and dethroned the

Kassite dynasty.

Mesopotamia experienced the

repercussions of these upsets, and
its civilisation came close to dis-

appearing. It managed to survive,

but in the 1st millennium the
power passed into the hands of a

people hitherto held in subjection,

the Assyrians, whose capital was
successively Assur, Nimrud and
Nineveh; they established a great

empire owing to their energetic

rulers, of whom the outstanding

ones were Assurnasirpal (884-

859), Shalmaneser III (859-824),
Tiglath Pileser III (745 727),

Sargon II (722 705), Sennacherib

(705 681), Esarhaddon (681-
669) and Assurbanipal 668-626).
These monarchs relied on well-

organised armies, but their methods
had a cruelty to which their mon-
uments testify. In addition to the

whole of Mesopotamia, the empire
embraced Syria, Palestine, Cilicia,

Cyprus and even Egypt; this

empire ended in the same way as

those which preceded it: the sub-

ject peoples rose up, and some
mountain dwellers, the Medes, of

Indo-European race, aUied with

the Persians of the same race, and
a ruler of Babylon, Nabopolassar,

took Nineveh in 612.

The neo-Babylonians then re-

placed the Assyrian power. They
dominated Mesopotamia, as well as

Syria, Palestine and Asia Minor;

the new power flourished, espe-

cially under Nebuchadnezzar. But

the Persians, who had previously

subdued the Medes, seized Baby-

lon in 539; henceforth Mesopota-

mia followed the destiny of the

Persian empire; Mesopotamian civ-

ilisation shone in many fields, but

it left its most visible, if not its

most glamorous, imprint on art,

which was essentially religious.

Architecture. Mesopotamian
buildings had thick walls of sun-

dried brick or, occasionally, fired

brick, and were long and narrow so

as to enable the beams, which were

made from palm-trees, to support

the roofs. The house, which might

include an upper storey, was built

around a square or rectangular

court with a single door on the

outside; all round it were the

rooms. The palaces were built on
the same plan, but were of con-

siderable size and included several

courts. They had hundreds of

rooms and chapels. Important

remains have been found at Tell

Asmar (Ilird Ur Dynasty), Mari
(2nd millennium), Nimrud (Assy-

rian period) and Khorsabad, which
was the summer residence of the

Assyrian king Sargon.

The temples, such as those at

Assur, Khafaje, Mari and TeU
Asmar, were modelled on ordinary

dwellings. Later they were com-
posed of a square or rectangular

building preceded by a cella; it was

in a court. Around the building

were several rooms for the priests

and for various religious acces-

sories. Buildings of this type were

found at Eshnuna (Ilird Ur Dyn-
asty), Khorsabad (8th century)

and Babylon (neo-Babylonian pe-

riod). Next to the temple rose the

ziggurat or multi-storeyed tower

[270], made of a number of square

or rectangular buildings each smal-

ler than the one below; a chapel

stood on the topmost terrace.

Remains of ziggurats have been

found in the White Temple at

Warka (Jemdet Nasr period),

at Ur (Ilird Dynasty), at Khor-

270. MESOPOTAMIA. A possible recon-

struction of Khorsabad, showing the

ziggurat. 8th century B.C.
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271. NEO-SUMERIAN. The seated fig-

ure of the patesi, Gudea. End of the 3rd

millennium. Louvre.

272. AKKADIAN. Head of a king, from

Nineveh. 3rd millennium. Iraq Museum,

Baghdad.

sabad (8th century) and at

Borsippa.

Every Mesopotamian village was

surrounded by ramparts of great

technical perfection (especially in

the Assyrian and neo-Babylonian

periods), reinforced by quadrang-

ular towers and pierced by strong-

ly fortified gates, as at Khorsabad.

Babylon was embellished by the

famous hanging gardens on ter-

races of remarkable technical ac-

complishment. Funerary architec-

ture was by no means as advanced

as Egypt's: the vaults were made
of untrimmed blocks of stone like

the royal tombs at Ur, where we
find rudimentary arches, which
were unknown in Mesopotamia. In

the Assyrian period the use of the

stone sarcophagus spread, but

more frequently coffins or large

terra-cotta jars were used to bury

the dead.

Sculpture in the round. This
underwent less development than

in other ancient civilisations. Large
statues are rare, as are representa-

tions of nudes and of women.
There were certain rigid conven-

tions including the law of frontal

depiction. The legs are generally

separated and the feet at rest, one
of them slightly in front of the

other. The upper arms are held

tightly to the bust and the fore-

arms brought together across the

chest. The expression of the face is

nearly always serious, even severe.

Inscriptions in cuneiform charac-

ters were often engraved on the

clothes.

Noteworthy among the out-

standing works of the archaic Su-

merian period are male or female

statuettes of fine limestone with

straight limbs and protruding eyes

simulated by white shells (Tell

Asmar). For the neo-Sumerian pe-

riod we have an alabaster statuette

of Gudea as a young man and the

series of statues of him (ten in the

Louvre) seated or standing, all but

two of them headless; the figure

is clothed in a fabric bordered
with braid, the feet shghtly apart;

on each of the surviving heads is

a sort of turban of a woolly cloth,

and the face is hairless [271 ]. From
the Assyrian period there exists a

large-scale statue of Shalmane-
ser III (8 ft 6 in.) in the Istanbul

Museum. There are also some
caryatids of divinities holding
vases from which water is spouting
(Baghdad Museum).

Sculpture in relief. This was
very much used in all periods and
obeyed the same conventions as

sculpture in the round. In the

Jemdet Nasr period we may men-
tion the Warka vase, as well as

the large goblet of fine limestone

(Baghdad Museum) on which a

scene of offerings to the fertility

goddess is represented on four

registers. A stele from the same
source represents a lion hunt. In

the dynastic period, numerous
small square plaques (so-called

New Year plaques) represent ban-
quet scenes. The 'genealogical'

bas-reliefs of Ur-Nanshe, ruler of

Lagash, which were pierced with

holes so that they could be hung
up, show the dynast accompanied
by his family in various religious

scenes. The Stele of the Vultures

[167] commemorates the victory of

Eannatum, king of Lagash, over

the king of Umma. On one side,

the guardian god of the town,

Ningirsu, brings down his mace on
one of his enemies caught in a net;

on the other the king advances at

the head of his troops, and vul-

tures, or rather eagles, tear the

enemies' bodies to pieces. From
the Akkadian period is the Stele of

Victory of Naram Sin [21 7]. At the

head of his troops, he is climbing

a mountain whose summit, in front

of him, is crowned with symbols of

the divinities: his enemies litter the

ground or flee. From the neo-

Sumerian period, a stele shows
Gudea with a palm on his shoulder

presented by his personal god
Ningizzida to Ningirsu (Berlin

Museum). A fragment of a vase

showing a musical scene also dates

from this period, as does the stele

of Hammurabi's legal code [273];

in the latter the king is seen

above, praying before the god
Shamash, while below is the text of

the code. From the Kassite period

several boundary stones have sur-

vived on which are engraved, on
one side, an act of donation and,

on the other, emblems of the gods.

The Elamite period produced a

stele of King Onntash-Gal and his

wife, accompanied by djinns hold-

ing vases from which water is

pouring. In the Assyrian period

the number of bas-rehefs is con-

siderable. The 9th century pro-

duced reliefs of two djinns adoring

the sacred tree; of King Assur-

nasirpal holding a bow and two
arrows, followed by a djinn asper-

ging him with lustral water; and

of the interior of a fortified camp
with scenes of cooking and animal-

slaughter or horses being groomed
[199]. There is also the Black

Obelisk of Shalmaneser III, illus-

trating his conquests. In the 8th

century there were reliefs of King
Tiglath Pileser III shooting an

arrow at a town, and of the winged

bulls with human heads which

guarded the entrance to the palace
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of Sargon II at Khorsabad. There
were also numerous bas-reliefs

representing the campaigns of

Sennacherib, in particular the one
showing the interior of a fortified

camp with tents depicted in

sections. The 7th century pro-

duced a stele representing Esar-

haddon holding two conquered
enemies on a leash, and numerous
scenes representing the campaigns
of Assurbanipal, especially the one

he conducted against Elam. From
the same reign many hunting

scenes are to be found.

Glyptics. This branch of art was
greatly stimulated by the use of

written contracts which meant em-
ploying stamps and seals. From
historical times, cylinder-seals [171
— 173] of finely engraved stone or

hard paste were used. Until the

Akkadian period they were decora-

ted with animals in single file,

with fantastic animals (Ur) or with

scenes of feasts and of men and
animals fighting (Lagash). In the

Akkadian period the motifs were
comparatively varied. In the neo-

Sumerian period the favourite

theme was that of a member of the

faithful being presented to a god by

a divine intermediary. At the time

of the first Babylonian dynasty the

motif was more often that of a

devotee praying before a god or

group of gods. In the classical

273. BABYLONIAN. Code of laws of

Hammurabi. Beginning of the 2nd mil-

lennium. Louvre.

period it was the image of a divini-

ty, as it was in the Assyrian period.
In the neo-Babylonian period the
theme was often Gilgamesh mas-
tering the bull

Moulded clay. In order to

economise on stone, clay was used
very frequently in the form of
glazed bricks during the neo-
Babylonian period. From the Kas-
site period there have been finds

of the decorative elements of the

facade of a temple at Warka, repre-

senting figures of gods and goddes-
ses (reconstruction in the Baghdad
Museum). From the Elamite pe-

riod, at Susa, there are motifs for

a religious building representing

a djinn hugging a palm-tree; from
the same site there is also the clay

head of a man of a markedly
Asianic type. At Babylon, the

Ishtar Gate and the processional

way were ornamented with brightly

coloured bricks in relief represen-

ting animals standing out against

a dark blue background.
Terra-cotta statuettes. These

were widespread. The archaic

period had figurines of snake-

headed women breast-feeding chil-

dren. In the Sumerian period the

figurines were of women without

arms or feet, with bound ankles.

The neo-Sumerian, Assyrian and
Babylonian periods produced figu-

rines of nude women with their

hands brought up towards their

breasts; others represented ithy-

phallic figures, dancers, musicians

and games.
Painting. Decorative painting,

much employed on palace walls,

has hardly survived owing to its

fragility. On a coat of lime, it was

composed of flat tints in which
whites, blues, reds and blacks

predominated; perspective and
shading were not used. The best

collection comes from the palace at

Mari (2nd millennium), with its

geometrical motifs and large com-
positions. One of them has been

reconstructed in the Louvre: it

shows the king of Mari before the

goddess Ishtar, as well as animals,

plants and djinns. In the Assyrian

palaces decoration consisted of

rosettes, squares with concave sides

and scenes similar to those of the

bas-rehefs. Quantities of small

objects in various techniques have

been found in the excavations:

alabaster vases ornamented with or

shaped like animals; stone or

alabaster animals; inlays such as

the mosaic Standard of Ur, made
with tiny plaques of mother-of-

pearl, cornelian and lapis lazuli

embedded in bitumen (these little

plaques were engraved in the same

way as the front of the harp found

274. SUMERIAN. Votive figure dedicat-

ed by Gudea. c. 2400. British Museum.

275. ASSYRIAN.Wounded lioness. Bas-

relief from Nineveh. 7th century B.C.

British Museum.
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276. MESOPOTAMIAN. The excava-

tions at Babylon showing, on the right,

part of the Ishtar Gate.

in the royal tombs of Ur); and

Gudea's libation vase in the shape

of a truncated cone (about 10 in.

high), ornamented with two in-

tertwined snakes and two dragons.

Metal arts. Governed by the

same conventions as sculpture in

the round and bas-relief, these arts

had a great vogue in Elam; copper

and bronze were used, more rarely

gold and silver. In the Sumerian
period there were foreparts of lions

and statues of bulls in copper (site

of al 'Ubaid, 1st Ur Dynasty, like

the majority of the large-scale

works). There were also funerary

objects from the royal tombs of Ur,

including ornaments, weapons,

musical instruments, notably harps,

ornamented with gold bull's heads,

items of harness, goldsmiths'

work, ex votos, such as the stat-

uette of a ram upright against a

tree, of gold and silver embellished

with lapis lazuli. The Akkadian
period produced a copper head
with a long beard (Nineveh). In the

neo-Sumerian period there were
many statuettes with animal or

human shapes, which were buried

when the temples were constructed.

Dating from the 2nd millennium
at Elam there exist the headless

statue of Queen Napirasu, cast in

one piece by a remarkable tech-

nique; bronze gates cast in one
piece, and many gold and silver

statuettes of devotees. The Assyr-

ian period produced a bronze
weight in the form of a recumbent
lion with a ring on its back;

bronze facings of columns, imita-

ting the bark and leaves of palm-
trees, found at Khorsabad; and
numerous amulet-statuettes repre-

senting djinns.

Pottery. In the Sumerian period

pottery was scarlet and decorated
with animal or plant motifs evoking
fertility. At Susa, it had a red and
black decoration on a buff-coloured

ground; later it degenerated and
became clumsier. In the Elamite

period glazed ceramics decorated

with rosettes and torsades were
produced.

Philippe Jean

278. ASSYRIAN. Assurbanipal in his

chariot. 7th century. Louvre.

277. SUMERIAN. Goat caught in thicket.

British Museum.



4 THE METAL CIVILISATIONS

279. SARDINIA. Nuragic bronze of a

tribal chieftain. 1 Oth-5th centuries B.C.
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ART FORMS AND SOCIETY ReneHuyghe

THE METAL CIVILISATION S

It was not the discovery of metal as such which changed

the world. It had long been known, because it is found

in its natural state. The Eskimo for example knows how

to hammer meteoric iron; Neolithic man used gold, silver

and especially copper. What transformed man and his

ways of living, thinking and acting were the new tech-

niques. With metallurgy, the art of treating ores, smelting

and making alloys, a new world was born.

The character of the metal arts

Theoretically three stages succeeded each other: hammer-

wrought working, then the smelting of metal in its crude

form, and lastly the alloying of copper and tin, or copper

and antimony, creating bronze, a material harder than

stone; only then were the traditions handed down since

the beginning of the Neolithic overthrown.

Later iron, when man knew how to prepare it, once

again effected a tremendous advance, by providing a

material which was simultaneously light, tensile, malle-

able and strong.

It seems certain that bronze and bronze-working ori-

ginated in the Near East, where Anatolia and Armenia

were mining regions. It was probably four or five centu-

ries later, towards the middle of the 3rd millennium, that

the Anatolians, following the law which drives the rough

mountain-dweller to swoop down on the plain and

plunder the farmer, descended on the 'Fertile Crescent'

from the north. It is possible that they were encouraged

in their raids by the exhaustion of their resources of ore,

and also by the earthquakes of which traces have been

found.

The eastern Mediterranean, like the whole Aegean area,

was at the Neolithic stage. Then metal helped to advance

peoples who were backward in relation to others so that

they suddenly subjugated their civilised neighbours. In

effect, metal provides its users with weapons which give

them superiority in warfare. It projects them into the

vanguard of evolution at a time when they are ill-prepared

for it. Therefore it speeds up history and completely

upsets its expected course.

So first the Achaeans, the 'bronze men' of about 2000,

and then the Dorians, the 'iron men' towards 1200 came
to transform the Greek world with their attacks. Thus in

western Europe, a region still savage in relation to the

empires, the Celts asserted themselves as their formidable
rivals.

Another effect of metal appeared from the very be-
ginning. It so speeded up the course of history that it

initiated the acceleration of the rhythm with which man
developed. This speeding up has gone on ever since. It

counterbalanced the stabilisation imposed by agriculture

which naturally led men to settle. The metal user subsists

on the resources of the earth like the farmer, but whereas
the latter fructifies land which is living and renews itself,

the former exploits land which exhausts itself. Thus in
a new way he returns to the migratory life of prehistory.
Either he intensifies commercial relations by ranging the
world in search of raw materials and also to distribute
his manufactured products, or moves on as he exhausts
local supplies of mineral resources.

Consequently the metal arts most frequently have a

characteristic which seems peculiar to nomads. Not
greatly attracted by realism, the patient and emotional

observation of nature, at which sedentary man often

arrives, they like abstract shapes, the ones which proceed

from purely intellectual invention, from the resources of

the human brain rather than attentive contact with one's

surroundings. At the most the animal, the nomad's com-
panion, animated the play of lines with its presence, al-

though this was more particularly in the art of the steppes,

inheritor of the Mesopotamian themes. But the Iron Age,

from the Hallstatt to the La Tene periods, mainly con-

cerned itself with patterns. Another concrete factor can

be added to these psychological ones: peoples who move
from place to place can only possess valuable objects

which are transportable; weapons, goldsmiths' work and
items of harness held the first place. Practical functions

could only just make room for decoration, mainly for

ornamental combinations of lines to which colours were

freely added. This is true of the art of the barbarians, the

ultimate outcome, even in the 5th and 6th centuries A.D.

Metal art had a considerable area of diffusion. It prop-

agated its shapes and themes over unlimited distances.

Architecture, sculpture and mural painting can do no
more than affect the traveller by leaving him with a

blurred memory. Metal objects, on the other hand, were

available everywhere as an easy model to copy. The
agrarian civilisations had little more than cloth, much
harder to preserve, to play the same role.

THE AEGEAN WORLD
The first metal workers discovered the inexhaustible

copper of Cyprus near the coast. The local Neolithic

peoples had had only the faintest idea of its existence. But

their need for tin was to carry them on the quest which

Claude F. A. Schaeffer will retrace further on.

The role of the maritime peoples

From then onwards, the cooperation of the metallurgists

and the seafaring peoples was inevitable, and they gave

the art of navigation a fresh stimulus in exchange for the

services they demanded. The Aegean Sea, dotted with

islands, had stimulated maritime relations and commer-
cial exchanges from the dawn of civilisation. We know
the price which was set on the obsidian of Melos before

metal. Very soon the Aegean was in contact with the

coast of Asia Minor and through it with the caravans of

the hinterland; we know that the rare metals from the

Caucasus were bartered for the copper and lead ores of

the islands, Seriphos or Amorgos, for example. Contact

was rapidly made with Egypt, herself equipped with a

remarkable fleet and capable of undertaking some of the

boldest expeditions in antiquity. Lastly, routes were even

established towards the North Sea in the middle of the

2nd millennium, for its amber which was so precious at

the time.

Until about 2500, the ships of the Cyclades predomi-

nated; but towards 2000 Crete was already exporting its

remarkable pottery. However, their successors the Phoe-

nicians were launching into their role of middlemen and

navigators; they were no more than that, and their art
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281. CRETAN. Detail of a decorated dagger from the royal

necropolis at Mycenae. About the middle of the 2nd millennium.

Whatever novelty it contributed, the Cretan civilisation is linked up in many

regards with the civilisation of the agrarian empires, especia//y Egypt.

Exchanges with that country were particularly in evidence at the time of the

XVIIIth Dynasty. Both show the same feeling for life and the animal and plant

kingdoms, although the conventions of the law of full-face representation

were preserved [280, 282].

283. CRETAN. CNOSSUS. Blue bird among wild roses, lilies and

other flowers. Wall painting. Middle Minoan III to Late Minoan I.

280. EGYPTIAN. Fowling in the

marshes. Theban tomb painting. XVIIIth

Dynasty. British Museum. Right: Detail.

282. CRETAN. CNOSSUS. The Prince

with Lilies. Late Minoan I. Herakleion

Museum.

284. EGYPTIAN. Kingfisher in the pa-

pyrus thicket. Fresco in the Green Room

of the palace at Tell el Amarna. XVIIIth

Dynasty. 167



was always limited to manufacturing objects in which

heterogeneous influences were combined in a practical

way, so as not to run the risk of surprising and putting

off their customers by personal stylistic creations.

This was not so with the Cretans, who were isolated,

thus developing an independent art and civilisation, and

yet played the role of turntable of the Mediterranean by

their geographical situation. The requirements and po-

tentialities of metal gave their fleet an extraordinary im-

petus, as it did later to the Phoenicians. They profited by

it to extend the field over which their personal creations

were diffused. When the Achaean invaders, who also pro-

gressively became rival navigators, had defeated and

ruined Crete towards 1400 and succeeded to it both at

sea and in the field of art, it seems that they increased

the scope of their excursions ever further; they never

stopped doing so during the four centuries when they

were masters of the situation before succumbing in their

turn to the Dorian invasions, coming from the same

northern source as themselves.

Cretan at first, then Mycenean, it was however the

same art which for a millennium sent its works for con-

siderable distances. It seems that we find echoes of it

as far as the other end of the Mediterranean in Spain.

Via the mouth of the Danube and also the upper end

of the Adriatic, Aegean culture advanced to make contact

with the terminus of the land and sea routes which led

to the tin of Bohemia and the Scilly Isles, or even the

amber of the Baltic. The most striking find has been that

of a Mycenean dagger in a Bronze Age tumulus at Delynt

in Cornwall. The repertoire of decorative shapes of Scan-

292 dinavian metal-work shows singular resemblances with

293 that of the Aegean Sea. We only need to follow the ad-

venture of the Silk Route, which later carried the precious

material from China to the Mediterranean, to conceive

what distances luxury objects could traverse by succes-

sive transmissions. With them went the forms which
fertilised distant horizons.

Crete and its relations with the agrarian peoples

But what was this Cretan art composed of? Basically the

civilisation of the island was of the agrarian urban type

elaborated and diffused by Cihcia from the 5th and 4th

millennia onwards. It exhibits all the same characteristics:

a religion primarily devoted to a mother goddess, con-

nected with the idea of fecundity, and inherited undoubt-
edly from the peoples who inhabited the island in the 4th

millennium; her worship was celebrated by priestesses.

The matriarchal civilisation of the beginning of the Neo-
lithic therefore has its prolongation there. Nevertheless

the sometimes densely populated towns (Sir Arthur Evans
put the population of Cnossus at 80,000) reveal the

authority of the sovereign as in Egypt or Mesopota-
mia, although it may have been more flexible. In their

immense store-houses, the prince accumulated provisions,

treasures in kind, constituting the social surplus which he
used to pay the craftsmen and officials directly with the

products of the soil, grain, oil, wine, etc. contained in

321 enormous jars (pithoi). At first sight, then, one would
be tempted to classify Cretan civilisation among those
which have been studied in the last chapter, and it

must be admitted that in many ways Cretan art has the
same characteristics. However it holds its position mainly
by its innovating features coming from commercial and
maritime life, simultaneously with those due to metal

techniques. Shortly after 2500 came the introduction of

bronze; and later in the Greek tradition, Crete remained

renowned as one of the great centres of iron manufacture.

Socially, too, Crete was more developed: the sovereign

no longer had, it seems, the superhuman character he

always preserved in Egypt and Mesopotamia. It has justly

been pointed out that, in distinction to the arts of the

agrarian empires, the art of Crete did not hierarchise the

figures by making the most powerful of them, kings or

princes, of a larger size. Born and developed very much
later than that of its powerful neighbours, the Cretan

civilisation, although the agrarian basis remained alive

there with its consequences, deserves therefore to be

studied here along with the metal civilisations.

The Cretans' very ancient relations with the coast of

Syria and via her with Mesopotamia and Egypt (which

they also reached directly with their ships) constantly

confirmed the contacts they kept up with the empires.

Very soon, the Cretan ports, the ancient Kamo for ex-

ample, exchanged their jars of oil and wine, their cattle

even, for the vegetables, cereals and fabrics which the

Delta supplied. They also received objects of art, ivories,

blue earthenware and scarab seals. Later they supplied

the Nile valley with copper retransmitted from Cyprus,

which also became a Cretan protectorate as from the

middle of the 3rd millennium, as well as the tin and amber
brought back from the distant lands of central and north-

ern Europe.

Relations were particularly close with the XVIIIth
Dynasty. It is even probable that, if the new character-

istics of the art of el Amarna were stimulated by a reli-

gious revolution, they were also strengthened by the

example of Cretan art, already removed from all the

hieratic traditions and orientated towards the bold facing

of life. Through this reverse influence Crete paid off

a part of the considerable debt she owed Egypt.

The origins of an art of life

In fact, the singularity of Cretan art is that, although it

was the product of a people who owe everything to Asia

Minor, it constantly evinces much deeper affinities with

its elder brother of the Nile valley. Admittedly, a good

deal came to it from Anatolia, if it was only the example

of patterns and metal which inspired the pottery with

flame-hke decoration of Early Minoan II. Metal tech-

niques soon came from the same source. After that, Crete

made an advance which clearly proves its wider contacts

with the developed peoples. As for the architecture of the

first fortified palaces at the beginning of the 2nd millen-

nium, it proclaims its debt to Akkadian, Sumerian or

Hittite models. But the actual spirit and the style come
from their Egyptian counterparts; they cultivate and de-

velop the feeling of life caught in the intensity of the

action it expresses and the impression it gives. Because

of the relations of Egyptian art with the funerary cults,

it is too often thought that it was essentially hieratic and

funerary. In fact, the frescoes and statuettes which kept

the spectacle of earthly life in front of the mummy caught

it in all the vivacity of its dynamism. Now Crete was

linked with Egypt from the time of its first maritime

relations.

So the masterpieces of Cretan painting remind one of

Egyptian painting: far more than by the conventions

(full-face views, different colour schemes for male and

female bodies) or the identicality of certain gestures, it
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289. EGYPTIAN. Detail of a fresco with the two motifs, the

bull's head and the successive reversed spirals. Ceiling in the

palace of Amenhotep III at Thebes. XVIIIth Dynasty.

290. CYCLADES. Neolithic model of a house from Milos. Ant/ken-

sammlungen, Munich.

285. Far left. CRETAN. Rhyton (drinking vessel) in the form of

a bull's head. Steatite. Cnossus. Late Minoan I.

286. Left. MYCENAE. Silver rhyton in the form of a bull's head.

Athens Museum.

287. Above. BALEARIC ISLANDS. BRONZE AGE. Bull's head

in bronze. Archaeological Museum, Barcelona.

288. Above right. SCYTHIAN. Bull's head in silver gilt found at

Craiova, Roumania, 700-300 B.C. National Museum, Bucharest.

THE SPREAD OF CRETAN ART

Thanks to its maritime trade, the essentially pioneering Cretan

civilisation had a far-reaching influence, both in the north-east as far

as the Black Sea [288] and in the west to the far end of the Mediterranean

[287]. The spread of the Minoon bull, sometimes accompanied by the solar

disc, is eloquent testimony of this.

At the same time, the repertory of forms was enriched. We see the spread

of dynamic patterns: scrolls, whorls and spirals which sometimes link up and

carry the eye on from one to another. Consecutive spirals running in opposite

directions form a favourite decorative theme, probably originally of symbolical

significance, perhaps fire or lightning. A legacy of the Cycladic Neolithic,

they are found both in Egypt [289], and among the Celts.

291. CRETE. MIDDLE MINOAN III. Panther-shaped axe-head

from Mallia. Herakleion Museum.
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is in the gift of seizing the essential of an attitude in action.

The simple comparison ofthe celebrated Prince with Lilies,

(Herakleion Museum) with, for example, the funerary

painting representing a wild goose hunt (British Museum,
XVIIIth Dynasty) or the cat and birds, as they are rep-

resented in Crete and Egypt,* brings the evidence to-

gether. These kinships were especially marked at the time

of Crete's repercussions on the Egypt of Amenhotcp IV.

The mocking humorous air that the Cretans added and

which is almost without analogy except in the art of

ancient Peru — so different from tragic Mexico — was

not even totally unknown to Egyptian art.

Crete went further than Egypt in the quest for captur-

ing and rendering the fleeting moment; it even tried to

create forms suggestive of movement in the geometry of

decoration. In this, Cretan art shows a further develop-

ment than the ;irt of the agrarian empires on which fidelity

to original traditions weighed heavily.

And Crete's gaze was now solely turned in this new
direction. It did not invent the spiral which had existed

since the Neolithic and was taken from the older ceramics

of the Cyclades; the latter incidentally seem to have

borrowed it from Danubian pottery via Thessalian Neo-
lithic, especially that of Dimini. But Crete made it its

favourite shape and diffused it wherever it exerted in-

fluence, even indirectly. Admittedly, it is found on

Egyptian scarabs, mainly spread by the Hyksos kings,

but is it not a borrowing from the Aegean ?

Even the natural shapes, such as the lily for example,

when they show traces of scrolling become an excuse for

multiplied spirals. One has the impression that certain

themes were borrowed from nature (octopuses, to quote

one case) mainly because they lend themselves so wonder-

fully to moving undulations and loops. Friezes with spi-

ralled elements occupied the place which was held by
the angular zigzag in the Neolithic.

The simple spiral suggests its multiplication, in partic-

ular the shapes like double springs which knot and un-

knot, seeming to spout forth from one another, as on the

panther-shaped axe from Mallia. There we see the birth

of a system of patterns which was to flourish prodigiously

in the metal arts and shine again in Celtic art more than

a millennium later; it was to form the triskeles ('three-

legged') pattern characteristic of this decoration. After

over another millennium, it crops up again in that supreme
flowering of Celtic art produced by the Irish as from the

7th and 8th centuries. We are thus dealing with an essen-

tial, lasting contribution to the history of decoration.

A new vision and conception of art

We now have to ask ourselves what could have stimulated
this tendency which until then had been no more than
latent in the artistic 'capital' of Egypt; we must seek out
what made it almost the predominant motif. There is no
doubt that the reason is contained in two new character-
istics by which the Cretans were separated from the
strictly agrarian civihsations; they became established in
the 3rd millennium with the advance of the use of metal
coming from Asia Minor; they developed at the moment
when bronze became widely used; and the Mycenean
civilisation which succeeded them coincided with the
great phase of the diffusion of bronze from east to west,
before iron, in about 1100, came to play the lead in its

turn. Consequently the destiny of the Myceneans was
bound up with that of metal.

It was equally bound up with the sea: the Cretans were

the great navigators of the Mediterranean in the 2nd

millennium. If the landsmen and farmers seemed to be

obsessed by the problems of the regular and stable

division of space, after the manner of their fields, the

seafarers were steeped in a quite different sort of experi-

ence: that of the endless moving of continuous forces

blending into each other, which was suggested by the sea.

Seeing successive spirals running one behind the other

round the side of a vase, we cannot help thinking of

stylised waves pursuing each other. The same theme was

to assert itself in Scandinavian art down to those great

navigators the Vikings. In the same way, the living forms

of the depths, from the octopus to seaweed, are flexible

and indeterminate, lending themselves to scrolls ; the shell,

for its part, sometimes exhibits the most classical

realisation of a spiral to be found in nature.

But if the sea helped the Cretans, by the visual ex-

perience it provided, to conceive their technical repertory,

manual experience may have contributed to it even more
forcefully. Stone and wood are dressed in facets which are

rounded off in the finishing to a greater or lesser degree;

potter's clay tends to the spherical shape and its softness.

As for metal, it is malleable when melted in the mould;

prepared by the cire perdue process, it presupposes

a model in which the kneaded paste is often shaped in

coils. It frequently gave rise to threads and bands whose
extremities it was necessary to soften down by a final

scrolling which was in effect a spiral. The S-shape is one

of the most spontaneous creations of metallurgy; it is the

one which was very soon associated with the lightning

which Hephaistos-Vulcan later forged for Zeus-Jupiter; it

still recurs in our own day in iron garden railings.

The refined Cretan producer of valuable easily trans-

portable objects was a goldsmith even more than a metal-

lurgist. There again, damascening, which he practised so

skilfully on his daggers, was a metal thread technique

lending itself to undulation and scrolling. The same thing

held good for filigree work. Metal, the more so when
worked in thin sheets as is the case with goldsmiths' work,

demands threadlike outlines and their tendency to curves

and whorls.

Thus the 'visual' and the 'manual' were yoked together

to give the Cretan a new conception of form. The mental

process in its turn lends itself to this conception: the

seafarer who is led to make perpetual comparisons be-

tween beliefs, manners and arts is much less attached to

the maintenance of tradition than the farmer. The
Egyptian had a fleet, but he was not a sailor: therein lies

the difference. Those islanders, the Cretans, found

themselves in the perpetual school of renewal.

At the same time they put an end to the behef that the

image has the value of a magical double. It seems that with

them it even lost at an early stage the symbohcal - hence

prophylactic value which remained so tenaciously

attached to decorative shapes in particular.

As they had everywhere else, the usual forms must have

had a religious origin in Crete. The bull, symbolised by

the curve of his horns, was the god of subterranean

forces; he lived in the heart of the labyrinth, which seemed

to lend itself to the idea of the descent into the bowels of

the earth and of which the spiral is perhaps the stylised

image. It may also have been in correlation with snakes,

also animals of the underworld which were associated

with the worship of the mother goddess. In the same way,
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292. CRETE. Lid of a stone vessel from a burial cave m Maroneia.

Early Minoan II.

293. DENMARK. Bronze plaque with spirals. Scandinavian

Bronze Age V. Stockholm Museum.

The Cretan theme of successive spirals [292], finally simplified into a sort of

Vitruvian scroll, spread everywhere with the advent of bronze, from the 6/ock

Sea to the Baltic [293].

The First Iron Age (Hallstatt) marks a total reaction in favour of rectilinear

and discontinuous geometrical forms (predominance of parallelograms,

angular forms, etc.: [294]). This tendency is so strong that the spiral

scrolls of the first pieces using metal threads [295] were transformed into

concentric circles [296] which were to become a current ornament [297].

However, with the Second Iron Age (Lo T^nej, which corresponds to the

flowering of the Celtic and Gallic civilisations, there was a revival of dynamic,

continuous wave and spiral patterns.

294. EARLY IRON AGE (HALLSTATT). Funerary urn found at 298. GREAT BRITAIN. Engraved bronze mirror, known as the

Sternberg. Antikensammlung. Stuttgart. 'Desborough Mirror'. Beginning of the Christian era. British

295. EARLY IRON AGE (HALLSTATT).

Bronze brooch from Italy.

296. Brooch with a design derived from

the four spirals. Wiirttemberg.

297. BRANDENBURG. Detail of a gold

vessel from the Eberswald treasure.

700 B.C.
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the double reversed spiral is often connected with light-

ning, also represented by the double-headed axe, just

as in Brittany the polished stones which recall this prim-

itive weapon still bear the name of 'thunder stones'. But

these were merely survivals. For the Cretans, the image

hardly had any magical meaning or religious background;

it ceased to be sacred, as the most seductive reproductions

of life still were in the Egyptian tombs: its value was

only in what it was, what it showed. It was a spectacle

for the eyes, a visual pleasure. Let us take careful note:

a primitive era of art is over: it assumes a meaning hitherto

unknown which it is not to lose again.

By thus conferring autonomy and the feeling of

pleasure it procures on art, the Cretans prepared the way

for Greece, which nevertheless accomplished one step

further; it began to think out this pleasure, to analyse it,

to seek it less in the evocation of what was depicted than

in the way it was represented and in its beauty.

EUROPE

Thus the fleets of the Mediterranean effected the liaison

between the first metal-producing civilisations and the

barbarian peoples in Europe who owned the ores indis-

pensable for its manufacture, although they themselves

were still vegetating in a more primitive state.

The awakening of Europe and its geometrical traditions

From the beginning of the 2nd millennium, there ap-

peared a movement converging on the vast reserves of

ore formed by the 'metallic mountains' in the north of

Hungary, then those which encircle the Bohemian plain

to the north and south-west. Their copper and tin could

be reached either from the north of the Aegean by

reaching the Danube and saihng up it, or by attaining the

central Danube from the upper end of the Adriatic and
by way of tributaries like the Sava or the Drava. Daggers

and pottery recalling Cypriot art have been found at this

end of the Adriatic, which was reached from before 2000.

About the same time, Cretan ships probably reached

Sardinia and even Spain, since at Los Millares the in-

fluence of the Aegean and the tholoi (round buildings)

seem to appear at the beginning of the 2nd millennium.

The spread of metal, superimposing a Bronze Age I on
older cultures, was ensured from the Danube basin

throughout the European world by routes which had
already been tried in the Neolithic age: in the same way,
via the rivers, ribbon pottery had spread towards the

Baltic, mainly by the Oder, and towards the North Sea,

by the Elbe.

Then came the disappearance in Europe of the fertility

goddesses whose worship had spread everywhere in

Neolithic times. Art was reduced to the ornamentation
of metallic objects. Within these shifting, confused,
obscure cultures we see two styles emerge, which alter-

nated according to time and place: one rectilinear, the
other curvilinear, both with their roots in the Neolithic.
But their different sources seem to correspond to the two
points through which Europe must have learnt the art of
agriculture: one in the south-west, in Spain, under North
African influence, the other in the east, by the Danube,
from Asia Minor.

The first zone seems to have cultivated and diffused the
old Neolithic repertoire, the themes of parallels, checks,
angles and serrations, while the second created for dif-

ferent technical reasons the whole gamut of combinations

of spiral scrolls and whorls diffused by ribbon pottery and

which would have probably been wiped out with it if the

Cyclades and especially Crete had not very early on

absorbed, fructified and spread abroad the lesson, as we
have just seen.

The decoration of European metal is divided between

these two types. The first, rectilinear and severe, pro-

longed during the Bronze Age and the beginning of the

Iron Age at Hallstatt the pre-eminence it had acquired

in the Neolithic; it was to have an unexpected expansion

with the Villanovans who introduced it to north Italy,

and in Greece with the Dorians, with whom it probably

inspired the geometric style at the beginning of the

1st millennium; the second, increasingly leaning towards

the whirlwind of sinuosities and spirals, was handed down
to Bronze Age II by the Aegean example and, via the

amber route, as far as Scandinavia where it became 293

implanted. We should not be surprised at this when we
note that the trade of the time carried products from

Egypt, such as blue faience pearls, as far as England,

reached by both Atlantic navigation and exchanges with

Scandinavia.

The Iron Age created a new state of affairs. That

metal, also coming from Asia Minor, had given a fresh

impetus to European industry especially in the central

basin of the Danube. It ensured the sudden promotion

of the hitherto outcast and backward peoples of Europe

and their revenge on the pre-eminence of the Mediter-

ranean, where the empires were soon attacked by them.

This first upset, from the beginning of the 2nd millen-

nium, was one of the causes of the Dorian expansion and

the rising tide of the Peoples of the Sea, reaching as far

as Egypt, while the Hittites were collapsing and the

Mesopotamian order was dislodged. Later the Celts

moved off from the Danubian regions and spread into

northern Italy and Gaul. A second expansion led the

Gauls to Italy in the 4th century and into Greece in the

3rd century; they seized Rome and Delphi; a setback

carried them to Asia Minor where they founded Galatia.

The first Iron Age, called after the settlement of Hall-

statt in the Austrian Tyrol, marks a parallel reassertion,

in the first half of the 1st millennium, of the old European

decorative heritage, with the predominance of triangles

and lozenges, rows of zigzags hatched with criss- 294

cross striations parallel to their sides; as a survival of

bronze and its solar worship, it mingled with them some
stylised animals with a rehgious role, such as the horse

and the swan, which symbolised their beliefs about death

and the last journey. The spiral, which had spread along

with bronze, was as it were reabsorbed and gave way to

the regularity of concentric circles, with solar significance,

even where technical needs, the scrolled ends of metal

threads, would lead one to expect it. Thus we see the

brooches with four branches rolled up into spirals change 295 -

into a quadripartite assembly of closed circles.

In the same way, in the decoration of belts, for ex-

ample, where damascening or chasing would have seemed
to encourage, by their ease of working, series of spirals

rolled up end to end, like those of the handsome bronze

Scandinavian bucklers, the Hallstatt craftsman preferred 293

the repousse technique or embossing with a point: the

latter tended to make him work in lines and dots and
therefore led him to juxtapose squares, rectangles or

simple circles.
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299. DENMARK. The sun chariot from Trundholm. About

1000 B.C. National Museum, Denmark.

Through their art the metal civilisations reveal a religion in which fire played

a large part, as was natural for ironsmiths. The sun, which is an integral

part of it, was represented by circles and discs; it was associated with

lightning, represented by S-shapes, and thunder, which was perhaps evoked

by the rolling of the ritual metal chariots.

Ever since the spread of the Indo-Europeans, the sun appears in art from

India to Scandinavia, connected with the horse during its journey through

the heavens, and with the swan during its return through the underworld

on the river Ocean (in the same way the Greel(.s were familiar with Apollo's

chariot and the swans of 'hyperborean' Apollo). The Scandinavian 'razors'

are decorated with a solar wheel, a horse or a swan. The same associations

are found among the Villanovans and the Etruscans. They are stylised and,

too, employ the S-shape. But the two animals linked to the chariot or the solar

barque are used for the funerary voyage towards the west, beyond the Ocean,

both in Crete at the end of the Minoan, and in the northern countries.

The wild boar, like the stag, seems to be connected with the hereafter.

300. BOHEMIA. BRONZE III. Cauldron of Milavcc, a smaller

version of the big processional chariots.

301. STYRIA (AUSTRIA). Hallstatt chariot with bronze figures,

from Strettweg. Graz Museum.

302. SPAIN. Cult chariot: hunter and hound pursuing a wild

boar. Found at Merida. End of 1st millennium. St Germoin Museum.
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This was a renunciation of the open shape which gave

a sense of movement to decoration; it was a return to the

closed, immobile, hard, static shape. Should we be sur-

prised then to see the rebirth of those alternations of

squares and parallel lines, which, from the Neolithic,

evoked for us the future metopes and triglyphs of Greek

temples? Must they have engendered the latter, by way

of the Dorians ? It looks very much as if the peoples of

the north were making a vast effort to reinvigorate the

most archaic traditions at the same time as their power

was growing.

Celtic art, a return to the dynamic style

The second Iron Age, known as La Tene, from the name
of a settlement on the lake of Neuchatel, inaugurated

Celtic art in the strict sense of the word shortly after 500.

But henceforth the eclipse of the Mediterranean was

over; what have been perhaps rather exaggeratedly called

the 'Greek Middle Ages' came to an end. The remains of

the old Creto-Mycenean civilisation, driven from the

west, emigrated to the east coast of the Aegean Sea,

where Ionia was to become such a brilliant centre of

Greek thought and art in the great periods. Then con-

tinental Greece, especially Attica, acquired a growing

brilliance. And yet again the European metal arts ex-

perienced the prestige of the Mediterranean; once more'

rigid shapes carried on from the Neohthic became more
flexible by contact with examples from the south-east.

As early as the Hallstatt epoch the northern iron

provinces, in contact with the Mediterranean by the

Adriatic route, showed Ionian influence. The foundation

of Marseille about 600 in the south of Gaul, in Liguria,

created a considerable centre for diffusion, at first in the

lower Rhone valley, then beyond it. Spain in her turn

was open to influences from the East, Ionia, soon from
classical Greece, as well as from Phoenicia, which was to

be succeeded by Carthage.

There even resulted a quite unexpected effort by the

Europeans to translate the human figure into sculpture in

the round; in Spain, the statues of Cerro de los Santos

and the famous Lady of Elche were, with their own
special accent, nearly equal to their models. In Mediter-

369, 371 ranean Gaul and incidentally in the valley of the Neckar,
i.e. at the points most receptive of influences, sculptures,

torsos or heads, whose very theme had hitherto been
unknown to northern art, made their appearance; how-
ever they submitted their Greek, Iberian or Etruscan
models to radical simplifications which restored them
almost to the stylised world of decorative shapes. This is

what has made people talk about their 'modernity'.

370 Coins show even more clearly that when the Celts,

particularly the Gauls, were inspired by Mediterranean,
that is humanist, themes, they quickly reduced them to

geometrical abstraction.

But the art of La Tene, if it agreed to share Hellenic
suggestions, took hold of them definitively the better to

assert its opposite nature, stimulated perhaps by the
pressure coming from the steppes. Nothing is more
symptomatic than to follow the transmutations it imposed
on the Greek palm-leaf or again on the association of
human and plant elements, as exhibited by late Greek
art. In both cases, we could say that the dynamic spirit

of the Cretans, quite forgotten by their successors, re-

vived with unexpected vehemence. Everything is brought
298 back in varying degrees to the simple or double scrolled

S-shape, i.e. to the evocation of a whirlpool or a spring

ready to uncoil.

The Cretans had already originated this. The art of

La Tene added one stage more; it excludes everything

which could fix the shape, enclose it in a definition by an

outline, immobilise it by a symmetrical axis to such an

extent that it is not content to suggest movement; it

forces it to pass by imperceptible transitions from one

part of the design to the next. It seems to be devoted to

the illusion of perpetual motion which runs through all

the outlines, hnking them, taking its impetus from one to

slide into the next one and confuse the whole in an

incessant 'transformation'. For example, in the bronze

rings from a Celtic chariot preserved at Saint-Germain-

en-Laye, the human masks which seem to be interspersed

with the ornamental motifs can no longer be distinguished

from them; they are confused with the stream of alternat-

ing scrolls and lose themselves in it without any clear

boundary.

Art not only portrayed the spectacle of life and its

movement; it became life and movement itself. It forced

the eye to follow its linear play and left it no rest or stop-

ping point with its rebounding whirls. Using terms which

only came into use later, one could say that Celtic art is

the baroque form of the dynamism of which Crete had

created the classical expression.

Art therefore no longer only presents images, charged

with magical power, of a religious symbol, of a narrative

sense or even of a simple visual pleasure as it had done

more or less continuously until now; now it demands the

participation of the spectator; it imposes a rhythm on

him, it acts on his sensibility and carries him along with

its impulse. It is no longer a simple spectacle put at man's

disposal; it begins to exert a hold on him. Thus a new
enrichment of artistic possibihties is acquired, admittedly

in a still unconscious but nevertheless effective manner.

THE STEPPES

This characteristic does not belong exclusively to Celtic

art; it is found in another metal art, the art of the steppes.

For many years the agrarian lands of the Danube had

been in contact with the border of the steppes and their

nomadic populations. As from the La Tene epoch, the

influence of the latter made itself constantly felt on the

'barbarian', i.e. non-Mediterranean, metal arts of Europe.

But the art of the steppes opened up to them unex-

pected prolongations which could not even have been

suspected. A nomad art, confining itself to weapons or

items of harness, working gold or bronze, it ranged over

an immense area, from the Carpathians to China. Via the

south it even came into contact with other arts, taking

from them themes and features which it absorbed and

used to express its own conceptions; via the Black Sea,

it had access to the Greek world; via the Caucasus it

reached Iran and the Mesopotamian civilisations, from

which it harvested many animal themes. Luristan is

a curious half-way house where the symmetrical feeling

of the Chaldeans was married to the bold stylisation of the

nomads (see p. 219).

This art reached in the west as far as the Danube,

Hungary, Bohemia and even the Lusatian cultures; but,

via the peoples of the Ordos plateau in the curve of

the Yellow River, it insinuated itself at the eastern

extremity into the Chinese world.
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Towards 700 the Scythians passed through southern

Russia to reach Bulgaria and introduced the animal style

among the Europeans. Here once again art showed a gift

for staying on the borderline which separates the still

recognisable evocation of visible realities, in this case

animals, and the purely linear combinations in which the

curve, the scroll, the continuous imperceptible passage

from one shape to another, predominate; this strange

insistence on transformation results in the tail of a beast

ending in a hon's head, or the horns of a stag in the heads

of birds of prey.

The role of the nomad was to be a vital one, for in the

rivalry between the Mediterranean and the barbarian

arts they formed an unassailable artistic reserve. Greece

and then her heir Rome could formulate their conceptions

more and more clearly, then imperiously impose them

progressively on peoples faithful to what could be called

the metal aesthetic; Magna Graecia and the Roman
Empire were able to extend the limits of their sphere of

influence; Gaul and England were able to follow in the

wake of the conqueror. But from the day Rome cracked

and collapsed, the barbarian hordes only reintroduced to

Europe the art which had been stifled there for so long.

They brought it with them from the steppes to re-

integrate it with the Western tradition and so prepare the

way for the new phenomenon of the Middle Ages.

BRONZE AGE EUROPE
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THE APPEARANCE AND SPREAD OF METAL
Claude F. A. Schaeffer

The major innovations and profound changes in an,

especially in the brilliant periods, were principally the

after-effects of technical discoveries and the consequent

social changes. Metal wrought its own artistic revolution.

A t first it was to spread in a world in which agrarian

societies still at the Neolithic stage existed side by side

with societies already at the urban and organised stage.

Claude Schaeffer, whose excavations in Cyprus and at

Ras Shamra have done so much to clear up these

problems, here sets forth the general views on the diffusion

of metal which he was the first to formulate.

The great agrarian and monarchical societies of the

ancient Orient, dependent on the fertile alluvial soil of the

Euphrates and the Nile, developed in their valleys as if in

a gigantic cradle. Their adolescence in the 4th millen-

nium and at the beginning of the 3rd passed through

a series of crises caused principally by increasing popu-

lations. In Egypt and Mesopotamia they entailed dynastic

changes and agrarian reforms, then quietened down
without having shaken the administrative organisation of

those vast empires.

The 3rd millennium: the birth of metallurgy

Between 2400 and 2300 B.C. a general unrest occurred,

shaking all the civilisations in western Asia, from the

northern Caucasus to the valley of the Nile in the south.

Throughout this vast zone, signs of upheaval can be

seen in the strata of the middle of the 3rd millennium.

What was the nature of the events which caused such

severe destruction in Anatolia and Syria-Palestine, the

fall of the ancient Egyptian empire, the upheavals in

Cyprus and Mesopotamia, and whose repercussions

reached Persia and the countries of the Caucasus ? As far

as we can interpret the traces of the Early Bronze Age,
it seems as if we must seek the major cause of these

troubles in an ethnic disturbance in the mountainous zone
and in pressure from the north on the civilisations

established in Syria-Palestine, Cyprus and the valleys of

the Euphrates and the Nile at the extremities of the

'Fertile Crescent'. In its broad scope, its north-south
direction and its termination in Egypt, this disturbance
resembles the invasion of the Peoples of the North and
of the Sea who put an end to the civilisations of the
ancient Orient towards 1200 B.C.

It is probable that natural causes contributed to and
even unleashed this pressure. The homogeneity of the
weapons used by the ethnic element which later installed

itself at Ras Shamra and in the majority of the other big
sites explored in Syria-Palestine is an indication; this vast
movement of peoples seems to have been accompanied if

not led by a warhke element which was able to extend its

conquests to the huge areas of western Asia and beyond.
In fact, after the fall of the Vlth Dynasty, Egypt went
through a long period of instability when the Delta was
occupied by the Asiatics. At the other tip of the 'Fertile

Crescent', the precarious situation of the empire be-

queathed by Sargon I to Naram Sin was the consequence

of rebellions between 2340 and 2300. In the time of his

successor Sharkalisharri, the Guti and other invaders

descended into the valley of the two rivers and created

a state of anarchy which lasted until about 2100 when
the Ilird Ur Dynasty began.

During the corresponding period, the situation in the

north was quite different. Between 2300 and 2000 is the

period of the powerful prosperous countries in Asia

Minor. We find the treasures and the surrounding walls, '

39 feet thick, of Troy III; level I B, so rich in finds, at

Alishar; the layers at Tarsa between 29 and 33 feet,

whose richness was clear after the first borings; the royal

tombs of Alaca Huyuk, full of gold plate, bronze and 303

even iron weapons, the first sign of this metal which was

still precious at the time. Everywhere the newcomers
installed themselves among the ruins and ashes of cities

and buried their exceptionally rich treasures and funerary

furniture in them. They seem to have benefited by the

changes which had taken place. Still farther north, in the

Caucasus, the wealth of the kurgan (sepulchral barrow)

at Maikop, near the Caspian Sea, of the tomb of Astrabad

and the treasures of Hissar III dazzle us with their

profusion of precious metals. Nothing comparable from
this period has been found in contemporary sites to the

south of the mountainous zone, in Syria-Palestine, Egypt

and Mesopotamia, countries all traditionally rich.

The archaeological materials and cuneiform texts so

far known do not entirely clarify this situation. However
it is accepted that it coincided with the first development

of the bronze industry in the mining regions of Anatolia

and her neighbour, Persian Armenia. The use of pure

copper as from the end of the 4th millennium and at the

beginning of the 3rd had hardly brought any advantages

over Neolithic implements. Only the invention of bronze

and the birth of metallurgy capable of compounding the

alloys and changing the properties of simple metals

slowly led to the relinquishing of the traditional stone

weapons and implements. Existing evidence sends us

towards the mining regions to the north of the 'Fertile

Crescent' in our search for the original home of metal-

lurgy and the first spread of bronze. The discovery of

this alloy of copper and tin, or other metals such as

antimony, was conditional on the presence of their ores,

rarely proved in Anatolia and Armenia. Was bronze

discovered by the chance geographical fusion of a mix-

ture of copper and tin ores? Such accidental or spon-

taneous bronze seems to have been known to the Egyp-

tians under the name of 'Asian copper', which is found

in inscriptions from the end of the Vlth Dynasty,

about 2300.

Nevertheless, bronze, relatively rare until the end of

the 3rd millennium, was only adopted very gradually in

Egypt and other countries far from the Anatolian and
Armenian centres. In the valley of the Nile, conservative

religious traditions seem to have slowed down the

adoption of the new metal.

At the height of the 14th century, we still find more
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copper than bronze objects among the treasures of the

tomb of Tutankhamen.

The revolution of the metallurgical and mining industry

at the beginning of the 2nd millennium

In both north and south, the end of the 3rd millennium

was marked by new disturbances. They resulted in a

different distribution of riches in the two zones. This

time, the civihsations of the north, which suffered espe-

cially, exhausted their power of expansion and had to

limit themselves to their own resources. To the south,

over the whole extent of the 'Fertile Crescent', once the

damage at the end of the 3rd millennium had been made
good, stability returned towards about 2000 and Middle
Bronze had a brilliant development there.

We have seen that the prosperity of the civilisations

to the north of the 'Fertile Crescent', between 2300 and
2000 in round figures, was demonstrated by the pro-

fusion of metal objects. Gold and silver abounded; the

quantity of bronze with an already remarkably high tin

content is impressive. Undeniably the countries of the

Caucasus, Asia Minor, Armenia and western Persia knew
how to make the most of their mineral wealth. Their

mining and metallurgical experience was unique at the

time. Nowhere else in Asia, including Egypt, have there

been finds comparable to the treasures of Maikop, Alaca

Huyuk, Astrabad and Tepe Hissar.

While the scarcity of iron still aroused the envy of the

powerful pharaohs of the XVIIIth Dynasty, as shown
by their correspondence with the northern kings, the

members of the reigning dynasty at Alaca Huyuk,
between 2300 and 2000, placed iron weapons of remark-

able dimensions in their tombs. And Anitta, the con-

queror of Hattusas in the 20th century, boasted of

possessing a throne made entirely of iron and a sceptre

probably of the same metal. The bronze sword fitted with

a tang for attaching the handle, which only appeared

after 1700 in the south of Asia Minor and protohistoric

Europe, was known in Anatolia five hundred years earUer.

Thus the manufacture of bronze and even more of

iron remained a monopoly of the metallurgists of the

mountainous zone of western Asia until practically the

end of the 3rd millennium. Then from the 21st century,

fairly suddenly, the metallurgical industry spread to the

south. The discovery of bronze objects, sometimes

unfinished and accompanied by fragments of crude

metal and moulds, attest to the activity of metallurgists

in numerous Syrian and Palestinian sites. One of these

centres has been discovered at Byblos, near where copper-

and tin-bearing ores must have existed, apparently long

since exhausted or forgotten. Bronze manufacturing

processes had spread further south, at the same time as

prospecting for mineral deposits. This was undoubtedly

as a result of the arrival of northern bronze-founders and

miners, for in all the ancient urban centres of Syria, we

find traces, before and after 2000, of foreign ethnic

elements generally native to Asia Minor.

Yet why did they leave their countries? Turkish and

American archaeologists have noted that very violent

earthquakes destroyed many towns in Asia Minor at this

period and wiped out the brilliant civilisation of which

the treasures of Troy III and the sumptuous offerings

from the tombs of the chiefs of Alaca and from the

Caspian region in Persia are the most impressive evidence.

However the principal reason for the exodus of miners

303. ALACA HUYUK (ASIA MINOR). Some of the objects found

in the treasure of Alaca Huyuk. About 2500 B.C. Tomb BM:

(1) Cup; (2) Jug; (3) Figure of a stag. Tomb MA (a); (4) Perforated

insignia plaque.

304. RAS SHAMRA (UGARIT). Torques, bi-conical beads and

a club-like pin. 21st-19th centuries B.C.
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and craftsmen in metal from Asia Minor and the regions

south of the Caspian was probably the progressive

impoverishment of the tin and copper deposits exploited

from the end of the 4th millennium onwards; hence the

regression of the bronze industry in Asia Minor, after

the end of the 3rd millennium, and the monotony of

strictly Anatolian production during the major part of

the 2nd. As for the transfer further south of the principal

centres of bronze production, it is explained by the

discovery of virgin deposits in those regions, where

emigre miners and metal-workers became the initiators

of the industry's prodigious development from about

2000 onwards. Copper-bearing deposits were then dis-

covered in the island of Cyprus. Thus by prospecting

ever further, the men of the metal age developed the

roaming habits they preserved for so long.

On the tracks of the Torque Bearers

At Ras Shamra (the Ugarit of Antiquity) a particular type

of bronze pin with its swollen head resembhng a club

has been found in the tombs of Middle Ugarit I (2100

— 1900) and in the corresponding layers. Four other

types of bronze ornament generally accompany it: open

torques with their extremities flattened and scrolled,

bracelets, also open, parts of necklaces shaped like stoned

olives, often mixed with cornelian or quartz beads, and

lastly spring-shaped spirals of bronze wire.

These ornaments are characteristic of a population

I shall call the 'Torque Bearers' who settled at Ugarit

towards 2000 during a period distinguished by ethnic

movements. The ashes on which the layers containing

their remains rest confirm that their arrival did not take

place without violence. As from Middle Ugarit II (1900
— 1700) there are only scattered traces of their existence

at Ras Shamra, notably some thin, rather 'effete' club-

type pins, found in the burial places. They disappear

before the middle of this period; the Torque Bearers

had already merged with the indigenous Semitic popula-

tion by then.

Their installation had coincided with a sudden increase

in the production of bronze objects, as the numbers of

moulds and remains of workshops bear witness. Three
types of weapon introduced by them — the triangular

bladed dagger, the perforated axe and the lance with

a dowel — also disappeared with them. The perfection

of these weapons is proof of an advanced and mature
metallurgy. Their chemical analysis reveals, side by side

with pieces in which the copper contains minor natural

impurities (lead, iron, zinc, arsenic, nickel and sulphur),

bronzes with a tin content as high as 18 per cent. This
content seems to indicate the existence of mines situated

in Syria and Asia Minor, later exhausted and forgotten.

A hiding-place in the neighbourhood of the temple
of Baal, at Ras Shamra, contained two silver statuettes

ornamented with gold torques. Stratigraphy places them
between 2000 and 1800. They are therefore contemporary
with the Torque Bearers, whose characteristic ornamen-
tation moreover they are wearing. The summary treat-

ment of the body, the disequilibrium of the proportions

and the crude modelling of the figures reveal an artist

unskilled in rendering the human body. The god is tall

and slim, his impressive breadth across the shoulders

implying a muscular strength belied by the thinness of

his hmbs. The goddess is also lissome, but of smaller

stature. The antero-posterior flattening of the skull.

reveahng extreme brachycephalism, and the receding

forehead prolonged by an enormous nose, obviously did

not shock the patron who had gone to the considerable

expense of commissioning two silver statues weighing

nearly two pounds, dressed in loin-cloths of laminated

gold. Undoubtedly these physical characteristics were

those of the ethnic group to which both creator and

patron belonged.

In Syria, the crossroads of the Near East, where

populations mingled at a very early stage, the interpre-

tation of physical characteristics is risky. However when
they are so clear-cut, it is permissible to take them into

account. Now, they recur in the Egyptian and Syrian

representations which show the mountain-dwellers of

northern Syria and Asia Minor. The statuettes therefore

must represent two divinities, perhaps the principal ones

of this rough people of metal-workers. Their ornamenta-

tion confirms that we are dealing with the Torque Bearers.

We also find them in the region of Carchemish, at Tell

As and Hama in the Orontes valley, and especially not

far from Beirut at Byblos, now Jebeil, another important

bronze centre. There they offered their characteristic

ornaments to their divinity in their hundreds, placing

them in jars buried beneath the paving of the town's

principal temple.

Their traces recur, although less distinctly, in Palestine,

at Gaza, Megiddo and Jericho (about 2100- 1900). Their

most notherly and also the latest evidences of them were

discovered at Kahun, in the Nile valley, in the workers'

quarter near the pyramid of Sesostris II (about 1906 —
1888). One of these torques was found there, together

with tools for working bronze and a mirror in mint

condition.

The discovery of Europe and its mineral wealth

by the Torque Bearers

The group of ornaments which we have just enumerated

(the open torque, the club-shaped pin with pierced neck

and the spring-shaped spiral) were worn at the beginning

of the Bronze Age by a population of a markedly intrusive

nature which placed its dead in the Alsatian and Swiss

tumuli of the upper Rhine, or in stone chests (cists) in

subterranean tombs. It is possible to argue that bronzes

of the Oriental type were distributed in Europe via the

metal trade; but when a group of several ornaments,

without losing its unity and character, moves from Syria

to the banks of the Rhine, it is difficult to deny that the

transfer of individuals or whole ethnic groups was

involved.

How did the Torque Bearers, after traversing the

305. RAS SHAMRA. Perforated bronze axe-head. 19th century.
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306. Left. RAS SHAMRA. Bronze axe-head ornamented with a

lion's head. 15th-14th centuries B.C.

307. Right. RAS SHAMRA. Axe in Syrio-Mitannian style, with

copper damascened with gold. The blade is of case-hardened iron

and protrudes from two lions' heads. A wild boar straddles the

shaft. 1 5th-1 4th centuries B.C.

308. RAS SHAMRA. Silver statuettes of two cult figures decorated

with gold torques. 20th-18th centuries B.C.

'Fertile Crescent', reach the Rhine, across pre- and proto-

historic Europe and how was the knowledge of metal

spread with them ? There were two principal routes of

penetration. One, known as the western route, after

skirting the Mediterranean coasts and islands from east

to west, led to western Europe and the Atlantic coasts,

as far as the British Isles, then to the shores of the

North Sea. The second, the eastern route followed the

Adriatic, crossed the Balkans to reach the Danube and
then extended along the valleys of the great rivers (the

Rhine, Weser, Elbe, Oder and Vistula) to the Baltic and
Scandinavia, where it rejoined the western route. It was
not by chance that the two routes led at the same time

to the mining centres then essential: on the western

route, the tin-bearing deposits of Spain, France and the

British Isles, and on the eastern route, the tin and copper

mines of the 'metallic mountains' of Saxony and Bohe-

mia. Therefore the spread in Europe of the first types

of bronze went hand in hand with mineral prospecting.

We have admitted that they were carried by Etruscan or

Phoenician traders, but, given the complexity and

difficulty of the crafts involved, it has been suspected

that speciahsts from the south must have accompanied

the new inventions. Acting as advisers to the Neolithic

Europeans, they at the same time stimulated the quest

for minerals. In fact, side by side with the first European

bronze ornaments and weapons with Eastern prototypes,

variations reflect indigenous traditions going back to the

Neohthic. Chemical analysis confirms that the first

exploitation of the European mines dates from the

19th century B.C.

In their hundreds and thousands, the torques and

spirals accompanied by club-shaped pins and often

triangular bladed daggers have been collected from de-

posits in Hungary and Bohemia, as well as from those

which signpost the natural routes of penetration into

Italy, Germany and Scandinavia. The number and

weight of some of these torques lead us to think that they

were used as ingots. However the placing of necklaces

in the tombs of central Europe, as in those of Ras Shamra

in Syria, confirms their use as ornaments.

In the present state of research, we have to admit that

the Torque Bearers were very unlikely to have used the

land bridge formed by western Asia Minor and the

Balkans in order to pass from Syria to Europe. Never-

theless some pins with pierced necks have been found

at Troy. The Torque Bearers must have travelled by

sea, via the southern coasts of Anatolia, the Aegean

islands and the shore of the Adriatic in order to advance

directly to central Europe where they caused the pro-

digious development of the beginning of the Bronze Age

in Hungary and Bohemia. Consequently, other types of

bronze originating in the Orient, especially axes of the

Syrian type, were transferred to the north of Albania and

into Dalmatia without leaving any intermediary traces.

So it is difficult not to believe in the journeys of these

Syrian and proto-Phoenician metal artists, miners and

prospectors towards prehistoric Europe.

Metal's contribution to civilisation and art

To what extent do these considerations about the origin

of metallurgy in the ancient Orient and its subsequent

diffusion concern an over-all picture of the problems

involving art and man? Not only did the invention of

bronze constitute a prodigious technical advance; it also
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put at man's disposal a hitherto unknown material, with

unsuspected properties and potentialities. It freed the

craftsman and the artist from the heavy primitive mate-

rials of clay and stone, with which they had had to be

satisfied since the beginning.

The metal, at the same time supple and strong, made
possible the creation of more manageable implements,

hghter receptacles and figurines with brand-new shapes,

bold angles and thin gleaming sides which invited the

caress of more refined hands. Perhaps even more impor-

tant and richer in consequences than this aesthetic

revolution was the shock which the invention of metal

produced on the hitherto essentially conservative mental-

ity of the agrarian societies of the ancient Orient.

Born of the cooperation between the prospector dis-

covering the ores and the metallurgist with his knowledge

of alloys and smelting, the difficult art of metal-working

carried man outside the traditional limits of his existence

as a labourer bound to the soil and a flock-keeper subject

to transhumance or a nomadic existence.

The prospector rapidly estabUshed the first inter-

national, and later the intercontinental, exchanges.

Metallurgists and bronze-founders, whose complicated

trade required a long apprenticeship, formed the first

corporations of specialists who as from the middle of the

3rd millennium introduced a more marked division of

labour in the eastern civilisations. Experts with jealously

guarded professional secrets, they penetrated hitherto

ethnically homogeneous groups and although marked
with the sign of Cain were tolerated by them as foreign

but indispensable members of the community. This was
the beginning of a sort of social and industrial revolution

which coincided — and it was scarcely a coincidence —
with the invention and spread of writing.

Agrarian humanity accordingly suddenly found itself

in a world which called for greater mobility, an acceler-

ated rhythm of life, a livelier curiosity and a constant

effort to master new techniques. Admittedly art had not

awaited the invention of metal to blossom. But it was
with the development of metallurgy that art and the

products of the craftsman, hitherto almost exclusively

reserved for the worship of the dead, penetrated the

intimate side of men's lives and began to win the respect

and interest of the masses whose existence they soon
transformed and enriched.

The Mediterranean Near East's appetite for metal was

soon so great that the richest and most accessible Anato-

lian and Armenian deposits as well as those which had
been more particularly explored by the Egyptians in the

Sinai peninsula showed signs of exhaustion. Towards the

end of the 3rd millennium, prospectors crossed the

strait bordered by the Anatolian and Syrian coasts to

Cyprus whose mountains, visible on the horizon on
a clear day, sheltered abundant deposits barely touched

by the island's Neolithic population. Others, pushing

further west by skirting the southern coast of Asia Minor,

arrived opposite the Aegean islands where bold naviga-

tors, of whom the best known to us are the Cretans,

were able to provide them with transport. Further north,

it must have been equally easy for them to cross the

Bosphorus or the Dardanelles. But their prospecting

carried them mainly to the western countries. It was the

beginning of an astounding adventure: the discovery of

protohistoric Europe and its mineral wealth.

Following the example of these experienced prospec-

tors, European Neolithic men everywhere began to search

for copper and tin deposits and, from the 19th century,

to develop their own metallurgical centres.

However, along the lengthy route between their Syrian

starting-point and the top of the Adriatic, the Torque
Bearers have left no signs of their passage. They must

have crossed the Mediterranean. Which sailors did they

rely on? Various data enable us to guess that they were

the Phoenicians, the same navigators whose ships, a few

centuries later and from before 1500, put into all the

Mediterranean ports. Legends and myths also attribute

to them the invention and spread of alphabetic writing,

of which the oldest evidence has in fact been found in the

two most ancient centres of the Torque Bearers on the

Syrian coast: Ras Shamra (Ugarit) and Byblos.

So strong and so lasting was the impression left by these

bold prospectors that in some regions folklore still remem-

bers, after thousands of years, these strange Phoenicians

who came from overseas loaded with Oriental objects. On
a rocky side of Mont Saint-Odile in the Rhine valley

popular tradition still believes that it can see the traces of

a pair of mysterious rings to which they were supposed to

moor their ships. With them at the beginning of the

2nd millennium the art, imagination and techniques of

the Near East began their penetration of the West from

which the shadows of barbarian ignorance were finally

driven away after long centuries.

309. RAS SHAMRA. Two weights, one in the form of a human
head and the other of a bull. 1 5th-1 4th centuries B.C.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: The appearance of metal

Archaeology. Until the end of

the last century only the classical

Phoenician civilisation was known
(evidence from Greek authors and
the expeditions of E. Renan and
the Turks Hamdy and Makridi
Bey). Research at Sidon (1919 and
1920) first came across traces of

the end ofthe Bronze Age in Phoeni-

cia. During the French Mandate
in Syria and Lebanon, excavations

uncovered two vital sites: Bybios
(digs by Montet and Dunand
starting in 1921) and Ras Shamra
with its Minet el Beida gate (digs

by Schaeffer and Chenet starting

in 1929) as well as those in the

Orontes valley. In Anatolia, the

pioneer was Schliemann, the dis-

coverer of Troy at Hissarlik, from
1870 to 1890. After him, Winckler
discovered the capital of the Hittite

empire at Boghazkoy in 1906. But
the first systematic excavations in

Anatolia only took place from 1927

onwards at Alishar and from 1935

at Alaca (a rich pre-Hittite royal

necropolis) where the art of metal-

working flourished at an early date.

Further east, near Mesopotamia,
important explorations were made
at Carchemish (1876-1920), Tell

Halaf(1911 - 1929) and TeUAsmar
(1927- 1928), the ancient Til Bar-

sip. The Swedes, French and
Cypriots have done much to throw
light on Cyprus and its very mixed
civihsation at the centre of the

main maritime exchange routes.

The capital of the island in the

2nd millennium was at Enkomi,
opposite Syria.

Geography. The regions which
concern us here are bounded in the

north by the chain of the Caucasus
and the Black Sea, to the east by
Mesopotamia, to the south by
Arabia and Egypt, and lastly to the

west by the eastern Mediterranean
and the Aegean Sea: in short they

are the present day territories of

Turkey (Anatolia), northern Syria,

Lebanon, Israel and Cyprus. Situ-

ated at the crossroads of the great

empires (Egyptian, Mesopotamian
and Aegean), these countries have
had a lively history, closely linked

with that of their powerful neigh-

bours, except for Anatolia which
remained apart for longer.

Artistic history. The artistic his-

tory of the vast countries which
saw the birth of bronze, and later

iron, metallurgy fits quite naturally

into that of neighbouring empires
whose influence was often of capital

importance. Three great periods

when art was at its zenith are

distinguished: 1. the age of treas-

ures (probably 18th 16th cen-

turies), especially in Anatolia;

2. the age of the Torque Bearers,

in Syria (Phoenicia) under the

Egyptian Middle Kingdom (20th

19th centuries); 3. the golden
age of Ras Shamra (Ugarit), centre

of international exchanges, under
the Egyptian New Kingdom (15th
- 14th centuries) and the Hittite

empire. Thus these two last periods

coincide with the apogee of neigh-

bouring civilisations (Egyptian,

Anatolian and Aegean), whereas
the first corresponds to their tempo-
rary ecUpse (First Intermediate

period in Egypt, Guti (?) invasion

in Mesopotamia).
Architecture. In the age of treas-

ures architecture was primarily mil-

itary and powerful: fortress towns
surrounded with solid defence walls

reinforced with towers, pierced

with a few gates and carefully

fortified in depth. Troy provides

the best example. Inside, the pala-

ces are of the 'megaron' type; at

Alaca, at the same time, the elab-

orately constructed tombs com-
prised spacious chambers with flat

roofs of beams and joists placed on
the lateral walls. In Phoenicia at

Byblos, architecture was directly

inspired by Egypt (temples). But
the Torque Bearers, expert bronze-

founders, apparently had little

architecture. At Ugarit, as for the

other arts, the great epoch in

architecture corresponds roughly

to the 14th century (from the previ-

ous period the temples of Baal and
Dagon, founded under the Middle
Kingdom, should be noted). The
royal palace and the great family

funerary vaults were the master-

pieces of this beautiful architec-

ture of dressed stone which, with

its embossments, recalls that of the

Crusades in the Middle Ages. In

Cyprus, the great residence of the

princes of Enkomi is of the same
style and has some interesting

peculiarities. At Atchana, the pal-

ace of King Niqmepa has a colon-

naded entrance akin to that of the

palace of Ugarit, where porticoes

with wooden columns are frequent;

this indicates the influence of the

Cretan palaces, especially that of

Cnossus.
Sculpture. In the age of metal,

sculpture was the peak of achieve-

ment in the plastic arts. However
monumental sculpture in various

media remained in the background,

except in Egypt and Mesopotamia,
whose sculpture, together with

310. RAS SHAMRA. Stairway and

interior of tomb I.

311. RAS SHAMRA. Bronze statuette.



31 2. Bronze stag of the type from the

royal tombs at Alaca Huyuk. End of

the 2nd millennium. Ankara Museum.

31 3. RAS SHAMRA. The cast and mould

for precious metals, perhaps of a diadem

pendant. 14th century B.C.

314. RAS SHAMRA. A gold pendant of

the goddess Astarte. Louvre.
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their other arts, has been studied

in the previous chapter. Here we
are dealing mainly with metal.

The minor arts. From the age of

treasures, the funerary furniture of

the pre-Hittite necropolis of Alaca

yields numerous pieces of gold and
silver work, cups with tall pedestals,

pitchers with geometrical repousse

decoration, bowls inlaid with stones,

ewers, diadems with pendants,

bracelets, pins with ornamented
heads, etc.; statuettes, mounted on
a shaft, of stags or bulls are of

copper inlaid and plated with

electrum; female idols and figurines

of plated copper or silver. Lastly

strange perforated pieces, of copper
or bronze with a geometrical lattice-

work pattern, rest on a base recall-

ing the outspread horns of a bull;

variants show a group of members
of the deer tribe surrounded by a

plait on the same' base; these enig-

matic emblems have been named
'solar discs' or 'wheels'. All these

works of varying artistic merit

nevertheless demonstrate at the

end of the 3rd millennium a mature
technical skill in the arts of metal-

working comparable with Sumerian
goldsmiths' work.

Later in the 2nd millennium the

tombs of Alaca Huyuk yielded gold-

smiths' work in which the statuette

of a god wearing a bonnet, short

tunic and pointed shoes stands out.

The famous but wrongly-named
'Treasure of Priam', which Schlie-

mann discovered at Troy, apart

from numerous bronze weapons,

included silver vases and cups, a

gold sauce-boat unique of its kind

and a variety of jewellery.

Less famous are the curious

objects taken from the kurgans of

the province of Trialeti in Trans-

caucasia, to the north-east of Ana-
tolia: of a rather crude and archaic

decorative style, they are unlikely

to be earlier than the 16th century.

They include a silver bucket set in

gold, one gold and one silver

goblet, both ornamented with fig-

urative scenes, genuine forerun-

ners of the cauldrons of the Early

Iron Age in Italy.

On the Phoenician coast, subject

to Egyptian influence since the

Old Kingdom, Byblos, about 30

miles north of Beirut, the port

from which the cedars of Lebanon
were exported, emerged towards

2000 as an important metallurgical

centre where the torque-bearing

bronze-founders played an essen-

tial role. In addition to numerous
bronze objects which were found
in jars, there was the discovery in

the sarcophagi of the kings of

Byblos, in the 19th century, vassals

or allies of the pharaohs of the

Xllth Dynasty, of silver vases
shaped like teapots with long spouts
and ribbed bellies, a bronze scimitar
with a gold uraeus inlaid on the
blade, a knife showing one of the
most ancient examples of dama-
scening (gold threads on nielloed

silver and gold), a dagger decorated
with a scene in repousse work on
the blade, and a gold sheath.

At Ras Shamra (Ugarit), 7 miles
north of Latakia in northern Syria,

the Torque Bearers were also real

introducers of bronze metallurgy
at the end of the 3rd millennium.
Working metal rapidly became an
essential activity there, but although
there are statuettes of the greatest

interest dating from the beginning
of the 2nd millennium [308],
the golden age of the metal arts

comes later, at the time of the
Egyptian New Kingdom and the

Mycenean expansion in Syria (also

true of ivories and architecture).

The town, then at the height of its

fame, was extraordinarily prosper-

ous, owing to its position as an
international market place where
Mycenean, Egyptian, Mitannian
and Hittite products changed hands.
While the kings enlarged and em-
bellished their palaces, the rich

inhabitants constructed splendid

tombs with vaults resting on cor-

bels. In spite of its undeniable
cosmopolitanism, Ugarit reflects in

its art a living expression of its

refined civilisation. Confronted
with predominantly but not ex-

clusively Egyptian influence, the

genius of its artists created, espe-

cially in the 15th and 14th cen-

turies, an original style, although it

contained an intimate blend of

Creto-Mycenean and Mitanno-
Hurrian tendencies. The following

are the principal metal objects

from this time: a gold patera of

Egyptian shape, ornamented with

a royal hunt from a chariot; a gold

cup of the involved composite style

which foreshadows the series of

7th-century Phoenician pateras dif-

fused from Nimrud to Preneste.

Among the bronzes: a statuette of

the god Baal, plated with gold; a

falcon with a uraeus, with plumage
inlaid with gold; two battle-axes

with dowels ornamented with

lions' and boars' heads; a tripod

with pomegranates as pendants.

From Enkomi, in Cyprus, comes
a superb silver cup, masterpiece of

the Mycenean style which shows
us the importance of the role of

Mycenean exports in the eastern

Mediterranean, confirmed by the

abundant ceramics and the famous
ivory of the mother goddess from
Minet el Beida, port of Ugarit.

Jacques-Claude Courtois



THE AEGEAN WORLD PierreDemargm

Crete, in the centre of the eastern Mediterranean, was

the ideal stepping-stone for the technical and commercial

exchanges produced by the invention of metallurgy. She was

the first to build up a civilisation which, freed from the

agrarian stage, produced an art new in aspect and spirit;

her ships, and later those of her Achaean successors,

distributed it, especially among the societies in the process

of formation. Pierre Demargne, who has devoted himself

to the study of this civilisation and made excavations in

Crete, discusses the nature and scope of her art.

Geography and ethnology are the only disciplines capable

of endowing pre-Hellenic civilisation and art with mean-
ing, of making us understand its profound originality and

the links which connect it to the great civilisations of the

Orient.

The Aegean is an insular world surrounded by con-

tinents whose coasts share an identical civilisation easily

transmitted from one shore to the other via the islands.

Among these islands, the central Cyclades (Paros, Naxos,

Syros, Melos) are the ones where a human civilisation

first awoke. The north coast of the Aegean remained

barbarian for a long time, but the two eastern and
western shores, the shores of Greece and Asia Minor,

have had their lively centres of civilisation since pre-

history. From Cythera to Chalcidice, Laconia, the coasts

of Argolis and Attica, those of Boeotia and Thessaly were

abundantly populated from the Neolithic onwards; the

whole of this eastern facade of Greece, tremendously

indented, must have been open to remote influences at an

early date: the Saronic Gulf, for example, seems made to

welcome them and bring them to the Isthmus of Corinth,

so rich in prehistoric sites. The interior of the country

and the Adriatic coast were only civilised indirectly and
later, but already travel along the Pindus Mountains was
incessant, and in any case the Greek peninsula was con-

nected with the Balkans and beyond them with central

Europe which was gradually emerging from the barbaric

stage. Civilisation advanced from south to north, but it

was from north to south that the invasions came which
from one age to another were to people Greece.

Together with the large islands along it, the west coast

of Asia Minor from Troy, the barrier of the Dardanelles,

to Smyrna and Miletus forms the Aegean facade of an
immense hinterland: long caravan routes connected the

Aegean, from the most remote times, not only with
central Anatolia and the Caucasian region, cradle of all

the metal arts in the Near East, but also with Mesopota-
mia, a land of urban civilisation from the 4th millennium,

as well as with Cilicia and Syria, crossroads between Asia

Minor, western Asia and Egypt.

The fourth and southern facade of the Aegean rectan-

gle is only half closed by the large island of Crete and by
Rhodes at the point where Asia Minor turns east.

Although Crete was still only one centre among many
in its Neolithic infancy, pre-Hellenic art and civihsation

towards the 3rd millennium reached a higher point there

than elsewhere and were of an extraordinary originality.

The geographical reasons for this advance stand out as

soon as one looks at the map. Not only does Crete shut
off the Aegean world to the south; she also forms the

centre of a greater world, that of the eastern Mediter-
ranean, half-way, or very nearly so, between the Balkan
and African coasts, and between Syria and Sicily. If the

ports of Asia Minor received caravans, Crete welcomed
the ships which must very early have visited the ports

THE AEGEAN WORLD
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315. EARLY CYCLADIC. Female figurine, probably a primitive

fertility goddess. British Museum.

from the Nile to Byblos, to Cyprus the main stepping-

stone between Asia and the Aegean - and lastly to

Rhodes and Crete; a little later the crossing was made
directly. Both by land and more conveniently by sea

routes, the contributions of the older civihsations of

Egypt and Asia were able to fertilise a world which was
still very young, hitherto ignorant of the refined tech-

niques of the metallurgist and the architect, of the mytho-
logies and iconographies, and lastly the writing produced
by the historical civilisations.

316. EARLY CYCLADIC. Female figures, showing the stylised

heads placed on long necks, and the arms folded across the torso.

British Museum.

So geography invites us never to isolate the Aegean
civilisation from its neighbours. The ethnographical fac-

tor remains much more uncertain, at least as long as the

pre-Hellenic languages keep their secrets. Their decipher-

ing is only just beginning and is as yet only apphcable to

the latest documents. However it is highly probable that

the Aegean world as we have described it formed an

ethnical and linguistic, as well as a geographical, com-
munity in the 3rd millennium and perhaps even earlier:

it is styled Asianic or Mediterranean; let us merely accept

that it is neither Indo-European nor Semitic. The ele-

ment which may pass for pre-Hellenic in the Greek

population and language is in fact akin to one of the

peoples and tongues of Asia Minor. Scholars have even

held the theory that this Graeco-Anatolian community
was more widely connected with a pre-Indo-European

and pre-Semitic stock which we come across here and
there from the Syrian coast to Sumerian Mesopotamia,

Caucasian Anatolia, Iran and pre-Aryan India. This

would account for the common features which have been

mentioned between the art and religion of Crete and
those of the Indus civilisations (the iconography of the

bull, for example). It is a simpler explanation than that

which commercial relations over such vast distances

would require.

The Neolithic and the appearance of metal

(Early Bronze Age)

Although a few traces of the Upper Palaeolithic have

recently been found in central Greece, it is at the Neo-
lithic stage that we begin to understand the Aegean
civilisation. Even if Crete remains a centre of its own, the

population was continuous on the Greek mainland from

Macedonia to the Peloponnese with its principal centres

in Thessaly (Sesklo, then Dimini) and around Corinth.

In the Aegean world as elsewhere, the Neolithic is the age

of agriculture and settled dwellings, and soon of nascent

towns. Everywhere in Thessaly artificial hills are made of

debris accumulated in the course of life in the rectangular

houses of the villages. Idols of naked women, first ex-

amples of the plastic arts, are probably the images of

a primitive fertility goddess of ample proportions: they

recur from one end of the Aegeo-Anatolian region to the

other. Simply polished and incised in Crete, pottery is

painted in Thessaly. It is only a few years ago since an

attempt was made to connect the Neolithic centre of

Thessaly and Greece with the Asian regions which

earlier, in the 5th and 4th millennia, saw the same types

of civilisation appear, with similar painted pottery (civ-

ilisations of al 'Ubaid and Tell Halaf in Mesopotamia, and

of Mersin in Cilicia). If Cyprus has a Neolithic civilisation

akin to the preceding ones, intermediate stages are still

lacking in Asia Minor which has been so Uttle excavated.

But we can immediately link with the first Asian civ-

ilisation that of prehistoric Greece, which in its turn

gradually acquired the rural way of life and painted pot-

tery of European cultures such as that of Starievo in

Serbia. This advance from south to north does not ex-

clude some influence in the opposite direction, if it is

true that the second Thessalian civilisation, that of

Dimini, owes to the Danubian regions the beautiful

whorls of its spirals which it gave to the Cyclades and

to Crete.

The introduction of copper implements into this Neo-

lithic civilisation does not seem to have constituted a rev-
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317. NEOLITHIC. SECOND THESSALIAN PERIOD. Pottery

with black spirals on a red ground. (After Wace-Thompson.)

olution: the appearance of bronze had a far greater effect.

Once again it was in Egypt and Asia that copper first

appeared, perhaps through contacts with eastern Ana-

tolia. Copper, in the form of short weapons, appeared

simuhaneously in Cyprus, Troy and Crete, about

3000 2700, according to the chronologies used; between

2500 and 2000 it reached Russia, central Europe and

Spain. A few centuries were still to pass before bronze

made with tin asserted itself in the Aegean, between 2300

and 2000. This last third of the 3rd millennium was an

age of considerable transformation, the age of treasures,

in the Caucasus (Maikop), in central Anatolia (Alaca), in

the Aegean (Troy II, Mochlos in Crete), for gold and

silver were as commonly used for vases and jewellery as

bronze. It was also the age of the first fortress towns

(Troy II) and the first political organisations.

The rich and powerful civilisation of the pre-Hittites

of central Anatoha, as revealed by Turkish excavations

at Alaca and Alishar, is more appropriately taken into the

margin of the Aegean world: then the power of Troy at

the converging point of the routes from Asia becomes

more intelligible; Troy III, especially, with its first

megaton, a rectangular hall preceded by an antechamber,

with its copper and bronze weapons, its so-called 'Treas-

ure of Priam", its pottery with Anatohan shapes, readily

copied from metal utensils, transmitted the influence of

Asia both to the islands and to continental Greece.

Cyprus, for its part, very closely linked with Anatolia

at the time, enriched by its copper mines, developed an

extremely prosperous civiHsation from the Early Bronze

Age. It is primarily distinguished by astonishing carved

vases, by representing whole scenes complete with figures

on the hollow of a plate, and stags or snakes on the belly

of a vase.

In this same period the Cyclades played an important

intermediary role between Asia Minor, with Crete, and

the Greek mainland. The idols showing what Greek

plastic art would one day become are of Cycladic marble;

they are mainly nude female figures built up by the

supenmposition of geometrical decoration: a stylised

head, round or elongated at the top of a long neck, and

with a strong nose, a trapezoidal torso on which the arms

are crossed, broad flanks, strictly parallel legs. The types

themselves are almost unvaried; sometimes a woman car-

ries a child in her arms or on her head, a man plays the

harp or the flute. But these are examples of a very stylised

form of sculpture, derived from Neohthic plastic art, and

one which was to perpetuate itself parallel with the very

different aesthetic which Creto-Mycenean art was to

develop in the 3rd millennium. Pottery is polished with

incised decorations, also from Neolithic traditions: the

spiral-shaped decoration was borrowed from Balkan pot-

tery via the Dimini culture.

The Cyclades of the 3rd millennium served as a relay

station between Asia Minor and the rest of the Aegean

world. But, while the 'Helladic' civiHsation of the Greek

continent still remained very poor, Crete at the same

period (Early Minoan) showed signs of the richness to

come: undoubtedly she did not confine herself to exploit-

ing the common Anatolian repertoire, but also had

a direct relationship with the Egypt of the Old Kingdom

and with Syria. In two of her provinces, especially around

the Gulf of Mirabello to the east and in the plain of Mes-

sara to the south, there are small towns, each with its own

necropolis: among the latter, the most curious are the

319. EARLY MINOAN II. Stone vases from Mochlos. Herok/e/on

Museum.

315, 31

318. EARLY CYCLADIC. Idol in the form of a violin. Louvre.

320 Right. CRETE. Pendant representing two bees with a honey-

comb. Found in the cemetery of Mallia. Herok/e/on Museum.



large tholoi of Mcssara, communal burial places with

a circular plan, covered with false vaults.

Side by side with painted pottery with an essentially

geometrical decoration, polished ceramics with incised

decoration continued, and wc must single out an extreme-

ly strange pottery with llame-like decoration, formed

by patches of brown, red and black colour arising from

accidents in the firing. The shapes tend to be exaggerated

(see pp. 189 190): pitchers with upright spouts, pots

with long necks and spouts, shapes plainly borrowed

from examples in metal from Anatolia. Cretan metallurgy

at the time was reduced to a few pure copper tools and

weapons, which became more solid and more elongated

in the last period of Early Minoan when tin was alloyed

with copper.

The treasure of Mochlos comprises, instead of silver

objects, diadems and bandeaux made of plain gold leaf

cut up and worked in repousse, pins, simple frail stems

spreading out into flower petals: the technique remains

elementary. The most perfect achievement of this period

319 is certainly the collection of stone vases from the necro-

polis at Mochlos. The choice of materials and colours

obviously preoccupied the artist and they still attract us

today. Side by side with the pale green, grey or black

steatite, use was made of breccia of all colours, grey and
white marble, alabaster and limestone; Cretan art was
already showing its liking for polychromy. But even if the

technique of making these polished stone vases was

probably taken from the Egyptian Old Kingdom, only

a few shapes seem to have been imitated; the majority are

specifically Cretan or Anatolian and have their counter-

parts in the kindred arts of clay- and metal-working.

In the same way, the collection of engraved stones

shows that borrowing from foreign techniques was by no

means a substitute for originality. In stone, bone and
ivory, the seals of the times show, like so many seals

throughout the Middle East, a predilection for animal

shapes — monkeys, sheep, birds. But local animals

tend to take the place of Asian ones. Most often also

the decoration is of Asianic inspiration rather than Egyp-
tian: a procession of animals around scorpions which
form the centre of the seal, or a potter working on his

vases. But the decoration quickly became specifically

Cretan; the taste for a vivid scene or a concrete detail is

shown more than in any other art of the period: a fisher-

man catches his fish, a man sits under a tree and plays

chess. A whole world of images is established, from which
a rudimentary form of writing was to emerge.

Towards 2000 the Aegean world came to the end of

a long period which directly prolonged the Chalcolithic

metallurgical heritage of the Anatolian bronze-founders.

Crete alone formed relations with more developed civil-

isations. During this time the Aegean continued to play

its role as an intermediary, transmitting to the Balkans

and central Europe the new techniques, and above all

those of metallurgy.

The period of the first Cretan palaces

(Middle Bronze Age)

A new age began about 2000 B.C. The Indo-European
migration, to both Greece and Asia Minor, goes back
roughly to this date (actually it can be broken down into

successive waves before and after 2000). The appearance
of the Indo-European element did not totally transform
the previous culture. The Hittite civilisation, for example.

borrowed many features from the pre-Hittites of the

3rd millennium. In the same way the undoubtedly very

primitive Achaean invaders preserved many features of

the preceding civilisation, although they destroyed a great

deal. The 'Middle Helladic' civilisation, even if it re-

sembles neither the culture of the preceding age nor that

of the first Cretan palaces, nevertheless seems to be re-

lated to pre-Hittite Anatolia, and, on the other hand, to

have no connection with the contemporary civilisation of

continental Europe. The problems posed by the Indo-

European migration still remain obscure. Only one fact

is certain: the continental civilisation, linked with Crete

until then, was separated from it for a time.

Between these two worlds, the role of the Cyclades is

not clear, perhaps for lack of excavations in recent years.

Except at Milo which rapidly found itself in the Cretan

zone of influence, we do not know whether the civilisation

of the preceding age continued more or less as before in

the islands, or whether it had a tendency towards the

continental culture or the Cretan. In any case, Crete was

henceforth to play the leading role in the Aegean world.

The flowering of its civilisation, as from this first phase

(called the age of the first palaces) is one of the great

achievements of Aegean protohistory. A civihsation of

small towns was succeeded by a palace civilisation; that

is, by one with a certain political, religious and economic

power, no doubt relying on an administration possessing

a system of writing, and lastly one in which the works

of the craftsman gave way to those of the artist. This

extremely rapid development can only be explained by the

relations already established, as we have seen, at the

end of the preceding period — with Egypt of the Middle

Kingdom and the first Babylonian dynasty. The ter-

ritorial expansion of Egypt in Asia and the thrust of

Babylonian influence towards the Mediterranean made
the rest of the Phoenician coast, particularly the ports of

Ugarit and Byblos, into centres of art and trade where
the Cretan sailors could learn how a civilisation could

progress to the conscious and refined use of techniques

after a mere acquaintance with them. Egypt and Asia

possessed organised palaces, luxury jewellery, an icono-

graphy and a system of writing before 2000. Even in the

absence of direct relations between Egypt and Crete,

these Phoenician crossroads provided the necessary con-

tacts for the progress of Cretan civilisation.

The Middle Minoan civilisation probably arose from

Early Minoan in the east of Crete — and it is easy to see

why. The palace of Mallia at that time must have been

a sort of provincial capital dominating the small eastern

towns, hitherto flourishing and independent. Cnossus and

Phaestus, in the centre and south of the island, seem to

have asserted themselves later, but, being less handicapped

by the traditions of the preceding age, they pushed the

new refinements even further with 'Kamares' ware which

in fact only appeared in these parts. Elsewhere a simpler

style continued.

How are we to define these artistic advances of Middle

Minoan in relation to the preceding period? It was the

period when large towns corresponding to a centralised

power were organised for the first time. They consisted

of a palace surrounded by houses with their necropolises.

They lasted from about 2000 to 1750; there followed

a period of crisis, after which they were reconstructed.

It was therefore a new period which was opening for the

Aegean world. Both at Cnossus and at Phaestus, the only
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321. Left, CRETE. Anterooms of the palace of Cnossus. Middle

Minoan II.

3 22. Be/ow left. CRETE. Storerooms in the palace of Cnossus.

Middle Minoan II.

323. Below. CRETE. Palace of Cnossus. North entrance with a

guard tower.

3 24. CRETE. Throne room of the palace

of Cnossus, showing the griffon fresco.

Late Minoan II.

325.CRETE. Palace of Cnossus. The dolphin

fresco in the bathroom. Late Minoan II.



remains of these first palaces are a few ruins underneath

the later ones, although we can assume that even if the

palace of Mallia was built later, it preserves the simple

lines of the first period. The precinct here is magnifi-

cently built, in the west at least, of well trimmed blocks,

the placing 'of which emphasises the projections and re-

cesses; it is the first example in the Aegean world of an

architectural art as opposed to a mere building technique.

A chequer-board of quarters separated by corridors was

placed around a central courtyard lined on two sides with

porticoes. Some of them, such as the store-houses in the

east wing, remained of a simpler type, just a ground floor

between the courtyard and the outside wall, divided into

elongated cells opening on to a common corridor with

walls of sun-baked brick covered with stucco along which

the storage vases were ranged on benches. Other quarters

of the palace were undoubtedly more comphcated: from

the time of the first palace, there must have been another

storey above the west wing reached by large staircases

leading from the courtyard, but this part was certainly

altered during the following period. A hypostyle hall on

the north side of the courtyard, if it dates back, as we may
believe, to the time of the first palaces, is evidence that

the Cretans borrowed from Egypt the plan of a hall with

columns, most frequently those isolated supports which

are still employed here with considerable clumsiness,

although a little later Cnossus was to use them with extra-

ordinary architectural skill.

Both the houses and the necropolises of Middle Minoan
are still very imperfectly known; however the discovery

at Mallia of the royal necropolis of Chrysolakkos, near the

cliffs on the coast, shows us that, within an exterior

similar to that of the palace, it enclosed only simple fune-

rary chambers built like a house. Throughout, with the

exception of the exterior, the walls are made of shoddy

materials covered with stucco.

In the palaces of the Middle Minoan, Cretan metal-

working was to reach in Crete the level which had already

been attained in the great civilisations of the Orient; we
have only to remember the jewellery from the necro-

polis at Ur of the Chaldees. At Mallia itself we find,

preserved in a bronze-founder's workshop inside the pal-

ace, moulds of schist which were used to cast double-

headed axes, mirrors and tools of various kinds, such as

awls, scissors and scrapers. Quite close by, the same level

has yielded a sword three feet long, with a limestone

handle covered with gold leaf and a pommel of rock

crystal. Before this discovery, it was thought that a long

sword could only date from the period of the second

palaces or even from Mycenean times.

The making of jewellery followed the progress of metal-

lurgy; on another sword of similar size is preserved the

gold leaf which covered the lower part of its bone pom-
mel; the figure of an acrobat on it is treated in repousse

work, already foreshadowing the taste of the following

period for living scenes.

The rare jewels which escaped destruction in the necro-

polis of Chrysolakkos illustrate another aspect of the same
art. The decoration of a gold pendant does not seek to

reproduce reality: the joined bodies of two highly stylised

320 bees form a circle whose centre is marked by the honey-

comb suspended between their legs; on each side, a large

wing ensures the jewel's horizontal axis. We can appre-

ciate the advances then made in the jeweller's technique

since the very simple jewellery of Mochlos; undoubtedly

these advances must be attributed to knowledge of subtler

jewels, the products of Syrian, Mesopotamian and Egyp-

tian art; rough areas, whose very regular graining appears

for the first time in Crete, are contrasted with smooth,

shining surfaces. In addition to the pendant, a gold pin

blossoms, at the top of a massive heavy stalk, into a corolla

of delicate, solid petals. Plain sheets of gold leaf are dec-

orated with scrolls which foreshadow those of Mycenean
jewellery. We are at the start of a great metal age.

The same decorative spirit characterises the pottery of

this time, which was still without fine painted decoration.

Undoubtedly eastern Crete and Mallia itself confined

themselves to simple products, combining red and white

on a black ground, with very ordinary geometrical orna-

mentation, sometimes enlivened by stylised plants or flow-

ers; or they imitated metal vases, which have vanished

today, by covering the whole vase with black slip with

glints of violet, by fluting the lip and by sharpening the

line of the belly. But the craftsmen of the palaces of

Cnossus and Phaestus were to introduce extraordinary

refinements, helped incidentally by inventions such as

the potter's wheel which enabled them to make the ultra-

thin sides of the famous 'egg shells'. This pottery, called

Kamares ware, made use of four colours, white, red and

yellow on a black ground; it combined spirals and scrolls,

stars and suns, leaves and flowers, without any desire to

render reality accurately but with a taste for and enjoy-

ment of creating a rich and flexible decoration for the

spectator's visual pleasure. It was certainly the first time

that a civilisation introduced so many refinements to orna-

ment the humble pottery of everyday life. The pharaohs

of the Xllth Dynasty, and the princes of Ugarit and

Byblos, as well as the Achaeans, were fond of acquiring

fine examples of it, as they were to do later with Attic

pottery.

The aesthetic of the Cretans was far more successful

in design and colour than in plastic art. They had no

equivalent to the great statuary of other countries. The
hatchet from Mallia, which ends in the foreparts of a pan-

ther, is a vigorously stylised royal or religious emblem;

the tiny statuettes from Petsofa are no more than amusing

silhouettes with a strangely modern dress. The artists

liked working within the small framework provided by

seals. Glyptics from the first palaces are a continuation

of those of Early Minoan, but, as in all the other fields,

they made use of technical advances for highly artistic

refinements. Harder stones, such as cornelian, chalcedony

or jasper, needed more accurate engraving. The shapes

of seals lose their rather barbarous and Oriental appear-

ance; nothing is more elegant than the beautiful pris-

matic shapes of Middle Minoan or the seal with its handle

in the shape of a ring. The stylised scenes show us the life

of the period: a boat with fishermen casting their nets,

a hunting scene, or again two genuine portraits, perhaps

of a prince and his son. Sometimes these scenes are no

more than images, but sometimes they have become signs

and acquired a phonetic value in the 'hieroglyphic' sylla-

bary which was created at the time in imitation of the

Egyptian system. The glyptics, which still have rather

a primitive character at Mallia, as had the pottery, ac-

quired an unequalled elegance at Cnossus. The East must

have furnished models in the past which we can still

guess at; the Cretan art of the first palaces stamped them

with its own spirit and conferred on them the originality

of a great civilisation.
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326. CRETAN CERAMICS.

EARLY MINOAN: a. Jug with linear

decoration, b. Jug with spout.

MIDDLE MINOAN: c. Black jug with

white plant decoration. Kamares style.

d. Jug with plant motif. Kamares style.

e. Lamp decorated with black and

white scrolls, f. Pot with stylised octo-

pus decoration, g. Vase decorated

with flowers, h. Kamares style vase.
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LATE MINOAN: i. Amphora decorated

with stylised octopus. Palace style,

j. Amphora with stylised flowers. Pal-

ace style, k. Jar with double-headed

axes, rosettes and stylised foliage.

Palace style. I. Amphora decorated with

octopus. Palace style.

The period of the second Cretan palaces

(Late Bronze Age)

The transition from the civiUsation of the first palaces to

that of the second corresponds to a similar development
in Egyptian history: it was the time of the domination of
the Hyksos (about 1730-1580). Nevertheless civihsation

in Crete continued unbroken on the same Unas, but with
transformations which we are still unable to explain very
satisfactorily. Undoubtedly there were natural catastro-

phes, such as earthquakes, one of which put an end to

the first palaces towards 1750; and the other, around

1570, was perhaps accompanied by raids made by the

continental Achaeans, who took to Mycenae the Cretan

jewels discovered by SchUemann in the shaft graves. This

extremely brilliant new Cretan civilisation lasted until

1400; then the palaces were finally destroyed by the

attacks of the Achaeans. We may suppose that Cnossus

made its authority, embodied in the person of the Minos
of tradition, increasingly felt, and that its influence spread

to hitherto autonomous provincial centres. The number
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of sites, towns or country villas is evidence of the general

prosperity in Crete at this time.

By comparing the architecture of the second palaces

with that of the preceding period, we can see that the

difference lies not so much in the proportions as in a more
intensive organisation; even if the system of isolated blocks

or blocks connected by simple corridors is retained on the

ground floor and in the secondary quarters, the residential

quarters and reception rooms, on the other hand, are

skilfully planned. As regards elevation the use of light

shafts high up in the ceilings produced alternate patches

of light and shade; in the same way, the types of hall were

made more varied and refined in plan by the increased

use of supports, columns, pillars and jambs. It is our

belief that this elaboration is purely Cretan. Far from

receiving an Oriental influence, these palaces must have

exerted their influence on the Egyptian and Syrian ones.

321- The best example, in the palace of Cnossus, is the do-

323 mestic quarter of several storeys lodged in the east hill.

Scholars have been too quick to say that Minoan Crete

never conceived grandiose architecture; both in plan and

elevation, this is a great over-all work such as neither

Greece nor the Orient possessed.

At the same time, the royal tombs became more monu-
mental. The temple-tomb discovered to the south of the

palace still belongs to the 16th century: the funerary

chamber with a central pillar, hollowed out of the rock, is

behind a crypt with two pillars and a hall giving on to

a paved courtyard which serves as a light shaft. On the

first storey there would have been a sanctuary of the

goddess who presided over the funerary rite. This tomb
was built in the same spirit as the palace.

Other tombs, on the contrary, which belong to the end

of the 15th century, show signs of new spirit; the best

known is the one between the palace and the sea at

Isopata, which has yielded magnificent Egyptian alabaster

vases. This time the tomb, of rectangular plan, is built in

a hollowed-out hill and the main chamber has monumental
dimensions, almost twenty-six by thirty-two feet in plan,

with a height which must have been in proportion. In

front of this chamber is a vestibule to which a corridor

gave access.

In this connection it is impossible not to bring up the

problem of the relationship between Crete and the conti-

nental tholoi, especially since a circular tomb resembling

them was discovered in the same region in 1938. It is

highly probable that the continental tombs were earlier

and were imitated in Crete where this monumental type

does not fall into line with the general architecture of the

palaces.

Side by side with architecture, great painting was one

of the most extraordinary revelations of the Cretan ex-

cavations. The themes of painted decorative work are

infinitely more varied than we should expect and much
less utilitarian than in Egypt or Asia: even when the

fresco has a religious nature, the figures have a freedom

which is found nowhere else; on the other hand, man who
was to be most successful on his own in Greek painting is

here set in a natural background. The Cretans preferred

the play of spontaneous colours to the truth of actual

colours. These painters did not paint like sculptors as the

Greek painters did, nor did they aim at accuracy like the

Egyptians; they preferred to capture the appearance of

movement rather than anatomical exactness. To tell the

truth, their figures have neither bone structure nor

musculature; they are only outlines with free vivid 282

movements. So scenes of plant or animal life are common:
hoopoes and partridges flit about in the bushes, a blue bird 283

and a blue monkey frolic in the Cretan countryside;

violent blues and reds contrast with soft pinks and greens.

A wild cat crouches to spring on a pheasant in a briar

bush: this time the scene is treated in brownish tones on

the uniform background used in pottery. The life of the

court also has its place in this decoration, as do the rites of

a religion closely bound up with games and the open air.

The miniature frescoes seethe with a strange and charm-

ing life: in the courtyard of the palace or under the neigh-

bouring olive-trees, crowds are assembled to watch a show;

the ladies of the court surround the queen or priestess on

a dais, chatting to each other with affected gestures. Bull-

fights and acrobatic performances form part of this

patrician life which is both courtly religious, and not

without its quota of affectation. Large solemn scenes

contrast with freer ones: on the walls of the great west

corridor the bearers of gifts walk in procession; elsewhere

the 'Prince with Lilies' may be taking the head of a similar 282

procession: in the throne room, griffons in red and black 324

frame the royal throne.

Nothing can help us to recapture the atmosphere of

Cretan civilisation at its height better than these frescoes

from Cnossus: they are the product of an absolutely

original civilisation. Even if we do find, at Beni Hasan in

Egypt for example, models for the Cretan birds, they

seem more like a stiffly accurate zoological plate, whereas

the others are free and natural. It needed Cretan art to

exercise in its turn an influence on the Egypt of Amarna
for Egyptian painting to experience the freer atmosphere

of Cretan landscapes.

As for pottery, it continued in the same spirit, but with 326

deliberate hmitations. The decoration was painted in dark

brown, often rather carelessly, on a plain ground; the

potter had entirely given up the polychrome patterns of

the preceding period; if we did not know the frescoes

from the same time, we should think that the artist was

insensitive to colour. In the same way, great painting

only shows an interest in animal and human life. Deco-

ration with plant motifs is predominant in the pottery,

handled in a simple naturalistic way; the adaptation of

decoration to shape has rarely been so happily effected as

in the vases simply decorated with lilies or palms rising

from the ground and blossoming out at the top of the

belly. Marine motifs, octopuses, fish, seaweed and shells,

are also easily adapted to the curve of the vase.

Some scholars support the theory that the Cretan

artist, pre-eminently a painter, did not have a very

developed sense of sculpture. But here we must dis-

tinguish between work in the round and in relief. There

is a total absence in Crete of the major plastic art which

Egypt and Mesopotamia had known for so long and in

which the Greeks were to excel. The reason the Cretans

did not imitate the Egyptian statues, which reached them
nevertheless, was that they had little liking for translating

forms into volumes. They restricted themselves to works

of small dimensions such as the goddesses with snakes,

with no plastic qualities of their own. The feehng for the

right outline and movement, translated into a lively 329

naturalism, appears particularly in a series of small

bronzes, 'worshippers' in the attitude of prayer, the 'flute 328

player' with arched torso, or the famous ivory 'acrobat' 327

extended in his leap over the bull.
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Cretan iconography is associated with the

survival of the Neolithic mother goddess

(see p. S8), symbol of fertility with her

bare breasts, the serpent, the bull's

horns, which recur in the architecture

[321], and the bird, which precedes

the dove of Aphrodite.

327. CRETE. Ivory figurine of an acrobat from the palace at

Cnossus. Late Minoan I.

330. 6e/ow. CRETE. Terra-cotta goddess with horns and doves

on her head. Sub-Minoan.

328. Left. CRETE. Figurine of a worshipper with one hand

raised to the forehead in adoration. Late Minoan I.

329. Right. CRETE. MIDDLE MINOAN III. Snake goddess

(faience). Treasure of the Sanctuary of Cnossus. Herakleion

Museum.

Most often the Minoans were satisfied with sculpture

in relief, which is closer to painting. Every type of material

was used, particularly stone and metal. The three black

steatite vases from Hagia Triada are well known. The
Harvesters' vase is the most significant; it conveys the

atmosphere of a rustic procession with all its familiarity

and good humour. Two figures stand out from the serried

ranks of the crowd, the leader of the procession and the

choir master who has his mouth wide open. Under the

forest of forks or poles, the farmers sing gaily as they

march; in one part of the procession, they are well

aligned, while, in another, movement is created by the

fall of one of the harvesters. It is a triumph of vitality and

movement, with a tendency to happy caricature. Plastic

art in bronze and gold certainly also existed at Cnossus,

but it was in a royal tomb at Vaphio in Laconia that dig-

gers found two gold cups decorated in repousse work,

marvels of Cretan art which had been taken there by

pillage or trade. These two goblets form a pair: on one,

bulls are being caught in nets; on the other, domesticated,

they are pulling a plough: a scene of violence on one,

a rustic idyll on the other. Preoccupation with compo-
sition is carried to great lengths here, as is also the desire

to represent the contrast between the two scenes.

As in the period of the first palaces, it is the art of

engraved stone which offers us the most varied examples

of decoration in rehef. The hardest stones were used; the

shape of seals no longer presents any interest, but only
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the flat or slightly convex field. The principle of deco-

ration changes; written signs disappear, to be replaced by
an image. Henceforth Minoan life in its entirety appeared

on glyptics, a veritable microcosm in which everything

the Minoans loved is shown to us: plants and trees,

animals and their combats, family scenes, religious rites

with officiating priests and devotees, for example that of

the offering to the goddess seated under a tree. The
Cretan artist fulfilled himself within this reduced frame-

work without any inconvenience. His gift for observation,

his exceptionally sensitive feeling for outline and his

keen sense of movement are emphasised here, concealing

his genuine lack of plastic feeling and his dislike of

accurate anatomy.

In short, from one art to another, the same aesthetic

qualities and the same technical procedures reappear, as

is natural. The artist's vision is rapid, shrewd and
unthinking; he prefers the fantasy of creation to careful

realism. Minoan architects followed the same principles;

they used an imaginative approach to building at the

expense of rigid planning and orderliness. Nothing could

be more unlike the principles of Greek and of Myccnean
architecture.

Mycenean art and civilisation, and the end of Cretan art

Mycenae and Mycenean art were known before Crete and
Cretan art, but cannot be explained by them. In its first

two phases (Early and Middle Bronze) the continental or

Helladic civilisation never passed a fairly primitive stage.

It is only around 1600 that it suddenly started to progress,

no doubt under the influence of Crete.

While the tombs of the Middle Helladic are poor, the

shaft graves discovered by Schliemann at Mycenae con-

tain the most beautiful treasures of Cretan art: the

famous damascened daggers, seemingly painted m gold,

silver and bronze, showing scenes, handled in the purest

Cretan style, of lion hunts, hunting water-fowl in the

marshes which must be those of the Nile. Throughout
the 16th and 15th centuries (Late Helladic I and II)

the objects found in the tombs (for we know of no palaces

or houses during this time) give us the same impression:

it was the Spartan royal tomb at Vaphio which yielded up

the Cretan gold goblets we have already mentioned.

A few fragments of frescoes make use of the same themes

as those of Cnossus; the pottery is closely akin to the

Cretan, to such an extent that it is sometimes impossible

to state the origin of the vases. Only funerary archi-

tecture contributes a very individual note: the tholoi,

large circular tombs vaulted by means of corbels, afford

us the first example of a monumental conception which

seems most un-Cretan.

So scholars have been led to consider more closely the

products of this first Mycenean art and to single out the

features which are peculiar to it and those which might be

attributed to the Indo-European element in this people.

Thus the kings who owned those markedly Cretan dag-

gers were themselves covered with thin sheets of gold in

their tombs, a fashion which can be called barbarian: the

famous gold masks provide the most striking evidence of

this. The quest for what is actually Mycenean in Myce-

nean art is one of the current problems in this field;

another, closely linked with it, is that of relations

between Crete and Mycenae. Was Crete's undeniable

artistic influence on Mycenae connected with political

domination? Was the Mycenean world of that time a vas-

^'wS5?!

331. CRETE. MIDDLE MINOAN III. The Chieftain's

steatite. Hagia Triada. Herakleion Museum.

332. CRETE. LATE MINOAN I.

steatite. Herakleion Museum.

The Harvesters' vase. Black
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sal of Crete, as Evans thought, basing his argument on the

legend of the Athenian tribute paid to Minos ? Or, on the

contrary, was Mycenae at this time in a commanding
position which relegated Crete to the background and

gave the continent a sort of monopoly of relations with

foreign civilisations ? These are the two extreme positions

and we believe it is possible to adopt a solution midway
between them. Crete was undoubtedly shaken by devas-

tating earthquakes around 1600; profiting by them the

Myceneans were able to carry out raids from which came
the treasures of the shaft graves. Equally certainly Crete

subsequently recovered her power and her maritime

supremacy: the richness of the second palaces, the repre-

sentations of Keftiu on the walls of Egyptian tombs and,

lastly, Greek tradition all prove this. But the politically

autonomous Mycenean world must have progressively

competed with Cretan power, if we are to trust the finds

of Mycenean objects from then onwards in Syria and
Egypt.

The discovery of a trading warehouse at Rhodes enables

us to be more precise about this point: around 1450

we see very clearly that Mycenean imports are taking

over from Cretan ones. Towards this date, Myce-
nae began to exhibit a marked superiority and this would
account for a noticeable development in Cretan art itself,

which then became more monumental, in the spirit of its

pottery (palace style) and in the plan and elevation of

a tomb such as that of Isopata, which probably imitates

Mycenean tholoi. It would also explain why the tablets

of the last period of the palace of Cnossus were written

in Greek like those of Pylos, at least if we accept the

deciphering proposed in 1953. It would therefore be

towards the middle of the 15th century that Achaean
influence asserted itself in Crete, fifty years earlier than

had been believed hitherto.

In fact, the Cretan palaces were destroyed about 1400

and except at Hagia Triada were only reoccupied on
a very reduced scale. From 1400 to 1200 or 1150, during

the final phase of the Bronze Age (Late Minoan III), the

Cretan civilisation gradually fell into decay, at the same
time that it succumbed to the Mycenean civilisation of

the same period; the continental megaron (main room)
appeared at Hagia Triada, pottery decoration became
stylised and small plastic works reverted to primitivism.

We must not believe that Crete no longer played any
part at this time: it still preserves its importance in

Homeric tradition, in the powerful Achaean myth of

Idomenaeus. But henceforth the continent has the upper
hand. Argolis remained in control: the sites there are

more numerous and richer than anywhere else (Tiryns,

Argos, Dendra and especially Mycenae). But these ar-

chaeological centres, which were also the Homeric cen-

tres, multiphed everywhere: Pylos in Messenia, Sparta,

Athens, Thebes and Orchomenus in Boeotia.

A veritable Mycenean empire was established, far ex-

ceeding the Minoan empire in size. Provinces which had
remained on the fringe of the Helladic world, the Ionian

islands, kingdom of Ulysses, Thessaly and Macedonia,
opened their doors to Mycenean civilisation. By this

route, the Myceneans were to accelerate the development
of the European Bronze Age. The Cyclades, previously

in the hands of the sons of Minos, were henceforth
Mycenean, as were the islands off the coast of Asia, from
Rhodes to Lesbos. On this coast traders and even settlers

were to install themselves, in such towns as Troy, even

33 3. CRETAN. Vaphio cup, found in the royal tomb at Sparta.

Gold. Late Minoan I. National Museum, Athens.

3 34. Imprint of a gold signet ring from Mycenae showing a

religious scene. Louvre.

335. Left. MYCENEAN. Damascened

bronze dagger, showing a lion hunt.

336. Mycenean gold vessel. Louvre.
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before the conquest, and Miletus, over which the Achae-

an kings came into conflict with the Hittite kings, if we are

to beUeve one of the tablets of the archives of Boghazkoy.

At the same time settlers estabhshed themselves in

Cyprus, where Enkomi was their capital. Cyprus, which

became Mycenean but was rich in an old native tradition

and open to the near-by influences of Asia, was to develop

a ctu-iously mixed art, a sort of Levantine civilisation.

From it, Mycenean traders spread their products more

widely than the Cretans had done, not only on the Syrian

coast, at Ugarit and Byblos, but also inside Syria and

Palestine, in Egypt (Lower Egypt and Amarna, as well as

Upper Egypt). At the other extremity of the eastern

Mediterranean basin, the pottery finally reached Tarentum

and Syracuse, although the Odyssey suggests that daring

navigators sometimes penetrated into the western basin.

The problem of relations between Cretan and My-

cenean art arises: the latter derives from Crete in nearly

every sphere, but it evolved towards stylisation. Thus the

pottery of Late Helladic III, technically perfect, tends

towards hnear and abstract decoration, and at the same

time incorporates themes or motifs previously rejected,

such as human figures, animals and processions of char-

iots. Painting, still Cretan in its techniques, made use of

the more violent themes of war and hunting. The minor

arts, jewellery and seals, developed in the same direction

as pottery; in sculpture large numbers of idols of bar-

barous design were produced. But this internal revolution

is not enough to explain Mycenean art at this time: the

new spirit is certainly due to ethnic changes. Moreover

the architecture of the palaces that we know at this

period, in particular the disposition of the megaton with

a central hearth, but also the increasingly grandiose con-

struction of the tholoi, shows that the aesthetic had

changed, at least on this point: nothing could be more

unlike the architecture of the second Cretan palaces.

A second problem is posed by the increasing contacts

with the Oriental civilisations. To what extent was the

Mycenean world influenced by Syria or Egypt, either

directly or via Cyprus, whose mixed character we have

mentioned? Conversely, to what extent were the civ-

ilisations of the Syrian towns, of the Egypt ofAmarna and

the XlXth Dynasty, accessible to Aegean influences?

337. CRETE. LATE MINOAN. Restored fresco from Cnossus

showing either a bull-fight or acrobats performing somersaults

over a bull. Herok/eion Museum.

338. CRETE. LATE MINOAN I. Painted figure of a woman in pro-

file, known as 'La Parisienne'. Fragment of a mural from Cnossus.

Herok/eion Museum.

There has even been talk of the birth of a common

civiUsation. But this is too sweeping, for the original

organisation of each civiUsation was in no way modified.

However it is illuminating to study the traces left by

these contacts. As the Mycenean civiUsation comes to an

end, amid the turmoil and migrations of the 12th century,

when iron was appearing, a final problem is posed. Was

there a transition from pre-Hellenic art to the Greek art

which was coming to life? It seems unlikely that an

increasingly styUsed naturalistic art, such as Mycenean,

finally gave birth, without the intervention of new fac-

tors, to the protogeometric art of the 11th and 10th

centuries, and the geometric art of the 9th and 8th

centuries. Even if the so-called 'sub-Mycenean' phases,

of extreme mediocrity, were prolonged in remote regions,

especiaUy Crete, I do not beUeve that an art so full of vig-

our and so charged with promise for the future as geomet-

ric art could have been grafted on to an etfete civiUsation.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: The Aegean world

3 39. GREECE. Gold funeral mask. Athens

Notional Museum.

340. Gallery and casemate of the east

bastion of the fortress of Tiryns.

Archaeology. Until 1870, the

origins of Greek civilisation before

800 were lost in legend; all that

was known came from Greek tra-

dition, particularly Homer. Between
1860 and 1870, strange pottery was
discovered at Thera, Milo and
Rhodes, but scholars did not know
to whom this should he attrib-

uted. Between 1870 and 1890 ex-

cavations of Schliemann at Troy
(from 1870), at Mycenae, Tiryns
and Orchomenus (from 1874) re-

vealed the extraordinary Mycencan
civilisation and the more ancient

one of Troy. Scholars were struck

by the similarity between the My-
cenean and Homeric civilisations.

Egyptologists (Sir Flinders Petrie)

showed that Mycenean art was
contemporary with the Egyptian
New Kingdom (about 1550 to

1150): Mycenean ceramics were
found in Egypt and Egyptian
objects at Mycenae.

It is still not certain whether the

origin of the Mycenean civilisation

was Eastern or Western. From
1890, Greek archaeologists un-
covered a Cycladic civilisation

parallel with the Trojan civilisa-

tion; A. J. Evans collected engraved
stones in Crete and proved that

prehistoric Crete had had several

systems of writing (hieroglyphic at

first, later linear). In 1896, the

Austrian linguist Kretschmer pro-

duced the theory of the Asianic

languages, neither Indo-European
nor Semitic: languages of Asia
Minor, such as Lycian, Carian and
the pre-Hellenic tongue which
served as a constituent element of

Greek.
Between 1900 and 1920, the dis-

covery of Cretan art by A. J. Evans
at Cnossus enabled him to describe

this amazing civilisation, to show
that it preceded and explained the

Mycenean period. In 1905 he put
forward a proposal for the chro-

nology of what he called the Mi-
noan civilisation. Excavations on
the mainland, in the Mycenean
region and Thessaly, enlarged our
knowledge of Greek prehistory

which henceforth extends from the

Neolithic to the beginnings of the

Iron Age. Studies were made of
the relations between the Aegean
world and the Egyptian, Babylo-
nian and Hittite civihsations, which
were becoming better and better

known.
Between 1920 and 1939, know-

ledge' of the pre-Hellenic cultures

broadened and also became more
detailed. In Crete, provincial va-

riants were studied (French exca-

vations at Mallia). Deep digs were
made on the mainland: Wace and
Blegen discovered a pre-Mycenean
Helladic civilisation, whose rela-

tions with Crete they studied. The
Americans (Blegen) resumed ex-

cavations at Troy (1931- 38), the

Swedes created Cypriot archae-

ology: Troy and Cyprus were the

meeting places between Asia and
the Aegean. In Asia, owing to

parallel discoveries in Phoenicia,

Syria and Asia Minor, relations

between these civilisations and the

Aegean world were more clearly

defined (the Achaeans were men-
tioned in the Hittite archives). The
Germans for their part studied

the relations of the Aegean world
with the Balkans and central Eu-
rope (the Indo-European character

of the Mycenean civilisation);

Kretschmer from 1925 accepted

the presence of Indo-European
elements in Asianic languages.

Since 1939, work on systems of

writing and languages resulted in

some decipherments, one by Hroz-

ny which was a failure, the other

by Ventris and Chadwick (from

1953), favourably received. Linear

B at Cnossus and Pylos (the last

system of writing) is presumed to

be a transcription of a primitive

form of Greek. Continued during

the war in Cyprus, excavations

were resumed everywhere else im-

mediately after hostilities ceased.

HISTORY
Palaeolithic. A few traces in cen-

tral Greece (Megaris and Boeotia).

Neolithic. It appeared in the

course of the 4th millennium, if

not earlier, and lasted until about

2700 in Crete, until about 2500 on
the mainland.

The main centres were on the

one hand in Crete (polished pot-

tery, incised decoration); on the

other hand, on the Greek mainland

from Macedonia to the Pelopon-

nese, mainly in Thessaly, central

Greece and around Corinth (paint-

ed pottery, with linear decoration);

a Neolithic II developed towards

the end but only in Thessaly,

around Dimini (spiral-shaped dec-

oration). In the Greek islands,

there are only traces of the Neo-
lithic.

The Cretan centre remained
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CRETAN CHRONOLOGY

Neolithic before 2700

Early Minoan I and II about 2700-2300 Chalcolithic

Early Minoan III about 2300-2100 1st Bronze Age

Middle Minoan I about 2100-1900

Middle Minoan II about 1900-1700 1st Cretan hegemony and

beginning of Mycenean

Middle Mino3n III about 1700-1600 2nd Cretan hegemony:

Cnossus

Late Minoan I about 1600-1450

Late Minoan II about 1450-1400 Palace style

Late Minoan III about 1400-1200 Achaean hegemony

NOTE: The dates, especially the oldest ones, are still controversial

341. MYCENAE. The Lion Gate.

isolated. Today the tendency is to

connect Neolithic I on the main-
land with the older one in Asia

(Susa, al 'Ubaid, Tell Halaf, Mer-
sin); the go-between was Cyprus
where the Neolithic was very im-
portant. Emphasis is also laid on
the liaison Isetween Greek Neo-
lithic and that of the Balkans, the

civilisation advancing from south

to north. Nevertheless by a reper-

cussion the Neolithic of Dimini is

assumed to derive from that of the

Danuhian regions.

Chalcolithic and Early Bronze

Ages. About 2700-2100 in Crete

and the Cyclades; 2500-2000 on
the mainland. Copper implements
appeared progressively and without

interruption from the Neolithic

onwards; bronze was unknown
until the last phase, from about

2300.

Crete (Early Minoan). The prin-

cipal centres were in the east,

around the gulf of Mirabello, and
in the plain of Messara to the

south. At Palaikastro, Mochlos and
Vasiliki civilisation evolved more
quickly (polished pottery, inherited

from Early Minoan I; pottery with

flame-like decoration and painted

pottery, dark on light, in Early

Minoan III) and more brilliantly

(stone vases, treasure of Mochlos)
[319].

Early Cycladic. A highly original

civihsation (marble statuettes and
vases) in close contact with Anatolia

developed in all the islands.

Early Helladic. A rather poor
civilisation undergoing latterly the

influence of the Cyclades and
Crete; polished lustre pottery {Ur-

firnis); painted pottery.

The Early Bronze Age of the

Aegean was closely dependent on
pre-Hittite Anatolia (Alishar, Alaca

Huyuk) via Troy whose prosperity

was very great (especially Troy II

at the end of the 3rd millennium).

Mesopotamian influences could

also reach it by way of Asia Minor.

Early Minoan III established direct

relations with Cyprus and possibly

Syria; the influence of the Egyptian
Old Kingdom was noticeable at

Mochlos and in Messara. The
Aegean played the part of an inter-

mediary in the propagation of met-
als in Europe.
Middle Bronze Age. About 2100
to 1600 in Crete; 2000-1900 or

1600 on the mainland.
Crete (Middle Minoan). The civ-

ilisation of the first palaces was
very brilliant: palatial architecture,

a considerable development of

metallurgy and jewellery; highly

decorative pottery, light on dark;

a hieroglyphic system of writing.

It is probable that this civilisation

first appeared in the east (Mallia),

but it was less developed there.

At Cnossus and Phaestus, it was
particularly refined in the phase of

Middle Minoan II or Kamares (a

style rather than a period unknown
in the east). During the last phase

(Middle Minoan III) the palaces

were destroyed (in about 1750):

Evans's Middle Minoan Illb be-

longs to the period of the second

palaces (from about 1700).

Middle Cycladic. Except at

Melos, where Cretan influence

asserted itself, this phase in the

Cyclades is not very well known.
Middle Helladic. The arrival of

bands of Indo-Europeans (lonians

or Achaeans) about 2000 - 1900 cut

the continent off from the islands

and Crete; relations were resumed
on the coast towards the end of this

period (Middle Minoan III). The
civilisation remained poor, and is

difficult to interpret (Minyan pot-

tery, simply polished; pottery

painted in flat colours).

Crete already had maritime

supremacy and was in close contact

with Cyprus, the Syrian coast

(Ugarit and Byblos), Mesopotamia,

via Mari, and the Egypt of the

Middle Kingdom; she exported

her Kamares pottery everywhere

and in return she received from
these more advanced civilisations

contributions still unknown to the

Greek mainland. Anatolia, in the

hands of the Indo-European Hit-

tites, remained apart; Troy lost its

importance.

Late Bronze Age. 1600- 1200 or

1150. Iron became widely known
during the 12th century.

Crete (Late Minoan). The civili-

sation of the second palaces began
about 1700, underwent a crisis

towards 1600, then shone again:

its palatial architecture was in-

creasingly original. The arts deve-

loped in a naturalistic spirit. Linear

A was the system of writing used.

The cultural and probably the

political influence of Cnossus dom-
inated the island. Towards 1450

it seems that Cnossus began to

come under the influence of the

mainland (palace style; linear B).

However, the palaces were only

destroyed about 1400. Crete, in the

last phase (Late Minoan III), was
in a state of comparative decadence

and came under the 'Achaean' in-

fluence of the mainland.
Late Cycladic. The Cyclades were

divided between the influences

of Crete and the mainland; the

latter finally predominated.
Late Helladic (Mycenean). Be-

tween 1600 and 1400, the influence

of Cretan civilisation was predomi-

nant but without any pohtical links:

period of the shaft graves (Late

Helladic I), period of the tholoi

[342] (Late Helladic II). In Late

Helladic III, the Mycenean civi-

lisation asserted itself, mixing Indo-

European elements with the basic

Cretan strain, and spread through-

out the eastern basin of the Medi-
terranean: Mycenean palaces (the

continental megaron). The natur-

ahstic art tended to stylisation; the

writing was similar to linear B.

The contacts between the Aege-

an civilisations and the world out-

side have already been studied, but
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342. MYCENAE. TheTreasury of Atreus.

a. The facade, b. The dome. c. Section

and plan. (After Perrot and Chipiez.)

let us remember that Crete, Rhodes
and Cyprus became Achaean at

that time.

The transition from bronze to

iron. The 'sub-Minoan' periods in

Crete, 'sub-Mycenean' elsewhere,

were transitional phases (12th and
11th centuries). Iron appeared;
new invasions (Dorians) changed
the ethnical situation. Civilisation

grew poorer, and some techniques
seem to have been lost.

ARTS ANDTECHNIQUES
Architecture. In the Neolithic, the

cave was replaced by the rectangu-
lar house, without a clear-cut plan,

but with several rooms and a per-
manent hearth. On the mainland,
the houses were apsidal; from
Troy I the megaron appeared, an
elongated hall with a central hearth,
with a vestibule in front. The ap-
pearance of the Cretan palaces is

an important development; already
grouped around a central court-

yard, the quarters remained iso-

lated; the use of columns for sup-
porting the roof was still rare, and
contemporary houses wore still un-
planned. The second Cretan pal-

aces, highly original creations char-

acteristic of the Cretan aesthetic,

influenced private houses at least

in Crete. Unlike the other arts, the

architecture of the mainland hard-
ly owes anything to Crete (ex-

cept undoubtedly the terrace roof);

it developed the ancient tradition

of the axial megaron with a central

hearth.

Funerary architecture did not
exist until the Late Bronze Age
except in the tholoi of Messara.
Caves, holes in the rock, chambers
built like the rooms of houses, pits

or cists, jars or sarcophagi were
used. Even in the time of the first

Cretan palaces, there seem to have
been only the necropolises, which
were without grandeur: e.g. the

precinct of Chrysolakkos at Mallia

enclosing simple chambers. More
elaborate royal tombs appeared
in Crete only during the 15th cen-

tury: temples, the rectangular tomb
of Isopata, with an antechamber
and an entrance corridor. The in-

fluence of the continental tholoi,

genuine architectural creations, can
probably be seen here.

Sculpture. In the Neolithic and
Early Bronze Ages, sculpture in

the round was highly styhsed, and
reached its height in the Cyclades:

at the same time Cyprus and Crete

showed a great liking for vases with

carved decoration. This stylised

aesthetic did not result in a classi-

cal art; Cretan sculpture of the

following periods is very lively.

Small-scale Mycenean sculpture

ended in stereotyped stylisation,

the lower parts of the body be-

coming completely rigid. A sculp-

tural tradition never asserted itself

in the Aegean.
Quite the opposite is true of

works in relief: the advances in

seal-carving prove this. In the

Early Bronze Age, the decoration

was geometrical; in the Middle
Bronze, decorative ornamentation

did not inhibit the animated char-

acter of the scenes; in the Late

Bronze Age the seals were the most
lively and varied in the Near East.

During the same period all the

arts in relief developed, using the

most varied materials, including

steatite and precious metals. My-
cenean reliefs followed the same
aesthetic for a long time, and then
evolved towards stylisation.

Painting and pottery. In the Neo-
lithic, pottery was polished, with

incised linear (Crete) or painted

decoration (Thessaly, Greece). In
Thessaly, NeoUthic II had a vari-

ety with spiral-shaped decoration.

The pohshed pottery, black or red
with incised decoration, remained
the same as at the beginning of the

Early Bronze Age throughout most
of the Aegean world; Cretan 'flame'

decoration is only a variant. Painted

pottery predominated during the

Early Bronze Age, purely linear in

its decoration, brown (or black) on
a pale polished ground (clay or

slip), or white on dark glaze.

Middle Minoan saw a great de-

velopment in pottery: polychrome
decoration (white, red, yellow) was
used on a dark ground; themes
based on plant life came into the

repertoire, while scrolls prolifer-

ated. Kamares ware was a particu-

larly refined variety unknown on
the mainland where polished Min-
yan and flat, purely linear paint-

ing were produced [326].

The Late Bronze Age saw the

simultaneous appearance of great

painting, the most original and
lively of all the painting in the Near
East, and the transformation of

ceramic decoration, painted in dark

on a light ground, and limiting its

repertoire the better to adapt it to

the shape of the vase (themes from
plant life and the sea). Mycenean
pottery was based on the Cretan

but developed towards stylisation.

The metal arts. A very simple

range of copper implements en-

sured the smooth transformation of

the stone civilisation into a metal

one. During the last third of the

3rd milleimium bronze containing

tin was widely used, and gold and
silver were employed for vases and
simple jewellery (cut out leaves).

Metallurgical techniques had an

influence on the shapes of pottery

from the end of the Early Bronze
Age [319]. During the Middle
Bronze Age in Crete, the metal arts

made tremendous progress not only

in the size of weapons, and in

abundance of bronze vases and
implements, but also in the deli-

cacy of the jewellery. The Late

Bronze Age has left large numbers
of deposits of bronze objects; the

numerous jewels and pieces of

goldsmiths' work, especially on the

mainland, are often of Cretan

origin; it was the highest point

reached by technical methods and

aesthetic refinements (damascen-

ing) [335]. Iron, sometimes used as

a rare metal in the Mycenean pe-

riod, became more abundant in the

12th century, when the majority of

the techniques of the Bronze Age
disappeared.

Pierre Demargne
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THE RISE OF EUROPE Christopher Hawkes

At the end of the 3rd millennium, when brilliant civilisations

were being developed in the Mediterranean'basin, the rest

of Europe was still in the Neolithic period. The appearance

of metal precipitated its evolution untilfinally with the Gauls

it became a force which threatened Italy, Greece and even

Asia Minor. Christopher Hawkes gives perhaps the first

methodical, comprehensive and clear summary of this

confused period of 2,000 years which has only recently

been properly studied.

THE EARLY BRONZE AGE AND
ITS NEOLITHIC BACKGROUND
The Europe of Palaeolithic and Mesohthic prehistory

received the earliest elements of civilisation in the cultures

of the Neolithic. Those elements, from their Asiatic lands

of origin, were carried gradually westward by the coasts

and islands of the eastern Mediterranean, and by Anatolia,

first of all to the regions of the Aegean and the Balkans.

Of the zone of Neolithic peasant cultures thus established

by colonists in Greece and Macedonia, the northern

periphery was next extended into the basin of the Danube.
Perhaps as early as the 4th millenium, certainly in the

early and middle centuries of the 3rd, when the Aegean
was already receiving the fresh cultures of its Early

Bronze Age, Neolithic peasants were on both sides of the

Danube not only below but also above the Iron Gates,

and giving rise to regional groups spread in several

directions. With a material equipment of stone and other

tools and ornaments, the traditions of their culture pre-

scribed a plastic art of clay or stone figurines, and a ce-

ramic in which coarse pottery is accompanied by fine,

with decoration variously incised or painted, in designs

including a repertory of spiral motifs. This, prominent

first in the Balkans, was developed later also in Transyl-

vania, in the Ariusd or Oltenian culture of the valleys

within the Carpathian mountains, as well as in the more
extensive Tripolye culture farther east. But before those

had arisen, the earliest settlements on the Danube about

Belgrade, as at Starcevo, had been extended northwards,

in what is called the Koros culture, into Hungary.

The Koros was succeeded there by the culture named
after the river Tisza; this, with the parallel culture of

Lengyel, formed the substratum for all later develop-

ments on the Hungarian plain, and its material shows

clear Anatolian or Balkan features. Indeed, all these early

cultures of south-east Europe show more or less clear

affinity to the Balkans and beyond, and continued in

parallel with the continuing Balkans groups, that of the

Drava, that of Vinca near Belgrade, etc. But west and

north of the middle Danube, beginning in west Hungary
and Moravia, the primary Neolithic peasantries were

those Danubians who made linear-ornamented 'band'

or ribbon pottery; with them, the basic Neolithic culture

passed into a more distinctively European embodiment.

The Danubians attained a great extent, to the Oder

and Vistula and to the Rhine and Meuse, covering all the

loess plains of central Europe. Parallel, but distinct, was

the Biikk culture of north Hungary. While in many

regions they continued, forming groups distinguished by

'stroke-ornamented' and other varieties of pottery, there

arose 'secondary Neolithic' cultures beside them, as the

Rossen in Germany and the Aichbiihl in the eastern Alps.

Away to the north, there arose obscurely the first Neolithic

culture of the north European plain, extending thence to

Denmark. Meanwhile, around the upper Danube, there

appeared fresh groups related to the Hungarian. To the

south, a current from here passed into north Italy, and

others, from Greek and Balkan sources, crossed to penin-

sular Italy, especially to Apulia, whence influence reached

Sicily and the adjacent islands. These currents impinged

upon an older culture, distinguished by impression-

ornamented pottery which represents an earlier coloni-

sation from the east, spread by sea not only to Italy and

Sicily, but gradually all round the western Mediterranean.

That, however, had been purely Neolithic.

The appearance of metal in central Europe

The parts of Europe most directly accessible to the

Early Bronze peoples of the Aegean and Anatolia were

still those of the south-east, nearest to the Balkans. And
it was this way, apparently, that the interior of the conti-

nent first became acquainted, during these same centuries,

with metal. At first the evidences are rare, consisting

of small objects made of copper. But when the Tisza

culture was followed by that named Bodrogkeresztur,

probably within the last one or two centuries of the 3rd

millennium, these became less rare and more significant.

A third period of Danubian development has begun, in

eff'ect a 'Copper Age' under a primary impulse directed

across the Balkans from the metal-using lands beyond.

This impulse, in part at least, was probably borne by

immigration.

Macedonia now had an Early Bronze culture, parallel

to the Early Helladic and Cycladic of Greece and the

Aegean islands, but with Anatolian relationships, more

particularly with Troy. It seems to have been carried

across the Balkan mountains by migration, superseding

the older Neolithic, and bringing in stone axe-hammers

or battle-axes, and two-handled and especially high-

handled vessels of leathery-looking pottery, all with

counterparts in Macedonia or Anatoha. Bubanj in Serbia

shows this well, and similar traits appear over a wide area

west and north of the middle Danube, from west

Hungary to Austria and beyond, in what is named the

Baden culture. The same culture even reached Poland,

and Bohemia and Moravia, where it shows contact, as

does the Jordansmiihl culture of Silesia, with the Neo-

lithic of the north.

Throughout these regions also, there are now signs of

a more important contact, with peoples of eastern Europe.

It is well known that elements of Asiatic civilisation were

transmitted during the 3rd millennium by the Caucasus

to dwellers in the Kuban and the south Russian plain,

who thenceforward appear as warlike and pastoral folk,

burying their dead individually under tumuli. Reper-

cussions of this, discernible in Anatolia, at Troy and

again in Macedonia, are repeated variously in the lower

Danube and Carpathian regions (Glina, Schneckenberg),

and in north Hungary. Moreover, peoples with the same

rite of single burial under a tumulus, using stone battle-
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axes and the pottery known as 'corded', appear not only

further east, but spread across Poland to the north

German plain, entering Saxo-Thuringia, joining the area

of the Baden culture towards the middle and upper

Danube, and reaching west to Switzerland and the Rhine,

and south to the eastern Alps and to Slavonia. With them,

too, must be grouped the 'single-grave' invaders of the

Baltic regions.

Another group, distinguished by 'globular amphora'

pottery found from Poland to central Germany, has per-

haps its own connections with south Russia; and although

the corded pottery seems in general to be native to the

eastern and north-eastern borders of central Europe, it is

sometimes found not only in the Baden culture but also

further south-east, in the Carpathians and even occasion-

ally in Macedonia and Greece, at the same time as stone

battle-axes. Since in Greece these intrusions accompany
the destruction of the Early Helladic culture, around

1900 B.C., and its replacement by the Middle Helladic,

whose bearers certainly spoke Greek, this whole complex

of movements can be identified, more securely now than

formerly, with the primary diffusion of Indo-European

languages and institutions. It is thus a matter of the origin

not only of the Greeks, and of the Hittite conquerors of

Anatolia, but of Thracians and lUyrians, and even Slavs;

farther west, of the Celts, and further north, of the

Germanic peoples.

Gradually, the various groups created by the turmoil of

this period became more settled. Demand and oppor-

tunity for metal-production was thus enhanced. The orig-

inal south-eastern impulse to metal-working gradually

spread, round the Danube basin from the Balkans to

the Transylvanian and Slovakian mountains enclosing

Hungary, and then on to Bohemia and central and south

Germany. Between the Danube and the Adriatic, lastly,

we have again early metal-working, within the probable

homelands of the Indo-European immigrants into Italy.

The Mediterranean countries and Aegean influences

Italic origins in these regions may be connected with

several groups accompanying or following those that

brought Baden or corded pottery and stone battle-axes

among the Neolithic peasantries of the eastern Alps. At
the Mondsee and elsewhere in Austria, round Ljubljana

in Slovenia, and at the Slavonian site of Vucedol on the

Drava, were peoples using locally-worked east Alpine

copper. The rhomboid daggers, and the pottery with

'excised' ornament, call to mind the Early Bronze Age of

Cyprus; if the metal industry here was started by ven-

turers from there, sailing up the Adriatic, the date would
hardly be after 2000. But the peoples themselves had

clearly been formed by the same process of admixture

that we have seen at work all over Danubian and central

Europe. The evidences include again stone battle-axes,

and these appear also in north and central Italy. There,

the cultures of Remedello and Rinaldone have otherwise

a somewhat different aspect, but they too worked copper.

Daggers, not only rhomboid but also square-tanged like

those of Early Minoan Crete, suggest metallurgy here

started by Cretan venturers, again hardly after 2000, who
may also have discovered the tin of north Etruria (Monte
Bradoni). On the north Italian lakes, lastly, arose the

culture named Polada, which had a long duration,

benefiting from traffic with central Europe over the Bren-

ner Pass. Metal was nowhere yet abundant - thus, the

dagger-forms were much imitated in flint ~ but a begin-

ning had been made, and in these European-Oriental

minglings lie the cultural roots of Bronze Age Italy.

Eastern initiative in this direction had already been

focussed on Sicily. Here, beside the Neolithic culture now
locally developed (San Cono), the period somewhat
before and after 2000 brought incomings first perhaps

from western Greece (Serraferlicchio), next from some
Aegean-Anatolian source (S. Ippolito), and lastly, to

initiate in the south-east of the island the culture of

Castelluccio, a people knowing copper and having painted

pottery with both Early and Middle Helladic features,

who made large cemeteries of rock-cut chamber-tombs

for collective burial. Forms of collective tombs appear

thereafter in the continuing Neolithic of north-west

Sicily; collateral, yet unique, is that of the Maltese islands,

where the long history of the famous 'temples', their cult

somehow related to that expressed in general by collective

tombs, had already, it seems, begun. The plastic art of

their many figurines, above all of women, suggests an

initial inspiration from those of the Early Cycladic culture;

indeed, people from the Cyclades may well have

joined in the opening-up of the western Mediterranean.

In Sardinia, after poor Neolithic settlers, there appears

a culture practising collective burial in rock-cut chamber-

tombs, which by their form and surviving contexts

indicate colonisation, by seekers and workers of the

island's metals, coming westward from homes either in the

Cyclades (pottery-forms, and again figurines), or in

Minoan Crete; among the most elaborate, grouped

together at Anghelu Ruju, some have been sculptured

with low reliefs of high-prowed ships and the heads of

bulls. There are also stone-built tombs of gallery and

simpler forms, and the culture had a long-continued

development, but its origin at this time is confirmed by

pottery and ornaments showing connections with other

west Mediterranean coasts.

343. SPAIN. The latest reconstruction of the dolmen at Los

Mlllares. Archaeological Museum, Barcelona.



The Neolithic settlers who had brought impressed

pottery to those coasts have already been noted; in

addition, there had arrived others with plain smooth

pottery, the originators of what may be called the Western

Neolithic. This culture was gradually spread, by further

colonisation, over all western Europe: France and the

western Alps (CortaiUod, Lagozza), the British Isles

(Windmill Hill), and Spain and Portugal. From its con-

nections on the Italian side, there spread in it later a con-

vention of pottery-ornament in scratched designs (Camp

de Chassey), and farther west also one of incised grooves

or 'cannelures'. This seems related somehow to the

incised or impressed pottery now made by the natives

of the interior of Spain and North Africa, in the 'sec-

ondary' Neolithic culture to which these now had taken,

designated Hispano-Mauretanian.

But in Spain the western culture with plain pottery -

distinguished also by fine flint-work and named Ibero-

Saharan from its possible African connections - was the

more progressive. Tombs lined with stone slabs are found

in it, and in the probably secondary culture derived from

it in Portugal these are 'dolmens' built of slabs enclosed

in mounds. Though its main diffusion seems wholly

Neolithic, its primary Spanish home in the south-east

(Almeria) was very early concerned with metal-workmg,

and after a time this became suddenly the scene of a fresh

burst of colonising and industrial energy. Fortified settle-

ments, of which the best known is Los Millares, appear

together with fine stone-built chamber-tombs, of the

cupola-roofed tholos type, of which the prototypes seem

east Mediterranean or Aegean and perhaps more parti-

cularly Cretan, whose contents include objects certainly

exotic. The date is not yet precisely fixed, but lies without

doubt in the first centuries after 2000.

Metal in western Europe

Thus it is seen that the enterprise of the civiUsed Orient

in opening up central and western Europe had now two

fronts, one across the Danubian regions, the other along

the coasts and islands of the Mediterranean. And on both

it had to do with the discovery and working of materials,

metals first of all, in regions already colonised by NeoUthic

settlers Yet to the formation of our Early Bronze Age

there is still a third element to add. Over much of central

Europe there are found of this period flat graves (and

some settlements) distinguished by caliciform or bell-like

beakers or goblets with impressed ornament horizontally

arranged; analogues in south-west Europe, to these and

the associated archer's equipment and copper daggers,

4 have suggested the arrival thence of a 'beaker people'. Iri

Bohemia and near by in Germany, this element entered

"
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344. POTTERY, a. Bell-beaker found at Los Millares. Ashmolean

Museum. Oxford, b. Decorated bowl found at Los Millares. Ashmo-

tean Museum. Oxford, c. Nebo vase found at Bila (Bosnia). But-

mirian type. Sarajevo Museum.

into the formation of the Aunjetitz or related culture of

the Early Bronze Age. In the Rhineland, however, it

combined with that of the corded pottery and single-grave

tumuh already mentioned. From there, and from the

Netherlands, crossings were made to Britain, where

a further combination was soon made with single-grave

tumulus people coming over the North Sea; though metal

daggers are less common than flint, and than stone axe-

hammers, this culture began the submergence of the

British Neolithic.

Meanwhile on the continent, the Western Neolithic

outgrowth named the Michelsberg culture had spread

between the Upper Rhine, Belgium and Bohemia, and

round the Seine, Oise, Marne and Meuse there persisted

a secondary Neolithic culture which, although its Swiss

province (Horgen) and its south German neighbour

(Altheim) were now penetrated by corded-pottery people,

allowed little contact to the bell-beaker elements. It did

adopt collective burial, in stone-Hned 'covered gallery

tombs (in the Marne, chalk-cut grottoes) which have

more splendid analogues in Provence round Aries; but an

avenue for 'beaker people' up the Rhone, past the Neo-

lithic Chamblandes culture of the south-west Alps, is hard

to prove One across the eastern Alps from north Italy

could be easier: the Remedello culture there includes

beaker graves like many in central Europe. But the col-

lective-burial rite did not so travel: its association with

beakers is mainly confined to the west Mediterranean

(Provence, Sardinia, north-west Sicily), south and west

France, including Brittany, and the Iberian Peninsula.

This association is seen at its fullest in the cemeteries of

rock-tombs round the mouth of the Tagus in Portugal

(Palmella, etc.); an exotic 'beaker people', of origin yet
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345. YUGOSLAVIA. Statuette of a seated figure. Neolithic de-

posit of Prishtina (Serbia). Prishtina Museum.

346. YUGOSLAVIA. Stone head from the Neolithic deposit of

Prishtina (Serbia). Prishtina Museum.

unknown, but with knowledge of metal presumably from
the Mediterranean, could have begun a European dif-

fusion there. But even in the Peninsula the association is

not found everywhere; beakers occiu- sometimes in

simple graves, and in collective tombs sometimes with

secondary burials only.

In all the south-west, in fact, the spread of metal-using

culture was probably begun by the builders of collective

tombs who are seen at Los Millares, and thence west-

wards to their distinct province in the Algarve; the ele-

ment represented by the beakers is comprisedamong them
sometimes and sometimes not. In Catalonia and the Pyre-

nees, the collective tombs assume the gallery form, and
here and in all south-west France was estabhshed a culture

destined for a long survival, including the beaker element
and using some metal, but still much stone (hence called

'Chalcolithic'), and with stone-built tombs often reduced
to simple 'dolmen' forms. From here to the Atlantic

coasts, to Brittany and to the British Isles, other forms

of collective gallery-tomb suggest diffusions by sea, in

which metal seems absent; the earliest long cairn and

long barrow tombs here belong wholly to the Western

Neolithic cultures. This appears still true of those of the

Loire and the Severn where the gallery can have transepts,

forming in effect a chamber; and again, when true

chamber-tombs with entrance-passage are introduced,

showing that south Spain and Portugal were now contri-

buting to the Atlantic diffusion, metal is not yet attested.

Yet in these ventures from the south there was probably

prospecting for it, which will have led to discovery of the

metal-bearing districts of Atlantic Europe, from north-

west Spain to Brittany, and in western Britain and Ire-

land. Industries in copper, soon also in tin to alloy it for

bronze, and even in gold, made their appearance in the

second quarter of the 2nd millennium. And when
the Seine-Oise-Marne culture spread also to Brittany,

with its distinctive gallery-tombs (whence some would

derive the wedge-shaped tombs of Ireland), and when
the British Isles were invaded from the south-east

by the Rhineland beaker peoples described above, these

western regions were put in contact not only with Iberia

and Mediterranean, but with central Europe too, and

also with the north, where collective passage-tombs

had already been adopted (following the local northern

'dolmen') before the arrival of the 'single-grave' invaders,

mentioned earlier.

The Early Bronze Age in central Europe

And now we must turn back to review the situation in

central Europe, from the margins of the north European

plain whence those 'single-grave' invaders came, to the

Rhine and upper Danube and the Alps, and to Bohemia,

Hungary and the margins of the Balkans. We have seen

the beginning of metal-working in these regions, already

under impulse from the civilised Orient. Now, in the early

centuries of the 2nd millennium, we find cultures of fuU

Early Bronze Age character: in southern Hungary and by

the modern Roumanian border, as at Perjamos; farther

north on the Hungarian plain, as at Nagy Rev and Toszeg;

and then at the heart of Europe in Bohemia, where the

culture is named from the great cemetery at tJnetice

(Aunjetitz) near Prague, and came to extend, at its

broadest, into central Germany, Silesia and Moravia, and

over the borders of Bavaria and Austria. These cultures

of the plains, raised upon prehistoric Danubian traditions

enriched by the incomings of the foregoing centuries,

show us settled agricultural life combined with the begin-

nings of a commercial wealth, above all in bronze. And
their distinctive penannular neck-rings, used in com-

merce as standard ingots of the metal, their triangular

daggers, and their pins looped or pierced for cord-fasten-

ing, repeat or recall so closely forms found now in the

Orient — variously in Anatoha and Cyprus, and in Syria

most notably in the French excavations at Byblos and

Ras Shamra — that the changes and innovations of the

period around 2000 there, which brought important

advances in bronze technology, must clearly have affected

also central Europe, and emphasise with a new force the

Oriental connections of what was now its standard

bronze production.

Moreover, around the cultures of the plains there were

those of the hills and of the marginal lands between them.

As well as those of Roumania and Transylvania, there was
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the extensive Slavonian culture of the Sava and Drava,

together with those of Slovenia and the eastern Alps

already noted; in north Hungary, in west Hungary and

Slovakia, in parts of Austria and in south Bohemia, there

were groups whose share in Early Bronze culture was

combined with other traditions, of the preceding centuries

of the Baden culture, and those of the tumuh and single

graves, corded pottery and stone battle-axes. In south

Germany, there were continuations from these and from

the local Neohthic and beaker cultures, producing that

of the Adlerberg on the Rhine, neighbour to the Early

Bronze culture of Straubing on the Bavarian plain; in

central Germany, the tumulus people of Saxo-Thuringia

adopted the tlnStice type of Early Bronze culture in

a version of their own, its distinctiveness emphasised by

the growing wealth of its warlike chiefs, and reflected

soon towards the Lausitz, Silesia and Brandenburg. It was

from extensions this way, down the Elbe and Oder, that

bronze culture was finally transmitted to northern

Europe. Moreover, there were oversea connections here

with the west, where the beaker and other single-gravt

invaders of Britain could now command metaUic wealth

from the west of their country and from Ireland, and

where Brittany also, about this time, was invaded by

similar bronze-using folk. Thus, all the leading centres of

north-west Europe became linked with the northern and

western quarters of the great central European province.

And along the Alps, Switzerland can show not only an

extension of culture from south Germany, but also one

from the Danubian-Hungarian direction, whence a dis-

tinct Early Bronze culture arose on the upper Rhone.

Lastly, the circle is completed by the equally distinctive

Early Bronze groups of northern Italy.

It remains to ask what these peoples of the Early

Bronze Age can show us in the domain of art. In the

traditions of the Neolithic, both in central Europe and

in the west, artistic impulse had been manifest in three

forms. First, there had been a plastic art of figural rep-

resentation, primitive and crude, serving the religion of

fertility which in one form or another animated all these

early communities of cultivators. Essentially, this had

been introduced into Europe by the first Neohthic col-

onists from the Orient; their images of human, mainly

female, and animal figures, usually of clay and some-

times reflected in the modeUing of pottery, were not

much transmitted from their south-eastern and Balkan

homes far into central Europe. Similar Neolithic imagery

in the west, as well as entering from the Balkans into the

conventionally elaborate handle-forms of pottery in Italy,

is more expUcitly manifest in rehgious association with

collective tombs. In the Umestone sculptures of the Mal-

tese sanctuaries, it attained an isolated and unique

magnificence; from Sicily westwards, its expression was

more narrowly stylised, perhaps especially through con-

tact with the local survival of the prehistoric rock-painted

art of south-eastern Spain, in schematic forms normally

of animals. These may appear in the tombs on pottery, as

may the pair of eyes seen equally among the traits which

schematise the female form on idols - hair, necklaces,

breasts - whether of bone or stone plaques in the Penin-

sula or in the larger-sized sculpture of the menhir statues

and tomb-carvings of France. In this art, axes, daggers

and other weapons, and even ships or other subjects,

appear Ukewise schematically represented; and in remote

places, notably the Ligurian Alps, the art Uved on to

347. SARDINIA. Nuragic bronze figure of mother and child.

348. YUGOSLAVIA. BRONZE AGE. Terra-cotta idol from Kli-

cevac. After a drawing of the original which has disappeared.

Belgrade Museum.
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figure the plough-team and other scenes of full Bronze
Age life. But in the geographic extension of that life, this
IS an art of the peripheries of Europe, not of its central
focusses.

It is the same with the second of our prehistoric art-
forms, the abstract designs which in the west almost
annihilated figural representation, giving us the enigmatic

I pock-and-ring rock-markings spread from Spain to the
British Isles, as well as the linear and hatched patterns of
the Irish copper and bronze flat axes, and the channelled
and scratched conventions still sometimes continuing on
pottery. In central Europe, such abstract designs had
made the meanders and spirals of the Danubian Neo-
lithic; now, in the east in Roumania, they continued
among the Carpathians, and in the south, they made the
concentric and other elaborate patterns of the Alpine and
Slavonian pottery and its Italian counterparts. But in all
the central regions the tradition of smooth pottery, already
estabhshed on the plains, prevailed in the Bronze Age
absolutely; exuberance of abstract design became pe-
ripheral, east and south of the Danube and its plains In
metal-work, the spiral might indeed persist in the elegant
coihng of bronze wire ornaments, but the abstract designs
apphed to metal surfaces, when they were applied at all,
were disciphned into exact but monotonous patterns of
hne and hatching. As for the third form of artistic ex-
pression, textiles and basketry no doubt continued their
Neolithic conventions; ceramic ornament derived from
renderings of them remains in the Bronze Age equally
peripheral, as in parts of Spain and Portugal, and in the
incised and cord-ornamented pottery of the British Isles
It is in the excellence of form given to the objects of
man's material equipment - preserved to us above all in
pottery and metal ^ that the craftsmanship typical of the
Early Bronze Age asserted itself most effectively
Weapons, tools and pots had first of all to be well formed
for their purpose; decoration was secondary to that, and
the artist showed himself most in the technician.
We stand now fifteen or sixteen centuries before Christ

and before the Roman Empire of Augustus. In these next
fifteen or sixteen centuries, the West was gradually
transformed by civilisation; yet it contributed much that
was Its own to the transforming, and the individuality of
its provinces remained.

THE BRONZE AND IRON AGES:
CIVILISING INFLUENCES AND
NATIVE TRADITION

The tendency to make all art schematic and conventional
to accept technical creativeness but to distrust organic,
was more deeply rooted among the European barbarians.
The more naturalistic art of earlier prehistory was now

349. IRELAND. Irish gold lunula found at Llanlyfflni, Caernarvon-
shire. British Museum.
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far away; and it was not from indigenous traditions that
artistic consciousness was to be further aroused, but from
the higher civilisation now extended from the Orient to
the Aegean, The story of the Aegean bronze civilisation
is told elsewhere; but the conjunction, beginning in the
16th century B.C., between the Minoan culture of Crete
and the Greeks of the mainland centred on Mycenae
has a significance which carries far into our barbarian
regions.

The evolution of Europe

Central Europe continued its trading with the Near East-
around the middle Danube now, a by-product of it is seen
in a distribution of beads of probably Egyptian faience,
and soon also of blue glass; conversely, through the
northern connections now established, there began
a southward traffic in the amber of Jutland, which appears
both in central Europe and in the tombs of Mycenean
lords. Since the connections extended also westwards, it
IS found hkewise in Britain: in the tumuli of Wessex,
complex necklaces of amber, such as farther north were
made of British jet, appear along with ornaments in gold
brought from Ireland - where gold 'lunulae' resembling
the necklaces were also made and exported - and with
signs of a distant contact with the Mycenean-Minoan
world, including again beads of Egyptian faience, which
occur here and there in France and Spain too (El Argar
culture). But, although this western contact lasted tiU the
1 4th century and even later, it was that with central and
northern Europe which had the more significant results.
The bronze industry of Transylvania and Hungary

began now to produce and export' axes, rapiers and orna-
ments decorated with motifs strongly recalling Mycenean,
not only semi-naturalistic foliation and scrolls but also
meanders and above all spirals, which, whatever their

350. CENTRAL EUROPE. BRONZE AGE. Swords. The centre
one is from Corcelettes, Neuchatel. the others from Zsujta,
Hungary. British Museum.

351. CENTRAL EUROPE. BRONZE AGE. Decorated bronze
battle-axe. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.



relation to those of the Balkan and Danubian Neolithic,

show here a counterpart to their widespread adoption in

the art of the Aegean and east Mediterranean lands -

reflected too in Malta — and of Egypt. In central Europe

the chronology of all this is that of the transition from

the Early to the Middle Bronze Age, which in Hungary

was a continuous development, marked also by an in-

creasingly ornamental pottery, but which further west

shows the receding of the tJnetice type of culture before

the growth of the tumulus cultures, originating in the

hilly country districts as above explained, into new wealth

and prominence. Their commencement shows the full

effect, at least as far as Alsace, of the Oriental connections

of the Early Bronze industry already noticed, but soon

they were taking part in the amber trade with the south,

for the same elaborate amber necklaces were worn by

women buried in south German tumuU as have been

foimd exported to Greece, associated in a Mycenean tomb

at Kakovatos with vases of the 15th century. Thereafter,

the decorated Transylvanian-Hungarian bronzes inspired

new schools of such work both in the north and in central

Europe, where weapons passed from daggers to rapiers

and then to true swords; among these, the series with

massive hilt, of section at first oval and then octagonal,

shows rich decoration in a style more geometric than the

Hungarian, but still honouring the spiral, which also forms

itself in the rolled terminals of many ornaments for per-

sonal display.

In the west, meanwhile, the transition from Early to

Middle Bronze brought improvements in the practical

rather than the ornamental arts. In rehgious symbohsm,

it brought no direct sequels to the great schematic

sculptures of the Irish passage-tombs - not even to the

renowned spirals of New Grange; and, while in Britain

the chalk baetyli of Folkton show a related art, suggesting

352. CENTRAL EUROPE. BRONZE AGE. Decorated bronze

sword hilt. Astimolean Museum, Oxford.

353. IRELAND. Spirals engraved on stone. Tomb at New Grange.

354. ENGLAND. Baetylus (sacred stone in which a god is pre-

sumed to live) of hard chalk. Folkton tumulus, Yorkshire. British

Museum.

355. SARDINIA. A 'nuraghe' or stone tower.

Mediterranean connections, throughout the north-west

the ornamenting of surfaces remained monotonous in pot-

tery, and in metal became rare, to be replaced in part

only by a new goldsmithery of ear-rings and torques of

twisted stem, based on far-off east Mediterranean proto-

types. The ceremonial architecture of standing stones, of

prehistoric origins in part connected with the megalithic

tombs, in part independent but still obscure, in the British

Isles never surpassed the unique hntelled structure of

Stonehenge, completed towards the end of the Early

Bronze Age (as the newly found dagger-carvings on its

stones, one resembling a Mycenean weapon, lead us to

believe), nor, in France, the circles of Er-Lannic and the

alignments of Carnac. Conservatism, again, even stagna-

tion, appears in much of the Iberian Peninsula, where

significance is confined to the culture of El Argar, based

on the Mediterranean coast, agricultural and metallurgist,

and with some few foreign connections. That, with the

Balearic Islands, shows them still prolonging the traditions

of megalithic building and the collective tomb; never-

theless even there, and more clearly in copper-rich Sardi-

nia, rare finds indicate contact with the world of the

Aegean or beyond, as occasionally too on the mainland

coasts, leading to the Atlantic and Britannic lands beyond,

with their copper and precious tin. In the interior, indeed,

the bronze culture of the Rhone kept to its continental

character; in the Maritime Alps, the Ligurian rock-

carvings remained distinctively indigenous. For a direct

link with the Mycenean world we must turn to Sicily:

to the progressive Siculan bronze culture of the east of

the island. There, in its large cemeteries of rock-cut

chamber-tombs, with an excellent though monochrome

native pottery, appear imported painted vases which, with

the accompanying ornaments and bronze weapons, de-

clare direct trade and even colonisation from the Myce-

nean Greece of the 14th century. The Lipari Islands have

also important evidences in this regard, as have both of

the coasts of southern Italy.

Italy as a whole, however, remained httle affected by

civilising penetration. Its connections were always prima-

rily with the Balkans across the Adriatic; and this is true

both of the south, where the bronze culture continued

into that of the fosse-graves of the Iron Age, and of the

long stretch of the Apennines, where the evidence of the

bronzes and the ornamental pottery shows a like per-

sistence, with north Balkan connections by the coasts

about Rimini and Ancona. In the north Italian plain,

lastly, among a scatter of settlements reaching to the

lake dwellings of the Alpine margin, and connecting with

the more easterly Alpine lands and with Istria, the agri-

cultural villages called 'terremare' have often been

claimed for invaders from the Danube region, but in fact

seem to mark a consolidation of the same Italo-Balkan

character as the Apennine culture, succeeding to their
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3 56. HUNGARY. Decorated bronze bucket from Hajduboszor-

meny. Budapest Museum.

357. YUGOSLAVIA. Votive chariot from Duplaja. Belgrade Mu-
seum.

358. ITALY. VILLANOVAN CIVILISATION. Decorated sepul-

chral urn. National Museum, Copenhagen.

country's traditioi^ of bronze metallurgy, and related with

central Europe by commercial and cultural connections

which might modify, but did not upset, an individuality

already founded.

Beyond the north Balkan and east Alpine regions with

which Italy was thus related, Hungary continued to de-

velop its Middle Bronze culture, rich not only in bronzes

but in a pottery various in its incised, fluted, and boss

embeUishments. Hungarian influence extended west and
south-west and also north-west, to the northern neigh-

bours of the UnStice culture in Silesia and the Lausitz.

Then, not later than about the 14th century and inspired

apparently from Anatolia and the Troad, the Hungarian
populations began the adoption of a new and imiform

funeral rite of cremation and urn-burial, which replaced

their cemeteries by 'urnfields'. The whole Hungarian and

north Balkan area thus came to show a range of assorted

urnfield groups; and, with the diffusion of the rite north-

westward, there epierges a distinctive urnfield culture in

the Lausitz region beyond the Bohemian mountain

border, which spread widely not only in east Germany
and Poland, but southward into the Bohemian-Moravian
country itself; it set in motion new westward currents too.

The Late Bronze Age

The last quarter of the 2nd millennium, indeed, opens

with movements and turmoil throughout the territories

peripheral to the ancient Near Eastern centres of civilisa-

tion. We see the fall of the Hittite empire and the attacks

of the Peoples of the Sea on Syria and Egypt, the

tumults round the Aegean which included the war of

Troy, the appearance of the Phrygians and Thracians,

and the crisis of the Mycenean civilisation which led to

its rapid dechne and to the Dorian invasion of Greece

from the north, and, farther off, the repercussions of this

to the west, in Sicily where the culture of Pantalica shows

the Mycenean tradition barbarised, and in Sardinia,

where the stone towers called 'nuraghi', and the long-

lived culture which they sheltered, represented in art by

the bronze statuettes to be noted again below, may be

due to Oriental arrivals of this time. Changes both in

Italy and the Balkans, and in central Europe beyond, may
denote repercussions also up the Adriatic, as well as move-

ments within and around the Danube basin. Urnfields

of the cremation rite thence appear among the terremare

and elsewhere in north Italy, next in the Marche round

Ancona, and then farther south, until all northern and

west-central Italy had adopted them, in consequence of

pressures working across and round the Adriatic from

the Balkan and Alpine margins of the Danubian plain.

These stages of fresh culture-formation in Italy will carry

us into the Iron Age; but the time of initial impulsion,

both on the Adriatic and within the continent, came in

the 12th and 11th centuries, together with the Mycenean
coUapse. This is the Late Bronze Age, and its transfor-

mation of all Europe went on far into the 1st millennium.

Our cultures of the Late Bronze Age can be viewed in

three main groups: those of east-central Europe, of the

Adriatic and Italian regions, and of the west. In east-

central Europe, the urnfield cultures centred culturally

upon Hungary, succeeding to the Middle Bronze Age
developments there noticed previously, show us not only

a thriving agricultural population, in villages of which the

urnfields are the cemeteries, but also advances both in

metallic and in plastic art. Already in the time of the
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359. SARDINIA. Nuragic bronze figures of a chief and warriors.

Cagliari Museum.

turmoil in the Orient towards the end of the 2nd millen-

nium, the bronze equipment of all this quarter had begun

to show a distinctive character, in part reflecting Oriental

influences, but in its totality strongly European. The
new slashing swords, daggers and knives, with distinctive

grip-tongue (languette), appear also in the Adriatic-

Italian and the Balkan-Aegean regions. In vessels of sheet-

bronze, also, central Europe as well as the Orient had

its own industry. Copper mining in the eastern Alps, and

probably in the other metalliferous mountains, now
greatly increased its output; bronze became everywhere

abundant. The barbarian world was reacting to the stim-

ulus of Oriental and Mycenean civilisation, by a progress

of its own. North of the middle Danube, from the March
to the Oder and from the Elbe to the Vistula, it was

achieved by the folk of the Lausitz (Lusatian) culture;

beyond again, by those of northern Europe, whose sources

of metal, and of cultural influence, lay in central Europe.

Plastic art, which contributed a great deal of pottery,

variously incised, fluted and embossed in ornament, owes

a particular debt to the Danubian-Balkan borderlands,

peripheral to the Aegean world and retaining through the

Bronze Age their Neohthic tradition of figurines. The
KJicevac idol and that of Duplaja, in his wheeled chariot,

drawn like Apollo by water-birds, stand at the source of

new forms of imagery, accompanying the urnfield rite,

and superseding the spiraliform art of the Middle Bronze

Age. The birds, above all, become a ubiquitous element

of symbolic decoration, often combined - especially in

the convention of a bird-headed boat - with a solar disc;

other schematic forms, humans, animals, wheels, are

common too, and the art reached not only the north, but

also Italy.

From Bohemia and Moravia, the urnfield culture was

established now in the Tyrol; at the Italian end of the

Brenner, the old pile-dwelling people were formed into

a further province, Peschiera. It is the country of the

Veneti, separated by the Po from the region of the terre-

mare and of the Ancona urnfields. But these last had their

source across the Adriatic in the north-west Balkans;

from there, moreover, movement passed still further into

Italy, southward through the Apennine peoples down the

Tiber, to form them into the new cremating culture

named the Villanovan, which was to spread over Tuscany

and the Lazio, and north also to Bologna. Meanwhile, the

south Italian peoples of the fosse-graves, beside their

distinctive neighbours in Sicily, and the still more dis-

tinctive Sardinians, continued undisturbed, to meet the

recommencement of visits by mariners from the Orient

and the Aegean, which led to the Greek colonisation.

In the western province, north of the Alps, urnfields

appear first in Bavaria, and soon spread over south Ger-

many from Swabia to the Main, and from the Middle

Rhine to Switzerland, where the pile-dwellers of the lakes

thus entered on their 'bel age du bronze'. West and north-

west of them, there had been groups of the Middle

Bronze Age with tumuli, having, like their British and

Irish counterparts, their own bronze industries and dis-

tinctive gold-work. But now began penetrations by urn-

field peoples from the upper basin of the Rhine. Grad-

ually over several centuries, these came to stretch from

Burgundy and the Massif Central to the coast of the

Languedoc, and to the basins of the Seine and Somme
and of the Moselle, Meuse and lower Rhine. There is

everywhere pottery related to that of central Europe more

or less; the western bronze industries, however, were

comparatively little affected by the central European

artistic development, with its birds and other figurations,

fibulae and elaborate ornaments. Instead, we find strictly

geometric styles, best represented among the Swiss pile-

dwellers, who were great exporters of bronze merchandise

of all kinds - their distinctive axe with wings, contrasting

with the socketed axe of the northern and British prov-

inces, borrowed independently out of eastern Europe.

360. BRONZE AGE. Types of axes. a. Flat axe (Bronze I);

b. Winged axe with straight sides (Bronze II); c. Axe with

stop-ridge (Bronze III); d. Axe with medial wings (Bronze III);

e. Axe with dowel (Bronze IV).
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From eastern Europe also by this time, the Danubian

basin had been penetrated by nomad warriors, drivers

and riders of horses, whose connections run from the

invaders of the Orient in the late 2nd millennium to the

Cimmerian conquerors of Anatolia in the 7th century.

Their characteristic bronze horse-gear shows the spread

of their influence throughout the east-central province of

the urnfields, promoting the rise everywhere of a warlike

aristocracy, strong in horses and chariotry. To the social

and economic sohdarity of the urnfield peoples there was

thus added a new barbaric vigour. And at the same time,

in the 8th and 7th centuries, the westward seafaring of

the civilised peoples of the Levant and Aegean had begun

the further transformation of Europe from the side of the

Mediterranean. Its beginnings, often attributed to the

Phoenicians, are yet obscure. But their evidences may
perhaps extend beyond Sicily, and the domain of the

Ausonian culture lately explored in the Lipari Islands,

to Sardinia. If so, they can bring more light upon the

Sardir ian 'nuragic' culture: its remarkable bronze stat-

uettes, of chieftains and warriors, women, animals and

boats, show a rare artistic spontaneity, transcending the

Oriental inspiration which has sometimes been credited

to the Peoples of the Sea of the late 2nd millennium, and

it seems that the culture reached its climax only within

these centuries of the 1st millennium.

The Early Iron Age: Hallstatt

On the Italian mainland among the Villanovans, we can

discern first in the 8th century the presence of a ruling

class, based upon maritime Tuscany - the Etruscans.

The tradition of Antiquity, and now philological and per-

haps other evidences, would derive them by sea from
Asia Minor; in any case, their rise to prosperity, shown
soon by rich tombs of the 7th century, brought busy

trade with the Levant, and above all with the Greeks,

from whose influence they took so much. From the second

half of the 8th century beside the Greek colonies of the

Sicilian and south Italian coasts, we can see the natives

with their traditions of village and tombs, pottery and
metal-work, and the Etruscans with their own monumen-
tal sepulchres and their emerging cities. But the native

arts were not simply subjugated by the foreign. While,

for example, the native geometric art was indeed in-

fluenced by the Greek, the meanders of the Villanovans

are not mere copies; the rich variety of the native fibulae

is essentially Italian; moreover, the influence of central

Europe continued strong, and is seen especially in bronze

vessels with the ornaments of birds and sun discs, which

remind us of Italy's continental connections no less than

do the 'hut-urns' of the Lazio cemeteries, with their

counterparts. However, the civilised colonists introduced

the use and working of iron. And, whether this passed

inland into Europe first from Italy, or was already in-

filtrating from the Aegean region through the Balkans,

it was certainly implanted in the metalliferous eastern

Alps scarcely later than 700.

The 7th century was a time of great activity and move-
ment. In the w-est, urnfield peoples had reached north-

east Spain, and related newcomers from the north-west

were now reaching the south-west, where their coming
was still remembered when the first Greek merchants in

638 discovered the kingdom of Tartessus on the Guadal-

quivir. Here, already, was the meeting of Mediterranean

with Atlantic trade-routes reaching to the Loire and

Brittany, Ireland and Cornwall, while from the Aude and

the eastern Pyrenees the same coasts were being attained

by land across the south-west of France, and the Irish

bronze cauldrons now inspired by the Greek dirtos remind

us that Greeks were already crossing the mouths of the

Rhone. And inland, throughout the great series of the

urnfield cultures, there began rapidly to spread the

dynamic repercussions of the new culture of the Early Iron

Age now established in and around the eastern Alps —
the culture of Hallstatt. Its arrival in Languedoc and

north Spain was the rapid sequel of its conquest of the

Franche-Comte and Burgundy. It reached the Swiss

plateau and Alsace from south Germany, and then the

Hursriick-Eifel province, Belgium and North Brabant;

besides its spread across central Germany, the provinces

named from Bylany and Platenice took it across Bohemia
to Silesia, and from it the use of iron was adopted by the

last generations of the Lusatian culture, deep into Poland.

And to the south-east were vigorous lUyrian groups,

stretching from Slovenia far into Bosnia. The head of

the Adriatic, meanwhile, was dominated by the Veneti

now centred upon Este; they, with the Villanovans of

Bologna, increasingly influenced their more barbaric

Hallstatt neighbours.

In the easterly regions of Hallstatt Europe, from the

Alpine and Bohemian provinces to the Illyrian and to

the Middle Danube, much of the old symbolic art of the

361. BRONZE IV. REALLON (FRANCE). Engraved bracelet.

Musee de St Germain.

362. GERMANY. HALLSTATT PERIOD. Decorated pot from

Gegenfeld. British Museum.
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363. SWITZERLAND. HALLSTATT PERIOD. Detail of the

Graechwyl hydria. berne Museum.

urnfield cultures lived on. The Illyrian 'cult-waggon' of

Strettwegj with its menacing figures in the Duplaja tra-

dition, is only the most striking example of east Hall-

statt iconography. But west and north from the cemetery

of Hallstatt itself (in Austria near Salzburg), figural art

remained still uncommon, and the west Hallstatt prov-

inces — for the most part the domain of Celts — are

distinguished rather by pottery with excised and inlaid

work, red ochre paint and graphite, and by bronzes often

rich in geometric patterning. Everywhere, however, with

its new mastery of iron, the Hallstatt culture throve. The
tombs of chieftains in their four-wheeled chariots are

particularly impressive in their material, and in the Late

Hallstatt culture of the 6th and 5th centuries this strong

internal development was quickened by stronger influ-

ence from the south.

In Italy, the Etruscans crossed the Apennines to a new

city at Bologna; fine bronze-work with reliefs in their

Orientalising style (situlae), came with them, and the

abundance of all metal-work, down to the innumerable

fibulae, was quickly reflected among the Hallstatt peoples.

In the south of France, the Greek colonisation now had

its centre at Marseille, whence it stretched down the

Spanish coast, to be cut off only towards 500 by the

364. ETRUSCAN ART. Bronze situla decorated with figures.

6o/ogna Museum.

rising power of Carthage, based on Gades and the Bal-

earics. From the Ebro to the Riviera, and across the

Alps from Italy and the Adriatic port of Spina, Hallstatt

Europe lay open to southern merchant enterprise. While

on its peripheries it was still extending itself - in Celtic

immigrations into Spain, the south-west and north-west

of France, Great Britain and the Low Countries — its

central provinces were being progressively transformed.

Soon, Hellenic vases were reaching the French and

the Swabian Jura; and today the discoveries of the

Heuneburg settlement are matched by those of the

Mont-Lassois, and surpassed by the astonishing revela-

tion of the treasure of Vix that the finest products of

Greek artists of the early 5th century could make the

journey to the Seine.

Eastern Europe, meanwhile, had been invaded once

again by horse-nomads, more formidable this time than

before. The Scyths, Iranian warriors from the Pontic

steppe, came west to assail both the north European plain,

where they brought ruin to the Lusatian culture from the

Vistula to Brandenburg, and also Transylvania and cen-

tral Hungary whence their further assaults, indicated on

both sides of the middle Danube, brought them against

the Celtic provinces of the Hallstatt culture. On the

365. ETRUSCAN ART. The gold 'Corsini' fibula found at Marsi-

liana d'Albegna. Archaeological Museum, Florence.
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borders of east-central and west-central Europe, the po-

tent influence of their decorative art, the Scythic animal

style with its vivid schematisations, crossed that of classical

Italo-Greek art coming northward across and round the

Alps. The result, towards the end of the 5th century and

the beginning of the 4th, was the creation, among the

Celts of the west-central region, of the first style of the

art that is named La Tene — compounded of eastern,

southern and old Hallstatt elements, but essentially

the original creation of the Celtic genius, now for the

first time so displayed.

The Late Iron Age: La Tene art

This La Tene art is magnificently represented in the rich

chieftains' graves on both sides of the middle Rhine,

and the art and whole culture are soon found spread to

the Marne and the Meuse, Burgundy and the Jura,

central Germany and Bohemia; meanwhile southwards,

the Celts descended upon north Italy, whence they

assailed Etruria and Rome, and eastwards pressed down
the Danube, reversing the Scythic incursions by over-

running both Pannonia and the Hungarian plain. From
Italy, later in the 4th century, their art drew fresh

elements to form its second style, that of Waldalgesheim,

further advanced in curvilinear abstraction; in Hungary
and Switzerland, in the middle of the 3rd century, arose

the still more free arabesques of its third style, while a

36£

366, GREAT BRITAIN. Celtic buckler from Battersea, decorated

with enamel, in British style, contemporary with Augustus.

British Museum.

367. FRANCE. Detail of the Vix krater. End of the 6th century

B.C. Probably of Greek origin, the decoration recalls the figura-

tive vases painted on the walls of Etruscan tombs. Chdtillon-sur-

Seine Museum.
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foiurth style, of plastic relief, appears beside this. In the

west, while the Aquitanian region and the Celtic tracts

of Spain still kept Hallstattian traditions, the La Tene
culture spread elsewhere in France, while its greatest

centre remained on the Marne, focal point for the whole
northern half of the country, between Brittany, the

Hunsriick and Eifel, and Belgium. Into Great Britain, the

gradual entry of La Tene elements were hastened by
fresh invasions. From the 3rd century to the 1st, this

insular extension created new art forms in which curvi-

linear abstraction was carried even further, so that a piece

such as the Wandsworth shield-boss is followed by the

plaque of Llyn Cerrig, and finally by the series of en-

graved mirrors, leading to those of Desborough and
Birdlip. Ireland, invaded in its turn, became a still

further province, in part distinctive, in part related to

the northern regions of Great Britain, where movement
into Scotland and its islands was hastened finally by fresh

entries into the south. For meanwhile the Celts of the

continent had begun to feel the expanding power of

Rome.
Long engaged with their peninsular neighbours and

with the Celts of north Italy, the Romans' great struggle

with Carthage brought them west into Spain. There, the

native Iberians of the east and south had matured their

own iron culture, rich in the metal-work assured by their

mineral wealth, and developing a painted pottery unique

in its decorative and figured designs, and a sculpture,

indebted both to Punic and Hellenistic influences, whose
most famous monuments are the reliefs of Osuna and the

Lady of Elche, both of an advanced date. In Celto-

Ligurian Provence, the sculptures of Roquepertuse

and Entremont show classical influence turned to a new
barbaric grimness; and after its conquest by Rome in the

late 2nd century the climax of continental La Tene
art is perhaps seen best in the designs of the Celtic

coinages, instituted from Hellenistic models but rising

sometimes to masterpieces of indigenous style. (For the

north of Europe and the cauldron of Gundestrup, see

pp. 214 and 215). However, these last phases of inde-

pendence were short. The wars of Julius Caesar and

their sequels under Augustus set the impress of Roman
provincial culture to work upon the continental Celts;

and while Great Britain, among the Belgae who had

conquered the south-east, and among their various

neighbours, maintained its own forms of Celtic art and

culture to the last, the Roman Empire finally left uncon-

quered only the north, with Ireland, to keep a slender

continuity alive between the world of La Tfene and

the world of the Middle Ages.

Thus our whole panorama of these centuries shows us

artistic impulse aroused first in the regions of Europe

closest to the civilised Near East and Aegean. While what

the north took from this it did not retain, the process

became effective in the west only after the spread of the

urnfield cultures, and after the Mediterranean colonisa-

tions had extended the limits of civilisation, while the

nomad invasions had driven fresh Eastern impulses in

by land. Yet in the end one can declare, surveying their

cultural record up to these culminating achievements of

the Iron Age, that the ancient Europeans did not simply

remain passive recipients. Their reactions were sponta-

neous, sometimes truly creative, and their cultural origi-

nality always kept somewhere the capacity for survival

and for resurgence.

368. FRANCE (BASSE-YUTZ, MOSELLE). LA TENE \. Celtic

bronze wine vessels ornamented with coral and enamel. British

Museum.

369. LA TENE. Seated god from Bouray-sur-Juine (France).

Sheet-iron repouss^.

370. LA T&NE. Coins. The repetition

and stylistic transformation of a theme,

originally Greek, enable us to follow the

change from Mediterranean realism to

Celtic abstraction. Bntish Museum.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: Metal in Europe

COPPER AND BRONZE

The spread of copper and especially

of bronze in Europe remains ob-
scure; details of the routes and
methods of penetration and of the

reciprocal influences are still un-
known.
Origins. However it is quite

certain that the knowledge of metal
in Neolithic Europe came from the

precocious civiUsations of the Near
East: Egypt, Mesopotamia, Syria

(Phoenicia). Cyprus and Crete
played a fundamental role as a

maritime half-way house, more
perhaps than the famous fortress

of Hissarlik (Troy), prehistoric key
to the straits and link between Asia
Minor and the Balkans.

The paths by which metal was
diffused were not new: they fol-

lowed the routes existing from
Neolithic times between the Near
East and western Europe.

For lack of an accurate date, we
can place the appearance of metal
in Europe at about 2000 B.C.,

taking into consideration that it

was a progressive penetration start-

ing from the south-east, close to its

Oriental sources.

Apparently copper and bronze
were not spread by exactly the
same routes. Copper seems to have
been used very early in Hungary
and Spain, countries which were
remote but possessed abundant
deposits of copper ore. Its spread
in Europe was probably connected
with the migrations of nomadic
tribes with surprisingly homogene-
ous ways of life from their point of
departure in the south of Spain to

central Europe and the British
Isles. Characterised by their beU-
shaped goblets or beakers [344],
pottery ornamented with engraved
decoration or imprinted with linear

geometrical motifs in spaced-out
horizontal bands, their short cop-
per daggers, their buttons with
V-shaped perforations and their

enigmatic rectangular 'brassards',
they certainly contributed also to
the spread of gold throughout
western Europe. The eastern limit
of their migrations (according to
their traces) Hes in three different
regions but ones where copper was
already known beforehand: Hun-
gary, northern Italy and Sicily.

However, copper was unable to
disrupt the Neolithic economy: in
fact, flint remained superior to it,

because of its resistance to wear.
The qualities of bronze as an

alloy caused the first industrial rev-
olution in Europe, where it seems

to have been introduced by found-
ers or prospectors who hfd left

Asia for the West in search of tin,

a comparatively rare precious met-
al, but essential for the manufac-
ture of bronze. Indeed the Near
East only had limited resources of
tin-bearing ores, all the more ra-

pidly exhausted as the technical

methods of extraction and prospec-
tion were elementary. It is difficult

to trace the itinerary taken by the
Torque Bearers [308] between
Syria and central Europe, the ini-

tiators of the first European bronze
metallurgy, for they must have
travelled by sea, but the striking

resemblances between the torques,

daggers and ornaments discovered
in these two zones are too close

to be the result of pure chance or
coincidence.

Tfie role of central Europe. The
Torque Bearers sailed up the
Adriatic and reached central Eiu--

ope by crossing the passes of the
eastern Alps (mainly the Brenner).
Very soon a brilhant Early Bronze
civilisation flourished there, espe-
cially in Bohemia, Bavaria, then
central Germany, eastern Switzer-
land and Hungary. Starting from
these first centres, bronze spread
towards Italy, France, Spain, the
British Isles, Scandinavia and Po-
land. Rivers served as natural
routes for this general diffusion

contemporary with the extraordi-
nary growth of the trade in amber,
taken from the shores of Jutland

in Denmark. In the same way, the

fashion for gold entailed a traffic

with Ireland which seems to have
been its first exporter. Thus the

Bronze Age inaugurated long-

distance trade in hitherto unknown
materials. Central Germany grew
in importance as a stepping-stone

between the Nordic regions and
the Mediterranean: the richness of

its civilisation is explained both by
this transit trade and by the me-
tallic resources of Saxony, added
to the traditions of a prosperous
Neohthic culture. Gradually new
metallurgical centres developed in

Transylvania, Switzerland, Italy

(Emilia, the Marche, Tuscany),
Spain (El Argar), Brittany and
Great Britain.

The Sardinian bronzes. If the

most characteristic civilisation of
ancient Sardinia took its name
from the 'nuraghe', the massive
stone tower-cum-fortress shaped
like a truncated cone, the approxi-

mately four hundred bronze sta-

tuettes and figurines are the best

interpreters of the aesthetic ten-

dencies of nuragic art. Essentially

religious, this art, whose finest

flowering was probably between
the 8th and 6th centuries, shows us
numerous deities, primarily the
mother goddess, sometimes carry-

ing baskets of fruit or a pitcher

held on her head with both hands,
sometimes bearing on her knee the
apparently inanimate corpse of a

young god. The divinities often

371.FRANCE.Two-headedHerniesfrom

the portal of the sanctuary at Roque-

pertuse (Bouches-du-Rh6ne). 3rd-2nd

centuries B.C. Borily Museum, Marseille.
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appear as armed warriors [359],

sometimes wearing helmets or

tiaras with horns, a strange re-

minder of their Mesopotamian an-

cestors. Among the sacred animals
represented in the round in a prim-
itive style which recalls the most
ancient AnatoUan art, we notice

bulls, cows, rams, stags, goats, wild

sheep, doves, cocks and even mon-
keys. As for the bronze funerary

ships, whose prows terminated in

the foreparts of a stag, a bull

or an antelope, their fame spread

as far as contemporary Etruria:

these votive vessels are by no
means among the least suggestive

artistic evidence of this curious

but most attractive proto-Sardinian

plastic art.

The routes of penetration. The
growing importance of amber was
due to the very heavy demand for

it in Mycenean Greece and the

islands, as well as by the new
aristocracies resulting from the

economic revolution. The finds of

beads and pearls starting from the

coast of Jutland signpost two almost
parallel routes, following respec-

tively the Weser and the Elbe

with its affluent the Moldau to

join up in the valley of the Adige
and reach the Adriatic at the spot

where later Venice was built. The
last long lap was by sea to the Pelo-

ponnese and Crete.

Westwards, another route (Hol-

land and the Channel) supplied the

Early Bronze civilisations in Brit-

tany and Wessex with amber. The
increase in trade brought with it

progress due to the contacts with

the Creto-Mycenean world.
Civilisations. Europe very soon
freed itself from its preceptors and
began to create original works of

art in its own proved techniques:

as from the Early Bronze Age and
the tumulus cultures, a series of

remarkable all-bronze daggers —
both blades and handles — orna-

mented with a sober engraved dec-

oration, conforms to the funda-

mental geometrism of bronze art

which recurs in the pottery. They
are found in Italy (Castione), the

Rhone valley, Switzerland (La
Bordonnette), Bohemia and Ger-
many, and quite exceptionally else-

where (Spain, Normandy). From
Ireland came the famous gold lunu-

lae and the bronze axes, also en-

graved with linear geometrical

designs [351]. Lunulae reached

western France and even Hanover
in Germany, a fresh proof of the

long-distance trade in precious

objects.

Then in the Saxe-Thuringian
region the production began of a

new weapon, the halberd, often

made wholly of bronze. The hal-

berd had a certain amount of suc-
cess in Ireland and Spain (El

Argar), another case of very wide
distribution. Thus the progress of
European metallurgy rapidly made
itself felt towards the middle of the

2nd millennium.
After the tumulus cultures there

began a new period, that of the
urnfield cultures, with a new
funerary rite, cremation. Hence-
forth military equipment and
weapons were of nearly every kind
and scarcely varied any more.
Swords [352], pins, bracelets and
ornaments were of a real technical

and sometimes artistic skill. In
spite of the monotonously domi-
nating use of spirals, they were
often combined in such variety as

to achieve a beautiful effect by the

very austerity of the means. How-
ever, there was also a more lively

motif in the stylised animals, es-

pecially swans, notably on the

bronzes of north Germany and
Scandinavia. The fibula, invented
at the end of this period of the

Bronze Age, did not become gen-
eralised until the Iron Age.

IRON
The Iron Age in Europe began in

the 8th century and is traditionally

divided into two periods: that of

Hallstatt (8th — 5th centuries), and
that of La Tene (5th— 1st cen-

turies).

Civilisations. Two great civilisa-

tions flourished at the time: the

Etruscans had their centre in cen-

tral Italy, and the Celts in southern
Germany, eastern France and
Switzerland. Bronze was then in

great favour for luxury objects:

Etruria is extraordinarily rich in

cauldrons, situlae [364], mirrors,

statuettes and ornaments [365]. In

spite of the hitherto unequalled
skill of its bronze-founders, it

brought the prototypes of Italian

bronze plate from central Europe.
The Celts perhaps had their

origin in the tumulus culture which
grew up at the beginning of the 2nd
millennium and had united, by
the end of the Bronze Age, all

central Europe from Belgium and
eastern and central France to

Austria and Czechoslovakia. The
urnfield culture seems to have
marked the first high point of the

Celtic world. Towards the end of

the 2nd millennium, advances by
the Germanic peoples, possibly a

reaction to movements from the

Russian steppes, sent the Celts

moving back westwards. At this

time the beginning of the first pe-

riod of Celtic art is marked by the

development of the Hallstatt cul-

ture, extending from southern

Germany to central France, before

reaching the Garonne and Medi-
terranean. As Germanic pressure

increased, Celts reached southern

England and possibly Ireland.

In Hallstattian and Celtic Eur-

ope, to the north of the Po, geom-
etrism continued to predominate
with a tendency to an almost ba-

roque luxuriance. The fresh motif
gave new life to symmetrical orna-

mentation consisting of dots or

bosses repousse in the metal. Nat-
uralism appeared only occasionally

with bronze vases, owing nothing
to Celtic models, imported from
Greece or Italy as a result of grow-
ing trade, for example at Graech-
wyl [363] (Switzerland), Heune-
burg (upper Danube) and Vix
[367] (upper Seine). On the other

hand, the utilitarian objects, pot-

tery, weapons, fibulae with very

varied shapes, were characteristic.

During the 5th century, the La
Tene civilisations mixed growing
Mediterranean influences with local

traditions. To chequer patterns,

undulations, zigzags, circles and
serrations were added palmettes or

scrolls of Hellenic inspiration. The
exuberance of an asymmetrical dec-

oration left only a minute place

for the representations of living

beings and contrasts with the rel-

ative monotony of the Hallstatt

period.

Pottery was varied, its shapes
frequently imitated from metal; its

decoration consisted mainly of geo-

metrical or plant motifs painted in

red or brown on a pale ground. The
second period saw the appearance
of two great innovations: the mint-

ing of Celtic coins, styhsed and
diverging from their Hellenistic

models; and the appearance of

figurative sculpture in the round:

at first two-headed Hermeses, in

the tradition of the menhir statues,

especially in the sanctuaries of the

south of France (Roquepertuse

[371] and Entremont), then stone

busts of warriors (Sainte-Anastasie

and Grezan in the Gard) or stat-

uettes (bronze god from Bouray,
Seine-et-Oise) seen full-face in

the archaic style.

However, realism predominated
in Etruscan art, in both painting

and sculpture, at least from the 6th

century. Although she provided the

cormection with the Celtic world,

Etruria herself was linked with the

classical civilisations and led the

way to the formation and expansion
of Roman civiUsation (see the end
of Chapter 5).

Jacques-Claude Courtois
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372. DENMARK. GUNDESTRUP. Silver cauldron. Detail.

National Museum, Copenhagen.
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NORTHERN EUROPE
A special place must be reserved in the far north of Europe

for Scandinavia which was to establish one of the most

typical and brilliant Bronze Age civilisations, normally

neglected in general histories. Far from being isolated,

as we might suppose, it received and transmitted the

remotest influences from the Mediterranean, central Europe,

Ireland and Russia. Lasting for centuries and renewed

by the Vikings, it continued until the Middle Ages.

The settlement of Mesolithic men in Scandinavia between
10,000 and 8000 B.C. stimulated an art of hunters and
fishermen preoccupied with their vital relations with

animals, an art recalling the finest cave art. The amber
sculptures and bone engravings of Danish Maglemosian
ended their northern expansion in a late survival in the

extreme north where hunting and fishing were long the

only source of subsistence. The rock carvings of elk,

whales, etc. are sometimes mixed with rough meanders
undoubtedly derived from the first plaiting work.

Towards 5000 the Erteb^Ue culture, on the Danish
coasts, marked the establishment, helped by the improve-

ment in the climate, of the fishermen living on shell-

fish. The age of the kokkenmodings (kitchen middens)

had seen the appearance of pottery for cooking, impos-
sible previously with leather receptacles; the shapes

recall those of Spain and even of the African coast as far

as Egypt. Many of the shapes of the Neohthic vases are

admirable. A brief look at the Skarpsalling vase is enough
to show that it was the product of a refined taste. The
instruments used for ornamentation were simple: a point-

ed bone, a shell and a thin reed. But the results are

astonishing. An imaginative design with fine, sometimes

undulating lines on many Neolithic battle-axes is equally

remarkable.

The north was to establish closer and closer relations

with the more developed southern civilisations: towards

3000, two thousand years later than in the Near East,

the first Neolithic settlers from the southern Baltic area

began deforestation and agriculture. Then, side by side

with former survivals, a new civihsation grew up in which

megaliths and communal tombs with a round chamber

and, later, corridors, initiated the worship of the dead;

the 'missionaries' of this cult came from western Europe

via the Atlantic. Scandinavia made a notable entry into

the interplay of European relations with the amber trade

of Jutland: it reached the British Isles and Iberia by sea

and central Europe by the river routes. It was inevitable

that Scandinavia would in return be affected by the metal

civilisation developed elsewhere. And in fact, knives of

chipped flint, then at its height, began to imitate the

shape of copper daggers and later of Bohemian bronze

ones; sometimes even small-scale amber objects resem-

bled the double-bladed Minoan axe, the labrys.

Towards 2000 immigrants arrived to compete with the

megaUthic people and to bring a new simple method
of burial in the earth, as well as a new pottery and the

use of the horse in agriculture. Nomads and warriors,

they belonged to the battle-axe civilisation propagated

with the appearance of the Indo-Europeans.

Nevertheless in the first half of the 2nd millennium,

bronze products began to be imported, sometimes in the

form of ingots; master smiths very soon arrived from

Europe or the British Isles, and the Scandinavian Early

Bronze Age had begun.

Meantime rock carvings had also developed in the

south, but differently from their precursors in the north:

the Palaeohthic hunter had given way to the Neolithic

farmer. As crop growers, they depended on the sun and
rain, and the rock carvings certainly had their place in

the ceremonies for invoking the type of weather desired.

There was a spread of various symbols and objects con-

nected with fertility rituals.

The numerous ships, famihar to the Scandinavians

with their maritime trade, are certainly connected with

the same cult, especially when they appear engraved on

the razors of the Bronze Age tombs which were supposed

to serve for the dead man's toilet. The ship, like the

aquatic bird, especially the swan, so common in the later

Western metal arts, refers to the dead man's last voyage

towards the setting sun.

With the introduction of cremation in imitation of the

urnfield cultures of central Europe and more remotely

from Asia Minor, the cofiin, and later the wooden, bronze

or clay urn, was placed next to the funerary ship which

was represented by a construction of stones in Got-

land.

The horse held a high place in religious and funerary

beliefs; in the Early Bronze Age a horse's head was some-

times engraved on the blade of a razor. The horse was

associated with the sun, and in the famous example from

Trundholm it is pulhng the sun chariot. A graceful and

subtle animal, it has a long slender neck, finely decorated,

and wide-open astonished eyes.

Bronze Age art also reflects the importance of natural

phenomena in this religion: there exists, for example, a rit-

ual metal drum fitted with solar wheels (unless accord-

ing to a more recent theory they represent thunder, as

the processional axes of Bronze II and III may do, or

lightning).

To this repertoire was added the tradition of the Neo-

lithic mother goddess whose role we have seen in the

Mediterranean: a statuette still shows her pressing her

breasts. At Fardal, in Denmark, a small bronze goddess

has been discovered with gold eyes, clad in a skirt of

string (similar to the original piece discovered at Egtved

373. SCANDINAVIA. STONE AGE. Figures incised on the bone

of an aurochs. Notional Museum, Denmark.
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374. SCANDINAVIA. STONE AGE. Bird and bears carved from

amber. National Museum, Denmark.

in the famous tomb). She carries an object in her right

hand, perhaps an implement for controlling the snake

which accompanies her, as it did in Crete, but which is

here given a horse's head. Among the bronze statuettes,

certain ones representing an acrobat and small helmeted

men armed with axes show us, as does the Kivik tomb,
that art was used for religious ends. There is no doubt
that they represent participants in curious ceremonies in

which there were processions, horse-races, etc. Thus this

art at the height of the Bronze Age is also of historical

interest.

The Bronze Age, in spite of the many discoveries which
have been made, is little known. We need still more dis-

coveries of remains of houses, for example, for a better

understanding of life in this period. The bronze master-

pieces, jewellery and weapons, whose metallurgical per-

fection especially in Bronze IV and V was only sur-

passed by Crete, have geometrical designs from Bronze II,

the culminating period, onwards which are interesting in

the history of decorative forms. In them we notice once
again the impeccable spiral scroUs of Creto-Mycenean

375. SCANDINAVIA. Detail of rock engraving at Aspeberget,

Sweden. About 11th century B.C. Notice the boats, the man
ploughing and the man with a bow.

376. SCANDINAVIA. BRONZE AGE. Bronze razor ornamented

with a boat design.

377. DENMARK. Head of the Trundholm horse. National Mu-

seum, Copenhagen.

378. SCANDINAVIA. Rock engraving at Bohuslan. Sweden, show-

ing warriors with axes and swords in a boat.

379. DENMARK. LATE BRONZE AGE. A woman with eyes made

of gold and with one hand on her breast. Behind her is a two-

headed animal with a bird on its back: in the background Is part

of a buckler. National Museum, Copenhagen.



380. EARLY BRONZE AGE. LANGSTRUP (DENMARK). Bronze

plaque with spiral ornamentation.

origin: they had reached the Baltic from the Adriatic via

the amber route. These exchanges were at their height

in the middle of the 2nd millennium. Ornamentation was
engraved and cast with remarkable precision. The large

bronze plaque from Langstrup has arabesques and spirals

running one behind the other, a wonderful work of ac-

curacy and clarity. The same taste is shown in the swords

and implements, which were certainly owned by the

aristocratic class of the Scandinavian people. Bronze and

gold were scarce and expensive, and there is no doubt

that craftsmen were equally in great demand.
But as from Bronze III, the decorative repertoire

changed, and in Bronze IV the predominating element

was the star, which was not animated and dynamic like

the spiral, but static. Perhaps relations with the Medi-
terranean by way of central Europe, and, via the Oder
and the Vistula, with Russia, the Caucasus, Persia and

Siberia, had something to do with this.

However, Bronze V, which was once again an out-

standing period, saw a return to free, wavy, flowing lines.

But after Bronze VI, when exaggerated forms led to

a decline in the decorative quality, a profound change

took place in the middle of the 1st millennium. A cold

rainy climate increased the number of marshes; agri-

culture deteriorated; the beginning of the Iron Age was

marked by an artistic gap of several centuries. Iron had

already been known at the end of the preceding age; a new
development, perhaps following on the arrival of new
immigrants, probably did not take place until the 2nd

century B.C. It was at this time that Scandinavia came into

the Celtic sphere of influence, and some Celtic master-

pieces, for example the cauldrons from Gundestrup,

Rynkehy and Bra, have been found in Denmark. There

are also examples of indigenous art, showing curious hnks

with Celtic art. The bronze horse's head found in the

great peat bog in north Jutland clearly follows the tra-

dition of the Trundholm horses; it has the same rather

impersonal flexible curves, one of which connects the

head with the neck. But the Iron Age head is distin-

guished by its large eyes and more lively expression, two

features inspired by Celtic art as we can see from the

Bra cauldron.

After this time, the Cimbrians and the Goths were to

burst out of Scandinavia from the shores of the Baltic or

381 . SCANDINAVIA. EARLY BRONZE AGE. Bronze ritual drum

with solar wheels. Found in Scania (Sweden). Stockholm Museum.

382. DENMARK. GUNDESTRUP.
Museum, Copenhagen.

Silver cauldron. National

from Jutland towards the south. They made their way
to the Black Sea via the Vistula. Thus they prepared the

way for the invasions of barbarians who, under pressure

from the people of the eastern steppes, were to throw

Europe into confusion and bring about the Middle Ages.

The British Isles were directly assaulted by the Angles

coming from Scandinavian soil in the 5th century A.D.

where at the same moment the Vikings started to develop,

until about 1000 A.D., a new civilisation. During this

period the whirlwind spiral style, of which bronze had

already given such a striking expression, was to flourish

once again.

The text compiled with the cooperation of Ole Klindt-

Jensen
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383. SIALK. Detail of a painted pottery vase. About 1 1th century

B.C. J. Coiffard Collection.

384. LURISTAN. Handle of a bronze grinder surmounted with

a head of a member of the goat family. End of the 2nd millennium

B.C. Alus^es Royaux d'An et d'Histoire, Brussels.

385. LURISTAN. Bronze bit decorated with Ibexes. End of the

2nd millennium B.C. J. Coiffard Collection.

Throughout Eurasia with its varied arts we find, across the cen-

turies, the same animal themes: horses and game.

386. LURISTAN. Terra-cotta rhyton decorated with an ibex head.

Teheran Museum.



EURASIA AND THE EAST VadimeEUsseeJf

At this time when civilisations were on the move not only

because of the trade stimulated by the discovery of metal

but also because of the migration of nomadic peoples, it is

impossible to separate Europe from Asia. The horsemen

of the steppes carried and amalgamated the contributions

of the most varied cultures, from the regions close to the

Caucasus where metal had its ancient roots to China,

in one direction, where a superb bronze art was to arise,

and to the Germanic and Danubian countries in the other.

This art was to penetrate even further into the West with the

invasions just before the Middle Ages. The exceptional

erudition of Vadime Elisseeff has produced an authoritative

picture of the discoveries being made about this

period of tumult and confusion.

LURISTAN AND IRAN

At the end of the Neolithic, after the flowering of the

great Mesopotamian civilisations and the tremendous

strides made by the farmers in all the cultures with

painted pottery from Tripolye to Susa and from Turke-

stan to China, the Bronze Age was to reverse the roles

and give the mountain-dwellers pride of place. The
spread of pottery techniques had now opened the routes

to potters and bridged the gaps between the big centres

of the plains. From now on the mountain-dwellers were

no longer mere intermediaries, but sought-after produ-

cers of metal. Smelters and bronze-founders, jealous of

their knowledge, covered Eurasia and drew the bonds

between their various clients closer. Metallurgy was to

create two worlds: a new, cruder, and more realistic

element was added to the old artistic formulas; to the

themes of monsters and fantastic plants was added the

theme of ordinary domestic animals and the forest and

steppe landscapes of peoples devoted to stock-farming.

Bronze flowed down from the Anatolian massifs and

the Iranian plateaux towards the border plains and trans-

formed the life of the farmers of southern Russia to give

birth there to the catacomb culture (20th ~ 14th centu-

ries) and the timber-frame culture (16th— 12th centu-

ries) in the northern Caucasus. This route through east-

em AnatoHa was to rejoin, on the banks of the Dnieper

and the Danube, the western route bringing Aegean

products from the south and thence to cany the new
formulas into Europe.

In the Orient, bronze was to give birth, south of the

Aral Sea, to the Tazabagiab culture (14th 10th centu-

ries); in Kazakhstan it was to reunite the pastoral tribes

in the Andronovo culture (16th- 10th centuries). Still

further east, at Lake Baikal, the Glaskovo culture (17th

to 13th centuries) was to transmit the secret of bronze-

casting to the Chinese monarch who founded the Shang

Dynasty (17th -11th centuries).

In ten centuries bronze from the ancient East con-

quered the Eurasian economy. It took the same length

of time for the formulas peculiar to the art of bronze,

supported by old Irano-Anatolian traditions, to cross the

same continent in the opposite direction and to found the

barbarian art of the Middle Ages, thanks to the cultures

of Karasuk (13th — 8th centuries) near Minusiusk, and
the Scythians (7th — 2nd centuries).

If the art of painted pottery is one of geometrical

decoration, the art of bronze is that of animal decoration.

Animal art is thus a realistic Bronze Age art progressively

stylised by the peoples inhabiting the steppe zone, from

the Hungarian plain to the Yellow River. For some ten

years now a mass of work comparable with that done on

Western cultures has enabled us to catalogue, enumerate

and characterise the cultures of central Asia and Siberia.

These purely archaeological studies have established that

the bronze cultures did not develop by following a fixed

route, but they were diffused by a series of bilateral ex-

changes in which all the carriers of Early Bronze Age
cultures participated. The works of art are few in number
and are sometimes neglected by reports of excavations

devoted to stratigraphical or typological problems. Social

and economic history is therefore built on solid founda-

tions, but the history of art has not yet been revised in

consequence. So we must make our comparisons with

great care. The interplay of differences in style is only

perceptible over vast periods of time. But even so, this

study can provide us with interesting observations.

The origin of animal art

The earliest evidence of animal art is in the arts of Sumer,

Susa and Syria. According to M. I. Rostovtzeff, the last-

named region shows a style directed towards realism

rather like pre-dynastic Egypt, while the other two centres

preferred styUsation. There is no doubt that Hittite art

derives from the confluence of two streams flowing from

these artistic centres. Other currents covered the whole of

Eurasia; at the height of Elamite art, for example, the

influence of Susa spread far to the west and carried the

rhyton in particular as far as Crete. However, the origin

of this form should not be attributed to the Sumerians

or the Babylonians but to a few northern tribes of the

Iranian plateaux; this was undoubtedly one of the first

of the northern influences which were to appear more and

387. KALAR-DASHT (MAZANDERAN). Gold goblet decorated

with lions. 11th century B.C. Teheran Museum.
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388. CHINA. SHENSI. Bronze applied ornament. 8th-3rd centu-

ries B.C. Cernuschi Museum, Paris.

tiM-'

389. IRAN. Sakkez treasure. A gold pectoral. Teheran Museum.

more and which the Assyrians emphasised until Achae-

menian art made it pre-eminently Persian. This northern

influence seems to correspond to the invasion by the Kas-

sites from the Caspian regions (18th- 12th centuries)

who conquered Babylonia, introducing the use of the

horse, adopting the hero Gilgamesh and skilfully ex-

ploiting the local artistic formulas. According to some,

a purely animal art of northern inspiration with traces of

Assyrian influence must have succeeded to the Meso-
potamian art of the Kassites from the 9th to 6th centu-

ries. To the heavy forms of Babylonian art, the art of the

Kassites brought a new sensitivity which it owed to the

traditions of some of the Caspian peoples. This Kassite

art, known as the art of Luristan, has been divided by

C. F. A. Schaeffer into three stages. Early, Middle and

Late Bronze, corresponding to stratigraphic sequences.

Our concern is with Late Bronze which lasted from 1500

or 1200 to 1000 or 800 and which was continued by the

Iron Age. The first characteristic piece, still attributed to

the end of Middle Bronze, is the handle of a grinder

surmounted with the head of a member of the goat

family. We shall often see this motif in China, Mongolia

and Siberia. Its slenderness is traditional in the art of the

Iranian plateau in the form in which we have it on the

Sialk pottery (about 11th century). We see it, undoubted-

ly nearer its country of origin, ornamenting an 11th-

century vase from Kalar-dasht. There too, on the edge of

the Hittite country, various cultures met, and Hittite in-

fluence is clearly visible in the gold goblet decorated with

three lions whose bodies are engraved and repousse on the

surface and whose heads protrude from the side. The
same formula recurs much later in the Shensi bronzes.

The ibex as a decorative theme

The motif of an ibex with crescent-shaped horns fre-

quently decorates the objects found in Luristan. The
horns are either of circular cross-section or flat; the heads

preserve a normal position and seem, from their style, to

adapt traditional Iranian forms. There are two other

types. The first is a head with horns in spirals which

390. LURISTAN. Head of a bronze votive pin. End of 2nd rnillen-

nium B.C. N. Heeramaneck Collection.

391. LURISTAN. Head of a bronze votive pin. End of 2nd millen-

nium B.C. Y. and A. Godard Collection.
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seems to be a replica of the pins from Koban (beginning

of the 1st millennium); the second is the motif of an ibex

with elongated head, the horns curving back to join the

body again and the ear projecting into the space thus

delimited. The last motif seems to have Far Eastern

origins; we find it at An-yang at the end of the 2nd mil-

lennium, and in Siberia at the beginning of the 1st.

About the year 1000 the western motif of an ibe.x with

horns in a spiral and the eastern one of the ibex with an

elongated head met in Luristan. Having left their original

regions at the same period they arrived to enrich the

undoubtedly earlier formula peculiar to the Iranians

which we have already seen. The magnificent I.uristan

pins are very closely akin to those from Koban. But

their decoration often consists of a religious scene taken

from local or Babylonian tradition, while those from
Koban use only stylised motifs. Pins of a second type are

surmounted with a perforated plaque on which we find

the habitual themes of the Tree of Life and the horse-

tamer. The workmanship is very close to the belt-plates

from the Caucasian regions of Colchis in the first half of

this 1st millennium.

The weapons from Koban are often of the same shape

as those of the region of the Talyche. The marked inden-

tation on the lower edge of the blade is often also found

on the Luristan axes. To judge from its animal represen-

tations and especially from its weapons, the Talyche

seems to have been the centre of diffusion for the Ko-
banian style. It is therefore probable that the same region

formed a source of inspiration and importation for Lu-

ristan. The pieces from the Talyche have been dated

from the second quarter of the 2nd millennium. Their

influence on the north was primarily felt three centuries

later and doubtless the same holds good for the south.

Whatever the chronologies proposed for the cultures of

the border countries, it is certain that Luristan's affinities

in the north are closer to the cultures from the beginning

of the 1st millennium than to those which preceded them.

The Kubanian culture of the beginning of the 2nd mil-

lennium shows marks of Babylonian influence but no

trace of Iranian influence proper. The fact that archaeo-

logical factors enable us to date the earliest shapes of

weapons to the end of the 2nd millermium does not

prejudice the spread of works from Luristan. Their

artistic flowering is to be placed about 1000 and their

development continued during the first 300 years of the

1st millennium. These three centuries definitely produced

a finished art which must have radiated out and modified

the plastic formulas of neighbouring centres. It is quite

conceivable that one of the sources of Scythian art was in

these regions, so fertile in animal decoration. The recent

discovery of the treasure of Ziwiye contributes a new
factor to the problem of the origins of Scythian art.

A gold pectoral and various pieces of goldsmiths' work
are ornamented with Assyrian motifs which it has been

possible to date from the reign of Assurnasirpal II

(883 859). To these Assyrian elements were added

Assyro-Scythian ones, purely local elements from the

Manai region, such as the scenes on the gold belt, and

lastly purely Scythian elements, such as the motifs of

members of the stag tribe in the typical crouching po-

sition. We have therefore a purely Scythian motif a cen-

tury before the appearance of the Scythians. In this case

the Manai area probably originated an art which the

Scythians subsequently borrowed. In the same region, to

the south of Lake Urmia, rhytons have been discovered

which foreshadow Median art and explain how the bor-

rowing operated. Roman Ghirshman proposes a more
recent date, the 7th century, for these objects.

From then onwards, it was probably the Scythians

carrying their own art who effectively influenced the

coimtries they passed through and gave rise to a Scytho-

Manaian art. The fact that the origin of these typical

motifs is attributed to the Scythian people entitles us to

seek the sources of this art in some other more ancient

culture of the East. The Iranian plateaux, domain of the

northern stock-farmers, were steeped in the traditions of

the great agricultural civilisations of Eurasia. Nevertheless

they still preserved a love for animals which the new-

comers from the fertile land were not able to suppress.

392. a. LURISTAN. Bronze awl. End of 2nd millennium B.C

;. Coiffard Collection, b. KARASUK REGION (SIBERIA). Bronze

knife. End of 2nd millennium B.C. Cernuschi Museum, Paris.

c. AN-YANG (CHINA). Bronze knife. 14th-1 1th centuries B.C.

Lord Cunliffe Collection.

393. IRAN. ZIWIYE. Terra-cotca rhyton. Beginning of 1st

millennium B.C. Teheran Museums.

394. LURISTAN. Bronze axe-head. 2nd millennium B.C. Teheran

Museun).
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CHINA FROM SHANG TO HAN TIMES

The origin of the founders of the Shang-Yin Dynasty

still remains a mystery. At the end of the 2nd millennium,

their culture was superimposed on that of the painted

pottery. The bearers of this pottery had scarcely ever

used animal figures on their vases as had the farmers of

Sialk or Susa. Animals suddenly appeared in Chinese

ornamentation, but the first examples we have, dating

from the three great centuries which saw the zenith of the

luxurious court of An-yang, already show a wide range

of possible treatments from the most realistic to the most

styhsed.

The only link so far found between Neolithic pottery

and the archaic bronzes is the black pottery with fine

incisions, and even more the white pottery. In the deco-

ration of the latter the meander plays a vital role: it

unfolds in a broad zigzag round the vase, forming a suc-

cession of waves over the whole body of the receptacle.

The archaic bronzes were to use the same decoration,

henceforth with the head of a beast projecting from it,

undoubtedly the mask of the ancient witch-doctors, the

t'ao-t'ieh. Its design is dominated by the eyes. They ap-

395 pear in relief on the side of the vase surmounted by two
396 very shaggy eyebrows. Two horns, often in the shape of

dragons, complete the top of the mask. A ridge repre-

senting the nose separates the two eyes and terminates in

broad nostrils; on either side two coils represent the

curled upper lip, often with a pair of protruding fangs.

The absence of the lower jaw leaves the monster's mouth
gaping. These masks with their well balanced elements

produce a terrifying impression which is further enhanced
by the staring eyes, the wrinkles accentuating the mouth
and widely flaring nostrils. They often cover the whole
surface of the vase and give it the high reUef which
characterised the works of the Yin style from the 14th to

the 11th centuries.

Consequently we have at this time a series of decorative

motifs, such as the meanders and spirals, and a series of

stylised ornaments, such as that of the t'ao-t'ieh. Today
the interplay and successive preponderance of these series

of elements are the subject of more detailed studies.

Realism versus stylisation

In the art of the archaic bronzes, we can distinguish

a Yin I phase in which the realistic ornamental motif of

395 the mask predominates over the whole body of the vase,

and a Yin II phase, possibly later, in which the decorative

404 motifs have absorbed the t'ao-t'ieh mask to the point of

making it completely abstract. The 'Yin-Chou' period

continued the preceding Yin style except in a few details,

and carried it through to the subsequent Chou Dynasty,
whence its name. The transition from realism to geomet-
risation suggested by Professor B. Karlgren is disputed

by Professor M. Loehr. This 'development in reverse' has

the single advantage of making a better link between the

end of the Shang style and the following Middle Chou
style (10th— 7th centuries) in which the forms are clearly

defined.

The great problem thus posed by the traditional clas-

sification is the sudden appearance of a finished natu-

raUstic plastic art and the development of a progressive
-400 stylisation which suddenly gave way to a new reaUstic art.

Reversing this evolution, we may suppose that the 'first

bronze-founders tried, as the decorators of the painted

395. SHANG BRONZE. Ritual wine vessel (yu). 1 4th-1 1 th centu-

ries B.C. C. R. Holmes Collection.

pottery had done, to give a meaning to the geometrical

representations by bringing out beasts which were only

hinted at.

These figures gradually became more marked by dif-

ferences in the surfaces and decorative motifs. They then

appeared in high relief, covered with distinct ornaments,

before actually assuming the shape of a vase or breaking

away from it altogether to take on an individual value.

So we see small deer-hke animals dressing the hair of the

guardian goddess of the clan or terminating the handles

of daggers. Thus, as early as the 12th century, we have

a motif long considered as characteristic of the art of the

steppes. The animal has completely lost its former graphic

quality; the shapes in relief of the t'ao-t'ieh mask have

been treated more coherently, and the face of the monster

has also become detached from the whole. It has taken on

a character of its own and becomes at the beginning of the

Chou period (11th century) the ornamental mask, whose

realism exceeded even contemporary work in the round.

396. SHANG BRONZE. Applied ornament. 14th-11th centu-

ries B.C. Dugald-Malcolm Collection.
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397. MIDDLE CHOU. Deuil of bronze ritual vessel (kuei). 399. SHANG BRONZE. Bronze ritual vessels. 14th-11th cen-

8th-6th centuries B.C. turies B.C. Chen Collection, Hongkong.

398. Centre. SHANG BRONZE. Zoomorphic vessel. 14th-11th 400. WARRING STATES. SHENSI. Bronze ritual vessel (hu)

centuries B.C. Victoria and Albert Museum, London. Sth- 2nd centuries B.C. Private Collection.

The Chinese artists of this period did not devote

themselves solely to bronzes. They also knew how to do
perfect work in wood, stone and jade. In each of these

materials we come across the same motifs as those used

by the bronze-founders. The most beautiful achieve-

ments are undoubtedly the jade objects. Much appreci-

ated in China as a precious material, jade in those remote

times was considered as the symbol of purity, virtue and
royal power. It occurred in Neolithic times, but it is

primarily in An-yang from the 14th century that we see

the growth of the circular symbols of heaven (pi ), the

square tubes symbolising the earth (ts'ung ) and various

ornaments. The style is parallel with that of the bronzes;

like it, it was markedly realistic and had a vast repertoire

of engraved or incised geometrical motifs.

At the beginning of the 1st millennium the Shang and

Chou artists were already able to develop an animal art

which was peculiar to them. The style of Middle Chou
(10th— 7th centuries) is generally considered to have lost

the brilliant character of its predecessors. Admittedly,

political upheavals modified the religious requirements

and taste of former times, but we find in it the same
arrangements of motifs beneath a greater simplicity; and

even if realism seems to give way before a resurgence of

geometrisation, it is undoubtedly only a new balance

between these tendencies, for the treatment is totally

different from the first efforts of the preceding period.

The work is less affected, more open; the thick ribbons

which figure in the decoration still preserve the finger

marks of the craftsman who worked on the wax.

In the following period of the Warring States (Sth—
3rd centuries) Chinese art was undoubtedly influenced by

the art of the steppes. A clearer separation between

plastic decoration and ornamentation appeared. The
ornaments consist of ribbons, either flat or in bas-relief,

and finely engraved spirals and triangles, the same motifs

which once decorated the bottoms of vases. But their

curves and knots form easily recognisable t'ao-t'ieh pat-

terns, giving the vase a vibrant seething quality which is

enhanced by extremely vivid animals on the handles and

401. MIDDLE CHOU. Bronze ritual vessel (hu). 8th-6th centuries

B.C. Alus^e Guimet, Paris.
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402. HAN. Funerary terra-cotta figure.

3rd century A. D. Cernuschi Museum, Paris.

403. CHOU BRONZE. Statuette in two parts; the figure of a man
with upraised arms, and a bear crouched on top of a square pole

the lower end of which fits over the man's right arm. 6th-5th

centuries B.C. Freer Gallery of Art, Was/i/ngton.

covers. This mixture of ornamentation and naturalism

characterises the style of the Warring States, in which one

can already foresee the end of a technique menaced by

affectation and decadence in spite of the beauty of the

ornamentation and perfection of the plastic art.

The humanisatlon of animal art

Until the 3rd century everything seems to contribute to

the substitution of an increasingly animal art for the old

geometrical decoration. Around the beginning of the

Christian era, with the Han arts, this trend was continued

by a humanisation of the animal decoration. Under the

earlier Hans (3rd century B.C. 3rd century a.d.) we
still sense the persistence of some geometrical elements.

The dragons, which before stood out in flat ribbons cut

out against a background of finely engraved spirals and

lozenges, then tended to become entangled. Under the

later Hans this entanglement became fragmentary, and

we see the beginning of scenes which emerge from

a background of landscape. The vases were decorated

with fine nielli and rich inlays. Pottery in the Late

Bronze Age is mainly known for funerary statuettes which

show a genuine discovery of human plastic art. At the

end of the Chou, human figures appear increasingly

often and some of them already reveal a remarkable

stylisation. But we must look to the Han for the moving
series of dancers and witch-doctors whose silhouettes are

so accurately caught in their movement, and for the

figures of various animals belonging to the dead man,

pigs, ducks, horses and dogs, which join animal art to the

art of the engraved portrait. A whole living world ani-

mates the walls of the funerary caves and chambers on

which are engraved, imprinted or painted the moral or

mythological scenes. All the elements of Chinese art are

contained in Han art, the great dynasty which founded an

academy, inaugurated examinations for public office and

restored the Confucian classics to a place of honour.

The southern and eastern expansion

Annam, Chinese under the Han, had already had bronze

for some centuries. The diffusion throughout south and

404. SHANG. Bronze ritual vessel ((cue/). 14th-11th centuries

B.C. Chen Collection, Hongkong.

405. WARRING STATES. Jade pendant. 5th-3rd centuries B.C.

W. Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art, Kansas.
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central China from Ch'ang-sha had reached the whole of

south-east Asia. The same figures of witch-doctors, the

same evidences of everyday life are found on drums,

weapons and ornaments. The style is different from the

northern style; more affected, it takes into full account

the luxurious life led by the barbarians of the Chu and

Yueh kingdoms - barbarians no doubt, but equipped

richly and with fleets which could carry to the river-

dwellers of the southern seas all the formulas of an art

profoundly adapted to their folklore.

In Japan, metal arrived via Korea, which exported

mirrors and weapons of Chinese origin. Its adoption was

slow, and only in the 7th century is Japanese archaic

plastic art worth noticing. Many geometrical decorations

seem to be original; others seem to follow Chinese models

interpreted to meet native taste. Such without doubt are

the motifs which ornament the bowls of the Kamegaoka
culture and recall the highly stylised motifs of certain

Chinese mirrors. It is certain that bronze did not reach

Japan solely via Korea and we are inclined to think the

countries of Wu and Yueh, famous for their mirrors and

swords, must have played a vital role which would con-

firm the importance attached to these two objects in

Japanese mythology. The study of the Bronze Age in

south-east Asia will be sure to provide new evidence

about the introduction of bronze to Japan.

At the other end of the world, Chinese traditional art

of the first millennium B.C. developed similarly to that

of the West. It developed geometrical and animal for-

mulas, starting from the symbolic and the general and

ending in the realistic and the particular. Each great

period brought a new tendency to styUsation, undoubted-

ly showing the assimilation of northern elements from the

steppes which, as we shall see, were to give as much to

the plains as they took from them.

406. INDO-CHINA. Bronze ornan

B.C. Cernuschi Museum, Paris.

lent. End of the 1st millennium

407. CHINA. CH'ANG-SHA. WARRING STATES. Head of a

crook in painted wood. 5th-3rd centuries B.C. Formerly Komor

Collection.
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THE ART OF THE STEPPES

An enigmatic art

The term 'art of the steppes' is one of the most puzzling

in our history. Sometimes it is what an expert has seen

fit to define as the 'daring art of the Scythians'; some-

times it is an ill-defined art covering everything not in-

cluded in one or other of the main cultures. It is as

difficult to speak of the art of the steppes as it is to speak

of the art of the forest or the plains. Admittedly the name
defines a world with clear boundaries. Owing to its vast

extent it can be made to serve as the place of origin of

every elusive art. Everything which does not fit into the

framework of the Western, Indian and Chinese worlds is

attributed to the peoples of the steppes. To lend them
definite characteristics may seem as questionable as to

define the art of the Mesopotamians from the Nile to the

Euphrates and from the Indus to the Yellow River.

However we must admit that these two worlds do have

preoccupations which were usually characteristic of them:

nomadic or sedentary ways of life, stock-farming or

agricultural economies, oral or written traditions.

The art of the steppes pushed at the frontiers of nearly

all the ancient cultures; only Egypt and India perhaps

were unaffected. If the steppes had their own culture,

if they contributed to the fusion of all the tribes in these

immense spaces and launched them throughout Asia, they

remain none the less a world as split up as the ancient

Orient and only our ignorance prevents us from dis-

tinguishing their multiple components equally clearly.

It is only a few years since these immense territories

which follow the existing frontier of the U.S.S.R. have

been the subject of systematic excavations. The ancient

peoples emerge as bearers of local cultures, and even if

their territories and chronological limits are vague we
have at least an adequate notion of their distribution.

Bronze invaded two geographical areas in succession,

first southern Russia and western Siberia, then the moun-
tainous zone [of the Altai range and the Minusinsk
basin; on either side, the plateaux of Iran and Ordos
played the part of expert intermediaries between the

civilised and the barbarian peoples.

The peoples on the shores of the Caspian and the Black

Seas.

At the end of the 2nd millennium the timber-frame

culture flourished in southern Russia. It was in contact

with the Caucasian culture of Koban to the south, with
the Kazanian culture to the north, with the Caspian
culture of KhvaHnsk to the east and the Ukrainian cul-

ture of Volynia and the Dnieper to the west. By and large,

then, this culture occupied the space controlled by the

Cimmerians before the arrival of the Scythians.

Strictly speaking there is no such thing as a Cimmerian
art, but on the other hand there is proof that these peoples

contributed largely to the spread of metal and the ex-

changes between their country and central Europe, espe-

cially as regards horse-breeding. With their help, the

Thraco-Cimmerian zone was in direct contact with the

Caucasus; many forms of weapons, implements and orna-

ments were common to both countries. The cultures of
Lausitz and Hallstatt were in close relations with Thrace
and via the Danube with Kobanian, Kubanian and Cauca-
sian cultures. Before the arrival of the Scythians, their

chosen land shows the influence of the Aegean and Ana-

tolian cultures of the 2nd millennium and of the Hall-

stattian, Kubanian and Kobano-Colchidian cultures of

the beginning of the 1st millennium, which constituted

an artistically rich substratum continually renewed by

the many cultural streams which flowed across it. It was

in such a framework that in the 8th century the Scythians,

of the same origin as the Iranians, decided to leave the

regions north-east of the Caspian and to install them-

selves as masters in every province of southern Russia.

Archaeological material shows us that far from bringing

a uniform culture with them, the Scythians developed

and made wide use of the local institutions: so much so

that often it is necessary to distinguish between the

Ukranian Scythians and the Volgan Scythians, just as

we speak of Graeco-Roman and Graeco-Iranian. The
works of art have the same mixture of elements and this

makes it difficult to define Scythian art. For our part, we
consider it as the art which exploited to the best advan-

tage certain plastic themes such as those of the lion, the

ibex and fighting animals.

The most typical objects are those from Kul-Oba in the

Crimea, Kelermes and Kostromskaya, which should

probably be placed in either the 7th — 6th or 5th — 4th

centuries. One of the earliest forms is a wolf's head

408. URAL MOUNTAINS. Bronze ornament in the shape of

a wolf s head. 5th-3rd centuries B.C. Cernuschi Museum, Paris.

409. KUL-OBA (CRIMEA). Gold ornament for a shield. 5th cen-

tury B.C. Hermitage, Leningrad.
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THE STEPPES

which has something of the harshness of the steppe itself

and in which we find the style of certain pieces from the

northern cultures of the Volga. In the more classical

pieces, such as the stag from Kul-Oba, we can feel the

Iranian character, due to the common origins of the

Scythian tribes from Eurasia and the Iranians and to the

strong Mesopotamian and Iranian influence in the Cau-

casus. To this Iranian character a clear-cut Hellenic ele-

ment was added. From the 7th century onwards crafts-

men of Olbia, Panticapaeum and the many Greek trading

posts on the southern Black Sea were inspired by the

old artistic traditions of their country, including that of

overloading their art with animals. The happy use of

mixtures of traditions is the lifeblood of Scythian deco-

ration. In its stylisation the animals do not have the stiff

poses used by the southern cultures; instead they are

much more dynamic. This tendency appears clearly in

the Hungarian piece from Zoldhalompuszta, so much
more animated than the pre-Scythian piece from Turocz.

These two examples better than many others enable us to

understand the new contributions made by Scythian art

and to what extent it influenced the griffon in the treasure

of Ziwiye. For the elements of a decoration may be bor-

rowed and returned, but the stamp of individual work-

manship is the artist's genius. If the griffon resembles the

Hungarian stag, is Ziwiyan art Scythian or vice versa?

To the quality of movement is added a marked decora-

tive feeling in which each element keeps its own char-

acteristics, as witness the ornament on the quiver from

the Seven Brothers' barrows. Many motifs from Nordic

and southern bestiaries recur there in a fantastic compo-

sition. An animal with a wolf's head and a swan's neck

bears wings which represent the reversed head of a grif-

fon: four beasts are merged into one without the mon-

strous whole seeming artificial. A hvely sense of compo-

sition is the other masterly quality of Scythian art.

410. HUNGARY. ZOLDHALOMPUSZTA. Gold stag. Middle of

the 1st millennium B.C. Budapest Museum.

411. HUNGARY. TUR6CZ. Bronze ceremonial axe. Beginning

of 1st millennium B.C. Storno Collection.
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Eastern animal art

The intlucncc of Scythian art made itself felt in the East

as far as the Minusinsk basin, all the more easily because

instead of meeting entirely different cultures as in the

West it was welcomed by the bearers of a civilisation akin

• to that of its Scythian ancestors. In the time of the Cim-

merians the culture of Karasuk (1200 700) which

followed that of Andronovo (1700 1200) occupied by

and large the present-day region of Kazakhstan and the

Altai mountains. In the north it had as neighbours the

Uralian culture of Chigir (2nd millennium — 6th centu-

ry) and that of Ob (16th 8th centuries); to the east

was the Baikal culture of Chivera (1300 900) and in

the south the culture of Tazabagiab (1500 1000). Carved

stone pillars representing bears or rams discovered on

the banks of the Yenisei are stylistically similar to the

decorated knife-handles which this culture has bequeathed

to us: heads of stags, cattle and horses treated in the

round like those of their Chinese neighbours. Unlike the

recumbent stags which made Scythian art famous, the

animals of Karasuk and Tagar are standing up. The
motif therefore is completely different and, after com-

parison with the earlier Chinese bronzes of An-yang, it

shows that even if the Minusinsk basin gave metallurgy

to the Chinese it took from them in return its style in

the art of metal. So the Karasuk culture formed its animal

art independent of the West. Nevertheless, having re-

placed the Andronovo culture which was more interested

in geometrical ornamentation than animal decoration, it

remained in contact with the cultures of eastern Europe
and the ancient Orient. But even though the latter trans-

mitted prototypes of weapons and tools by way of Seima,

Chigir and Krasnoyarsk, no animal art was sent in re-

turn from west to east. In the West, Scythian art was

grafted on to a geometrical art; in central Siberia its con-

temporary, the art of Tagar, found numerous precedents

to exploit in order to establish an art of equal brilliance

in its turn.

Sc/thia, Tagar and the Ordos

As Ghirshman has pointed out, it is tempting to seek the

point of departure of Scythian art in the Karasuk area,

since it is impossible for us at the present time to show
it rising from a predominantly geometrical culture. Thus
Scythian art (8th century) would be the third stage of

Chinese animal art (14th century) transmitted via the

art of Karasuk (10th century). In the Tagar period (700

100) the Minusinsk region saw the development of

an animal art following the same rules of evolution as

Scythian art; a certain monumentality gradually gave
way to a more flexible plastic art which concerned itself

with rendering swift movements. In spite of the definite

relations which existed between the two cultures, their

parallel development does not necessarily seem to have
included interdependence. But although their develop-
ment is independent, exchanges of formulas existed none
the less. Side by side with upright animals in the Kara-
suk tradition there was an abundant production of ram-
pant and galloping beasts like the Scythian animals.
Knives and small bells were the favourite objects,- to

which were added belt-buckles and beh-plates with skil-

fully worked decoration. On them beasts fight to the death,
animals confronting each other stand out against the
silhouettes of trees, branches envelop the groups and
their fohage serves as a framework for the scene. It is

difficult to attribute an origin to these plates: they formed

part of the nomads' dress and were very much in fashion

in the following period over the whole area of the steppes.

Round buckles twist the animals into concentric circles,

others turn them back into an S-shape. The first are

undoubtedly of Scythian inspiration, but the latter are

influenced by China. Since the beginning of the Bronze

Age, the Chinese artist was fond of twisting animals in

order to give an S-shape. These animals with reversed

paws spread to the whole art of the steppes and, side by

side with the inlays which were inspired by the ancient

East, they formed one of the principal characteristics

of barbarian art.

The art .pf Tagar had as wide a diffusion as Scythian

art; it undoubtedly transmitted to the West via the Ana-

nino culture (8th 3rd centuries) the knives with animals

facing each other of which the Scythians made two rings,

and it must also have contributed the constituent ele-

ments of the art of the Ordos. The latter, whose origins

may go back to the 8th century, was born of the con-

junction of Tagar art and Chinese traditions making up
the trio of the art of the steppes together with Scythian

art. But although the art of the Ordos had at first a mod-
elled plastic art which it handed on to the styles of the

412. ZIWIYE (IRAN). Griffon's head in gold. Beginning of 1st

nniliennium B.C. Teheran Museum.

413. SEVEN BROTHERS' BARROWS (KUBAN). Harness orna-

ment, gold applique. 7th-3rd centuries B.C. Herm/tage, Leningrad.
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Warring States, thus strengthening the internal develop-

ment of archaic bronzes, it subsequently followed Chi-

nese art in its graphic tendency which gradually over-

came Tagar art and which was undoubtedly, owing to

the Huns, a strong element of the evolution from Scythian

to Sarmatian art.

Huns and Sarmatians

Up to the 4th century there were established in the

steppes clearly differentiated cultures which were grafted

on to local traditions and which benefited by reciprocal

influences. We have discussed their differences, but we
must also emphasise their homogeneity beside the unity

of the art of the ancient East or that of China. After the

Karasuk culture, initiator in the west of the animal arts

of the steppes, the Tagar culture was to be the pivot of

cultural relations between those two great neighbours,

Iran and China. The transportable nature of all the ob-

jects played its part in creating a certain unity among all

these cultures, which was to be even further consolidated

by the appearance of the Huns and the Sarmatians.

At present the way in which these peoples arrived is

obscure; undoubtedly new Iranian thrusts similar to those

by the Kassites or the Scythians created a vacuum which

414. CAUCASUS. Bronze belt plaque. 8th-3rd centuries B.C.

Mme Feron-Stoclet Collection.

415. SIBERIA. Bronze belt plaque. 5th-3rd centuries B.C.

Hermitage, Leningrad.

the turbulence of the nomads was always ready to fill up;

the same phenomenon was produced in the 4th century

B.C. with the barbarian invasion. As with the Scythians,

a movement of peoples unleashed a disturbance which
altered the balance of power, and a new tribe gave its

name to the reigning aristocracy. The numerous bronze

pieces which we possesss from this period rarely come
from scientific excavations. Their geographical attribu-

tion is difficult and those which do not have clearly de-

fined characteristics are usually called Scytho-Sarmatian.

The art of the Huns is better known from the mag-

nificent excavations at Pasyryk, Chibe and Noin-ula in

the Altai range. At this time, the Huns formed the

strongest confederation of tribes in the eastern steppes.

They undoubtedly owed much of their power to their

stock-raising and agricultural economy, but a greater part

of it was due to the fact that they could easily raid the

convoys prospecting for gold in the region and the even

richer convoys from the wealthy deposits of northern

Kazakhstan. Forming a stage on the gold route coming

from China, the Huns found themselves well placed to

make use of it in passage. Their richness shows in the

brilliance of their tombs, in which the great number of

objects reflects their taste for luxury, from the elaborate

ornamentations and polychrome inlays to the multicol-

oured applique work. Western influence made itself felt

in many details: palm-leaf motifs resemble the horns

of stags, and heads of Iranian griffons ornament metal

parts of saddlery.

But although numerous elements betray the influence

of the west, the workmanship of the objects remains

supple and the treatment of bodies is always in the round.

The Huns learnt the skilful twists of the Chinese, the

entangled compositions which the art of the Warring

States used, but they preserved a realism which their

western neighbours would no longer understand. A very

marked difference separates them. The objects with the

most purely ornamental effects belong to the groups from

southern Russia. The latter group includes ornaments

such as the famous buckles from Maikop or those of

Bulgaria with rich inlay which show an exaggerated taste

for decoration. The first group on the other hand are

astonishingly lively. The formulas of reaUstic styhsation

preserve the modelling of the body; the compositions

sketch skilful geometrical lines, but the movement and

the tension never disappear from these works which are

strangely reminiscent of the Caucasian belt-plates.

In the Ordos, the works of the Huns underwent a sim-

ilar experience: they were overcome by a graphic quality

distinct from geometrisation. These treatments in bas-

reUef managed to retain a typical Chinese vitality. Wheth-

er it is some trivial pendant or an important ornamental

plaque, all the forms have an animated line. One could

say that the art of the Ordos is the last outpost of animal

art, which thus returned to die where it was born.

The great religious upheavals in Europe around the

beginning of the Christian era and the philosophical

movements in China were henceforth to transfer the

emphasis to man himself. All over Eurasia animal art was

to dry up and move into the background.

Nevertheless it did not disappear completely. Avar and

Gothic craftsmen bequeathed elements of it to the late

Middle Ages. The swords of the Vikings and the niches

of the cathedrals, thanks to the Huns, were to preserve

traces of it for a long time to come.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY:

41 6. SIBERIA. MINUSINSK. Stave head

in bronze of Tagar II style. About 6th

century B.C. National Museum, Helsinki

41 7. AN-YANG (CHINA). Shang bronze

shaft-head. 14th-11th centuries B.C.

Pillsbury Collection, Minneapolis Institute

of Arts.

418. SIBERIA. MINUSINSK. Bronze

stag of the Tagar period. 8th-3rd centu-

ries B.C. Cernuschi Museum, Paris.

Eurasia and the Orient

The height of the Bronze Age came
in the 2nd and 1st millennia in

Eurasia. It is illustrated to the west^

in the southern steppes, by the

cultures of the Cimmerians, the

Scythians and the Sarmatians; in

central Asia by the cultures of An-
dronovo, Karasuk and Tagar; and
in the east by the Chinese Shang
and Chou cultures.

The southern steppes. In this zone,

the timber-frame culture (1600 —
800), characterised by dowelled

axes, daggers with leaf-shaped

blades, bill hooks, and pottery with

a flat ground hardly differs from
the preceding catacomb culture.

Stock-raising remained pastoral,

and agricultural activity went on
as long as nomadism was not
predominant. The bearers of this

culture were the Cimmerians,
mentioned in Assyrian texts of the

8th century, who may possibly be
akin to the Sinds of the Sea of
Azov and the Thracians of the
lower Danube.

In the 8th century the Scythians
replaced them. Speaking the Iran-

ian language, they have not yet

been clearly defined and in fact

four related cultures are grouped
under the name Scythian:

1. The culture of the tribes of
Moldavia and the Ukraine, in-

habiting the forest zone of the

steppes, which together with the

Lithuanian tribes made up a part

of the elements of the Slavic group.
2. The Scythian culture, in the

strict sense of the word, of the

nomads and farmers of the lower
Bug, the lower Dnieper and the
Sea ofAzov. These peoples, distinct

from the Slavs, belonged to the
group of northern Iranians. Their
culture can be seen in the sumptu-
ous necropolises of the Crimea
(6th century).

3. The culture of the Sindo-
Meotic tribes in the Kuban, the
bearers of which were in contact
with the groups of the forest zone
and the northern Caucasus. From
the 3rd century onwards, this

country underwent transformations
owing to penetration by Sarmatian
elements.

4. The culture of the Sarmatian
tribes of the Volga basin and the
Ural steppes which shows many
with the cultures of western Siberia.

The elements common to these
four groups are weapons and items
of harness decorated in an animal-
style art in close relations with the
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eastern cultures of central Asia.

The most original character of this

culture undoubtedly existed in the

art of Pasyryk which in the 4th

century exhibits elements of sty-

lisation distinct from those of the

Black Sea and the Far East.

Central Asia. The Andronovo cul-

ture (1700-1200) succeeded to

the culture of Afanasievo. Its area

was more extensive and it covered

a vast territory bounded by the

Urals and the Minusinsk basin.

This culture is characterised by
pottery with a flat ground and
vases of the type of the timber-

frame culture; the people raised

cattle, sheep and horses. The
creators of this culture were Euro-
poids whose patriarchal life was
divided between the pastures and
crop growing and whose metal-

lurgy remained very primitive. It

is highly improbable that this cul-

ture transmitted the technique of

bronze to China, and there is no
doubt that we must seek the spread

of this metal along the future Silk

Route directly linking China to

Iran via the Tien Shan range.

To the south, the Andronovo
culture had as neighbour the Taza-

bagiab culture (1500-1000), under

a matriarchal regime, with an

agriculture using the hoe, and to

the east the Glaskovo cultures of

Baikal, still at the Neolithic stage.

419. ORDOS. Bronze shaft-head. End

of 1st millennium B.C. Far Eastern Col-

lection, Stockho/m.



The following stage, that of

Karasuk (1200 - 700) saw a great

change in the life of Eurasia. A new
element of Chinese origin reached

the area previously occupied by the

Andronovo culture as far as Ka-
zakhstan and the Altai range. An
animal style, peculiar to the Shang-
Yin Dynasty (1300 - 1028) spread

as far as the Semiretchie.

The complexity of relations be-

tween the Chinese world and
Siberia at the end of the 2nd millen-

nium has so far prevented us from
establishing how they operated.

In the following centuries, the

horsemen of the steppes united all

the cultural groups from the Dan-
ube to the Yellow River. There
was a universal tendency for the

stock raisers to become nomads
and their contacts conferred uni-

formity on animal art, giving the

bronzes of the whole of Eurasia

that family resemblance which is

so confusing to us and which fore-

shadows the unity of barbarian art.

China. While these great nomadic
empires were being founded, China
developed a brilliant sedentary cul-

ture. The Shang Dynasty, in 1300,

installed its capital at An-yang and
built there vast palaces decorated

with marble; its sovereigns prac-

tised divination and its high

officials regulated the calendars in

order to coordinate the harvests

and work in the fields.

In 1028 the princes of the border

countries (Shansi) swept down on
the capital and installed the Chou
Dynasty (11th — 3rd centuries).

Pursuing the enlargement of their

territory as well as fighting against

the nomads of the north, the Chou
kings also grew crops, sacrificed to

the earth and the sky and wor-

shipped their ancestors and the sun

god. From the 8th century ter-

ritorial expansion led to the es-

tablishment of powerful rival prin-

cipalities. This was the troubled

period of the Warring States which
in the 5th century saw the golden

age of Chinese philosophy, with

the Taoist philosophers such as

Lao-tse and the classical sages such

as Confucius.

In the 3rd century, the house of

Ch'in eliminated its rivals and
founded the first united Chinese
empire, which the succeeding Han
Dynasty moulded into the form it

was to keep for more than twenty

centuries.

Japan. Chinese culture intro-

duced bronze to Japan via Korea.

The new Yayoi culture (about 2nd
century B.C.) was superimposed on
the old Jomon culture. The former

developed the growing of rice, at

the same time living by hunting

420. MONGOLIA. HAN BRONZE.
Belt plaque showing a horse attacked by

two bears. 3rd century B.C.-3rd centu-

ry A.D. Metropo//ton Museum of Art

(Fletcher Fund, 1924).

and fishing. Large patriarchal fami-

lies were formed from the 4th to

the 7th centuries A.D. Soon they

organised themselves into rival

clans, the strongest of which, in

Yamato, wiped out the culture of

the tumulus builders (4th -7th

centuries A.D.) to found the first

Japanese state.

Indochina. In Indochina, the in-

fluence of Chinese culture per-

meated by the bronze creations of

the southern centres (Ch'ang-sha,

5th- 3rd centuries B.C.) gave birth

to the Dong-son culture (5th 3rd

centuries). Diffusion from these

centres contributed to the estab-

lishment of the foundries of

southern Asia. They were in con-

tact with the nomads via northern

China and they developed many
themes common to both East and

West, so much so that certain

authors have seen the influence of

Hallstatt in them.

Thus three great creative centres

emerge for the whole of Eurasia:

the western centre in which Iranian,

Oriental and Greek contributions

predominated; the Chinese centres

which embrace Japanese and Indo-

Chinese bronze; and the centres of

the Altai range, which transmitted

many formulas and contributed in

their turn the original spirit which,

via the Scythians and the bar-

barians, was to distinguish the

whole of the European Middle

Ages.

Vadime Elisseejf
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421. IRAN. KALAR-DASHT. Vessel in

red terracotta. 11th century B.C. Tehe-

ran Museum.

422. NOIN-ULA (MONGOLIA). Bor-

der of a woollen carpet. About the

beginning of the Christian era. Hermit-

age, Leningrad.

423. CHINA. WARRING STATES.

Bronze stand. 5th-3rd centuries B.C.

An Institute, Chicago.
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ART FORMS AND SOCIETY Rem Huyghe

The reputation of Greek art and culture has passed

through a critical period, and this is not one of the least

signs of the present weakening in Western civilisation.

It is not only possible, but essential, to continually expand

and enrich the legacy we have inherited from Greece.

To repudiate it would be to condemn the basis of our

raison d'etre, to condemn ourselves through a disturbing

form of intellectual masochism. If that devaluation cor-

responds to a necessary reappraisal of our beliefs, all is

well. But if it is the sign of a genuine abandonment, then

we are already beginning to drift. Is it not symptomatic

that Andre Malraux, that penetrating commentator on

modern taste, in his Mused imaginaire de la sculpture mon-

diale, should have devoted only 31 plates to the plastic

arts of classical Greece, from Phidias to the Hellenistic

age (until only recently considered the supreme exam-

ples of perfect beauty), with an additional 15 plates

on Rome, while the so-called primitive civilisations of

America, Africa and Oceania received 82 plates?

This is only the final episode in a struggle which the

present chapter will describe by contrasting Greece and

Persia, opponents in historical, but also symbohc, terms.

We have reached the stage where the great civilisations

were firmly 'in place'. A conflict arose between the

attitudes they represented: between the West, since the

time of ancient Greece both positive and rational, and

the East which was more receptive to subtle influences.

It was the start of an ever fruitful debate and of a fre-

quently violent contest.

The roots of Greece

The origin of Greek civilisation begins to grow clearer.

A short while ago oversimplified opinion held that the

Creto-Mycenean collapse was followed by a period en-

visaged, like the Dark Ages in Europe, as a black night

from which sprang the rising sun of the 'Greek miracle',

created out of a void. Another equally simplified and,

not entirely disinterested view attributed this collapse

and revival to the Dorian invasion from the north and the

influx of barbarian blood. The 'Greek miracle' then

became merely a miracle of pan-Germanism.
The invasions and infiltrations began in the 15th cen-

tury, grew more marked in the 13th, and became decisive

in the 1 1th century. They spread from the north, prob-

ably from Illyria, to reach first Thessaly and then the

Peloponnese a century later. There they destroyed

Achaean supremacy which, too, had been established

(but about the year 2000) by Indo-European migrations.

Through another connection with that first wave of

invasions which had founded the Hittite empire in Asia,

they, too, concentrated their force in the eastern Medi-
terranean in a movement that was to cause the collapse

of that same empire, whose downfall corresponded to the

Achaean overthrow; these attacks had repercussions as

far as Egypt, where they caused the onslaught of the

Peoples of the Sea, just as the Hyksos invasion in the 18th

century had done. This renewed pressure on the part of

northern peoples, following, perhaps, attacks further

north, was the consequence of the barbarians' increased

power produced by the introduction of iron, whereas in

the first case it followed the introduction of bronze. But
while the Achaeans had allowed themselves to be

absorbed into Cretan civilisation, the Dorians proved to

be unshakable. They remained themselves. It would be

too easy to imagine that they therefore destroyed every-

thing which had existed before them. In fact, by the

violent infusion of a radically different spirit, they were

to bring about one of those clashes, one of those forceful

and conflicting mixtures, whose final synthesis has

always proved to be one of the most dynamic causes

behind human progress.

Both the Greek spirit and Greek art were to be born

of this uneasy marriage of rebellious elements. It was

to be the source of their new-found richness. Whether,

as in the past, one inflates, or as today, deflates, the

importance of the Dorian contribution, one cannot but

observe that the geometric style which was to emerge

from the protogeometric style between the years 1200 and

1000 took almost the opposite course from the flexible,

curvilinear, plastic naturalism of the Cretans. This style 326

only magnified an Achaean tendency which even at that

time had introduced into the Creto-Mycenean complex

a reaction against imagination and reahstic flexibility in

favour of monumental discipline and an abstract severity.

It is still more interesting (to confine ourselves to a

review of style) to estimate how much the new artistic

repertory, presumed to be of Dorian origin, owed to the

decorative spirit which had found a tentative expression

in the Palaeolithic and was formulated in the Neolithic.

This spirit had, throughout the whole of Europe, re-

placed the curvilinear spiraliform style which had spread

with the influence of the Danubian civilisations from

Butmir towards the Adriatic, to Cucuteni and Tripolye,

and from there to the Russian steppes. This repertory

of angular, strict, rhythmic, arbitrary and simplified

forms was in direct contrast to the dynamic freedom

which had flourished in the spiraliform elaborations,

spread by the Creto-Myceneans, that survived solely

in the Scandinavian Bronze Age and was later revived and

developed by the Celts. It had dominated the early stages

of the European metal ages until the changes of the

La Tene period. One cannot help, consequently, putting

it down to the account of the Indo-European invasions.

But, as Charles Picard proves in his authoritative essay,

Creto-Mycenean colonisation could not be cancelled out

at a single blow. Everywhere, rooted in the indigenous

population, it remained just below the surface. It must

not be forgotten that certain districts, Arcadia, for

example, and particularly Attica, which were to play so

decisive a part, went almost unscathed, their poverty

proving to be their protection.

It is the later splendour of Athens which too often

makes us forget that a Greece, nurtured on a pre-Hellenic

civilisation of a lasting and tremendous importance, sur-

vived; this was the Greece of Asia Minor. It is hardly con-

ceivable that the Cretans, those adventurous seafarers,

should never have thought at the time of their collapse

(that is, from 1400) of seeking refuge in places along the

Asian coast. Their conquerors and old Achaean followers,

when they in their turn took to the sea, adopted this

same coast, especially to the north and south of Ionia,

for colonisation. The Hittites, if we are to believe their

archives which have come to light in recent years,

maintained relations with the Achaeans of the coast, in
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Great arts often bring about the union of previously contrasting tendencies:

the rectilinear stylisation of Hallstattian Europe [427], which the Dorians

probably brought with them, is echoed in the geometric style Creek vases

[425] where even the schematic outlines of the horse and bird recur, and in

the earliest architecture with its powerful and austere feeling [426] . . .

425. GREEK. Geometric vase. Beginning of the 7th century B.C.

426. GREEK. DORIC. Columns of the archaic temple of Apollo 427. EARLY IRON AGE (HALLSTATT). Bronze plaque. Haguenau

at Corinth. Museum.
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Lycia and Cilicia, during the 14th and 13th centuries.

This civilisation of Asia Minor had a great bearing on

Greece as a whole. It was there, especially in the 7th

and 6th centuries, that philosophic thought first made

its appearance. Thales, Anaximander and Anaximenes

came from Miletus, the strongest of the Greek coastal

cities. Persian ambition led to the conquest of Ionia as

early as 546, and the Persians destroyed the town in

494. Soon afterwards, following an attempted revolt, the

whole region was finally enslaved. At this time there

were still thinkers born on this soil who were to form, in

Magna Graecia (the Greek colonies in southern Italy)

and Sicily, the second phase of Greek philosophy. Pytha-

goras, born in 570 in Samos, settled in Croton; Xeno-

phon, born in Colophon, went to Elea, an Ionian colony

founded about the year 540, and when Heraclitus re-

mained in his native town of Ephesus, it was only to

watch the triumph of the Persians.

All this shows us the third element in the make-up of

the Greek genius: the influences from the East, which

were to make such a powerful contribution to the ad-

vance from the more typically European geometric style

towards a growing naturalism. The Hittite archives pro-

vide evidence of Achaean trading relations with Assyria

carried on through the medium of Syrian ports. The
Greeks of Asia Minor, by virtue of their very position,

were unable to avoid some contact with the Oriental

world, with its cloth, ivories, and bronzes, which helped

to spread the lesson of realism. This realism, already

anticipated by the Cretans and as yet at an immature
stage, was to be brought by the Greeks to its final per-

fection. It has often been pointed out how the Hellenes,

starting with the xoanon, the early wooden statue stiU

442 so like the original tree-trunk, caught up with that stage

in sculpture (where the Egyptians had stopped) in which
the artist could carve the left leg of a statue poised as

though it were about to take a step forward, how with

the archaic smile, which soon appeared on the lips, they

444 were to progress, stage by stage, towards that living per-

fection which no people before them had been able to

attain. But before a new art could emerge, composed of

these three elements (Creto-Mycenean survivals, the

barbaric Dorian contribution and the lessons learned

from the ancient Assyrians and Egyptians), Greece had
to enter a new phase of human society.

A new social environment: the democratic and trading city

The great agrarian empires of Egypt and Mesopotamia
had maintained, virtually unchanged, their thousand-
year-old social system. Rigidly hierarchical, headed by
a leader who governed by divine right with the co-

operation of the priests, it was a system which Persia was
to strengthen and uphold and which was to flourish anew
in Rome and then in Byzantium - in both cases where
the East again had the opportunity to become a living

example. Crete, about which so little is known through
lack of adequately deciphered manuscripts, had pointed
the way to a change. Resources, more maritime and
mercantile than agricultural, the position occupied by
metal in the economy and the division of land had
certainly weakened the monarch's position; the palace vvas

firmly entrenched within the city; even visibly, the king
was coming nearer to the people.

On the other hand the arrival of the Dorians introduced
into the Mediterranean world an entirely different orga-

nisation, in which the passive and conservative peasant

who had toiled on the land, his back bent beneath blows,

gave way to the soldier, who only occasionally turned his

hand to farming, and a nomadic soldier at that: 'the iron

man'. Stress has been put on the probable similarity

between these shifting communities subject to a military

leader, and, for example, the Bedouins, among whom the

position of sheikh is still controlled by public opinion.

Fritz Schachermeyr, in particular, has emphasised that

with a transitional period of an aristocratic warrior

society, of which the Achaean lords had already provided

a kind of feudal picture, there was, here, a step towards

the democratic city-state, the Greek Polis. It was a great

deal that the new social structure should be established

in a richer and more urban civilisation. Power passed

from the absolute monarch to the leader-prince with

limited authority, and from him to the citizen king.

We must not, however, be led astray by the term

'democracy'. The city-state — and Athens is the out-

standing example — which from the 5th century had

become the centre of civilisation, was, indeed, to be

governed by its citizens, once the age of tyrants which

flourished particularly in Asia Minor and Magna Graecia

was over. But it hardly corresponds to our idea of 'the

people'. In Athens scarcely one tenth of the inhabitants

possessed full civil and political rights. Leaving aside all

those who were debarred from their rights as citizens,

slavery produced a large class which provided the privi-

leged with a life of leisure reserved up till that time for

princes. Nausicaa had already declared to Ulysses that he

would find her mother 'sitting by the fireside with her

waiting-women behind her, while my father, his chair in

the flickering light, slowly sips his wine, like a god.'

Man was no longer dependent upon mysterious powers

which were beyond his grasp and which kept him in awe,

nor on their mediators. He lived by himself and for

himself; he devoted himself to the living of life. He felt

responsible both for himself and for the city-state. His

essential aim in life was no longer the service and glori-

fication of a supreme power. In an organised, free

society where religion offered everyday contact with gods

who were not unlike himself, the citizen found his

justification in pleasure, and so in the refinements of life.

The freedom of time, industry, and capital which royal

art had produced was to permit the growth of civic art.

This was to be an art that had almost nothing to do with

its original magic function, an art which was used

sparingly for religious purposes and which was intended

essentially to embellish everyday life.

This was a decisive step forward. Art suddenly became

free and independent, and with the classical era, the idea

of beauty — which up till this time had been only a part

of the creative instinct and which was now seized upon

by philosophers — took shape. In the Athens of the

5th and 4th centuries, philosophers and artists kept com-

pany. Plato, supposed to have been a painter in his youth,

points this out in his Dialogues in regard to Socrates who
was said to have been a sculptor. Art ceased to be exclu-

sively functional; it even went beyond the stage of a luxu-

rious art dedicated to a diety or a monarch to discover

that it could be enjoyed for itself. Democritus had already

called to mind the pleasure produced by looking at

works of art, and Aristotle was to say more explicitly:

'The beautiful is that which is desirable in itself.' For this

reason alone Greece would have opened a new era.
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428. GREEK. IONIC. The Erechtheum on the Acropolis, Athens. 430. RAS SHAMRA. Detail from a drawing of a gold cup. 1 450
Beginning of the 5th century B.C. to 1365 B.C.

429. GREEK. Hydriafrom Caere. Ionian style. Louvre.

jjmM

THE IONIAN SPIRIT

. . . Through the Ionian Greeks something of the flexible elegance of Asia [430]

and its vivid hunting scenes [429, 430] was absorbed, and the lonians, too.

were responsible for the introduction of voluted palmettes and capitals [428].
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Pericles was aware of its potential danger and abuse.

519 He only attached so much importance to the Panathenaea

so that beauty should once again be made to serve the

religious and civic ends of the community. After him,

Plato was worried by the appearance of the 'dilettantes':

we would call them 'aesthetes'. 'These people who have

a passion for fine music and plays,' he wrote in the

Republic, 'eagerly go in search of beautiful voices, colours

and form, and all works of art in which these elements are

present.' It is why, in his idea of 'the beautiful in itself

interdependent with 'the good', in his concern to teach

men to perceive its real nature and conform to it, he

showed his anxiety to check the rise of artistic pleasure

as an end in itself, cultivated solely for the enjoyment it

gave and released from all religious and moral obligations.

This reaction can be compared to the attack on the Soph-

ists who held, in the sphere of philosophy, that thought,

similarly, was an end in itself.

Art in accord with reality

Greek art, from this time, was to be essentially and

consciously conceived with the idea of giving 'delight' to

the spectator and was to seek to stimulate this delight

both through realism and harmony. Whether we turn to

Plato or Aristotle, or later to Xenocrates of Sicyon, the

3rd-century sculptor who wrote a treatise on painting

and sculpture which remained, it seems, of basic impor-

tance for the Romans, we are struck by the root nature

of the idea that art is above all the skill to render the

visual appearance of things. Mimesis (imitation) is the

formative rule both for Plato and Aristotle; but let it be

noted that when Plato observes this fact it is only to

deplore it, and to see precisely in this the inferiority of

art and its inability to achieve true beauty, which is ideal.

Anecdotes of the great painters which have been handed
down to us are rapturous in praise of their virtuosity in

irompe Vceil (birds tricked into coming to peck at the

grapes painted by Zeuxis, or Alexander's horse neighing

in front of its own picture).

Francois Chamoux recalls later in this chapter how the

demands of realism led to elaborate attempts at illusion

in the painting of statues whose present-day condition is

so far removed from what it once was.

This basic realism was an inevitable consequence of

the change in society. The new man, the citizen, was
becoming aware of his personal responsibilities. He
stopped being the obedient toy of natural forces and
human powers which were beyond his grasp and were
codified in those rites and traditions which he had had
merely to observe year in and year out. He judged and
decided for himself. He relied only on himself. That is

to say, every known fact came initially through what he
perceived and observed, i.e. through his senses. In the

6th century Heraclitus put first-hand investigation in the

place of inherited beliefs, and stated, 'the eyes are better

witnesses than the ears'. Individual observation, particu-

larly through sight, was after all especially important
for a seafaring people continuously forced through unpre-

dictable and urgent events to act on their own initiative.

All this is borne out — since the art and thought-of
a period are interdependent — by the fact that the first

Greek thinkers, the Eleatic philosophers of the 7th and
6th centuries, the real founders of philosophy, were above
all natural philosophers who looked for the causes of

phenomena by questioning experience and ruhng out

myth and mystery. On this point they were dependent

on those well-known facts which above all they took from
maritime and meteorological knowledge, seeking the

secret of things in the observation of the familiar world

around them — in analogies based on the evaporation of

water, on cloud formation, on the lightning flash, etc.

The herdsmen and farmers of Egypt and Mesopotamia,

in their earliest attempts to gain knowledge, relied on

little beyond their observation of the heavenly bodies.

Later, in the great urban centres, such as Athens at the

time of Socrates, this sense of observations, less con-

cerned with nature than with man, was to turn in the

direction of close self-examination arrived at through

reflection. Both culture and art came to be based more
and more firmly on man's knowledge of himself.

But this man was a citizen and not an isolated being.

He was man as a social entity and not yet an individual

with all the mystery that this idea was to produce in

regard to the uniqueness and peculiarity of the inner

being. He was man as a type, classical and average; be-

tween him and the modern introvert there is the same

gap as that which separates the Characters of Theo-
phrastus from the current psychology of the individual

being. He felt repugnance towards anything which set

other people apart. Without citing the tough collective

mould of Sparta, we can recall the distrust and enmity

which the Athenean reserved for the exceptional indi-

vidual. The archons were not elected but were chosen by
lot; and exile and ostracism, if not death, were reserved

for the man who, like Socrates, distinguished himself

from his fellow citizens. Such were to be the greatness

and the limitations of man's discovery of man.

Art in accord with reason

But this initial sketch would be lacking in an essential

feature if it were not pointed out that the Greeks, whose
country provided only moderate resources in the way
of hunting and agriculture, were primarily seafaring

traders, successors to the Creto-Myceneans, competing

with the Phoenicians as far afield as — and especially

along — the Spanish coast. It was a prologue to the more
dramatic struggle which was to take place between their

heirs, the Romans and the Carthaginians.

The farmer had his roots in traditions which, like his

land, were older than memory itself; the trader was

perpetually engaged in human change and exchange.

If in addition he was a sailor, his range of rough compari-

sons was extended. How many Greeks would have been

able to say along with Democritus, 'No one has travelled

more widely than I, seen more countries or climates, nor

heard more conversations from the lips of learned men.'

'Heard,' and consequently compared . . . What weight

have myths, and folkways and customs in face of that

constant lesson in relativity ? The intelligence, continually

driven from refuges where it might have grown torpid,

surges on and grows sharper. Religion expands, makes

itself acceptable and seeks some kind of middle term,

some form of syncretism. Very soon there was an attempt

to isolate the constant factors in human life, the permanent

foundation, and to strip away the emotional elements, in

order to uncover a basic ground of understanding. The
intellect set out to find the most important common
denominators. The Cretans had already progressed from

hieroglyphics to linear script; the Phoenicians, who suc-

ceeded to their enormous Mediterranean trade, had
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431. PERSIAN. Capital of a column from the palace of Artaxerxes 43 3. GREEK. The great Naxian sphinx. Originally set on a marble

at Susa. 464-358 B.C. Louvre. column 30 feet high. c. 575 B.C.

434. GREEK. Head of a youth. 500-490 B.C. Acropolis Museum.

HUMANISM AND ANIMAL CULTS

Although the Greeks were stror}glY aware of Persia arid Persian art, they , „

confronted the Host with a new spirit, the spirit of the West. 7he re/gn of

the huge and formidable beast, the embodiment of the forces of terror [431],

was over. Now man felt on an equal footing with the world of nature, but no

sooner had he won this peace than it became tinged with a gentle sense of

sorrow [434]. When the Greeks did adopt Asian monsters [432], copying

certain details like the sickle-shaped wings which were to disappear in later

years, they could not help making them more 'familiar' by giving them

a human face [433].

432. PERSIAN. ACHAEMENIAN. Winged lion with horns. Glazed

brick from Susa. Louvre.
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evolved an abstract alphabet. The Greeks went further,

to the very essence of the matter; they stripped down the

mental framework to reach the pure, intellectual mecha-

nism common to all men within the outer layer of the

local and particular. This was reason, and the laws which

governed its working were the rules of logic, which were

to find their definitive expression in Aristotle.

In this way the intellectual system was formulated,

a system which was to remain fundamental to the West

and was to be reinstated in all its power by 19th-century

science. (Lavoisier and Auguste Comte cited Aristotle

as their authority.) Reason, by applying the permanent

laws of logic to material supplied through the senses and

constituting the sole experience of objectivity, disentang-

led the truth. In art this was to be the principle of

classicism: to reproduce nature as it appeared, but to

correct it in accordance with intellectual standards.

Such an attitude runs a grave risk and invariably ends

by falling a victim to impoverishment through a narrow

conformity to pattern and to rules. The intellectual

aridity of Jacques Louis David and his followers has

provided the most recent example of this. It has been

called, very unfairly, 'academicism', after Plato's school.

Plato averted this danger by keeping a place for poetry.

By ruhng out the particular, he renounced the temporal

and the futilities of 'not being', in favour of a scale that

rose progressively towards Absolute Purity and the Idea;

transcending the powers of the senses and even of the

intelligence, it laid the foundations for the concepts of

the Universal and the Absolute, and thus prepared the

way for that of the Divine. For this power to transcend the

purely rational and mechanical, he acknowledged the

gift of creativity, i. e. inspiration. He invoked it in the

name of Eros, Love. In the Phaedrus he makes its con-

nection with art more expUcit: ,The man who should

arrive at the doors of artistic creation with none of the

madness of the Muses, would be conviced that technical

ability alone was enough to make an artist . . . what that

man creates by means of reason will pale before the art of

inspired beings.' It is true that in Plato there remains

a certain longing for mystery and myths which he revived

for their power as images; they are like perfume from the

East, which he had come so near to visiting on his travels.

Later, his successors, the Neo-Platonists, were to adopt

this use of myths.

There was no need for art to have risked overstepping

the natural boundaries of the Greek genius; the nature

of its sensitivity meant that it could reach the level of

poetry without abandoning its basic realism. It arrived at

that level by the single perfection of harmony.
So Greek art took shape. Based on the idea of accurate

truth to appearances, it made them subject to the most
subtle rules of rational thought; but more than this, the

ideas of verisimilitude and logic were transcended and
reconciled in their singleness of purpose: to give pleasure

to the eye and the mind.
So it is (to make use once more of an often-quoted

example) in the architecture of the Parthenon, where
everything is so directly adapted to the building's function
and the clear arrangement of its parts that the most
important horizontal, the horizontal of the roof, is curved
very slightly inwards; it was meant, in this way, to correct

the tension of the perspective and to restore the harmony
that might otherwise have been jeopardised. In that exqui-
sitely sensitive perception, in its never-satisfied quest for

excellence, in its poetry whose substance is neither reality

nor reason, lies the unforgettable triumph of Greek art.

The path followed by art

Is it now possible to estimate what progressive stages art

went through before it could arrive at that point of

understanding and accomplishment, as rational as it was

sensitive? Primitive man remained vulnerable in a mys-
terious world where chaotic forces were at work. He had
to divert and ward off the threats of some, inveigle the

goodwill of others; in an effective way, he had to impose

something of himself in terms of his body, his wishes and
intelligence, and by so doing guarantee his life. What we
caU art was for him a means of ensuring a certain degree

of control over forces which eluded his weak and inad-

equate physical grasp. He could in fact, by making an

imaginative representation of these forces, free himself of

them for ever, without stress or struggle.

At a very early stage that representation was executed

in the two ways open to it: on the one hand by means of

a reproduction that was as accurate, as suggestive of

visible appearances as it could be, by means of 'likeness' —
and this was the path of realism; on the other hand by

means of a conventional equivalent, a symbol based on

analogy — and therefore something which the mind rather

than the eye could understand. This was the stylised,

conventional form, but one endowed with a meaning: the

symbol, easily converted into a pattern by virtue of its

abstract structure and regular simplicity.

The geometric decorative sign, because of the very

facility with which it could be produced, was bound to

keep its important position among the least skilled

civilisations, termed 'barbarian' by the others, and chiefly

those civilisations in Europe which had remained prehis-

toric in spite of the discovery of metals like bronze and

iron. The Mediterranean civilisations, proud of their

growing technical dexterity, opted rather for realism,

which they were continually trying to perfect. While

keeping a place for the symbol, which was becoming

more a purely linear decoration, Egypt and Mesopotamia,

the great agrarian empires, concentrated on the art of

the double or replica: the replica of a god in statue form

which guaranteed his jealously guarded presence; the

replica of the devout man fixed for all eternity in acts of

worship or of making an offering, which were thus en-

sured of being efficacious; replicas of creatures or things

without which the dead man would be unable to live

happily in the hereafter.

Very soon the sovereigns of these empires (and this

extended increasingly to the nobles who surrounded

them) discovered a new use for this skill in making

replicas. When an event passed away and was lost in time,

it could be kept alive in the memory by the making of

a picture of it. Commemorative art, the earliest example

of which is found perhaps in the prehistoric paintings

of eastern Spain and of Africa, thus preserved for the fu-

ture, mostly in the lasting and flexible form of the bas-

relief, a particular battle in honour of the king, then, as

much for his enjoyment as honour, some hunting episodes

recording one of the most memorable pleasures of his

Ufe. (It is not, moreover, beyond the bounds of possibility

that the struggle against wild animals, like that against

men, had been the chief duty of the protector-leader.)

So art was learning to immortalise essential human
activity, just as literature was turning towards the epic.
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CHINESE. White pottery of late Shang Dynasty.

Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C.
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GREECE AND PERSIA

Two worMs, two souls: in Persia the vast orchitecwrol scale [435] vanishes

into the bound/ess distance, while the disciplined harmony of the Greek

temple [437] finds its setting in the countryside's well-defined boundaries:

similarly, the b/oodthirsty exploits of kings slaughtering wild beasts (at first

real and later symbolic), taken from Assyria [436] by the Achaemenian

Persians [438], gives place to the quiet meditation of a thoughtful Athena

[439].

435. PERSIAN. Ruins of Persepolis. Achaemenian period. 436. ASSYRIAN. Hunting scene, detail from a bas-relief.

6th century B.C. British Museum.

438. Be/ow left. PERSIAN. ACHAEMENIAN. Darius fighting a

monster. Here the king is a 'superman' attacking an evil spirit.

437. GREEK. Detail of columns of the temple of Aphaia at Aegina. 439. 6e/ow right. GREEK. The Mourning Athena. Before 450 B.C.

c. 480 B.C. Acropolis Museum, Athens.

Opposite FRANCE. The Vix krater. End of 6th century B.C.

Bronze.
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But art did not then emerge from the province of those

powers; once it had ensnared and tamed them it celebrated

436, 438 them, for war and hunting still represented the practice

and intoxicating display of powers that were the prerog-

atives of men. The highly developed and refined Cretans,

following the same path, were to celebrate the more

delicate pleasures of life. The Egyptians had depicted

these joys in hfelike scenes called for by their funeral

rites. The Cretans, increasingly dedicated to pleasure,

portrayed the prince holding a lily, walking peacefully

among the flowers in his garden. Hedonism was taking

shape, the first form of aestheticism, which in the strict

sense of the word (Greek aisthetokos: to perceive), des-

cribes an 'art of the senses'.

Greek art, reduced under the impact of the Dorians to

425 a form of symbolic stylisation, was, with geometric art,

to retrace rapidly the road of representation — initially of

magico-religious significance (as Fran9ois Chamoux will

point out, vestiges of this were to survive), later straight-

forwardly hedonistic. For the first time man had found

a way of life in which he had achieved a balance with

the external forces of the universe and had, by explana-

tion, dispersed their oppressive mystery; he had reached

the point where the sheer pleasures of being and living

could flourish freely. He could, at last, turn his thoughts

towards himself.

Greece and Persia: for and against humanism

So, little by little, man drew back the curtain ofthreatening

shadows and finally came to estabhsh himself as the

centre of light and interest. As has often been stressed,

the art which appeared in Greece was a humanist art.

It was humanist in subject matter: it put an end to the

reign of the animal which had been initiated in the Palaeo-

lithic, in hunting magic. This reign of the animal had
continued in the animal totems which, in the Egyptian

nomes, became an actual pantheon of gods. It had been
kept alive because of the priority of hunting among regal

and princely pleasures from the time of the pharaohs and
the Assyrian potentates down to the Achaean lords of the

period following the Cretan interlude. Man no longer felt

obliged to assert himself by demonstrating the superior-

ity of his strength over a defeated animal; he dared to

think that it was enough for him to be and to know himself.

True, representations of human beings had made their

appearance in the Aurignacian, but, mostly depicting the

female form, they were merely magic fertility symbols.
434 Now the human being was portrayed for his own sake,

for his beauty, which had become art's sole theme.
So here we have the first opposition to Persian art. The

431, 432 Persians had maintained that animal tradition, so meticu-
lously elaborated by the Egyptians and Mesopotamians,
which was later to be passed on via Luristan and the

Scythians towards the north and the Asian steppes and
from there to be carried eastwards to China, and then into

Europe. It finally reached Europe with the great wave
of barbarian invasions and eventually pervaded, owing to

the link with Byzantium, the entire mediaeval Christian
world with its bestiaries and its collections of Roman-
esque and Gothic monsters.

Yet Greek art was also humanist in a more fundamental
way, because it made man 'the measure of all things', as

Protagoras, during the second half of the 5th century,
stated in his famous definition. Man became the measure
of all things, not in any empirical or practical sense, as in

Egypt and Chaldea, but, as it were, in a philosophic

sense. It was in relation to man that the world was meas-

ured; it was in relation to man that it was explained, and

so the universe, freed of everything that was inhuman,
mysterious and threatening, seemed everywhere to hold

his reflection.

Persian art, on the other hand, sought not to link itself

to the human scale but to go beyond it. While Greek art 439

intended to reduce everything complex and confused to

an intelligible distinct unity, the former brought into

play the idea of the 'innumerable' in order to suggest the

feeling of infinity where all thought vanished. So we find

the same monotonous figure (such as an archer) repeated 177. 17

inexhaustibly as far as the eye can see, merging bewilder-

ingly into an ensemble to which there seems no end.

While everything for the Greek centred on a rational

and unified truth reached through close harmony of body 439

and mind, of the physical and mental working together,

the Persian gave to future thought a duahsm based on the

opposite attraction of poles, the eternal struggle between

good and evil and the endless antagonism of spirituality

and sensuality which Christianity, through its original

connection with the East, was again to take up as the

conflict between body and soul.

This desire for unity impelled the Greeks to achieve

its visual expression through emphasis on form and
therefore on contour, which defines form and brings it

into relief. The Persians, however, were bewitched

by everything expansive, by the splendour of colour and

by gold and light. This contrast has many consequences:

form satisfies, strengthens and confirms the intelligence;

colour and light, on the other hand, have a mysterious

effect on the nervous system and the sensibilities which

still remains unexplained. While Greek art, then, aimed to

give complete satisfaction to the mind's taste for positive

clarity, Persian art opened the way for the disturbing

power of suggestion. It would use this power in the

service of mystic revelation, which is beyond the grasp

of pure intelligence, and later this power would appear

in Byzantine art in which the heritages of Greece and

the Near East merged. But with Greece and Persia in

opposition, we haye reached the time when these two

basic and incompatible movements, which we shall dis-

cover again and again throughout the course of art histo-

ry, were determined.

The natural environments of these two peoples con-

firmed them in their vocations. The scale of the Greek

countryside, easily encompassed by the eye, and the sea, 437

which was never very far away, undoubtedly helped to-

wards man's smooth establishment of himself at the very

heart of things, things which, in future, were to be sub-

ordinate to him. The Persian, swallowed up in the

vastness of the empire, toiled along roads which stretched 435

from horizon to horizon; he lived his Ufe on the great

desert plateaux, but he was almost unaware of where

the roads led or of what lay beyond the horizons.

So the Greek, restricted by his natural surroundings,

always moved towards a centre of security where he could

feel at home. He rejected both the too large and the too

small, and this search for the 'middle way', from which

the entire Aristotelian ethic was to be drawn, brought

him back inevitably to man, since it was only in relation

to him that things were judged to be large or small. It

was Aristotle himself who thought of applying this

attitude to art and to the proportions proper to the
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440. GREEK. The tholos (round temple) on the Marmaria terrace,

Delphi.
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441. Left. ASSYRIAN. Statue of Assurnasirpal. (885-860 B.C.)

442. Right. Hera of Samos. c. 540-520 B.C. Louvre.

sculptor and the architect. The Persian, on the other hand,

remained true to imperial megalomania; he never tired

of the gigantic, which impressed man because it over-

whelmed him and reduced him to nothing. The height

and vastness of the Persian palace halls and the inex-

haustible repetition of columns aimed to dwarf the person

who entered. The dream of Babylon, handed down
through the Bible, of a Tower of Babel which would have

touched the heavens was the symbol of Persian ambition;

the Greek would have been able only too well to accept

the moral of its ultimate failure. Is this not the very

significance of the Median wars in which that sense

of human proportion, dear to the Hellenes, succeeded in

destroying the excesses represented by the colossus ?

Nature clarified through form

But what Hellenism tried to overcome or to rule out,

both in philosophy and art, was the very thing which
most eluded man's nature and understanding; it was not

solely the infinite and immeasurable but the elusive idea

of flux. There lay the world's real mystery, the threshold

which human understanding could not cross. Greek art

and thought only found a final standpoint in 5th- and
4th-century Attica. Prior to this, the first great Ionian
thinkers had grappled with these two troublesome ideas.

The problem of the infinite had already been broached
by Anaximander and Anaximenes, and that of eternal

flux by Heraclitus; until everything whirled and spun,
he leaned over that abyss into which, in later years, the

Greeks refused to look; he juggled with everything that

was most opposed to rational understanding: the coex-

istence of opposites, and the perpetual passing and change
of things which by their very nature were unstable and
fleeting. None of this was to be followed up, and later

generations were to call him 'the obscure one'. Subse-
quently the sole endeavour of Greek thought, and this

affected Greek art, was to make the world intelhgible:

in other words to make it conform to the laws of reason
and to reduce the infinite or unlimited to that order and
imity formulated by Plato. We should not, however,
forget, at the risk of misunderstanding this early achieve-

ment from which this discipline was to emerge, that

Plato's master, Cratylus, was thought to have improved
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445. Caryatids on the Erechtheum.

c. 440-430 B.C.

446. Dancers from an acanthus column.

Marble. First quarter of the 4th century

B.C.

447. Victory leading a bull. Temple

of Athena Nike c. 430-400 B.C. Acropolis

Museum, Athens.

proportions which carried the laws of the intellect within

the very framework of the work of art. 'A work of art,'

Lucian was to say, 'demands an intelligent observer who
would not be satisfied with visual enjoyment but who
would also reason out what he saw.'

Polycleitus had written a treatise on his art, devoted

to a system of proportions of the human body. Archi-

tecture and sculpture soon revealed on examination that

their assured harmony relied on a numerical system of

relationships between the parts and the whole.

We speak of a 'numerical system'. In fact, the artist's

attempt to make the accidental appearance of things pre-

sented by the chances of Nature conform to the concep-

tions of the mind was shown in the earliest times through

geometric stylisation. We have already noted this sty-

lisation in the Aurignacian Venuses and we shall find

it again in pre-Hellenistic art in the Cycladic idols, which

were reduced to simplified planes cut into rectangles and

ovals. The Greek spirit was not satisfied with this solu-

tion. Geometric stylisation could develop only at the

expense of realism since it substituted arbitrary abstract

form for natural appearance. Now, as we have seen, mi-

mesis was of basic importance in Greek art. How, then,

were the Greeks to uphold realism and yet make form

subject to intellectual ideas ? They did it by substituting

mathematics for geometry and by merely regulating the

visible appearances by a flexible calculation of relation-

ships, which sprang from the same principle. This at-

tempt was the reflection, in terms of art, of a comparable

wish that Greek philosophy had often had, to explain

the world by means of a secret arithmetic, to clarify it

through numbers.

In the 6th century Pythagoras seemed, in his meta-

physical system, to have elaborated those principles

which were later to govern art: this involved the tran-

sition from geometry to numerical relationships condi-

tioning figures and the introduction of harmonic pro-

portions. It was to introduce into thought, in contrast to

the Ionian attempt to explain the universe with material

sense perception as its starting point, the opposing at-

titude, which made the universe follow from totally ab-

stract, almost mathematical, principles. In fact, Greek

philosophy was to waver between these two methods of

finding the truth - the one relying on the senses, the

other on pure rationalism. There was no attempt to rec-

oncile these two incompatible attitudes until Aristotle

stated that the general, logical ideas governing both were

arrived at by the activity of the intelligence which itself

was based on the initial contribution of the senses, the

source of all experience.

The Greek philosophers were to overcome this dualism

only with great difficulty in the 4th century, but the Greek

artists were to make it the very basis of their achievement.

This achievement, in fact, came into being through the

synthesis of these two attitudes. The convinced realism

of Greek art led to an untiring search for more flexibility

and refinement with which to reproduce what was seen

by the eye; yet the Greek artist reduced that external

truth, without any distortion, to an entirely intellectual

combination of rhythm and proportion which could be

clarified and justified by number. In the same way the

architect was concerned with the close reconciliation of

what we shall call 'the functional' and with proportions

intended to be intellectually satisfying.

So man, placed face to face with art for the first time,

meant to bring it to fruition without ever disclaiming

himself; he pursued it in a spirit of truth which held fast

to what he had seen with his own eyes, and in a spirit

of logical, harmonious unity which was the purest expres-

sion of the demands of his reason. While he understood

that achievement could only come through transcendence,

he did not try to find it in a sphere beyond those solid

facts permitted to man, but in an ever growing, ever more

exacting perfection, which compelled him not to under-

value himself but to pursue infinitely whatever he pos-

sessed only in the shape of desire and potentiality. It was

this idea of boundless progress and untiring perfectionism

which saved Greek art from the aridity in which many

of its imitators have left it, for, to use the language of

mathematicians, 'it stretches to infinity', to that infinity

which, once discovered, is perfect beauty. 'It is then, if

ever, my dear Socrates,' as Plato wrote in the Symposium,

'that a man's life is worth living, when he looks on that

which is beautiful in itself. . . simple, pure, distinct, no

longer tainted by human flesh, by colour and by all

these mortal inanities.'
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THE ORIGINS OF GREEK ART charUs Pkard

In years past there was talk of the 'Greek miracle' and

the term remains valid if we are thinking not so much

of the problem of how archaic Greece began but of its

marvellous achievement in the sphere of art. Charles

Picard, one of the greatest authorities on this subject,

analyses the complex factors in the emergence of

archaic Greek art and shows how it is only in recent years

that the pre-Hellenic tradition, in contrast to the 'barbaric

'

contribution of the Dorians, has proved to be

of the utmost importance.

Dogmatism finds a more fertile ground in which to thrive

in periods which history and art books have mistakenly

ignored throughout the years. It was universally assumed

that primitive Greece only began to stir again with the

arrival of the Dorians. Also, all the claims made to explain

the emergence of the new Greece were tinged with 'to-

talitarian' overtones: everything was put down, for ex-

ample, to the influence of Crete, or of the lonians or the

Dorians, according to the whim of the particular modern
commentator. What we shall try to do here is to discuss

impartially the comparative rights and merits of the theo-

ries of pan-Cretanism, pan-Daedalism and pan-Hittitism,

as well as those increasingly futile controversies that have

not even put the preliminary pan-Ionian versus pan-

Dorian contest in the background where it belongs. We
must also bear in mind the claims of those people who
are at the moment trying to expand the record of Phoe-

nician trading and extend the activity of this extraordi-

narily eclectic people to beyond the end of the 2nd mil-

lennium and outside the boundaries of the Near East.

The origins of the new Greece

The only real problem is to do our best to avoid the

many forms of uncompromising extremism so as to be

able to restore where necessary to Telepinus as well as

Cadmus and to Dido as well as the Ionian Theseus, the

'law-giver' and lover of Ariadne, and even, indeed, to

Homer, whatever is their respective due. Perhaps the

genus irritabile of scholars and art historians (whom we
sometimes like to look upon as the high priests of modern
times) would have thrown up a less baffling crop of con-

tradictions if only it had been possible — without preju-

dice and without losing sight of the everyday life of

the tiny Hellenic nation from its beginnings — to

parcel out the share of influences with a little more
wisdom so that we might have reached a better idea of

the different forms of nascent originahty: that delight in

living freely and in looking the world in the face and that

new spiritual potential that first made its appearance in

the rather sharp Hellenic springtime, but so much more
forcefully than it had ever done elsewhere. In this chapter

we shall watch it growing in strength throughout a period

of five centuries; it was never again to disappear from
this world in which we live.

Otfried Miiller had the Dorians marching into Sparta,

where he settled them securely all over that large penin-
sula which Sophocles still insisted on calling the 'Island

of Pelops'. Now Pelops was an Anatolian: true, he had
to stoop to treachery in order to gain favour for himself

as a wealthy foreigner at Pisa-Olympia among the out-

worn privileges and decaying palaces of Oenomaus, who
only with the greatest reluctance consented to become
his father-in-law and died for it. The truth of the matter

was that Hippodamia, the heiress to the palace, impatient

to start living her own life, had secretly favoured their

visitor with her smiles; now, he had probably managed
to secure into the bargain the treacherous servant Myr-
tilus, a local charioteer, as an accomplice to help him
put his underhand plans into effect during the race. It

is not mere chance that this name should be curiously

reminiscent of Mursilis, the name of some of the Hittite

kings. Were there not similar connections between the

name of Telepinus and Telephus whoreturned to Mysia
from Arcadia with his mother, Auge, who later became
a mother goddess in Asia? The mountainous land of

Arcadia, 'as ancient as the moon', was precisely the place

that was supposed to have escaped the elusive Dorians.

As for the Eurotas valley at the foot of the forbidding

Taygetus Mountains, if its countryside and moors had

been able to hold some of the problematical 'invaders'

from the Balkans, it still kept, from Vaphio to Amyclae,

a past that was even more strongly pervaded by the Orien-

tal influences of pre-Hellenic times. Had it not been, at

the time of the Trojan War, the Homericfief of Menelaus,

the bewildered husband of Helen of Sparta who one day

unconcernedly transferred her household to the palace

of Priam and Paris in Troy ? Amyclaean Apollo, helmeted,

horned and bearded lover of the fated Hyacinthius,

showed a kinship with Ionian and Carian Anatolia

and with Cyprus. WTien the last migrants to arrive from

the north found most of the land overcrowded and set

off once more from the Peloponnese, it was not by pure

chance that they steered towards the Levant, to such

islands as Thera and Rhodes, and to Halicarnassus. This

ethnic movement, undoubtedly less ominous than the

movements that still cause continual earth tremors in the

Aegean, had come to an end by the latter part of the

9th century. But Sparta and Olympia, in any case, had

given up none of the customs during this time of colonis-

ing Anatolia. In Laconia it was the practice down to

classical times to celebrate the Lydian procession in the

sanctuary of Orthia-Aotis, the 'Oriental goddess'. The
dances and initiation ceremonies called for by this god-

dess (so very like the Phrygian Cybele, the great mother

of Ephesus, and Leucophryne of Magnesia) were signi-

ficantly suggestive of Oriental rites. For many years artists

and poets (Alcman, Bathycles, etc.), brought from Sardis

and Magnesia, did not feel they were living as exiles on

the banks of the Eurotas. The huge altar of ashes was

always kept at Olympia, just like the altars of the Di-

dymaeum at Miletus. The Bronze House at Sparta had

figured revetments that copied the distant gates of the

Balawat temple, the pride of Urartu. We are forced to

admit that there is nothing to be found in the pseudo-

northern contribution that might be brought to balance,

in terms of time and space, these Anatohan influences;

moreover, we should remember that the first examples of

the megaron were found at Troy and the first Mycenean

tholoi at Arpachiyah a few miles from Nineveh.

Beyond the persistent and surviving traces of Crete

and the Anatohan world — from Phrygia to Lycia —
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448. Types of megaron temple. The great halls of the Mycenean

palaces. Left to right: Dreros, Thasos, Neandria, Prinias B, Pri-

nias A.

449. Ruins of the Heraeum at Delos. 10th century B.C.

450. Left. Model of a shed-type dwelling in terra cotta, from the

Heraeum at Argos. (After Muller.) Right. Model of a house in the

form of a small shrine, from the sanctuary of Hera Limenia at

Perachora. (After Payne.)

where will we find stylistic and artistic principles that

might really be part of the contribution of the Dorian

conquerors ? Almost the only point upon which there is

complete agreement is that these nomadic tribes professed

contempt for art and that when they armed themselves

for their raids they boasted that they cotild plough

only with their spears —

The earliest architecture

After the changes of the year 1200, nothing of the pre-

Hellenic past was forgotten in Greece. The Artemisium
at Ephesus, built on the Anatolian slopes, with a history

that can be traced from at least 800 and to which the

Cretan Chersiphron of Cnossus, one of the first-known

Greek builders (along with the Samians, Rhoecus and

Theodorus) added new features (on the pattern of the

Asian megaron), had once been a vast, open-air temenos

where the sacred tree was worshipped with dances, incan-

tations and sacrifices. Sacred places at Didyma and Do-
dona had, like this, originally been set in the open air.

The Delphinium at Miletus and the Delium at Paros, as

well as many other places of worship, were to remain

true in pattern to the temenos — a sacred precinct, of

which Plato's Academy in the 4th century was still a clas-

sic example, with its Garden of the Muses and its great

sepulchres. The plan of the Trojan megaron was adopted

for roofed temples, which in Crete and at Mycenae,

Tiryns and Eleusis had supporting columns made of

wood that were tapered away at the bottom like stakes

driven into the ground. This structure is thought to have

originated in the north because of the sloping roof (which

was gradually replacing the flat roof and which, it was

thought, would allow rain water to flow away more easi-

ly). But paradoxically it is precisely in the wooded regions

of northern Greece that often have sudden showers of

torrential rain that this type of megaron is most rare on

those very routes supposedly taken by the invaders.

Primitive temples, from Thermos to Delos, that have

come to light are mysteriously small, like the Cnossian

shrines; this can be seen, for example, at Delos in the

Artemisium of the sacred 'treasury' and in the first He-

raeum at the foot of Mount Cynthus. The oldest He-

raeum, one of the temples in the Altis at Olympia in the

Peloponnese, was scarcely any larger. This building had

been surrounded by an alsos (a wooden palisade) in the

days when the shepherds of Pisatis used to come there

to make their pastoral offerings at festival times and camp
in their low huts, built with a rear apse. Architecture in

the east developed slowly after the old Heraeum at Samos,

which, despite its peristyle, is contemporary with the

small shed-house of the Heraeum at Argos and the tiny

shrine of Hera Limenia at Perachora. Nowadays we are

no longer obliged to make do with the old hypothetical

plans and introductions of architects of different schools

in order to prqduce purely imaginative, pointless, dia-

grammatic sub-divisions of megara, either set back to

back or coupled together. We know of too many real,

quite humble, ruins of small megara which succeeded

the Mycenean sanctuaries: at Thermos, Eleusis, Thasos,

Vroulia (Rhodes) and Dreros (the Delphinium) and in

Crete. Oval or rectangular in shape and, as a general rule,

very elongated, they sometimes had a slender axial colon-

nade that supported a light roof down the centre. They

had wall ledges, inside and out, in the Minoan style. Akin

to those shrines where sacred objects were kept (treas-
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B.C.

. Statuette of Apollo (front and side view). Bronze. 7th century

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

uries) and usually built close by, they had rather the

same kind of decoration, possibly a little less splendid;

the holy statue, by sacred prerogative, was set at the far

end. The vital, major change in architecture was that

these holy places became completely independent of the

palaces that had fallen into disrepute. They were moved
from the acropohs-citadels and were built apart in the

pasture lands of the plains, either within or outside the

cities. But they were set, we should remember, in the

holiest spots of the countryside. These cultural changes

must surely have stemmed from the easily outraged dig-

nity of the new gods whom the patriarchal attitudes of

the Indo-Europeans had completely transformed and who
had come from the East to settle in Olympus and Olym-
pia. These new gods, like Demeter at Eleusis, sometimes

demanded dwelling places built on high ground, above

but still in touch with the ordinary mortals. They had

left the aristocratic private chapels of the palaces.

The first sacred buildings belonged entirely and solely

to the gods themselves; worshippers never went inside

to pray but offered up their sacrifices on the outside altar,

before the door of the temple. Megaron B at Thermos
can be dated about 900 and so helps to estabUsh the

dating of certain changes that probably took place about

the year 1000. The small Greek temple of this time, in

several places, was still suggestive of the Cretan larnakes,

the rectangular dwelling-places of the dead; these chests

with gabled lids and two end 'pediments' would seem

to offer the most certain and direct precedents on a re-

duced scale of the buildings that were dedicated to the

new gods and heroes.

\^j^^

Sculpture before the archaic period

In 1200 the ancestral tradition of Cycladic idols, the

xoana, carved in wood and either left bare or coated with

gold leaf, similar to the human figures depicted on the

Dipylon vases, was still ahve. Sculpture had not yet bro-

ken free from its matrix, but its primitive roughness was

already vital and exciting. At Samos there were pains-

taking carpenters who, without any really adequate tools,

had already squared up, cut and planed the outer surfaces

of planks and beams. Gradually, inert opaque matter was

being subjected to human workmanship; man was bring-

ing his imagination to bear upon it.

A continuous progression led up to these first sacred

statues that, in various places were thought to be alive

and revengeful. The xoana before Solon's time were al-

ready something more than pictographs of the human
body. They had one foot (the left) before the other, in

the Egyptian style; shortly afterwards, the arm was hfted

from the side and a timid hand was placed on the breast,

in the manner of the Auxerre goddess or of one of the

female figures of the ivory group in the Pierpont Morgan
Collection, Metropolitan Museum, New York. A famous

terra cotta from Samos (c. 8th century), provides us with

a forerunner of the Kouros type. As yet it is far removed

from the first Attic Kouroi or those of the school of the

Dipylon master, and from the more earthy Kouroi in the

'Solonian' style with which the over life-size Sunium stat-

ues can be grouped. But already it has a burning indi-

viduality of its own. A comparison of the earUest bronzes

452. Apollo from Thasos. End of the 7th century B.C.

453. DAEDALIC. The Auxerre goddess. Last quarter of the

7th century B.C. Louvre.

451

453

454
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that were produced, from Luristan to Sardinia, should

shed light on this gradual movement towards the lifelike.

We see the earliest signs and the progressive strengthen-

ing of pure Greek monumentahty emerging slowly from
the earliest folk-art productions. These works are enli-

vened by a feeling of everyday life and, even at this time,

are far bolder and more expressive in gesture than clas-

sical sculptures.

454. Two female figures. Ivory. 7th century B.C. Metropolitan 455. Breast-plate (whole and detail) from Olympia. 6th century

Museum of Art. Gift of]. Pierpoint Morgan, 1918. B.C. (After Bulletin de correspondance hell^nique.)

So a new picture emerges of Greece and her earliest

artists, a Greece, moreover, that is usually termed 'bar-

barian', but this country was always intent upon the

voices of the age-old civilisations about her and was

beginning to absorb their lessons. When the time came,

Greece was to pass on her decorative skill not only to

Europe, but also to Iranian Asia tmder the Achaemenids.

This was an effect of the perpetual interchange of influ-

ences between East and West, the only one of these move-
ments for which we have sound evidence at this date.

The many foundries set up in all parts of Greece

produced works which, a good while before 700, were

quite distinct and individual. At this period we are far

from the time when the little bronze ex votos in the shape

of animals got their conventional form from the tanned

skins of beasts, which were stretched out and then folded

back along the axis of the spine. The baldric and sling of

the Olympian buckler that have been found, with myth-

ological ornamentation, could not have been as sophisti-

cated as they were by the 6th century without the progress

that had been made in the Argivo-Corinthian bronze

plaques, for example. Architectural decoration, both with-

in and without, profited from a long line of minor at-

tempts. In the course of five centuries the intelligence 456. Seated figure. Bronze, 8th century i.e. Walters Art Gallery,

was brought to bear upon the basic excitement of visual 6o/t/more, Maryland.

impressions, and this prepared the way for that archaic

art which is so much admired today. 457. Boeotian goddess. Terra cotta. c. 700 B.C. Louvre.
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It woulJ be rash to lay down artificial divisions for
Greek art in the course of its progress, and to base the
stages of historical chronology upon those changes which
developed quite independently from the rigidity of the
archaic period to the relaxed freedom of later art. There
would be too great a risk of hardening the imaginative
beauty of archaic art and the earhest Greek sculpture.

At this point it would be both satisfying and completely
legitimate to give particular emphasis to those works
which are usually called 'minor arts'. A question well
worth studying is the relationship between monumental
sculpture as it appeared in Greece in the middle of the
7th century and the small bronze, clay and ivory figu-

7 rines of the previous centuries. These objects are not
only curious in themselves but are extraordinarily thin,
almost without bodily substance, and are rather like in-
sects of a fantastic size. They help us to solve certain
mysteries of an age that was in no way static. In the 7th
century Cycladic sailors were considered to be the most
skilful seafarers among the Greeks, and they came back
laden with foreign cargoes; the many monumental and
hfe-size statues in the islands seem to point to the fact
that Cycladic artists and craftsmen drew their inspiration
from what they could find to admire in Mesopotamia,
Anatolia, Phoenicia and, especially, Egypt, where the
lonians were at a very early date and where, a little later,
towards the end of the 7th century, they were to settle
and carry on their trade.

The geometric style

Great attention should be paid to this easily overlooked
material as well as to metal-work, and to such remains
as there are of painting, which was itself a very old art
at this time. This should not surprise us, for it is a mistake
to thmk that it had completely disappeared. It continued
to be used for the decoration of larnakes and walls long
after the time of the lyre player of the Hagia Triada
sarcophagus (c. 1200) and the paintings in the palaces of
Mycenae, Thebes and Tiryns. Votive panels, too, were
adorned with paintings, as we should know from the
discovery of painted ex votos in the Nymphs' Cave at
Pitsa, near Corinth.

Some idea of great paintings that have vanished is pro-
vided by the wonderful figured vases from Athens and
other centres. Attica had from the time of the Achaeans
a history that was more accessible and far more complex
than that of Orchomenus in Boeotia, plundered by
Thebes, or even of the great sub-Mycenean centres
in the Peloponnese.

Until the tyranny of Pisistratus and his sons, who still
lived on the Acropolis, the city of Aegeus and Theseus
was ruled by kings and by the old aristocratic families
whose modest dwellings, huddled together, can be dis-
tinguished near the Erechtheum. The legend of the fight
against the Dorians and King Codrus' noble sacrifice
matched the deep-rooted traditional consciousness of this
province that had preserved its autochthony against no-
madic tribes and where the present drew continual strength
trom the past, especially in the arts. The Dipylon vases
covered with triumphant scenes, often glorified the heroeswho worked for political unity, the great lords of the
Acropohs and the tenacious hoplites, who, step by step,
drove back the Eleusinians and the people of Chalds
trom Euboea.
From the geometric period to the time of proto-Attic
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pottery the scenes on these huge vases reveal a far greater
sense of continuous history than one might have im-
agined. In the study of art, to think of these vases as
monotonous, as is often done, shows the greatest lack
of attention. Those who recently talked of an 'effervescent
period' were probably nearer the truth. The artists of
the Greek world, not merely in Athens but also in Eleusis
Argos and the Cyclades (Naxos), worked to bring about
the vital elegance of archaic art. It was not only Crete in
Its late period (wrongly termed Daedalic) from which
the provinces, enlarged under Theseus, could learn.
Any disparaging undertones in descriptions of geo-

metric Greek art are therefore quite unwarranted since
It was probably the most Greek of all the arts, drawing
Its strength from the logical elaboration of elements that
were at root abstract. It might be better to call it 'math-
ematical', for it achieved its effects by variations on orna-
mental themes that always retained their simplicity. Take,
for example, the meander, the diamond, the zigzag, etc

'

they were not the mere husks of natural, living forms!
This becomes clear enough if we consider the great feel-
ing for nature and vigorous movement that reappeared
with the proto-Attic period, as is shown in the monumental
Gorgon Vase from Eleusis.

Greek style emerged on its own, the product of its
own internal laws. How else could it have kept its inde-
pendence, both in motif and style. The artist of these
vases was closely bound by the laws of the object he was
decorating. He was a dynamic artist who chose discipline
and severity of his own accord and who gradually con-
quered rhythm, proportion and harmony. A disciplined
beginning was very necessary for the subsequent develop-
ment of Greek art; for with this as the starting point it

was possible to adapt the patterns which had emerged
to the structure of society.

458, Left. Attic Dipylon vase. 9th-8th centuries B.C. British
Museum.

459. Right. Proto-Attic vase. Early 7th century B.C. Musee St
Raymond, Toulouse.



GREEK ART FROM THE SIXTH TO THE

FOURTH CENTURIES Francois Chamoux

We can only reach a just appreciation of the importance

and nature of Greek art if we reject certain conventional

ideas and contemporary prejudices which tend to

underestimate it by confusing it with academic classicism.

Greek art has in fact kept its place as one of the most

vital of all the arts of all time.

By the end of the 7th century Greek expansion through-

out the Mediterranean had almost come to an end. For

the next three hundred years Hellenic civilisation was to

be at its height. The rapid development of economic,

social and political organisation within the basic frame-

work of the city-state, which at first grew strong and later

disintegrated, encouraged a bold spirit in thought and art.

Greek art

This great creative period has left us an extraordinarily

rich literature, as well as a great many significant, if often

mutilated, monuments. To further our understanding of

this people, who are of supreme importance in our own

history, we can make use of both literary and archaeo-

logical sources. It follows that the art historian cannot

neglect the first to the exclusive advantage of the second;

in the sphere of classical Greece the archaeologist must

also be a Hellenist.

There is all the more reason for this since the work of

art at this time was rarely intended simply for aesthetic

enjoyment. The Greeks had almost no idea of a work of

art divorced from the practical or rehgious purpose for

which it was primarily designed. The idea of art for art's

sake was foreign to the Hellenic way of thinking. The

work of art, then, invariably poses a difficult problem of

interpretation. It is only after this that the question of an

aesthetic judgment can be brought in; otherwise there

is danger of serious misunderstanding. Recent studies

have provided some fine examples of the important modi-

fications which a new approach can make to the way we

appreciate a masterpiece. Today we can no longer think

of the Aphrodite of Cnidus as simply a study of a female

nude, since it has been shown that Praxiteles' work was

conceived in an atmosphere of religious devotion. On the

other hand, the famous bas-rehef of the Mourning Athena

appears in a completely different hght as soon as it is

recognised for nothing but a victorious athlete's votive

offering. We sometimes miss the delightfully tempting

speculations which these scholarly commentaries have

now replaced with the unadorned truth, but it is up to

the historian to understand records, not to encourage

flights of fancy.

Classical Greek art is an art charged with meaning that

appeals as much to the intelligence as to the sensibiUty.

It has a message that, first and foremost, must be under-

stood. When it comes to the appreciation of a building's

qualities, the fact that it may be a temple, a treasury,

a propylaeon or a portico is not without relevance. A cult

statue followed standards which were different from those

of a simple votive offering. The composition of a painting

or a bas-relief was governed by rehgious or moral con-

ventions, determining factors in the way the artist set

about his work. In votive offerings, for example, it was

customary to make the gods taller than the worshippers.

Although there seems to be a simpler way into Greek art

than there is into the art of exotic civiUsations, it is none-

theless true that here as elsewhere, to adopt Renan's

words, a genuine appreciation is a historical one.

Moreover, an attempted commentary provides an op-

portunity to counteract the damage which only too often

has disfigured works of art and the prejudices which have

led to their misinterpretation. Greek architecture and

works of art have usually come down to us in such a state

of decay that a great deal of research is needed to restore

them to their original appearance. Even where, by a rare

stroke of fortime, buildings are still standing, like the

Theseum in Athens, the 'temple of Poseidon' at Paestum

and the temple of Concord at Agrigentum, their interiors

have not remained intact and they have lost their ex-

tremely rich and colourful exterior ornamentation which

must have completely altered their appearance. As for

works of sculpture, if by chance they have suffered no

serious damage they are usually without any of those

surface quahties, especially the vivid colouring which,

painted on stone and marble, aimed to complete the

lifelike illusion. Finally, we must remember that if we

wish to know something of Greek painting, a major art

which the ancients ranked along with sculpture, we do

not possess one single authentic masterpiece, and it is

only in minor works like ceramics, mosaics and frescoes,

often separated by a gap of several centuries from the

originals, that we must look for a distorted reflection of

those vanished marvels. Such are the conditions facing

these who wish to learn about classical Greek art. While

museums and excavated sites provide relatively easy ac-

cess to surviving works of art, it is still the mind which

must restore, evaluate and understand anything demand-

ing scholarship and explanation.

To reach an understanding of classical Greek art, then,

we must first make a resolution to reject both the sen-

timental charm of ruins and the infinite power of sug-

gestion of broken statues. We must give up the picture

of a Greece 'crystalhsed in Pentehc marble', as misleading

in its own way as are the paintings ofJacques Louis David.

A good many traditional ideas, forms and emotions to

which we are attached must be firmly rejected. In return,

we can have a more honest approach to the study of these

works of art and, as has been so well expressed by Livy,

can create for ourselves an ancient soul by studying the

ancient world.

The artist in the city-state

From texts we learn of the Greek attitude to the artist.

The few relevant references that exist are all the more

precious for their comparative rarity. They show that

while the Greeks were enthusiastic admirers of the great

masters of form they never accorded the plastic arts those
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GREEK SCULPTURE IN THE SIXTH CENTURY

460. IONIAN. Kourosfrom Melos. Marble, c. 540 B.C. National

Museum, Athens.

461. ATTIC. The Calf-bearer. Marble, c. 560 B.C. Acropolis

Museum, Athens.

462. Head of a Kouros, from the temple of Apollo Ptoos. Begin- 463. ATTIC. Head of the Rampin Horseman. Marble, c. 560-550

ning of the 6th century B.C. National Museum, Athens. B.C. Louvre.
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464. ARGIVE. Statue of Cleobis. Marble. Beginning of the 6th 465. Winged Nike. Marble, found at Delos. After 570 B.C.

century i.e. Delphi Museum. National Museum, Athens.

466. Euthydicos Kore. Marble, c. 505 B.C. Acropolis Museum,

Athens.

467. Kore 674. Marble. 525-500 B.C. Acropolis Museum,

Athens.

468. Attic Kore. 510-00 B.C. Acropolis Museum, Athens.
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special qualities which were acknowledged in music,

philosophy, poetry and the art of rhetoric. The legendary

figure of Daedalus undoubtedly occupied an outstanding

place in their gallery of great men; Plato quoted Phidias

and Polycleitus with considerable respect; Alexander

showered honours on Apelles, Lysippus and Leochares.

But people living at the time of these masters never for

a moment supposed that they were possessed of the

divine inspiration that musicians, philosophers and poets

were credited with. They were ready enough to surround

themselves with real or imaginary portraits of Homer,

Pindar, Euripides and Demosthenes but it did not occur

to them to add a sculptor's or painter's portrait to the

collection. Of all the nine Muses, not one was the

patroness of the plastic arts. Such omissions are signi-

ficant. In the eyes of the classical Greeks (and the idea

was to persist for a very long time) the artist was essen-

tially a good craftsman, an artisan who worked with his

hands, a banausos. Art, then, was thought of in terms of

technique and the artist was regarded as a man with a

thorough knowledge of his craft. Classical Antiquity was

unaware of the split between art and technique which

our age so readily proclaims.

The fact that craftsmanship was of prime importance

explains the outstandingly high technical quality charac-

teristic of Greek works of art of the so-called 'Golden

Age'. This is certainly not to say that all artists in Greece

at that time were masters of perfection; to look through

the unexhibited works stored in the National Museum of

Athens or in less important museums, like the one at

Piraeus and those in the provinces, is enough to prove

that works of undisputed excellence are in the minority

among a crowd of mediocre productions. The same
observation could be made of pottery collections. But, for

all that, the average standard remains astonishingly high

by reason of the extreme care taken over execution. In

the modelling of terra cottas, in the decoration on vases

and in the carving on metopes or votive bas-reliefs there

is often a skilful assurance which baffles us today and

which proves that even the artist and craftsman of the

second rank had a sure grasp of his medium.
We must add that the factor of time meant almost

nothing. That a certain method was slow or difficult was

not enough to condemn it if the result showed that it had
been worth the trouble. The columns of a building were

fluted only after the drums had been put up and the

shaft was in place; this can be seen clearly in the temple

at Segesta, on which, through unforeseen circumstances,

work was never completed.

Imagine the difficulties facing the mason who, in these

circumstances, set about carving those fine stone ridges!

But this was how he achieved that perfect regularity of

fluting, running from top to bottom of the column, which
gives the Doric shaft its discipUned nobility. Similarly,

a study of the great bronzes, like the Delphic Charioteer,

shows that after the statue had been cast the sculptor

painstakingly set to work to remove the tiniest defect

caused by air bubbles or dross and to bring out details

of modelling with minute burin-work. Painters have
never been more highly prized for their purely technical

achievements, as, for example, the illusion of trans-

parency, in which some of them were thought to excel;

much was made, for instance, of a certain allegorical

figure of Drunkenness {Methe), whose face Pausias had
painted as seen through the glass cup from which he was

drinking. Even as early as the 6th century there was a

sense of technical achievement when beneath the marble

Naxian sphinx, four times larger than life, the inscrip-

tion proudly declared: 'I have been carved, statue and

base, from a single block of stone.'

The Greeks, then, loved fine workmanship and were

unconcerned by the amount of time that might have to be

spent upon it. They had, too, a kind of team spirit, and

each member willingly adapted himself to the general

outhnes laid down by the craftsman in charge. Hence
we have so many examples of great architectural works

produced by a team of craftsmen, on which the acumen
of archaeologists has been exerted without success to try

to distinguish the work of different hands, for example:

in the temple of Zeus at Olympia, under the direction

of an unknown master; in the Parthenon, under Phidias

(pp. 276 — 77); in the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus, under

the guidance of four master-craftsmen, Scopas, Leocha-

res, Timotheus and Bryaxis. It was because they thought

of art as a craft in which collaboration was often necessary

that these masters buckled down to the demands of a

joint undertaking. The sculptor had to call on various

assistants to produce the large gold and ivory statues,

masterpieces of a refined and complex technique. Phidias

had Paeonius the painter and Colotes the goldsmith and

carpenter working for him. Praxiteles entrusted the

painter Nicias with the task of painting his marble

statues. Artists, moreover, never limited themselves to

a single field: Phidias was well known both as a painter

and a goldsmith, and his work on the Acropolis shows

that he was also a competent architect. Polygnotus, the

great painter, was a sculptor as well. A similar versatility

of talent was to recur among the Renaissance masters.

But this is more than an indication of gifted versatility;

it is a proof of the thorough technical training that these

men received in the workshops. In order to meet with his

patron's wishes the banausos learned to cope with the

most complex tasks.

Such is the picture we have of the Greek artist:

a craftsman above all else; a lover of fine workmanship,

shaped by a long training in the traditions of his masters.

Two Argive sculptors of the late 6th century who in-

scribed one of their statues at Olympia boasted specifi-

cally of the fact that they had learned their art from their

forerunners. When ancient authors mention an artist,

they like to tell us whose pupil he was. The artist, then,

was directly related to his social environment. Just like

any other craftsman, he had a part to play in the life of

the city; he was respected for his technical ability; he was

in no sense an eccentric or a rebel. He was well suited

to give full expression to the feelings and aspirations of

a society in which he naturally had a place.

ARCHITECTURE

These initial considerations which we have stressed, on

one side the importance of the practical and religious

purposes of Greek art, and on the other, the artist's

dominating concern with his craft, explain why it would

be artificial to try to trace the development of architecture

and figurative art in the same section. One is the science

of purely decorative mass and any scenes taken from life

are only incidentals, whereas the other is essentially

devoted to the human figure and all it can express.

Without forgetting that the Greeks on occasion had with
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469. Above. The Acropolis, Athens.

470. Below.

Doric Order

MAGNA GRAECIA. Temple at Segesta (Sicily).

. Detail of the entablature of the temple.

great effect combined the two, we shall nevertheless study

them separately.

Masonry

Greek architecture was essentially a stone architecture.

The Greek builders knew of sun-dried brick and used it

a great deal, especially for houses, but ashlar construction

was usually preferred for pubhc buildings. The Greeks

more than any other people could appreciate stone walls

whose beauty lies in their masonry. This varied according

to the epoch, the method used, and, of course, the

function the wall was designed to fulfil. In the 6th century

for supporting walls (very common in this mountainous

country) and fortified walls the builders preferred poly-

gonal masonry, where each block had its own particular

shape, the whole wall forming a perfectly assembled jig-

saw puzzle. The masterpiece of this kind is the well-

known polygonal wall at Delphi where, as if to add to

the difficulties, the adjoining edges are all curves. Although

in later years rubble work had not completely disap-

peared, the Greeks of the classical period preferred

regular courses, as used for temple walls, where from one

course to another the joints alternated according to a

regular pattern (isodomic masonry). In the 4th century

several imaginative features were introduced into this

strict pattern: diagonal joints (trapezoidal masonry);

vertical contrasting bands within the same course. There

was certainly a practical reason behind these elaborate

contrivances. They were first and foremost employed to

strengthen the wall's resistance, but the architects,

making a virtue of necessity, thereby produced fine

aesthetic effects. Recent research has made a study of

these various kinds of masonry and their dates.
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471. Detail of polygonal wall. 6th century B.C.

For public buildings, both civic and religious, the

architect used an even more elaborate technique. The
blocks of stone were fitted together without mortar and

held in place with metal clamps. The joint facings were

treated in a special way which ensured a perfectly firm

hold. This method is known as anathyrosis. In the most

carefully finished buildings, especially where marble was

being used, the walls were scraped with a chisel from top

to bottom, to rid them of any blemishes; at the same time,

the projections which had been used to shift the blocks

into position were removed. The regular stone courses

and perfect joints helped to give the wall a kind of

rhythm. This is true of the main Periclean monuments
of the Acropolis and of the completed parts of the Propy-

laea, where we have an interesting contrast from some
walls which never received the final scraping treatment.

472. MAGNA GRAECIA. DORIC. 'Temple of Poseidon", Paestum.

c. 460 B.C.

473. DORIC. Superimposed colonnades, temple of Aphaia.

The Doric and Ionic Orders

The same concern for technical perfection appears in the

other essential features of building: the column and the

entablature. And it is here, in particular, that those rules

called Orders (Doric and Ionic), which govern Greek
architecture, are brought into play. The Orders, relating

to the plan, scale and ornamentation of a building's

principal parts, established themselves very rapidly and
were already clearly defined by the 6th century. In later

years they were hardly ever disregarded and this com-
parative stability is a good illustration of the way in which
the Greek artist accepted the traditions of his craft. Some
variations were certainly introduced during the course of

the years: we can trace the very nearly uninterrupted

development of the Doric capital from the early 6th cen-

tury down to the middle of the 4th century. Such
observations can help us to date buildings, but they also

illustrate the builders' loyalty, throughout changing

fashions, to traditional ideas. The most remarkable in-

novation was the invention in the second half of the 5th

century of the Corinthian capital which can possibly be

put down to the credit of the sculptor Callimachus or, as

has recently been suggested, to Phidias. But this was only

a matter of a variation in ornamentation, which, although

of great importance, was confined within the Ionic Order

of which the other features remained unaltered.

To a certain extent, as their names imply, the two

Orders predominated in different areas of the Hellenic

world. The great Ionic structures, like the Artemisium

at Ephesus and the Heraeum at Samos, were in Asia

Minor. The Doric Order was much more widespread,

both on the mainland and in the Greek colonies; fine

examples, like the temple at Assos, are, however, to be

found in Asia Minor. Architects at a very early date, and

without disregarding local tradition, reahsed that the two

Orders were equally valid modes of expression which,

when required, could be employed in the same building;

as early as the 6th century an Ionic colonnade made its

appearance in the large hall of the Doric temple of 'Ceres'

at Paestum. Subsequently the more slender Ionic order

was often preferred for the interior of a building as, for

example, in the Periclean Propylaea on the Acropolis.

The first Corinthian capitals are also found inside: in the

temple of Apollo at Bassae in Arcadia, in the tholos at

Delphi, and, at a later date, in the tholos at Epidaurus,

the masterpiece of Polycleitus the Younger, biiilt in the

middle of the 4th century. Athens, which was in a good

position to bring about a union between the Dorian
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474. IONIC. Temple of Athena Nike, on the Acropolis, Athens. 475. CORINTHIAN. The Olympium at Athens.

420 B.C.

culture of the mainland and the Ionian contribution from

the islands and Asia Minor, encouraged a felicitous

mixture of styles: in the Parthenon the continuous frieze

along the top of the cella walls portraying the Panathenaic

procession, introduces a typically Ionic feature into a

Doric building. Yet no one censured Phidias or Ictinus,

the architect, for having failed to keep the Orders distinct.

It is evident that despite certain particularist ideas the

Greeks were conscious, in architecture, of Hellenic unity

at a very early date.

Town planning

Both Orders were used in the construction of every kind

of public building. We shall not stop to look at private

houses which, at this period, we know almost nothing

about except what we have from the excavations at

Olynthus, a town destroyed in 348. The Greeks preferred

to spend their time out of doors, in the streets and the

market-places where their public monuments stood,

rather than in their houses which, modest in size and

comprising a few rooms grouped around a central court,

were without luxury and were unimpressive to look at.

Of all pubUc buildings it is the temples which have

received the most attention, to the neglect of the rest.

For a very long time Greek architecture was thought of

essentially as a religious architecture. In recent years,

however, several books have been devoted to public

buildings and the principles of town planning in Greece.

We now have a fuller knowledge of those buildings

designed specifically to house assemblies, councils and

tribunals. In the 6th and 5th centuries the Greeks dev-

eloped, both for rehgious and civic piu-poses, a rec-

tangular hall with tiers of seats on three sides, of the pat-

tern seen in the British House of Commons.
The Mediterranean climate encouraged open-air polit-

ical meetings; in order to give these meetings proper

settings, architects gradually fixed on certain new types

of structures which marked off the seats of the assembly

while affording various advantages to the spectators. In

this way the stoaj which had certainly been known before

in the East and in the Aegean world, developed. The
Greeks, by erecting these in their public squares, put

them to an entirely new use. These open-fronted roofed

walks, with their colonnades, which plainly called for the

use of the Orders, provided shelter for walkers and
merchants. Sometimes the stoas were built with wings

slightly projecting from the centre, and they then pro-

vided an ideal setting for public meetings of fairly

limited size, such as tribunal sessions.The most character-

istic example is the Royal Stoa in the agora at Athens,

which was built in the second half of the 5th century.

Town planners, by making flexible use of these stoas,

gradually set the pattern for the four-sided pubhc square

flanked with covered walks which was later copied by the

Romans in the imperial forum.

This development brings out very well an essential

feature of Hellenic art — the way it could adapt itself to

the object in hand. When in the 5th century Ionian

architects such as Hippodamus of Miletus recommended
that towns should be laid out on an orthogonal pattern,

they were thinking primarily of what the founders of new
cities would find practicable. When it came to putting

theory into practice, as Hippodamus did in Piraeus, they

were able to adapt their rigid quadrilateral plans to suit

the site; modern Athens with its absurd grid of straight

streets at right-angles to each other, which was laid down
by a Bavarian architect, has, unhappily, disregarded the

example set by its ancestors.

In the archaic and classical periods architectural plan-

ning was in no way stiff or artificial. Too much symmetry

in perspective must have appeared uninspired and

hmited. What better example can we find of this, in the

light of recent study, than the Acropolis? The great

flight of steps leading up to the entrance is a Roman
addition; Pericles' architects had deUberately preserved

the ancient winding ramp which was the old way into the

Propylaea. The Propylaea one of Mnesicles' masterpieces,

was wholeheartedly admired in Antiquity because the

architect had turned a difficult site to extraordinary

advantage, not by disguising the nature of the uneven,

476

Opposite. GREEK. The temple of Apollo at Delphi. 257



476. The Propylaea, gateway to the Acropohs, Athens.

477. Temple of Concord at Agrigentum, Sicily. 5th century B.C. sloping ground but by making this serve his purpose.

Today we can no longer believe the well-worn story of an

original, perfectly symmetrical, plan which Mnesicles was

unable fully to put into effect. The actual asymmetry is

an essential feature of the building. Modern commen-
tators have made the same mistake in regard to the

Erechtheum, which staggered them with its unusual

design; here again, we now know that this complex

structure was quite consciously planned by an architect

who was trying to take into account not only the uneven-

ness of the ground but the needs of a particular form of

worship, which was a leading consideration. His strength

lies in the fact that he was apparently undeterred by the

task he was presented with, and the bold choice and the

unity of the ornamentation of this building produced a

supremely neat solution to a difficult problem. We know
what subtle steps were taken by Ictinus and Callicrates

to correct optical illusions in the Parthenon itself, but,

as has recently been shown, they had also foreseen that

the visitor's first sight of the building would be from

behind, looking three-quarters on from an oblique angle.

Here again the work of architecture was a spatial concep-

tion, a living reahty and not a coldly irrelevant blue-print.

Yet mathematics forms the essence of architecture and

this the Greeks never forgot. They certainly delighted in

working out proportions; there is scarcely a building of

any pretension where the experienced archaeologist has

not managed to find the module which was used to
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determine scale. If we are to follow the attractive sug-

gestions made in a recent study of the subject, some
architects took the science of numbers even further. At
times they related the very proportions of their buildings

to the concerns of certain mathematical schools of the

day: the squaring of a circle, the three-fold division of an
angle and the numerical value of .t. At least, this is what
seems to be shown by the graphic restoration of the treas-

ury built by the town of Cyrene at Delphi in the middle of

the 4th century. Calculations of a similar kind have been
recognised in another architectural work dating from the

same time as this treasury — the famous theatre at

Epidaurus, for which Polycleitus the Younger was
responsible.

The Greek Temple

These studies help us to picture the buildings of the

classical period as they were designed by their architects.

How different they must have looked in those days com-
pared with what we see now ! When any part of a temple

is still standing, it is usually the damaged colonnade.

Naturally we are led to think of the columned portico

which surrounded the temple as its chief feature — a ro-

mantic and mistaken conclusion. The Greek temple was
the house of a god, where he dwelt in image form. The
principal part, the sine qua non of the building was the hall

(cella) which housed the cult statue. Whether this hall was
entered by a porch or an antechamber or both, whether

for the sake of symmetry a false porch (opisthodomos) was
added on to the rear of the cella, whether the building was
surrounded by a single or a double colonnade, these were

only accessories; the cella remained the essential feature.

Today the cella has, in most cases, disappeared, and where

a few traces of it survive it is difficult for us to make any

certain and detailed restoration of what it was like inside.

And yet it was here that the architect had to show all his

skill. In the large temples a two-tiered colonnade, sup-

porting the roof, divided the spacious hall into three

aisles. At the far end of the central aisle the cult statue

loomed out ofthe shadows, for the only light came through

the door. Votive offerings covered the walls and crowded

the paved floor. Any person entering must have ex-

perienced a strong feeling of being in the presence of

a god. Some writings, like the descriptions of the traveller

Pausanius from the 2nd century A.D., help to give us

a picture of the cella as it was in some of the great classical

temples Uke the temple of Zeus at Olympia and the

Parthenon.

From the earliest archaic times the design of temples

had been undergoing a development tending towards the

reduction of length in relation to breadth. Since it had

become common practice to surround the building with

a colonnade, this ratio became that of the number of

columns along the facade to the number along the side.

(The comer columns, in this case, are counted twice.)

It varied from 6:11 to 6:17, but there were exceptions.

There were usually not more than six columns along the

facade, except in the large temples which generally had

eight; this is the case with the Parthenon (mid 5th cen-

tury). These buildings usually measured about 95 by

190 feet. These measurements were exceeded only in the

case of buildings of unusual type, hke the Artemisium at

Ephesus, the Heraeum at Samos, the temple of Olympian

Zeus at Agrigentum and Temple G at Selinus, gigantic

buildings which were more than 300 feet long by 150 feet

481. Zeus carrying Ganymede. Acroterion from the Gelan

treasury (?). Terra cotta. Beginning of 5th century B.C. Olympia

Museum.

wide. The interiors sometimes had no roofs and were
more like courtyards than halls. Seen from outside, the

classical temple, set on a stylobate (the topmost step of
the base) gives an impression of power and balance. The
colonnades are arranged in accordance with a simple
rhythm in which the functional quahty of the supports
and roof is clearly brought out. The eye dehghts in this

pure geometry which masks calculations of a more refined

kind hke the delicate curve of the stylobate, the subtle

variations of the intercolumniations and the shght upward
tapering of the columns. But here we only grasp the

abstract essence of this art; the visual effect which it was
trying to create eludes us.

By an effort of imagination, based on scholarship, let us

try then to restore something of the colour and the wealth

of adornment which profoimdly altered the temple's

appearance. When, as was usually the case, some material

other than marble was employed, the colunms had none
of that fine russet or grey patina which we nowadays find

so attractive. White stucco, of which there are still

occasional traces, was employed to imitate the look of

marble. The entablature was daubed with bright, strongly

contrasting colours: blue or red panels with yellow or

green details. The cornice, made of stone or terra cotta,

was lavishly and colourfully decorated with ornamental

foliage; palmettes and lions' heads served as gargoyles.

From the tiled covering of the roof, erect, multi-coloured

tiles, the antefixes, projected. Lastly, from the three

corners of the pediment the acroteria rose up against the

sky — bronze, marble or terra-cotta motifs of tremendous

variety of shapes and colours: shields; fantastic animals;

the figures of gods or heroes; groups in which the figures

were depicted in animated and even violently contrasting

poses. Here there was obviously a certain preference for

scenes showing abduction or flight. These acroteria orig-

inally served to attract a kind of magic protection for

certain vulnerable parts of the building. But as far as the

eye is concerned they establish a kind of interval between

the building's tight composition and the surrounding

countryside.
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Decorative themes

Archaic and classical temples sometimes had other sculp-

tural decorations apart from the acroteria. These were

restricted to certain selected parts of the building: pedi-

ments and metopes in the Doric Order and the frieze in

the Ionic Order. Any attempts made to expand or to

modify the use of figurative decoration were few and

short lived. A place apart must be given to the figured

and ornamented cornices which were popular in the

Greek cities of Asia Minor during the archaic period. An
original and felicitous invention which was destined for

success was the column-statue or caryatid, created by

Ionian artists and employed for treasuries at Delphi from

the end of the 6th century.

There were complex reasons which led the Greeks so to

restrict the use of sculpture in their buildings. Some were

of a practical nature: in wood or brick structures, which

generally preceded stone structures, the upper parts of

the building, being more exposed in bad weather condi-

tions, needed special protection which was provided in

the form of figured revetments such as slabs of terra cotta.

The sculptured ornamentation of classical buildings

would have been an echo of that early necessity. But there

must also have been religious reasons, comparable to

those which hold good for the acroteria: it must originally

have been thought that a series of figurative scenes high

up on the walls or on the pediment would secure some
kind of magic protection for the building, more or less

related to the nature of the scene depicted.

The pediments

The triangular pediment is one of the instances where the

collaboration between architect and sculptor can best be

grasped. A complex composition had to be arranged,

within this very individually shaped framework, that

could bring into play many figures, varying in pose ac-

cording to the decreasing height of the sloping sides, from
the apex to the extreme angles. Both religious convention

and practical convenience were in agreement that the

central position should be given to figures of the gods; so

the image of the deity worshipped within the sanctuary

often appeared in glory at the crowning point of this

temple. This figure replaced those traditional motifs

which archaic art in its earliest stages had taken over from
the East: animals set face to face like heraldic beasts,

Gorgon masks and other themes imbued with magic
symbolism. In the centre of the early 6th-century pedi-

ment from Corfu, the Gorgon with her terrifying mask is

portrayed in full length between two huge felines which
glare at the spectator, but already making a rather timid
appearance in the two extreme corners of the pediment
and unrelated to the central group are two legendary
scenes - Zeus' battle with the giant and an incident

from the capture of Troy.

These mythological themes quickly took hold, at first

on the pediments of small buildings which were less

subject to the forceful traditions of great architecture and
then on the large temples themselves. From the end of
the 6th century all sculptured pediments illustrated or
narrated a story. Sometimes obvious trouble has been
taken to find relations and contrasts in facades of the
same building: on the third temple of Aphaia at Aegina,
which dates from the early part of the 5th century, the
two pediments were decorated with battle scenes, in both
cases arranged around the central figure of Athena. Some-
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482. Detail from Hecatompedon. c. 570 B.C.

483. Fallen giant. Marble. From the Hecatompedon. c. 520 B.C.

484. Athena and Enceladus. Pediment of the Hecatompedon.

Marble, c. 520 B.C. Acropo/is Museum, Athens.
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485. Trojan bowman from the eastern facade of the temple of

Aphaia, Aegina. Marble. 490-480 B.C. Slaatliche Antikensamm-

lungen, Munich.

486. Medusa from the temple of Artemis, Corfu. Corfu Museum.

times we find a peaceful and solemn scene on the pediment

of the main faipade contrasted with a violent or animated

scene on the rear pediment. This is so, for example, in the

temple of Apollo at Delphi, built at the end of the 6th cen-

tury, the temple of Zeus at Olympia, dating from a little

before the middle of the 5th century, and the Parthenon

itself.

So the work of the sculptor came to be deliberately

included in the architecture of the building as a whole.

The frieze

The same was true of the ornamentation of both Doric

and Ionic friezes. In the Doric frieze barred triglyphs

alternated with the smooth slabs of the metopes. Their

only adornment was usually a simple colour-wash. But

the rectangular framework of the metope, occupying such

a splendid position, was naturally bound to tempt painters

and sculptors: it was admirably suited to take scenes com-

prising one or two figures, and, besides this, the large

number of metopes along a single side of a building (as

a rule two to every intercolumniation) meant that an

action made up of several episodes could be described.

This was the reason for the popularity of the figurative

metope, either painted (on stone or terra cotta) or, more

often, sculptured and embellished with colour. The deeds

of Hercules and Theseus were among the favourite sub-

jects. Similarly, the great battles of mythology such as the

struggles between the gods and the giants, the Lapiths

487. Eastern pediment of the temple of Zeus at Olympia showing

preparations for a chariot race between Pelops and Oenomaus.

Olympia Museum.
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and the Centaurs and the Greeks and the Amazons, were

very well adapted to the ornamentation of the Doric

frieze: they were easily broken up into a series of single

combats. Occasionally the artist set out to combine figures

appearing on several successive metopes into a single

action, but the Doric frieze was ordered in such a way
that each metope was relatively self-contained and there-

fore discouraged such combinations, which disregarded

the laws proper to architectural decoration. The rarity of

these attempts shows that the Greeks had a sound under-

standing of these laws.

The artist enjoyed a greater freedom with the continu-

ous frieze above the architrave, which is found in the

Ionic order. Here the difficulty was not so much to cover

an area without transgressing the limits of the framework
but to take a continuous action along the whole length of

a building's side without breaking the natural unity of

architectural line by coming to an untimely stop. Move-
ment had to be sustained but, at the same time, monotony
had to be avoided. Therefore, they made free use of

processions, lines of soldiers, hunting scenes, chariot

races, battles, banquets — all of which, through the

frequent repetition of the same motif combined with the

necessary variations, were particularly suitable.

The art of the frieze lay in the skilful handling of the

relationship between the rhythm of the action and the

rhythm of the building. This can be seen in the Siphnian
treasury at Delphi (second half of the 6th century), where
the frieze along the facade links three chariots (two of

which have survived). On the long northern side the

frieze, running along the top of a bare wall, gets its vi-

tahty from an uninterrupted movement which begins in

the extreme left-hand corner and continues unchecked
throughout the whole of the scene depicted (the gods'

struggle against the giants), accompanying the triumphant
progress of the immortals in the direction of the facade.

488. Battle of the Lapiths and Centaurs, west pediment of the

temple of Zeus at Olympia. Marble, c. 470-455 B.C. Olympia

Museum.

489. Metope from a temple at Selinus, Sicily, showing Europa and

the Bull. c. 590-580 B.C. Palermo Museum.
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This concern for the perfect integration of the move-
ment of the frieze with the building's design was taken

even further by Phidias in the Parthenon, while, at the

same time, he managed to endow it with the full religious

significance. Along the top of the temple wall he portrayed

the procession which once every four years brought the

traditional oflFering of a ceremonial robe to the goddess
Athena. The marble procession includes several hundred
figures. Starting at the south-west corner, it moves round
the building, running parallel with the route taken by the

real Panathenaic procession along the near-by Sacred Way.
The artist portrays the procession with an assured grasp

of rhythm, with the necessary rests but without repetition

or slackening of tempo until the solemn moment when, on
the main facade at the chmax of the ceremony, the bearers

of offerings arrive in the presence of the assembled

Olympians. By creating the close union of architecture

and figurative scenes Phidias had achieved a miracle — the

miracle of effecting an imperceptible transition between

the world of men and the world of the gods.

Greek architects perfected, in addition to figurative

ornamentation, mouldings and purely decorative motifs

which had a lasting popularity.

The profiles and enrichments of mouldings have been

dealt with in detailed studies which have revealed a certain

development in the way they were used. It is to the artists

of the archaic and classical periods that we owe the bands

of egg-and-tongue, leaf-and-dart, astragals, palmettes,

rosettes and scrolls of foUage which are still part of our

decorative repertory today. On many and particularly on

Ionic buildings these were the only embellishment. The
Greek craftsman was so sure of his skill that he could

introduce those almost unnoticeable variations which give

Ufe to any ornamentation. Modern restorations in their

frigid, mechanical execution can be detected immediately

when placed beside the genuine thing. At Delphi the

visitor can still see the first stone-courses of the Massalian

treasury, with its very simple column base, consisting of

a large torus with horizontal fluting surmounted by a band

of bead-and-reel moulding. It is almost impossible not

to reach out to touch it, so perfect is the workmanship,

and that bare, deserted ruin still has the power to awaken

in us a strong feeling of its former beauty.

Architecture and politics

Vast resources were needed to erect such buildings. Con-

sequently the Golden Age in architecture followed closely

upon the material prosperity of the Greek city-states.

In the 6th century the largest and richest monuments

appeared in those places which had become wealthy

through trade and agriculture: Corinth, the principal

trading city; Ionia, where a legendary luxury existed until

the Persian conquest; the colonies in southern Italy and

Sicily, where vast temples like the one at Poseidonia-

Paestum are still standing today and where impressive

ruins, as at Selinus, still provide evidence of the splendour

of the archaic period in the west. A very typical example

is provided by the Siphnian treasury at Delphi, a mag-

nificent little building erected by the small Cycladic island

of Siphnos which had become enormously rich after the

discovery of ores in its soil. Political developments of the

6th century which had produced flourishing tyrannical

regimes in many Greek city-states encouraged the growth

of architecture: the tyrants, wishing to dazzle the people,

competed in splendour and extravagance and hoped to

490. Part of the west pediment of the temple of Zeus at Olympia,

showing Apollo settling the battle of the Lapiths and Centaurs.

Marble, c. 470-455 B.C. Olympia Museum.

491. The quadriga of Apollo. Metope from Temple C at Selinus.

Sicily. 560 B.C. Palermo Museum.

492. Metopes and triglyphs from the tholos on the Marmaria

terrace, Delphi. Early 4th century B.C. Delphi Museum.
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embellish the cities over which they ruled. In Samos,
Polycrates undertook one venture after another with the
help of architects like the Samians Rhoecus and Theo-
dorus. The Battus kings in Cyrene adopted a tyrannic
form of government and at the end of the 6th century
built the temple of Zeus, which remains the largest Greek
monument in Africa. Athens took a decisive step forward
under the tyranny of Pisistratus and his sons, who put up
several buildings of distinction on the Acropolis, such as

482-484 the old temple of Athena, known as the Hecatompedon.
At the same time the Alcmaeonid family, rivals of the
Athenian tyrants by whom they had been exiled, secured
amazing success for themselves by having the temple of
Apollo at Delphi finished in marble instead of stone as
had been stated in the specifications; in this way they won
the favour of the Oracle, which helped to bring about
their triumphant return to their native city. In later years
the Periclean buildings on the Acropolis were, in the
same way, the symbols of a political system. In the 4th
century, when Alexander the Great at the head of a united
Greek army regained Ionia from the Persians, he wanted
to commemorate his visit by helping to rebuild the Arte-
misium at Ephesus, which had been destroyed in a fire,
started, it was said, by Erostratus on the very night of the
conqueror's birth. Architecture was the outward express-
ion of the changing fortunes of political, social and eco-
nomic history in the Greek world.
We have an even better idea of the close connection

between the buildings and the life of the city-state from
mscriptions which provide us with accounts and specifica-
tions. Chance excavations have given us, in a more or less
dilapidated state, quite a large number of these engraved
records. So we possess, for example, a section of the
accounts for the Parthenon and the Erechtheum, full
accounts for the temple of Asclepius at Epidaurus (first
half of the 4th century), accounts relating to the restora-
tion work carried out on the sanctuarv at Delphi following
the disaster of 373 and a very important building specifi-
cation for the arsenal at Piraeus (second half of the 4th
century). Other records, such as inventories, can supply
us with valuable information; research is being carried on
at the moment which, by working from the position of
oflFermgs, may make clear the interior design of the build-
ings which housed them at Athens and Delos.

Lastly, we should not forget that Greek architects liked
to engage in intellectual discussion about their art and
occasionally, from the archaic period on, wrote treatises
containing comments on their own work. In the middle
of the 4th century the Cretans Chersiphron and Meta-
genes, who designed the Artemisium at Ephesus, and
Theodonis of Samos, who built the Heraeum for his
native city, all wrote such works. We know that Ictinus,
the architect of the Parthenon, established a school to
which we should probably link Theodorus of Phocaea
who, m the 4th century, wrote a monograph on a tholos
at Delphi. The designer of the arsenal at Piraeus also
wrote a commentary on the principles from which he had
worked. All these treatises, no longer extant, were known
to Vitruvius, the architect of the Augustan age whose Latin
work On Architecture we still possess, written, it is true
very much under the influence of the theorists of the
Hellenistic era. It is through Vitruvius, who was studied
with such enthusiasm by Renaissance artists, that the
egacy of the Greek architects of the Golden Age has, in
large part, come down to us.

FIGURATIVE ART
The late 7th century and the early 6th century mark an
important turning point in the sphere of Greek figurative
art. From this time, what we can call decorative art - vase
painting, all types of rehef (in stone, marble, bronze, metal
and ivory), metal and terra-cotta figurines gave the
foremost place to the human figure, relegating other kinds
of ornamentation to a secondary position. On the other
hand, something of supreme importance had just oc-
curred; this was the appearance of large-size sculpture
which in Its early stages experimented with over fife-size
works, as the Sunium statues show. In this large sculp-
ture, too, the human body (and the nude male figure in
particular) was the principal subject.

Naturalism and abstraction

Greek art, then, had by the beginning of the 6th century
already started out along the path it was to travel - the
path of humanism. It was naturally carried in this direc-
tion by the anthropomorphic polytheism from which itdrew Its inspiration.

To portray gods in human form the human model
necessarily had to be studied. This is why a continuous
progression can be traced, from the stiff figures of the
early archaic period, akin to geometric pictographs, right
down to the end of the 4th century, which led Greek
plastic art to find a solution to aU the problems it would
encounter - in the study of anatomy and of how to
render movement, in the expression of emotion and the
sense of individual likeness and in the rendering of per-
spective and the organisation of complex groups
But the imitation of nature did not remain a super-

ficial concern; it led to a step forward in consciousness
which made claims to understanding as well as observa-
tion. Consequently, reproduction of reafity was often
more a question of reconstruction, for it was based on
numerical relationships which the mind thought it could
recognise in things: hence the importance of canons in
Greek art. The rhythms springing from these calculations
betray the organising intelligence for ever at work, ruHng
and guiding the hand. Greek art, even at its most realistic,
IS steeped in intellectual activity. As these two qualities
cannot be reconciled without a high degree of technical
accomplishment, it is understandable that the all too rare
surviving masterpieces should still stir us with a sense of
their perfection.

Technique and art forms

There are two types of records which provide us with
especially valuable evidence: sculpture and vases. Their
study forms two separate branches of archaeology, each
with Its own tools for the job and its own individual work-
ing methods. The very large number of vases discovered
in excavated sites has enabled considerable progress to be
made in the classification of production centres, work-
shops and even individual painters, while chronology has
become so exact that for the period from the 6th to the
4th centuries a fragment of figured pottery can, with a fair
degree of certainty, be dated to within twenty years
Signatures and other inscriptions that are quite often
found on vases have been a great help in this work.
Collected together in speciahst publications, these ceramic
documents contain a mine of precious information on the
life and behefs of the ancient Greeks. In their shapes and
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materials and in the fineness and colour of the clay and

the splendour of the black glaze they are also invaluable

works of art. But most of all the scenes portrayed on the

majority of these vases are of inestimable interest, for they

have preserved for us a reflection of vanished major works

of painting from which vase painters drew their inspira-

tion. In this respect texts are quite categorical: the Greeks

admired painting just as much as sculpture, and Polygno-

tus, Zeuxis and Apelles were ranked as the equals of

Phidias, Polycleitus and Praxiteles.

Most surviving sculpture is in stone, more specifically

in marble. Not that Greek artists were more ready to work

with a chisel than a burin; on the contrary, they had

a particularly high regard for bronze statuary. But very

few large bronzes have survived. We still have, on the

other hand, an impressive number of marbles unearthed

by chance excavations, even though the vast majority have

vanished into lime kilns. Unfortunately they have usually

suffered severe damage, and, above all, they have lost all

the colouring which once gave them life.

The role of polychromy

All Greek stone sculpture, whether in the round or in

relief, was polychrome; this is, in fact, a point of prime

importance which cannot be overemphasised. In this we

have quite definite information from texts. On the other

hand, some monuments retain very distinct traces of their

original polychromy: when the famous female statues

from the AcropoUs were brought to fight again at the end

of the last century the colouring on several of them had

been partly preserved. Not only were garments, hair,

eyes and fips adorned with vivid colours, but certain

details like embroidery and various accessories of the

robes, instead of being carved, were picked out in paint.

Even the flesh was specially treated with a clear wax

foundation. We can have a very good idea of just how

different a Greek marble must have looked in those days

compared with how it appears today. That rich poly-

chromy made the work of plastic art both more gay and

more striking; it brought out its reahstic nature and

established a close bond between sculpture and painting,

techniques which we are accustomed to think of in sepa-

rate compartments. From sculpture in the round to the

fresco, from the bas-reUef to the incised stele, each and

every work was painted, and this was why the same artist

was often both a painter and a sculptor.

Bronzes have undergone an equally considerable change

in appearance. On discovery they are always heavily

oxidised and totally covered by a verdigris deposit ranging

in colour from azure blue to dark green. As long as this

patina has not hardened into a thick, light green crust

(known as the 'bronze disease'), art lovers take great

delight in it and do their utmost to preserve it. It was not

unknown in Antiquity, as a famous passage in Plutarch

shows where he talks of Lacedaemonian votive statues at

Delphi, but they knew it was the work of time and not

of men. Far from encouraging its formation, they took

steps to prevent its growth by frequent cleaning. The

truth of the matter was that for them the great dis-

495. Detail of the frieze from the Siphnian treasury at Delphi.

550-525 B.C. (Cast). Louvre.

496. The battle of the gods and giants. Northern frieze, Siphnian

treasury. 550-525 B.C. Delphi Museum.

493. Tomb of the Harpies. Funerary cult scenes, c. 500 B.C.

6r/f/sh Museum.

494. Seated gods. Detail of the frieze from the Siphnian treasury

at Delphi. 550-525 B.C. (Cast.) Louvre.
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497. The Treasury of the Athenians at Delphi.

498. The theatre at Epidaurus. 4th century B.C.

500. The Piombino Apollo. Bronze, c. 500 B.C. Louyre.

501. Bronze statue of Poseidon, found in Boeotia. Beginning of
the 5th century B.C. National Museum. Athens.

499. Strangford Apollo. Late 6th century B.C. British Museum.
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advantage of the patina was that it concealed beneath the

oxidised deposit one of the features which they prized
above all else in bronze statues: the carefully detailed

burin-work which was done after the statue had been cast.

This can be clearly seen when an object undergoes a process

to get rid of the patina; it turns an unpleasant black

colour, but in cleaning all the fine chisel-work which was
blurred over by oxidisation is revealed. In fact the real

colour of Greek bronzes, which they had when they were
taken from the mould, was the colour of a shining metal,

like gold. So they would have glistened in the sunlight,

standing in the sancturies. The eyes of these statues were
set with coloured stones or green paste, the lips were
covered with a plate of copper and the teeth were often

represented by a small band of chased silver shpped be-

tween the parted lips; the many details of anatomy and
dress, inlaid with metal of a colour contrasting with

bronze, were similarly emphasised. Usually all these

effects have now vanished.

Precious metals

The gold and ivory statues (called chryselephantine) were
looked on by the classical Greeks as the very pinnacle of

art. We know from texts how much these people admired
these technically complex masterpieces, for which Phidias

was especially renowned. A fortunate find at Delphi has

given us several fragments of small chryselephantine

statues — unluckily severely damaged by fire — which
date from the 6th century. These specimens confirm what
was already known of the methods employed by sculptors:

the statue was made from wood and overlaid with thin

plates of chased gold to represent clothing and with

carved ivory plates for the naked parts of the figure. In

the case of colossal images, Uke the Zeus at Olympia and
the Athena in the Parthenon (Athena Parthenos) which

could be anything up to 40 feet high, the body of the

statue was no longer made of solid wood but of slats

arranged around a structural framework. In the paved

cella floor of the Parthenon a hollow can still be seen in

which the beam serving for the spine of Phidias' Athena

was embedded. To fit the ivory and gold plates over the

carved wooden body was a task demanding the finest skill

on the part of the carpenter and goldsmith. The statue

was also incrusted with precious stones (to represent the

eyes, for example), and parts were even painted, probably

on wood: thus the concave face of the Athena Parthenos'

shield was adorned with a painted composition showing

the gods' struggle against the giants, while the convex face

bore gold bas-reliefs depicting the Amazons' attack on the

Acropolis. Inside the temple there was no light other than

the daylight which streamed through the door, and in the

shadows these statues must have been even more impres-

sive as their reflections were mirrored in a wide, shallow

pool set before the sacred image; into this, water and oil

were poured, primarily intended to prevent the atmos-

phere from becoming too dry (which would have been

injurious to these wood, ivory and gold structures). But

the double image of the idol, reflected in this mirror set

before it on the ground, must have had a striking effect on

the imagination. It would be a great mistake to think of

an art as somewhat barbarian just because of its bold

combination of so many precious materials. To the mind
of the classical Greek there was nothing incompatible

between these statues and the restraint and austerity of

other contemporary works of art. His taste did not find

it difficult to reconcile such contrasts: an everyday sim-
plicity was appropriate for a sepulchral stele because it

helped to keep alive the memory of the dead person, but
for a cult statue, which had to make divine majesty

a tangible reality, nothing could be too lavish or too

splendid.

Greek art, then, at the time of its dynamic growth and
in its full maturity was a rich and vividly coloured art.

One must be careful not to look at it exclusively from the

point of view of a single technique. It is undoubtedly true

that, for convenience of study, specialist research must be
carried on, but this deliberate restriction should never

cause us to forget the basic unity of Greek art — an art

which in all its various spheres was always part of the

same movement. An intaglio, a piece of jewellery, a frag-

ment of painted pottery and a mirror-back are justifiably

considered as records with as much to say about the

history of Greek art as a bas-rehef or a large bronze. We
learn from ancient writings, moreover, that the most
renowned artists did not look down upon the minor arts:

Phidias was supposed to have carved fish, cicadas and
bees, and the lamp which the sculptor Callimachus made
for the Erechtheum was one of his most highly prized

works. The story of Polycrates' ring as told by Herodotus,

and Cicero's Verrines, shows us how much jewellery and
gold and silver plate were enthusiastically admired by
lovers of art.

THE 6TH CENTURY:
OF ARCHAIC ART

THE CLIMAX

In the early 6th century Greek art emerged from the

Oriental influence which had deeply affected it in the

preceding period.

Vase painting

There was a particularly marked development in the field

of painted vases, of which there are a very great number
of surviving examples. During the first half of the century

there was a definite increase in the number of vases using

the human figure as part of their ornamentation, while

the importance of purely decorative motifs was weaken-

ing. Attic pottery already set the tone: well prepared for

the task by the masters of the previous century, it was

Attica that provided the first artist of importance by whom
we possess signed works; this was Sophilus. His earliest

works still rely on friezes of animals set face to face:

sirens, sphinxes and other fabulous beasts which had

been used so freely in the period of Oriental influence.

But in his later works, first place was given to legendary

scenes, like the wedding procession of Thetis and Peleus

and the funerary games held in honour of Patroclus. Even
as early as this, these images are striking in their accurate

and vivid observation; take, for example, the stiff formality

of the mother goddesses who file past so sedately in the

procession.

The same qualities can be noticed in Corinthian ceramic

art, which was then at the peak of its power. Tradition

was undoubtedly stronger there than in Attica, and the

more common Corinthian works remained faithful, right

to the last, to the old Oriental motifs. But the largest and

finest vases were decorated with scenes taken from life:

on a famous krater the painter depicted the feast Eurytius

gave for Hercules, which became the pretext for por-
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502. Left. Corinthian wine jug. 625-600 B.C. British Museum.

503. Ri|ht. The Francois Vase. Middle of the 6th century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Florence.

506. Above. Attic kylix. The decoration shows a youth chasing

a hare. c. 500 B.C. British Museum.

507. Left. Detail of an Attic aniphora with figure of Artemis in

red and black. 530-500 B.C. National Archaeological Museum,

Madrid.

508. Right. Detail of an Attic amphora with red and black figure

of a Maenad, painted by Psiax. 530-500 B.C. National Archaeolo-

gical Museum, Madrid.

504. Left. Amphora by Exekias. The decoration shows Achilles

and Ajax playing dice. Second half of the 6th century B.C. Etrus-

can Museum, Vatican, Rome.

505. Right. Red-figure krater by Euphronius. Fight between Her-

cules and Antaeus. End of the 6th century B.C.

traying a vividly observed banqueting scene. Even mili-

tarist Sparta, which for the next three-quarters of a cen-

tury was still open to outside influences, took part in this

movement towards artistic freedom. At this time she

began to export ceramics with figurative scenes which

took their inspiration mainly from legend or from the

everyday life of the time. Inside a bowl we see a line of

Lacedaemonian soldiers marching, bearing on their

shoulders the bodies of their dead comrades brought back

from the field of battle. On another we are carried to

a foreign land — to distant Cyrene, linked to Sparta by

ancient ties of friendship; here we watch the weighing of

a tribute raised by the natives for King Arcesilaus 11, who
is identified by an inscription. The tribute, made up of

tubers of silphium, a much sought-after plant, is being

placed in sacks and stored in the royal cellars. How strange

it is to watch that historic scene, dating from 570 — 60,

which seems to bring us into closer familiarity with

a sovereign whom we know only from texts. The Laconian

painter who produced it has thereby left us outstanding

proof that Greek art from this time on was able to draw

its inspiration from real life.

At about the same time, in Athens, Ergotimos the

potter and Klitias the painter produced the monumental
krater known as the Francois Vase, which is a fine ex-

ample of the new trend in painting during the first half of

the 6th century. Of six decorated bands which divide up

the area between the base and mouth of the vase, there is

only one, the least obvious, which still has a place for

traditional animals and monsters. The other five bands

are devoted to various legendary scenes, among which can

be recognised certain subjects already treated by Sophilus

but executed with more imagination and refinement than

can be found in his works. It is evident, in any case, that

vase painters drew upon a reportory of subjects taken over

from the mainstream of painting. Of this we can have

some idea from the small painted wooden panels dis-

covered at Pitsa, near Corinth; with a richer variety of

colour (blues and greens are added to black and reddish-

purple), they can be very well compared in drawing, com-

position and choice of subject to vase painting of the time.

Sculpture

We find that plastic art in the course of the first half

of the 6th century followed the same road as painting.

Religious convention was almost certainly responsible for



the fact that symmetrically arranged animal groups lions

devouring bulls, fehnes staring hypnotically at the spec-

tator, etc. — continued to appear on the pediments of

some temples. Yet we have seen that, in the early part of

the century, in the corners of the Corfu pediment, a place

was made for legendary scenes comparable to those ap-

pearing in vase painting. During the first half of the 6th

century several buildings on the Athenian Acropolis had
pediments ornamented with the same subjects as can be

found on painted vases of the time, such as the labours

of Hercules and incidents from the Trojan War. Sculptors

at first found some difficulty in organising scenes clearly

taken over from friezes within the triangular framework of

the pediment, but they came to learn how to make better

use of the angles; they turned the Triton's twirling tail to

good purpose.

Bas-reliefs, too, lend themselves to comparison with

vases. A metope from a Sicyonian building erected at

Delphi about 570 - 60 depicts the ranks of the Dioscuri

and their attendants driving before them oxen captured

in a raid. The sculptor has taken great pleasure in in-

creasing the number of planes by presenting the oxen in

strict aUgnment one behind the other, just as painters,

portraying processions on vases, had treated four horses

pulling a chariot as an arrangement in depth.

Sculpture in the round presented other problems: there

was not so much freedom to express movement. Tradition

had laid down sterotyped poses for sacred statues, and

with votive or sepulchral images of human beings, con-

ventional ideas of decorum restricted individual original-

ity. A good illustration of the strength of beUef which

attached to these simulacra is the written inscription

which for a long time adopted the formula, 'I am so

and-so,' implying that the statue and person portrayed

were actually identified.

In the wealthy Greek cities of the Anatolian coast,

directly influenced by Oriental civihsations, preference

was given to the seated male figure clothed in a long robe

which disguised the forms of the body. This shows one

of the strong tendencies of archaic art, that of Ionian art

of Asia Minor, which had become slack and heavy and

was not concerned with details of anatomy. The Cycladic

Islands and the Greek mainland were, on the contrary,

taken up with the nude male figure, and in this they broke

away from Eastern tradition which was extremely prudish

on this point. The customary athletic games most cer-

tainly had a great deal to do with this taste. After the

impressive statues from Sunium, which belong to the

7th century, the chief interpretations of the Kouros type,

that is, the naked athletic youth, are adequately embodied

in a small number of typical examples: the two statues of

Cleobis and Biton in Delphi - the work of an Argive

sculptor, the Theran Kouros and lastly the famous Calf-

bearer in Athens. The two Argive statues, powerful,

thick-set, even slightly crude, with the forms of the body

accentuated in their strong styUsation, are typical ex-

amples of Peloponnesian art. The Theran Kouros, his

face already radiant with the celebrated archaic smile, is

more slender and relaxed but has also been more slackly

treated: he conforms to the ideal of Cycladic art. The

Calf-bearer has a sharp face; the forms of the body are

both elegant and solid and show a close observation of

anatomy - all of which reveals in the artist an acute

feeUng for discipline and structure. With its refinement

of execution, this study is characteristic of Attic art.

509. a. The Discus Thrower, by Myron, c. 450 B.C. Marble

replica, b. Reconstruction of the Discus Thrower taken fronn

many replicas. Terme Museum, Rome.
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These four main trends — Anatolian Ionian art, Pelo-

ponnesian art (traditionally called 'Dorian')) Cycladic

Ionian art and Attic art — are virtually the only valid lines

along which sculpture can be classified. For a long time

modern scholars have been trying to differentiate between

theoretical local schools in questions of detail. Just as the

various pottery-producing centres can be distinguished,

they would like to be able to separate the sculpture of

Naxos, Paros and Delos, or of Corinth and Sicyon. They
are still hoping to identify specifically western character-

istics in the fine compositions on the archaic metopes

discovered at Selinus or, in more recent years, at the

mouth of the Silaris near Paestum. This research, con-

ducted with the utmost care and subtlety, has added to

our knowledge on a number of points, but it has not

managed to establish any undebatable classifications.

But rather than poorly defined schools it is individual

artists that one would like to know more about. For

Hellenic art from the earliest period never appeared as an

anonymous, collective art but (and this is one of its basic

characteristics) very much as the work of individuals who
stamped it with the mark of their own genius. The Greeks

were fully aware of this fact; witness the importance they

attached to the legendary figure of Daedalus. In the early

6th century there were still sculptors who freely pro-

claimed themselves as the disciples of this master; such,

for example, were the Cretans Dipoinos and Scyllis and

their pupils Tectaios and Angelion who produced a cele-

brated Apollo at Delos. Unfortunately, we possess only the

faintest trace of their work: from written descriptions we
can just about recognise the Dehan Apollo in its crudely

sketched outline which appeared on late Athenian coins.

We can take this opportunity to point out that recent work
has brought to light everything which can properly be

extracted from numismatic examples, which, especially

in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, took their inspira-

tion from works of sculpture that have since disappeared.

The frequent occurrence of signatures is another sign

of the Greek artist's sense of individuality. Sculptors, like

painters and potters, Uke to sign their work. We have

a great many inscribed signatures from as early as the

6th century, and they are often names of which no men-
tion is made in any of the extant literary texts. A whole
branch of Greek epigraphy is devoted to the study of

these records. They implement the information supplied

by the traveller Pausanius who in the 2nd century A.D.

included in his Guide to Greece highly detailed descrip-

tions of works of art which could still be seen in his day.

In this way an important fact can be estabUshed: from
the archaic period the artist travelled freely throughout
the Greek world. As his fame spread, more and more
commissions flowed in from far afield and he went to

carry them out on the spot. In this way the Cretans
Dipoinos and Scyllis travelled all over the Peloponnese.
Theodorus of Samos, the renowned sculptor who lived

in the middle of the 6th century, did not confine his ac-

tivity to his native island: there is evidence that he visited

Sparta and Ephesus. Smilis, an artist from Aegina, was,
on the other hand, summoned to Samos to make the cult

statue for the temple of Hera. In the second half of the

century the Lacedaemonians invited Bathycles of Magne-
sia, an Ionian from Anatolia, to decorate their national

sanctuary at Amyclae, whereas the lonians had the cult

statue for their temple of Apollo carved by a Pelopon-
nesian artist, Canachus of Sicyon. This perpetual circula-

tion of artists from one region to another, regardless of

native country or language, explains why it is virtually

impossible to establish any definite classifications of local

schools. Besides, everything gave encouragement to

interchange of influences. The great sanctuaries like those

at Olympia and Delphi attracted pilgrims from all over

who there dedicated votive offerings produced by the

widest variety of artists; this provided an endless oppor-

tunity for different styles to be brought together. Mari-

time trading estabhshed economic relations between cities,

which increased the circulation of manufactured products

such as pottery, small bronze objects and jewellery. Even
objects of considerable size could be transported to very

distant places: witness the monumental Vix krater, a late

6th century Greek work, which was recently discovered

in a Gallic tomb in Burgundy.

The advance towards naturalism

A good judge, then, has been able to say that in archaic

art a general advance towards naturalism is far more
apparent than are any well-defined regional character-

istics.

It was a very rapid advance and one which we cannot

possibly attempt to go over here. But with the help of

detailed studies, we can follow its development towards

a finer rendering of the human body both in the drawing

of the vase paintings and in the modelling of the anatomy
in the nude male statues. By the end of the century the

Kouros type had achieved a kind of perfection: such is the

case with the superb marble sepulchral monument of

a certain Aristodicos, discovered a short time ago in the

small Attic market town of Anavyssos. In all the fullness

of its supple and controlled strength it is a wonderful

evocation of the aristocratic youth of Athens in the years

before the Median Wars. The progress from the Theran
Kouros of three-quarters of a century earlier is tre-

mendous.

510. Raid by the Dioscuri. Metope from the Sicyonian monopter.

c. 560 B.C. Palermo Museum.
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The draped female figure, or kore, made the same rapid

progress. About 570, the famous Hera of Samos was

carved in the hieratic style, the body sheathed in the un-

realistic folds of a robe that was both rigid and insubstan-

tial. Thanks to the splendid series of korai from the

Acropolis, we can see how sculptors very quickly began

to take an interest in both the forms of the female body,

which became increasingly perceptible beneath draperies

which moulded them, and in the almost architectural

treatment of folds. The korai lent themselves to infinite

variations, and, with the enigmatic charm of their faces

matched by the grace of their draped bodies, we can still

fall under their spell. These statues, sometimes quite

small in size but of very polished workmanship and of

great beauty reveal a minute attention to the decorative

arrangement of costume and head-dress. They conjure up

a civilisation which loved luxury and a life of grace and

refinement. Such works as these are exellent testimonials

to Athenian life in those times.

The supremacy of Athens

Most of the korai come from Athens, where their survival

was due to extraordinary circumstances: they were buried

after the buildings and statues on the Acropolis were

burned and destroyed by the Persians in 480. There are

many other records which show that Attica, inhabited by

an artistically gifted people with many ancient traditions

to draw upon, began to take a leading part in Greek civili-

sation from the second half of the 6th century; despite

political strife, Pisistratus and his sons provided the im-

pulse in Athens for a period of extraordinary economic

prosperity which was accompanied by thriving artistic

activity. At that time Athens did not occupy the unchal-

lenged first place which it was to hold in the foUowing

century, but through the high quahty and abundance of

works of art being produced it already stood out from the

other city-states; and in the years ahead this applied both

to pottery and sculpture. In a few years Attic vases came
to dominate the market. This achievement was due in

large part to the fact that Corinth, Athens' greatest rival

in this sphere, was now concentrating on the manufacture

of metal objects, for which it was renowned. But Attic

pottery deserved its victory because of its technical per-

fection — the high quahty of the red clay, the unequalled

splendour of the black glaze and the supple and unerring

draughtsmanship. At this time first rank masters like

Exekias painted superb vases on which black figures stood

out in silhouette on a red clay ground. Their sometimes

noble, sometimes mundane, inspiration occasionally

achieved a sublime lyricism, as on the famous cup which

shows Dionysus lying in a boat which sails over a sea

where dolphins play, while from the bottom of the mast

springs a great vine that shelters the god beneath its

sweeping branches.

In the last quarter of the century vase painters replaced

the black-figure technique by the reverse process, known
as red figure, in which the figures appeared in red clay

and stood out against a black-glazed ground. Detail, in-

stead of being engraved with a pointed tool, was now
painted in. The most flexible red-figure technique was to

enable Attic potters to make even further advances. At

the end of the 6th century this is exempUfied in the work

of painters Hke Euphronius. In these works, which con-

tained a number of allusions to everyday hfe, the aristo-

cratic and cultured society of Athens before and after the

511. Scene from the exploits of Hercules and Theseus. Metope

from the treasury of the Athenians at Delphi. 500-495 B.C.

Delphi Museum.

fall of the Pisistratids comes to life for us with all its

delight in athletic sports, its reverence of Homer and

enthusiasm for Anacreon and its passionate love of youth

and beauty. Vase painters often wrote on the sides of

vases the admiring comment, 'So-and-so is fair.' Sepul-

chral stelae never depicted the old man, weary of life,

but the man he had been at the peak of his strength and

youth. It was a prosperous time for artists, who were

sometimes linked to the political fortunes of a great family

like the sculptor Antenor who worked for the Alcmaeonids.

But the sons of these luxury-loving men, so proud of their

curling hair, were to be able to withstand the Persians at

Marathon. Sometime before this battle, about the year

500, they lauded the deeds of Hercules and the Athenian

Theseus on the metopes of the treasury at Delphi: these

supple yet discipUned compositions, carved in marble by

an exacting hand, represent the finest flowering of Attic

archaic art.

THE 5TH CENTURY:
CLASSICAL PERIOD

THE FIRST

Early in the 5th century the Persians swept down over

Greece. Athens, which was severely hit by the invasion,

found a new strength in this ordeal and immediately after

it built up a considerable empire which was, however, not

to last long. During the 5th century the city-state of

Themistocles, Cimon and Pericles came to play a leading

part in the sphere of culture. It is true that several

brilliant individual artists, among them Polycleitus of

Argos, managed not to come under Athens' sway; but as

soon as Phidias' genius had made itself plain, the progress

of Greek art for the next fifty years was to be the progress

of Attic art. In contrast to the expansiveness and creative

freedom typical of the preceding century, the 5th century

— the age in which the first form of classicism took shape

and came to maturity - for all its wealth, presents a great

degree of unity. It can be divided into two main phases:

the period of Phidias' forerunners and that of Phidias

and his followers. We shall look at each of these in turn.
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The transitional style

The period of the transitional style stretches from about

the beginning of the 5th century to the appearance of

Phidias' earliest works (f. 460). After the studied reiine-

ment and elaboration of the metopes from the Athenian

treasury at Delphi (dating from the period immediately

preceding Marathon) sculptors and, to a lesser extent,

painters began to aim at a greater simplicity and even at

a certain ruggedness. The ideal physical type changed:

in face, the chin became broader and more prominent,

the forehead more square, the eyes were no longer

almond-shaped, the nose was shortened and the smile

— that enchanting, enigmatic, archaic smile — com-

pletely vanished. The pleasantly cheerful expression

which never left the faces of heroes or goddesses, even

when they were under the most violent strain or involved

in deeds of extreme cruelty, was replaced by an expression

of sober serenity that is not without a certain coldness;

here, too, neither emotion nor strain could disturb the

expression. Theseus continues to smile from the Athe-

nian treasury with a strange tenderness while in the act

of striking down the Amazon; forty years later the Lapith

woman from the temple of Zeus at Olympia, clasped

by a Centaur in a rough embrace, maintains an expres-

sionless face.

Sculptors adapted themselves superbly well to this new
style. But here we meet with a difficulty which only grows

worse as we go on. Contemporary literary texts and

inscriptions give us quite a lot of information about the

great masters, but surviving works are generally without

any authenticated status. The fame of certain statues,

moreover, meant that they came to be copied by artists

of the Roman period, sometimes with accuracy but more
often with alterations of varying importance. Many of

these late copies (often in marble where the original was
bronze) have passed into our hands. The archaeologist

must, therefore, use texts and figurative records to arrive

at some reconstruction of works no longer in existence.

This problem does not arise with the archaic period, for

although archaic works were imitated, they were not,

512. Metope from the temple of Zeus at Olympia. Hercules

giving Athena the birds from Lake Stymphalus. 470-455 B.C.

Louvre.

strictly speaking, copied. On the other hand, for the

transitional period, a critical assessment of copies presents

many often insoluble difficulties.

At this time there were great artists like Onatas, Pytha-

goras, Kritios, Calamis and Myron who were greatly

esteemed. They mostly seem to have worked in bronze,

the potentialities of which they wanted to exploit to the

utmost in order to express movement. The time of the

rather stiff stance of the archaic Kouros was well and
truly over. Even when he portrayed a figure in a relaxed

pose, the sculptor of the transitional period endowed it

with a living rhythm which the eye took for potential

movement. This was Kritios' way, who, along with

Myron, is the one artist of this group of whom we have

some small knowledge. In the marble 'Blond Youth' in

the Acropolis Museum, which is attributed to him, the

planes of the legs, hips, shoulders and face are delicately

pivoted on a vertical a.xis, giving the body a slight twist

and so breaking with the archaic frontal attitude. The
same rhythm, but slightly more stressed, appears again

in the Delphic Charioteer, a bronze original which has

many features in common with Kritios' statue. It is the

only surviving figure from a votive group which portrayed

the victorious chariot in a race and shows the driver with

the reins stiU quivering in his hands. It conveys a feeling

of controlled strength, of mental and muscular tension

held in check by a clear effort of the will and a self-

confidence, a sense of being secure in the gods' favour.

Its rich expressiveness is based on the combined use of

simple numerical, geometric schematisation, which anal-

ysis brings out without difficulty, and a high degree of

realistic observation which in the treatment of detail gives

variation and hfe to the mathematical rhythm from which

the work as a whole takes its solidity.

Sculptors of the transitional period, then, showed their

virtuosity by capturing in bronze the isolated, fleeting

moment. This is also true of the statuettes of Zeus hurling

a thunderbolt and of Hercules about to strike a blow with

his club, as well as of larger pieces of sculpture, like

Myron's Discus Thrower, of which we possess several

copies. Realistic observation of nature always supplied

the basic elements which were then reorganised by the

intellect and so became more real than reality. At times,

the artist managed to combine in one work a forceful

attitude with a calm godlike majesty: such is the case with

the Poseidon from Histiaea, his trident poised behind

him, ready to strike — a vivid plastic translation of

Aeschylus' lines describing 'the god who rules the seas

and wields the unerring spear.'

If these works of the transitional period make us think

spontaneously of some line of poetry it is not accidental.

The generation that fought at Marathon and the one that

came after it had Aeschylus and Pindar as poets. Pindar

sang of the Greek city-state, triumphant over the barba-

rians and loyal to its gods, while Aeschylus gave voice

to the aristocratic ideal and the great ancestral myths.

If Aeschylus throws light on the Poseidon from

Histiaea, the themes of Pindar seem to find an extraor-

dinary echo in the sculpture on the temple of Zeus at

Olympia, executed about 460 by an unknown artist. The
metopes illustrate the labours of Hercules, who was

helped in his trials by his protectress Athena. These con-

centrated, powerful and expressive compositions achieve

their force by a simplicity of line and by clearly stressed

verticals and sweeping diagonals. They come to life by



51 3. The Doryphorus, by Polycleitus. Middle of the 5th century

B.C. Roman copy of a bronze original. Naples Museum.

51 4. Zeus or Poseidon from Histiaea. Bronze attributed to Cala-

mis. c. 470 B.C. Notional Museum, Athens.

a variety of delicate touches: a young, unhelmeted Athena,
seated, like a shepherdess, on a rock, accepts Hercules'
offering of the birds from Lake Stymphalus; elsewhere,

in the Atlas episode, sympathetically and unobtrusively
she helps her favourite to bear the weight of the heavens.
On the rear pediment, above the frantic confusion of

strugghng Centaurs and Lapiths (with a rhythm spring-

ing from subtle relationships between the groups),

towers the supremely calm and detached presence of

Apollo. On the east facade we watch preparations for the

chariot race to be run between Pelops and Oenomaus,
a local myth here very much in its right place; Zeus
stands at the centre, presiding over this scene which is

peaceful yet charged with an atmosphere of foreboding.

There is no other plastic composition which so well

conveys a feehng of the unseen hand of destiny.

Another artist who loved scenes which struck a simi-

larly tragic chord was the painter Polygnotus of Thasos,

whose works are known to us only by descriptions and
references made by ancient authors but who played such

a decisive part in the development of art. He was the first

to arrange figures on several levels, which he did in his

large frescoes and painted panels, through the invention

of a mountainous landscape. He thus created a kind of

perspective which gave his works depth and made them
very different from the earher frieze compositions. At

the same time he set about trying to express emotion, not

merely through stance and gesture, as in the earlier man-
ner, but by portraying individual faces, realistically ob-

served. In this he was ahead of his time and so prepared

the way for the art of the 4th century. These innovations

which were ascribed to Polygnotus recur in vase paint-

ing around 470 — 60 and give a clear picture of the

relationship between vase painting and painting proper.

At this time there was a close kinship between different

art forms: a profitable comparison can be made between

the profile of the Delphic Charioteer, the head of Orpheus
from a white-ground cup and the Apollo of Catanian

coins. The stylistic unity apparent in all media reigned,

from one end of the Greek world to the other: the noble

gravity stamped on the features of a marble goddess found

at Cyrene can be discovered, some twenty year later, in

the faces of gods from the metopes of Temple E at Selinus.

Phidias and the mature classical style

Phidias' art was shaped by the discipline of the transi-

tional style which he took over; in stripping this of its

excessive austerity, he brought it to full maturity. One
of his contemporaries, Polycleitus, had a considerable

influence in his own way by his modification and codi-

fication of a system of proportions of the human body

and his creation of an ideahsed type having a harmony

that was pleasing to the eye and mind alike. This was

the canon embodied in the statue of the Doryphorus, or

the Lance-bearer, of which we have a number of faithful

copies. But this perfection of form was, it would seem,

without soul, and the Greeks, ahve to beauty but alive

also to spiritual inspiration, were very quick to feel it.

Whatever their admiration of Polycleitus their regard

for Phidias was on a completely different plane. Sculptor,

painter, goldsmith, architect, Phidias not only exploited

all the resources of art to the full with complete mastery,

but he was able to express in his works, more powerfully

than anyone had done before him, a religious and patri-

otic conception whose nobility still fills us with wonder.
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516. Horse's head. East pediment, north-east corner of the

Parthenon. 440-437 B.C. British Museum.

517. Heifers being led to sacrifice. South frieze of the Parthenon.

440-437 B.C. British Museum.

518. The Three Fates. East pediment of the Parthenon. 446-437

B.C. British Museum.



519. Youths and horsemen. West frieze of the Parthenon.

440-437 B.C. British Museum.

520. Men carrying water jars. North frieze of the Parthenon.

440-437 B.C. Acropolis Museum, Athens.

521. Demeter and Persephone. East pediment of the Parthenon.

440-437 B.C. British Museum.

522. The lllysus. West pediment of the Parthenon. 440-437

B.C. British Museum.



Never had the Greek idea of the immortals been more

finely embodied than in the chryselephantine statue of

Zeus at Olympia, which Phidias completed about the

year 448 and which won him his glorious reputation.

It was said that the god's majesty had been revealed to

him by a line from Homer. If it is worth little else, the

story is, at least, a reminder that the two great figures

behind the elaboration of Greek religion were the poet

and the sculptor, the one who set down the great stories

of mythology and the other who gave the gods a concrete

shape. In a cultural tradition which was closely bound
up with religious images, the artist's role was obviously

of prime importance: when Phidias as an artist expressed

his sublime idea of the gods, as Quintilian put it he in

some way enriched traditional religion.

Today we have only an imperfect appreciation of this

religious and cultural contribution, from Pausanius' des-

criptions which, together with a few pictorial records,

mostly mediocre and dating from a later period, allow

us to form a very inadequate idea of the two great cult

statues, the Zeus at Olympia and the Athena from the

Parthenon. But the sculptured decoration from the Par-

thenon, a large part of which has been preserved, is more
immediately illuminating. The work's unity, questioned

for a good many years, has after detailed study finally been

established. Emphasis has been put on the way Phidias

contrived to relate the decoration of the temple to that of

the cult statue. Some examples are particularly mean-
ingful: on several occasions one finds that a scene from
mythology is set between the two celestial deities of the

sun and moon, showing that whatever was taking place

was part of the vast cosmic rhythm.

Phidias brought a plastic imagination of astounding

fertility to work in the service of a powerful idea. So
forceful was this imagination that although there was
a whole army of craftsmen working under him (except

in the metopes which were the earliest part of the work)

there are no signs of individual divergences. Even more
than in the nude male figure, his genius truly came into

its own in the treatment of the draped figure. Previously

there had still been something slightly frigid and rather

stylised about the treatment of drapery. Phidias gave it

a fresh, rich fullness, a new eloquence, his inexhaustibly

fertile imagination organising the abundance of volumi-

nous folds without allowing them to detract from the sohd
structure and the balance of the figures. From the superb
head on Metope I on the southern side, which was prob-

ably Phidias' own work, to the pure faces of the Ergastinae

(maidens who had woven the peplos), from the tense,

highly mettled, fiery horses to the gods and goddesses of

the east pediment seated in relaxed poses, Phidias created

a whole world which sprang to life under his genius.

He fulfilled Pericles' dream and created a monument which
men throughout the ages were to admire.

Even after his trial and death, no cloud could cover the
radiant inspiration of his work. Not only sculptors but
painters, too, came under his influence. A whole period
of Attic ceramic art is called after him. In Sicily the

engravers Eucleidas and Evainetos produced admirable
coins showing close affinities with the Parthenon figures.

But most appealing of all perhaps for us today are those
white-ground vases (called lekythoi) which were set as

offerings on tombs, and the sepulchral stelae. They con-
vey with an extraordinary delicacy what the Greek of the
classical period felt on the death of someone dear to him:

religious reverence is mingled with human love. In these

'family gatherings' set, as it were, out of time, the dead

man appears in the midst of his close relations and in no

way set apart from them. A sense of reflective peace and

quiet sorrow pervades these scenes which are profoundly

moving in their wordless eloquence.

So it is that figurative art can let us penetrate to the

very core of a people. This nobility and love of man turn

our thoughts to the tragedies of Sophocles, a contempo-

rary of Phidias, who was shaped by the same disciplines.

A trust in mankind and a belief in human dignity which
the intangible framework of city-state and religion held

secure, a desire for order which directed, but did not

stifle, human action — these are the qualities which

5th-century classicism holds up for our admiration. Vio-

lent, brute emotion, it is true, was not ignored; vase

painters were not afraid to show drunkenness and de-

bauchery, but for the Greeks of the first classical period

the animal appetites were mastered by the heroes' manly
valour. This valour was backed up by the city-state's

traditions, and as these began to crumble away, individual

desires began to show themselves more and more plainly.

Already in the 5th century the power of this individu-

alism was understood and was conveyed in the rare but

expressive character portraits. Whereas Cresilas' Pericles,

as it appears in later copies, keeps faithfully to the icono-

graphic pattern of regular beauty, the bust of Themis-

tocles from Ostia portrays the great strategist's features

in all their forceful ugliness. It was by developing the

idea of the individual - even, if necessary, in the face

of the rules of society — that the 4th century injected

a new spirit into the classical tradition.

THE 4TH CENTURY
The 4th century, unlike the unified age of Phidias, ap-

pears as a time of great diversity. As political and social

structures broke up, as religious feeling altered and the

influence of the Sophists and Socrates caused men to

give up old ways of thinking, art became the expression

of the confusion and upheaval of the times.

There were already signs of new trends in the last

years of the 5th century, among Phidias' immediate suc-

cessors: the sculptor Callimachus and his imitators, for

example from the drapery of the Parthenon figures,

evolved new effects of transparency, of the diaphanous

'wet' drapery which, especially in female figures, revealed

the forms of the body. This we can see in the enchanting

figures of Victory which adorned the parapet of the tem-

ple of Athena Nike on the Acropolis. This refined delicacy

had its equivalent in vase painting in, for example, those

delightful pictures of Aphrodite surrounded by Loves

and Graces which were the crowning achievements of

the movement towards the delicately decorative rather

than the majestic. This florid style was cultivated by the

vase painter Meidias, while at the same time major paint-

ers, about whom unfortunately we know very little, were

making profound changes in their art. Parrhasius was

thought to have exploited flexibility and the expressive

power of line to the full, while Zeuxis, following up Apol-

lodorus' technical innovations, replaced traditional col-

oured drawing by a genuine form of painting which

utilised the qualities of light and shade.

These technical advances widened the gap which since

the time of Polygnotus had existed between painting proper
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523. Replica of a bust of Pericles. 499-429 B.C. Vatican 524. Lekythos. Style of the Achilles Painter. Attic white-ground.

Museum, Rome. Museum of Fine Arts. Boston.

525. Victory from the east pediment of the Parthenon. 440-437 526. Victory removing her sandal. Fragment from the temple

Mtish Museum °' Athena Nike. Late Sth century B.C. Acropolis Museum. Athens.
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and vase decoration, and from this time we can no longer
rely on one form to give us information about the other.

We have another source of information, it is true, with
the appearance of pictorial mosaics, but we mostly have
to turn to late copies such as the paintings and mosaics
from Pompeii (see pp. 334 — 7) to reconstruct something of
4th-century painting. According to texts, Euphranor, Pau-
sias, Nicias, Apelles and Protogenes brought the art of
painting to the peak of perfection. They knew how to

make the best use of colour, how to graduate and blend
it, how to produce transparent effects, how to organise
groups of figures in battle scenes and how to express
emotion by violent movement, controlled poses and the
flash of a glance. They excelled in still-life and landscape
as well as historical panel-painting and portraiture. With
our scanty sources we can only guess at their paintings,
but their variety would seem very typical of the wealth
of 4th-century art.

Praxiteles

We know more about the sculptors, even though there
is not one definitely authentic work which can be attrib-

uted to the most renowned of their number, Praxiteles,

Scopas and Lysippus. For a long time it was thought with
complete certainty that Praxiteles was the artist of a statue
of Hermes found in the exact place where Pausanias had
referred to a Hermes by Praxiteles, but in the last few
years such serious doubts have been expressed that we
can no longer hold this assumption, and, in fact, it is

quite probably only a very finely finished copy. The great
numbers of Roman copies and imitations enable us, in
the absence of authentic works, to form some appreciation
of the styles and personalities of these three sculptors.
Their work is highly individual, and, in all three cases,
their own genius counts for a great deal more than the
specific tradition which shaped them.

It makes virtually no difference that Scopas came from
Paros and Lysippus from Sicyon; where they came from
merely explains, to a certain extent, why Scopas liked
to work in marble while Lysippus preferred bronze. Un-
doubtedly Praxiteles, an Athenian and the son of a sculp-
tor, must have benefited from his father's guidance and
the favourable artistic climate which he found in his
native city, 'the school of Greece'. His subtle and refined
art is very much a part of the mainstream of Attic tra-
dition. But he often worked outside Athens, mostly in
Asia Minor and the Peloponnese, and his work has a
quality which belongs to him alone.
His favourite subjects were taken over from the tra-

ditional Olympian stock for he still worked in the service
of a religion, but his gods and goddesses were very unlike
those of the previous century. Praxiteles saw them as
beautiful nude young women and finely shaped youths:
Aphrodite, Eros, a young satyr or a boy ApoUo. Even the
strong and manly Hermes and the chaste Artemis con-
formed to this elegant pattern. The artist loved youthful
bodies in sUghtly languid poses, and his chisel was par-
ticularly skilful in interpreting the softness of flesh. He
brings us to a world of carefree leisure, an ideahsed and
protected world: a half smile plays about the lips of bis
statues, and the eyes have a remote dreaming expression
while the fingers toy absent-mindedly with something.
His gods are not remote, but they have a pleasant air of
indifference which would keep ordinary mortals at their
distance. It would be wrong to make too much of their

527. Venus Genetrix, attributed to Callimachus. Late 5th century
B. c. Louvre.

528. Maenad, by Callimachus. 5th century B.C. Museo dei Con-
servatori, Rome.
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529. Hermes and the Infant Dionysus. 4th century B.C. Roman

replica of a work by Praxiteles. OlYmpia Museum.

realistic nature, for Praxiteles, in this way faithful to the

example of his predecessors, was able to transform his

models. If his mistress, the beautiful Phryne, posed for

the Aphrodite of Cnidus, we can be quite sure that the

finished work was only a faint reflection of the courtesan's

real body. It seems rather that the artist, in his awareness

of Platonic teaching, sought for a pattern of idealised

beauty, along very different paths from Phidias but with

great spiritual effort which went unrecognised for a long

time. His reputation, not less considerable than the ac-

claim which had surrounded the Parthenon master, can

be explained not only by the exceUence of his statues but

also and most especially because these were the magni-

ficent embodiments of the human longing for calm sensu-

ality. Even more than Plato's philosophy, it was the 'qtiiet

hedonism' of Aristippus of Cyrene which Praxiteles seems

to have understood.

From Scopas to Lysippus

How different Scopas appears - a burning, tormented

artist who seems to speak for the troubled mood of his

age. We have but a sUght first-hand knowledge of this

sculptor and architect, from some excessively mutilated

pediments from Tegea in Arcadia on which he directed

work. Several heads have, despite the ruin of time, kept

their expression of moving intensity which comes largely

from their shadowy deep-set eyes, turned upwards be-

neath heavy slanting eyebrows which are drawn together

in a frown. This is a recurring feature in surviving statues

by Scopas. Some, Uke the famous Maenad, writhe in

orgiastic frenzy, moved by violent ecstasy. A mood of

languor pervades others, such as the personification of

Longing. The artist particularly chose to portray tragic

and fated characters, like Meleager, Hercules and Niobe.

This highly individual and masterly sculptor, with his

acute feeling for the beauty of form, translated aU the

yearning and rapture of a mysterious, impassioned nature

into marble. Already sculpture had come a long way from

the serenity of Praxiteles.

530. Torso of the Aphrodite of Cnidus. Before 350 B.C. Roman

replica of a work by Praxiteles. Louvre.

531. Head of Hypnos. Bronze attributed to

century B.C. British Museum.

Scopas. Early 4th
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532. Resting Satyr. 4th century B.C. Roman replica of a work
by Praxiteles. Capitoline Museum. Rome.

Lysippus, who was younger than the other two, was
very much aware of their contribution. His Hercules ha-
tha expression of one of Scopas' heads, and when Lysips
pus carved a nude Aphrodite he remembered the Aphro-
dite of Cnidus. But essentially his genius was bent in
another direction. A master in bronze, he concentrated
largely on statues of athletes. He went back to Polycleitus'
system of proportions, but by modifying it he introduced
a new and more slender canon which was extremely popu-
lar in later years. He broke with the last traces of the
frontal attitude; his figures were no longer conceived
with the idea that they should be viewed from a special
angle; on the contrary, he tried to make them effective
from whatever view they were looked at. Thus he came
back to the experiments carried out by sculptors of the
transitional period more than a century earlier. We have
a fine copy of the Apoxyomenus, the statue of an athlete
with his arms stretched out before him, scraping himself
with a stngil; for a full appreciation of its plastic quali-
ties It must be looked at from every side. Lysippus, lastly,
excelled in portraiture, and in this he was a man of his
time an age in which realistic portraits were becoming
increasingly popular. He was the official portraitist of
Alexander the Great, and by immortalising his features
the artist helped to build up the heroic and stiperhuman
character which the conqueror had to preserve before
the dazzled eyes of his subjects. By this very fact Lysip-
pus brings us to the Hellenistic world.

If we were to look no further than these few great
names in painting and sculpture we should have a totally

533. Apollo Sauroctonus. Middle of the 4th century B.C. Replica
of a work by Praxiteles. Louvre.
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534. Dancing Maenad, by Scopas. Marble from Sicyon. c. 450 B.C
Roman replica. Dresden Museum.
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535. Aphrodite of Cnidus. Before 350 B.C. Roman replica of

a work by Praxiteles. Capitoline Museum, Rome.

536. Statue of Mausolus from the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus.

School of Bryaxis (?)• c. 350 B.C. British Museum.

537. Statue of Meleager. Attributed to Scopas. First half of the

4th century B.C. Fogg An Museum, Harvard University, Boston.

false estimation of 4th-century art. There were many

artists who followed close after the above men, each one

of whom deserves careful study.

Aristides of Thebes, Pamphilus, Pausias and Nicho-

machus, among the painters, all enjoyed a quite consider-

able renown, and of the sculptors we know quite a lot

about Timotheus who adorned the temple at Epidaurus,

and Bryaxis and Leochares who worked with Scopas and

Timotheus on the sculptures for the Mausoleum at

Halicarnassus. Silanion produced a famous portrait bust

of Plato and possibly the fine bronze Wrestler from

Olympia. We know about many others from inscriptions

and writings. Lastly, there are anonymous works like the

delightful 'Marathon Youth' and the dignified Demeter

of Cnidus.

The minor arts also bring us very close to the Greeks

of the 4th century. It is true that there had been a decline

in ceramics, but as has been recently illustrated, they still

have interesting information to offer. Terra-cotta statu-

ettes from Tanagra and elsewhere, had, on the other

hand, never been more enchanting. Small bronzes

are often of outstanding quahty: Lysippus himself was

not too great to make one for Alexander. Silver and

bronze mirrors and vases were in no way inferior to the

great works of sculpture. Coins and engraved gems show

a fine and assured craftsmanship which can still give us

pleasure. The art of this century had a rich variety which

must never be lost sight of and which defies any attempt

at generalisation. There is significance in its very diver-

sity. It helps us to a better understanding of the some-

times contradictory sides of the Greek mind in this age

of restless inquiry and peaceful pleasure, with its love of

things archaic and its desire to make new discoveries —

an age that was cosmopolitan and inquisitive yet true

to the ancient gods.
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53 8. Battle of the Greeks and Amazons. Frieze from the Mauso-

leum at Halicarnassus. Workshop of Scopas. Marble, c. 350 B.C.

British Museum.

539. Aphrodite and Eros; terra-cotta group from Cyrene. First 540. The Apoxyomenus, by Lysippus. Roman replica. Third

half of the 4th century B.C. Louvre. quarter of the 4th century B.C. Vatican Museum, Rome.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: Greek art

The development of Greek and

Roman archaeology. Although an

interest had been taken in [Greek

and Roman art since the time of

the Italian Renaissance, it was not

imtil the 17th century, with the

Marquis de Nointel and a painter

in his service who made draw-

ings of the Parthenon sculpture

(1674) that any real beginning

was made in the study of archae-

ology. In the 18th century exca-

vation was begun on the sites of

Herculaneum (1719) and Pompeii

(1748), while at the same time trav-

els in the East and the written

accounts of these journeys became
increasingly popular. The Coimt
de Caylus in France and Winckel-

mann in Germany promoted stud-

ies in the history of art. At the

beginning of the 19th century the

first systematic excavations were

begun in Greece on the temples at

Aegina (1811) and Bassae (1812);

in 1829 the Archaeological Mis-

sion, attached to the French Ex-

peditionary Force in the Morea,

explored the Peloponnese, and the

German Hyperborean Society in

Rome was converted into an

institute for archaeological publica-

tions. The French School in

Athens was not formed until 1846,

though this preceded the German,
British, American and Italian

Schools, and at this time the major

sites of excavation were opened

up: in Greece, at Athens, Eleusis,

Delphi, Olympia and Epidaurus;

on the islands, at Thera and Delos;

along the Ionian coast, at Per-

gamon, Miletus and Ephesus. In

1870 Heinrich SchUemann started

excavating and discovered the

Homeric civilisation at Troy. Then
in 1900 Sir Arthur Evans' work

on the palace at Cnossus brought

Cretan civilisation to light.

During the 20th century an in-

creasing number of sites have been

excavated in Greece and Italy and

throughout the Roman world, and

great improvements have been

made in exploratory technique

and the examination of archae-

ological specimens by the use of

exact scientific methods.

HISTORY

In the centuries immediately fol-

lowing the Trojan War, the Greek
world was divided into many small

kingdoms ruled over by kings who
were the objects of both pubUc and

family cults in which their author-

ity was vested. This society lasted

a very short time as almost every-

where the landed aristocracy came
to power.

Alongside a ruling minority

(oligarchy) controlling all sources

of wealth, there was an expanding
population living in poverty: from
the 8th century and even earher

enterprising Greeks went abroad
in search of fertile lands, to the

wheat-growing regions around the

Black Sea and in Thrace, to Magna
Graecia, Sicily, Gaul, Spain and
Cyrenaica. These settlements had
strong religious and political ties

with their parent city-states and so

created the cultural and spiritual

unity of the Greek world.

Towards the end of the 7th

century money first made its

appearance. There was a growth
of manufacturing and mercantile

prosperity which led to violent

class struggles; these were mostly

brought to a stop by the interven-

tion of a strong leader — Gelo in

Syracuse, Cypselus in Corinth,

Polycrates in Samos — whose rule

or tyranny was, in most cases,

replaced by a government of the

people, or democracy. By the end
of the 6th century the democratic

city-state of Athens and the aristo-

cratic city-state of Corinth were

ready to play important political

roles.

5th Century. In 499 the Greek

cities in Ionia, supported by Athens,

rebelled against Darius, the Per-

sian king; by 493 he had managed
to check this revolt and then deter-

mined on a war of retaliation

against the Greeks who had helped

his vassals. In 490 he was defeated

at Marathon by the Athenians led

by Miltiades. He died in 486, but

his son Xerxes, with guarantees of

the neutrality of Magna Graecia

and the collusion of Thessaly,

reopened the fighting.

In 480 the Lacedaemonians

were routed at Thermopylae.

Athens fell, but with her navy

reorganised by Themistocles she

inflicted a crushing defeat on the

Persian fleet at Salamis. In the

following year the Persians were

beaten both on land and sea, at

Plataea and Mycale.

Gelo of Syracuse had won a

victory in 480 against the Cartha-

ginians led by Hamilcar. Both in

the east and in the west the Greeks

were driving back the barbarians,

and Athens emerged from this

conflict a great power.

The reigns of Themistocles,

Aristides and Cimon prepared the

way for the age of Pericles.

Depending on the maritime alliance

541. Bronze mirror. Corinthian or

Sicyonian (!) workmanship. 5th century

B.C. lou^^t.

542. Silver rhyton. Late 5th-early 4th

centuries B.C. Trieste Museum.
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543. The Ludovisi Throne. Three-sided

marble relief showing Ionian influence,

probably carved in southern Italy,

c. 470-60 B.C. Terms Museum, Rome.

a. Nude woman playing a double flute.

b. The birth of Aphrodite, c. Veiled

woman burning incense.

of the Delian confederacy, Athens
was still chasing her dream of

leadership despite the bitter oppo-
sition of Sparta, Corinth and
Boeotian Thebes. Pericles made
peace with the Persians (c. 448)

and secured a thirty-years' truce

with Sparta, but he was unable to

prevent the outbreak of the Pelo-

ponnesian War in 431. He died in

427, and in spite of the precaution-

ary step of the Peace of Nicias

(421), the collapse of the Athenians
in Sicily, at Syracuse in 414, led to

a further outbreak of fighting and
to Athens' defeat in 404.

4th century. Although it was not

long before Athens recovered again

and built up another Delian con-

federacy, having no real polit-

ical leader she was never to

regain her supremacy. Sparta and
Thebes competed for this position:

Sparta was defeated at Leuctra in

371 and Thebes at Mantinea in

362. With all its strength exhaust-

ed, Greece was at the mercy of

Philip, king of Macedon, who used
the Sacred War between Delphi
and Phocis as an opportunity for

intervention. In spite of De-
mosthenes and his Philippics, the

Greeks did not unite soon enough
and were defeated at Chaeronea,
in 338. Using the Corinthian
confederacy as his tool, Philip

became ruler of Greece, and it was
only his assassination in 336 that

prevented him from involving

Greece in another war with the

Persians.

ARCHITECTURE

The early period. Remains of

a few buildings supply details of

how the Greek temple originated.

There are two types: one is of very

elongated design, with or without

an axial colonnade, a pteron and an
apsidal nave (Megaron B at Ther-
mum, 10th century; temple of

Artemis Orthia at Sparta, 9th

century; Heraeum at Samos, 8th

century). This type, a survival of

the Late Helladic period, was
probably at the root of the design

of classical temples. The other

type is a rectangular cella (hall)

sometimes entered by a porch
(prodomos), with a gabled roof
(temple of Apollo at Dreros, 8th
century; Heraeum at Delos; Her-
aeum at Perachora; terra-cotta

models of buildings). This was to

be the pattern of the treasuries;

the presence of a ledge running
around the walls which held cult

objects recalls the Cretan palace

shrines.

7th and 6th centuries. Temples
were still being built in the 7th

century made up of a simple cella

(temple at Prinias in Crete) without
a peristyle and sometimes with an
axial colonnade (Neandria); but
during the latter half of the century,

on the Greek mainland, the clas-

sical Doric temple came into being,
erected on a stylobate made up of
steps and comprising a cella with
a pronaos and opisthodomos (rear

false porch) with a surrounding
peristyle. It was still of elongated

design (Heraeum at Olympia) with
slender column shafts, and painted
terra-cotta decorative facings (me-
topes and acroteria) were still

frequently used (Thermum, Caly-

don, Larisa-on-Hermos). During
the 6th century certain municipal
undertakings were carried out
(planning of Syracuse, aqueducts
at Megara and Samos and foun-

tains in Athens). Work was started

on great sanctuaries all over the

Greek world from Ionia to Sicily;

these were planned with a sur-

rounding wall which enclosed

treasuries and smaller buildings,

stoas, theatres and stadia. A series

of tufa temples was built on the

Athenian Acropolis; the old tholos

on the Marmaria terrace [492] and
the Sicyonian treasury [510] were
constructed at Delphi; in Magna
Graecia and Sicily, temples were
often on an extraordinary scale

with elaborate ornamentation (Se-

linus: Heraclaeum, temple of Dem-
eter and temple of Poseidon;

Syracuse: Artemisium; south Italy:

small sanctuary of Hera, at the

mouth of the Silaris).

In the latter half of the 6th

century the Doric Order began to

take on its classical form (temple

of Apollo at Delphi - the AJc-

maeonid temple, 548 — 510; tem-
ple of Apollo at Corinth, 540) with

reduced proportions (6 by 15

columns along the sides), shorter,

more solid shafts and broader,

heavier capitals. Many treasuries

were built in the sanctuaries at this

period (Cnidian and Siphnian
treasuries at Delphi [495] with

a caryatid order; Massalian treas-

ury at Delphi, etc.). Only traces

remain of the two great Ionic

temples built at this time in Asia

Minor, the Artemisium at Ephesus
and the Heraeum at Samos, both
with western orientation, which
were built on a vast scale with ex-

tremely ornate decoration. Build-

ing continued at the same pace in

Magna Graecia and Sicily, with

many survivals of the proto-archaic

period in the design of roofs and
the shape of entablatures, pedi-

ments and cornices (the so-called

'Basilica' at Paestum; the Apollo-

nium and Artemisium at Selinus).
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Sicily provided the first example of

the Corinthian capital in a pilaster

capital.

5th century. During the first half

of the century, architects gave

all their concentration to reUgious

buildings in attempts to perfect

the Doric Order and solve problems

arising from the interrelation of

architectural features. In Greece

the Athenians built the first Par-

thenon on the Acropolis, a tholos

and two stoas in the agora, and

a small Doric treasury (489-485)

at Delphi. The temple of Aphaia

at Aegina [473] was begun in 500.

But the great architectural achieve-

ment of this period was the temple

of Zeus at Olympia, designed by

the Peloponnesian architect Libon

of EUs, and built of local limestone

between the years 472 and 456; it

was one of the supreme examples

of the Doric Order, with stuccoed

columns, marble roofing and rich

sculptural decoration.

In Magna Graecia and Sicily,

which were unaffected by the Per-

sian invasion, work was started on

a number of temples: at Paestum

the great sanctuary of Hera was

built at the mouth of the Silaris

(480) and the so-called 'temple of

Poseidon' (460) in the town itself;

at Selinus, the Olympieum was

built on the AcropoHs and the

Dionysium on the Marinella pla-

teau; the temple of Athena was

constructed at Syracuse. The tem-

ple of Olympian Zeus at Agrigen-

tum was a building of revolutionary

plan with an unroofed cella, a

pteron (external colonnade) of

engaged half-columns embedded
in the walls, and an entablature

supported by colossal male figures.

From about 450, expanding

public and private resources led to

the growth of civic architecture -

private houses, buildings in the

agoras, stoas, odeons, theatres —
while at the same time work was

started on several temples. In

Athens, Pericles was responsible

for the plan to rebuild or re-

store the Acropolis buildings de-

stroyed by the Persians, and Ictinus

the architect, who was already well

known for his work on the Tele-

sterium at Eleusis, was commis-

sioned in 447 to build a new
Parthenon in collaboration with the

architect Callicrates. This was

a temple in the Doric Order but

very unusual in plan (being 8 by

17 columns), elevation and sculp-

tural decorations. In 437 Mnesicles

began work on the Propylaea, made
up of two Doric porches backing

on to each other, but they were

never completed as they had origi-

nally been planned. The small

Ionic temple of Athena Nike was
erected in 425 on a westerly spur

of the Acropolis [469], while the

Erechtheum, begun in 421, was

built on a terrace higher up; the

pecuhar plan of this Ionic temple

was determined by considerations

of a religious nature, and it also

had an extremely ornate decora-

tion; it was completed in 405. In

the town below, on a hill overlook-

ing the agora, the temple of

Hephaestus (the so-called 'The-

seum') was built between the years

450 and 440.

In 440, Ictinus was summoned
to Bassae to build the temple of

Apollo; the exterior was built in

the Doric Order, but the interior

wall of the cella was surrounded by

an engaged Ionic colonnade with

Corinthian capitals crowning the

three end columns. The temple of

Poseidon at Sunium and the tem-

ple of Apollo at Delos (not finished

until the 3rd century) were built

during this period.

In Sicily architectural activity

was greatly slowed down by poUti-

cal events. There are definite signs

of Ionian influence in the finely

built Doric temple at Segesta which

was left unfinished in 425 and the

'temple of Concord' at Agrigentum

which was begun in 440.

4th Century. Athens made a

courageous recovery after the de-

feat of 404 and completed much
of the building work which had

been started in the 5th century;

several monuments in the agora

were rebuilt (temple of Apollo

Patroos); the temenos (sacred pre-

cinct) of Dionysus Eleutherus on

the south slope of the Acropolis

was planned. Restoration of the

wooden theatre was begun, using

stone, in 400, and was not finally

completed until the time of Ly-

curgus which was also the time

when the Sacred Way was opened.

This was lined with monuments
erected by the winning choragi,

such as the Choragic Monument of

Lysicrates, in the Corinthian Order.

In Piraeus, the military port, the

arsenal was replanned by the

architect Philo.who, at the end of

the century, also completed work

on the Telesterium at Eleusis. The
Alcmaeonid temple of Apollo at

Delphi, destroyed in 373, was re-

built on the same pattern between

370 and 330. In the early part of

the century Theodorus of Phocaea,

a pupil of Ictinus, designed the

tholos on the Marmaria terrace at

Delphi with a very slender Doric

pteron and an interior employing

half-columns and Corinthian cap-

itals.

But the most important work of

544. a. The Esquiline Venus. Roman

copy. c. 460 B.C. Louvre, b. Another-

version of the Esquiline Venus.

Museo del Conservator'!, Rome.
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545. A suppliant. End of the 5th century

B.C. Barberini Palace, Rome.

this period was being carried on in

the Peloponnese. The sanctuary of

Asclepius at Epidaurus drew to-

gether some of the finest architects

of the 4th century; the temple,

a Doric peripteral building with an
adytum (back room behind the

cella) was built between 380
and 375. Polycleitus the Younger,
grandson of the 5th-century sculp-

tor, designed the tholos at Epi-

daurus in 360, which rivalled the

perfection of that at Delphi, and in

330 he also built the theatre at

Epidaurus, which is one of the best

preserved and probably the finest

of all Greek theatres. At Tegea,
Scopas was responsible for the re-

building and decoration of the

temple of Athena (between 350
and 340), a Doric peripteral build-

ing with an engaged Corinthian

Order inside, and in all likelihood

considering similarities of plan and
style, he was also the architect of

the temple of Zeus at Nemea. The
Thersilium (hypostyle assembly
hall) was built in 370 at Megalo-
polis and, later in the century, the
largest Greek theatre was con-
structed there. The PhiUppeum at

Olympia, an Ionic tholos, was
started by Philip of Macedon
shortly after 338 and provides yet

another example of the Corinthian
capital used inside the ceUa wall.

The 4th century in Asia Minor
was notable for a great architectural

revival, characteristic of which was
the widespread use of the Ionic
Order, a taste for buildings on
a colossal scale and lavish sculp-

tured ornamentation. Ephesus: fol-

lowing the fire of 356, the Arte-

misium was rebuilt on the same
pattern as before, also with column
bases adorned with sculpture.

Didyma: the temple of Apollo was
begun in 333 by Paeonius of Ephe-
sus and Daphnis of Miletus.

Priene: the temple of Athena Polias,

begun in 335, was built by Pythius,

one of the Mausoleum architects.

Halicarnassus: the Mausoleum,
built for Mausolus, the Carian

king, on which work began shortly

before 353, was a temple-tomb
which combined a pteron and a

steep base with a funerary chamber.
Finally, the Greeks began to

give some attention at this time to

domestic architecture: excavations

at Olynthus have brought to light

about a hundred of these houses,

built in light materials on a square

plan, with a paved court and a deep
porch opening off the main room of

the house. These dwellings were
decorated with mosaics and stucco-

work.

SCULPTURE

The early period. The earhest

specimens of plastic art of the geo-

metric period are small ivory ex

votos (Dipylon,
\

Sparta, Ephesus
and Delos), bronzes (shields from
Mount Ida and statuettes of men
and animals from Dodona, Delphi,

Athens, Perachora, Argos, Sparta

and Olympia) and terra cotta

(chariots and horsemen, and bell-

shaped idols from Boeotia).

7th and 6th centuries. In the 7th

century certain differences became
apparent between the various art

centres, which were to become

completely individual during the

6th century. Crete was a very
active centre in the 7th century
(statuettes from Dreros; frieze

from the temple at Prinias; the

Auxerre goddess [453], but by the

6th century it had virtually fallen

into oblivion. The Pelopormesian
group, to which the workshops
of Magna Graecia and northern
Greece can be hnked, was, on the

other hand, very productive at this

time; there are examples of Co-
rinthian art on the east pediment
of the temple of Artemis at Corfu
(580) [486], and of Sicyonian art in

the sculptures from the Sicyonian
treasury at Delphi (560). At My-
cenae there were sculptures on the

metopes and pediment of the 7th-

century temple of Athena; at

Olympia we have a carved head of

Hera from the Heraeum (7th cen-

tury) and the pediment of the

Megarian treasury. From northern

Greece came the series of Kouroi
from the temple of Apollo Ptoos
(Boeotia) [462] and the Kouros of

Orchomenus. Magna Graecia had
a centre near the mouth of the

Silaris which was responsible for

two series of highly original meto-
pes. Another group includes sculp-

ture from the Ionian coast and
the islands (carved bases of the

columns of the Artemisium at

Ephesus; seated statues from Mile-

tus; statues from Samos such as the

Hera from the Louvre and various

sepulchral groups. There was
also the sculpture from the Cnidian
treasury at Delphi and the tomb of

the Harpies, Xanthus (c. 500).

Fragments of ivory statues found
beneath the Sacred Way at Delphi
came from an Ionian work-shop
(first half of the 6th century).

Delos, Naxos, Siphnos and Thasos
all had fine centres of sculpture.

But Athens still had the most
active school and took the lead in

the development of architectural

sculpture, in the treatment of the

nude male figure and the draped
female figure and in the rendering
of movement and expression. There
are three main groups of sculpture:

1 Pediments: Hydra pediment;
Red pediment; earhest pediment
from the Hecatompedon, 585 — 60;

pediments from the new Heca-
tompedon, 520 [483, 484], which
show how much progress had been
made; Antenor's pediments on the

Alcmaeonid temple of Apollo at

Delphi (510).

2 Kouroi: from the Dipylon and
Sunium Kouroi to the Rampin
horseman [463] and the first group
of Tyrannicides (attributed to

Antenor).

3 Korai: from Kore No. 589 (sec-
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ond quarter of the 6th centxiry) to

the korai of the first decade of the

5th centiory.

5th century: transitional period

(500-450). There were three chief

spheres of influence during this

period:

1 Athens: late Kouroi and korai;

the work of the artist Calamis to

Whom the Zeus from Hisiiaea and
the metopes of the Athenian treas-

ury at Delphi [497] are attributed.

At Aegina the sculptures of the

three pediments (one of which is

a restoration) of the temple of

Aphaia (500 - 480) were still fairly

crude. Workshops in the islands

and northern Greece were hnked
to the Attic centre.

2 Magna Graecia and Sicily: There
was an attempt to reconstruct the

work of Pjthagoras, a Samian
artist who had made his home in

Rhegium at the time of the Persian

invasion and who was interested

in the problems of rhythm and
realistic detail. The school of Locri
produced the Ludovisi Throne
[543] and Esquihne Venus [544].

From the school of Sehnus came
the metopes from the Dionysium.
3 The Peloponnese; Experiments
were made with the striding Kouros
type in Corinth, Sicyon and Sparta

and with the draped female figure

(wearing the peplos) in Argos. The
temple of Zeus at Olympia [487,

488] was virtually the manifesto of

this school, being built and orna-

mented by Peloponnesians; the

influence of Pindar is evident in the

choice of subject and that of Poly-

gnotus of Thasos, the painter, in

the geometric yet harmonious
compositions. On the east pedi-

ment are preparations for the

chariot race between Pelops and
Oenomaus. On the west pediment
is the battle of the Lapiths and
Centaurs. Zeus and Apollo preside

serenely over the fates of heroes

and monals on the metopes, with

subjects taken from the labours of

Hercules; the actual or imphed
presence of the goddess Athena
enables the hero, representative of

civihsation, to triumph in the face

of all adversities.

First classical period (450-400).

The idea of a centre or school

was being replaced by the concep-

tion of the individual artist who
travelled from one art centre to

another. Myron of Eleutherae

(Boeotia), who worked in the sec-

ond third of the 5th century was
a student of movement (Discus

Thrower [S09],Ladas, Athena and
Marsyas group). Polycleitus of

Argos carried on Peloponnesian
traditions and tried to establish a

reconciliation between the athletic

masculine body in repose and a

structure that depended on an
architectural ideal, the canon; the
Cyniscus, the Dor>-phorus [513]
and the Diadumenus, along with a

Wounded Amazon made for the
Ephesus Artemisium and a gold
and ivory statue of Hera (Argos),
mark the progressive stages in his

researches.

Phidias, born in Athens around
the year 490, was in Olympia be-
fore 455 where he produced the
statue of Zeus; in 450 he was sum-
moned to Athens in order to take

charge of the sculpture on the
Panhenon [480] and to make the

cult statue of Athena which was
vmveiled in 438. We know nothing
about his life after he stood trial

for impiety in 432. Besides the

Parthenon sculptures, there have
been attempts to identify a large

number of works as his by com-
paring them with the Parthenon
frieze, e.g. the great relief from
Eleusis, the originals of the Mattel
Amazon and the Farnese Bull, the

Demeter from Cherchel and the

Albani Kore. Virtually nothing is

known of the Athena Promachus
and the Athena Lemnia which once
stood on the Acropolis, and as for

the Parthenon Athena, we have
only copies of this statue and in-

terpretations in works of minor
art. The traditional view which
sees Phidias as the overseer of the

Parthenon decoration is borne out

by the unity of inspiration and even
of style, despite certain dissimilar-

ities in execution due to the large

number of sculptors who collab-

orated on the undertaking. The
work consisted of the metopes, the

pediments and the frieze. The me-
topes add almost nothing new to

the stock of decorative themes,

with a Gigantomachy on the east

side, an Amazonomachy on the

west side, a Centauromachy and
the birth of Erichthonius on the

south, and the fall of Troy on the

north side. The pediments were

dedicated to the glory of Athena
and Athens (east pediment: the

goddess' miraculous birth; west

pediment: Athena and Poseidon

contending for the ownership of

the Acropolis, watched by mem-
bers of the Attic royal families).

Lastly, the frieze around the outer

wall of the cella depicts the Pan-
athenaic procession, in the pres-

ence of an assembly of gods who
thus come to be closely associated

with ordinary mortals.

There are signs of Phidias' in-

fluence in several architectural

sculptures of the same period, such

as those from the Metroum (temple

of Cybele) at Athens and the Athen-

ian temple of Apollo at Delos.

His influence is also apparent in

such works as the Athena of Vel-

letri, the Medici Torso and the

Erechtheum caryatids. Against
this, the influence of Ionian art

and a certain reaction against

Phidias' ideahsm are evident in the

frieze from the temple of Apollo
at Bassae, the statues of Victory

from the parapet of the Athena
Nike temple on the Acropohs, the

Xereid Monument from Xanthus,
and some isolated works Uke the

Barberini Suppliant [545] and the

Wounded Niobid in the Terme
Museum, as well as in the works
of certain artists of the end of the

century, such as Cresilas, Alcame-
nes and Callimachus.

4th century: second classical pe-

riod. This was distinguished by
a revival of art in the Ionian cities,

where their great architectural

schemes attracted the finest sculp-

tors and craftsmen" in bronze.

Scopas, architect and sculptor

[534], was born in Paros and
worked in Sicyon (Maenad with

a Kid, in Dresden), Rhamnus
and Samothrace before he was
summoned to Asia Minor to col-

laborate on the ornamentation of

the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus

and the Artemisium at Ephesus.
On his return to Greece, he built

and decorated the temples at Tegea
and Xemea. Leochares and Bry-
axis, who also collaborated on the

Mausoleum, were to work for

Alexander.

Praxiteles from Attica preferred

to work in marble which was after-

wards painted by Nicias; he, too,

made a journey to Asia Minor

S46. Portrait bust thought to be of

Alexander the Great. Ancient copy of

the original (4th century B.C.) attrib-

uted to Lyslppus. Louvre.

Opposite. GREEK. Red-figure vase. About 5th century B.C. 289



547. Red-figure amphora in the Italian

style. First half of the 4th century B.C.

Louvre.

548. Principal types of Greek vases.

(c. 350) during which he helped

on the ornamentation of the altar

of the Ephesus Artemisium and

carved an Aphrodite for the city

of Cnidus. To his earlier period

belong the Satyr Pouring Wine, the

Satyr Resting, the Apollo Sauroc-

tonus and the Aphrodite of

Aries. The Hermes at Olympia is

unfortunately a Roman copy. Later

works such as the Artemis Brauro-

nia show an increasing religious

maturity.

Lysippus, a painter and a sculp-

tor in bronze, served his appren-

ticeship in Sicyonian workshops
and was an innovator whose ex-

periments were concerned with

movement, the role of light, and
the individual personality of his

models. He evolved a new canon of

more slender proportions (the body
eight heads high), and his works
are the reflection of an ideal far

removed from those of Scopas and
Praxiteles (Agias; Apoxyomenus).
Appointed Alexander's official

sculptor, he followed him on his

travels and created many portraits

of him (Azara Hermes). After the

emperor's death he made many
journeys from Greece to Sicily and
produced a large number of statues

of gods (Eros of Thespiae, Her-
cules of Tarentum and Hermes
tying his sandal).

Scopas and Praxiteles had a

powerful influence on the sculpture

of their time in sepulchral, stelae

and in the many versions of

Aphrodite and Demeter.

PAINTING

Although no frescoes or paintings

have survived it is possible with the

help of written descriptions, paint-

ed vases and painting and mosaics

of the Roman period to trace the

development of this art in which
the great masters were every bit as

famous as the great masters of

sculpture.

7th and 6th centuries. The Greeks
believed that this art had been
first evolved and perfected in

Corinth and Sicyon, and several

records seem to lend weight to this

supposition: the metopes from
Thermos (650-630) and Calydon
(600 ~ 580) are of Corinthian work-
manship, while the earlier painted
wooden panels were discovered in

the Cave of the Nymphs at Pitsa

(latter half of the 6th century).

There was also a thriving Attic

school by the end of the 6th century,

where Cimon of Cleonae worked,
who was credited with the var-

ious advances made on archaic

painting, such as foreshortening,

rendering of anatomy and drapery
and of expression, advances which
can also be found in vase painting

of the time.

Sth century. When the painter

Polygnotus of Thasos arrived in

Athens in 470, painting came to

have a greater importance, not only

on vases but also on sculpture. He
was commissioned to decorate the

Lesche of the Cnidians in Delphi
and the Poekile stoa in Athens and
drew his inspiration from Homeric
literature (fall of Troy; scenes from
the Odyssey). He was renowned
among his contemporaries for his

balanced compositions, his atten-

tion to perspective and landscape

and the moving expressions he
gave to faces — all qualities which
can be found, for example, in the

Orvieto krater. Later 5th-century'

painters, Parrhasius of Ephesus,
who decorated the new Dionysium
in Athens, and Xeuxippus, revealed

a new, less disciplined, spirit.

4th century. Our sources of

information, though few and far

between, enable us to glimpse

something of the leading position

of painting among the arts of this

period and its growing influence,

and also the fact that there were
regional schools. One of the most
famous of these was the Athenian
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school to which Nicias, Praxiteles'

painter, belonged — three of whose
paintings are possibly preserved in

frescoes at Pompeii and Rome. The
school of Sicyon was scarcely less

renowned, with pupils hke Pausias,

who worked on the Tholos at

Epidaurus, Lysippus who, hke
Phidias, was also a painter, and
Apelles who was to be Alexander's

official painter. His preference for

portraits and allegorical pictures

was typical of contemporary trends

in Greek art.

CERAMICS

The early period. This period

takes its name from the geometric

decoration so very characteristic of

vase painting of this time, which
constitutes the most important
archaeological material. Excavation

of vases and pottery in Athens has

enabled the geometric style to be

definitely dated, and the com-
parative study of ceramics has

made clear different trends in vase

production: protogeometric (12th
— 10th centuries), still an offshoot

of pre-Hellenic pottery (Salamis,

Tiryns, Athens); severe style geo-

metric (9th — 8th centuries); pic-

torially decorated amphoras of the

last quarter of the 8th century;

subgeometric, overlapping into the

proto-Attic of the early 7th cen-

tury.

Vases from Crete and Thera
generally have linear decoration,

while those from Boeotia tend

towards plastic ornamentation;
Attic workshops specialised in

colossal vases known as Dipylon
vases, on which human beings and
animals were depicted [458].

7th and 6th centuries. With the

growth of trade between Greece
and the Oriental world, certain

changes became apparent in the

shape and ornamentation of vases;

Rhodes, Samos, Melos and Corinth

were producing vases with 'Orien-

talised' decoration, adorned with

real and fabulous animals and with

plant motifs. Vase painters in the

Attic workshops soon gave first

place to the human figure and
began to use brighter colours. In

the early 6th century there were
still flourishing workshops in Co-
rinth, Cyrene, Chalcis and Clazo-

menae, but by 575 Athens had
taken the lead with black-figure

pottery and it became virtually the

only centre producing vases in this

style. After Sophilus and Lydus,
the most famous vase makers and
painters were Amasis, an Ionian,

and Exekias, who is representative

of the Dorian stream. Towards
530 experiments made by Nicos-

549. Women bathing. Detail of an

amphora by the Andokides painter.

c. 540-525 B.C. Louvre

thenes and Andokides under the

influence of major painting re-

sulted in the replacing of the black-

figure technique by the red-figure

one [549].

Sth and 4th centuries. 510 — 460
was the great period of red-figure

vases; the artists were Euphronius,
Douris, Hieron and his painter

Macron, Brygus and Sotades (the

great master of the white-ground
ware). Large vases were decorated
with mythological and Homeric
themes, while cups and small vases

bore scenes taken from everyday
life and the activities of youth; the

influence of Cimon and Polygnotus
is perceptible in draughtsmanship
and technique. Later, the free style

(460-430), of which Aison the

Achilles painter was a master,

shows the influence of painting

giving way to that of Phidias and
sculpture; but the former influence

was to return with the ornate style

(late Sth and early 4th centuries),

which was also affected by the

drama. Meidias was the last of the

great vase painters, and in the

4th century there was a steep

decline in painted pottery, except

possibly for the series of vases in

the Kerch style.

THE MINOR ARTS

Domestic articles and small ex

votos in bronze, (terra-cotta fig-

urines and reUefs, silver work,

jeweUery, coins, engraved gems
and mosaics all come under the

convenient heading of the 'minor

arts'; but they show all the tech-

nical skill and feehng for beauty of

the Greek tradition, and they are

important reflections of the major

arts.

6th century. The bronze work-
shops of Corinth and Sicyon ex-

ported kraters, tripods and mir-
rors with stands [541] throughout
the entire Greek world. The ivory

workshops which produced the

chest of Cypselus (Sicyon) and the

small ivories from the Delphic
treasury were in the Peloponnese.

Terra-cotta figurines were of local

manufacture, but special mention
must be made of the Boeotian
workshops (Thebes and Tanagra)
and of those at Rhodes and
Corinth. Gold and silver coins

from Athens and Sicily were of

outstanding quality both aesthet-

ically and technically.

Sth century. Although Corinth

was still supreme in bronze crafts-

manship, Athens was also manu-
facturing fine mirrors, with handles

made in the form of a statuette,

which were replaced in the 4th

century by mirror boxes with
rehef ornamentation and vases

depicting mythological themes.

Terra-cotta figurines (from Boeo-
tia, Attica and the Peloponnese)

reflected trends in sculpture, and
some acroteria figures (from Olym-
pia) were completely dependent on
major plastic art. Fine bas-rehefs

were produced at Locri and Melos.

4th century. Attic workshops
were producing bronze household
objects, vases and rhytons em-
bossed with silver and decorated

with rehefs [542], cinerary tirns

and jewel boxes. There were thriv-

ing workshops producing small clay

figures in Boeotia (Thebes and
Tanagra) and Tarentum as weU as

flourishing engravers' and gold-

smiths' workshops; it was also at

this time that the first figurative

mosaics appeared.

Simone Besques-Mollard
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THE PERSIAN EMPIRE Marguerite Rumn

Greek civilisation owed a great deal to that of Asia Minor;

at a very early date, contact between the two was established

along the shores of the Aegean. This lasting contact

developed, little by little, into a formidable struggle

against the Persian empire, whose history was closely

linked with an Oriental civilisation that the West

was for ever to be confronted with and that it was never

able to escape.

The Medes and Persians were part of the tide of Aryans

who, taking advantage of the upheaval produced by the

Indo-Europeans throughout the entire ancient world,

came to settle on the Iranian plateau. The Medes, like

both the Cimmerians — who came from Thrace and

Phrygia and the Scythians, were a race of horsemen

possessing no other riches beyond objects that could be

carried with them, such as weapons, metal vessels and

ornaments. Median art, of which the Sakkez treasure is

the main example, combined the influence of the Medes'

northerly neighbours the Scythians with that of their op-

ponents the Assyrians.

The Persians, who settled farther south, spent some
time, however, in northern Iran where they came under

Median domination. Their art, consequently, from the

time they were firmly established on the Persian plateau

presents an everlasting dualism springing from this mix-

ture of influences, from the north and from the south

with its echoes of Mesopotamian traditions. The imion

of these two basic factors was strengthened by the mar-

riage of the Persian king Cambyses to the daughter of

the Median king. It also incorporated elements of foreign

arts in the expansion of that vast empire that one day

was to extend from the Indus to the Nile; thus a composite

art was created which was typically Achaemenid but of

which only a few works, created for the court, remain.

The Achaemenids - the builder-kings

When Cyrus captured Babylon in 538 and the Achaemenid
Dynasty took the place of Babylonian rule, the capitals

of the new empire were brought farther east to the Persian

plateau and to Susa, bordering on the plains of lower

Mesopotamia, thus reducing the great cities of the Tigris

and Euphrates basin to the state of mere satellites. This

kind of upheaval was inevitably bound to carry the art

of this region in new directions.

We should always lake into account the factors at work
in the creation of every art: that is, on the one hand the

world of reality, and on the other the world of suggestion.

The first is influenced by physical environment and con-

ditions: climate and materials; the second is bound up

with society, religion and social customs. The nature of

the country is of vital importance in its influence on an

emerging art. The country of Sumer was entirely without

stone or any wood really suitable for building, and it

made up for this by the use of clay on a large scale, which

550. ACHAEMENIAN. Persepolis. Ruins of the palace, showing

the double stairway leading to the esplanade.
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gave its architecture a massiveness that had profound

effects on every interdependent art. But the Persian pla-

teau offered quite different opportunities: there was no

shortage of stone (of a slightly softer variety than that

used for the decoration of the Assyrian palaces). This

completely changed architecture. Building in clay would

have been as difficult in this area as building in stone in

the Tigris-Euphrates basin. While they were in the north,

in Urartu, the Persians learned how to build surrounding

walls intended to protect the villages and the chiefs'

residences against the raids of mountain peoples, who

were notorious brigands; the man-made terrace backing

on to the mountain near Masjid-i-Sulaiman represents an

earlier stage in technical progress than that shown by

the building of Pasargadae. Incidentally, there is still

disagreement over the etymology of the word 'Pasar-

gadae', read by some as 'Parsagadae', which would mean

'camp of the Persians' and would tie in very well with

this type of town.

Achaemenid architects were to build 'royal cities', just

as the Assyrian kings, like Sargon II at Khorsabad, had

done before them; but the Achaemenian cities were to be

on a grandiose scale worthy of a monarch who ruled from

the Indus to the Nile, and the decorative artists, in their

turn, were to try to provide him with fitting surroundings.

550 Persepohs is the supreme example of a royal Achaemenian

town. There we are really faced with a state art, created

for the court.

There is a kind of disconcerting effrontery about this

art where architects showed no hesitation in building

a forest of colonnades against a mountain-side which was

quite overwhelming in comparison. It is a bewildering

sight, this architecture, with its columns with slender

seventy-foot-high shafts topped with colossal capitals -

an architecture so unrelated to human proportions that

men were to wander hke dwarfs at its feet. It was an art

that was not on a human scale. Nowhere else had this

ever found such complete expression. But by the early

days of the empire architectural design had been settled

once and for all and was to remain unchanged: the column,

the chief feature in building and the one which inspired

the audience chamber or apadana was to become an

obsession. The Persian era was the time when the column,

from Greece to Asia, reigned supreme, but the Achae-

menids were particularly extreme in their use of it, which

they carried even to Delos in the Thesmophorium which

Charles Picard has compared in design to Darius' Tachara

(composed of a central chamber with three rows of four

columns and two matching rooms with two rows of four

columns). At Persepohs all the halls and chambers had

columns (hke the audience chamber or apadana), and

when we think of the staggering number of more than 550

columns erected in that limited space, we inevitably react

against such an excess. We cannot assimilate this extreme

profusion, but we must remember that to all Oriental

minds it is entirely acceptable. Persian artists wanted to

achieve a majestic grandeur and could only do this by

impressing the mind with the repetition of a single motif,

something that we shall find again in their ornamental

sculpture.

72, 100. It could very well be that here as in Mesopotamia

we are faced with a law that obeys the 'symbolism of

numbers'. From the very earliest times, the Sumerian

goddess Nisaba was thought to be versed in the meaning

of numbers, and the Tower of Babel and the Great Tem-
ple provide us with typical examples of the architectural

apphcation of sacred numbers. Although the decimal sys-

tem of numbering was known in Mesopotamia, the sexa-

gesimal system was the one mostly used. The preponder-

ance of the number 4 at Persepohs corresponds to some

new conception; did it perhaps symbolise the four ele-

ments of fire, air, water and earth? The number 12, that

was soon to be endowed with a quite special significance,

was also used a great deal. In more ways than one the

influence of Europe was already making itself felt among

the Persians. This is borne out if we look at certain

themes such as the king battling with a fantastic beast, 438

where it is now no longer a question, as it was with the

Assyrian king, of exalting his bravery in a hunting exploit:

the king is at grips with a demon, plunging his dagger

into its body. Now it has become a conflict between the

spirit of good (Ahura Mazda) and the spirit of evil (Ahri-

man). This theme came to symbolise the victory of the

Aryan god of light, who was depicted in the act of killing

a dragon. It seems likely, nevertheless, that the Persians

were responsible for the introduction of a new type —

551. PERSEPOLIS. Lion attacking a bull. Marble. Darian epoch.

(521-486 B.C.)

' ii.'T «:

Art and symbolic meaning

When we come to consider the number of columns gener-

ally used in buildings we find that it is always connected

with the number 4 and its multiples: 4, 8, 12, 16, 36,
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the 'horseman-god' who became an accepted icono-

graphical figure; he recurs in Egypt in Coptic art with

the god Horus on horseback (in Christian iconography

identified with St George) crushing the crocodile. This

conception of the conflict between good and evil was

developed and spread by the Persians. Before this, it

seems to have been touched on in Babylon with the vic-

tory of the god Marduk over Tiamat — the victory of

order over chaos, an idea which might possibly stem from

an earlier period.

Persian religious thought, governed by the idea of the

polarity of good and evil, penetrated the entire ancient

world of that time. Mostly artists drew upon local por-

trayals of gods and malevolent or guardian djinns. They
dominated a people who went on seeing them as they had

always been, and the Persian artist, using scenes that were

already well known, elaborated them not only in the way
they were depicted but also in the purpose for which

they were intended. Their treatment is disturbingly cold

and detached, and the protagonists seem totally uncon-

cerned with whatever they are doing. On the other hand,

if we look at these scenes from another point of view we
shall see that the artist invariably produced set pieces

that were extremely fine as architectural ornamentation,

as, for example, the motif of the lion attacking a bull,

which had possibly been chosen because it could symbol-

ise one of the religious themes that was later to take root:

Mithra the sun god slaying the bull.

It was at this time that the idea of survival after death,

and the mediation of a spirit or a god that was the guide

of souls, took a firm hold. Royal tombs, far from being

concealed as they had been in Babylonia or in Egypt,

stood proudly beneath the sky like the mausoleum thought

to be the tomb of Cyrus. The royal rock-tombs at Naksh-

i-Rustam and Persepolis were very well known, a fact

which explains why they were plundered. On the tomb
at Naksh-i-Rustam the king, standing on a dais, towers

above a facade (carved out of the rock) in imitation of

his earthly home; he is alone before a fire altar under the

protection of the god Ahura Mazda whose face, surround-

ed by a circle (symbol of eternity), hovers above. We have

seen that the Persians readily took over the religious sym-
bols of neighbouring peoples, but it appears that the

Egyptian winged sun-disc (set in the uraeus), adopted in

the Near East (with the exception of Babylonia) during

the 2nd millennium, was altered in Persia and became
a disc set in a circle. This emblem was already known to

the Persians, as it was used in Assyria for the god Assur.

It seems, then, very likely that the Persians did not think

of portraying their god in image form before they had
come into contact with the peoples around them, but

we should remember that the ancient Mesopotamians,
too, never made a figurative representation of their great

god of heaven An or Anu.

The splendour of Persian art

The artist had also to create for the world some impres-

sion of that vast state which was the Persian empire and
of the tens of thousands of subjects living under its sway.

This he tried to do in the bas-reliefs which adorned the

palaces, exploiting to the full all the splendour and mag-
nificence of the court and the surroundings in which the

king lived. The Assyrian kings had surrounded themselves
with scenes of atrocious barbarity, like the banqueting
scene where Assurbanipal and his queen feast before the

552. Tomb of Cyrus II (557-529 B.C.), near Pasargadae. 6th cen-

tury B.C.

553. PERSEPOLIS. Detail of a stairway leading to the apadana.

Soldiers carrying spears. Darian epoch. (521-486 B.C.)
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head of a defeated enemy that hangs from a hook, the

bas-rehefs showing heaps of enemy heads cut off at the

neck and meticulously counted by the scribes, the im-

paled bodies standing out against the landscape (a uni-

versal reminder of the fate awaiting rebels), battle scenes

with their horrifying confusion of mangled bodies and

appalling atrocities, and, lastly, the hunting scenes which

acclaimed the courage of the king. The Persians portrayed

nothing like this on their palace walls. The stairway bal-

ustrades, Uke the palace halls, were decorated with great

ornamental friezes whose chosen theme was a feast where

a crowd of courtiers press round the king to pay him
homage while a line of tribute-bearers approaches.

The artist was able to produce a series of the most vivid

tableaux, fascinating in the variety of people and tributes

depicted, that far and away surpassed King Shalmaneser's

timid attempt on the Black Obelisk at Nimrud.

The figures grasp each other by the hand; some turn

to talk to the person behind, or hold the shoulder of the

man in front, just as in some fabulous procession which

at night by the flickering light of torches could leap into

hfe on the walls. But finally we are overcome by a feeling

of weariness and monotony when faced with these scenes

which recur in every one of the palaces and sometimes

even several times over in the same palace. We must set

aside, then, our own opinions if we are to understand

this art that does not fit in with Western attitudes, for

a Persian artist, if he had not penetrated to their deeper

significance, could make just the same complaint of our

cathedrals with their Nativities and Crucifixions. What
the Persian artist wanted to produce was a great, uni-

formly decorated, frieze. We watch a procession in stone

where almost all the figures are shown strictly in profile,

standing out from the wall.

Light and colour

It is when we come to Susa, the ancient Elamite capital

which became a royal city, that we begin to realise the

importance of the physical environment and the pervad-

ing influences shaping an art. The absence of stone,

which had to be transported at great expense, and the

closeness of Mesopotamia were both factors that gave

Susa its unique and individual character.

At Susa we are no longer presented with sober proces-

sions as we were at Persepolis; here we are spectators in

a fairyland of light and colour. The walls of the palace —
on which we find episodes from the story of Esther —
are decorated with iridescent and lavish colour; they are

adorned with glazed brick, with archers and fantastic

animals springing from the same root as the naturistic

ideas that were fundamental to the Asian religions. Baby-

lonian artists, some time earUer, had been unrivalled

in the way they managed to produce harmonious forms

from these heterogeneous creatures evolved from the com-

bination of features from different species during the

course of thousands of years.

The fantastic colours used by the artists for the bodies

and wings of these djinns, possibly with some magical

purpose, seem to have been inspired by a world of dreams

where fancy rules supreme: such, for example are the

glazed panels where we see two sphinxes turning their

heads backwards towards the doorways (for they were

set between the entrances so that no person coming in

could pass unnoticed before their brown, inscrutable,

mysterious faces. Similarly, the innumerable archers at

the king's side had a magic significance, almost a security

against any possible desertion on the part of the actual

guard, who had, in fact, given the monarch such poor

protection. At Susa, as at Persepolis, there are friezes

wholly devoted to lines of guards, but in glazed bricks,

vivid and glowing warmly in this light, with all the rich

ochres and yellows and, as in Babylon, invariably standing

out from a blue ground, the forerunner of the incompa-

rable blues of the Ispahan mosques. The artist has paid

attention to racial differences among the archers by dis-

tinguishing the swarthy complexioned southerners from

554. PERSEPOLIS. Frieze showing tribute-bearers. Darian

epoch. (521-486 B.C.)



5 5 5. SUSA. Detail of an archer. Glazed brick. Louvre.

556. Tomb of Artaxerxes II (404-358) at Naksh-i-Rustam. The

facade represents that of a palace. At the base is a Sassanian bas-

relief of Shapur I.

the fair-skinned men of the north. The lavish magnifi-

cence of their embroidered silk robes appears to be ex-

actly matched by the description of the immortals cros-

sing the Dardanelles by a bridge of boats, crowned with

flowers and with myrtle branches beneath their feet; and
we can understand how these archers, though of unsur-

passed skill as marksmen, should have been so hampered
by their clothes when it came to a hand-to-hand tussle

with the well-armed Greek infantry. It is not difficult to

imagine the envy of the Greeks, a young and poor people

then, as they gazed at the splendour and wealth of Asia.

The cosmopolitan empire

Persia then appeared to be the country that was potential-

ly a centre for every kind of activity: in 512 Darius

ordered Scylax of Caryonda, the Carian captain, to

sail down the Indus. The Greek doctor Ctesias lived

at the court of Darius II, and Telephanes of Phocaea

worked for the King of Kings for the greater part of his

life. This in part explains the infiltration of Greek and
other foreign influences, along with the use of foreign

labour with which the foundation charter of the palace of

Darius at Susa (translated by Father Scheil), is very

much concerned; this charter is, in this respect, one of

our most useful and instructive sources. There the king

lists all the materials required, from India to Greece, for

the building of his palace: they came accompanied by

craftsmen experienced in working with these materials.

Cedarwood was brought from Lebanon; brick walls

were built by Babylonians. There was continual contact

between all the different regions of the empire and the

neighbouring countries; ambassadors, scholars and artists

travelled from one country to another and the fame and

reputation of the East, with the Persians as its representa-

tives, spread far and wide. So the Greeks came to be

acquainted with the sciences of ancient Babylonia (handed

down by initiation ceremonies) and it has been pointed

out that Pythagoras' headgear was, in fact, that worn by

the initiated. But these interchanges often produced

clashes. Trade was made considerably easier by the

adoption of the daric (which can be traced back in origin

to Croesus) and was backed up by the great banks

established in Babylonia by Murashu and his sons. The
ancient great highway — the old Semiramis road — was

extended to Susa, and at intervals along it monuments
were set up in honour of the King of Kings, like the

Behistun rock where it was a feat of daring for sculptors

to climb up (and this was repeated in modern times by

archaeologists) and to carve bas-reliefs to the glory of Da-
rius and engrave his address from the throne in three lan-

guages (Babylonian, Elamite and Persian). The fact that

the Achaemenids were compelled to make use of other

languages besides Persian in order to communicate with

all the subject peoples of the empire has enabled scholars

to decipher cuneiform script — with the help, too, of

a successful reading of an Egyptian cartouche on an oil-

bottle where the name of Xerxes appears.

When they came to power the renown of the Persians

spread throughout the ancient world; before this, Nabo-

nidus had been told by the god Marduk, who had

appeared to him in a dream, of Astyages' downfall and

the coming of Cyrus. We have a typical example of the

infiltration of Medo-Persian influence in Babylon, where

Nebuchadnezzar II had built the hanging gardens, to

delight his wife Amytis, the grand-daughter of Astyages,



who remembered with longing the gardens or 'paradises'

which were part of every Achaemenid palace, those

gardens that are still part of Iran's enchantment today.

Even in Babylon buildings were to be found termed
'appa dana'. A palace in Sidon (then a Persian capital),

burnt during the insurrection of the satrapies (362),

illustrates well enough how the Persian style, both in

dress and architecture, had everywhere taken root.

The magnificence of the King of Kings

Many new characteristic features came into being under
Persian rule. After the Sumerian paresis, the viceroys of

the gods, after the rulers of Babylon and Assur, kings of

'everything that was', the Persian king appeared as some-

thing quite different; from now on, royal protocol con-

ferred upon him the title of King of Kings. He was

created by Ahura Mazda to govern that vast land, en-

trusted by him with that great kingdom with its fine

warriors and 'excellent horses', in recognition of the fact

that his forebears had been a race of horsemen. Now this

was no longer an art like that practised in Assyria,

exclusively dedicated to the honour and praise of a

mihtary leader's courage, nor like that of Babylon put

at the service of a devout king intent upon the worship

of his god, but an art which celebrated the 'superman',

a conception that is a very early foreshadowing of

Nietzsche's ideas.

But even more than this, the ruler was not a monarch
whom the gods had made an instrument of fear, as he had

been in Assyria, but a righteous king, elected by all the

gods. The prophet Isaiah was to be able to write: 'Thus

spake the Lord to his annointed, to Cyrus whose right

hand I have holden ... to subdue the nations before

him ... I will go before thee that thou mayest know that

I am the Lord which calls thee by thy name; I have

surnamed thee though thou hast not known me ... I am
the Lord and there is none else ... I form the light and

create darkness . .
.' (Isaiah 45, 1 —7). We could imply, it

seems, from this, that it was, in fact, precisely the God
of Light whom Cyrus worshipped and it shows what

links there were between beUefs at this time. This same

king Cyrus speaking to the Babylonians tells them on his

cyUnder: 'The god Marduk considered all the countries

of the earth. He scanned them in search of a righteous

king . . . whom he would lead by the hand. He called his

name "Cyrus, King of Anshan" . . . The god Marduk
looked with pleasure upon his pious acts and his righteous

heart . . . and like a friend and companion, he walked by

his side.' Cyrus concludes with these words: 'The god

Marduk inchned the great heart of the Babylonian people

towards me . . . and each day I remembered to pay it

homage' (Cyhnder of Cyrus V. R. 35, H —25).

The Achaemenid kings had fiUed their palaces full of

treasures, and Plutarch tells how ten thousand mules

and five himdred camels were employed by the Greeks

in the sack of Persepolis. The Greeks carried off from

Susa about forty-nine thousand gold and silver talents,

which, considering the value of gold at this time, would

nowadays represent an impressive sum of several millions.

Texts and monuments alike have nothing to say of the

Persians' religion, which we can only begin to appreciate

by its contribution to culture — so unlike anything that

happened in Greece — as its Ught shone throughout the

ancient world long after the collapse of the Achaemenid

empire. Crystalhsed within the Persian civilisation was an

Oriental civihsation many thousands of years old; but

a new spirit had swept across the great plateau in the

tracks of those audacious horsemen, and when Alexander

embarked on his conquest of Asia he followed the routes

taken before him by the King of Kings.

557. ACHAEMENIAN. Tomb of Darius 1 at Naksh-i-Rustam. At

the base of the tomb are two reliefs of the Sassanian epoch.



HISTORICAL SUMMARY: Persian art

558. Aerial view of Persepolis.

1. Terrace stairway.

1. Propylaea of Xerxes.

3. Hall of the hundred columns.

4. Apadana of Xerxes and Darius.

5. Tachara of Darius.

6. Palace of Artaxerxes III.

7. Hadish of Xerxes.

8. Tripylon.

9. Harem.

1 0. Treasury.

11. Part of the fortified wall (where

the Elamite tablets were found).

1 2. Tomb of Artaxerxes II (or III).

Archaeology. Surviving remains of

ancient Persia were first brought
to notice by Rabbi Benjamin of

Tudela in the 12th century, and
subsequently by Sir John Chardin
(17th century), Karsten Niebuhr
(18th century). Sir Henry Rawlin-
son and Sir Henry Layard (19th

century) and by the many travel-

lers to Persia. E. Flandin and P.

Coste were commissioned to make
drawings of these remains in 1839.

Investigation began only in 1884 —
86, when M. andMme M. Dieulafoy

settled in Susa (identified by W. K.
Loftus) where J. de Morgan began
systematic excavations in 1897;

this work was carried on by R. de
Mecquenem and later by R. Ghirsh-
man, while the Oriental Institute in

Chicago and the Department of

Iranian Antiquities concentrated

their efforts on Persepolis.

Geography. Persia assumed the

name of Iran under the Sassanids.

It is bounded by Armenia, the

Caspian Sea and Russia to the

north, Afghanistan to the east, the

Persian Gulf to the south and Iraq

to the west. The country is made
up of a very high plateau with a

central salt desert. To the west

this plateau runs into the mountains
of Armenia and, along the eastern

side of Mesopotamia, matches the

plateau of Asia Minor which bor-

ders Mesopotamia to the north-
west. These two plateaux, cut by
small valleys, form the extreme
edges of the central Asian plateau

known as the 'great steppes'. The
empire of the Achaemenid Persians

extended far beyond these bounda-
ries, stretching from the Indus to

the Aegean Sea and the Nile.

History. Civilisation grew up in

this part of the world at a very early

date. Its existence in the Neolithic,

and possibly from the 5th millen-

nium, is borne out by the excavated
sites at Tepe Hissar, Tepe Sialk

(pre-'Ubaid culture) and, a little

later, at Tepe Giyan ('Ubaid cul-

ture). The excavation of Susa, the

capital of the country of Elam
bordering on lower Mesopotamia,
has shown that the growth of this

civilisation was to be closely

dependent on the development of

Mesopotamian civilisation.

The great Indo-European migra-

tions of the 3rd millennium brought
Aryans, on their way to India by
way of Turkestan and the Caucasus,
to the Iranian plateau. Someofthem
intermarried with the people of the

Zagros Mountains (modern Lvuris-

tan), where they took control; soon

after, they swept down into Baby-
lonia, and this was the beginning

of the Kassite domination that was
to last almost until the end of the

2nd millennium. The Assyrians, in

a few centuries, were to reverse the

situation. The Medes, a young
Iranian warrior tribe like the Scyth-

ians and brought up in their tra-

dition, had selected Ecbatana as

their capital, while the Persians,

members of the same race, descend-
ed the slopes of the Iranian plateau.

About the 9th centixry B.C. the

Assyrians began to move south-

wards and came into conflict with

the Medes and Persians in the

Zagros Mountains; in the 8th

century Sargon smashed the al-

liance of Median leaders. Phraor-

te then became the leader of the

Medes, Mannaeans and Cimmer-
ians, and conquered the Persians.

The Scythians, who had taken

control of Media, were governed by
Cyaxares; he reorganised the army
and, following his alliance with

Nabopolassar, founder of the

Chaldean dynasty in Babylon, and
with the help of nomadic tribes,

he destroyed Nineveh in 612,

thereby avenging the Assyrian sack

of Susa in 640.



Prior to the Scythian invasion

the Persians had established a

sovereign state under Achaemenes,
which was to be reunited under
Cambyses I; his marriage to the

daughter of the Median king

produced Cyrus, who conquered
Media in 555, then Lydia in 546
and lastly, in 538, Babylon. He was
succeeded by Cambyses in 529.

Cambyses had his brother Smerdis
put to death, conquered Egypt
and proclaimed himself king and
conquered Ethiopia, but because

of the Phoenician sailors' lack of

cooperation, he was unable to

reach Carthage. On his death a

pretender claiming to be Smerdis
stirred up the people. Darius I

deposed the usurper, crushed the

rebellion and launched out to con-

quer India (512). Later, turning to

the north and Europe, he marched
as far as the Danube. The rest

of the story belongs to Greek histo-

ry: the Ionian rebellion, the burn-

ing of Sardis (499), the fall of Mile-

tus (494) and finally the first

Persian War and the battle of

Marathon (490). Darius, who had
recognised his son Xerxes as heir

to the throne, died at the age of

thirty-six. None of his successors

came near to matching his great-

ness,"with the exception ofArtaxer-

xes II (Mnemon) who signed the

peace of Antalcidas (387), a com-
pensation for Marathon and Sala-

mis. He was the last of the great

kings; Artaxerxes III (Ochus) and
Darius III (Codamannus), the

ill-starred opponent of Alexander,

were both unfit to rule.

Early art. Little has survived of

the art of the Medes, and the most
important remains come from the

Sakkez treasure found to the south

of Lake Urmia. It could just as weU
be the treasure of a Scythian king.

The objects belonging to it can

be divided into four groups which
reveal the various influences affect-

ing Median art: in the first group
can be put a typically Assyrian

bracelet adorned with lions carved

in relief; the second group, identi-

fied as Assyro-Scythian, includes

a breast-plate on which a proces-

sion ofanimals and djinns is making
its way towards a cluster of styUsed

Sacred Trees. In actual fact, except

for one or two animals in the

Scythian style, this shows entirely

Assyrian influence. The last two
groups are Scythian (scabbard and
dish decorated with Scythian mo-
tifs, notably the lynx) and native

(which can be related to bronzes

like those from Luristan).

There are two conflicting theo-

ries regarding the various features

of this treasure. Godard dates the

Assyrian objects from the reign of
Assurnasirpal (9th century) where-
as Ghirshman attributes them to

the time of Esarhaddon (7th cen-

tury). According to the first theory
the objects must be attributed to

local Mannaean workshops, and it

must be assumed that while the

Scythians were in this area they
adopted certain features out of

which they developed their own
style. If we follow Ghirshman's
idea, these specimens can be prop-
erly attributed to 7th-century

Scythians and would thus be the

first known examples of their work.
Achaemenian art, the youngest

art of the ancient Orient, covers

two centuries (from the middle of

the 6th to the middle of the 4th).

Examples can be seen in the ruins

of Pasargadae, Persepolis and Susa.

Architecture. PASARGADAE. This
was the first settlement on the

plateau for which Cyrus was re-

sponsible. The palace and vari-

ous other buildings were set

among gardens, and the many
columns, surmounted by bulls'

heads, show that the ideas behind
the apadana were already in full

force. Pasargadae can be described

as the forerunner of Achaemenian
architecture, but the terrace near

Masjid-i-Sulaiman, with its gi-

gantic walls and the ten flights

of stairs leading up to it, can be

attributed to the Persians and to

a period prior to the building

of Pasargadae and Persepolis.

Fire Temples. At Pasargadae

there is also a fire temple. These
temples were square towers, built

of well-bonded stone with mock
loopholes and windows in dark

materials; inside, the sacred fire

was kept alight by the Magi, who
belonged to a Median tribe spe-

cially trained in the study and
practice of religious ritual. At

one time these buildings were

thought to be 'towers of silence'.

Similar structures can be found

near Persepolis and at Naksh-i-

Rustam, along with four-sided

monuments having ornamental

bas-relief battlements, that have

been identified as fire altars.

Tombs. Not far from Pasar-

gadae, at Meshed-i-Murgad, stands

the tomb of Cyrus [5 52], a rec-

tangular building set on a base of

seven stone-courses, with a gabled

roof made of flat stone slabs. It

can be compared with monuments
in Asia Minor.

At Naksh-i-Rustam, near Perse-

polis, are the royal rock-tombs

standing one beside the other

[556, 557]. The tomb of Darius

Codamannus at Persepolis was

never finished. The tombs are hoi-

[limmm
559. PERSEPOLIS. Relief showing the

king seated on a throne.

lowed out of the rock on the pat-

tern of the tomb of Da-u-Dokhtar
in the province of Pars. The archi-

tects carved from the rock itself

an imitation of a palace facade with

four engaged columns, crowned
by 'kneeling bull' capitals which
support an entablature decorated

with a Greek moulding; above

this is carved a line of bulls and
lions, on which rests a dais held

up by Atlantes; the king, turning

towards a fire altar, stands on
steps beneath the emblem of

Ahura Mazda whose face is inside

the circle.

Private tombs have been dis-

covered (like the one at Susa) in

which a woman of high rank,

adorned with jewels, was laid in

a bronze receptacle.

PERSEPOLIS. It was here that the

Achaemenian genius developed

to the full. The barracks and
citadel were built on a mountain
overlooking a wide plain in the

direction of Shiraz. The lower

slopes were levelled off for an

esplanade on which a virtual city

of palaces was built [435, 550].
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560. PERSEPOLIS. Winged human-

headed bull. Propylaea of Xerxes I

(485-464).

561. PERSEPOLIS. Throne of Xerxes I.

In the relief on the lower half represen-

tatives of the satrapies support the royal

throne.

Although excavations have now
uncovered almost all the build-
ings, we still have no very clear

idea of the purpose^s for which
they were intended, although it

would seem that the buildings
in question are almost exclusively
state or ceremonial edifices. From
the walled esplanade a great
stairway with a double ramp leads
down into the plain; opposite
the highest landing are the propy-
laea of Xerxes, a massive four-
sided structure open at each end

and along the sides and decorat-

ed with colossal human-headed
winged bulls [560]. Around the

entrance, spaces left empty with
regular hollows cut out of the rock

were intended for terrace gardens.

What is left of the palace is

a veritable skeleton structure of

doors and windows hewn from
great blocks of stone that served

as supporting props for walls that

have long since vanished [179c].

Here the Egyptian gorge was
used, and the king was portrayed

on the lateral blocks of stone

inside the doorways. On the

right side a stairway, decorated
with bas-reliefs, led to the apadana
of Darius and Xerxes. The apa-

dana, used as an audience chamber,
was a typically Achaemenian
structure. Its roof was supported
by columns about seventy feet

high — fluted, slender shafts that

were mostly set on a bell-shaped

base and were crowned by typ-

ically Achaemenian capitals Uke
the one from Susa which is now
in the Louvre. The lower part

of these eighteen-foot-high capitals

was made up of volutes, like

C's set back to back, which
supported the main part of the

capital — the forequarters of two
kneeling bulls, joined together

[431]. Beams rested on the saddle

and in turn supported the larger

beams of the roof so that some
weight was taken by the bulls'

heads. The apadana at Susa had
thirty-six columns and covered

an area of almost two and a half

acres. This chamber at PersepoHs
had the same number of columns
and was surrounded by a single

peristyle that had two rows of

six columns on three sides.

SUSA. The old royal cities con-
tinued to be important alongside

the new capitals. At the ancient

Elamite capital of Susa, on a

hill, Darius I built his winter resi-

dence, with its vast apadana which
was restored by Artaxerxes II

(Mnemon). It was explored by M.
Dieulafoy, who retrieved some
of its glazed ornamentation, and
then by J. de Morgan in 1908,

who uncovered the building's

plan by tracing cuttings in the

ground pavements (made of a

sort of concrete composed of

chalk and pounded baked clay)

which corresponded to the baked-
brick walls dating from 440. The
palace was planned on similar

lines to the one in Babylonia,

with chambers arranged around
a rectangular court.

Plastic arts. The plastic arts were
primarily devoted to the ornamen-
tation of the palaces.

Bas-reliefs formed the main
part of the Persepolis ornamenta-
tion; the double stairway which
led on to the terrace and into the

palace chambers was decorated
with two kinds of bas-relief. The
motif of the lion attacking a bull

[551], a familar device since the

earliest period ofMesopotamian art,

appeared on the triangular panels

of the balustrades; elsewhere, the

king 'in majesty' was found. On
a dais shaped like a throne, a

colossal prototype of the royal Per-

sian throne (the Peacock Throne),
the king sits in a great chair

[559]. Beneath the dais, lines of

figures are carved, whose dress in-

dicates that they belong to the

various satrapies. The second type
of bas-reUef depicts processions

of guards, courtiers and tribute-

bearers [553, 554]. The artist has

taken immense trouble to differ-

entiate the characteristic features

of their dress. The Persians wear
a single or embattled tiara and
long robes whose wide sleeves

are adorned with symmetrical
folds in imitation of drapery
(a concession to Greek influence)

but of a completely uniform treat-

ment. Over one shoulder they

carry a quiver holding a bow and
arrows. The Medes, wearing caps,

have a short tunic, and trousers,

entirely free of folds, caught

in at the ankle. They carry

daggers with scabbards of the

same shape as those of Scythian

origin. The tribute-bearers are

distinguished more by the nature

of their gifts than by their costume
and are preceded by a chamberlain.

Along the great routes of the

empire, even in the most outlying

regions, artists carved bas-reliefs

in the king's glory, like the one
carved on the rock at Behistun,

which accompanies Darius' procla-

mation and portrays him as a

conqueror in an already familiar

pose, with the defeated enemy
beneath his foot.

Graeco-Persian reliefs from the

end of the 5th century have been
discovered in the region of Dascy-

leium in Bithynia, depicting a

procession of men and women on
horseback and a Persian sacrifice

with two priests (Magi), the lower

half of their faces veiled, carrying

a mace in their hands, nearing an

altar, with the heads of a ram and
a bull on a brushwood stake at

their feet.

At Susa, glazed bricks [555], cop-

ied from Babylonia, took the place

of the marble ornamentation of

Persepolis. The Achaemenians,
howewer, used a different meth-
od from that of by their teachers.
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562. Above. Winged silver ibex in-

crusted with gold. Graeco-Persian.

Louvre.

563. 6e/ow. Amulet decorated with

griffons, from the Oxus treasure. Br/t/sh

Museum.

Instead of clay they used chalk and
sand. The bricks were first baked
in a moderate heat and then the
outline of the figures was added in

blue glaze and the bricks were
returned to the oven; finally the
areas outlined in blue were filled in
with chosen colours and received
one last baking to complete the
process.

The ornamentation of the stair-

case balustrades at Susa drew its

inspiration from the Theban tombs
with their superimposed lotus

flowers, and from Aegean art with
its alternating volutes.

The gates were adorned with
lions, their coats dappled grey-

green or blueish, set in a framework
of zigzags and palmettes inter-

spersed with scallops and rosettes.

The palace walls were embellished
with mythological beasts, whose
origins can be traced back to Ba-
bylonia, with scallop-edged wings
and breasts coloured alternately

yellow and green [432]. Elsewhere,
as at PersepoUs, there were robes
of lavish embroideries on material

of white or yellow ground, adorned
with three-towered castles and
eight-pointed stars, the folds indi-

cated in dark colours; these gar-

ments had wide yellow or purpUsh-
brown sleeves; the shoes of the

guards were yellow, their quivers

made of panther skin and their

hair held back by a bandeau [178).

Between the gateways sat sphinxes

wearing the homed tiara head-

dress, their heads turned to look

behind them in an inscrutable

attitude but one which adds a great

decorative appeal to this motif

[176] which recurs on the seal of

Darius' chancellery, where the

sphinxes turn to face towards

each other.

Minor arts. Metal-work, of the

utmost importance to an eques-

trian people, suffered no decline

under the Achaemenids. Bronze
was used for the facing of certain

parts of buildings, such as doors.

For work in gold and silver an

especially elaborate technique was

564. ACHAEMENIAN. Bronzelion from

Susa. 6th-5th centuries B.C. Louvre.

employed, with silver dishes in

repousse (foreshadowing Sassanian
plate with its rosette and boss-

beading ornamentation), angled
rhytons whose bases are formed by
the head of a goat or an ibex, vases

with handles ending in an animal's

head or else made to represent an
animal's body (like the two handles
of the same vase, one of which is in

Berlin and the other in the Louvre
[567], depicting a winged silver

ibex incrusted with gold), a trian-

gular stand from Persepolis com-
posed of three roaring lions, the

realistic treatment of which con-
trasts with that of the bronze lion

found at Susa [564], comparable in

pose to the lion from Khorsabad
but far more stylised and sugges-

tive of the monsters of the Far
East.

Jewellery shows a wide variety

of influences. Some ornaments
from the Oxus treasure in the

British Museum gold plaques,

bracelets and rings - indicate the

same Scythian influence that can
be found in other treasures. Gems
from the Susa sepulchre — cres-

cent-shaped earrings decorated
with coloured stones set in gold,

and bracelets with no clasp but
tipped with a lion's head chased
and incrusted with turquoise and
lapis lazuli, illustrate a technique

which was to be adopted by the

'barbarians'.

Achaemenian glyptics surpassed

in refinement anything hitherto

known: one of the finest intaglios

shows the king in his chariot out

hunting with bow and arrow, his

horses at full gallop. A plaque used
as a mould for inlaid gold leaf has

been found, as well as a smaU head
of extraordinary delicacy — all that

remains of a statuette, for after the

looting by Alexander's soldiers

statuary, like everything else, sur-

vived only in a mutilated condition.

On the obverse side of the gold

coins called darics, the Achaemenid
kings, kneeling on one knee, are

depicted as archers.

Marguerite Rutten
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THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN
It has been usual to think of the art of Antiquity, before

Rome arrived on the scene, as being involved almost

entirely with Greece and the Aegean. The western

Mediterranean was something more than a mere passive

mirror for Hellenism: it served as a link with Europe,

whose economic importance we have looked at in an earlier

chapter, and it was the scene of commercial competition

and military struggles that held back the development of art.

I. THE CARTHAGINIAN WORLD Gilbert Charles Picard

If we pass over the part played by Cretan sea

power from the 2nd millennium, we find that it was the

Phoenicians who, from the beginning of the next

millennium, were responsible for carrying the ancient

world into the western Mediterranean basin and who, in the

5th century, managed to get as far as Finistire. They in

their turn were replaced by Carthage, an offshoot of the

parent nation, which continued the uninspired eclectic

tradition of the Phoenicians but, for all this, helped to

produce a more original art in Spain. Gilbert Charles

Picard, for thirteen years, until 1955, Director of

Antiquities in Tunisia, describes this little-known art.

Standard histories concentrate almost exclusively on the

study of the eastern Mediterranean basin until the decline

of the Hellenistic world; only then are we brought back

to ancient Italy in order to explain the origins of Roman
power which by late Hellenistic times was capable of

taking control of all the countries surrounding the Medi-
terranean. Gaul, Spain and North Africa are completely

ignored except by specialist archaeologists who methodi-

cally examine their earliest artifacts, and philologists who
analyse their languages. Yet from the beginning of the

Bronze Age the growth of the brilUant civilisations of

the Near East and the Balkans depended to no mean
extent on the material contributions made by an as yet

barbarian West which also offered the vast resources of

its practically virgin lands to the overflow of Hellenic

and Asian peoples. The position occupied by these new
countries of the West offers an interesting analogy with

America's position in relationship to Europe from the

16th to the 19th centuries in our era.

The maritime power of Tyre

It was only from the 4th century B.C. that the West re-

belled against its passive role, and this can largely be

explained by the economic and maritime control which
from the end of the 2nd millennium had been in the

hands of a people who were not disposed to let anyone
else profit from the benefits of their discoveries. Certain

archaeological discoveries, in the light of recent interpre-

tations of Greek history, are now bringing us round to

see that Myceneans, and possibly even Cretans, had pene-
trated into Itahan and Sicilian waters. The growth of

Etruscan civilisation — no matter how one explains its

mysterious origins — implies that there were close links

between what was to be Tuscany and Asia Minor from
the end of the 9th century. When Aegean maritime power
declined, the seafarers of Tyre seized the opportunity to

take over the exclusive trading monopoly in the southern

half of the Hesperian basin and to snap up all the profits

attached to its Atlantic outlet. From the 13th to the

10th centuries, under pressure from the Greek settlers,

the Phoenicians were forced to be content with the con-

quests they had already made, but there was no serious

threat of encroachment.

This outcome was vital from the trading point of view,

and this was the only one that really mattered to this

nation in which 'merchants were princes and traders

were the great men of the land' (Isaiah 23, 8). From
the beginning of the 2nd millennium, southern Spain

(present-day Andalusia) had become one of the greatest

producing and trading centres in the world. Its influence

extended as far as Britain and Ireland in the north and
at least as far as Sardinia to the east, and with this as

a stepping-stone, most probably to the Aegean. The Phoe-

nicians made their fortune by establishing the first direct

and close trading relations between Tarshish (Tartessus,

near Cadiz) and Asia. This trade was being carried on in

the time of Solomon (c. 970 — 33), and the Bible bears

out that Phoenician ships from the high seas were called

the 'navy of Tarshish' (I Kings, 9, 28).

It was obviously unavoidable, considering sailing con-

ditions at that time, to have trading settlements and ports

of call along a route which would take several years to

travel; besides, these settlements could only have been

very modest and were probably inhabited by a floating

population. The absence to this very day of any archae-

ological discoveries which can be dated from the early

part of the 2nd millennium should not lead us to doubt

the traditional date given for the foundation of Gades
(Cadiz), Lixos in Morocco and Utica (11th centiu-y).

At the end of the 9th century the growing Assyrian

threat obhged the Phoenicians to find a more secure head-

quarters than Tyre. Yet Cyprus was too close and Tar-

shish too distant and over-populated. The new capital,

Qart Hadash, was therefore founded in 814 half-way

along their route, near Utica. In 1947 a hoard of votive

vases was discovered which would seem to indicate that

in the latter half of the 8th century a cult had existed on

the shore near Carthage, probably dedicated to Dido,

the city's founder, who had willingly sacrificed herself.

It was around this holy place that the Tophets grew up,

the sancturies where children were sacrificed, which, along

with the necropoUses, remain the chief sources of archae-

ological documentation.

The growth of Carthage

The history of Carthage falls into four periods. During

the first (8th century and first quarter of the 7th century).
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the colony was still only a trading settlement with few

inhabitants, probably shghtly more important than the

others and closely dependent on Tyre. In the second

period (c. 675^450) Carthage set out to check the

advance of Greek colonisation. In the third period (450 —
300) the defeat of Carthage by the Greeks at Himera, dat-

ing from the same time as the Persian wars, forced the

Carthaginians (now surrounded by the Greeks and cut

off from the East) to fall back on the resources of the

West Barbary, Negro Africa and the Celtic world. In the

last period the Phoenicians in the west found it necessary

to become part of the Hellenistic world, and with the

decline of the Greeks in the west and the economic re-

sources of their own empire they could have held one

of the foremost places in this world had not Rome broken

up their hegemony before destroying Carthage (147) to

prevent it from becoming the capital of a Libyo-Car-

thaginian realm.

Leaving aside the first phase, about which very little

is known, each of the other three periods coincides with

independent cultural development. In the 7th and 6th

centuries Carthage was stiU tied to a form of civilisation

shaped in the parent-city from a combination of national

characteristics and Egyptian, Mesopotamian and Aegean

influences. Egyptian influence was the most apparent,

both in architecture (of which we can have some idea

thanks to the votive cippi in the shape of shrines and

tombs) and in gem engraving, with its characteristic signet

scarabs. The Hellenised Aegean seems to have had an

effect not so much with its painted vases (which were

without influence on the heavy, clumsy local pottery) as

with its clay modeUing where the Carthaginian sacred

prophylactic masks drew their inspiration both from Ionian

Kouroi and korai and the scowling, diaboUcal figures

of which something of the same sort has been found in

the Spartan temple of Artemis Orthia.

All this was cut short in the middle of the 5th century

by a strict puritan reaction which established Tanit as

the supreme deity and overthrew the old forms of wor-

ship (and, as a quite natural consequence, the conditions

in which art had developed). The stopping of imports

put an end to Egyptian and Greek influences. An abstract

geometric style gathered inspiration from the revival of

very ancient Aegean symbols: the 'symbol of Tanit' was

derived from the idol with outstretched arms and the

'bottle symbol' came from the Cycladic vioUn-shaped

idol. A few reliefs show that Mesopotamian tradition was

kept alive in the portrayal of deities. Metal crafts, how-

ever, which along with sculpture developed rapidly at

this time, continued to copy archaic Greek models but,

aware only of earliest stages of archaic Greek art, the

craftsmen made no similar progress.

But in the early 4th century Hellenism won out. The
adoption of Greek gods (Demeter in 396) and their im-

ages, and their alliance with the Carthaginian gods, caused

the most fanatical defenders of national tradition to ac-

cept this form of iconography. Ex votos, and especially

3rd-century sanctuaries and houses, brought to light by

excavation, show that religious and domestic architecture

had become a purely provincial variant of the Hellenistic

dialect. In the decoration of stelae and sacrificial knives,

as well as in gem engraving, an increasing number of

motifs of Greek origin were interwoven with Carthaginian

symbols. The history of Carthaginian art, then, from

beginning to end, is almost entirely a history of the influ-

565. CARTHAGiraiAN. Stele cai ved in the shape of the symbol

of Tanit and engraved with the bottle synnboi. 4th-3rd century

B.C. Bardo Museum, Tunis.

566. IBERIAN. Woman wearing a cloak. Bronze ex-voto. Middle

of the 1st millennium. Archaeological Museum, Madrid.

567. CARTHAGINIAN. Stele of a priest and child. Bas-relief

in the Orientalised style. Late Sth-early 4th centuries B.C.

568. GREEK. Statuette of a goddess wearing an embroidered

robe, found at Carthage. 6th century B.C. Bardo Museum, Tunis.
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enccs it came under. This creative impotence was a char-

acteristic of the Phoenician people as a whole, whose

inward-looking natures, when not entirely taken up with

tasks of a practical kind, seem to have found freedom and

fulfilment only in theological speculation and in the po-

etical expression of these reflections. Except in the sphere

of agriculture Carthage, lacking any spirit of inquiry,

made very httle progress even in technical matters. This

inability to find a concrete means of outward expression

for their inner life, undoubtedly stemming from a philo-

sophical attitude, meant that the Carthaginians, unlike

the Etruscans, could not even take full advantage of their

adopted foreign models. The only art forms in which

they were able to produce works worthy of interest were

those which suppressed, as far as possible, the importance

of materials and space. Their engravings and bas-reliefs

are superior to their sculpture in the round, and in their

choice of decorative devices abstract motifs — geometric

signs, palmettes and stylised foliage ~ were invariably

preferred to naturaUstic motifs. Even the human body

was treated as a symbol.

Carthaginian influence

So this explains the seemingly paradoxical fact that the

best examples of Carthaginian art have been found in the

overseas provinces, primarily in Spain which, apart from

specifically Carthaginian settlements like Ibiza in the Ba-

learics, must be thought of as a province apart that took

a great deal from Carthage but was never entirely subject

to her. Nothing could be more foreign to the Carthaginian

spirit than the Lady of Elche; her heavy head-dress was

probably the work of a Phoenician craftsman but it frames

a face treated in the manner of the Greek transitional

period, a style which Carthage always refused to follow.

Numidian art developed as Carthaginian artists immi-

grated to Masinissa's kingdom after the fall of Carthage,

but it was only in the 1st century A.D., when the artistic

traditions of Carthage had finally dried up, that it was

able fully to realise its potentialities. Carthaginian archi-

tects also built the Dougga Mausoleum and the Souma
at Kroub in the 2nd century, and, probably, a little

later in Algeria, the tomb known as the Medracen and

the Tombeau de la Chritienne. The Kbor KUb, a monu-
mental altar built on Zama territory about the middle of

the 1st century A.D., is purely Hellenistic in style. On the

other hand, the artists who decorated the Ghorfa stelae,

working in the 2nd century A.D., treated their subjects

(which stemmed from Phoenician theology, with elements

taken over from Greek philosophy) with a fanciful and

luxuriant inventiveness that is as far removed from Car-

thaginian sterility as it is from the rationalism and natu-

ralism of classical Greece.

569. Left. IBERIAN, showing Greek influence. The Lady of Elche.

Painted sandstone. Early 5th century B.C. Archaeological tAuseum,

Madrid.

570. 'GRAECO-CARTHAGINIAN ART OF THE HELLENISTIC

PERIOD. Shrine of Demeter, discovered at Thurbudo Majus.

bardo Museum, Tunis.
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571. CARTHAGINIAN. Small prophylactic mask, very much

enlarged, of a bearded man. Late 3rd or early 2nd century

B. c. Bardo Museum, Turiis.

572. Right ear pendant of Phoenician workmanship, decorated

with lotus flowers, palmettes and birds. Found in the treasure

of Aliseda. (Caceres. Spain). Middle of the 1st millennium. Archae-

ological Museum, Madrid.



PERSIAN. Bas-relief of Darius (521-486) leaving

the palace of Persepolis followed by two attendants.

BERNARD PIERRE.





II. SICILY AND MAGNA GRAECIA Gilbert Charles Picard

The Graeco-Persian struggle in the east was complemented

by the fierce conflict between the Greeks and the Persian

allies the Phoenicians, and later their Carthaginian

successors, in the west. The Greeks settled in southern

Italy and Sicily and from there founded Phocaean

Massalia (Marseille ) a convenient gateway to

southern Gaul and the Spanish coast. With them went

their art, so much so that some of the most characteristic

examples of Greek art have been taken from Sicily, but

here we shall look at the independent development of

Magna Graecia.

Western Hellenism was in direct opposition to Car-

thage; its productivity was in contrast with Semitic pau-

city, and its periods of political and cultural expansion

coincided exactly with periods of Phoenician dechne, and
vice versa. This was why Hellenism became firmly en-

trenched in Sicily in the interim between Tyre's dom-
ination of the sea and Carthage's hegemony. The very

recent discoveries made by F. Villard and G. Vallet con-

firm that there was a definite break in continuity between

the voyages of Mycenean sailors of the 14th and 13th

centuries and the colonisation of the 8th century. The
traditional idea which has come down from Thucydides

and which makes the Phoenicians the chief hnk between

Sicily and the west at the beginning of the 2nd millen-

nium, seems to be borne out by the presence of native

pottery of Cypriot influence in archaeological strata dating

from a time prior to the arrival of the Greeks.

The Doric style in Sicily

The Greek colonists who poured into Sicily and southern

Italy in the latter half of the 8th century and throughout

the 7th century, came first from Euboea and later from

the Isthmus of Corinth and from Rhodes and Crete; the

Dorian element soon took control, and the earliest works

of art, dating from the beginning of the 7th century, are

notably Doric in spirit. Temple architecture without

exception was strictly Doric, and architectural sculptures

from these buildings are the oldest records we have of the

plastic arts in this area. The series of metopes from Selinus

and from Paestum enable us to follow the progress

of a style through three main stages (600— 580— 540).

Initially it was clumsy and unsophisticated, largely subor-

dinated to its geometrical framework and, Uke the first Ro-

manesque sculpture, more akin to the minor arts (repousse

metal and ivories). Then we find less static, more dra-

matic compositions, and, finally, the great epic subjects.

A preference for warlike themes and the exaltation of

a quietly confident male strength was the expression of

the ideal of a young nation engaged in a relentless strug-

gle against a blood enemy. The feeling for disciphne and

order which had been the strength of the Dorian armies

appears in the strict symmetry that gives balance to the

figures. Yet often some fine picturesque detail, like the

wavy mane of Europa's buU, breaks through that heroic

severity. The Youth from Sehnus and the one from Agri-

gentum, the oldest surviving statues, do not date from

before the late 6th century. These works, also strictly

governed by Peloponnesian canons, contain echoes of old

masters known to us through literary texts: Perillus of

Agrigentum who cast Philaris' Bull and Learchus of

Rhegium.

In the early 5th century this heroic phase was followed

by a mood of optimism, brought about by the victory at

Himera. Sicily had then reached the peak of her strength

and prosperity. All over the country the most imposing
temples ever conceived by the Greek genius were erected 576

in thanksgiving. In Agrigentum, according to Pindar the

most beautiful of those ill-fated cities, Carthaginian pris-

oners were set to build the temple of Olympian Zeus, its

entablature supported by colossal Atlantes, captives 574

in stone. On the eastern hill of Syracuse a group of three

temples was erected and, it is nowadays thought, dedi-

cated to Apollo, Artemis and Dionysus. The metopes
from the last of these, dating from about 460, represent

the finest work of architectural sculpture ever achieved

by the Greeks in the west. Four of them depict battles

fought by the gods and the punishment of various im-

pieties which in their very enormity point to the crimes

of the recently defeated barbarians. In one sweeping

rhythm Hercules strikes down an Amazon while Athena
slays Enceladus; Actaeon is torn to pieces by his hounds
while Artemis looks on unmoved. A taste for pathos is

apparent in these works, which was as yet unknown in

Greece proper — a kind of expressionism which has

enabled people to talk of the anti-classical quality of

Sicilian sculpture. Violence gives way to serenity on the

best known of these slabs, now identified as the Mystic

Marriage of Persephone and Dionysus — Hades in the

underworld. The Persephone's draperies recall the deli-

cate workmanship of the robes of the Ionian korai. And
it was in fact true that with the extraordinary economic

development that had followed victory, western Greece

had become a centre of attraction for artists from all

regions, and its sculpture was no longer dominated by

Peloponnesian influences alone. Pythagoras of Rhegium,

born, like his philosopher-namesake, in Samos and like

him, too, an exile in the west, was counted by his con-

temporaries among the great masters. He was wonderfully

skilled in detailed renderings of the human body which

he was able to enhance with movement, yet preserving

the symmetry and order dear to the Dorian schools.

His best-known work, a statue of the wounded
Philoctetes, has probably been partially preserved in a

Roman copy. Sicilian archaeologists ascribe to his school

a small bronze from Syracuse of a man pouring a libation,

as well as the now strangely bald acrolith of Apollo Alaeus

from Crimisa. The Delphic Charioteer, an ex voto of the 543

SiciHan town Gela, was once thought to be from his

school, but it has once again been claimed to be of Attic

workmanship. In compensation. Magna Graecia can still

boast the Ludovisi Throne, the relief triptych dedicated

to the birth of Aphrodite in whose sensuous grace seems

to Linger something of the refined civilisation for which

Sybaris has become a symbol.

The minor arts were also affected by this revival of

activity. Whereas ceramics continued to be dominated by

Attic competition, artists who had supplied the ordinary

people with small clay models as votive offerings (twelve

thousand statuettes were found at Sehnus in the sanctuary

of Demeter alone) now turned their hand to large statues;

Opposite. ETRUSCAN. Fresco of a dance scene

from the Leopard's Tomb at Tarquinia. ALINARI. 305



573. GREEK. Theatre at Syracuse, Sicily. 4th century B.C.

the powerful and calmly majestic busts of Demeter made
for the 'polos' of Agrigentum are in no way inferior to the

most perfect 5th-century marbles. This same goddess,

the patroness of Sicily, appears also on coins made by

Eumenes, Evainetos and Cimon (430— 360), whose crafts-

manship was never anywhere to be surpassed. These
artifacts circulated freely and did more to spread Hel-

lenism than either architecture of sculpture. At the time

that Segesta — the capital of the Elymians, the loyal and
ancient allies of the Carthaginians — entered the Athenian
confederation, its people had already begun a Doric tem-
ple and a Greek theatre. But the temple was never fin-

ished; the Hellenisation of Sicily was violently interrupted

in 409 by the Carthaginian cotmter-attack.

Syracuse and the decline of Sicily

The damage inflicted on Selinus and Segesta enables us

to assess the gravity of the blow struck against civilisation

by the savage onslaught of Carthaginian mercenaries; it

was undoubtedly a disaster of far greater consequence
to the Western world than was the total destruction of

Tyre's settlements in the west a century and a half later.

Syracuse was saved by the exertions of Dionysius I,

but it was a city that had never equalled the great centres

of the south in the sphere of culture. Besides, all its

potentialities were taken up by the war; the fortifications

of Euryala were most certainly works of art in their own
way. But B. Pace, who has listed forty-six temples built

in Sicily before 409, has found only four belonging to

the subsequent period. Down to the end of the 4th cen-

tury coins, it is true, preserved a high standard, but we
have lost a great many bronzes — notably the statues of

tyrants from the Syracusan agora, which were melted

down on the orders of the well-intentioned but tiresome

Timoleon. We have to wait tUl Hellenistic times when
the Carthaginian clash had abated before we see a revival

of the arts (given impetus by Hiero II). A fine bust from
Volubilis discovered only a short while ago, which once

formed part of Juba II's collection, may be a portrait of

the Sicilian king. Finally, with the Roman conquest and

the two centuries of ruthless exploitation that it brought

in its train, Sicily's economic and cultural coUapse was

complete.

The Greeks in the west

The Greeks in Italy were engaged in a desperate struggle

with the native inhabitants. This state of affairs did little

to encourage the growth of artistic activity; we have almost

no sculpture from this area after the group from Locri

(c. 420) which portrays dead heroes carried by tritons to

the Isles of the Blessed. But against this, domestic arts

prospered. In the 4th century southern Italy became one

of the chief pottery producing centres in the Mediter-

ranean, but even here its work became increasingly com-
monplace and was soon taken over by the Italians. After

the expedition of Pyrrhus, who dedicated a trophy-bear-
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574. GREEK. Telamon from the temple of Zeus at Agrigentum,

Sicily. 5th century B.C.

575. GREEK. Head of Medusa. Terra-cotta antefix. Second half

of the 6th century B.C. Syracuse Museum.

576. GREEK. Ruins of the Doric temple of Hercules at Selinus,

Sicily.

ing Nike, probably of Oriental workmanship, in Tarentum,

it could be said that true Greek art had ceased to exist

in the Peninsula.

At an even earher date among the other Greek settle-

ments in the west, for example with the Phocaeans of

Marseille and Spain, isolation and the difficulties of life

where barbarians were a continual threat had exhausted

artistic activity or reduced it to the artisan level. So co-

lonial life, on the whole, did not favour the growth of

art. Sicily had become the seat of a school about the year

500 through a series of extraordinary circumstances and,

in fact, it never really managed to free itself entirely of

metropolitan influences. Rather than enriching their own

culture, the vital work of the Greeks in the western Medi-

terranean had been to pass on to the barbarians something

of the civilisation they had brought with them.

The western Mediterranean basin, then, was not the

centre of an original artistic development. The areas be-

tween the Hellenic and Celtic spheres of influence fall

into two cultural divisions: the north-east, which was

soon controlled by the Greeks, and the south-west, which,

at a distance, followed the aesthetic development of west-

ern Asia. The Roman conquest was to bring some kind

of imity, at first only by the exclusive emphasis on a

debased kind of Hellenism; but subsequently it encour-

aged the emergence of more original, sensitive art forms

whose part in preparing the ground for mediaeval art

has often been underestimated.
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III. THE ETRUSCANS Raymond Block

We have seen, in Chapter 4, the emergence of Etruscan

art in the context of the European metal civilisations,

and it was not long before the Etruscans began to take part

in the Mediterranean conflict. Although they had sided

with Carthage against the Greeks, they came more and more

under Hellenic influence; but they maintained a strongly

independent spirit which is mirrored in their art — some

features of which were to be developed by the Romans, who

conquered the Etruscans and all other rival nations and

so came to make the Mediterranean Mare Nostrum.

For many years the question of Etruscan art's proper

position among all the other Mediterranean arts has

given rise to heated discussion. In 1879 J. Martha wrote:

'The one great misfortune of Etruscan art was that it

never had time to take shape.' Modern critics have

reached the conclusion that this art shows a complete

lack of originality and represents nothing more than a

totally provincial output, a mere reflection of Greek art

on which it modelled itself. Another equally extremist

point of view maintains, just as confidently, the complete

independence of the art ofancient Tuscany. Both attitudes,

I believe, go too far, and so in many ways are quite mis-

taken. If we are to get at the truth we must take a less

extreme and dogmatic view. It is quite true that Etruscan

art was continually and beneficially influenced by artists

from Greece and Magna Graecia. Unless the profound

effect of the Greek workshops is taken into account,

Etruscan art cannot begin to be understood. But the work

of the Etruscans was not merely a slavish imitation with-

out a genuine identity of its own. It was the outcome of

the abilities, taste and spirit which were the individual

characteristics of this people who, from the 7th century

down to the beginning of the Christian era, were able

to develop an original civilisation in Tuscany.

One of the most important characteristics of this

civilisation was the leading part played by religious doubt

and the concern with the after-life. Their gods were of

a mysterious and cryptic nature, and men had a profound

dread of the fate awaiting them after death. It would seem
that the idea of death was ever present to the Etruscan

mind. In this context it is understandable that their art

was primarily an art of the tomb. A kind of magic survival

had to be secured for the dead in their final resting-place

and then, according to later belief, in the shadowy world

of Hades. This funerary cult was observed with the

577. ETRUSCAN. Cinerary sarcophagus, decorated with a relief

of dancers. From Chiusi. Archaeological Museum, Florence.

minutest attention to detail, and Etruscan art itself seems

to have had no other end in view. The portrait immor-
taUsed the dead man's features and so wrested him from

the powers of darkness. Here we have the reason for the

creation and continuing popularity of the Tuscan portrait

out of which, in its turn, the Roman portrait was to

emerge. On a burial urn from Chiusi we can see that in

the earlier period a faithful copy of the dead man's face,

in the form of a bronze mask, was affixed to the vessel.

Later, the head was carved and took the place of the

urn's lid. Eventually this heterogenous creation gave way
to a real statue. Similarly, the frescoes which covered the

damp walls of the Tuscan hypogea (subterranean burial

chambers) are important as religious symbols. They
depict the funeral feasts; they also portray the occupa-

tions and pleasures of his earthly hfe, and most of all

they give concrete shape to his life in the next world.

This clears up the apparent contradiction of a sepul-

chral art infused with an ardent and vigorous feeling of

life. To the mystic souls of the Etruscans the life of this

world merely foreshadowed the more significant and
infinitely more permanent destiny awaiting them after

death. Consequently they paid less attention to the

adornment of their towns than to their tombs which
were built of solid stone or hollowed out of the same
material — dwelling places intended to defy the onslaught

of time. In the necropolises at Tarquinia and Cerveteri,

virtual cities of the dead, the setting and very rhythm of

Etruscan life is made real for us in an astonishing way.

This life is depicted in its own individual and concrete

form. Unlike the Greeks, the Etruscans never tried to

create types; their sole interest was in the individual and

in the reality of everyday life. The Etruscan artist,

apparently, felt nothing but contempt for formal beauty

-

that is for the beauty and harmony of different parts of

his work. Guided by rehgious considerations which

demanded a realistic likeness, he exaggerated his model's

traits, beautiful or ugly, even to the point of caricattu-e.

It was the bas-relief and the fresco rather than sculpture

in the round, and it was clay, bronze and colour rather

than marble and stone which in Tuscany most success-

fully conveyed the rhythms of movement and the pulse

of life. The creative personality in all fields was to show
a deep-seated preference for simplification and stylisation,

for the evocative rather than the realistic line. Detail was

deliberately eliminated to give emphasis to contour and

to the deUneation of mass.

This natural talent for draughtsmanship shines out of

their marvellous achievements in the minor arts and

especially in engraving on precious metals and bronze.

It was probably in the field of plate and jewellery that

the Etruscans exploited their technical skill and decorative

taste to the utmost. Treasures from the tombs of the

'Orientalised' period have a characteristic richness and

elaboration, and some Etruscan jewellery of the 7th and

6th centuries truly represents a high-water mark of art.

So with all these contradictions (more apparent, it is

true, than real), with its inequalities and its many failures,

but with its exquisite achievements as well, Etruscan art

is visually appealing and unusual. Very often it presents

a curiously modern side, and the present age has at times

found in it hints of some of its own trends and tastes.



578. ETRUSCAN. Fresco from the so-called Baron's Tomb. Side wall. 510-500 B.C.

579. ETRUSCAN. Bronze death-mask 580. ETRUSCAN. Burial urn in the 581. ROMAN. Bust of Seneca. Contin-

affixed to a burial urn. From Chiusi. shape of a head on a seat. Sarteano. Late uation of the Etruscan style. 1st cen-

Flrst half of the 7th century B.C. 7th century B.C. Archoeo/og/co/ Museum, tury a.d. National Museum, Naples.

Florence.

582. ETRUSCAN. Funerary chamber in

the Tomb of the Reliefs. Cerveteri

Necropolis.

583. ETRUSCAN. Colossal head of

a warrior. Characteristic of lonrco-

Etruscan sculpture. Found at the necro-

polis at Orvieto. 530-520 B.C. Archae-

ological Museun\, Florence. 309



HISTORICAL SUMMARY : The western Mediterranean

CARTHAGE

History. Carthage was founded in

814 B.C. by Phoenicians from Tyre;

it adopted the colonising system of

its parent city and from the 6th

century established trading settle-

ments throughout the western

Mediterranean. The Roman annex-

ation in the early part of the 3rd

century of southern Italy, an area

ringed by Carthaginian settlements

in Sicily and Sardinia, sparked

off the Punic Wars (264-241,219
-201, 149-146). In spite of a stub-

born resistance, Carthage was
defeated; the city was razed and its

inhabitants massacred.

Architecture. Very little is known
about Carthaginian architecture,

but writings and the few remain-

ing ruins show that their archi-

tects used both bonded construc-

tion and rubble work and ce-

ment, often decorated with paint-

ed stucco and with sculptures.

Sanctuaries were of the Canaanite
type with a holy precinct, sacrificial

altars, memorial stelae and bowls
for lustral water. From the 7th

century, tombs were often well-

built subterranean chambers.
Sculpture. The Carthaginians were
traders, and consequently their

sculpture, of which few examples
ofany outstanding quality have sur-

vived, reflects the influences of

Egypt, Cyprus and Greece (sarco-

phagi ornamented with figures in

relief and sarcophagi in the shape
of the human body). The memor-
ial stelae [567] and funerary reliefs

are mostly decorated with religious

symbols.
The minor arts. The many influ-

ences and the lack of individuality

are reflected in all those objects
— weapons, pottery, toilet articles,

glassware and ivories — which
were found in large quantities in

tombs; only certain masks in terra

cotta and glass [571] and some
jewellery show any spirit of origi-

nality.

Expansion. Carthaginian trading

settlements in North Africa and
the Balearics (Ibiza) and along

the southern coast of Spain show
the same artistic characteristics.

Figurines and masks from sanctua-

ries and tombs in Ibiza are similar

to those discovered at Carthage
except that, as with the Cerro de
los Santos sculptures, there are

signs of original native traits. The
Lady of Elche [569] is the best-

known example of Spanish sculp-

ture under the Carthaginians.

Lydie Huyghe

MAGNA GRAECIA AND
SICILY

(See Summary, page 285)

THE ETRUSCANS

In the 8th century an Italic civili-

sation, the Villanovan, grew up
in Tuscany, and in Latium a form
of art developed which served as

a kind of prologue to Etruscan art.

Etruscan civilisation emerged
about the year 700. There are

several conflicting theories on the

origin of the Etruscans. According
to ancient tradition, which goes back
to Herodotus, the Etruscans came
by sea to Italy from Lydia. Some
modern scholars have a theory that

they were of northern descent, and,

finally, certain authorities, taking

up a statement of Dionysius of
HaUcarnassus, view them as an
autochthonic people. In actual fact

it must be a question of an ethnic

complex in which a variety of ele-

ments were intermingled including,

in all probability, a nucleus of Asian
immigrants. The 'Orientalised' pe-

riod of Etruscan art extended
roughly from 700 to 575. The ruling

influences until about 625 were
Phoenician and Cypriot. From 625
to 575, Greek influence had the

upper hand, and larger works of

sculpture and mural painting made
their appearance. Throughout the

archaic period the effect of Ionian
and then Attic art ruled supreme.
Greek artists worked in Etruria.

The large terra-cotta statues from
Veil produced in the workshop of

Vulca, a sculpture of genius and
the 'master of the Apollo of Veil',

mark the finest achievement of

Etruscan art.

In 474 the Etruscan fleet was
defeated by the Syracusan Greeks
at the battle of Cumae, and this

marked the start of a political and
cultural decline. Hellenic classicism

remained alien to Tuscan temper-
ament. It was only in the 4th cen-

tury that there was an increase in

the number of works drawing on
classical inspiration; the Mars from
Todi is one of the finest examples.

In the 3rd century the taste for

the picturesque and for the realistic,

which was spreading through the

Hellenistic schools, accorded with
the natural aptitude of the Tuscans,
whose creative genius flourished

until just before the beginning of

the Christian era.

Raymond Block

S84. ETRUSCAN. Gold fibula with discs.

Cerveteri Necropolis, c. Middle of the

7th century B.C. Etruscan Museum, Va-

tican, Rome.

585. ETRUSCAN. Capitoline She-wolf.

5th century B.C. (The twins are mod-

ern.) Museo dei Conservator!, Rome.

586. Opposite. ROMAN. Statue of Au-

gustus, known as the Prima Porta

Augustus. Early 1st century A.D. Vati-

can Museum.
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ART FORMS AND SOCIETY Rene Hnyghe

Art, from the earliest times, had always been related to

the beliefs and rites of a specific human group: the

Palaeolithic hunter's magic, the Egyptian's guarantees of

a life after death, etc. Even decorative art, which had

become progressively a matter of pure ornamentation,

kept for a long time traces of the protective-magical and

rehgious qualities which had once served as its justifi-

cation. As to artistic beauty, if its creation and appreci-

ation were instinctive, it was in all probability the

product of a still very confused idea of what constituted

achievement and technical accomplishment.

From universalism to imperialism

By the middle of the 1st millennium Greece had taken

an enormous step forward: for one thing, instead of being

restricted to the more or less obscure feeling that some-
thing was beautiful, the Greeks had come to think of

beauty as a spiritual reality, existing in itself, as an ideal

to which every artist had, as far as possible, to approxi-

mate. 'I am not asking you whether something is beauti-

ful or not; I ask you what is Beauty?' Thus Socrates

posed the question in terms that were to be taken up once

more by Father Andre in the 18th century. For another

thing, to make beauty an absolute truth in this way, the

Greeks had set it beyond all the variations and incidental

pecuharities of men and circumstances. Not only did

beauty exist, but it existed universally.

Following on from this, man at the same time was
beginning to discover what was also universal in himself.

Previously his consciousness had been restricted to that

of his community; he was blindly committed to beliefs

and forms of worship without any suspicion of their

fortuitous causes and ephemeral significance. And then
quite suddenly he broke through the barriers confining

all those more or less limited, self-contained communi-
ties. The only Limits the Greeks came to recognise were
those of the whole of mankind, before one last effort was
made to transcend limitations by reaching out towards
the divine. Consequently the Greeks came to rely on
what is least subject to change and variation between man
and man, that is to say on the reason, which, by definition,

is fundamentally the same in all men, whereas sensibility

depends on the nervous make-up of each individual and
so must inevitably vary from person to person.

In the conservative and autonomous empires of Egypt
and Mesopotamia, art had been the reflection of a particu-

lar stage in social development and was hmited to their

geographical frontiers. Except in influences of a super-
ficial kind, their art, unlike the art of the Greeks, could
not be taken over by any other civilisation. This is

evident when Egyptian art, towards the end of its history,

was confronted with the very elastic art of its new Helle-
nistic masters: it was unable to blend with the new art,

condemned as it was by its own nature to maintain its

purity. The metal age was responsible for the transition
from this self-centred traditionalism to the universal
solution proposed by Greece; it was the time when far

economic reasons nation began to make contact with
nation, no longer merely through migrations, but on a

stable and relatively regular basis. We have already seen
the diffusion of art forms which was the consequence
of this new contact.

This movement to make art, as it were, international,

came to maturity in the middle of the 1st millennium, and
if it was at this time perceptible in both Greece and Persia

there was, however, an enormous difference between the

rational solution proposed by Greece and the completely

empirical answer provided by Persia. Persia, in fact, anx-

ious to find a principle in art which could unify all the

different peoples encompassed by the Empire, sought to

reconcile these widely varying traditions not so much in

universalism as in mutual 'give and take'. All the peoples

of the Empire, from the Hittites to the Assyrians, have

a greater or lesser place in Persian art. Purely mercantile

civilisations — Syrian, Phoenician and, later, Carthagi-

nian - faced a similar problem: to boost the sale of their

wares they had to make a successful effort to find an

artistic common denominator from among all the con-

flicting elements with which they came in contact. How
far the Greeks'intellectually bold solution was revolution-

ary and creative can be judged by comparison.

At all events, this impulse to expand art so as to make
it acceptable to a heterogeneous community invariably

ends in the adoption of one of two methods: the first way
taken by Persia, self-absorbed and enclosed, was destined,

in return for compromise, to centre everything on the

monarch and the capital city; the second was the way
of Greece, open and outgoing, which aimed at finding,

beyond the incidental, individual distinctions, a ground
of understanding based on the intellect reduced to its

root principles, the most basic of all common attributes.

It would be interesting to trace what became of these

two different methods. Very much later, with the Renais-

sance, neo-classicism and the 'Age of Enlightenment',

there was an attempt to restore the Greek method in all

its integrity. But then in the 19th century it became clear

that it had been superseded and had become increasingly

incapable of encompassing all those human elements, en-

riched through the centuries, which had been notably

deepened and expanded. Even in the ancient world it

soon degenerated under the contaminating influence of

Persia whose political, 'imperialistic' example was to have

a profound effect on the centuries to come. From this

time on, empire supplanted empire, each with the am-
bition to encompass the entire known, civilised world,

the orbis terrarum. Persian imperialism, shattered against

the Greek world, was succeeded by Greek, or at least

Macedonian imperialism which, after Alexander, was to

engender the Hellenistic world and all the bitter struggles

of those competing for power. Cities, confederacies and
kingdoms vacillated between Egypt and Macedonia, the

two leading powers. Finally Roman imperialism took

control and swallowed up the rest.

Superficially Greece had got the better of Persia, first

by the defeat inflicted on their kings, and second by

Alexander's revenge which completed the reversal of the

situation. But the Greek spirit was defeated by its own
victory. To overcome imperiahsm, Greece had to adapt

itself to it, had to cope with the same administrative

problems and inevitably shd, little by little, into accepting

its solutions. By the 4th century Greek universalism al-

ready had less lofty ambitions and was gradually turning

towards the idea of unification. When Rome came to take

its place in the 2nd and 1st centuries, its only concern was
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587. The two faces of Greek art:

idealism and realism. Vase of the end of

the 6th or beginning of the 5th centu-

ries B.C. Louvre.

588. GREEK. Head of the Doryphorus

by Polycleitus. Roman copy of the

bronze original. Naples Museum.

589. HELLENISTIC. Head of

Bronze. Glyptothek, Munich.

HELLENISTIC ART AND
THE COLLAPSE OF HUMANISM

This vase with contrasting sides [587]

could be the symbol of the two ideas on

which Greek art was based: the imitation

of nature and the creation of an ideal

beauty. But for a long time it had been

able to unite them by seeking beauty

through an 'improved' reality. This

harmony and balance that produced

humanism (taking nature and adapting it

to the demands and taws of human

reason) disintegrated during the later

centuries: the peaceful serenity of the

great classical works [588] gave way to

the observation of life in action [589];

there was a taste for rough, striking

details like the boxer's cauliflower ear

and scars [591, 592] which even came to

include representations of deformity [593].

The golden rule of the mind had been

ousted by the chance oddities of the body:

and as humanism faded, there appeared

the mask with its grotesque grimace [590].

593. HELLENISTIC. A dwarf. Bronze.

Louvre.

590. LATE HELLENISTIC. Pillar depict-

ing a comic actor. Istanbul Museum.

591, 592. HELLENISTIC. Seated boxer

by Apollonius. 1st century B.C. Terme

Museum, Rome.
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to create the outward appearance of a common bond;

Roman art, deprived of any ideal, was ultimately to be-

come nothing more than a repertoire of forms. With its

spiritual strength so dissipated, Graeco-Roman univer-

salism was to be defenceless in the face of those com-

munities, and in particular the religious communities,

that wished to remain within its framework but auto-

nomous. Of these, Christianity, wHich was culturally and

intellectually the richest, was to shatter this empty shell.

The 4th century and Aristotle's new conception of art

We still have to trace the stages of this development and

see how art reflected and joined forces with this move-

ment. Whenever we attempt to interpret a work of art

there is always the danger that we are forcing it to take

on a meaning it may not have had. The study of parallel

developments in thought can therefore be an important

check. The preoccupations of the period seem clear and

unambiguous, and all the more so since by this time there

was a bedrock of philosophy.

Let us go back to the end of the 5th century to see

whether changing ideas can give us any clue to the alter-

ations that were to come. First and foremost in the sphere

of thought there was a dangerous and increasing scep-

ticism, and soon a total repudiation of reason and ideas

of the absolute that it had brought with it, of the very

things, in fact, that had made an intellectual imiversalism

possible. For Plato, ultimate truth lay beyond all human
contingency and imperfection, enthroned in the magnifi-

cence of Ideas: the Beautiful, along with the Good and
the True. He died in 347. Aristotle, his rebellious pupil,

was already coming to the fore; the son of a doctor,

brought up in close contact with the world of facts, ideas

to him were nothing more than generalisations elaborated

by the mind, working from evidence provided by the

senses and therefore based on that physical and concrete

reaUty which Plato was seeking to leave behind and which

he acknowledged only as a mere semblance of existence.

This use of the senses was to give more weight to realism.

Although the Macedonian philosopher's book on beauty

has been lost, we do know that he stressed the basic role

of imitation, mimesis, in art ('All art is imitation', he had
stated), whereas Plato, rather scornfully, merely accepted

it as an inevitable fact.

As a parallel to this, realism was making tremendous
progress in Hellenistic art. It had even taken its place in

architecture where the Corinthian capital was being in-

creasingly used, its ornamental foliage in direct contrast

to the abstract decoration of the Doric and Ionic capitals.

Realism was no longer solely concerned with human
beings, nor even with animals, but was coming to con-

centrate on nature and landscape which, virtually ignored

in the earlier period, were to become the main features
*08 of Alexandrian art. From this art Rome copied the large

ornamental painted panels that became so popular, in

which the trompe I'ceil, that trick verisimilitude, led the

eye 'through' the walls of rooms into landscapes or archi-

tectural perspectives.

Aristotle indirectly encouraged naturalism by thinking

that the aim of art was to give pleasure to the spectator

and that the chief element of this pleasure was the recog-

nition of the thing imitated. For, he observed, such
pleasure existed even when the subject represented was
something repellent. The logic of mimesis led Aristotle

to justify the imitation of ugliness in art.

Universality, at the same time, was beginning to crum-
ble with the rise of individualism. The ground had been

prepared by Aristotle who had made all truth stem from
material sense perceptions. Consequently he came to re-

ject the absolute nature of general ideas and so to prompt
the repudiation of the security and stabihty which this

had brought, reflected in classical art with its unshakeable

faith in perfect proportion. A man for whom ideas count 513

more than anything else forgets his individuaUty, but the

person who will only trust first-hand evidence, what he

perceives and sees for himself, is brought back to himself
|

and his own personal way of feeling. So he becomes in-

creasingly aware of the differences between him and other

people, conscious, in fact, of his own individuaUty. 595

When Aristotle rid the idea of its transcendental nature

and stressed the empiricism of the senses, he put the

expression of feelings in the place once held by the ap-

plication of principles. In fact, as soon as we talk of the

'senses' we are already talking of sensibility. Where can

the line be drawn between a perception claiming to be

objective and an individual way of feeling and experien-

cing this perception ? Aristotle himself managed to over-

come this difficulty by emphasising the part played by
catharsis (the purging of the emotions) in art. It is true

he still thought the turmoil aroused by the emotions

should be got rid of, but it was to art that he appealed to

give people this liberation; it was for this reason that he

wanted to make art both the expression, and draining

away, of the emotions. He showed how the person listen-

ing to music shares 'feelings which have such a powerful

effect on certain souls'. Along with the ugly, the emotive

was establishing itself in the realm of art. 590

And lastly, the central point of this philosophy was

that form is created from the union of active energy and

matter, and this obviously had an immediate application

in terms of art; the unchanging serenity of classical per- 588

fection was forgotten in the search for passion and intensity.

A romantic tendency

Such an all-embracing philosophy with such important

impUcations does not merely reflect, but adds to and

speeds up the development of ideas. It is not surprising

that from this time Greek art very quickly lost the balance

and stability of the great classical period and became
increasingly interested in physical movement and even

physical strain of the kind that Myron had already tried

to render in his celebrated Discus Thrower, whose face, 509

however, still kept the customary unmoved expression.

The great generation of sculptors born at the beginning

of the 4th century were to go further: Lysippus, who
travelled with Alexander throughout the future capitals

of the Hellenistic world, was to be, as Charles Picard has

succinctly put it, 'the sculptor of the strong man in

action'. In the attempt to go further and further, the idea

of proportion was soon forgotten, an idea to which Aris-

totle had been deeply attached and which he had upheld

as a basic sign of beauty. This taste for movement aUied

to energy was to become, then, a desire to outstrip human
limits, to celebrate the hero, the 'superman' as he was

later to be called. And Alexander was the living example 546

of this dream. Now art was concerned solely with colossal

epic battles; the Amazonomachy which Scopas sculpted

on the mausoleum in Asia Minor was to prepare the way |
for the massive struggle of gods and giants of the Gi-

gantomachy at Pergamon. The gods 'on a colossal scale 612
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594. ROMAN. The Ludovisi Juno. 2nd

century A. D. Terme Museum, Rome.

595. HELLENISTIC. ALEXANDRIA.

Ptolemy I (323-283), King of Egypt.

Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Copenhagen.

596. ETRUSCAN. Bronze statue said

to be of Brutus. Near Chiusi. 3rd

century B.C. Capitoline Museum, Rome.

597. Left. EGYPTIAN ART OF THE
ROMAN PERIOD. Painting of the 3rd

century A.D. Staatliche Museen, Ber/in.

ROMAN PORTRAITURE AND
ITS ORIGINS

If, on the one hand, Roman art followed

Greek art in its cultivation ofa symmetrical

beauty until it became merely an artistic

convention [594], it even more eagerly

followed the example of Hellenistic realism

[595] and Etruscan naturalism [596] that

appealed more to Roman temperament.

The custom of making lifelike ancestor

portrait-busts developed a firstiiond and

individualised treatment of the human

face which in painting and mosaics even

[598] heralded the illusionistic Romano-

Egyptian portraits [597 and colour plate

opposite p. 144].

598. Above. ROMAN. Portrait of a

poetess. Mosaic of the 1st century A.D.

Naples Museum.

599. Right. ROMAN. Patrician with

portrait-busts of ancestors. Marble.

Republican period. Barberini Palace,

Rome.
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which Lysippus had produced at Tarentum and else-

where formed a prologue to this love of the huge. Hel-

lenic art had passed into Hellenistic art.

All the seeds had been sown in Alexander's dazzling

generation. The inclination to display powerful strength

in action could not find full expression in the body alone;

the inner life, the soul, offered a far wider field, but before

it could be approached the carefully worked out fixed

boundaries of reason had to be left behind for the exciting

regions of the sensibility. The facial expressions on Lysip-

pus's statues represent the first attempts to convey physi-

618 cal strain. And later, in the contorted features of Laocoon,

physical tension became the means of conveying moral

tension. Before this, Socrates, championing psychology,

had laid down that 'the sculptor should give concrete

form to the workings of the soul.' In fact, M. Fougeres

has pointed out, it was in the 4th century that eyes began

to show expression. In the first half of the 3rd century

Xenocrates, the sculptor and critic, was to praise Aristides

of Thebes for being the 'first to paint the soul by express-

ing its affections and passions'. Scopas' romantic sorrow

had been left behind. Classical, stoical indifference had

become inflamed rhetoric.

More than this, gone was the time when man was 'the

measure of all things'. Alexander's generation, now that

it had lost its old ancestral fears, began to take a new

interest in the animal kingdom; Scopas had already de-

picted human figures accompanied by some creature,

a kid, a goose or a goat, and plant life also appeared with

them. Lysippus was just as interested in a deer, a horse

or a dog as he was in the athletic body which had once

been virtually the sole theme of Greek art.

By turning towards his inner life, man learned not

only the language of emotion and passion, already so far

removed from the pure voice of the Idea. He soon en-

countered something that eluded his lucid intellect, some-

thing beyond its grasp: after the nebulous, inarticulate,

indefinable feelings which had clouded Scopas' faces

537 with sorrowful and dream-Uke expression, suddenly there

were the first quivering signs of a religious, and some-

times ecstatic, note, a prelude to the return of Asian

influence with its feeling for mysticism which had been

banished by the Greek intellect. The ancient classical

building was breaking up, and through the widening

cracks a breath of life was beginning to blow. The Stoics

were representative of 3rd-century thought and, whereas

most of them in any case came from Asia Minor, two

of them, Diogenes of Babylon and Apollodorus of Se-

leucia, were, as their names show, Chaldeans. This whis-

pered warning signalled the tide which, with Christianity,

was to sweep over the old Mediterranean world.

From the individual to the human condition

The rise of individualism seems to be the most immedi-

ately fruitful consequence of the intellectual transforma-

tion of which Aristotle was the manifestation.

The major problems of the new philosophies were to

be concerned with the moulding of the personality by

education and the ideal way of life in which it might fully

mature. This was the sole aim of Epicureanism and

Stoicism, the two great philosophies being taught by Epi-

curus and Zeno in Athens at the end of the 4th century

and which were to dominate everything that survived of

the ancient world. Both were based on Aristotle's idea of

the reality of sense perceptions: man's first knowledge

was a knowledge of himself. As W. Tarn has pertinently

summed it up, 'both were the product of the new world

created by Alexander and, primarily, of the feeling that

man was no longer just part of a city but an individual,

and as such had need of new rules by which to live.'

The whole aim of this life was happiness, whether it was
sought in the most refined pleasures as Epicureanism
recommended or in that unshakeable resolution reaching

out after perfection which Stoicism demanded.
It is hardly surprising that this age first introduced the

idea that every great artist should have his own charac-

teristic approach and style. Never had there been more
regard for the creative artist's ability to stamp his work
with the mark of his individual personality. Xenocrates

always set out to define, as he said in his remarks on
Apelles, 'the characteristic and unique beauty' of a spe-

cific painter or sculptor. In Rome, Cicero was to be more
definite when he observed that although 'there is only

one art of sculpture and of painting, great artists are all

different from each other. But, for all that, you would not

have any one of them untrue to himself.'

As individuality asserted itself in style, it also expressed

itself in the choice of subject: the portrait, which crystal-

lises a person's characteristic traits, became increasingly

important. The artist was turning away from the ela-

boration of neutral types in which the average man could

recognise his idealised face. Lysippus had become famous
for his portraits of Alexander and Aristotle. A new genre

was taking root which was to have its greatest vogue in

Rome. As the individual was magnified, he inevitably

became sceptical of the worth of common ground and

common bonds between men, apart from the personal

and emotional impulses which unite similar people.

The various opposing schools of philosophy which

came after Plato and Aristotle have, in fact, nothing but

doubt or antipathy for the two strongest points upon
which a universal intellectual system had been based;

namely, the exact sciences, or quite simply, knowledge,

and the organisation and rules of society. Diogenes (413 —
327) with his Cynicism founded the most typical of these

new schools of thought. Pyrrhon of Elea in the 4th

century even went so far as to suspend all formal judg-

ment, to repudiate the exact sciences, and so became
the founder of Scepticism.

And yet a generaUsed system was reappearing, of a far

more nebulous kind and this time based on love, with

the belief that everything in the world was united in an

inescapable sympathy, taking breath from a single Being.

Zeno, born in Cyprus and therefore a native of the east-

ern Mediterranean that was to see the rise of Christianity,

thereby once again gave meaning to the brotherhood of

man. As Plutarch put it, he taught that 'men should not

group themselves into cities which all made their own
particular laws, for all men are fellow citizens since life

and the order of things is the same for each and every

one.' And Plutarch remarks that Alexander had made this

dream a reality by bringing together 'all peoples of the

whole world, as though in a vase; he ordained that every-

one should regard the earth as his native land.' This

explains the apparent contradiction that might have been

found between the trend towards individuaUsm and the

movement towards a world-wide internationalism, that

were both characteristic of the new age.

Men no longer put their faith in reason nor in its

universal application; often they did not even believe in
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600. ROMAN. Stone relief of the Republican era. Emilian Basilica. 601. ROMAN. Marble relief of ivy imitating stucco. Beginning of

Roman Forum. the Imperial period. Loteron Museum, Rome.

patriotism, but they were moving towards the idea of

the solidarity of all peoples of the civilised world. Similarly

art paradoxically combined the most detailed and indi-

vidualised kinds of observation, as for example in the

portrait, with the conviction that the same forms and

language were bound to exist everywhere.

It was to form an artistic repertoire that was drawn

upon throughout the length and breadth of the civilised

world, but its growing reputation and popularity helped to

turn it into a widespread iconographical and stylistic con-

vention. Even less important cities were filled with works

of art: Philip V discovered two thousand statues in Ther-

mos and the Romans found one thousand in Embracia.

But there was danger in sheer routine, a danger that was

to be increased by Rome and its mania for replicas, and

carried to such lengths that with the Cossutii it became

an actual business venture, setting out to multiply the

number of workshops in Greece which could mechani-

cally turn out articles in answer to that enormous demand;

here were the seeds of academicism.

Whilst remembering that forms, in an uncreative and

mediocre way, remained faithful to Greek prototypes of

the 5th century, art lapsed into its former narrative

function. This was so in Alexandria, delicate, dazzling,

lost in fantasy; and in Rome, tough, forceful and weighty.

Rome and realism

Rome was only a Mediterranean nation involved in the

vast Hellenistic community but one which, unlike the

others, managed to secure the leadership and build up

once more an empire comparable to Alexander's. Roman

art, like the art of all other Hellenistic provinces, is a

mixture of characteristics which all held in common and

of trends pecuhar to itself. Its primitive ItaUc basis, rural

and thereby hardly incHned towards refinement, offers

comparisons with Etruscan art, at least in its sense of

mystery and the supernatural. Similarly, its original lan-

guage was quite unsuited to abstract generalisations and

these loan words were taken only from Greek sources.

The period of assimilation was quickly over but was

not entirely free from resentment. National prejudice was

very much aroused when Livius Andronicus staged at

the Roman Games in 240 B.C. the first play to be trans-

lated from an Aitic source. Leaving aside Cato's reputed

hostility, we should remember that two Epicurean philo-

sophers were expelled from Rome in 173 B.C. and two

604. ROMAN. Mosaic called the 'unswept dining-room'. Begin-

ning of Imperial era. Lateran Museum, Rome.

602. ROMAN. Part of the frieze of the Ara Pacis Augustae. 9 B.C.

Terme Museum, Rome.

603. ROMAN. Detail of carving in the Forum at Rome.

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF HUMANISM

Whereas in the Republican period plant ornamentation was still

subordinate to geometrical patterns [600], it began to develop its

own naturalistic tendencies [601], became elaborate and heavy [602]

and fmally ended in a riotous profusion of extravagant detail [603].

Animals, like plant life, came to have an increasing importance

in Rome, whereas there had been no place for them in Greek

humanism, whose disappearance paved the way for the most

anedoctal, and sometimes most mundane, forms of

verisimilitude [604].



years later the city was placed out of bounds to rhetors

and philosophers, the apostles of the new spirit. For a

long time the down-to-earth Romans made a show of

being completely unaffected by the renown of theorists

and artists; at the height of the classical period, Cicero

in the De Signis, out of deference to this atavistic distrust,

was to pretend that he had never heard of Polycleitus.

Such an attitude is good enough proof that Rome
wanted to maintain her individual spirit despite the hoard

of Greek art treasures that she had acquired, mostly

through pillage, and despite the fact that she relied on

'imported' artists whom she encouraged to settle in the

country. It was a spirit naturally inclined towards realism

with its dishke of subtle delicacy that was considered to

be without vigour, and its roots in rural soil that gave

it a fundamentally factual bias. Roman art was irresistibly

drawn towards nature which it treated in a more direct,

less sophisticated way than the Alexandrian school, in

spite of certain similarities which political circumstances

served to emphasise. The Roman spirit was almost en-

tirely uninventive: it turned to Alexandria because it

could learn nothing about landscape from Greek models,

and, in the same way, it continued the Bronze Age animal

tradition, notably through Etruscan art, of which the

585 She-wolf of the Capitol is the most outstanding example.

The development of ornamentation is similarly illumin-

ating. In Greece, purely abstract motifs like the meander
and 'wave', dating from the geometric period, had been
kept in use; Rome set the highest store by the foliated

scroll which could more easily be adapted to suggest the

waving movement of a leafy bough, with the alternating

sweep of its branches to left and right. Examples of this

were found in the cities of the Near East like Baalbek

and Palmyra. The vine branch motif which figured on
648 Alexander's Sarcophagus, dating from about 300 B.C.,

had spread with the popularity of the Hellenic Dionysiac

cults. Long before it was adopted by Christianity for its

symbolic value, it was taken over by Rome along with the

Bacchanahan garlands and thyrsi. Thus it was through

ornamentation that they returned to the world of nature,

500 of flowers and plants. This realistic foliage initially embel-

lished the dominant line of the pattern, but this gradually

602 vanished beneath its increasing elaboration until in the

603 last phase the entire area was covered by a profusion of

vegetation. This same naturalistic impulse to copy foliage

with detailed accuracy, even on precious metals, can be

found in their gold and silver plate.

But realism was to produce the most outstanding re-

sults in the field of portraiture; consequently, despite the

595 fact that it had been developed in the Hellenistic period,

it has often been thought of as essentially Roman, almost

a national invention. Significantly enough, the fine por-

620 trait of Antiochus III, King of Syria from 223 to 183,

was for many years admired and taken for a head of

Julius Caesar. Such mistakes, if they impress upon us

the need for caution, should not make us forget the Italic

character of this form of art, probably an off-shoot of
596 Etruscan art as the archaic bronze Brutus in the Cap-

itoline Museum seems to prove. The accurate, indi-

vidualised copies of the human face had been encouraged
from a very early date by the custom of ancestor por-

599 traits, imagines majorum, done in wax to make them ap-

pear more lifelike, which were carried in procession at

the funeral of any of the gens and were normally kept

permanently on show in the atrium. Living members of

the family, in exceptional cases, were granted the right

to add their own portrait to the family collection. But

as the supply of wax could not keep pace with the demand
(according to Pliny, the makers of these images would
often melt them down) stone sculpture was adopted.

Sepulchral monuments of the 1st century show impres-

sive lines of highly individualised figures. Hence there

was a natural development which culminated in statues

where the copying of an individual's features was of prime 586

importance, in contrast to Greek sculpture, which, it

should be remembered, had originated in the celebration

of victorious athletes and which had, therefore, the quite

different purpose of celebrating the beauty of the human
body rather than of catching an individual likeness.

The Empire and narrative art

The foundation of the Empire was to give a new justifi-

cation and a fresh impetus to the Roman tendency to

view everything in a positive, factual way. The imperial

idea, we should recognise, was distrusted, and even op-

posed, by the old Roman establishment, embodied in the

Republican Senate, and it really seems to have been sup-

ported only by the greed of businessmen. The traditional

Roman felt that his country was bound to lose some of

its best and even some of its most independent character-

istics. And in fact, when Rome began on her conquest

of the known world, she realised, as Hellenism had
previously done, the basic necessity of the use of art as

a universally understood language to bring the legends

and beliefs upon which Rome rested to the notice of the

community; it was the official version of the facts.

As soon as personal power replaced the Republic, there

was a revival of those ideas which had been the concern

ofthe earhest Egyptian and Mesopotamian empires, name-
ly, the celebration of the monarch and propaganda for

his deeds and victories. Roman reaUsm, once turned in

this direction, and already based on the clarity of form

belonging to the Greek tradition, was bovmd to develop

towards narration. The bas-relief then came to be pre- 606

ferred to statuary, which was so much a part of Hellenic

tradition, as an art form far better suited to portray

complex and animated incidents, a reason which had also

been behind its increasing popularity since Alexander's

time. It was possibly at this time that there had been

a movement towards the example set by Egyptian and

Mesopotamian bas-reliefs which had probably become 605

widely known through figured and embroidered materials

and irories. It is even possible that, long before this, they

had been at the root of Greek painting, especially vase

painting, with its active and lively subjects and many
attitudes and gestures long absent from sculpture in the

round, which had itself evolved from Egyptian sculpture.

Similarly the Ionian frieze, stemming more directly from

these Eastern roots, had provided the first examples of

narrative description and, although initially it concen-

trated solely on mythology and stories of the gods, it

progressed through the Parthenon frieze and the Per- 612

gamon Altar, finally culminating in Augustus's Ara Pacis. 633

When a series of miUtary conquests in the Near East once

more brought them into direct contact with the original

artistic roots, this tradition was converted into the tall

cylindrical columns built in honour of Trajan and Marcus 632

AureUus, on which, as in the early Mesopotamian proto- 60S

types, figures are portrayed in action, set among mihtary

structures and representations of rivers, hills and trees.
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Rome, it is true, was naturally predisposed towards
these anecdotal visual records, and stage plays were often

turned into lavish and spectacular pageants. In the Ad
Familiares, Cicero tells how in Clytemnestra the citizens

were able to watch a procession across the stage of six

hundred mules laden with booty seized at the capture of

Troy, and how the Trojan Horse was a pretext to show
three thousand vases and, 'in a battle scene, all the trap-

pings of the infantry and cavalry'. Here already was some-
thing akin to Trajan's Column but it no longer had any-

thing to do with Homer, Greek tragedy or Greek art.

First signs of a revolution

Yet another excuse to move away from pure Greek tra-

dition was provided by the extraordinary importance

attached to bas-relief technique: there was a shift away
from the sculptural, through which the Greeks had tried

to isolate beauty of form and proportion, towards the

pictorial, which was more suited to the realistic trompe

I'ceil and to the sensuous rather than abstract effects that

could be achieved through shading, colour, etc. Earlier

196 on, the Egyptians in particular had found no difficulty in

194 passing from relief to painting on their tombs. The pop-

609 ularity of stucco work, so widespread among the Alex-

andrians, expressed the desire for flexibility and minute

detail for which hard stone was quite unsuitable. Sculp-

tural technique gives an intellectual reminder of basic

structure; pictorial technique dissolves it in the varying

tones of light and in chiaroscuro effects that the bas-relief

was beginning to introduce. Linear patterns and sharply

outlined black and white shapes appeared on Greek mosaic

pavements; Roman mosaics made increasing use of ducks,

604 fish, shells, which in regard to materials, colouring and

detail were depicted with staggering skill. This develop-

ment, already anticipated in the Hellenistic world, had

been noted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus: 'In ancient

painting the method of colouring was extremely sim-

ple . . . and line was rendered with complete perfec-

tion . . . Later this purity of draughtsmanship was lost and

its place was taken by a more subtle technique, a more
delicate variation of light and shade and all the resources

of rich colouring.'

Surely here was the collapse of the Greek spirit, behind

all the outward pretence at preserving it intact. The
repertoire of forms, it is true, went on being mechanically

repeated but a gradual deterioration was setting in as it

does in any language of too widespread and persistent

usage; soon nothing was left but a hollow facade. Greek

forms impUed the existence of a pure beauty conceived

beyond chance and incidentals; Roman forms merely used

the same language, which eventually lost all meaning.

When a foreign and fertile germ, bursting with potential

growth, penetrated this decaying, shell-hke body, it took

hold and spread through every part that still had some
life left in it. The Roman Empire, as it advanced into the

countries of the Near East, could not avoid picking up
this destructive but revitalising germ.

Now, it was in the Near East that all those things that

were helping to break down specifically Greek character-

istics were strong and thriving; the ancients had recog-

nised the Asian origin of the pursuit of rich materials and

colour which, unlike the study of form, appealed more

to the senses than the intellect. It was noticed by Pliny

'in these days when India sends us the silt of her rivers

and the blood of her dragons and elephants'.

605. ASSYRIAN. Detail of a cast of a bas-relief at Nineveh,

showing the capture of a town. 8th century B.C.

606. ROMAN. Detail from Trajan's Column. 113 A. D. Trajan's

Forum, Rome.

607. ROMAN. Woman leaning on an amphora. Bas-relief in

marble. 1st or 2nd centuries A.D. Louvre.



608. ROMAN. Pygmies hunting on the Nile. Mural painting from

Pompeii, showing in the subject its Alexandrian inspiration.

National Museum, Naples.

Rome and her subject peoples were drawn towards the

East not only because it offered a sensuous satisfaction

of a less austere kind than that provided by Greek ration-

alism; they also thought it could appease that hungering

after sensibility and the inner hfe that an empire, reduced

to a mere form of administration, and an art that was

nothing but an academic convention could no longer

disguise. Rome was estabhshed in Egypt at Alexandria

in the 1st century. But it was not long before the legions

were pressing on into Mesopotamia and Iran, occupying

an area from Syria to Egypt that had always been the

spiritual home of the Semitic races in particular. Conse-

quently the first influences to make themselves felt were

of a religious nature; moving from one frontier to another,

the legions carried with them and spread various exotic

cults — Mithra of Persian origin, Attis and Cybele from

Phrygia, Isis and Osiris, as well as Serapis, from Egypt.

It was probably his anxiety in face of this new threat that

led Augustus to order the closure of all the temples that

had been dedicated at this time to Nile deities. The

importation of Asian cults and mysteries had begun at

the end of the Repubhcan era, but by the 3rd century

A.D. they constituted a formidable opposition to the of-

ficial state religion.

This contact often led to the copying of strange and

unfamilar styles, but besides this it had a more profound

effect: the robust Roman taste for facts was transformed

bit by bit until it disappeared altogether. The love of

fantasy and imagination had spread with Alexandrian art:

decors were ornamented with representations of build-

ings of a flimsy and improbable kind; this taste was

to grow with the 3rd and 4th Pompeian styles, the start

of a long tradition through the Raphael Loggia to Audran's

arabesques. Their improbability outraged the solid good

sense of Vitruvius who pointed out that it was impos-

sible for a reed to support a roof or for candelabra to take

the weight of a temple's dome. The Stoics and Epicureans

had reduced the value of mimesis by insisting on 'the

emotive and irrational nature of art', in the words of

Lionello Venturi, who has also provided us with some

of the earlier and most characteristic quotations. The idea

was gradually emerging that the true business of art was

not so much to copy and represent as to stimulate emotion,

to open doors on to a dream world, to reveal something

intangible, something that eluded the grasp of logic. These

were the first signs of that radical upheaval that was to

be completed by Christianity and under which the aes-

thetic ideas of Greece, or rather what remained of them,

were to lie buried for many long centuries. The East,

the age-old enemy of Greece, was to take its revenge by

injecting into the Western world radically new values,

thus overturning that collection of ideas, feelings and

forms which go to make up an art and determine the

direction it wiU take.

609. ROMAN. Stucco from a villa discovered in the Farnesina

Gardens. End of the 1st century B.C. Terms Museum, Rome.
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Oppos/te.ETRU SCAN. Painted terra-cotta head

of a warrior found at Veii. Beginning of the 5th cen-

tury B.C. Villa Ghilia, Rome.
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THE HELLENISTIC WORLD AND ROME
BEFORE SULLA oso-ssbc.) Ckarles Pkard

It is usual nowadays to find Rome placed immediately

after classical Greece, but this is to overlook the

importance of the Hellenistic world which formed a

bridge between the two. Rome's chief concerns, in

the days before conquest, were to supplant the

Hellenistic patterns, and then, as the supreme power,

to stamp it with the mark of Rome. It was in no way

a barren period but one in which there was a resurgence

of activity, an age which produced some of the most

famous masterpieces of Antiquity and some of the most

profitable artistic innovations which Rome later

exploited; furthermore, it was an era when, for the

first time, literary and artistic life became predominant.

ill The Battle of Gaugamela, as it appears in the mosaic in

the Casa del Fauno at Pompeii, after the mural painting

by Philoxenus of Eretria, would not have won its dra-

matic reputation, which it kept not only in Roman Italy

but right down to the Renaissance, if it had not presented

the symbolic outcome of a clash of arms which ruled the

fates of two worlds. There we see the tense-faced Mace-
donian prince bearing down upon Darius's chariot among
the uproar of the final, and by this time disastrous,

mfilee. A dead, branchless tree sticks out against the sky;

a sudden shower of long javelins hovers in the air, Uke

the fate of the battle, one might think. But the fate of

Persia was already decided: from this encounter, where

the indomitable horsemen of the West clashed with the

age-old, lax civilisation of Asia, a cosmopolitan world was

to emerge once more.

A cosmopolitan renaissance

Could anyone have prophesied, from the changes that

so quickly became apparent, the advent of an already

modern aesthetic, combining the extremes of reason and

mysticism, dogmatic authority and free experimentation,

the spark of the Greek genius and the still unconscious,

latent, absorbent wealth of the Levant that had lain

dormant for so long and had been only spasmodically

productive? Past and future were kneaded together and

barbarism was mixed with a rationaUst classicism which

was already turning towards doubt and extremism in

philosophic thought. The popular gods of the day, hke

Tyche and Dionysus, were backed up by the concept of

chance or by orgiastic frenzy, as well as by the wide-

spread insecurity and sense of weariness in which people

lived among the dangers and crises of the disjointed world

of the Near East. It was then that those profound and

misleading words, humanity and brotherhood, began to

be whispered abroad. People gave themselves up to an

emotional form of mysticism in a world that was be-

coming more and more concerned with the human condi-

tion, torn between tradition and discovery, anguish and

hope, an age that knew the Umits of what it wanted and

was beginning to deny the limits of human nature. There

is no period to compare with the Hellenistic age in its

dreams of Eternity and its quest after the earthly paradise.

The great mistake (and until now an almost universal

one) would be to see nothing but decadence here, at the

dawn of a period which, as Aldous Huxley has remarked,

is, at least in certain ways, awkwardly like our own.

It is, at all events, the most 'accessible' period in the

ancient history of the Mediterranean. All round the Mare
Nostrum from east to west it built up a civilisation con-

cerned with the pursuit of poetry, religion and know-
ledge; and with this civilisation Rome managed to associ-

ate herself in the victorious days before Augustus, when
she had become the greatest of all Mediterranean cities.

Without it, Rome could not be explained.

It would be wrong to belittle Athens' continuing part

in this real Hellenistic 'Renaissance', far-reaching and so

often misunderstood. The teachings of Plato and Aristotle

had fallen on good ground. When Heracleides Criticus in

the 2nd century went to Greece, visiting every city, he

still talked with emotion of that citadel of the mind and

sovereign lucidity which would never grow old, where

statues mounted an eloquent guard about the past.

True, Athens at this time was surrounded by a number
of rivals, the most formidable being Alexandria in Egypt.

The tragedy of this great city-port, built near the Pyra-

mids and Memphis by the Lagidae in record time, was

that it was looted and plundered more than any other

ancient city of the Near East.

How aptly might one say, etiam periere ruinae! The
Lighthouse, the Regia, the Library, the Serapeum, the

round temple of Tyche, the Eleusis quarter, they have

all, in varying degrees, vanished from the earth. Even the

necropolises have disappeared. But definite and distinct

traces of Alexandrian architectiore are scattered far and

wide, in Syria, and Nabatene, in Greece, in the Cyclades

(at Delos, for example), in the islands of the Thracian

Archipelago, Samothrace, Thasos; and moreover, not just

in the hypostyle buildings where they tried to imitate

the Egyptian structures so popular in the capital city of

the Delta. Everywhere, as we can see, Hellenistic archi-

tecture laid down rules relating to the use of materials,

polychromy and architectural ornamentation. The links

that have been established between Al Khazna at Petra

(Nabatene) and certain villas in the Campagna, like the

Villa of P. Fannius Synistor for example, are very signifi-

cant; but unfortunately, virtually everything, and not just

temporary ceremonial buildings, has vanished from the

local places of origin.

More and more, on the other hand, we must consider

what can be learnt from the art of Cyrenaica. Prior to the

year 96 B.C. when, at the time of the Roman wars against

Mithridates, the last Ptolemy, King of Gyrene, had be-

queathed his kingdom to the Romans, this region was

famed for its art. Cyrenaica, the connecting link between

Ptolemaic Egypt and Carthage, sanctuaries, private resi-

dences and mausoleums were built in the best Lagidian

style. Not only 'the Palace of Columns' at Ptolemais,

with capitals adorned with the figures of gods, but also

the great provincial tombs reveal an architectural and

sculptural splendour from which Rome learned much.
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As for the Seleucids, they had had to rearrange and

firmly cement an unstable, heterogeneous mosaic of semi-

barbarian peoples who, in the first wave of defeat, had

been subdued but who remained, at heart, rebellious.

For the entire period prior to the Persian conquest,

very little remains of the arts — sculpture, painting,

metal-work — that were being produced locally in Asia at

the time of these Macedonian princes. At the moment,
we have more definite information from texts than from

archaeological finds. The magnificent procession organ-

ised by Antiochus IV Epiphanes at Daphne in 166 B.C., as

described by Polybius and by Athenaeus after him, had

been a complete revelation. The Daphne Apollo, a colos-

sal work by Bryaxis, called for a setting of splendour;

there exists a dazzling account of the wealth of precious

gifts offered at every festival — purple cloaks embroidered

with gold and drawings of animals, statues, sculptured

groups, priceless vases, luxurious palanquins.

The example of Pergamon

In the vast Hellenistic cosmopolis where there were in-

evitable and continual attempts at political fragmenta-

tion, one of the most typical examples is provided by the

Kingdom of the Attalids: it originated in 287 with the

rebellion of Philetaerus, son of Attalus and one of Lysi-

machus's officers.

In later years, through their competition with the

Seleucids, the Attalids gradually abandoned the political

cause of Hellenism; in this region on the banks of the

Caicus, it seems that nothing fermented without a leaven

of treachery.

In 133 B.C., under the will of Attalus III, the kingdom

610. ROMAN. Darius and Alexander at the Battle of Issus or

Gaugamela. Mosaic of the 2nd-1st centuries B.C. from the Casa

del Fauno at Pompeii, after an early 3rd-century Greek painting

commissioned by Alexander's generals. Naples Museum.

of Pergamon also passed into the hands of the Romans;
the history of this king, one could say, was encompassed
between two acts of betrayal. At all events between the

years 282 and 133, a young city grew up on the slopes of

the usurped fortress of Mysia; it was a city of the new
rich, lavishly equipped and planned to stretch up the hill-

side. From the reign of Attalus I, the great-nephew of

Philetaerus, the slopes of the Mysian stronghold were

adorned with sacred and secular buildings built in pic-

turesque terraces. For more than a century the princes of

this land benefited from Roman favour which helped

them to extend their territories in Thrace and Anatolia

at the expense of the Seleucids.

Pergamene sculpture carries the stamp of local eco-

nomic prosperity with its sometimes excessive and even

brash ostentation, in which there was a certain jealousy of

the glorious past of the Greek mainland. For all the efforts

made by the kings to live only on a bourgeois scale in

small palaces that adhered quite intentionally to the pat-

tern of the houses built near the top of the hill close to

their arsenals, the position and status accorded on the

Acropolis to the cult of Zeus and Athena Nikephoros,

Bringer of Victory, is extremely revealing. It was all

a question of imitating and outclassing the Athenian Acro-

polis and even of making it appear a thing of the past.

The sanctuary of the father of the gods and his warrior

daughter contained, in fact, the monumental Altar of the

Gigantomachy; early Christians who saw it more or less

intact believed it to be the 'throne of Satan'. The altar had

been dedicated by Eumenes II (197— 159) who had also

been the main figure behind the planning of Pergamon;

he had also had superb porticoes and halls built in

612
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611. Detail of the mosaic shows Darius' head.

a Library of Arts and Sciences intended to rival the

Athenian Lyceum, set up by Aristotle, Theophrastus and

Demetrius of Phalerum and even the Museum at Alex-

andria. Below these lofty halls of learning descended the

wooded, flower-covered terraces of the city where spacious

gymnasia and temples were built on many different levels,

one of which, the temple of Demeter, quickly grew to be

an important cultural and intellectual centre.

Eumenes' engineers had paved the way for the future

when they produced their scheme which combined the

sanctuary of Athena Nikephoros, set on the highest point

overlooking Pergamon, with the great Altar of the Gigan-

tomachy on the terrace immediately below.

The altar, on which work had begun a few years after

the Peace ofApamea, somewhere around 185 — 180, shows

the same orientation as the temple of Athena which dates

from the 3rd century. The colonnades surrounding the

terrace where the altar was built were set out virtually in

the same direction: if it had been possible to adapt the

colonnades of the temple terrace to the governing idea, it

would certainly have been done, for it was undoubtedly

thought of; we would then have the first known attempt

to design a great work of religious architecture according

to a preconceived vertical outline.

The Pergamene Acropolis is a fine example of what

Hellenistic engineers and architects (already working in

partnership) were adventurous enough to produce in the

new capital cities, even in the West.

The architects of Rome, Preneste, New Carthage, and,

in Gaul, of Lyon, Vienne and Orange were given a great

deal to think about by this new type of city, built verti-

cally and thriving on the credit from Roman banks.

Hellenistic influence on Rome
Where, if not at Pergamon, could we find a place more apt

in which to repeat the famous line: Graecia capta ferutn

victorem cepit ('Defeated Greece triumphed over the bar-

barian victors' ) ?

The treasures that were to pour into Rome as a part of
their legacy after 133 B.C. dazzled the greedy eyes of the

Romans and gave them a taste for splendour mixed, how-
ever, with all the decadence of the old way of hfe of the

Latin peasantry in the true Cato style. Most of the first

artists in Pergamon had come from Athens and central

Greece and, for a good price, they introduced into Mysia
the still modern technical teachings of classicism and
filled the Pergamene religious buildings with images of

the Greek gods. The Attalids paid handsomely for the

commissions they gave to sculptors like Niceratus and
Phyromachus of Athens and Antigonus of Carystus as

well as painters who created the wide variety of themes
that were later carried into the cities of the Campagna.
At one time, they came from Mysia to carry out com-
missions in Greece, to restore the Delphic frescoes for

instance.

Both Rome and Pergamon experienced, at different

times, the 'great fear' which the migrations and raids of

our warlike ancestors inspired, throughout the ancient

world. Epigonus, the first real Pergamene sculptor,

carved nothing but Celtomachies. But Rome's greatest

trial of strength was the duel with Carthage. We should

not forget the mixed emotions of horror and sullen fear

which Hannibal's Carthaginians, no less than Brennus's

Gauls, left behind them in Italy. Carthage had virtually

no effect on Rome except in this humiliating panic

which, one day, was to be avenged when the Romans
defeated the rival city and destroyed it with their own
hands. Nothing was left of Dido's capital and the ritual

curse was intended to ensure that Carthage would never

rise again; it was forbidden to use its soil even for the

burial of the dead. And so Carthage, which had been

influenced by the East and Sicily, perished without

producing any great art because it had been the relentless

enemy of everything that was to triumph with the Latin

spirit (see Chapter 5).

Hellenistic Sicily, a great but surprisingly underrated

centre of the arts, almost never receives enough attention

in books. The Nymphs of Syracuse, who inspired Virgil,

do not deserve this slight. In literature, from Theocritus

to the Mantuan poet, all the known sources are recalled

often enough but we should see to it that they are not

neglected in the arts. Southern Italy, meaningfully called

'Magna Graecia', and Sicily were conquered in the 3rd

century before the Greek mainland was occupied or the

lands of the Hellenised East were divided up into Roman
provinces.

The first art treasures that conjured up the Eastern

mirage on the banks of the Tiber came to Rome, in the

days before Pergamon, from Sicily and Magna Graecia.

A monarch like Hiero II of Syracuse, who had rallied to

the Roman cause and was one of the first civiHsed rulers

in a West that was gradually being taken over by the

force of arms and possessions, proved to be a lover of

the fine arts; he encouraged Theocritus and invited to his

court Micon, coin engraver to Queen Philistis and the

son of the great Attico-Pergamene sculptor, Niceratus.

Between the 3rd century and the last decisive Roman
conquest, Sicily and Magna Graecia produced works of
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612. HELLENISTIC. Reconstruction of the Great Altar of Zeus

at Pergamon. Staot/iche Aluseen, Ber/in.

613. HELLENISTIC. Detail of the frieze on the Great Altar of

Zeus at Pergamon. Carved between 1 97 and 1 59 B.C., it depicts

the battle of the gods and giants and symbolises the victory of the

kings of Pergamon over the Galatians. Staotliche Museen, Berlin.

61 4. HELLENISTIC. Dying Gaul, called the Capitoline Gladiator.

Roman replica after the original from the first Pergamene school,

(2nd century B.C.), a votive figure dedicated byAttalus I to com-

memorate his victories over the Gauls. Capitoline Museum, Rome.

painting and sculpture which show both the persistence

of the finest traditions and new trends in sensibility. One
would like to establish the history of the works of this

period in more detail for it seems that they were Uke an

autumn flower in full bloom, growing in a still favoured

corner of the earth. The museums at Syracuse and at

Palermo with the Aphrodite Landolina and famous Ram,
to mention only two of a host of masterpieces, and the

museums at Taranto, Lecce, Bari and Reggio possess

many treasures whose worth has never really been fully

appreciated; the priceless gold plate from Bari, Canosa
and Taranto shows that the art of metal engraving was
very highly prized in southern,Italy at that time, just as it

was in Sicily, and the looting of Sicily by Verres, the

Roman proconsul, is not the only thing to bear this out.

When Pyrrhus, King of Epirus, who claimed to be the

descendant of Achilles, attacked Roman Italy in 270 — 272

with half-hearted support from Tarentum, he was hardly

considering the interests of his kingdom, and his defeat

showed this well enough. It was far from certain whether

the oracles of Dodona had influenced and indeed gov-

erned the ventures of Alexander the Molossian. In any
case, after Pyrrhus' venture the Roman conquest of the

peninsula went ahead with greater speed and led fairly

soon to the decay of the group of free cities in Magna
Graecia. These were unforgettable facts of history that

had a profound effect on the religious, intellectual and

social outlook of the Romans of the Republican period.

Emphasis had recently been put, on the other hand, on
the possible part played by the 'new Achilles' in the

growth of the mythological theme of Trojan Rome. The
famous legend that the Romans originated in Ilium — cir-

culating in Italy at the time of the Etruscans, if not

before — had at some earlier period received at the very

least a fresh impulse, and now from this time, as we
know, settled on the banks of the Tiber and there

flourished; in the reign of Caesar, the city of Romulus
and Remus and the she-wolf linked its fate to Venus-

Aphrodite and the East. From the time of Sulla, other

combinations of Roman ideas and elements of Greek art

and religion were gradually evolved which were to

remain fundamental for many centuries. As far as the

nature and success of these mixtures is concerned, it

hardly matters that almost all the painters, sculptors and

indeed architects in the Latin country came from Greece.

It was only to be expected that when victorious Rome
became the new centre of the civilised world in place of

the defeated Hellenistic kingdoms it would attract all the

talent and rivalry in the artistic field. The endeavour on

the part of the Roman nobility to imitate the splendour

of Alexander's Diadochi had immeasurable consequences

that were particularly beneficial to the arts.

The contribution of Hellenistic architecture

There can be absolutely no doubt that architecture in the

HeUenistic age profited from the classical heritage. Here

we need only say that, by and large, it kept the three

Greek Orders and the taste for clear cut, linear designs.

But the search to find the most ingenious solutions to new
problems, great and small, went on. In the new towns

there was, on the other hand, a considerable and signifi-

cant increase in privately commissioned building — pal-

aces and more luxurious houses. Architecture, which had

become more cosmopohtan, had to be made to match in

this way the scale of the Oriental empire conquered and
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reformed by Alexander since Greece was suddenly con-
fronted with the age-old treasures and chaos of the oldest

civilisations of Babylonia, Egypt, Syria, etc. Greek art,

with its love of proportion, had then to compete with this

past that had been acquired, a past that stretched back
for thousands of years, with an inexhaustible stock of
traditions. When the Macedonian conquerors, moreover,
settled in Asia and in almost all regions founded their

cities, they were faced with the task of peopling, equip-

ping and defending them. It is true that very few names
of outstanding or commendable architects have come
down to us from this period. Beyond Decimus Cassutius,

who, it seems, was a Roman freedman, virtually the only

ones we can find to mention are Hermogenes, a Greek,

who designed the temple of Teos and others in Anatolia,

and Sostratus of Cnidus who produced the Alexandrian

lighthouse in the reign of Ptolemy II. We also know of

Apaturius of Alabanda, and possibly one or two more.

But lack of information should not make us under-

estimate an age which, under the worst possible material

conditions, was able to transform so many art forms and
erect in all countries the most impressive buildings. The
small island of Delos alone, one of the Cycladic islands,

seems to be a kind of museum of Hellenistic inventions

with Demetrius Poliorcetes' Neorium, its hypostyle Hall

(210 B.C.), its' Dodecatheon, etc. The cities spread out

through Asia Minor were open to a wide variety of in-

fluences that came from further afield, for this was the

period which produced many of the Seven Wonders of

538 the World, the oldest of which were the Halicarnassus

Mausoleum, the Hephaestium at Babylon, the Ephesus

Artemisium, the Colossus of Rhodes and the Alexandrian

612 lighthouse and, later, the great altar at Pergamon which
was begun somewhere around 185 — 180 and finished

a few years after 160. No matter what is said, Greek
architecture had never been the slave of alignment and

symmetry, nor even paid it lip service. Now, it was in the

Hellenistic period that the hiera (holy places), more strictly

planned on the main axis of a rectangle, were first being

developed: the Metroon at Mamurt Kaleh near Pergamon,

and the temple of Asclepius at Cos. It was the Hellenistic

period, too, which first saw the growth of public squares

with colonnades, generally quadrangular, which, taking

the place of the almost religiously respected, overladen

disorder of the archaic and classical market places and

civic assembly halls, were the only real architecoa-ally

planned agoras. It is ironic that the agora only reached its

finest form, which was to be adopted in the forums of the

West, immediately after the battle of Chaerones had

sounded the knell for the idea of the free city with an

independent public life; this is not often noticed.

The cosmopolitanism of the Hellenistic age ~ a period

of middle class opportunism and royal patronage — was

also, generally speaking, notable in the field of architec-

ture for its progressive building schemes, far more varied

than ever before: in the first place, they were not only

building sanctuaries, temples and altars but a great many
theatres, gymnasia, assembly halls, buildings where people

could pass their leisure hours or that would be of practical

service to them, government offices and, above all, fine

comfortable houses with peristyles that were gradually

beginning, even at this time, to be built several storeys

high (for instance, the 'Maison de I'Hermes' at Delos).

The Roman villa could never have been whatit was

a combined temple, museum and residence - if it had

not learnt from the houses at Priene and at Delos, for

example, where it was not only the theatre which made
this island a 'museum of innovations', as it has been
called.

On the other hand, buildings were being built on a

larger and larger scale, the expression of royal achieve-

ment and the arrogant temptations pf grandeur. All in

all, there was an attempt to add to the height of Greek
architecture and, by so doing, to make it less solid and
heavy. Let us take a look at the architectural history of

Delos where a start has been made on the detailed and
general study of its many varied innovations: hypostyle

halls, skylights, even the use of false, hollow pediments
and pediments without a base that belong to Hellenistic

and Roman architecture, which for much too long were
mistakenly looked upon as stage contrivances or purely

picturesque inventions, taken over and used in the Cam-
pagna and in Rome. There were other original features

relating to the design of piers, the fashion for pilasters

and vaults (for example, the cistern in the theatre at

Delos), the echinus arch, of which the Romans never
grew tired and whose role they would not have developed

so rapidly had they not been able to take advantage of

their long apprenticeship in Hellenistic Greece and the

East. There was great competition to produce a wide
variety of effects in the new buildings; the use of marble
was continued and although some materials that were
much sought after in earlier periods were bypassed, after

250, in favour of others of httle value, the Romans used,

apart from slabs of very dull colour, famous marbles of

a blueish-grey colour, with and without veining, for the

sake of their fine translucent effects. At Antioch, in the

temple of Apollo of Daphne, and in the magnificent

chambers of the royal state barge (thalamegos ) built for

Ptolemy IV Philopator at Alexandria after 221, there were
attempts to produce many other kinds of rich polychrome
effects. One can also see the beginning of a freer use of

granite, poros, diorites, aragonite, alabaster, etc;

The marvels of the East

At the same time, toreutic art was coming to be used in

architecture with its sumptuous floral glories covering the

tops of walls and sometimes even the whole area between
ceiling and floor. It was in Syria and Alexandria that these

displays of plated gold, silver and bronze had first com-
pelled the Romans' admiration. They were not only used

as ornamental features in themselves; their lustre added
to the variegated colours of certain hard and precious

stones, the dull gleam of ivory, the glittering gems, pearls

of India that people have wrongly tried to pretend were

first used by the very much later Sassanians. The model
for the ornamental plant motifs of the Ara Pacis and city 602

gateways was first found in Alexandria and Pergamon.

Once Rome had defeated the Hellenistic kingdoms, it

was the newly wealthy West that increasingly began to set

the pace, thanks to the means at its disposal and its

ambitions, thwarted for so long. Sulla, Pompey, Caesar,

Augustus — one after another, once they had returned

triumphant from the East, they all worked to make a future

for their country along Hellenistic lines and to make Rome
a metropolis of art, worthy of the supreme wonders of

the East. In this way they hoped to promote and gain

ground for their secret imperial ambitions. After Sulla,

who became dictator in 82 B.C., the Oriental-Anatolian-

Syrian pattern was imposed more and more upon the old
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61 5. HELLENISTIC. Aphrodite of Syra-

cuse. Marble. 3rd century B.C. Roman
copy. Syracuse Museum.

616. HELLENISTIC. Aphrodite known
as the Venus de Milo. 2nd century B.C.

Louvre.

Rome, built of brick and now dissatisfied with the rural
austerity of its old self - a poor city which, Augustus in
his turn was to say, had been waiting for him to come.
Bit by bit, Magna Graecia was ousted by an even greater
Orient.

At Nemrud-Dagh, Antiochus I of Commagene had in
fact had the entire summit of a hiU transformed into
a royal mausoleum for himself, which he thought ex-
tremely impressive. Something of its ostentatious design
is today being brought to light. Terraced town-planning
on a colossal scale, a taste that had also gained ground in
Gaul and in the new Carthage, was not the only thing
with which they were concerned: at the same time, research
was being fruitfully carried on relating to the symmetrical
planning of large areas.

61 7. LATE HELLENISTIC. Head of a woman. Alexandria Museum.
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Already in Egypt, since the time of the Old Kingdom,
sanctuaries had had to be planned symmetrically with
their various features grouped and developed around a
central axis. In Greece and Ionia, neither in the very early
stages nor for a long time afterwards, was there very much
concern with this excessively ordered utilisation of space.
Greek temples had remained self-contained works of
architecture, entirely unrelated to each other and to the
surrounding wall which marked off the boundary of the
ground on which they stood. The same was true of the
altars, except in Ionia and Sicily during the archaic peri-
od. Hellenistic architects, on the other hand, were very
much interested in the problems and discipline of design
and, besides, they could not discount buildings like the
temple of Horus at Edfu in Egypt.
We can find much the same thing in the field of town-

planning: we can find no starting points at either Priene
or Delos, in spite of the influence of the Italian agora.
The truth of the matter is that Roman town-planning in
its early stages was centred in the East, with all its love
of regularity and with the cardo and decumanus (see p.

348) intersecting at right angles. Latin engineers, ac-

claimed in Greece and Asia, only in later years worked
for their own cities and for the temples and sanctuaries in

the West.

The vital importance of Syrian influence, for example,
in Roman and Hellenistic architecture would have had
more recognition if it had only been borne in mind that,

from the time of the Olympium of Antiochus IV at Athens
(164 B.C.), the capitals of the Augustan era or the capitals

at Baalbek, dating from the time of Nero, have unchanged
and virtually similar specific features. The axial principle

had been completely accepted by Latin taste. But it was
not a Western invention.

Wide variety of sculpture

Hellenistic sculpture, or as it is sometimes wrongly called

'Graeco-Roman' sculpture, of the period before Sulla, has
not yet received all the attention it deserves, in matters of



both technique and inspiration. In general studies of the

period, essays have been written on 'Late Greek Sculp-

ture' as if it had appeared in the exhausted, last days of

the age and was one of the signs of a creeping decay. So

in all the talk of 'rococo' and 'baroque', both meaningless

terms in this context, the entire emphasis is put on the

continuing and^ 'sterilising' traditions of the great 4th-

century schools, while everything alongside them that was

new is entirely overlooked. Thus it is difficult, in theory,

to account for the unflagging prestige of the plastic arts,

producing an exciting and astonishingly complex body of

works which, if in fact it helped, as has been said, towards

the vulgarisation of Greek art, at least never stopped

being a source of constant wonder all over the world. And
above all, it can hardly be said that it allowed itself to

become vulgarised. 'I hate everything that is popular,'

wrote Callimachus, the great inspiration behind the art

of his age.

The processional displays as described by Callixenes

of Rhodes and Polybius show how Hellenistic sculptors

— from Macedonia to Alexandrian Egypt and to Antioch

— were able to create and supply priceless, vivid and

ingenious masterpieces, durable or fragile.

When Lysippus sculpted the dying Alexander, struck

down at the peak of his glory, making him only a very

human figure, very much of this world, he managed to

keep at bay (almost until the Byzantine period) the immi-

nent danger of the 'theocratic' royal portrait which By-

zantium was to develop in later years.

Yet the gods were far from being forgotten in this age

of adventure in which it would only be absurd to see

a universal waning of religious faith. Religions, both na-

tional and foreign, were thriving. People have commented

on the lack of calm, supposedly stemming from the gen-

eral insecurity of the period. The truth of the matter is

that emotion was the thing most sought after in this

cosmopolitan age, looked for in the pointed or sentimental

inflation of basic feelings: never had the sensual beauty

of Aphrodites, Erotes and boy Bacchoi been dwelt upon

with more satisfaction; never had more honour been paid

to the carefree sport of these eternally youthful gods and

those spirits, created to hover between heaven and earth,

with which Praxiteles had already peopled his world of

fantasy. The religious and aesthetic changes, which had

made the lords of Olympus, and more especially those

upon whom salvation after death depended, far more

familiar figures, and which exalted piety on earth, every-

where produced, with varying success, something new in

the art of sculpture which was now inspired by a more

human faith and more tormented by the thought of life

after death.

Besides this, at the opposite end of the scale of every-

day life, poor labourers were also raised to a more noble

level in the art of Pergamon, Smyrna, Tarsus and

Alexandria: bent and emaciated peasants, unsteadily

leading their young mules; watchful fishermen on the

riverbank; old, bony peasant women on their way to

market: from Rome to New York, there are many ex-

amples to be found of these spirited and extraordinary

portraits of ordinary, humble people. And as if this all-

inclusiveness - which had been more or less held in

check by the remote nobility of classical art - were not

enough, Alexandria produced fairyland countrysides and

landscapes, along with that 'Raumpoesie' that German

art critics have rightly commented upon and which was

responsible for introducing the picturesque into reliefs:

in Athens, Asia Minor and Pergamon, plant-life came

into its own. But let us make no mistake; Greek art, for

all that is said, had never turned its back on nature. But

exactly coinciding with Theocritus' Idylls, the Alexand-

rian landscape reliefs, at the origin of not only the Ara

Pacis but the entire art of modern relief, undoubtedly

broadened and deepened an awareness that has never

disappeared; with a few statuettes and with a ruined

tempietto or a country shrine, they introduced and asserted

all the reverence that was due to the cosmos and to the

sovereign forces of change in nature and human beings,

and the stubborn hope of a life after death that is a source

of compensation to all outcasts of fortune.

In the space available liere, we must unfortunately

restrict ourselves to pointing out the way some of these

new endeavours were going, without daring to tackle any

definition or detailed account of these new schools which,

in creative genius, were in no way inferior to the schools

of the preceding period. But it is just as well to emphasise

the place that was kept, or perhaps restored, to over life-

size statuary; this is borne out by the Helios of the port

of Rhodes, one of the Seven Wonders of the World, and

the group from Lycosura in ancient Greece. One should

also note the fashion for sumptuous statues adorned with

precious metals. The colossal works by Bryaxis — for

instance, the statue of Daphne in the temple of Serapis at

Alexandria — combined the polychrome splendour of

metal work with purely plastic effects; this conscious

magnificence helped to strengthen the new religious

beUefs, since it had to be able to uphold the magical mana

of the gods. The whole succession of Hellenistic statues

of Zeus, Poseidon and especially the series of Apollo and

the youthful or infant Dionysus, the many versions of

Aphrodite — these magnificent nudes set a radiant ex-

ample from Melos to Syracuse. With the statues of Her-

cules, standing ready to do battle or bent beneath his club

618. HELLENISTIC. Laocoon and his sons. Marble. About 50

B. c. Vatican Museum.
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619. HELLENISTIC. Sleeping Hermaphrodite. Antique copy of

an original of the 3rd century B.C. The mattress was added by

Bernini. Louvre.

620. HELLENISTIC. Antiochus III the Great, who restored Se-

leucid power. Antique copy of 3rd-century B.C. original. Louvre.

621. HELLENISTIC. Bronze Eros found in the sea off Mahdia,

Tunisia. The influence of Praxiteles and Lysippus is visible.

3rd century B.C. Alaoui Museum, Bardo, Tunisia.

as if under the heavy memory of too many exhausting

labours, they form an inexhaustible and original collec-

tion of gods and heroes that can be returned to again and
again: these works did not betray the noble precepts of

the past and in no way do they appear decadent. The
recent finds made at Memphis and in Alexandria itself,

with limestone and marble architectural sculptures from
the Memphis Serapeum and the Regia quarter of Alexan-
dria, and the superb exploitation of regional iconography
of which the portrait-bust of a woman in the Graeco-
Roman Museum, Alexandria, is a fine example, have ex-

posed the injustice of trying to pretend that the new art

of the Delta cities had nothing to offer but 'minor' works.

This view has been taken to such lengths that there has

even been a certain amount of quibbling about the origin

of the pictorial bas-relief!

Hk.^^^^-

Development of Hellenistic sculpture

If Hellenistic sculpture, from Anatolia to Italy, is ever to

be properly understood, each one of the great centres must

be examined in turn, with careful attention to chronology

in order to clarify its development. We have to reconsider

three centuries of art, from roughly the beginning of

the 3rd century to the end of the 1st century (Principate

of Augustus). During the whole of this period, Asia,

Greece, Africa and the Italic West reveal the same artistic

fashion; allowing for inevitable differences between indi-

vidual artists, the same themes, both old and new, Gigan-

tomachies and Galatomachies, for example, were treated

over and over again. We can learn a great deal here by

noticing how different centres were able to produce their

own variations on a single theme. The succession of

Celtomachies echo the invasions from the west in Italy,
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Greece and Anatolia. Pergamon and Cyzicus, more than
anywhere else, set out to immortalise, both realistically

and symbolically, the battles fought against the western
areas. Mysia gave the finest form to a heroic theme that

was to be taken up and repeated by the entire ancient

Latin world: it was here that the heroic Galatian type
was evolved. He is sometimes depicted as defeated figure,

collapsing upon his shattered weapons; sometimes he
stands upright, ready to take his own Ufe, having first

killed his wife so that he should not have to see her
captured as a slave. Such is the Dying Gaul by Epigonus,
misrepresented by Lord Byron who gave it the name of

Gladiator, and again the impressive Ludovisi Gaul with

his noble love of freedom that does not falter at the

sacrifice of life.

A study of dates proves that the Galatian themes
preceded the Gigantomachy subjects; to the 3rd century

belongs Epigonus of Mysia, who was working just a very

short time after Niceratus and Phyromachus, the Athe-

nian artists summoned to Pergamon by Philetaerus;

Epigonus worked for Attalus 1. Next came the group of

Rhodian and local sculptors and the others (a team of

forty artists from every country) who produced the

Gigantomachy of the Great Altar. It is not surprising

that Rhodes, which in the 3rd century had at first com-
missioned foreign artists, one of whom was Phyles of

Halicarnassus, should have managed to create by the 2nd
century an original school of their own whose works were

chiefly concerned with the expression of pathos. The
Victory of Samothrace was the work of a Rhodian
sculptor who skilfuUy and dramatically revived a theme
that had been quite common at the time when the coins

of Demetrius Poliorcetes were being minted and, so it

seems, in the period of the Delian Neorium. At the other

end of the Hellenistic period we have the overrated group

of Laocoon and his two sons, writhing so conventionally

in the encirchng coils of monstrous serpents, which was

to set Michelangelo a dangerous example. It merely

illustrates, along with the later versions of the Pergamene

Gigantomachy, the extremist trends of Anatolian art. But

we should bear in mind, on the other hand, another

extremely turbulent composition in the form of a pyramid,

the Punishment of Dirce, usually known as the Farnese

Bull. We next return to more classical effects in the work

of the school of Aphrodisias in Caria which provided

Rome with generations of artists, who were, it is true,

more skilful than inspired, and with the first examples of

realistic ornamental fohage that was in use until the time

of Severus and even indeed, in many places, right down
to the Renaissance.

It has recently been pointed out how the pictorial

works of Protogenes of Caunos, the young rival of

Apelles, and those of Action, Nicomachus, Athenion of

Maroneia, Antipholus, Theon of Samos, Theorus,

Aristides II, Demetrius, son of Seleucus, and Philoxenus

of Eretria, could perhaps be, if not brought to light, at

least deduced with reasonable accuracy from the many
different copies of them that were made soon after, in all

regions from the East to the Latin West.

On the whole, the best Hellenistic painting — evi-

dently highly appreciated by the Macedonian monarchs,

the Lagidae and Seleucids, since they paid higher prices

for it than for sculpture and it was later haggled over and

paid for in gold in the Roman atria auctionaria — must

certainly have been a great art, but unfortunately, hke

painting of every age, unable to withstand the passage
of time and therefore largely unknown to us today.

Toreutic art and metal crafts produced especially fine

work throughout the Hellenistic period: in Alexandria,

Pergamon, Syria (helmet from Emesa), the Greek main-
land and Italy. The pictures of religious processions on
vases made of precious metals, and the lists of plunder
captured by victorious generals, both show the lavish

abundance of objects that were being produced in the

workshops of the time, in the cities and provinces alike.

It was these workshops that were responsible for the

work that can be found in central Egypt, in the reliefs of

the tomb of Petosiris {c. 300 B.C.) at Hermopohs, and of

which we are now beginning to discover products that

were exported to Scythia (Chertomlyk vase), to Begram
in the heart of Asia as regards the East, and elsewhere, to

Bernay, to Glanum, in Germany and even as far away
as the British Isles in the West. The recent chance
discovery of nine gold vases at Panagyrishte in the

Balkans is of great significance: the patera from Aquileia

shows that the same fashion existed in Italy. All these

precious vases that T. Schreiber assumed must still be

in existence are gradually coming to light and presenting

us with their richly lifehke ornamentation and a wealth of

information: a profusion of ornamental plant motifs, the

persistence of religious and mythological life, borrowings

from the old legendary epics with occasional evocations

of the literary life of the time, showing playwrights,

famous men of letters, poets and scholars at home in their

studies or at the theatre, watched over by their benevo-

lent muses. Nothing is better suited to recreate some-
thing of the atmosphere of the 'museums' and great

hbraries that were built in every Hellenistic capital.

Naturally, painted pottery, highly prized in the archaic

and classical periods, from this time suffered a decline.

It no longer matched the tastes of a world of luxury and

splendour where the favourites of fortune, not knowing
what the morrow would bring, loved to feast and drink

their Falernian wine out of gold cups. Although in all

regions the production of clay vases continued, they were

beginning to make use of borrowed ornamentation which

grew increasingly schematised all the time. For less

wealthy customers there was pottery with a relief deco-

ration that imitated metal ware (series from Megara,

Samos, Arezzo etc.).

Terra cotta was merely at this period a poor man's

substitute that could not stand up to the competition of

glass. Only the small terra-cotta figurines were still able

to hold their own. This art in the Hellenistic period

produced some real masterpieces, on the Greek mainland

in Boeotia (notably at Tanagra), in Asia Minor (Myrina,

Smyrna and almost everywhere) and especially in Alex-

andria. It has been proved that in Hellenistic Italy,

a country in which statuaria, the art of terra cotta, had

always been highly prized, they were also still being pro-

duced at Paestum, the Silaris workshops and at Locri.

Cameos, intaglios, glassware and coins all reveal the

highest qualities and contribute to a Hellenistic art, very

far from being 'minor', drawing inspiration from religion

and culture and adding to the collection of antique

masterpieces. Just think, for example, of the coins

bearing the heads of the beautiful Ptolemaic queens or

those from Sicily, engraved with the image of Philistis.

The entire achievement of this period, sometimes so

staggeringly neglected, compels our admiration.
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THE ROMAN WORLD FROM SULLA TO SEVERUS
(1st century B.C. 3rd century a.d.)

By the 2nd century B.C. Rome had become the centre of

the ancient world. Roman art, bit by bit, was ousting

Greek art and spreading a fixed vocabulary of plastic

forms throughout a still strongly united world. Nowadays
it is only through Roman art that we can rediscover

Antiquity but opinion is divided as to its real worth.

ITas it simply a conventional, academic art taken over

from Greece or, as is now being maintained, original and
creative ? The distinguished Hellenist, Franpois Chamoux,
counteracts the extremism of this last theory by stressing the

part played by Greek influence, though he does not deny
that specifically Roman trends carried it in new directions.

Greek history, strictly speaking, for most historians closes
with Mummius' capture of Corinth in 146 B.C. This
important political event does, in fact, mark the victory
of the Latin West over the Hellenised East. Subsequently
the ancient world was no longer centred on the eastern
Mediterranean basin but on Italy. The conquerors grew
rich on the spoils of the Hellenistic kingdoms and booty
pillaged on a staggering scale from captured cities. While
works of art were pouring into the country, there was
also an influx of artists - architects, sculptors, painters -
who arrived in large numbers from the East, either as
slaves or of their own free will. They were drawn to Italy
by the new Roman patrons who had grown rich from
the profits of conquest and wanted to surround them-
selves with all the refinements that their forefathers had
never known.

Is there a Roman art?

The important economic aspect of Rome's victory, there-
fore, had a considerable effect on the development of
ancient art. Alongside well-established workshops and
studios and the ever prosperous centres in Athens and
the Greek cities of Asia Minor, other workshops were set
up in Italy and the western provinces in order to answer
the considerable increase in demand. We know, it is true,
very Uttle about these artists' workshops; the odd men-
tion by an ancient writer tells us something of a master
of a school, like Pasiteles who was very popular in Rome
at the time of Sulla. But it is obvious from surviving
monuments that the Pax Romana encouraged a traffic in
artists and works of art. Whole shiploads of statues and
even parts of buildings, marble columns for instance,
were crossing the sea; such was the famous galley ship-
wrecked off Mahdia in Tunisia in the early part of the
1st century a.d.

Never had cultural unity been more apparent than it
was in the Mediterranean basin during the first centuries
of the Empire. Monuments which survive from this time
form part of what is called Roman art.
What exactly is meant by this adjective 'Roman''

Down to the end of the 19th century, scholars used it
merely to describe works dating from a certain period
Without question, they accepted what was said by the

Franfots Chamoux

Romans themselves, who for all their acute sense of
national pride, nonetheless proclaimed, through the
mouths of Horace and Virgil, their greatest poets,
Greece's supremacy in the realm of art. Roman art, then,
was thought of only as the last embodiment of Greek art'
This interpretation went with a certain scorn for works
of the late period, considered to be far inferior to those
of the classical period that were the only ones allowed to
belong to the 'Golden Age'. As a reaction, some critics
began to stress those features of 'Roman' works of art
that seemed to them to be outside the Greek artistic
tradition: they then asserted that there was, in the full
sense of the word, a Roman art and set out to analyse its
original characteristics. Although this thesis encountered
opposition, it has on the whole held its own, and it has
now, in fact, become a commonplace to contrast Greek
and Roman art.

That, however, is not the final and complete solution
to the problem. Recent research has brought out the
leading part played by Greek artists in the Latin world.
And in addition a fuller knowledge of Greek art and
more especially of the long neglected HeUenistic art has
enabled us to see in them the signs of certain trends that
all too readily were assumed to be the exclusive preroga-
tive of 'western' art. It is just as well then to take another
look at these dogmatic assertions, and hasty generahsa-
tions. Probably years of detailed study and microscopic
examination are still needed before we can hope to arrive
at a thesis which is genuinely based on the true facts.
The view expressed in this article, in an extremely
concentrated form that makes any detailed illustration
quite out of the question, should be looked upon as
a provisional opinion that I, as a Hellenist and therefore
more alive to the Greek contribution in this field, have
been brought to hold after a series of studies relating to
a wide variety of monuments.

The Greek artist and the Roman art lover

The first point to consider is the racial origins of these
artists. It has been said, it is true, that Roman art, in
contrast to Greek art which abounds in celebrated names,
is an 'art without artists'. This merely means that texts'
have left no mention of great artists worthy of a place
in the front rank. Neither the sculptor Arcesilaus who
was commissioned by Caesar to carve the statue of
Venus Genetrix, nor the painter Ludius whose land-
scapes adorned with architectural motifs were made so
much of, nor the architect Apollodorus of Damascus, the
designer of the Column of Trajan, could be put on the <

same plane as Polygnotus, Ictinus or Praxiteles. Of this
the ancients themselves were very much aware: authors
like the scholarly Pliny the Elder or the much travelled
Pausanius, who at the time of the Empire were writing
about the arts, have virtually no interest except for the
'masters of bygone days' and very rarely mention the
name of an artist of a later age.

Information from Uterary texts is loo meagre in this
matter to be of any help, but fortunately we have at our
disposal a quantity of epigraphic sources, such as the
signatures of sculptors, architects, mosaicists and gem
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engravers. The name of the artist is sometimes accompa-
nied by an 'ethnic' adjective which indicates his native

city. The systematic study of these inscriptions is far from
complete but it has already gone far enough to allow us

to draw certain conclusions

The outstanding fact about these signatures is that the

large majority are written in Greek. The only group
which forms an exception is that of sigillated pottery

where the potters' signatures are in Latin, but this group

comes more under the heading of artisans' work than art

proper. In all other cases writings in Greek far out-

number the others, even in Italy. So it is clear that in

Rome as well as in the East, Greek was the usual language

spoken by artists. Besides, the very names prove that we
are dealing with Greeks or Hellenised Orientals. When-
ever we come across a Latin name it is usually accompa-

nied by a Greek cognomen which shows that the man was

either a foreigner who had been granted the freedom of

the city, or a freedman. It is only in rare cases that the

artist can be assumed to be a Roman by birth.

This observation need not surprise us for it corresponds

to what we know of Roman attitudes. They were

passionate lovers of art but, as has recently been empha-
sised, they would have thought it a profession beneath

the dignity of a man of good family. This manual work
was willingly left to foreigners and slaves. This is what

is really meant by the famous passage in Virgil's Aeneid,

Book VI, where Axichises prophesies to Aeneas: 'There

will be others, at least so I believe, far abler than you to

breathe life into bronze and carve living faces from

marble . . . but remember, Roman, your art will lie in

governing the nations, in keeping true peace, in sparing

the humbled and crushing the proud.' As he gives his

sanction to other men, that is to the Greeks, to become
masters in the plastic arts so that the privilege of gov-

erning should be kept for his fellow countrymen, the

Latin poet displays more pride than humility. If some

emperors, like Nero, Hadrian and Marcus Aurehus,

took up painting and sculpture, it can only be viewed

as a princely whim; they would have no more thought

of practising art seriously than of teaching grammar.

The only claim made by the Roman, then, in the field

of art, was that he had taste and appreciation. He had

622. Left. ROMAN ART IN THE GREEK
ARCHAIC STYLE. Minerva. Neo-Attic

period. 1st century B.C. Poitiers Museum.

623. GRAECO-ROMAN. Boy removing

a thorn from his foot, called II Spinario.

Late interpretation of classical proto-

types. Museo del Conservator!, Rome.

more appreciation for works of art than for the artist as

a person. And ancient works of art gave him more pleas-

ure than anything else; in this he was following the exam-
ple of his Greek masters. Consequently the incessant

imitation of classical masterpieces was a characteristic

feature of Roman art. Statues of Athena after Phidias,

of Hermes after Alcamenes, of Aphrodite in the manner
of Praxiteles were produced in their hundreds by expert

craftsmen. The work of the finest copyists displays a strict

attention to detail and, with the help of mechanical de-

vices and casting, could reproduce with complete ac-

curacy the proportions and size of the original, to the extent

that in modern times it has sometimes been possible to

complete a damaged replica by adding pieces from an-

other cast copy. Good fortune in excavating has some-
times enabled us to compare the copy with its original,

as happened recently when a faithful copy of the Erech-

theum Caryatids was discovered in the ruins of Hadrian's

villa at Tivoli. These copies bear the sculptor's signature

with no mention of the artist of the original; he was quite

aware that the discriminating Roman art lover was un-
likely to be duped. Similarly the Capitoline Amazon, in

imitation of Polycleitus' work, is signed by the sculptor

Sosicles. The same was true of the painters responsible

for the ornamentation of the houses in Pompeii who drew
freely upon the Hellenic repertoire. It is quite usual to

find several frescoes that have taken their inspiration from '

the same earlier Greek painting. This is one of our most
valuable sources of information concerning an art of

which none of the masterpieces have survived.

The Roman art lover's taste for things ancient led to

the flourishing production of pastiches as well as copies.

There is a whole class of sculptures which imitate the

Greek archaic style and which, carried out in a way that

could not possibly deceive the trained eye, are never-

theless significant. The archaicising Minerva from Poi-

tiers shows how this method gained ground even in the

remotest provinces. The pasticcio technique was also em-
ployed which consisted in combining, with varying de-

grees of success, a head and body that were modelled on

different styles. The torch-bearing Dionysus from Sakha

has a Hellenistic head set upon a body obviously inspired

by Polycleitus. Other well known works, like the Spinario
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624. ROMAN. Ruins of the Basilica at Pompeii. Probably 2nd

century B.C.

627. ROMAN. The temple of Fortuna Virilis built In about the

1st century B.C. There is still some doubt as to its identification.

In the background the temple of Vesta dating from the time of

Augustus or earlier.

625. ROMAN. The Colosseum or Flavian amphitheatre. Started

by Vespasian in 72 a.d. it was completed by Titus in 80.

626. ROMAN. Aqueduct at Segovia, built in Trajan's reign

(96-1 1 7). With 1 28 arches it is about half a mile long.

and the Esquiline Venus, were very probably the result

of similar mixtures, which still survive to perplex modern
archaeologists.

This period, however, was far from concentrating abso-

lutely on the past. If a large part of their inspiration was de-

rived from the classical repertoire, the artists who worked

for the new masters of the world also had new problems

to cope with and were able, at times, to give their works

an original flavour. The vital part of their contribution

can be studied under two main headings: firstly archi-

tecture, in which many important innovations were made,

and secondly the plastic arts, which were especially pro-

ductive in the field of historical subjects, picturesque

landscapes and portraiture. We shall look at both in turn.

New techniques in building

The Romans were great builders. Impressive ruins that

have survived fire the imagination with Rome's erstwhile

greatness. But it is a fact that the architects of these

buildings were for the most part Greeks and Hellenised

Orientals. This is acknowledged in a letter from Trajan

to his friend Phny the Younger and is completely borne

out by the names of architects that have come down to

us. Cicero employed a Greek to build his villas. The
archway at Verona bears the signature of Cerdo, a freed-

man. Apollodorus, who worked for Trajan and was possi-

bly the most outstanding individual artist of the Antonine

age, was a Greek from Damascus. When the Roman
Vitruvius wrote his famous Latin treatise On Architecture

in the reign of Augustus, he was still largely dependent

on Greek sources and especially on the theorist Hermo-

genes who lived in the late 3rd and early 2nd centuries.

In the art of building the Romans carried on the unbroken

traditions of Hellenistic architecture.

But once this continuity is recognised, it is important

to reahse how far methods and technique were changing

under the influence of fresh social and economic con-

ditions. Concrete and brick were in widespread use by

the early days of the Empire and led to innovations of

the greatest importance which enabled sounder and larger

structures to be built with greater speed. Building with

blocks of stone in the Greek tradition was not given up,

for in travertine the Romans had an excellent building
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628 ROMAN. Arch of Titus, at the top of the Via Sacra. Erectec

to commemorate the victories won by Titus and Vespasian in the

Judean War, 70 A.D.

629. ROMAN. Mosaic fountain at Pompeii.

material. It was used for the most carefully worked public

buildings, like the Theatre of Marcellus and the Colos-

seum. Marble was employed for some temples built in

imitation of Greek temples as, for example, the temple
of Venus Genetrix in the Forum of Caesar and the temple
of Castor and Pollux in the Roman Forum. Arches and
vaults were not unknown to the Greeks, but it was not

until the Roman period, in the great buildings demanded
by the new way of life, that they were fully developed.

In fact, these technical advances were conditioned by
the demands of the new society. Tenement houses, several

storeys high, of the kind brought to hght by the excav-

ations at Ostia, were needed to accommodate the increased

populations of the large towns. They also needed spacious

porticoes with several aisles, called basilicas, where tri-

bunals sat or those with nothing to do could pass the time

of day; colossal theatres that could hold the tens of thou-

sands of spectators that came to watch animals or gladi-

ators fighting; the lofty vaulted thermae which housed
public swimming baths and libraries; aqueducts with

hundreds of arches which brought water from the moun-
tains. So architecture was the expression of a new social

and economic phenomenon - a population concentrated

in towns and cities which Rome developed to an un-

precedented point in the ancient world.

Besides this, architects working for Rome had to meet
religious requirements unlike those that had existed in

Greece. The Roman temple derived its high stone podium
from the Etruscan temple which, unlike the Greek tem-

ple, had steps only up to the entrance facade. It also kept

the deep porch leading into the cella which, as a rule,

was without a surrounding colonnade. Various changes

and adaptations therefore had to be made to features of

Hellenic architecture. The outcome was, at times, a build-

ing of a very significant, heterogeneous kind. The very

widespread pseudo-peripteral type, for example, con-

sisted of a false continuous colonnade running round the

outside of the cella (in fact a whole section of the 'colon-

nade' was imbedded in the walls); in this way the Roman
temple, without making alterations to its original plan,

came to look like a Greek temple from the outside. Such
is the case with the temple dedicated to Fortuna Virilis

in Rome and the Maison Carree at Nimes. It is a fine

example of one of the essential characteristics of the art

of this period — its inteUigent adaptation of traditional

forms to new needs.

The Roman aesthetic in architecture

The taste of the age inclined towards elaboration and even

extravagance; thus it was that the Ionic Order, the most

ornate in the Greek decorative repertoire, predominated

over the more austere Doric, and similarly the Corinthian

capital in its most lavish form was preferred to the Ionic

capital. Mouldings and ornamentation became more and

more elaborate; free use was made of rosettes, foUage,

garlands and bull's-head reliefs. The Romans did not

hesitate to combine several Orders in the same building,

as the classical Greeks had already done, and even on the

same facade which was something new: the Theatre of

Pompey, built in 55 B.C., is the first example of the super-

imposed use of all three Orders, with the Doric Order on

the first level, next the Ionic and, at the top, the Corin-

thian. Far greater attention was being given to making

a deep impression on the imagination and less to the

balance and harmony of form and mass.

Architecture, then, in the Roman world was drawn in

two opposite directions: there was the engineer with a

purely functional end in view, and the educated, cultured

architect engaged on academic pastiches. Its very finest

achievements were the outcome of the first where, as in

the arena at Nimes or the Pont du Gard, the structure

was perfectly suited to its purpose. When, on the other

hand, architects found themselves in the position of ap-

plying Greek aesthetic ideas to a monument of an original

type, they sometimes managed to produce successful com-

binations, the most outstanding of which was probably

the triumphal arch. These impressive, vaulted gateways

were originally intended to be used as pedestals for groups
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of sculptures or trophies and were thus similar in function

to the pillars and double-columned monuments that it

had been the practice to erect in Greek sanctuaries. But
it was not until the 2nd century B.C. that the idea was
evolved in Rome of setting these pedestals on two tall

piers joined by a vault, thus making them span a pubUc
highway. The idea was so successful that it was at once
accepted and has remained in use till modern times.

Lastly we come to Hadrian's Pantheon built in Rome
to take the place of the temple constructed by Agrippa
in the reign of Augustus, and which, still standing today,

has the oldest domed roof to have survived from the

ancient world. Its architectural beauty stems not so

much from the materials used, nor their pattern and
rhythm but from the sheer size and proportions of the

space spanned and enclosed. Few buildings have played

such an influential part in the history of architecture.

So we see that Roman architecture emerged from a

synthesis. Men bred upon the aesthetic traditions and
techniques of Greece had to find an answer to those

unexplored problems presented by the new Roman socie-

ty. They used their imagination, as well as the many
technical advances, to produce new forms which they

were always concerned to incorporate into traditional

Hellenic forms. The path they chose often strikes us with

its modernity, but the great attention to ornamentation,

characteristic of their building, shows that they were

never aware of any break with the past. In this way they

are a doubly fruitful example for us today, for they show
quite clearly that a spirit of adventure and a respect for

tradition are in no sense incompatible.

The plastic arts under the Empire

We find the same complexity in the field of the plastic

arts: remarkably strong traditions, still rich in creative

qualities, were sometimes brought in to serve new ideas.

But here technical progress played nothing like the part

it had done in architecture towards the formation of a new
style. The painter, sculptor, goldsmith and engraver car-

ried on, unchanged, the old working methods. Only one

technical innovation should be pointed out: about the

time of Hadrian, sculptors began to use purely plastic

techniques to obtain certain effects which, until this time,

had been rendered with the help of paint. Hair and beards

were deeply under-cut to bring out dark shadows, and

the pupils of the eyes were shown by an incision or by

a ring carved in relief; flesh parts of a statue were given

a more highly finished, lustrous pohsh. This was probably

the first sign of a reaction that was to grow steadily against

polychromy, the first split between painting and sculp-

ture. As if they were now relying on materials alone to

produce those polychrome effects for which the brush

had been rejected, we can see about this time the in-

creasingly extensive practice of using several differently

coloured stones in the same statue — white, black and

yellow marble, porphyry and red granite.

Apart from this one instance it is only in the minor arts

that technical developments had any perceptible influence:

in ceramics, where the generalised use of sigillated orna-

. mentation was one of the reasons of its decline; in glass-

ware, where from this time craftsmen had the materials

to produce masterpieces; and in mosaics, which now

reached a peak of technical refinement. In all other fields

technique changed hardly at all; it was aesthetic ideas

alone which developed.

630. ROMAN. The Ten Girls' mosaic pavement. 3rd century

A. D. Piazza Armerina, Sicily.

A conspicuous fact is that this development took the

same course throughout the entire Empire. The strong

centralisation of the Roman world with its political and

economic unity helped to estabhsh a uniform catholic

civilisation which, in the realm of art, was conveyed by

a common body of plastic themes. Greek art had con-

quered Rome and everywhere it imposed its own tradi-

tions and methods. Attempts to distinguish provincial

styles have met with no success. It was hoped to find,

for example, a 'linear' bias, basically opposed to the spirit

of Graeco-Roman plastic art, in the monuments of Gaul,

Germania and the Danubian countries. But these analy-

ses are misleading; the argument depends on features

which have nothing to do with the innate aesthetic bents

of a particular people, but which are common to all

unskilled sculptors from no matter what country. From
Belgium to Syria, from Spain to Cyrenaica and including

the provinces of the Greek mainland, we can discover

sculpture less modelled than cut away in sharp and per-

emptory fines. In face of the modern taste for primitive

art, we must be careful not to mistake crudity for style.

There was a still more obvious kinship between first-

class works, no matter where they came from; so much

so that we can talk of a universal artistic language, an

artistic koine, as it is called, in the Roman world. The

Gallic sculptors who decorated the buildings at Saint-

Remy-de-Provence were intimately acquainted with the

plastic themes laid down by classical Greek painters and

sculptors so that the large bas-reUefs of the mausoleum

are virtual patchworks juxtaposing many extracts taken

from Greek masterpieces, now transformed into artistic

conventions. It is surprising to find on several Gallo-

Roman monuments that Gauls are portrayed in a way

which is more in line with the traditional Galatian type

evolved by Pergamene artists than with contemporary

reahty. On trophies celebrating Rome's conquest of Gaul

appear weapons and arms Uke the double-headed axe
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631. ROMAN. Sacrifice of a ram, a pig and a bull. Frieze from the

Altar of Domitlus Ahenobarbus. Late 2nd century B.C. Louvre.

and the crescent-shaped shield that were attributes of the

Amazons and obviously directly borrowed from the clas-

sical repertoire. Even in the provinces, then, art was

closely dependent on Greek traditions, so powerful was

the example that radiated out from Rome, Athens and

the Greek cities of Asia Minor.

It can reasonably be assumed that collections of plastic

themes circulated among studios and workshops; they

are what are called 'pattern books'. In any case, artists

themselves travelled a great deal: signatures of a great

number of Athenian artists have come to light in Italy,

like a certain Cleomenes who carved the fine Caesar

as iViercury, now in the Louvre, and recent research has

emphasised how extremely widespread are the signatures

of artists from the Anatolian town of Aphrodisias in Caria

dirring the first two centuries of the Christian era.

What was Rome's essential part in all this ? Rome cre-

ated the political framework within which all this in-

tensive activity could go on, and, too, Roman taste and

temperament helped to direct artists towards certain sub-

jects and to strengthen certain trends in the development

of style. These subjects and trends were not unknown
in Greek art, especially in the Hellenistic period, but the

wishes of Latin patrons had a great deal to do with the

way this art was transformed in later years.

The vogue for history

So it was that these patrons undoubtedly encouraged the

fashion for historical themes in architectural decoration.

The Romans, of a factual turn of mind and aware that

they were making history, loved to have their triumphs

celebrated in the most minutely detailed descriptions.

Greek artists had no difficulty whatsoever in satisfying

this desire; Hellenic art is not without representations

directly inspired by an actual event, from the Arcesilaus

Cup down to Alexander's Victory, preserved at second

hand in a mosaic from Pompeii. When the Greek sculp-

tor depicted the Battle of Pydna in a bas-relief treatment

on the Lucius Aemilius Paulus Column at Delphi, he had
no need to make innovations. But the Romans were es-

pecially fond of these pictures; when Roman generals

made their triumphal entry, they had paintings of their

victories carried in their procession. Although these paint-

ings have disappeared we still have a series of bas-reliefs

which evoke the glory of the legions and their leaders.

Even as early as the 2nd century B.C. on the Altar of

Domitius Ahenobarbus, armed legionaries watch a sacri-

fice which in ritual is specifically Roman. Under the

Empire, artists liked to show the imperator either in the

pose of the magnanimous conqueror, like Augustus on

the silver vase in the Rothschild Collection, or in the heat

of action, leading on his army to crush the enemy, as he

appears on the frieze dating from Trajan's time which was

later transferred, piece by piece, to the Arch of Con-

stantine. The ideal outlined by Virgil was ever present:

'sparing the humbled and crushing the proud'.

These martial scenes could be developed into epic nar-

ratives recording all the vicissitudes of a campaign. This

is known as the continuous style in which the same figure,

mostly the Emperor, appears several times in successive

episodes. Apollodorus of Damascus was probably the first

to think of unfolding a lengthy narrative in relief around

a gigantic column. He designed the hundred-foot Column
of Trajan on which the expedition against the Dacians

was described in a full account lacking neither purely

picturesque details, anecdotes nor even unnecessary re-

petition. It served as the pattern for the Column of Mar-
cus Aurelius erected in the last quarter of the 2nd century.

Sculptors did not make use of classical models for these

long pictorial sequences: naturalistic elements, the result

of first-hand observation, natually came to play a more

important part than ever before.

On the other hand when artists were dealing with re-

ligious or civic ceremonies, triumphal entries, processions,

sacrifices, solemn assemblies of the people or the Senate,

where the prince in all his majesty was revealed, they

Uked to mingle human and mythological figures, either

gods or allegorical personages. On the Altar of Domitius

Ahenobarbus, the god Mars in person stands close by to

watch the sacrifice. On the frieze of the Ara Pacis, built

by Augustus between 13 and 9 B.C., a procession of priests,

members of the imperial family and high dignitaries is set

alongside a personification of Tellus, fruitful Mother

Earth. The famous cameo, the Gemma Augustae from

Vienna, shows Augustus and the goddess Roma seated

side by side and surrounded by a group of various alle-

gorical figures with Tiberius and Caius Caesar who were

at this time (7 B.C.) the prince's appointed heirs. On the

Arch of Titus, where the prince's triumphal entry is

depicted with an obvious attention to realism (the seven-

branched candlestick brought back from Jerusalem in

the procession), the Emperor is nonetheless accompa-

nied by a figure of Victory who crowns him while the

goddess Roma rides at the head of the triumphal quadriga.

The Chancellery reliefs from the reign of Domitian and

the Arch of Benevento from the reign of Trajan several

times show the Emperor and his high officials at the side

of figures hke Apollo, Diana, Hercules and personifica-
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tions of Honour and Valour. In keeping with Greek tradi-

tion, there was an easy interchange between the world of

mortals and the world of gods. Consequently the apo-

theosis of a prince, a frequently treated subject, appeared

as a natural occurrence.

It would therefore, be a mistake to dwell overmuch on
Roman realism. Then, as before, artists were almost un-

able to think of the lofty style without some transmutation

of reality; they continued to rely largely on myth. Purely

realistic scenes belong mostly to folk art: they are found

on sepulchral and votive bas-reliefs; similarly, in Greek

art they appear primarily on painted vases. Roman taste,

if it helped to steer artists in this direction, led to no

decisive break with the past.

Landscape: nature and artifice

The growth of landscape painting is also usually as-

cribed to Roman influence. At this point let us recall that

at heart the Romans had remained a nation of peasants,

deeply imbued with an ancient, rustic atavism. The Bu-

colics and Georgia strike a chord even in our memories.

The Odyssey paintings from the Esquiline, the frescoes

from Livia's House on the Palatine, the stuccoes in the

Palazzo Farnesina, the pastoral decorations of the Pom-
peian houses, the so-called 'picturesque' bas-reliefs, can

all these works be put down to the Romans' love of na-

ture ? They, in fact, all have a part in the most firmly

established Hellenistic tradition. Plato, at a much earlier

date, had referred to landscape paintings. Well known

stories relate how Apelles and Protogenes liked to paint

still-lifes with fruit and flowers in which they achieved

highly successful illusionistic effects. Houses at Delos had

been ornamented with painted garlands, anticipating

those produced by Augustan sculptors for the Altar of

Peace. The brilliant naturalism of these sculptures, like

that of the frescoes from Rome and Pompeii, was not,

then, in any way an innovation. But here again it is true that

the predominantly urban civilisation, as it existed in Rome
from the 1st century A.d., fostered the desire for a kind

of escapism into nature. Rustic ornamentation and 'pictu-

resque' reliefs were, in this sense, catering very much to

the same needs as Virgil and Horace when they sang of

the Mantuan countryside and the cool shades of Tibur.

They reveal all the artifice of pastoral literature. Far from

632. ROMAN. Trajan's Column in Trajan's Forum.

63 3. ROMAN. Plaque from the Ara Pacis Augustae depicting the

three peaceful elements, air, earth and water. 13-9 B.C. Uffizi,

Florence.

634. ROMAN. The Vienna Cameo, probably executed by the

Greek engraver Dioscorides. 1st century A.D. Bibliolheque

Nationale, Paris.

635. ROMAN. Allegorical painting,

of 1st century a.d. Naples Museum.

personifying Arcadia. End

Opposite. ROMAN. A street in Pompeii.



creating an accurate image of the Italian countryside, they

are in fact works of the imagination, dream landscapes,

sometimes even stage sets. These landscapes are dotted

with statues, benches, shrines and tombs, and here and

there spring up light and flimsy constructions of the kind

that no architect has ever dared to build. The invention,

towards the end of the 1st century A.D., of landscapes

where the green countryside was adorned with colon-

nades was attributed to a certain Ludius about whom
nothing definite is known. Although these landscapes

have no more genuinely rural realism than a typical

French garden, we can at least recognise the charm of

these fantasies.

Similarly, when sculptors carved on those small marble

plaques a peasant with his cow or a lioness with her cubs,

the setting was always a conventionalised landscape: thus

a genre was revived for Rome's benefit which may have

been Alexandrian in origin and which, at all events, was

Hellenistic. As a parallel to this, the fine silver cups found

at Boscoreale and Bernay, which have been assigned, pro-

bably correctly, to the time of Augustus, take up once

again naturalistic, decorative motifs which the 4th-century

Greek masters had painted so freely and which, if we

are to believe Theocritus, the goldsmiths of his day were

already able to chase on the sides of vases. So here once

again, as in the case of the bas-relief, the Romans did not

introduce anything really new: chiefly they comprised

a wealthy and easily satisfied market for a traditional

feature of Greek art and thereby gave it a fresh lease

of life.

Did Rome invent portraiture?

We are left, then, with the problem of portraiture, the

main stronghold of those who uphold the originality of

Roman art. There is a well known, classic distinction

between the Greek portrait, which tried to attain to a

universal truth by transcending the individual, and the

Roman portrait, whose sole aim, through photographic

observation, was to catch an individual likeness. Once
more the Roman realist and the Greek idealist are con-

trasted and once again we need to take a subtler view of

the facts. Recent research has given us a more complete

knowledge of the 'Republican' portraits, of those highly

individualised men with clean-shaven, deeply lined faces

and stern expressions. We now know that their dates must

be moved forward and that, for the most part, they cannot

636. ROMAN. Bacchus goblet. Silver. Boscoreale Treasure. Late

Augustan period. 1st century B.C. Louvre.

belong to a period before the reign of Sulla at the earliest.

Their appearance, then, coincided with the large-scale

arrival of Greek sculptors who, trained in Hellenistic tra-

ditions that had produced expressive heads and even

caricature, were well equipped to make realistic portrait

busts and were thus able to carry out the wishes of Roman
families, eager to add to their collections of ancestor

portraits. Roman Republican portraits were therefore

the result of a combination of the technical abilities of

Greek artists and the demands of Roman patrons. Hel-

lenistic art had had little more to discover in the way
of realism and physical likeness but favourable social and

cultural conditions gave them more rein to develop.

It was not long, moreover, before Greek sculptors,

following their models, returned to a conception of por-

traiture that was more in keeping with classical practice.

Whereas the recently identified bust of Antony still shows

signs of an automatic and rough realism, the face of

Caesar, on the contrary, is imprinted with a more than

human majesty, and the portraits of Augustus, allowing

for their necessary iconographical conformity, soon ac-

quire the stature of a type, that of the magnanimous,

enlightened prince. Greek art, which had previously given

expression to the divine nature of the Hellenistic monarch,

had no difficulty in official portraits in marking out the

progressive stages of a development which was gradually

bringing the Emperor to the level of a god. The religion

of the Empire and the mood of adulation was responsible

637. ROMAN. ARLES. Arena (2nd century A.D.) and theatre

(1st or 2nd centuries A.D.).
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638. ROMAN. Head of an unknown Roman. First half of 1st

century B.C. Louvre.

639. HELLENISTIC. Bust of Hiero II. King of Syracuse. 2nd cen-

tury B.C. , ^

which Greek artists played in it. Horace was right to say

that Greece in defeat had won a victory over her un-

tutored conqueror. Rome did not argue about Hellenic

superiority in this realm. She provided Greek artists and

craftsmen with wealthy and passive patrons whose wishes

they could satisfy while educating their taste. Rather

than a Roman art, then, it would be more meaningful to

talk of Greek art in the service of Rome. It was a direct

continuation of Hellenistic art and neither side was aware

of any break. And this is important, for it enables us to

see Greek art in its true historical perspective as a con-

tinuous development from the archaic period down to

the time of the Byzantine Empire.

The art of the Roman period, viewed in this way, can

be appreciated in a more legitimate fashion. Like every

post-classical art, it was the trustee of a heavy load of

traditions and knowledge by which it appears occasionally

to have been overwhelmed. It has been called a decadent

art as well as a hfeless, academic art. Yet if it did often

preserve forms inherited from the past, they were fre-

quently used to express new ideas. Now, in understanding

the purpose for which they were intended, we come to

appreciate the works themselves. When Franz Cumont's

authoritative study demonstrated the symbolic quahties of

the sarcophagus sculptures, he, at one and the same time,

made a whole class of sepulchral monuments the subject

of a passionate interest, that previously had been thought

to be extremely dull. We should learn from this example

and try to glean from the art of the Roman world all the

evidence it has to give us of the society of which it was

such a faithful reflection: we shall find that it offers as

much enjoyment to the art lover as interest to the scholar.

640. ROMAN. The Emperor Claudius (10 B.C.- 54 A. D.).

Lateran Museum, Rome.

for the increasing popularity of these portraits. Not only

the Emperor but members of his family were portrayed

without restraint: scholars today are trying to identify

these busts with the help of textual allusions. Thus sculp-

ture and engraved gems provide vivid commentaries to

Tacitus and Suetonius; they give us, for example, the

faces of Agrippa and his sons, the features of Germanicus

and his wife Agrippina, as well as the distrustful mask

of Claudius and the monstrous appearance of Nero. Some

of these portraits are staggering psychological documents.

Their creators have shown themselves to be worthy of

the great Greek tradition of portraiture: they have not

only preserved for us the outer facial expression or a pass-

ing mood but they have captured some profound truth

about the man himself. Even with Tacitus to guide us,

the imperial portraits remain remarkably reveaUng docu-

ments; they speak to us, unambiguously, of Hadrian's

dilettantism, of the high-minded Marcus AureUus and

Caracalla's relentless cruelty.

This short description has been able to give only a

partial idea of an art which was able to meet the needs of

an entire world. We must remember the leading part
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Although by ihe 3rd century ad. Rotnaii art seemed to have

reached its definitive form and was accepted, without

protest, throughout the entire Empire, Roman territories

covered such a vast area that inevitably provincial

tendencies began to assert themselves, particularly in the

East and above all in Mesopotamia which had been

annexed at a later date. The 'barbarian' peoples that had

been absorbed were exerting a growing influence which

had an increasingly undermining effect. Hellenistic

traditions, which as we have seen in the previous article

played such a vital part, were now becoming more

original, but Christianity was to appear and alter the entire

course of art. It luas the end of the ancient world.

Art under the Severus Dynasty seemed, in its most out-

standing characteristics, to be the natural development
of the art of the preceding periods; the Parthian war
depicted on the Arch of Septimius Severus in the Roman
Forum is in the tradition of the Columns of Trajan and
Marcus Aurelius, and its luxuriant, decorative style marks
a return, possibly a conscious one, to the works of the

Flavian era. But the discovery of monuments dating from
the Severian period in the Emperor's native town of

Leptis Magna in Tripolitania has cast some doubt on
the validity of this view.

A new style

The large panels adorning the upper part of the four-

sided archway at Leptis Magna reveal a completely un-

familiar style noticeable, for example, in the monarch's
triumphal procession. The unrelated arrangement of fig-

ures, their almost rigid, frontal attitudes, the absence of

perspective, particularly striking in the carving of the

chariot, and of any feehng for depth, shown in the vertical

treatment of the two rows of figures, and the decorative

and graphic design of drapery betray ideas at work that

were entirely alien to all those traditions that Rome had
inherited from Greece. What is more, some of the ornate

pilasters on this arch and in the city's basilica, while
developing an already conventional ornamental motif of

well established origins, are related to this same style

in which decorative line, the interplay of Ught and shade
and carving technique had ousted any feehng for model-
ling and organic form.

Byzantium does not seem very far away and it is obvi-

ous, in fact, that these monuments must have had con-
nections with one of the sources on which the future

Eastern capital was to draw. On analysis, we find that

the ideas behind this style belong to 'Graeco-Mesopo-
tamian' art, very well known nowadays, that was flourish-

ing on the banks of the Euphrates in the first centuries

of the Christian era. A work like the fresco of the tribune
Terentius at Doura Europos makes the common source
of inspiration very apparent. There was absolutely no
reason why the Emperor, closely linked to Syria by his

marriage to Julia Domna, should not have summoned

Eastern artists to his native city, if not to the capital. Thus
for the first time the provincial centres showed their

importance. If we take this opportunity to point out that

these were the stylistic principles that were to come,

slowly but surely, to dominate the art of Late Antiquity,

it will be understood why the development of Roman art

after a certain date should have appeared to be governed

by a foreign influence, and more precisely, by the Eastern

influence that was also the spirit behind Graeco-Mesopo-
tamian art. The disturbing case of Leptis Magna, then,

obliges us to take a look at some of the works of art that

were being produced in the Roman provinces.

Rome's place In imperial art

This problem has bearings on the very definition of

Roman art. Should we understand by this term an original

contribution dependent on Rome's existence and pro-

duced in the city of Rome itself? Or should we widen it

to cover the artistic output of the Mediterranean world

unified under the Roman Empire, even though each pro-

vince retained its individuality and even though it was

left to Greece, or at least the Hellenised East, to give

concrete expression to the aspirations of the new masters

of the world? We can only try, faced with an unusually

intricate set of facts, to isolate the major points of a

complex phenomenon in the hope of arriving at a clear

picture of its chief features.

There can be little doubt that the capital of the Empire
formed an unrivalled artistic centre; the unique oppor-

tunities it offered and its social and intellectual ethos

could hardly have helped producing a 'Roman' art. The
existence of a Roman architecture, original in pattern,

design, technique and ornamentation, is hardly debated.

Rome is credited with the invention of the political and

historical relief which in inspiration and treatment (nota-

bly the rendering of space) made a contribution that was

not only new, but specifically Roman. There would be

little point in denying that Rome depended continually

on artists from the great defeated cities of the Hellenised

East -- Alexandria, Antioch, Pergamon — but it is also

worth noticing that these uprooted artists should have

achieved so httle in the field of sculpture (which had

been, after all, Greece's unsurpassed triumph) and so

much in everything that catered to Roman taste. Rejection

by Rome of the Greek heritage was never to be seriously J

considered, but it is nonetheless true that she needed to I

experiment with new ideas of which the most original

were developed in the workshops and studios of the capi-

tal itself. A legitimate admiration for Greece should not

prevent us from talking of the European Renaissance or

of European classicism even though they both stemmed
from the imitation of Hellenic ideals.

What is more difficult to appreciate is the influence that

radiated from the capital as a centre of the arts. All the

evidence compels us to distinguish between the Western

and Eastern halves of the Empire, between barbarian

provinces without any artistic traditions of their own and

the ancient centres of the civiUsed world. In the West, 637

in Gaul, Britain, Spain, North Africa and the lands 626
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bordering on the Rhine and the Danube, the many
amphitheatres, theatres, baths, triumphal arches, bridges,

villas, Capitols and forums enable us to trace without

difficulty the growth of an irresistible and radical process

of Romanisation. From the time of Augustus, these

monuments, like the temples of Gallia Narbonensis, show
the direct influence of Rome. It is undoubtedly true that,

here and there, some local centres of art were established.

Thus it is that the numerous arches built in Galha Narbo-
nensis at the beginning of the Empire are clearly dis-

tinguishable, in details of architectural ornamentation and
the place set aside for trophies and figurative scenes,

from their Itahan counterparts of the same date; but the

idea, design and structure of this type of monument,
nevertheless, stemmed directly from Rome.
There are other pointers, however, that encourage us

to take a less simplified view. The Empire was crossed

by military and trade routes which, despite the proverb,

did not all lead to Rome. This explains why the type of

mausoleum of which there are many examples in Syria

and which was equally widespread in Roman North
Africa and Spain, and even in north-west Gaul, appears

to have been completely unknown in Rome and Italy.

In the same way, the sepulchral pillars from Belgium and

Germania which prove, right down to the middle of the

3rd century, that there was an especially active team of

sculptors working in the provinces, show certain details

of design and decoration which lead us to suspect that

there was direct contact with some centre in the Hellen-

ised East, in Anatolia or, more likely, in Syria. What in

one case is an assumption, in another becomes definite

fact. From the 2nd century, richly ornate sarcophagi were

being used and their popularity was spreading. Working

from differences in structure and ornamentation, modern
experts have little difficulty in distinguishing the products

of the main workshops whether Roman, Attic, 'Asiatic'

(Anatolian) or Syrian. Now, it has been shown that the

Hellenised East, Greece and Anatolia produced works

largely for export and despatched them throughout the

entire Empire, to Rome, Italy and the provinces. We a'so

know that local production, especially on the Rhine and

Danube, was more readily inspired by these Eastern

models than by those from Rome, and that in fact Rome's

influence outside Africa and Spain was only very weak.

641. HELLENIi I _ L-^

Attica. Istanbul Museum.

jhagus of the mourning women from

642. ROMAN. The Ludovisi' sarcophagus showing a battle

between Gauls and Romans. 2nd-3rd centuries A.D. Capitoline

Museum, Rome.

The part played by the Hellenised East

It is not surprising to find that the Hellenised East, with

an influence that extended even into the Western prov-

inces, not only remained more true to its own traditions,

whether Greek, Hellenistic or Eastern, but was also more

conservative in face of specifically Roman innovations.

True, certain functional buildings like the thermae

achieved a popularity of unexpected permanence, and

similarly Roman theatre design, with its monumental

stage wall, was also adopted. But the East was to give

only a very lukewarm reception to the historical and

political relief and the triumphal arch. Generally speak-

ing, vaults and arches, so typical of Roman architecture,

were to come into conflict with Greek building principles;

in contrast to the monumental gateway at Ephesus, which

can be traced back to the Roman arch, stands a long hst

of traditionally Hellenic propylaea.

The complex relationship between the two halves of

the Empire can perhaps be better illustrated, and Rome's

exact part in it more clearly shown, by following through

643. 'ASIATIC. Front of the Sidamara sarcophagus. 3rd-4th

centuries A.D. Istanbul Museum.
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644. ROMAN ART IN ASIA. Column of the temple of Jupiter

Heliopolitanus at Baalbek (Lebanon). Originally there were fifty-

four columns, which at 65 feet high are among the tallest in

the world. 1st-2nd centuries A. D.

the development of Syrian architecture. Thus Baalbek

(Heliopolis), which became a Roman colony under

Augustus, is adorned with impressive temples that betray

the hand of architects and decorative artists from Rome.
Again, quite recently, sculptured ceilings have been found
from the monumental altar of the courtyard of the Great

Temple, which in ornamentation seem to be related, at

least in part, to the work of artists engaged on the Ara

645. ROMAN ART IN ASIA. Monumental archway at Palmyra

(Syria). About 200 A. D.

Pacis. Elsewhere in Syria we find that, after the imagin-

ative features and heterogenous forms of the Hellenistic

age, a standardised imperial style came to be established

that was supposed to be a re-adoption of pure Greek
traditions. In a town like Palmyra this trend towards

'regularity' was growing steadily stronger in the inter-

vening period between the consecration in 32 a.d. of the

temple of Baal, a building still imbued with the Eastern

spirit, and the last building to be erected in the city. It is

tempting to put this development down to the unifying

influence of Rome which in every field secured a victory

for Hellenism in the East. However, this imperial style

was not the one used in Rome but that produced in the

workshops and studios of Antioch, the ancient metropolis

of Syria.

But if in discussing the Empire one at times makes
more of a plea for specifically Roman impulses, and at

others concentrates more on Hellenic traditions, the basic

unity and regular rhythm of development of this art are

nonetheless obvious; after all they were based on the

same admiration of Greece and a uniform way of life

under the aegis of Rome. It was only in later years that

the latent opposition between the Eastern and Western

halves of the Empire was to become an actual breach and

it is not to this that we can look for an explanation of the

appearance of a new art, the art of Late Antiquity.

Where, then, must we look to find the discordant voice

in this choir that was singing in almost perfect unison?

An eminent authority once maintained that the increas-

ingly marked weakening of classical tradition was due

to the overwhelming influence of the East, and the dis-

covery of Graeco-Mesopotamian art has given weight

to this theory. It can almost be seen as a foreshadowing

of Byzantine art and, in any case, as an art essentially

opposed to the Greek spirit, the spirit that had conquered

Rome. It is a non-illusionistic art, concerned more with

making things understood than with making them felt,

an abstract art which ignores the diversity of nature and

substitutes instead the uniformity of conventions, espe-

cially the convention of the frontal attitude where figures

are always viewed full-face. It is an intellectual art, pre-

ferring graphic expression; the vocabulary of the relief or

painting, to the reality of plastic form. And, lastly, it is

a spiritual art in which the human body does not appear

as the chief wonder. Thus the aspirations of the rising

East shine powerfully through the faces of the Doura

Europos frescoes.

Graeco-Mesopotamian art, an art in which the East

built up a new form of expression after the death of its

ancient arts, probably emerged in one of the great cities

of Mesopotamia and existed in isolation on the outskirts

of the Empire where its works were preserved in the

cities of Palmyra and Doura Europos. There are no signs

that it had any extensive influence outside its native

country; Leptis Magna is without parallels elsewhere.

But as a matter of fact the main characteristics as we

have analysed them are not uniquely the property of

Graeco-Mesopotamian art; an abstract, non-illusionist,

intellectual impulse and the use of conventions like the

law of frontality are features common to a whole group

of arts as well as to children's drawing and are therefore

related to a stage of individual and collective develop-

ment. Consequently, a theory of internal development

seems preferable to a theory of foreign influences. It has,

in fact, been possible to discover the expression of simi-
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646. GALLO-ROMAN. Stele of the 3rd century a. d. Sens Museum.

larly 'primitivist' trends in the Western provinces of the

Empire and even in Rome itself in works, Hke sepulchral

reliefs, that can be attributed to ordinary artisans. The
problem takes on a new aspect: it seems that barbarian

peoples in the East and West alike, emerging from the

shadows, grew from subjects into citizens and took a de-

cisive part in the Empire's history; and that, as the ideal

of the ruling class changed, the antique vision of the

classical world was doomed.

The 3rd century: crisis and transition

There was no more critical century in the history of Rome
than the 3rd century A.D. — critical in the economic, po-

litical, military, as well as the intellectual and moral

spheres. The Empire all but collapsed in the face of

internal strife and outside pressures. It was the century

in which Gaul, Anatolia and Syria were devastated, in

which Dacia was evacuated and Palmyra destroyed. It is

hardly astonishing that works of art are rare and that

any great architectural achievements belong to the arts

of war, like Aurelian's wall surrounding Rome. Other-

wise there are only two kinds of work, sarcophagi and

portraits, which enable us at the very least to understand

something of the way in which art was developing. In

the field of portraiture this grim age speaks with elo-

quence. The head of Septimius Severus with its wavy

hair, curling beard and smooth skin was followed by the

lined, haggard, clean shaven faces and close cropped

heads of the military Emperors; the pleasure loving Afri-

can had been succeeded by the austere Illyrian. The

ruthless severity of a whole era is expressed in the Re-

publican portrait's apparent return to realism. In the

case of sarcophagi, the tension and trouble of the time

was conveyed by pathos of expression and violence of
movement, drawn from earher 'baroque' tendencies, as

well as by the use of the favourite lion-hunt theme.
One generation, it is true, is not like another; and as

a general rule imperial art from the time of Augustus
showed an alternation between Roman pathos and realism

and Hellenising classicism. It was the latter that was
behind the 'renaissance' in the reign of Gallienus, the

Emperor-philosopher and friend of the great Plotinus: in

his face one can recognise a conscious attempt to revive

the Greek ideal.

But all this was really only a ripple on the surface that

had no effect on the basic development of the period.

Two examples will demonstrate this quite adequately.

Take the monumental Ludovisi Sarcophagus on which
a battle between Romans and barbarians is depicted. This
frantic tangle of writhing bodies, with faces distorted by
pain, at first impressed itself as an extreme example of

the 'baroque' style that had been taken over from earlier

centuries. But we cannot avoid noticing the absence of

any landscape features that might have given the figures

a realistic, spatial setting, the compression of figures, all

squashed into the foreground and arranged on the same
plane. The word 'tapestry' would not be out of place in

describing the general effect of the gilt and painting that

had adorned early monuments. Later we find artificial

compositions, noticeable in the way the victorious Romans
at the top are separated from the defeated barbarians

below, and in the central place given to the dead hero

in the role of a conquering general; portrayed in a frontal

pose and as the supreme master of the situation, he is

set apart from all the incidental happenings going on
around him and directs a compelling stare at the spec-

tator. Now the work no longer pretends simply to narrate

an exploit but, by using an almost theatrical technique,

presents the spectator with an object of reverence and
admiration. It is a long way from the Alexander of the

celebrated Naples mosaic.

Another sarcophagus from the reign of Gallienus has

a characteristic theme — a meeting of philosophers. Violent

movement has given way to the peace of metaphysical

reflection; there is no mistaking the breath of a Hellenic

spirit, dedicated to gravity, lucidity and lofty moral disci-

pline. But in every other way there is the same axial

composition related to a central figure, the same frontal

pose and the same didactic purpose. There is the same
two-dimensional vision as well: for the first time a Roman
relief offers us the front view of a seated figure, but the

foreshortening technique needed to depict the thighs has

been derived from painting, not from sculpture.

Everywhere there were signs of this decaying plastic

sensibility. Production stopped in the workshops of sculp-

tors and copyists that had once been so busy; temples

were no longer filled with statues of gods and heroes.

Paganism, which might seem the stronghold of Graeco-

Roman tradition, had in fact discovered new gods and

new forms of worship. Philosophico-mystical sects. East-

ern religions, mystery cults, astrological speculations, all

were working in their own way, every bit as much as

militant Christianity, for the victory of the abstract. Even

in the realist portraits of the early part of the century, it

is their powerful expressions that most impress us, ex-

pressions that lay bare the state of the soul.

The East made its most powerful and decisive con-

tribution to this course of development, by spreading
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647. LATE ROMAN. The Tetrarch Group in the facade of St

Mark's, Venice.

abroad its ideas and beliefs. Plotinus, the most repre-

sentative mind of the age, formulated the principles of

a new aesthetic that have been shown to conform abso-

lutely to the ideas behind the art of Late Antiquity. An
avowed follower of Plato, he was already a Byzantine

Greek, in whom the old ideal of the harmonious union

of body and soul was forgotten before the sovereign

importance of the mind.

If we are to judge the age by what it produced, then

our assessment will be largely a negative one; by the end
of the century it seems nothing will stop the decay. Not
a single new formula has emerged from the encounter of

all the diverse and antagonistic forces that were brought

together. One watches the world built by Greece crum-

bling away, the decay of Greek sensibility, the death of

its artistic vision, and we find no clear signs of an ap-

proaching spring.

Diocletian and the beginning of Late Antiquity

There were good reasons why it was proposed to date

the beginning of Late Antiquity in art from Diocletian's

accession to the throne (284 A.D.); the close of this era was

to be marked by the invasion of the Lombards in the

West (568), and in the East by the death of Justinian

(565). We do not need to go as far as that, but can close

our enquiry with the disappearance of one of the major
factors in the ancient world, namely paganism, over-

thrown in the reign of Theodosius (379— 395).

Diocletian's political and mihtary achievement in con-

solidating the Empire and, as it were, reshaping it was
matched by a revival in the realm of art. Many different

tendencies, some of which came from the provinces, were

to vie with tr;nds stemming from the classical heritage

and called attention to the great diversity which was fin-

ally acknowledged by the Emperor when he established

the Tetrarchy. Here again any attempt at reunification

was left until the reign of Constantine, when a mode of

expression in keeping with the spirit of the age was found,

of course in new formulas, certainly, but also in respect

for tradition. For there could be no question of a break;

Late Antiquity carried on the work of Antiquity.

Work under the Tetrarchy, then, was primarily con-

cerned with restoration. The great Roman Emperors were
builders, and neither Diocletian nor Constantine proved

an exception to the rule. In the meantime, before Con-
stantinople became the new Rome, great cities were built

throughout the Empire: Milan, Trier, Salonica, Nico-

demia. Very little of this tremendous activity has survived

the ravages of time. It is likely, however, that architects

of this period had neither lost the bold spirit of their

predecessors, nor forgotten the example they had set. The
Thermae of Diocletian in Rome shows only the persist-

ence of tradition, and one of the most impressive build-

ings of this period, the Basilica in the Roman Forum,
started by Maxentius, very far from anticipating the

Christian type of basilica, presents one last victory for the

Roman arcade and vault. Were there signs of a new in-

spiration in the palace where the master of the world

resided? Diocletian's palace at Spalato (Split in Yugo-

slavia) appears to be traditional in details of design, a

villa on the usual pattern, a conventional type of temple

and an octagonal mausoleum of a form that was not

without precedents. If the architect and craftsmen came
from the Hellenised East, as the ornamental features seem

to indicate, the East had not advanced decisively.

New forms were to emerge from new schemes and

ventures; the Christian architect's great triumph was to

be the creation of the basilica and the development of

the shrine, a two-fold invention in which the supreme

importance of architecture in Rome has always asserted

itself, just as the supreme importance of Rome in archi-

tecture has of course always asserted itself.

We find the same monumental tendencies in the re-

vival of the historical and political relief, well estabhshed

in Roman traditions; a whole group of monuments, from

the base of the Decennalia in the Roman Forum to the

Column of Arcadius at Constantinople, illustrate the final

flowering of this state art. The same time-hallowed sub-

jects appear again and again and in decorative motifs one

frequently comes across old, worn out chches. Even in

style, the monuments of the Tetrarchy have no distinc-

tive originality and always exhibit a marked weakening of

plastic ability and a bias in favour of frontal attitudes

and axial composition. The Arch of Galerius at Salonica,

built on Greek soil by Greek artists, has one new feature

that was to be used again on the Column of Arcadius.

Adopting an ancient Eastern formula, scenes are arranged

in superimposed friezes; but what really strikes the at-

tention is the complete disregard for the architectural

structure that the use of this method reveals.

In the Arch of Constantine in the Roman Forum, the

new trends reach an unexpected peak. The structure itself

continues the purest Roman traditions; moreover, a whole

sequence of figured panels are borrowed from 2nd-century

monuments — only the heads of monarchs are, as it were,

brought up to date. But there are some small narrative

friezes that recount the victories of Constantine and his
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deeds of chivalry, and here we seem to be carried into

another world. Figures stand out in flat rehef and are

hardly modelled at all; details are emphasised by cutting

away, and it is more a matter of draughtsmanship than

sculpture. The frontal orientation, the axial and sym-

metrical composition focus attention upon the main figure.

There is a lack of sophistication about these scenes and

a certain incompetence in execution (with a kind of sim-

ple vitahty, it should be said) which lead one to suspect

a Roman workshop working in the traditions of folk art.

In later years, this primitivist folk trend was never

again to find such full expression; the base of the Obehsk

of Theodosius in Constantinople shows a return to clas-

sicism, perceptible in a style that was both more monu-

mental and more elaborate, but it was a return that

allowed for the pictorial treatment of scenes and the

victory of the law of frontality and intellectual compo-

sition, the victory, in short of all those non-illusionist

ideas that form the essence of Late Antique art.

Portraiture and the rise of a new spirit

This development described above becomes much clearer

if we follow the development of portraiture. By the reign

of Diocletian, portraits were beginning to show signs of

the great changes that were to come. After the head of

Galhenus, striving after Greek beauty, we come to the

porphyry group from St Mark's in Venice where we feel

we have been carried right into the Middle Ages, and

yet this work represents a group of Tetrarchs. We have

seen the last of Hellenic beauty with its rounded forms,

subtle modelling, soft hnes and its inimitable knowledge

of the human body. Now the human figure is short and

stocky, stiffly posed, and limbs are roughly shaped. Even

more striking is the way the head is treated: a soUd mass,

almost square in shape with the features of the face look-

ing almost as if they have been added afterwards, drawn

in and entirely dominated by the staring expression of

the eyes. It is a barbarian work, perhaps, but one with

an assured unity of conception and of unarguable power.

Not aU the works produced under the Tetrarchy were

of this kind. A head in the Doria-Pamphilii Palace, for

example, probably of Diocletian himself, makes certain

concessions to tradition in order to tone down the geo-

metric, abstract effect. But dissimilarities of this kind can

be accounted for by the existence of different studios;

the head of Diocletian just mentioned and others like

it are Roman works, while the Venetian group, the best

known of another series, was produced by provincial art-

ists, by Orientals who were virtually unhampered by

Greek traditions.

Popular folk art and provincial arts - these, in fact,

were the sources with the power to rejuvenate decaying

classical traditions. No original way of uniting the old

and the new was to be found until the reign of Con-

stantine. But this did not happen all at once. On the Arch

of Constantine, the heads of the Emperor included m
the 2nd-century panels seem to us to be inspired with

a spirit different from that which pervades the small

friezes; these vivid, hfe-like heads appear to give full ex-

pression to classical traditions. Yet, although the colossal

head in the Forum basihca has adopted from Greece the

rounded forms and attention to the organic structure, it

nonetheless remains an abstract, intellectual work; the

real hfe of this face Ues in the huge eyes with their remote,

imperious expression, eyes that command the spectator's

respect and reveal to him the superhuman quahties of

the new dominus.

But in that age, dedicated to a quite different ideal,

a loyalty to the perfection of Greek forms was to produce

works of art in which a great variety of elements were

subtly blended. Sometimes, as in the period known as

the 'Theodosian renaissance', stress was put on the beauty

of form and purity of line while less emphasis was given

to the statue's subject as an ideal; the head of Valentinian II

from Aphrodisias in Caria is an example. Sometimes, on

the other hand, and especially in portraits of private indi-

viduals, the spirit of the age was revealed more openly.

If the head of Valentinian reminds us in a certain way of

archaic Greek works at the time of their decline, other

statues from the reign of Theodosius have prompted the

term 'Gothic': the elongated face, the extremely dehcate

features and the detached, reflective expression give these

figures an ethereal, remote appearance.

This was, indeed, the perfect expression of the new

ideas and behefs that upheld the superiority of mind

over matter and the soul's transcendence over the body.

The power of this form of idealism explains the decline

of sculpture; it still survived in reliefs which were linked

to state propaganda and in the portrait-statue; but the

sarcophagus-producing workshops that had flourished

for two centuries were at a standstill by the end

of the 3rd century and it was only the elaborately figured

Christian sarcophagi that, for propagandist reasons of

another kind, were to have one last period of prosperity

in Rome, Italy and Gaul. The dechne of the major arts

of the classical period - with the exception of archi-

tecture - was symptomatic; their place was taken by

arts that until this time had been regarded as less im-

portant. Sculpture was replaced by painting and above

all by mosaics, which were destined for a brilUant future;

as the appreciation of plastic qualities decayed, the love

of everything decorative and ornamental blossomed.

Consequently, the so-called minor arts flourished too.

We have a number of cameos from this time devoted to

the glorification of the monarch. Then there was the

development of ivories, diptychs and triptychs, with a

popularity that was to last for a very long time, the fashion

for which was originally connected with the appointment

of high officials. They are works, too, that have a great

deal to do with the end of a long struggle that the last

representatives of paganism, notably members of the Ro-

man aristocracy, had waged against the protagonists of

the new religion. These ivories seem to have caught the

last dying rays of ancient and classical grace, ivories that

bear the names of members of the Symmachus and Ni-

comachus famiUes, and the one which probably provides

us with a portrait of Claudian, the last pagan Latin poet

and possibly the last great poet of Antiquity. To these

one could add the ornate figured gold and silver plate of

which we still have some idea from official records, like

the missoria, and from private treasures that have come

to hght, mostly in the West.

Spiritual and artistic development at this point again

caught up with social development. In the 4th century

we watch the victory of the class of great landowners and

high dignitaries, in Rome and throughout the Empire.

It was in this parade of ornate extravagance that the

taste and the arrogance of these feudal lords found ex-

pression, in this ethos of ostentation and splendour with

which we still associate the term Byzantine.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: Hellenistic art

ARCHAEOLOGY
Sec beginning of Historical Sum-
mary for Chapter 5 (p. 285).

HISTORY
In 336 B.C. Philip was succeeded by
his son Alexander who first dealt

with an attempted revolt in Greece
and then declared war on the Per-

sians. He defeated Darius HI at the

Battle of Granica in 334 and the

Battle of Issus in 333, liberated the

Ionian Greek cities, conquered
Syria and seized Egypt where he

founded the port of Alexandria.

In 331 after the Battle of Gauga-
mela (Arbela) he marched into

Babylon, Persepolis and Ecbatana,

married a Persian princess (Roxana)
and in 327 embarked on the invasion

of India. He got as far as the Ganges
but did not continue his march of

conquest and on the return journey,

at Susa in 323, he died.

His successors, the Diadochi, in-

volved themselves in ruthless strug-

gles for the control of the world
empire, all of which ended either

in defeat or in their death; in 301

at the Battle of Ipsus and 281 at

Corupedium, Ptolemy, the son of

Lagos, came to power in Egypt,

Seleucus in Asia, and Antigonus
Gonatus in Macedon, while the

Attalids made Pergamon one of

the capitals of the Hellenistic

world. In the West, from the end
of the 3rd century Rome was begin-

ning to annex Greek territories;

first Magna Graecia was occupied
and then Sicily in 322 at the end of

the Punic War and despite Pyrrhus'

intervention. After the defeat of

Philip V at Cynoscephalae (197)

and Perseus at Pydna (168), Mace-
don became, in 149, a Roman
province. In the East the Treaty
of Apamea (188) completed the

Seleucids' overthrow: in 133 Atta-

lus III bequeathed the kingdom
of Pergamon to the Romans who in

turn annexed Cyrene (96), Cyprus,
and following Sulla's victory (86)

over Mithridates, King of Pontus,
occupied Greece.

ARCHITECTURE
A large number of temples were
either built or reconstructed. In
Greece, the Doric Order was
virtually abandoned except for

reconstructions (third temple of
Apollo at Delos) and small temples
of the distyle in antis type (tem-
ples of Asclepius at Agrigentum,
of Serapis at Taormina, of Isis at

Delos). It was used more fre-

quently in Asia Minor but with
modifications relating to design,

proportion, treatment of columns
and mouldings (temples of Athena
at Troy and at Pergamon). The
Ionic Order underwent similar

modifications; the temple of Apollo
at Didyma, which in large part

dates from this time, kept a classical

appearance. Changes made their ap-

pearance in a second period (tem-
ples of Apollo Smintheus at Chryse
in Troada, and of Aphrodite at

Messa in Lesbos). The rules of

this Order were codified in the 2nd
century by the architect Hermo-
genes who made considerable modi-
fications both to proportion and
ornamentation (temples of Diony-
sus at Teo [193], of Artemis at

Magnesia-ad-Meandrum, the altar

of Athena Polias at Priene [168 —
156]). The inspiration for the tem-
ple of Apollo at Alabanda in Caria

was drawn from these principles.

The Corinthian Order was es-

tablished at this time as a real

Order, illustrated by the temple of

Olympian Zeus at Athens which
was begun in 164 by Cossutius,

architect to Antiochus IV. Simi-

larly in Asia Minor the late 2nd-
century temple of Hecate at Lagina
in Caria was built in the Corinthian
Order.

Monuments appeared at this

time of a type later to be developed
by the Romans: the Rotunda of

Queen Arsinoe at Samothrace and
the Doric Cabirion with its long
narrow nave culminating in an
apse; the sanctuary of the Bulls

(3rd century) and the Pillared Hall

at Delos (208-207).
One remarkable feature of Hel-

lenistic architecture was the pro-

gress it made in town planning
both in rebuilt ancient towns and
in the new ones. More and more
roads, intersecting at right angles,

were lined with colonnades (Priene,

Antioch, Apamea); porticoes were
increasing in number: the 'winged'

stoa like the porticoes of Antigonus
(c. 254) and of Philip V (2 12 205)

at Delos, and the Pergamene stoa,

modelled on the one surrounding
the temple of Athena Polias (250),

as seen in the porticoes of Eume-
nes II and Attalus II in Athens.
Design of market places was be-

coming regular (Ephesus, Miletus

and Magnesia-ad-Meandrum) with
buildings designed for popular as-

semblies (Bouleuteria at Priene,

Assos, Thasos and Miletus) and
citizen bodies: Italian Agora, the

buildings of the Poseidoniastae at

Delos (110).

Theatres were greatly altered as

a result of the disappearance of the

chorus and the increased im-
portance of dialogue: the para-

scenia vanished, the proscenium
was enlarged with an elaborately

decorated back wall (theatre at

Athens, which was rebuilt in 150,

and those in the Peloponnese, at

Priene, Assos and Ephesus). The
Hellenistic dwelling house was of
unpretentious size but becoming
increasingly luxurious. In the 3rd
century (Priene) the central part

of the house was still the megaron
with a prodomos leading on to a

large courtyard and completed by
smaller rooms and outbuildings.

In the 2nd century (Delos and
Rhodes) rooms were arranged
around a central courtyard with
a Doric peristyle and a central pool,

and were adorned with stucco-

work, paintings and mosaics.

SCULPTURE
Classical traditions. In 3rd-cen-

tury Athens the masters in the

classical tradition were Cephiso-
dotus and Timarchus, the sons of

Praxiteles, who produced a statue

of Menander in 293 — 292, probably
the prototype of the Medici Aphro-
dite and the original of the Medici
krater; the Erotes, Satyrs and
Aphrodites illustrate Praxiteles'

continuing popularity, while the

influence of Scopas is apparent in

several emotive heads (Pourtales

Apollo, Castellani Apollo, the

Dying Alexander). Portraits of

statesmen and philosophers (Poly-

euctus' Demosthenes, 280-279)
and statues of athletes took their

inspiration more from the tradition

of Lysippus which was kept alive

by his sons at Sicyon. This school

produced Eutychides, the creator

of the Fortune of Antioch, Chares
of Lindos who made the Colossus

of Rhodes. Attic influence was also

strong in Thasos (Choragic Monu-
ment).

In the 2nd century, Delos was
open to every kind of influence: the

presence of classical tradition is

plain from certain copies and inter-

pretations (Polycleitus' Diadumo-
nos, Cephisodotus' Eirene). In

the Peloponnese, Damophon of

Messina produced an over life-size

group for the sanctuary of Lyco-
sura; the Aphrodite of Melos
(Venus de Milo [616]) also dates

from this time.

In the 1st century, Athens was
the centre of the 'neo-Attic' revival,

which drew its inspiration from
archaic as well as classical works:

Apollonius (the Belvedere Torso)

and Glycon (the Farnese Hercules)
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648. HELLENISTIC. The Alexander

Sarcophagus. Last quarter of 4th century

B.C. Istanbul Museum.

went back to the tradition of Lysip-

pus. Pasitiles claimed to be of the

Peloponnesian school, while sculp-

tors of the archaicising style imi-

tated 6th-century sculpture (the

Poitiers Minerva [622] and the

Munich Athena). Decorative vases

(the Borghese krater and the

Sosibios amphora) and votive re-

liefs also belong to this period.

Classical tradition made its ap-

pearance in the 3rd century at

Pergamon in copies and through

the visits of Greek artists like

Niceratus, Phyromachus and An-
tigonus of Carystus. This school's

first original contribution was the

votive offering of Attalus I erected

in 228 to commemorate his victory

over the Galatians, of which
a smaller copy was made for

Athens in 201. The Galatian figures

of the sculptor Epigonus probably

set the pattern for all the 'dead'

or 'dying' Gauls of the Hellenistic

period [614].

Its second contribution was the

Great Altar of Zeus and Athena
Nicephorus (197-159) dedicated

by Eumenes II (197-159): a Gi-

gantomachy was depicted on the

main frieze, over four hundred feet

long, in very high rehef, and the

legend of Telephus, in a more
pictorial treatment, on the interior

frieze.

There were thriving workshops
in other Ionian cities: Doedalsas

of Bithynia (3rd century) was the

creator of the crouching Aphrodite

type, while Boethus of Chalcedon

(2nd century) produced the Boy
with a Goose. In the 2nd century,

Myron of Thebes was the leader

of the Smyrna school; Agasias, son

of Dositheus and creator of the

Borghese Gladiator, came from

Ephesus, as did Agasias, son of

Menophilus, who produced the

Dying Gaul for the Italian Agora
at Delos. Tralles was the centre of
a great variety of trends — classical

(over life-size Apollo, Youth in

Repose), archaicising (Caryatid),

and Pergamene (picturesque reliefs,

and the Farnese Bull by the

brothers Apollonius and Tauriscus,

2nd century).

Rhodes, like Delos, was affected

by a variety of influences. It was in

all probabihty a Rhodian master,

who in the 2nd century created

a Victory standing on the prow of

a ship for the sanctuary of the

Cabeiri at Samothrace [650]; in the

1st century Agesander, Polydorus
and Athenodorus were the creators

of the LaocoQn group in the strictest

Pergamene tradition [618].

Syrian works are often of only

mediocre standard; there are some
sarcophagi from Sidon (the so-called

Alexander Sarcophagus [648]) and
the Aphrodite from Doura Euro-
pos, and the Aphrodite, Pan and
Eros from the buildings of the

Poseidoniastae at Delos.

The Alexandrian school remains

comparatively unknown despite

recent discoveries (statues from the

temple of Serapis at Memphis).
Certainly a large part of its earliest

works were of Egyptian deities,

Amon, Isis, Serapis and the Nile

god, in the Greek style. Originally,

too, it produced realistic types —
old men, dwarfs, Negroes and
Semites, as well as extremely fine

portraits of Ptolemaic and Nubian
princes. Pictorial reliefs [609] also

owe their popularity to this school.

In Cyrene, classical tradition and
the style of Praxiteles remained

strong.

PAINTING
The attempt to reconstruct what

painting at this time was Uke must.

649. HELLENISTIC. Belvedere Torso,

signed by Apollonius. Marble. 1st cen-

tury B.C. Vatican Museum.

650. HELLENISTIC. Victory of Samo-

thrace. c. 200 B.C. The left wing, right

breast and square pedestal are modern.

Louvre.



as for earlier periods, be made with

the help of descriptions, a few
paintings and Italian mosaics. The
Pergamene school drew its in-

spiration mostly from history and
mythology, the Alexandrian school

from the Aphrodite and Eros

legends. The mosaic in the House
of the Faun at Pompeii is probably

a reasonably faithful copy of an

early 3rd-century painting by
Philoxcnus of Eretria of a scene

from the Rattle ofGaugamela [610].

MINOR ARTS
The popularity of metal vessels

increased: to the objects of the Ta-
rentum treasure should be added
a cup from Bari, some vases of the

Boscoreale and Hildesheim treas-

ures, and bronze cinerary urns

[636].

It was, too, the great period for

terra-cotta figurines: the craftsmen

of Tanagra (late 4th — 2nd cen-

turies) became the acknowledged
masters in the production of statu-

ettes ofwomen and children. There
must have been workshops in all

the artistic centres of Asia Minor
but it is those at Myrina, Tarsus
and Smyrna that are especially well

known with their collections of

grotesque figures and copies of

famous works. Painted terra-cotta

vessels had not altogether dis-

appeared (vases from Gnathia) but

vases with relief ornamentation
were coming to be preferred

(dishes from Megara, vases from
Cumae and Canosa).

The Hellenistic period was also

outstanding for its many coins,

occasionally of high quahty, the

advent of cameos (Vienna Cameo
[634], Gonzaga Cameo) and for

jewellery which in its showy work-
manship and lavishness sometimes
lapsed into poor taste.

Roman art

ARCHAEOLOGY
See beginning of Historical Sum-
mary for Chapter 5 (p. 285).

HISTORY
According to legend, Rome was
founded in the middle of the 8th
century B.C. A manufacturing and
trading city governed by the rex

and Senate, it grew rapidly despite

the defensive wars which it was
forced to wage against the Gauls
(390), Samnites (343-341; 328-
312; 31 1 - 280) and the Tarentians
who had united with Pyrrhus, King
of Epirus (281-270). Once in con-
trol of Italy, Rome clashed with
Carthage which was defeated in

the course of two Punic wars
(264-241; 219-201). From this

time onwards Rome embarked on
wars of conquest, against Macedon
and Syria in the east and against

Spain in the west.

Hut serious changes resulted

from these wars: the growth of

large estates, the waning of the

middle class, an increasing urban
plebeian population and the forma-
tion of a professional army brought
about an economic crisis followed

by civil wars, hatched by ambitious
men like Marius, Sulla, Pompey
and Caesar; the latter, however,
after his conquest of Gaul (58 — 51)

and victory over Pompey (48), used
his dictatorial powers for the com-
mon good, and the rule of Octa-

vius Augustus (30 B.C. -14 A.D.),

his adopted son, opened up a period

of prosperity for Rome and the

Empire, the age of the Pax Romano.
The ambiguity of imperial power

was to govern Rome's fate: this

power, which, in reality, was
absolute, had to be granted afresh

at the beginning of every reign by
a special delegation over which the

Emperor, through the practice of

adoption, tried to gain some say.

But this ambiguity, which was to

continue until the reign of Dio-
cletian, led to friction between the

Senate and the Legions and in-

volved the regime in strife and
bloodshed. However, for a long

time it had little effect on the

prosperity of the Empire and some
Emperors were extremely con-

scientious administrators.

From 14 to 68 Rome was ruled

by the Emperors of the House of

Augustus : Tiberius, Caligula, Clau-

dius [640], Nero, all jeopardised

sovereign authority. In the years

68 and 69 Galba, Otho and Vitel-

lijas followed each other in quick

succession, and the Flavians (69 —
96) with Vespasian and his two sons

Titus and Domitian (notorious for

his Christian persecutions) ended
the line of the Twelve Caesars.

The Antonines (96 — 196) es-

tablished a line of wise rulers con-

sisting of Nerva, Trajan, his

adopted son, whose cousin Hadrian
adopted Antoninus, the step-father

of Marcus Aurelius. After the

murder of his son Commodus came
the Syrian Emperors, so called

because the first of them, Septimius
Severus, had married Julia Domna,
a Syrian. His son Caracalla and
grandson Heliogabalus reverted to

a tyrannical form of rule. The
murder of Alexander Severus, the

last of this' line, opened the period

of miHtary anarchy (235-268).
Following this, Claudius II,

Aurelian and Probus devoted them-
selves to combatting the barbarian

invasions.

Diocletian, with the Tetrarchy
of 284, tried to save the Empire: it

was divided in two, under an
Emperor of the West and an
Emperor of the East (in Byzantium)
who were aided by two Caesars.

But under the continual threat of

invasion from central Europe in

the West and from the Parthians,

and later the Persians, in the East

the time came when the Western
Empire, in the throes of anarchy,
could no longer withstand the bar-

barian hordes. Constantine, in

establishing his capital at Byzan-
tium (330), and Theodosius, in

dividing the Empire between his

two sons Honorius and Arcadius,

were only facing up to the actual

state of affairs.

ARCHITECTURE
Tufa, perperino and, later, the

more durable travertine were in-

itially used for walls built of rec-

tangular blocks of stone (opus

quadratum ) . But from the 2nd
century the discovery of cement,
where stones were sunk in a mix-
ture of sand and fragments of

volcanic rock, made a great differ-

ence to building methods, and by
the time of Hadrian the use of

brick was becoming widespread.
There are few examples of the

Doric Order; its place was taken by
the Tuscan Order (with a base);

the Ionic Order was used less than
either the Corinthian Order which
had been derived from it or the

Composite Order in which the capi-

tal combined the Ionic scroll with

the acanthus leaves. The Romans,
in particular, exploited the possi-

bilities of vaults to the utmost;

taken over from the Etruscans,

waggon vaulting was used to cover

porticoes, passages and stairways,

and ribbed vaulting, domes and
half-domes for large halls.

Roman cities were usually laid

out on a geometrical pattern with

a road running north-south (the

cardo) cutting an east-west road

(the decumanus) at right angles,

with the forum at their juncture.

Cities were protected by ram-
parts, embellished with porticoes,

columns and arches, had a water

supply from aqueducts and were

linked by straight highways. Ne-
cropohses built outside the city

gates offer a wide variety of sepul-

chral architecture, from the colum-
barium reserved for cremated re-

mains to the real temple-tomb.

Most religious and pubhc build-

ings were grouped around the

forum; Roman temples took fea-

tures from both Etruscan and
Greek traditions. Generally of

medium size, they were set on
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a high podium with a flight of

steps leading up to a porch one or

more columns deep, which led into

a simple or complex cella of pseudo-

peripteral type with columns or

pillars.

Basilicas were designed for tri-

bunals, trading markets and meet-

ing places; only much later were

they to take on a specifically reli-

gious character. In appearance

they were of a large rectangular

shape divided into aisles by rows of

columns, the entrance being placed

on the short front facing the apse

(Greek style) or on the longer side

(Eastern style) [624].

Thermae (baths) were complex

structures: they sometimes had

separate quarters for men and

women and included, besides the

actual bath, a calidarium, tepida-

rium and frigidarium as well as rest

rooms, meeting halls, hbraries,

porticoes and gymnasia.

There was a wide variety of

buildings of entertainment: thea-

tres, amphitheatres made up of two

adjoining theatres thus forming an

oval arena, circuses and hippo-

dromes. Theatres were composed
of an auditorium and a semi-

circular orchestra with a deep stage

dominated by a high back wall.

The auditorium, sometimes hol-

lowed out of a hillside, was more
often built up and supported on

vaulted corridors which also served

as exits and entrances.

City-dwellers Hved in multi-

storey tenements, built in insulae

(blocks) bounded by four roads;

the domus, country or private

residence, included both the atrium

and tablinum of Etruscan houses

and the Hellenistic villa's peristyle,

and generally had a garden.

Earliest period to Flavian times.

In the 4th and 3rd centuries the

great highways out of Rome were

planned: the Appian and Latinian

Ways (4th century) as well as the

Flaminian Way which was begun

in 220 by Gaius Flaminius, the

consul, who also built the Circus

Flaminius.

In the 2nd century the first

basilicas were erected — Basihca

Porcia, by Cato the Elder (184),

BasiUca Aemiha, Basilica Sem-

pronia and Basilica Opimia, as well

as porticoes, arches and bridges.

The round temple near the Tiber is

a reconstruction of a temple dating

from this period.

The 1st century B.C., with Sulla,

Pompey, Caesar, Augustus and his

followers, was an important time

for Roman town planning. Sulla

built the Tabularium (where the

archives of ancient Rome were

kept), Pompey the first stone thea-

tre, Caesar was responsible for

a forum, Augustus for the theatre

of Marcellus, a second forum and
his mausoleum; Agrippa planned

the Campus Martius, Tiberius'

successors built the circus and
baths named after Caligula and the

Porta Maggiore basilica; Claudius

erected an aqueduct and redesigned

the port of Ostia; and Nero built

his Golden House on the Palatine.

There are many remains of tem-

ples of the period: the temple of

Fortuna rebuilt by Sulla at Pre-

neste on the site of the ancient

temple which had had ten super-

imposed terraces; the round temple

of Vesta in the Corinthian Order at

Tibur (TivoU) and the nearby

Ionic temple; in Rome, the temple

situated near the Tiber also dates

from this period. The temple at

Cori is one of the few examples of

Roman Doric. The temples of

Minerva at Assisi and Pola are

both in the Corinthian Order and

date from the reign of Augustus.

The temple of Venus Genetrix

built by Caesar, Augustus' temple

of Apollo Palatinus, Agrippa's

Pantheon and the temple of Mars
Ultor are all of the Latin type.

Tiberius restored the two Corin-

thian temples of the Magna Mater

and of Concord, and started work

on the temple of the deified Augus-

tus which was dedicated by Cali-

gula.

From the Flavian Emperors to the

end of the Empire. The face of

Rome was considerably changed

both by the large scale enterprises

which followed the fires of 191 and

283 and by the trend towards every-

thing lavish and colossal, well

illustrated by the Flavian amphi-
theatre, opened by Titus in the

year 80. Domitian commissioned
Rabirius to build the Domus Flavia

on the Palatine, the Forum Transi-

torium dedicated by Nerva and
baths which were completed by
Trajan. In the reign of Trajan, the

architect ApoUodorus of Damascus
designed a forum with markets, the

Basilica Ulpia and Trajan's Column
in memory of the Dacian campaign.

The Thermae of Caracalla were
begun by Septimius Severus who
was also responsible for the Septi-

zonium (or Nymphaeum) and the

restoration of the Vestals' Portico.

The Baths of Diocletian, built

by Maximian, the latter's palace

at Milan and the former's palace

at Spalato, all show signs of the

influence of Oriental architecture.

Maxentius commenced the basilica

which Constantine dedicated in

310; Constantine also built baths,

an archway, the Lateran Palace and

the Mausoleum of Helena, and set

out, along with his successors, to

enhance the beauty of Constanti-

nople with the Theodosius ObeUsk,

the Columns of Theodosius and
Arcadius, and the Imperial Palace.

Domitian completed work on

the temple of the deified Vespasian

and Titus, decorated with a strange

frieze of priestly symbols, and
built a temple of Serapis and

another of Isis. Hadrian, the ar-

chitect Emperor, rebuilt the Pan-

theon in the shape of a rotunda

with a magnificent domed roof,

and also erected the temple of

Venus and Rome made up of two

cellas joined at their apses. Under
the Antonines there was a return

to classical forms in the temple of

the deified Hadrian, the temple

651. HELLENISTIC. The ruins of Cy-

rene (Libya).
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of Antoninus and Faustina; Sep-
timius Severus restored the temple
of the Vestals, Caracalla built

a temple to Serapis, while Helio-

gabalus and Aurelian erected tem-
ples to the sun god, the last sanc-

tuaries of paganism.

The Roman provinces. Towns in

Gaul and North Africa were built

on the Roman pattern; in Syria

they were often built upon Hel-
lenistic foundations but have all

the characteristics of a Roman
city: geometrically planned, sur-

rounded by ramparts, main streets

lined with porticoes and with
archways and town gateways with
four arches. Outstanding are the

municipal enterprises — roads,
bridges, aqueducts, fountains —
many of which are still in use.

Pubhc buildings were like those
in Italy: basilicas were either on
the Oriental pattern (Trier, Tebes-
sa, Leptis Magna) or the Greek
pattern (Aries, Aspendus, Dje-
mila) or both combined (Timgad).
There are large numbers of ther-

mae, usually well built, both in
towns (Paris, Aphrodisias, Gerasa,
Lambese, VolubiUs) and in the

sanctuaries of gods with heahng
powers, as at Nimes, which were
adapted to suit the" local climate.

Each town had its theatre and
sometimes two, as at Lyon; they
are generally in the Roman style

652. ROMAN ART IN AFRICA. Ruins

at Timgad (Algeria). Foreground: the

Trajan Gateway. Background: the The-

atre. 2nd-3rd centuries A.D.

(Orange, Aspendus, Apamea, Tim-
gad, Sabratha) but sometimes have
regional variations (Lillebonne,

Paris, Verulamium, Stobi in Yugo-
slavia). Many towns also have an
amphitheatre (Nimes, el Djem).
Commemorative columns and

a good number of archways are

fair proof of the architectural

knowledge possessed by Roman
architects and their pupils.

Sacred buildings generally show
signs of the religious traditions of

the province; in Gaul, alongside

temples of Roman type, there are

also temples of a native pattern

(Perigueux and Autun in France,

Petinesca in Switzerland, and
Trier). Temples in Asia Minor and
Syria tend to be on a colossal scale

with sumptuous decoration using

the Corinthian and Composite
Orders, statue columns, sculptured

pediments, etc. (temples at Ancyra,
Aezani, Termessus, Baalbek, Pal-

myra, Gerasa). There are temples
of unique design in Syria (temple

of Mithras and temple of Adonis at

Doura Europos) and likewise in

Africa (temple of Tanit and Saturn
at Dougga), but sanctuaries in

North Africa are mostly of pure
Roman type.

SCULPTURE
Some of the outstanding points of

Roman sculpture were the lack of

any great individual artists, the

part played by royal patronage, the
rarity of statues of gods, the

abundance and high quality of
portraits, and the historical nature
of reliefs. In the early stages this

sculpture was almost purely Etrus-
can but it was affected by Greek
influence which first came through
the cities of Magna Graecia, then
through the many Greek artists

hving in Rome and finally by the

arrival of many works of art

plundered from Greek cities, cop-
ies of which were to adorn both
private residences and princes'

palaces.

From the early period to the
Flavian era. Few works of sculp-

ture can be dated from before the

Republican period; from the 3rd
century almost nothing can be
mentioned other than a Marsyas
from the Forum. The Republican
portraits, the Orator and the Bru-
tus [638, 653], are really Etruscan
works; the trend towards Greek
ideaUsm first appeared with the

portraits of Caesar and is even
more apparent in portraits of

women and the young Octavius.

This tendency grew more marked
in the statues of Augustus [586],

depicted as a naked heroic figure

(Louvre), wearing a breast plate

(the Prima Porta Augustus), clad

in a toga (Louvre and Via Labica-

na), and in the statues of his con-

temporaries and successors (Agrip-

pa, Livy, the seated figure of

Tiberius in the Vatican, the Louvre
Caligula, and the Vatican Clau-

dius). The varied and numerous
portraits of unknown Roman men
and women make up a collection of

an often breathtaking forcefulness

of style coupled with striking

psychological penetration.

Similarly, reUefs show how Hel-

lenic forms and techniques were
adapted to specifically Roman
themes; the Altar of Domitius
Ahenobarbus (Louvre and Mu-
nich) [631] combines a Roman
sacrifice with a procession of

Amphitritus and Neptune; the

Ara Pacis Augustae [633] blends

a Roman procession with scenes

inspired by Greek tradition (the

Mother Earth relief). The altar

from Carthage, and those of the

Lares gods, reliefs from Pozzuoli,

Sorrento and Nola, the decoration

of the temple of Augustus and
Rome at Ostia, the Britannicus

Arch, sacrificial panels (Louvre,

ViUa Medici) and some pictorial

reliefs form an achievement of high
technical and aesthetic merit.

Last stage of Roman art. Some
portraits of Nero had shown a
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return to realism and this grew
more marked in portraits of Vespa-
sian, Titus and Domitian. Greek
influence became once again power-
ful under Trajan and especially

Hadrian (portraits of Sabina and
Antinous) and it was at this time
that over life-size statues (the

Vatican Nerva) and ethnic por-

traits first made their appearance.

These tendencies became even

more firmly entrenched in the

Antonine age (the equestrian statue

of Marcus Aurehus on the Cap-
itohne) and under the Severus

dynasty (the Naples Hehogabalus,
Maximinus of Thrace); it was
a trend which reached a climax in

portraits of the last Emperors (the

Conservatori Constantine, Con-
stantius II and Valentinian I from
Barletta). Eyes and mouths have
soft, pathetic expressions which
tone down the strict formal sym-
metry (the Antiquario Probus, the

Tetrarch group from the St Mark's
pillar, the head of Theodora in

Milan).

The distinguishing features of

reliefs of the Flavian era were
experimentation in perspective, the

relationship of light and shadow
(Arch of Titus [628]), boldness in

composition and technique (Do-
mitian medallions on the Arch of

Constantine, reliefs from the Palaz-

zo della Cancelleria and the Forum
of Nerva). Whereas the decoration

on the Trajan Column was still

Roman in style and spirit, Greek
influence was evident in the Forum
friezes and in the sculptures on the

arch at Benevento and grew even

more marked during Hadrian's

reign (Isis rehef in the Louvre,

battle scenes on the Arch of Con-
stantine) even where purely Roman
subjects are treated (Louvre Sacri-

fice). It was the period of mytho-
logical reliefs inspired by the

Alexandrian school (Perseus and
Andromeda, Sleeping Endymion,
Ariadne with the Stag) and the

first sarcophagi to use relief orna-

mentation.

The Antonine age was a flourish-

ing period with excellent sculpture

(Hadrianum, temp)e of Antoninus

and Faustina, Aurelian Column,
panels now in the Conservatori

Museum); the first Mithraic reliefs

and sarcophagi with niches (Melfi

Sarcophagus) belong to this period.

In the reign of Septimius Se-

verus the influence of Oriental art,

with its bias towards the frontal

attitude and formal, loaded and
anecdotal compositions, was be-

coming apparent (reliefs from the

Palazzo Sacchetti, capitals from the

Caracalla thermae, sarcophagi of

the Sidamaran type [643]); the

sculpture of the time of Galerius
(arch at Salonika), reliefs on the
Arch of Constantine and the base
of the Theodosius ObeUsk in Con-
stantinople are part of the same
stylistic conception and foreshadow
the art of the Middle Ages.

The Roman provinces. Even if it

was no part of Rome's plan to

enforce her own aesthetic ideas on
the provinces, they made them-
selves felt to a degree that varied

with the cultural development of

the country.

In western Europe where there

were centres with a distinct culture

of their own, rich in Celtic tra-

ditions or Greek influences, native

art flourished alongside imperial

art: sculptures from Orange, St

Remy, the district around Lyon,
portraits and reliefs from the

Rhine district, sculpture of the

period of Augustus and Hadrian
from St-Bertrand-de-Comminges
and Spain (Merida) are only a

small part of a large output which
still awaits study.

On the Greek mainland, works
of the Roman period, except for

a few portraits, were of indifferent

quality, but there was a real revival

in Asia Minor where cities, profit-

ing from the Pax Rornana, were
maturing — Ephesus, Lagina in

Caria, and especially Aphrodisias

where Antonianus, Aristeas and
Pappias worked.

Baalbek in the Lebanon (frieze

from the temple of Bacchus) and
Palmyra in Syria (sepulchral por-

traits) continued to be active

centres. In Egypt, artistic output

was usually on a surprisingly low

level and the same would be true

of North Africa with certain ex-

ceptions (the Cyrene Jupiter, Car-

thage Apollo) if it were not for

Juba II's discriminating but cath-

olic taste which turned Leptis

Magna, Volubilis and Cherchel

into virtual museum-cities.

PAINTING
Painting, with mosaics, took pride

of place in the decoration of Roman
buildings and from the 5th century

was to occupy the position previ-

ously held by sculptured reliefs.

No easel paintings have survived,

but many frescoes, often bordered

with gilded stucco-work, can be

found in Roman htfuses and tombs.

The earhest paintings go back to

the beginning of the 3rd century

(Esquiline tomb), and in the latter

part of the 2nd century painted

decoration made its appearance,

imitating the polychrome efifects of

marble plaques (House of Sallust);

then about the year 70 (2nd style).

653. ETRUSCAN. The •Arringatorc'

(Orator). Bronze. 3rd century B.C.

Archaeological Museum, Florence.

654. ROMAN. The House of the Vetii

at Pompeii.
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walls were divided up into separate
panels by architectural motifs
which framed landscapes contain-
ing real or mythological figures
(Esquiline House, House of Cleo-
patra built by Caesar, House of
Livia built by Augustus; Villa of
the Boscoreale, Villa of Mysteries
at Pompeii, Villa of Livia at Prima
Porta). Finally in Nero's time (3rd
style) mythological paintings and
family portraits were set in a

framework of 'fantastic' archi-

tectural devices (Houses of the
Vetii and of the Cithara-player at

Pompeii, Nero's Golden House).
From the 2nd century, tomb

decoration was largely concerned
with religious themes (the Pan-
cratii and Valerii tombs on the Via
Latina, 2nd-century tomb of the
Nasonii on the Via Flaminia and
the 3rd-century tomb of the Aure-
lii) while domestic painting took
its inspiration from the 2nd Pom-
peian style (Villa of the San Se-

bastiano Basilica, Palatine House).
As far afield as Syria (2nd-century
tomb of the Palmyra gods at

Doura Europos) and in Egypt (the
Fayum portraits, 2nd ~ 3rd cen-
turies) many excellent works show
the vitality of this art form, which
was to reach new heights in the
4th century (tomb of Trebius
Justus).

MINOR ARTS
Both in Italy and in the provinces,
mosaics were to be extremely
popular, consisting mainly of in-

terpretations of famous paintings
(Alexander Mosaic [610], of land-
scapes, and of portraits framed by
elaborate decorative motifs; su-
premely beautiful work was still

being produced in the 5th century
(Phoenix Mosaic in Antioch). Met-
al craftsmanship, using bronze for
household utensils, furniture and
weapons, silver for plate, gold for

jewellery and medals (Aboukir

medallions), and crafts using semi-
precious stones were both flourish-
ing throughout the entire Roman
period: the treasures of Boscoreale
[636], Marengo, Hildesheim and
Berthouville include many objects
from the time of Augustus and
Tiberius, on the Hellenic pattern
but with Roman ornamentation.
Of the large number of cameos,
we must mention the 'Grand
Camee de France', the Vienna
Cameo [634] and the Blacas
Cameo.

Lastly we must include sigil-

lated ware, known as Arezzo pot-
tery, with its bright red glaze and
imprinted patterns, which was
imitated by Auvergnat potters of
Graufesenque and Lezoux right
down to the 4th century and was
exported as far as the East where
it was especially popular in Syria
and Egypt.

Simone Besques-Mollard

655. ROMAN. A street in Herculaneum.

656. ALEXANDRIAN. Painted drinking

vessel with a scene from the Ganymede
story, found at Begram (Afghanistan).

About 2nd century B. C. Musee Gu/met,

Paris.
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TOWARDS THE FAR EAST Jeannine Auboyer

Greece and Rome had brought unity to an ancient

world that was still centred on the Mediterranean. But

through the contact not only of war, but of trade and

culture too, new inroads were being made into Asia.

Chapter 7 is concerned entirely with Asia, but it is

important in relation to Antiquity to show here how these

connections with India, China and Japan came about,

connections that were to have such profound consequences.

Buddhist thought had imposed some kind of unity on the

East which, in turn, was to infiltrate the West, carrying

new ideas of a more religious nature that hastened the

end of Antiquity.

THE ARTS OF THE SILK ROUTE
Just before the beginning of the Christian era and in the

following centuries one of the most exciting encounters

in history took place in the very heart of Asia: the Hel-

lenic, Iranian, Indian and Chinese worlds came together

and established contact.

This came about on account of the parallel growth of

the great civilising blocs which, at this time, shared the

control of the Eurasian continent between them. In both

the East and the West, they had reached a stage in de-

velopment which, in retrospect, appears to have been not

so much a dramatic and sudden flowering but a kind of

Middle Ages, seething with contradictions and rich va-

riety. There is, in fact, no period to match this one for

violent adventures, colossal fortunes lost without cere-

mony and swiftly made again, and mighty undertakings

in the commercial, as well as the religious and intellectual

spheres. Mutual curiosity born of a spirit of adventure,

common interests bound up with the expansion of 'inter-

national' trade, the certainty of financial gain for the

ruling classes — these were the chief motives that urged
on the caravans, pilgrims, ambassadors and travellers of

every description. These regions of the Asian plateau,

crossed at intervals by trade routes that linked Rome to

China and India to Iran, were to be the area chosen to

receive the overflow of all this widespread activity.

Buddhism had a potent effect on this general ferment;

it travelled like a great wave along the caravan routes

and brought to wandering adventurers and settled farmers

alike the peaceful comfort of its teaching with the hope
that all human actions would be justly rewarded.

It was in this area of central Asia, criss-crossed by trade

routes and dotted with oases, that the cosmopolitan

throng of Eurasia travelled around, settled, moved off

again and returned. Hellenic influence, carried by the

merchants of Iran, penetrated this region and was grafted

on to purely Oriental styles. In this territory, geographi-

cally a single unit but so widely diverse in culture, there

grew up a genuine artistic tradition. In the field of art

history, it is the ideal place to study the working of

cultural influences; as a result of political and cultural

factors, central Asia became a melting-pot in which in-

fluences from the great civilisations of East and West
fermented and combined to produce new repertoires and
new styles that Western Asiatic studies have labelled as

Graeco-Buddhist, Irano-Buddhist, Central Asiatic, etc.

These complex artistic styles, of a hybrid character as

their names show, can help to evolve a system of study.

657. GRAECO-BUDDHIST. Head of a woman worshipper found

at Hadda (Afghanistan). Moulded stucco. 4th-5th centuries A. D.

Musie Guimet. Paris.

6 58. GRAECO-BUDDHIST. Head of Buddha from Gandhara

(India). Schist. About 3rd-4th centuries a.d. (?). Mus^e Guimet,

Paris.

Opposite. IN D IAN. Fresco at Sigiriya (Ceylon).

5th century A.D.



ROUTES BETWEEN EUROPE AND ASIA IN THE FIRST CENTURIES A.D.

Comparisons, if they are made with great prudence,

can help us to distinguish several classes of influence.

There was in the first place the direct influence stemming

from the actual example of imported objects or else from

objects produced by foreign craftsmen living in the

district. It had a counterpart in a whole stock of themes

retailed by the traders in luxury articles who had selected

the characteristic or most valuable products of each

coimtry and who usually restricted themselves to the

kinds of objects that could be easily carried: statuettes

made in many different kinds of material, domestic

articles, bronze, alabaster and porphyry vessels, glass-

ware and glass trinkets, jewellery, ornaments, cloth,

weapons, ivory chests and furniture etc. Besides this,

mention must be made of the effect produced, as we
know from the literature of the time, by itinerant troupes

of enterainers, like the group from Khotan who were

particularly famous and the band of acrobats who were

supposed to have come from Rome, as well as by the

trade in horses from Turkestan, etc. Just how real this

trade was in the realm of the plastic arts has been shown
by excavations both in Afghanistan, with the finds of J.

and R. Hackin at Begram, and in Chinese Turkestan

(Sassanian cloth at Tun-huang, Roman lamps, etc.).

These admired and coveted objects certainly played an

important part in the formation of a new local repertoire;

the study of these problems, still far from complete, will,

when more progress has been made, enable us to reach

a more definite estimate of the importance of this part.

Also in this group of influences we can include works

of art produced locally under the rule of various 'occu-

pying powers': there is, for example, the mural painting

discovered at Dokhtar-i-Noshirwan, at this time an area

under the protection of Iran, which portrays an Iranian

governor with all the pomp attaching to his high position.

To this group also belong the gift-bearers depicted on the

banners and frescoes at the frontier town of Tun-huang;

they are really nothing but Chinese officials and settlers

who, as Buddhist converts, wanted in some way to

659. GRAECO-BUDDHIST. Two young Buddhist monks. Mould-

ed stucco from Hadda (Afghanistan). 4th-5th centuries A.D.

Musie Gu/met, Paris.



guarantee their life in the next world. The whole group
of works at Tun-huang, moreover, is a direct mani-
festation of China under the T'ang Dynasty and is

purely Chinese both in subject-matter and the supple
draughtsmanship of the paintings. Cloth was also respon-

sible for the spread of certain motifs, and here the in-

fluence of Iran, with its cloth trade of world-wide renown,
was the strongest; Sassanian medalUons adorned with

a boar's and a bird's head were found on the ceiUng of

Cave D at Bamiyan, on fragments of material dug up
from the burial ground at Astana, and in the mural
decoration of Toyuk Mazar and Idiqutshari (Ruin K).

Next we come to influences of an indirect kind; they

are more difficult to disentangle, for there were factors

at work making their effect different in every case. They
were responsible for those strange juxtapositions and
mixtures with which the arts of the Silk Routes are

saturated. All these routes led into central Asia which
acted like a mirror reflecting all the artistic styles of

neighbouring lands; many different forms were yoked
together with a kind of audacity that sometimes seems

the result of ignorance, and straightforwardly Western
features were combined with others that were typically

Oriental. It is no longer a question of indirect influences

but of continual borrowings that were pieced together to

form a very complex puzzle. Thus it was that the domes
made up of beams set at angles to form a squinch

(originally an Iranian idea) came to be used in the Afghan

caves along with painted and modelled ornamentation

which included Syrian, Iranian and Indian elements.

There were, too, the Corinthian capitals of Graeco-

Buddhist art, sheltering a statuette of the Buddha among
their ornamental foUage, as well as the figures portrayed

in Graeco-Buddhist art that have the regular profile,

well-defined, swelling lips and hair falling into sym-

metrical waves, all features taken from Greece, combined

with the Oriental fleshy, oval face, heavy-lidded pro-

tuberant eyes and elongated ear lobes weighed down with

jewellery. We can also find Buddhist monks with cloaks

falling into 'transparent' folds in the classical style, Ira-

nian men and women wearing fitted, well-cut, stitched

clothes as they mingle in the throng of bare-chested

Buddhist worshippers, and the horsemen and demons
dressed for battle, again in the Iranian style, which were

to become so much a part of Buddhist iconography in

Chinese Turkestan. And lastly there were techniques,

stemming recognisably from India — the contrast of light

and dark flesh tints and many other details.

Persistence of indirect influences

That there should have been so many influences, both

direct and indirect, was only to be expected in such

a cosmopolitan environment; what was truly remarkable

was their abundance and rich variety which in central

Asia reached a point unmatched by any other civilisation.

But another phenomenon grew out of these specifically

heterogeneous styles. Influences of an indirect kind that

had developed on their own, uprooted from their place

of origin and closely bound up with other foreign ele-

ments, began gradually to lose some of their former

power until their effect was evident only in a single detail

of another tradition. They followed a kind of pattern: in

the first place these indirect influences seemed to persist

longer than others for no apparent reason and, secondly,

a single feature often became smaller and smaller in size.

Now we are dealing no longer with influences but with
the far more difficult question of unconscious memories.
So we must be doubly cautious and try to track down
these motifs in their travels without allowing deceptive

similarities to mislead us; in this, careful and detailed

observation is not good enough but must be supported
by a knowledge of historical facts and the routes followed.

There are surprises in store as one watches a stylistic

theme making its way from its place of origin to its final

destination. Not only is it possible to re-establish all the

stages of its route but we can also gauge the astonishing

slowness with which it travelled — and its even more
astonishing persistence. There are outstanding examples
to illustrate this and one of the most typical is that of the

crescent head-dress: it originated in Iran (2nd century)

where the ornamental features (crescent and ball shapes)

were large in size; it next passed into the Buddhist
repertoire in Afghanistan (4th — 5th centuries), Chinese
Turkestan (8th century), and China (6th century),

finally reaching Japan (8th century); in the course of this

progress, its ornamental features became very much
smaUer. The same thing happened with the cape worn
by Greek and Roman soldiers (comparable to the way
the hooded cloak of mediaeval monks in Europe was
gradually reduced to a scapular) when, in the form of

a mantle that grew increasingly smaller, it was carried

into Afghanistan (Hadda and Bamiyan), Gandhara, India

(6th century), Chinese Turkestan (8th — 10th centuries)

and lastly into Japan (8th century). Many other features

made their way eastwards, including the Phrygian cap

which appears in Cambodia in the 7th century, and the

boots of the god Surya, all that remains in India of the

full soldier's outfit seen on figures of Surya in Iran.

Decorative motifs succeeded where armies had failed:

they were still making their way along the routes to the

East long after the civihsations where they had originated

had disappeared, and it was primarily Buddhism that

established contact between them.

660. AFGHANISTAN. Ceiling of Cave 1 5 at Bamiyan. About 5th

century a.D.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: The Silk Route

661. GRAECO-BUDDHIST. Terra-cotta

Devata. 7th century A. D. Fondukistan

(Afghanistan). Musie Guimet, Paris.

662. IRANO-BUDDHIST. High relief of

dried clay from Tumshuq (Chinese Tur-

kestan). 6th-7th centuries A. D. Musee

Guimet, Paris.

GEOGRAPHY
The general name 'Silk Route' is

given to a group of caravan routes

which, possibly from prehistoric

times, linked the countries of

Europe to central Asia and China.

For merchants who had come by
land and sea, from the Baltic,

southern Russia, Rome and Alex-

andria, these routes left Antioch,

Tyre and Sidon, crossed Iran or

Mongolia, and Chinese Turkestan,
hnking up again at Tun-huang,
a Chinese frontier town.

Branching off from these main
routes were many minor ones lead-

ing to Gandhara and India, linking

central Asia with the numerous
ports of the Bombay coast, going

to Ch'ang-an, Yunnan and Burma
or towards Canton and Tonking.
Luxury merchandise, traded be-

tween the East and West, of which
silk was obviously the most im-
portant, was carried over all these

routes.

ART

In the realm of art this led to the

growth of many styles, governed
alternately by Hellenic, Indian,

Iranian and Chinese influences,

styles which were to be continued

until the climax of the T'ang Dy-
nasty (618—906). Buddhism, being

spread by missionaries from India

and establishing itself in the 'Holy

Places' of central Asia, acted as

a unifying agent for this wide
variety of artistic forms.

Graeco-Buddhist style. It mostly

took root in the region of Peshawar
(Gandhara) and in Afghanistan

(Hadda, Qunduz, etc.) where it

was developed from the latter part

of the 1st century B.C. to the 7th

century and continued down to

the 9th century; its finest period

coincided with the reigns of Mar-
cus AureUus and Septimius Se-

verus.

The most important features of

religious architecture in this style

were the shrines (stupa) and mo-
nasteries (vihara) which, except in

their sculpted ornamentation, were
scarcely any different from those

of India. This ornamentation,
made of schist or stucco, was char-

acterised by a great many Hellenic

motifs incorporated into themes
taken over from Buddhist tradition

and by the development of certain

types of which the Buddha is

especially important, being until

this time (about 2nd century) por-

trayed only by symbols.

The Graeco-Buddhist Buddha is

a heterogeneous creation in ap-

pearance: a straight nose which in

profile continues the line of the

forehead, a boldly chiselled mouth,
waving hair, a robe with concentric,

diaphanous folds covering the

shoulders — all features which
were part of the classical reper-

toire; the fleshy oval face, pro-

tuberant eyes and elongated ear

lobes were Oriental characteristics.

The canonical symbols (Jakshanas )

exemplifying the figure's outstand-

ing holiness were first formed at

this time. Schist sculpture tended

to be conventionaUsed, while stucco

sculpture was very much more free

and reflected, in the same way as

the Tanagra figurines, all the rich

variety of contemporary society

(those from Hadda in particular,

about 3rd — 8th centuries).

The Graeco-Buddhist style had
very important repercussions: by
way of the Silk Routes, it pene-

trated Chinese Turkestan and then

China whence some elements were

carried into Japan; it was passed on
from one settlement to the next

along the Spice Routes, and
reached some parts of Indo-China.

The more ancient classical formulas

were blended with features of

Syrian influence (Palmyra, Doura
Europos, Baalbek) of which there

are very clear traces in the Miran
mural paintings (about 2nd
century) and in the architecture

and sculptural ornamentation of

Bamiyan (5th century).

Jeannine Auboyer

663. Opposite. INDIAN. Northern gate-

way of Stupa 1 at Sanchi. 1st century

A.D. (?)
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ART IN ASIA



ART FORMS AND SOCIETY Philippe Stern

The newcomer to the arts of southern and eastern Asia —
of India, China and Japan — often tends to be put off

by their strangeness and impenetrability. He is instinct-

ively afraid that reUgions and thought so different from

his own would cause the arts they engendered to remain

for ever inaccessible to him. Not infrequently, moreover,

through an association of ideas, recollections of old ad-

venture stories or recent films surge into his mind, evok-

ing repulsive or caricatural images - perhaps of terrible,

grimacing gods with multiple gesticulating arms, looming

in the dark caverns and temples of India, China or

Vietnam; or perhaps of corpulent Chinese grotesque

figures of mirth. Are these entirely false images ? Not
altogether. They are, however, highly exaggerated and
correspond to only one aspect of these arts — an extreme,

exceptional and decadent aspect which generally speaking

manifested itself at a relatively recent date. The best in

the arts of southern and eastern Asia is, in fact, often

much more closely related to Western art (and especially

when inspired by analogous ideals) than to these fictitious

images.

These unpleasant evocations sometimes give rise to the

impression that there is a definite unity between the arts

that flourished from India to Japan — a fallacy due,

perhaps, to the fact that with the propagation of Buddhism
these divinities with their multiple arms were diffused

throughout the Far East. That which is most character-

istic of Indian art has, however, nothing in common with

that which is most characteristic of the art of China', and
indeed, the differences between Indian and Chinese art

would seem to be far more strongly marked than those

between corresponding stages of artistic development in

Asia and the West. Contrary to what might be supposed,

there is no screen separating the East from the West and,

although an understanding of the reUgions and thought

of India and China certainly leads to a deeper insight into

their arts, a susceptibility to the common human element

in all forms of traditional religious arts would seem to be

of far greater value. The 19th-century man, who con-

sidered that art began in Italy with Raphael and who
rejected anything that did not constitute an exact copy of

reality, was much further removed from the hieratic

Romanesque art than this Romanesque art is from certain

aspects of the art of China and Japan.

AN APPROACH TO THE ARTS
OF SOUTHERN AND EASTERN ASIA

Rather than make a direct attempt to pierce their surface

strangeness, we propose to approach the arts of Asia in

a roundabout way, through the aspects which relate them
to Western art and through the corresponding rhythms
and tendencies which relate widely divergent arts and
which cannot be explained either by contact or by recipro-

cal influence. Let us begin, however, by analysing the

significance of the arts of the Orient and by establishing

the various points of view from which we shall discuss

them.

WhUe the aesthetic and human value of Oriental art is

indisputable, a quasi-superstitious and artificially re-

ligious veneration automatically accorded to all that

comes from India or that is otherwise occult or remote

may at once be discarded, as may any preconceived ideas

tending to a rejection of anything that is not European as

inferior: we have no use for either attitude here. As
scholars have expressed it, in the arts of all parts of the

world there are occasional masterpieces, many mediocre
works, a few culminating points, periods of decadence

and even frequent instances of downright bad taste. Thus
it is with the arts of Asia.

Having accepted this premise we can wholeheartedly

rejoice in the fact that our recent acquaintance with these

arts has infinitely widened our aesthetic horizons. Indeed,

it is only in our time — a fact too often forgotten ~ that

the camera and tape recorder have allowed us to capture

the most varied arts in one particular place and at a given

moment in time. Before, the furthest and the most fre-

quent journeys did not permit of such numerous and
constant comparisons. And it is the arts of Asia, particu-

larly the earlier manifestations of these arts, that have

chiefly benefited from these new possibilities. Documents
and studies have enriched our perceptions and opened up
new perspectives.

Turning to the various headings into which we shall

divide our discussion of the arts of Asia, under that of

evolution we shall find seemingly confused and disparate

elements falling into a pattern similar to that of the growth

of a Uving being: continuity, development, achievement,

decline and revival.

Running parallel to the caprices and contrasts manifest

in evolution, may be discerned the tenuous thread of

certain constants.

Then, in the Far East as elsewhere, there is a definite

correspondence between the visual arts (sculptiu-e, paint-

ing, architecture and the decorative arts) and the other

arts (music, literature, the theatre, etc.), and also between

the visual arts and religion, philosophy and contemporary

thought. As we shall see, this correspondence sometimes

came about through parallel evolution and sometimes

through reciprocal influences.

We have already seen how the migrations of peoples

brought about the spread of motifs, techniques and even

styles in art, sometimes to regions separated by vast ex-

panses. Whether this spread was rapidly effected and due

to a small group of traveUers, a band of pilgrims or just

one man, or whether, as seems more probable, it repre-

sented a gradual process, it took place along a great net-

work of sea and overland routes which covered an im-

mense part of Eurasia.

Quite apart from this network of sea and overland

routes, we shall encounter similar tendencies and rhythms

of evolution in arts so widely separated, not only in space

but also in time, that it seems impossible that either direct

or indirect contact could have taken place between them.

It is due only to our recently acquired knowledge of the

arts of Asia, which has enormously expanded our range of

comparisons, that we are now able to attempt an analysis

of these tendencies and rhythms. Further on we shall also

go more deeply into the common elements already men-

tioned, for it is these, together with an even more deep-

rooted tendency towards unity — inherent in all art —
which form a link between Oriental and Western art.
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though geographically closer to us, are far more ancient:
Egyptian art of the XVIIIth Dynasty (14th century B.C.)

and Greek and Italian art of the beginning of the 5th
century B.C. (Hermes of Veii). Here we can indicate no
more than a few of the countless examples.
Of a far more superficial nature is the tendency, com-

mon to both the East and the West, to emphasise certain
aspects at the expense of others, such as the hieratic aspect
of rigid, immobile grandeur — a sort of suspension of
eternity. Hieratic statuary, with its extreme vertical

elongation accentuated by the styhsed folds of the drapery,
sometimes attains to a tenuous refinement which, though
almost unbearable in its tension, is moving in its very
majesty. It is this quality that lends such charm to Japa-
nese art imitating and exaggerating the hieratic elonga-
tion of Chinese Northern Wei art (Kudara Kwannon,
7th century A.D.), and to French Romanesque art (Virgin
of Verneuil-sur-Avre, probably a 13th-century survival of
Romanesque art, and more supple than the statues in the
royal portal at Chartres).

A tendency towards dynamic tension is characteristic
of youthful arts and often manifests itself in the repre-
sentation of fantastic animals, which disappear as an art

matures and the tendency is outgrown. This process is

noticeable on Greek vases during the period of transition
from archaic to so-called Golden Age an, and on capitals
in France at the time when Gothic superseded Roman-
esque art. Although fantastic animals were certainly trans-
mitted from one art to another, the analogy between the
Red Bird of the South (China, Han period) and the
griffon of Angouleme (France, 12th century a.d.) would
seem, since no similar intermediaries are known to exist,

to be a case but of analogous tendencies towards linear
inflection, intense vivacity and grandeur.

As an art evolves it tends to become steadily more
refined until it reaches the point of equilibrium, beyond
which mannerism sets in and gradually destroys the
existing harmony. However, it is often at this crucial

moment in its evolution, when affectation adds spice to
refinement but without predominating, that an art pro-
duces some of its most unusual and, though perhaps
exaggerated, most charming forms. This 'affected refine-

ment' appears at the same point in their evolution in the
art of both India (towards the 6th century a.d., post-
Gupta figures at Badami) and Egypt (during the 14th
century B.C., Daughters of Akhenaten, from el Amarna).
The superficiaUty and the excess which pervade an art

that has evolved beyond the point of equilibrium bring
about a cleavage between the two opposing tendencies ~
tension and relaxation — which were previously united
in harmonious balance. These tendencies when accentua-
ted inevitably become dissociated: dynamism and vigour
are exaggerated on the one hand, refinement and man-
nerism on the other. It is a recurrent rhythm of evolution
which merits far more abundant illustration than the two
examples, taken from Greek and Chinese art, that must
here suffice. In Hellenistic art we have such forms as the
Laocoon and the Pergamon figure on the one hand, and
the Myrina statuette on the other, while in Chinese T'ang
art (7th -9th centuries) we find, for example, the Lojca-
palas (guardians of the cardinal points of the world) and
the Dvarapalas (guardians of the gates), as well as such
statuettes as the funerary terra cotta of a foreign dancer.
Thus, in China as in Greece, the accentuation and sub-
sequent dissociation of opposing tendencies gave rise to

correspondingly novel forms, to dramatic, wildly gesticu-
lating figures with excessive musculature and to figures
that were all refinement and manneristic affectation.

As this dissociation progresses, the dramatic and violent
element often takes on a horrific aspect - a phenomenon
that may still be observed today. At corresponding
moments in their evolution beyond the point of equilibri-
um India and the mediaeval West found an analogous
image for the expression of horror: the exposure of en-
trails. While Indian art represented a presumptuous king
being disembowelled by Vishnu in the form of a man-
lion (Pala-Sena period), French funerary sculpture por-
trayed the disintegration of the human body after death
(Jeanne de Bourbon, beginning of the 16th century).
The comparison of all these works, separated sufficiently

by time and space to rule out both the possibility of any
sort of transmission of influence or actual motifs and the
existence of any sort of intermediary between them, would
thus seem to prove one initial theory: namely, that certain
general tendencies are common to all arts. It also proves
that the arts of Asia do not form a world apart.

RICHNESS AND DIVERSITY OF EVOLUTION

Our discussion of tendencies and rhythms has shown
how numerous are the points of similarity existing between
widely separated arts. When we come to consider the
evolution of the arts of various civilisations we shall see
that pronounced contrasts frequently coexist and persist
within any given art. However, the successive stages of
development in the life span of an art are so many and so
varied that it would be impossible fully to trace the evolu-
tion of any art within the limited space allotted to us here.
The few and often arbitrarily chosen indications to which
we must restrict ourselves are aimed solely at giving an
idea of the richness and diversity of certain arts and at

providing a bird's-eye view of the marked differences
between the most characteristic periods in their develop-
ment. Since the changes wrought by time (evolution) in
any given art are generally far more pronounced than
either the regional differences between various schools or
the differences between types of subjects represented (in

India, for instance, where Buddhism and Hinduism
flourished side by side, Buddhist and Hindu subjects
were often simultaneously represented), we shall stress

the point of view of evolution.

India

Our subject in this chapter will be the evolution of the
arts of India and China up to the 10th century. As far as
the art of India is concerned, we shall momentarily ex-
clude the Indus valley civilisation (we return to it later,

on page 365) and consider only Indian art proper, which,
founded on Sanskrit culture, appeared towards the 3rd
century B.C. and continues to this day.

Throughout the early period of Indian art, lasting until
about the beginning of the Christian era (early style at

Sanchi, and Maurya and Sunga periods), the artist re-

mained a close observer of nature. He showed a remark-
able talent for the portrayal of the animal world and an
affectionate interest in the realities of daily life, without
lapsing into any of the dry and precise realism, devoid of
substance, which is typical of decadent arts. Female
forms were full and rounded just as were those of the
stupas — religious monuments whose vast rotundity
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closed upon itself. The Buddhist gentleness without

insipidity, and the understanding and love of ordinary

life and living things which characterised this art in its

initial stages, gave no hint of either the violent tension or

the dynamic vigour that were to come.

These qualities were perpetuated in northern India in

683 the Mathura style (c. 2nd century A.D.), with its rounded

figures, its love of the ordinary and a sensual coquetry

which gradually became idealised. The contemporary

though longer lasting Amaravati style (c. 2nd — 4th centu-

ries) in south-eastern India, showed a break with the early

style. Although the naturahsm of the early period was

basically maintained, sexual preoccupations appeared, the

forms became elongated and ideaUsed and the composi-

tion grew intensely mobile. The result was sometimes an

intimate and perfect union of contrasting elements, as in

681 the medallion from a stupa, showing the raising to heaven

of the Buddha's begging bowl. Despite the frenzied vitality

which dominates this circular composition, an effect of

homogeneity has been achieved through the organised

pattern of double concentric circles from which the bearer

of the bowl emerges and stands out; in the midst of so

much unbridled movement and of such varied almost

contorted attitudes, a harmony has been preserved through

the skilful balancing and interweaving of the forms into

a compact whole.While this Amaravati style tended in its

early stages to sacrifice harmony for intense movement,

in its decline it often succeeded in tempering movement

with harmony - though the female figtures remained

elongated, restless and sexually provocative throughout,

and frequently of an incredibly sinuous suppleness.

Meanwhile, in the north-western confines of India

(West Pakistan and the eastern part of modern Afghan-

istan - ancient Gandhara and Kapisa), quite another

687 style was developing - a style known as Graeco-Buddhist

which, aesthetically, was merely the offshoot of the con-

temporary Graeco-Roman art, farthest removed from its

source. However, since the Graeco-Buddhist artists rev-

olutionised the Buddhist iconography by being the first

to dare to represent the Buddha himself, we cannot afford

to ignore this style. Through its iconographic innovation

this extremely original influence spread throughout India

and was soon assimilated and Indianised. Moreover, the

internal evolution of this short-Uved Graeco-Buddhist

style is extremely curious in itsef; it developed, so to

speak, from back to front, becoming younger and fresher

in appearance as it matured in age. Evolving from an

amalgam of motifs which through constant circulation

throughout the contemporary Graeco-Roman world had

become drained of substance, it revived and revitaUsed

them with the stimulus provided by the young and ex-

uberant Buddhism. Indeed, in this respect a comparison

of the same motif in Roman and in Graeco-Buddhist

art is most reveaUng, for the Graeco-Buddhist motif,

although certainly of later date, is less cold and less

academic and appears to be the earUer of the two.

The Gupta art of India (c. 5th - 6th centuries), Uke the

Mathura style, derived its tendency towards idealisation

and its type of Buddha from Graeco-Buddhist art. How-

ever, having completely assimilated and transformed this

somewhat inferior Graeco-Buddhist contribution, it

688 achieved a rare degree of intimacy and perfection. The

chnging drapery, with or without supple concentrical

folds, that enveloped and framed the Blessed One became

I increasingly transparent, enhancing at once the majestic

stiffness and the idealisation of the figure and vibrating

around the sensitive modelUng of the body surface. The

head was framed in a large decorated halo, and the features,

which at first presented the somewhat cold appearance of

the Graeco-Buddhist images, gradually assumed an ex-

pression of infinite warmth. This style reached its apogee,

and a harmonious balance of essential opposites, in the

great Bodhisattvas at Ajanta, whose faces express the 664

ineffable serenity and tranquillity acquired through pa-

tient meditation and the sacrifice of self out of compassion

for all suffering humanity. Raised to the level of mystic

introspection, these qualities correspond to the modesty

and desire, the introversion and amorous lassitude of the

female figures in Sanskrit painting and the heroines of

the Sanskrit theatre. The bodies of the Bodhisattvas have

at once a majestic fullness and a supple slenderness in

keeping with their beautiful faces, and a subtle languor

and refinement emanates from these frescoes at Ajanta.

Despite the continuity of evolution, the post-Gupta

style (6th -9th centuries) showed a reversal of certain

tendencies. Hinduism, with its cosmic intensity and

violence, gradually superseded and ehminated Buddhism

and, although the introspective qualities remained for a

time, new tendencies appeared (the dancing Siva at Ele-

phanta, etc.). We pass from the static, at first very pro-

nounced in this theme (Cave 14 at Ellura), to an equil-

ibrium between the static and the dynamic (Cave 15 at 694

Ellura), and then we see the triumph of the latter (Cave

16 at Ellura). The point of equihbrium was overshot,

and the breach caused by the disruption of the balance

between excessive movement and mannerism was filled

by the element of horror. Sanchi seems remote indeed!

China

The most characteristic examples of early art in China

are the bronzes. It must be remembered, however, that

our study of ancient Chinese art is based entirely on the

ritual objects pertaining to the funerary cults; other art

objects have disappeared. The strong harmonious forms

of the early style (end of the Shang-Yin and beginning of

the Chou Dynasties, 14th -11th centuries B.C.), ranging

from the most powerful and ruggedly massive and mascu-

Une to the most delicate and feminine, are covered with

geometric motifs and with meanders and spirals. Highly

styUsed forms, sometimes made up of composite elements,

lend a dynamic vigour to the decoration; among these

forms are the animal head known as the t'ao-t'ieh (merging 396

into and emerging from the over-all design), the filiform

dragon in profile, and the wide, almost square, open

volute, an ornament which, sometimes flat, sometimes m 395

relief, is often interwoven with the fantastic animal forms.

This early style was succeeded by a series of important

styles. Let us consider a characteristic feature in the

evolution of the bronzes, which continued through the

Middle Chou period to that of the Warring States 401,400

(5th -3rd centuries B.C.). This feature could be described

as a sort of reaUsm within the fantastic. The handles and

lids of certain bronzes were modelled in the form of

fantastic animals with long, taut bodies - animals which

look as though they are about to leap into the air. The

period of the Warring States, which included more elabo-

rate and more delicate and graceful ornaments, produced

the first wholly reahstic imitations of nature which were

to thrive and to reach their full development during the

Han epoch (2nd century B.C. -2nd century A.D.).
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With the growth of realism, representations of every-
day life and activities, which had hitherto been extremely
rare, began to appear in great abundance. A narrative
style developed, which portrayed history and legends
with the same dynamic vigour as the preceding styles had
portrayed animals. Indeed, despite a certain majestic
stiffness, these narrative works give the impression of the
impetuous fury of a whirlwind. Brush-and-ink painting
also appeared about this time, and figures were captured
with a few skilfully graduated open strokes of the brush
(tiles in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston). The Han
epoch, in fact, constituted a sort of turning point in the
development of Chinese art, a period which witnessed
the decline of the past and the birth of new trends and
techniques.

After a rather less vigorous prolongation of Han art,
the spread of Buddhism to China gave rise to the Northern
Wei style (c. 5th -6th centuries), which rapidly and radi-
cally transformed the outside influences which had pene-
trated with Buddhism. The dominant charaaeristic of
this style was a hieratism, which, expressed in the static
and frozen majesty of the figures and the almost schematic
stylisation of the folds of the draperies, corresponds to
that of Romanesque art. Among much that was mediocre,
we find a few figures from this period which have the
depth, the serenity and the introspection peculiar to
Buddhism, and which display the ineffable smile.

Politically and economically China reached its height
during the T'ang Dynasty (7th -9th centuries), but
whereas Chinese painting and ceramics were to become
fully developed during a later period, T'ang sculpture
shows all the signs of an art that has reached the limits
of its power and equilibrium and is on the decline. The
tendency towards naturalism remained, but it was marred
by too much attention to detail (horses of the Emperor
T'ai-tsung, 7th century). We also find this tendency in the
rehgious statuary of both China and Japan, but, while
draperies remained stylised, these statues are so unctu-
ously realistic that they leave one with a disagreeable
impression of affectation. Moreover, as we have seen, the
gulf between studied refinement on the one hand and
profuse gesticulation and ostentatious musculature on the
other became increasingly wider, until the menacing atti-
tude and expression of the guardian divinities in both
China and Japan reached the peak of exaggeration.

Chinese art now evinced a richness and diversity which
became fully manifest in Sung painting and ceramics.

CONSTANTS

Constants are the qualities in an art which continue un-
changed through the sometimes markedly mutating stages
of Its evolution. Since these constants may persist for
a very long time, they are of inestimable value for the
identification of the art in which they are found. However,
let us beware of the all too common error of mistaking for
constants those artificiaUy or intellectuaUy fabricated
qualities which, under the names of 'basic personality',
or genius loci, correspond to elements common to every
art. Generally speaking, the constants in an art are 'far
outnumbered by the mutations.

India

A sensual quality has persisted through all Indian art
proper (as apart from the Indus valley civilisations) from

the 3rd century B.C. until the present time. It is an
aesthetically vahd sensuality which is much more than
mere sexuality and which is manifest in the triple flexion
(tribhanga) so often displayed by the figures. Together
with a fuUness of the breast and hips, the tribhanga is

ubiquitous throughout the art of India, and its changing
aspect reflects the diversity of the succeeding stages of
evolution. Tranquil at first (early styles, from the 3rd
century B.C. to about the beginning of the Christian era),
it gradually became provocative (Mathura, c. 2nd century
A.D.), and then tense and restlessly challenging, some-
where between naturahsm and idealism (Amaravati, c.

2nd -4th centuries). With the Gupta period the triple
flexion relaxed into a languorous, idealistic surrender of
self (Ajanta, towards the beginning of the 6th century),
only to be whipped up anew by the cosmic power that
characterised the post-Gupta style (Siva's dance, 6th -8th
centuries). Finally, while retaining its aesthetic value, it

assumed either a contorted and rather manneristic aspect
(particularly in the art of northern and eastern India, or
south-east India right up to the present time). But through
all these changes this sensual quality persisted and was
moreover perpetually reinforced by what might be called
a negative constant: the total absence of impassibility in
Indian art, at least until a comparatively recent date. As
scholars have pointed out, there is nothing austere,
nothing that is the opposite of sensuality, and the tension
in this art is almost always dynamic. The rigid hieratic
quality (suspended tension) which is a characteristic
feature of almost all religious arts is noticeably absent
from the art of ancient India during the first ten centuries
of its existence.

China

Chinese art at first glance appears to have no constants.
However, it must be remembered that it covers an im-
mense period of time of over three thousand years. If,

therefore, we make a distinction between early Chinese
art (up to about the first centuries of the Christian era)
and 'recent' Chinese art, from the beginning of the T'ang
period (7th century), two constants are discernible which
seem to persist for about a thousand years.

The first is an almost violent energy and a balanced
cosmic symbolism (probably the equilibrium between ^^m
and yang) associated with the perennial representation of
fantastic monsters and animals - a constant which
doubtless appeared with the first bronzes (between the
14th and 1 1th centuries B.C.). In any case, it persisted up
to the Christian era and did not disappear even then,
though it was thereafter perpetuated through conscious
imitations rather than spontaneous creations.

The second constant, which appeared early in the T'ang
and became dominant during the Sung period (10th— 13th
centuries), is an ultra-refined taste. This taste, which
stemmed from the traditions of calligraphy and brush-
and-ink painting and from the development of ceramics,
tends at times to smack of dilettantism and literary pre-
occupation. It is manifest in the at once delicate and sober
painting, usually monochromatic, on silk or fragile paper,
and in the ceramics (white, celadon, blue-grey, etc.), to
which the same descriptive terms could be applied.
Though it persisted long after the Sung, it steadily de-
teriorated, deviating further and further from its original
monochrome subtlety to become pedantic, precious and
superficial, with an almost excessive use of colour.
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669. Left. CHINESE. TANG. Foreign dancer. Funerary terra-cotta 671. Left. GREEK. HELLENISTIC. Detail from the frieze on the

figurine. Cernuschi Museum, Paris. Great Altar at Pergamon. 2nd century B.C. Berlin Museum.

670 R,ght. GREEK. HELLENISTIC. Terra-cotta figurine from 672. Right. CHINESE. T'ANG. Dvarapala (guardian of the gates).

Myrina. Louvre.
^°^^ "''^'"S " Lung-men (Honan).

CORRESPONDING EVOLUTIONS OF RHYTHM

Similar excesses of violence (gesticu/otion, musculature f67), 672]) and

refinement f669, 670J may be observed ir) Chir^ese art and Creek art when

they overstepped the point of equilibrium in their evolution.

THE ARTS AND THOUGHT

The spiritual affinity between the visual arts and music,

drama, Hterature, religion and philosophy goes far deeper

than any palpable similarities of outward form. Indeed,

though the environmental conditions under which an art

develops also determine its orientation, aesthetic, reh-

gious or philosophical factors would seem, in the final

analysis, not only to be far more .influential but also

infinitely more revealing.

India

Since the art (founded on Sanskrit culture) which ap-

peared in India towards the 3rd century B.C. was pre-

eminently Buddhist, it unmistakably reflected Buddhist

ideals. We know that Buddhism generally emphasises

compassion for all humanity and that early Buddhism in

particular, reacting against the inteUectualism of meta-

physical preoccupations and the often extreme nervous

tension caused by the excessive austerity of Brahmanism,

stressed 'the middle way'. These ideals are incarnate in

the art of Sanchi, which radiates a tranquil and confident

affection for the things of everyday life, for the immedi-

ate environment and for the animal world. The ideals of

673. left. INDIAN. Tree divinity. Sculpture on eastern gate of

Stupa 1 at Sanchi. 1st century B.c.-1st century A.D.

674. Right. INDIAN. LATE PERIOD. Female divinity. Bronze.

Madras Museum.



later, Mahayana, Buddhism (Buddhism of the Great Ve-

hicle) which, while permeated with outside elements, is

also more elaborate and profoundly mystic, are in their

664 turn reflected in the Bodhisattvas of Ajanta (and in the

666 Khmer smile of Angkor), who express at once the con-

templative detachment and the compassion for humanity

and its suffering that characterise mature Buddhism and

its Bodhisattvas. This same expression was even perpetu-

ated for a time in the predominantly Hindu art of the

post-Gupta period.

We have had occasion earlier to mention the relations

between the frescoes at Ajanta (first half of the 6th cen-

tury) and Sanskrit theatre. There are also possibihties of

reciprocal influences. In the first place, there is a striking

correspondence between the Sanskrit language and the

composition of the frescoes. According to the laws of

euphony governing the Sanskrit language, contiguous

words are united to form extended words and long, un-

broken phrases punctuated only by the rebounding of the

accents and rhythms. In the same way the frescoes along

the walls at Ajanta, which unite figures and scenes in a

continuous uninterrupted flow, at first appear confused

and overfilled. (However, they are thus devoid of the

harshness of, for example, Italian frescoes, which are

brutally cut up by the straight lines separating the various

scenes represented.) Like the accents in a Sanskrit phrase,

the figures in Indian painting, by their position or the

direction of their gaze, delimit the different scenes without

interrupting the continuity of the composition as a whole.

The analogy between Indian painting and Sanskrit theatre

is not limited to this one point. Sanskrit theatre is essen-

tially plastic, the plays generally being acted out in long,

static scenes which consitutc a succession oflivmg tableaux

of communicating figures. The characters are always

idealised: heroes, heroines, etc., and sometimes they are

described in poetic stanzas before they appear on stage.

The duality and the contrasting emotions expressed by
the female figures in the frescoes constantly recur in

Sanskrit theatre and often in the stage directions: 'with

a mixture of desire and modesty' or 'of modesty and love',

etc. Thus although the frescoes at Ajanta represent ex-

clusively religious subjects they also unconsciously reflect

court life and the idealised sexual love portrayed in

Sanskrit theatre.

The subsequent vpost-Gupta) period witnessed a com-
plete change in trends and attitude, not only in the visual

arts but also in literature and religion. The tone of cosmic
exaltation and the violent and horrific elements which
gradually pervaded both religion and the arts, while gen-

erally absent from Buddhism, are characteristic of Hin-
duism (worship of Vishnu and Siva). In fact it was during

this period that Hinduism gradually came to replace

Buddhism as the dominant religion of India. Was it the

change in taste that brought about the change of religion,

or was it the religious change which led to the change in

taste? It is impossible to say it may have been recipro-

cal action. In any case, the changes seem to have come
about simultaneously in the visual arts, in literature and
in religion. An extremely curious testimony of this transi-

tion has survived in a work of the Sanskrit theatre,' the

Naganauda {The Joy of the Serpents), which reflects the

new trend. It shows as well the link between religion and
profane literature. The first half of this play shows the

usual mild flirtations between amorous couples, typical of

Sanskrit theatre during the preceding (Gupta) period

with its Buddhistic overtones and consistently gentle

atmosphere devoid of violence. The second half, however,

while maintaining the Buddhist tradition of charity (dem-
onstrated in the self-sacrifice of the hero), has all the

accents of Hinduism in its most exaggerated form, accents

which in turn correspond to certain aspects of post-Gupta
art: horror, bloodshed and repugnant tragedy. These
images, which are totally absent from only slightly older

texts, reflect the new (almost Surrealist) trend in both the

literature and the art of this period.

China

In China a connection is immediately apparent between

the monochrome painting of the 7th and the 13th cen-

turies A.D. Moreover, there is a definite relationship with

the fantastic animals and the cosmic symbolism of an

earlier period. The animals of the four cardinal points

were constantly reproduced during the Han period: the

Red Bird of the South, the Green Dragon of the East,

the White Tiger of the West and the Black Warrior of the 723

North, this last represented by a tortoise combatting a

serpent. These same colours were apparently worn by the

emperor when he symbolically journeyed, four times a

year, to the four cardinal points to regulate the seasons

and to ensure the harmonious balance of the principles

yin and yang. Indeed, the alternation of these two princi-

ples seems to have constituted the basis of the Chinese

concept of the world.

COMMUNICATIONS: THE GREAT MARITIME
AND OVERLAND ROUTES

What most impressed scholars forty years ago was the

then comparatively recent revelation of the great network

of maritime and overland routes which had existed

throughout Eurasia from earliest times. The many dis-

coveries of objects and the steady widening of the field

of historical knowledge have enabled our generation to

reconnoitre vast spaces and to gain some understanding

of seemingly inaccessible arts. However, a great deal of

prejudice and misplaced chauvinism has still to be over-

come if we are to reap the full benefit of the new possibili-

ties offered. Only one art can be 'the oldest in the world',

and the fact that each art, with the exception of the oldest,

has absorbed outside influences does not in the least

detract from its value, since the personality of an art is

manifest not in its imperviousness to outside influences

but in its ability to assimilate and transform these into an

original art form. The world's greatest arts have all been

influenced by their predecessors or contemporaries: Egyp-

tian art by Mesopotamian art, Cretan art by Egyptian art

and Greek art and European mediaeval art by the art of

the Near East. As for India, the Indus valley civilisation

was probably influenced by ancient Mesopotamia; Achae-

menian Persia and the Hellenised Near East influenced

the early style of Indian art proper (up to the beginning

of the Christian era); Graeco-Roman art influenced the

Graeco-Buddhist style, and, during a later period, the

influence of Islamic Persia became preponderant in

northern India yet India's art has always been one of

the most personal and creative. Likewise, Chinese art is

no longer the isolated phenomenon it seemed until not

so long ago, and Khmer art appears no less independent

and original for having made ample use of Indian tech-

niques and motifs, which it radically transformed to suit
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its own individual needs and taste. The same is true of

the other arts in the Oriental world.

Generally speaking, commercial and quasi-cultural ex-

changes (pilgrimages, voyages in quest of religious infor-

mation, the conversion of a ruler, etc.) have contributed

to a far greater extent than conquests (such as Alexander's

short-lived expedition) and political factors to the often

incredibly far-flung migration and transmission of artistic

motifs, many of which were perpetuated long after their

significance had been forgotten.

Working on the principle that the course of ancient,

overgrown roads can be more easily distinguished from

the air, we shall attempt to get, as it were, an aerial per-

spective on these great migrations, even at the risk of the

routes perhaps appearing slightly distorted from a distance.

We shall also go back in time, since a brief discussion of

the earliest civilisations to appear in the regions we are

studying seems appropriate here.

Influences in prehistoric times

Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa are the best-known sites of

an ancient civihsation which flourished in the Indus valley

and which is generally presumed to date back to about

2000 years before the Christian era. This civihsation

would seem, despite several marked differences, to be

much more closely related to the vast group of Mesopo-

tamian and neighbouring arts than to Indian art proper,

which did not develop until later and to which its re-

semblance is but slight. An art that succeeds another in

the same place need not ipso facto have any connection

with its predecessor. In Iran, for example, Persian Islamic

art shows but little affinity to either early Elamite art or

even Achaemenian art (6th century B.C.) though all

flourished on the same soil. Whereas the urban organisa-

tion of the Indus valley civihsation places it in a class

apart, its seals, though differing from Mesopotamian

cyhnders, were no doubt used for similar purposes.

The numerous objects that have come to light — especially

local ceramics (among which is a vase with typical

Indus valley decoration, found near Kandahar, in

Afghanistan, in the spring of 1954), prove that a quasi-

civiUsation existed throughout the region between the

Indus and Mesopotamia, from which emerged limited

zones of more advanced civilisation (Mesopotamia and

the Indus valley). It is quite possible that Mesopotamian

influence, which had already spread to Egypt at a very

early date, was later projected in the opposite direction.

Probably of a sUghtly later date, the earhest Chinese

Neolithic pottery is not perhaps without some resemblance

to Western pottery. While this pottery has sometimes

been compared to that of the Caucasus regions, a certain

correspondence has also been noted between the motifs

on some of the early Chinese vases and Cretan designs,

a correspondence which, though far from being suffi-

ciently positive to admit a common ancestor, is perhaps

not wholly coincidental. China can no longer be consid-

ered an isolated civilisation, since even in its remotest

past a corpus of painted ceramics finked it to Europe.

Moreover, thanks to the long and patient research of

Vadime EUsseeff, whose ideas we hope we have not mis-

represented, new fight has been thrown on the spread of

the motifs associated with the early bronzes. In connec-

tion with this, two images come to mind: the first is that

of an arc drawn across the map, representing a road run-

ning through southern Siberia and the steppes (which were

675. Left. INDIAN. Ring decorated with a bull. Saigon Museum.

676. Right. IRANIAN. Cameo of Sassanian style. Saigon Museum.

677. WESTERN INFLUENCE. GRAECO-ROMAN. Plaster medal-

lion. 1st century A.D.

678. Left. INDIAN. Carved ivory plaque. 1st-2nd centuries A.D.

679. Right. WESTERN INFLUENCE. GRAECO-ROMAN. Paint-

ed glass goblet. 1st-2nd centuries.

THE NETWORK OF COMMUNICATIONS
The diverse origins of objects discovered on one ar\d the same site (at

Begrom or at Oc £o for example) prove the existence of an important

network of communications across Eurasia during the first centuries A.D.
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inhabited by nomadic tribes) from northern Iran (Lur-

istan and the Caucasus) to the China of the Shang Dyn-

asty; but it is possible that a different, more southerly

route, the one that was to become the Silk Route, already

existed at this time. The second image is one that is often

encountered in Egyptian tombs: that of two figures facing

one another from either end of a composition, each figure

holding a vase with liquid spraying from it, the sprays

meeting and intersecting. It has been common knowledge

for some time that early Mesopotamian and Elamite mo-
tifs had long been perpetuated in the Near East and that,

through the agency of Luristan and the regions bordering

on the Caucasus, these motifs had become incorporated

into the animal art known as the art of the steppes. It

seems, however, that the motifs which circulated through

Shang China (14th 1 1th centuries) and the other regions

at the eastern end of our route were of Chinese origin;

hence the probability of a counter-movement from east

to west. That southern Siberia and China communicated
across the Ordos regions has been conclusively proved,

though the nature of this communication is still not com-
pletely understood; possibly it was a case of reciprocal

influence. The picture is only just beginning to emerge,

but already its extreme complexity has become apparent.

It seems at present quite certain that the flow and ex-

change of influences and motifs across northern Asia,

between Luristan and the Caucasus and China, was con-

stant throughout the 1st millennium a.d. (see pp. 219
-230).

From the Mediterranean to India and beyond

There was doubtless a break in continuity after the Indus

valley civilisation, and Indian art proper when it appeared

during the 3rd century B.C. had a highly individual style

made up partly of local elements (copies in stone of the

forms and motifs developed in wood: figures, animals and
plants reproduced directly from nature) and partly of

imported elements (motifs from Achaemenian Persia and
the Hellenised Near East); it was a composite style which
demonstrated the relations between different arts, and
which persisted in Indian art during the whole of its early

period. The capital from one of the Emperor Asoka's

columns, found at Sarnath, while it displays Indian ani-

mals treated in the Indian manner, has the bell form of

the Persepolitan capitals and is surmounted by lions of

Hellenic type (as scholars have pointed out). In the

same way, the superimposed palaces representing the

six nether heavens of the gods, carved on a pillar of

one of the gateways of the great stupa at Sanchi (dating

from just before the beginning of the Christian era),

are of two different types: whereas some have the

octagonal columns without capitals or bases, and the high
cornice pierced with the ogival arches of local tradition

(copied from wooden architecture), others display trans-

formed Persepolitan columns with bell capitals and joined

forequarters of animals. Elsewhere we find on one and the

same gateway pillars which are adorned with typically

Indian motifs (lotus blooms, undulating boughs, etc.) and
others which have Western ornamentation (palmettes).

The columns in the rock-cut sanctuary at KarU (towards
the beginning of the Christian era) combine the octagonal

and the sixteen-sided shafts of local tradition with the

bell capital and back-to-back animals of Persepolitan art.

The juxtaposition of indigenous and outside elements was
thus persistent throughout early Indian art.

Even more striking amalgams were to come, most
probably due to the expansion of Roman trade and com-
merce during the first centuries of our era and to the

establishment at this time of relations between Rome and
China. The effect of Alexander's expedition on art was
long overestimated, credited, as it was, with having been
the direct cause of the development of the Graeco-Bud-

dhist style, although the latter did not appear until at least

four hundred years after Alexander's death. Actually,

though in itself of real significance, the expedition had
only an indirect, partial and delayed effect on art, and
then only in as much as it led to the establishment of

Hellenised kingdoms within the confines of India from

which Greek culture was, under the Kushan rulers, sub-

sequently disseminated throughout all the border regions.

In fact, it would seem to have been the conversion to

Buddhism of Kanishka, the most famous of these rulers,

which by promoting the spread of Buddhism also pro-

moted that of surviving or reimported Graeco-Roman-
Iranian culture. Above all, it was the vast movement of

Roman commerce during the 1st century a.d. that we
believe provided the stimulus for the development of

Graeco-Buddhist art, which appeared towards the end of

the 1st century or in the first half of the 2nd century.

The most important archaeological campaigns of recent

years in southern and south-eastern Asia, the majority of

which have been carried out by the French, have all

provided further proof of the manifold communications

between these various civilisations. Three of these cam-

paigns marked out the course of the maritime route fol-

lowed during the 1st and 2nd centuries of our era. The
elaborate network of overland caravan routes across

Eurasia appears to be of slightly later date.

The expeditions directed by Joseph Hackin in Afghan-

istan in 1937, 1939 and 1940, brought to Ught a veritable

treasure at Begram, the summer capital of the Kushan
sovereign. There, under great mounds of earth in two

walled-up rooms, lay many damaged objects from the

West, from India and from China a meeting of three

civilisations. Western civilisation was represented by

painted glassware, bronzes and the plaster casts of van-

ished silver plate, offering examples in their most perfect

form of themes recurrent in the Graeco-Roman world.

Indian civilisation was represented by the fragmentary

remains of ivory furniture, revealing the hitherto unknown
work of the early Indian ivory-carvers. With the help of

drawings, photographs and notes, made during the course

of excavation, the archaeologists were able to give some
picture of this furniture and its extreme decorative rich-

ness. Lacquer being a very fragile material, nothing re-

mains of the objects from China beyond a few traces of

their decoration. O. Kurz, V. ElisseefF and the author,

who each made a separate study of the objects in this

treasure, agree that they would all seem to date from the

1st and perhaps the 2nd centuries a.d. The objects from

the West would seem to have been brought by Roman
traders following the maritime route and going up the

Indus to reach Kapisa.

The excavations started by G. Jouveau-Dubreuil and

continued by Sir Mortimer Wheeler and others, at

Virapatnam-Arikamedu, near Pondicherry, led to the

discovery of numerous fragments of Arezzo pottery from

Italy, dating from the first half of the 1st century a.d.

Commerce of some importance must therefore have

linked Rome and India at that time.
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Further afield, excavations made at Oc Eo, near

Saigon in Indo-China, in 1944, revealed an assortment of

Roman intaglios and two impressions from Roman coins,

one of which is dated 152. Small pieces of delicately

worked Indian jewellery, some objects of Iranian origin

and a fragment of a Chinese mirror were also found here.

Thus a Rome-China link by sea was definitely established

by the 2nd century a.d., either by Roman traders them-
selves or by intermediaries. In view of the discoveries

made at Begram, Virapatnam and Oc Eo, and considering

that the excavations in these regions are only of recent

date and limited number, that very few of the objects

buried have as yet been uncovered and that the buried

objects themselves constitute only a handful of those

which circulated in the region, one has the impression

that the Roman sea trade at this time must have been

considerable.

Across central Asia

Overland communications, which did not assume their

full importance until a later date, were first established

between the Graeco-Roman world and India; subse-

quently they extended through the oases of central Asia

and along the Silk Route to China. The rehgious upsurges

throughout the Near East during the first centuries of the

Christian era (Gnostic, Manichaean, etc.) were intense

and influential. We are told that during the 3rd century

the great Alexandrian philosopher Plotinus and the Iran-

ian religious founder Mani simultaneously accompanied

the opposing Roman and Iranian armies, the one to get

in touch with the rehgions of the East and the other to

acquire a better knowledge of thought in the West. This

may be legendary but it is significant. Mani, the creator

of a sect which almost became the nucleus of one of the

great religions of the world, preached a syncretism uniting

Jesus, Zoroaster and the Buddha. He too had been to

India. Indeed, such figures show how accessible was the

ancient world at that time to religious penetration and

thus to aesthetic penetration, which usually follows. Had
Mazdaism (Zoroastrianism) not prevailed over nascent

Manichaeism in Iran, thus creating a barrier between

India and the West at a time when Mani's disciples were

bringing the two worlds closer together, it is possible

(according to Alfred Foucher) that Buddhism, instead of

branching off towards the East along the Silk Route and

reaching China, might have continued on its way north-

west and gained Europe before the triumph of Christian-

ity. Had this been the case Indian art, instead of taking

the Silk Route to China, might have spread towards the

West and reached Europe before the Carolingian re-

nascence, thus changing the entire course of mediaeval art.

But we must leave these digressions into hypothetical

history and return to authentic facts. Running parallel to

but south of the bronze route, and only fully developed

after the dawn of the Christian era, the Silk Route

traversed the oases of central Asia and joined the overland

route linking India to Rome. China had opened up this

route in the Han epoch for military purposes and reasons

of security (campaigns and supremacy in central Asia).

The route then opened to commerce, and new centres of

culture arose which subsisted for almost a thousand years

and whose role in connection with ancient civihsations

has already been discussed in Chapter 6. These centres

collected, amalgamated and spread the styles and motifs

of the West, of Persia, of India and of China.

Graeco-Buddhist art spread through central Asia to

China, where completely transformed Graeco-Buddhist
elements constituted the basis of Wei art.

Next came a wave of Iranian influence, which seems to

have corresponded to the Sassanian period and which
persisted up to the 7th century (Fondukistan, in Afghan-
istan). It swept through what is now Afghanistan to

central Asia (Kizil, etc.), and on as far as the Chinese
border, bringing with it a host of Iranian themes (the cut

of Iranian dress, head-dresses, armour, etc.). J. Hackin,
who indicated the importance of this Iranian influence,

proposed that the art in which it predominated should be

called Irano-Buddhist, in the same way that a preceding

art had been named Graeco-Buddhist.

A third wave of influence came from India, whose art

had already intermittently affected central Asia. However,
it was not until the great expansion of Indian art, during

the 6th, 7th and 8th centuries, that Indian influence

really began to make itself felt. Painted Buddhas in three-

quarters view and figures in the Gupta style, bent in the

Indian fashion, are to be seen at Ajanta (India), at

Bamiyan and Fondukistan (in present-day Afghanistan)

and in central Asia (Kizil and Dandan Uiliq). The Indian

elements eventually reached China (T'ien-lung Shan) and
even Japan (frescoes at Horyuji).

Finally, Chinese influence was felt which at its peak not

only affected Tun-huang, on China's borders, but also

penetrated to Astana and even beyond, though its force

diminished as it went farther afield.

The Indian and Chinese influences met in Tibet, whose

history and art commenced with its conversion to Bud-

dhism during the 7th century. The first great Tibetan

ruler successively married an Indian and a Chinese

princess, an authentic fact which would seem to be

symbolic of the two currents that dominated Tibetan art;

these two princesses are represented by the Green Tara

and the White Tara. Although none of the works known
at present are particularly ancient, Tibetan art is so

traditional that even recent works preserve details which

appear to have been imported from India during the 7th

and 8th centuries.

In Tibet as elsewhere successive waves of outside

influence would appear to have left their mark on paint-

ing and bronzes, though we have not yet been able to

define accurately the various foreign elements. In paint-

ing, the composition, the figures, the iconography and

certain rather precious attitudes seem to derive from

Indian art, while the architectural representations and

landscapes in painting, and certain unusual attitudes

noted among the bronzes, appear to be attributable to

China. Added to these Indian and Chinese influences we

find certain local elements (such as architecture and

decoration) and, perhaps, a slight admixture of Iranian

influence of a much later date than that which inspired

Irano-Buddhist art.

Parallel to these great overland routes, the maritime

route, opened up by the Roman traders, was of a very

special importance to art. Indeed, it was in the Hinduised

kingdoms along this route that new arts flourished which,

though born of Indian influence, rapidly developed in-

dividual and original styles. Although their rise was

contemporary with the third wave of influence that spread

overland through central Asia - the Indian expansion

of the 6th — 8th centuries - usually these new arts

did not reach maturity until after the 10th century.
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INDIA AND ITS CULTURAL EXPANSION
UPTO1000A.D. Jecnrine Auk^er

India, whose Indus valley civilisation had had some links

with the civilisations of the Near East, was henceforth
to assert its own individual personality. As the birthplace

of Buddhism, India was to be the founder of a tremendous
religious movement whose eastward expansion was to

revolutionise the art of the Far East and bring about
a certain cultural unity in Asia.

The art of India long remained unknown to the West;
since only the lamentable products of contemporary
artisans found their way into the hands of Western col-
lectors, it is hardly surprising that India's artistic abiUties
met with little appreciation. For while the monstrous
iconography of late debased art doubtless had the lure of
smgularity, it gave but a pale reflection of the Indian
artist's real gifts. The West saw only figures with grima-
cmg convulsed faces and multiple gesticulating arms, pyra-
mids of more or less repulsive heads, and human figures
with the heads or bodies of animals - aU of them
garishly coloured - works of a cheap and sentimental
tastelessness, rendered grotesque through exaggeration,
which, unfortunately, are still being sold to both tourists
and pilgrims. Yet these same collectors, even after devo-
ting three quarters of a century to cataloguing the art
treasures of India, may still be guilty of having overlooked
a few of the masterpieces which place India among the
greatest artistic civilisations of all time. With their purity
of line, simphcity of modeUing, sober grace of attitude
and balanced composition, these masterpieces are able to
satisfy even the most intransigent 'classicists'.

Thanks to the above-mentioned inventory it is now
possible to survey the panorama of Indian art in its
entirety. It stretches from about the 3rd century B.C.
to the present day and may be divided into distinct if not
clearly delimited periods, one of the most important of
which was the period of the nationalist and imperiaUst
Gupta Dynasty. However, the earHer period had hardly
run its course before a new and entirely different era
opened, between the 10th and Uth centuries, at a time
when the earlier styles were beginning to be transformed
by new concepts which reflected the increasing taste for
the monumental - a taste which had existed previously
but had been differently expressed.

The obscure origins of Indian art

The art of India as we know it today sprang suddenly
into being between the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C., ap-
parently out of nothing. Indeed, neither the terra-cotta
figurines nor the few remains of the foundations of the
palace at Pataliputra, dating from the 4th century, suffice
to explain the magnificent flowering of the 2nd century;
they merely reveal the powerful influence of Achaemenian
Persia while the small terra cottas only remotely sug-
gest the monumental sculpture which was to come. To
expect to find any correspondence between early Indian
art and the far more archaic pieces which came to light
during the excavations at Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa
would be still less feasible: related to the Mesopotamian

or Mediterranean civilisations, these latter bear no styl-
istic resemblance whatsoever to Indian art proper. How-
ever, though no traces of its genesis remain (India has
a formidably destructive climate) we may safely assume
that Indian art went through a long period of gestation
during which only perishable materials were used. For
when the architects and sculptors of the early period
learned to fashion stone, they faithfully copied the tech-
niques of carpentry and of wood and ivory carving. The 680
Indian artists' first works in stone have disappeared along
with their perishable prototypes; by the time the earhest
of the surviving stone monuments appeared - those at
Bharhut and other early decorated caves - the period of
apprenticeship, to judge by the consummate execution,
was long past.

Since no trial pieces have been found, it is tempting to
suppose that stone carving was taught the Indians by
foreigners who had already perfected the art. Like the
Iranians with whom India had commercial relations and
who also had sanctuaries hewn out of rocky cliffs. How-
ever, there is nothing to justify such a supposition; on the
contrary, the integral transposition into stone of the
motifs and techniques used in wood carving and wooden
construction work leads to the conclusion that the Indian
worker in stone must at first have been associated with
the workers in heavy timber, and must have learned the
technique of building on the spot. The application of this
technique to a completely different material must have
created many problems: trying to assemble stone uprights
and cross-pieces by means of tenon and mortise seems
a hazardous process; nevertheless, this was the method 693,
that prevailed for four or five hundred years, a fact which
is extremely revealing, for throughout its evolution Indian
architecture was to remain, at least in spirit, far closer to
sculpture than to a genuine architecture.

The face of Indian art

Though the evolution of architecture in India is tre-

mendously interesting, it is the sculpture and mural
paintings that provide the best material for the study and
definition of the Indian aesthetic. The sbulptured images
represent its most formal aspect, while the relief carvings
and narrative frescoes betray a more uninhibited, every-
day vein. It is in these frescoes that the descriptive and
narrative qualities so typical of Indian literature, whose
fables have inspired both East and West, are expressed
with wonderful spontaneity. At first glance, mystic or
religious undertones are hardly discernible; the art of
India is essentially a sacred art, yet it is the profane aspect
in the scenes depicted which is the most striking: a wealth
of precise detail faithfully reproduces the pubUc and
private hfe of the time, and even the subjects themselves
would appear to have been taken from everyday hfe;
nothing in the early iconography distinguishes a god from
a man. Moreover, the artist's dehght in the human body, 673, (

which he depicted in lascivious, languorous or dynamic
attitudes, further heightened the impression of profanity
made on the uninitiated. This impression, however, is

illusory, and is no more than a literal translation into
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INDIAN. Head of the Buddha. Li

North-west India. 3rd-4th centurie

Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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INDIAN. Statues at Ellura.



680. INDIAN. SANCHI. Detail of the north gate of Stupa 1, with

scenes from the Buddha's previous incarnations.

visual terms of Indian life, in which things sacred are in

fact so intimately linked to things profane - and especial-

ly during these early periods — that the miraculous ap-

pears natural. As in the time of the pilgrims of Emmaus,
any man encountered along the road could turn out to be

a god incarnate, while the hooked fish or snared hind
might well be some holy man temporarily obliged to

assume animal form. It is from this viewpoint, based

entirely on the principle of the transmigration of souls or

samsara, that the scenes of the early period should be

approached.

During the twelve or thirteen centuries which consti-

tute the first phase of India's artistic development, as

much progress was made in the mastery of technique as

in the style as a whole. As the proficiency of the painters

and sculptors increased, the compositions became more
sophisticated. At first only the protagonists of the story

were represented, but later the number of human figures

was greatly increased to symboUse the Asiatic crowd,

always dense and always abreast of every major or trivial

event; the scenery, at first indicated by a single element

(a tree for a forest or a building for a town), was soon

evoked with a wealth of detail as decorative as it was

valuable for archaeological study; the groupings became

more complicated as a result of the artist's search for

conventions which would enable him to reproduce any

scene within a given form. The whole became increasingly

complex, and the Oriental taste, with its tendency to fiU

every last space with decoration, asserted itself to the fuU.

The human body came to play an increasingly important

part in the pattern of the compositions. The arts of relief

carving and mural painting began to interpenetrate; the

carvings were polychromed and the painted forms were

raised with slight modelling. This convergence, though

no longer apparent today (the carvings having lost their

colour), is in itself highly significant, since it explains the

similarity in character between the narrative and decora-

tive forms and the fact that the two used identical

formulas.

From its beginnings the art of India had its own defi-

nite personality: it was naturalistic and depicted nature

in an idealised way. Old age and deformity were never

portrayed, except in cases of absolute necessity. Heroes

were shown as young and virile; heroines were women in

all the fullness of their youth. Of all the arts of Asia, this

is the one most directly comprehensible to Western eyes
and is the living embodiment of the definition 'Indo-
European', appUed to Indian civilisation. While China
was oriented towards the Pacific, India's history was
marked by contacts with the Near East and, beyond it,

with the Mediterranean world; it was no chance affinity

that linked India to the West, but direct influence. The
bulk and the most effective of the motifs Indian art

received from outside were those which came with the

variety of styles, collectively called Graeco-Buddhist,
which reached India by way of the Indo-Greek satrapies

of Afghanistan and Gandhara. A lesser though more
constant influence was that of Iran, which increased

during the period of the Indo-Scythian or Kushan
supremacy throughout northern and central India (from

the 2nd century B.C. to the 2nd century a.d.) and which
was continually renewed by the political, commercial and
intellectual exchanges that went on over the centuries

that followed. These motifs — which all seem to have

reached India by way of the north-western overland

routes — were at first adopted more or less unchanged by
the Indian artists, though, eventually, few actually re-

mained in the Indian repertory. Those that did, became
totally assimilated with the Indian formulas and were

endlessly reproduced and transmitted together with more
essentially Indian motifs.

A further two distinguishing features complete the

'physical' portrait of Indian art. The first is an almost

total anonymity, due to the fact that Indian art is a re-

ligious art and also that it reflects an ensemble of distinct

beliefs. The second is its equal mastery of the represen-

tation of either animal or human forms, a mastery which

revealed itself in the earliest works and which has been

maintained to this day.
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681. INDIAN. AMARAVATI. The elevation of the Buddha's

begging bowl. Medallion decorating a balustrade of the stupa.

2nd-3rd centuries A.D. Madras Museum.
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Indianity and Brahmanism

Though the art of India is relatively simple in appearance,

and though it is possible to define its aesthetic principles

and trace its decorative evolution, it is not enough to

appreciate merely its simple outward form, for beneath

this lies all 'Indianity', with its millennia of traditions, its

beliefs, its symbolism, its way of hfe and its thoughts and

feelings. The least of its expressions has a profound

reason; there is not a single early work that is not subject

to its laws. Perhaps no art so faithfully reflects the civili-

sation that produced it.

What, then, is India, and what is meant by Indianity?

In truth, such a definition is fraught with pitfalls and is

inevitably of a somewhat arbitrary nature; one must take

into account not only the immensity of India, which is

a veritable subcontinent, but also the contrasts which

characterise it throughout; it is a vast triangle bordered

by the sea and by a wall of almost impassable mountains,

an extravagant land vacillating between extremes of

climate and grooved by gigantic rivers whose flow is

irregular and whose course is changeable. Its climate runs

the gamut from the Indus desert through the sumptuous
palm-groves of Malabar, the humid tropical zone, and

from the bleak savannahs of Bengal to the luxuriant flora

of the Himalayan forest. The diverse regions are very

unevenly populated, and the people range from purest

white with aquiline noses to negroid elements and types

akin to those of Indo-China and Malaya. In certain coastal

regions a wide variety of cross-breeding has taken place

over the centuries between Portuguese, African Negroes,

Ethiopians, Jews and Arabs; elsewhere, colonies were

established such as those of the Parsees who had fled

from persecutions in Iran. In short it is a land of opposites

and contrasts, of fabulous riches and sordid misery, and

yet it forms an integrated whole.

Despite the instability and political disintegration

which have often been the rule throughout its history,

India seems to possess a mysterious power to transform

the peoples and individuals who settle on her soil - a sort

of magnetism which Indianises them, binds them together

and renders them an integral part of the immense Indian

community. Thus the extremes of geographic diversity

and ethnic variety are offset by a certain coherence which

maintains the balance of the colossus. This diversity and
fundamental unity are simultaneously reflected in the art

of India, and there is nothing more revealing in this con-

nection than a comparison of contemporary schools.

Whereas the styles differ to the point of being distin-

guishable one from another at first glance, the details are

of the period: the shape of a turban, a piece of jewellery

or a chair is more often than not identical from one region

to another; only the aesthetic expression differs. Northern
art is drier, more rounded and stocky, southern art more
supple, manneristic and exuberant.

The principal factor in this unity is undoubtedly
Brahmanism, which appears to be not only a religion or

philosophy, but also the very basis of Indianity. With its

roots reaching back to protohistoric times, when the

Aryans inhabited Avestic Iran and invaded India, Brah-

manism is in effect the sum of knowledge as much as

a ritual technique, and it embraces practically every in-

dividual and collective activity of Indian society. Per-

ceptible throughout an astonishingly copious literature,

in which the esoteric is coupled with magical recipes of

the utmost banality and the metaphysical with rules of

682. INDIAN. ELLURA. The Kailasanath temple, entirely hewn

out of the rock. 8th century a.d.

military strategy, is the intense pulsation of an organised

world, rich in traditions and endowed with an exceptional

sense of the divine. This world, a world to whose laws

both gods and men alike are subject, is based on a rigid

hierarchy. Society, divided into four main castes and in-

numerable sub-castes, is subject to the authority of the

two ruling castes, that of the Brahmins, or priests, and
that of the Kshatriyas, or warriors; the whole system is

built on the principle of a sacrosanct aristocracy, and

although the Brahmin caste is superior to the Kshatriya,

in the final analysis it is of necessity from the latter caste

that the king or emperor is recruited, and it is he who is

in fact the keystone of the social edifice. The ideal and

perfect example of the noble warrior, he is by definition

endowed with all the qualities of the hero: he is a skilful

archer and swordsman, a consummate horseman, a shrewd

diplomat, a wise administrator, an experienced and suc-

cessful player of games and a man as deeply versed in the

arts and sciences as it is possible to be. In all things he is

the first among his subjects; he is moreover their manda-
tary and their protector.

The status of the artist and the state of art

The status of the artist and artisan in this society seems to

have been variable, and it is impossible to make any

definite pronouncements on the subject. During the early

period the painter or sculptor was regarded as a domestic;

later, he was assigned to the caste of the Sudras or

cultivators; he must in any case have become fairly

prosperous, since it is recorded that around the 9th — 10th

centuries he paid his debts in gold. To judge from Indian

literature, however, it would seem that guilds and cor-

porations were the prevailing system and that villages

were inhabited entirely by one or other of these corpo-

rations whose members observed certain rules or customs

which tended to set them in a class apart within the social

hierarchy: artistic production would thus have been

a matter of teamwork or of ateliers.

This, however, excluded neither the existence of the

isolated artist nor the practice of the visual arts by the

superior castes. During the classical period, in particular,

the king would have been the first to take up painting; he

generally owned a gallery of paintings which were the

pride of the kingdom, and, what is more, it was he who
was the principal promoter of the great religious foun-

dations in which sculpture and mural painting flourished.



Following the monarch's enhghtened dilettantism, the

rich landowners each had their own goldsmiths and par-

ticipated in the erection of monuments and statues; they

even practised certain arts themselves, and a painting kit

was the recommended gift during the 3rd and 4th cen-

turies for a young girl to give to a young man. Carved
boxes containing brushes, and gourds for colours, figure

also among the gifts presented in the 5th century.

The majority of the great works of art which have
survived were the result of collective labour, probably

directed by a foreman whose presence would explain

their uniform character.

This is only the practical aspect of the matter, and, in

reality, it is the least important, for Indian art being

essentially a religious art exists solely in the service of

a vast cosmological and symbolic concept, fostered by

Brahmanism but also considerably exploited by Bud-
dhism. This cosmology, certain details of which were

perhaps derived from Babylonia, closely associates the

human world to the divine world: both have oceans,

mountains, rivers, palaces, a hierarchic population and

a supreme ruler. Everything in these two worlds is

founded on analogies and obeys joint schemes which cor-

relate and coordinate their different elements on various

levels. Both are subject to a code which justifies, from the

Indian point of view, the establishment of castes, and
which determines the incorporation of art into the domain
of ritual technique. The whole mechanism which governs

art is hereby explained: the temple or statue cannot be

just any work of art, a thing beautiful for its own sake and

an expression of the artist's personal concept and love of

beauty; it must fulfil minutely the religious function for

which it is created, obeying the precise and inexorable

rules laid down in aesthetic treatises; the artist must scru-

pulously follow these rules, on pain of otherwise produ-

cing an imperfect work. Behind all this there is in fact

a quasi-magical law which it would be dangerous to

transgress; if the work does not conform in every last

detail to the canonical principles, it runs the risk not only

of failing to benefit either its author or its viewer, but also

of being the cause of certain disaster.

The symbolic character of the temple

The symbolic value attached to the temple or statue is in

fact fundamental and is rooted in thousands of years of

tradition: as in prehistoric times, the work is the equiva-

lent of the cosmos. The temple is therefore a replica of the

divine residence, the world mountain which is the central

pivot of the universe. Among the various architectural

forms devised for the symbolic portrayal of this mountain

the most explicit is that of a temple with a pyramidal roof

corresponding to the different storeys which in the divine

cosmology support the dwellings of the gods. The temple

is a veritable microcosm, its every part a parallel of those

of the divine world. The theoretical plan of an Indian

temple (put into practice far more often in Cambodia

than in India itself) consists of a vast quadrangular

enclosure with concentric enclosures, also quadrangular.

The walls are pierced with monumental portals; there is

a central sanctuary, and there are numerous buildings

within the enclosures. This disposition is an intentional

reproduction of the imagined shape of the world, which,

according to Indian tradition, resembles an immense

quadrangle bordered by oceans (the artificial lakes en-

circling the temple), surrounded by chains of mountains

683. INDIAN. MATHURA. Nagara|a (serpent-king).

Red sandstone. 2nd century a.d. Musee Cuimet. Paris.

684. INDIAN. ELLURA. Representation of Mount Kailasa, the

summit of which is the residence of Siva and his sakti, Parvati; the

demon Ravana tries to lift the divine mountain. Carving in high

relief from the Kailasanath. Kashtrakuta style. 8th century A.D.

(the enclosures) and supporting in its midst the world

mountain, the habitat of the divinity (the sanctuary). The

disposition is also that of the magic diagrams {mandala)

which in Buddhism are used in initiation and as an

incitement to prayer.

This plan corresponds to the plans (also wholly

theoretical) of the standard town and of the family dwel-

ling, which embody the same idea of a more or less

inaccessible centre surrounded by courtyards and en-

closures and hidden, as it were, within successive layers of

wrappings in the manner of an embryo.
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Where the palace contained the throne of the monarch,

the sanctuary held the statue, the symbol of the god.

There was thus an analogy between the god and the

monarch, which the latter sought, by various ritual means,

to emphasise: the statue might reproduce the monarch's

features, or its weight or proportions might correspond to

those of the king's person, while a double name, his own
coupled with that of the god, might be conferred upon
the king at his consecration. This identity was still further

accentuated by the fact that the statue was surrounded by

the same attentions as the monarch: it was fanned, bathed,

anointed, clothed and adorned. It received offerings of

food, it was carried about in a litter and, on certain

occasions, was even pushed in a swing.

The temple resembled a town not only in plan but also

by reason of its multitude of residents, visitors and trades-

people; besides the passing pilgrims, there were the

priests who officiated in the chapels and the sanctuary, the

temple servitors whose multiple functions were enumer-
ated in the acts of foundation, the sacred female dancers

for the god's entertainment, the musicians, the motley

crowd out of doors of beggars and vendors selling

garlands of flowers and pious objects of every sort.

According to texts, the most active temples thus main-

tained an establishment of from 10,000 to 20,000 people;

supplies and manufactured articles for them all reached

impressive figures which could not be met entirely out

of the establishment's own resources, though these were

sometimes considerable since the temple owned enormous
agricultural concerns (200 villages or more, exempt from
tax because of their sacred character). The often very

substantial subsidies came from royal donations and gifts

from rich and devout merchants; moreover, the monarch
periodically donated food and clothes, and the more
solemn of these almsgivings, which took place every five

years, emptied the royal treasury for the benefit of both

the religious bodies and the common people.

The religious mission of the artist

The art of India derives its quality of nobility from its

sacred function of reflecting a composite world in which
animals, men and gods constitute integral parts of the same
cosmic whole. The architect and the sculptor therefore

have a superior mission, which they cannot adequately

fulfil unless they possess the required technical skill and
the necessary erudition to make complete artists of them,
and also the moral qualities to maintain them in a kind of

state of grace: in order to perform the ritual (puja) which
precedes the creation of a work of art, they must be pure

in heart. When the work is finished, the priests perform
a ceremony of consecration which confers a divine nature

on the sanctuary or image. By 'opening the eyes' of a statue

- that is, by simulating the insertion of its pupils — and
by giving it a name (nama), the priest effectually gives

it life, for a name creates form (rupa); the name is that

of the donor coupled with that of the divinity, the two
being thus identified.

The anonymity of the Indian artist seems to spring

largely from this concept of art: the architect or sculptpr

is effaced before his work, which is endowed by the priest

who consecrates it with an independent and sacred life of

its own while the artist is merely the superior instrument
through whose agency it came into existence. Few works
are signed, but the names of a few artists have been trans-

mitted by tradition. In fact, the artist would have little

reason to desire to be remembered by posterity, since the

belief in the transmigration of souls renders the vanity of

individuality obvious and leads the believer to aspire

instead to break the bondage such vanity constitutes.

This belief also explains the contempt for dates and
history sometimes shown by the Indians of early times; to

a people who hved in the hope of a cessation of the con-

tinuity of rebirths, time — in the rationalist Western
sense — was of no more account than individuality.

Relying on ritual and tradition, the idea of 'art for art's

sake' never occurring to him, and only accounting himself

glorious in the realisation of the ideal of a perfect canoni-

cal work, the Indian artist contributes anonymously to the

collective work which constitutes the grandeur of Indian

art. This collective character stands out in the art of all

the schools it has been possible to distinguish; there is,

indeed, such cohesion that it requires all the art historian's

perspicacity to trace the evolution of the style in any

given region. Each school in fact forms a separate entity

in which a few individual concepts are allied to traditions

common to all the different schools. Whereas icono-

graphical requirements and certain decorative motifs

constitute a strong link between the schools, their styles

differ radically; it is by comparing these styles, with the

aid of a few dates (more often than not inaccurate, un-

fortunately), that we have been able to reconstitute the

evolution of Indian art.

The Buddhist tradition in art

A major problem arises in connection with this evolution:

that of the divergence or coUusion between Buddhist art

and art influenced by Brahmanism. Their common
characteristics are a priori undeniable, but here again we
are confronted with the paradoxical attitude typical of

Indian history. Throughout several centuries Buddhism
alone made use of the visual arts for religious purposes;

yet Buddhism was a latecomer compared to Brahmanism
which, originating from the Vedism of early India, was
far older and had by this time become an abstract religion:

founded strictly on sacrifice, it limited its teachings to the

initiated, who required neither icons nor imagery to

illustrate the symbolism of the ritual. Buddhism, in

contrast — a moral code illustrated with fables, as a re-

action to the stultifying laws imposed by Brahmanism —
was endowed with a missionary and didactic spirit and

regarded this imagery as a powerful means of acting upon
the receptivity of both neophytes and devotees. Further-

more, whereas Brahmanism, which is an individual

religion, was content with an ephemeral and diminutive

altar. Buddhism, which is essentially a community re-

ligion, raised vast and permanent edifices for meeting

and communal prayer. These various factors doubtless

determined the flowering of a Buddhist art long before

the appearance of an art based on Brahmanism. JBut this

Buddhist art, original though it may have been, inevitably

derived its inspiration from existing traditions — that is,

from the traditions of Indianity; it thus started off

dependent upon the formulas adopted by Brahmanism,

since the latter was the very embodiment of Indianity at

this time.

The most striking example of this process is the stupa,

the most typical of Buddhist edifices (though also adopted

by Jainism), which in its most archaic form derived its

shape from that of the Vedic tomb (that is, from an

ordinary tumulus). A relief carving of one of these tombs.
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685. INDIAN. Representation of an archaic stupa. Detail of

a relief from the eastern gateway of Stupa 1 at Santhi.

on the eastern portal of Stupa 1 at Sanchi, is most re-

vealing: it shows a hemispherical dome (egg, or anda),

composed of layers of bricks or stones and surrounded by
a balustrade. This simple and unadorned structure,

divested of its funerary role and given the status of

a monumental memorial, was subsequently embellished

with various elements upon which the Buddhist texts

soon conferred a symbolic or legendary significance: the

solid, hemispherical dome was place on a square base and

surmounted by a balcony-like structure (harmika) with

a balustrade (vedika) around it, from which rose a shaft

bearing umbrellas (chatra). Finally, as with the tomb
represented on Stupa 1 at Sanchi, the whole thing was

surrounded by a balustrade having entrances which were

oriented according to the cardinal points and were often

adorned with tall ornamental gateways {torana) with

carved lintels. Whereas early Buddhism regarded this

disposition merely as the translation into architectural

terms of the Buddha's begging bowl turned upside down
on his folded robe and pierced through with his mendicant

monk's staff (an explanation at least plausible), mature

Buddhism read an elaborate symbolism into it, whose

elements can readily be traced back to Indian cosmology:

the umbrella shaft, deeply embedded in the dome of the

stupa, would correspond to the central pivot of Hindu

mythology; the dome itself would represent the cosmic

receptacle of the universal embryo, etc. Be this as it may,

the stupa has remained the most specifically Buddhist

work of architecture and has been transmitted to the

whole of Asia.

Outstripping Brahmanism and boldly innovating.

Buddhism developed a rich iconography. Though there

are perhaps a few examples of Brahmanic sculpture more

or less contemporary with the first Buddhist works in

stone, they are so small in number that during the first

four centuries of its evolution Indian art may safely be

defined as Buddhist. As a precursor in art. Buddhism had

to build up its own iconographic repertory and probably

even draw up the aesthetic laws best suited to express

this repertory. Buddhism brought to its art the peaceful

quality of its doctrine and the immense compassion which

it extended to all creation.

Sculpture and painting have set down Indian society

for posterity. They have also given us a whole assortment

of real and fantastic creatures whose forms the Indian

artists have always excelled at reproducing.

However, the principal personage did not figure in

these scenes until the end of the 1st or the beginning of

the 2nd century: the presence of the Buddha was merely

suggested by a few symbols readily understood by the

686. Right. Buddha of the Mathura school, from northern India.

Red sandstone. 2nd century A. D. Musie Guirnet, Paris.

faithful; this lacuna did not in the least mar the composi-

tion or the animation of the scenes, but when eventually

the Buddha's image was introduced, the composition

tended to become more rigorously symmetrical. The rep-

resentation of the Buddha constitutes the highlight of

the iconographic and aesthetic evolution of Buddhism,
though its origin is still a moot point. It may have

originated from Gandhara, the profoundly Hellenised

province of north-western India, or from the Mathura
school of 'Indian' India, and it would seem to have come
in response to a growing need of the faithful to worship

something more concrete than mere symbols; it might

also be the sign of a decline in the faith of the first cen-

turies of Buddhism, or perhaps merely the result of the

abrogation of certain laws against the representation of

the sacred. The fact remains that at one point Buddhist

art received a host of motifs originating from the Hellen-

istic repertory; though the majority of these motifs did

not survive in the aesthetic tradition of India itself.

Buddhism nonetheless derived great benefit from these

valuable acquisitions. The most complete and detailed

illustrations of the Buddhist legends were developed

in Gandhara and transmitted, with Buddhism, to all the

regions along the Silk Route.

Buddhist art maintained its lead up until the Gupta

period. Enjoying the patronage of the Buddhist rulers or

benefiting from a wide tolerance on the part of the Hindu

monarchs, and enriched materially by the generous

contributions of its wealthiest zealots and spiritually by

the piety of its monks. Buddhism attained its apogee

during this time; more and more sanctuaries, richly

decorated, were built; enormous universities grew up, of

which that at Nalanda, receiving several thousand stu-

dents each year from all over Asia, was one of the most

famous. Buddhist activity continued to spread far and

wide: all along the Silk Route and throughout south-east

Asia its monks preached, settled, made converts and

created Buddhist colonies.

Later trends in Buddhism and the rise of Brahmanism

Meanwhile, Brahmanism (which henceforth took the

name of Hinduism) was soon to assert itself. Not that

anything in the nature of a religious war took place: apart

687. 6e/ow. Buddha in theGraeco-Buddhist

style, from Paitava. Schist. 3rd-4th cen-

turies A.D. Musie Cuimet, Paris.
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688. Left. Buddha in the Gupta style, from Mathura. Red sand-

stone. Sth century A. D. National Museum of India, New Delhi.

689. Right. Avalokitesvara. Bodhisattva of Compassion. Northern

school, Gupta style. Sth century ad. Indian Museum, Calcutta.

690. BARABUDUR. CENTRAL JAVA. Bas-relief showing the

future Buddha deciding on the life of an ascetic. He removes his

jewels and cuts off his hair, which the gods gather up to take to

the heavens. 9th century a.d.

from a few outbreaks of violence, the process was far

more one of slow osmosis. In effect. Buddhism was far

from having maintained its early emphasis on moral con-

duct rather than behef; from the beginning of the

Christian era it had undergone a schism which had
brought about profound changes in its concepts and which
led an increasing number of its adepts to practise an

emotional, even mystic, religion and to adopt a con-

tinually expanding pantheon; this new form of Buddhism
was called Mahayana. A sort of fusion subsequently took

place between Mahayana Buddhism and Hinduism, from
which there developed a separate religious form called

Tantrism that combined the extravagant characteristics

of late Buddhism with a number of Hindu themes. From
then on, the simple and straightforward spirit of early

Buddhism foundered on a formalism in which nothing
mattered any more except detailed attention to ritual.

Whereas there is no doubt that this religious evolution

influenced both iconography and the aesthetics, most
studies of the evolution of Indian art tend to disregard

the rehgious distinctions: we have been misled as much

by the often extremely close affinities of style as by the

uniformity in the choice of materials, in the use of tech-

niques and in the application of aesthetic principles.

However, if we stop to look for the most personal ele-

ments that each religious movement may have trans-

mitted through its artistic expressions, we shall perceive,

beneath this very real stylistic unity, the presence of

diverse tendencies which doubtless sometimes also re-

flect the taste of the period. Thus early and classic

Buddhism constantly retained its highly developed nar-

rative quahty, and to it we owe the majority of the

infinitely precious illustrations of the Buddhist legends

(the life of the Buddha, his previous incarnations or

Jatakas, edifying stories or avadanas, etc.), which were

one of its principal means of teaching. From the earliest

carved or painted images to the celebrated frescoes at

Ajanta, which constitute both its aesthetic apogee and
its swan song, Buddhist art built up a continuous tra-

dition characterised by a joyous and graceful simplicity

with undertones of a charming gravity, a predilection

for picturesque detail and the things of everyday life,

a warm humanity and absolutely nothing excessive.

Hinduism never managed to produce the same verve

in the illustration of its own legends and always inclined

towards the fantastic rather than the realistic. This was
probably because for 'primitive' Buddhism the Buddha
himself was a man and not a god, whereas Brahmanism
was endowed with somewhat artificial deities who, though

they could and did become incarnate at will, nevertheless

remained within the realm of mythology. In this con-

nection, schismatic Mahayana Buddhism and Tantrism

present the same peculiarity which, in both cases, may
be ascribed to the influence of Brahmanism: they filled

their pantheon with abstract divinities who were accept-

able for their symbolic virtues but were far removed

from the natural concepts of early Buddhism; they, too,

generally avoided narrative imagery and, if and when
they resorted to it, limited it to episodes with little or

nothing picturesque about them. This narrative quality

of early Buddhism, which was transmitted throughout

Asia by missionary activity, gave rise to remarkable mas-

terpieces, such as the relief carvings at Barabudur in Java

and the mural paintings in the caves of central Asia;

though inspired by Mahayana Buddhism, these retained

— allowing for the elapse of time — the quaUties of the

early Buddhist imagery.

To Buddhism's achievements must be added the adap-

tation of the architectural forms of timber-work to stone,

and their gradual transformation in accordance with its

own concepts and needs - a process of adaptation which

was practically one of veritable creation: its drive, whether

directed towards stupas, sanctuaries or monasteries, gave

rise to a magnificent flowering of monumental art. Start-

ing from a simple tumulus, the stupa gradually became

an imposing edifice surrounded by ornamental balus-

trades and faced with slabs of carved stone; it sometimes

attained considerable dimensions, as, for example, at

Amaravati. As to its construction, bricks were used for

the foundations and stone of good quaUty (marble or

sandstone) for the facing; the balustrades and gateways,

generally of carved stone uprights and lintels, were as-

sembled by means of tenon and mortise, a process which

doubtless demanded a labour of the utmost precision;

finally, the whole was covered with a layer of polychromed

and gilded stucco. The sanctuaries and monasteries.
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which were direct adaptations of the technique of timber-

work, also betray the attempt to achieve a grandly con-

ceived and brilliantly executed balanced disposition.

Their columns were ever more richly adorned, often

with motifs inspired by jewellery, and the capitals

which betray the influence of Achaemenian Persepolis —
were surmounted with carved groups; the sanctuaries

were ornamented with high friezes, their walls, pillars

and ceilings were covered with paintings and their facades

embellished with sculpture in high relief. Thus the tran-

sition from the early sanctuaries, with their sober, even

austere style, to the temples and monasteries of the

classical and post-classical periods, which though covered

with decoration yet preserved a setting worthy of the

masterpieces, was imperceptibly effected.

The construction of monumental icons, of which the

most celebrated examples are the colossal Buddhas of

Cave 26 at Ajanta (6th century) and those at Bamiyan,

in what is today Afghanistan (4th 5th centuries), must

also be attributed to Buddhism. As we shall see, this taste

for the colossal had its influence on Hindu art.

However, with the development of Mahayana a differ-

ent spirit seems to have grown up in the very midst of

Buddhism. The icon assumed paramount importance at

the expense of the whole narrative repertory; this change

is already perceptible in the Theravadin Buddhism of

the Gupta period: it produced (perhaps under the influ-

ence of Mahayana Buddhism and contemporary Brah-

manism) both ultra-severe images, classical to the point

of frigidity, and veritable 'litanies in stone', in which

the same personages were endlessly repeated, without

the slightest regard for aestheticism (7th - 8th centuries).

This tendency became more and more accentuated with

the rise of Tantrism and under the increasingly powerful

pressure of iconographic laws, which, by laying down

a whole vocabulary of gestures and attributes, progres-

sively sapped Indian art and reduced it to a quasi-me-

chanical production.

Dynamism and the colossal in Hindu art

The exuberance, dynamism and extravagance of Hin-

duism gradually prevailed over the Buddhist gentleness

and equihbrium. During the Gupta and post-Gupta

periods, however, the Buddhist rhythm persisted in Hindu

art, which maintained the same tranquil, even sUghtly

academic aestheticism; in fact, its images differed only

in iconographic detail from those of Buddhist art. Thus

the Pallava style, particularly well illustrated at Mamal-

lapuram (7th century), produced a beautiful array of

sculpture in high relief which, with its purity of line,

elongated forms and balanced attitudes, to some extent

perpetuated the Buddhist aesthetic. Above all, this Pallava

style retained something of the narrative quality that

was totally absent from the majority of the Hindu works

of this period: it is manifest in the pastoral in Krishna's

Cave, with its charming details - the cows being milked;

the mother with her child; the flautist - and especially

in the remarkable composition the Descent of the Ganges;

whereas this latter composition is pervaded and sustained

by an epic vitality, the direct observation of nature adds

a note of meditative sympathy closely akin to that which

constituted the charm of the preceding Buddhist art.

In fact, though, this is not the true character of Hindu

art. Two other tendencies appeared, both of which culmi-

nated between the 6th and 8th centuries, and both of

which developed in response to the need felt by Brah-

manism to emphasise the cosmic grandeur of the divinity:

a taste for the colossal, and a dynamism of form. By
aiming at the colossal, Hindu art was, one might think,

perhaps merely following the example of Buddhism;
however, though it derived its inspiration from gigantic

Buddhas which enjoyed a well-deserved reputation in

the Buddhist world, it turned out to be itself a past

master in this field. One of the earliest examples, the

striking Vishnu Varaha of Udayagiri, dates back to the

5th century; the amenable and benevolent majesty of

Buddhism is paralleled by the overwhelming impression

made by the disconcerting and implacable Hindu deity.

This impression is perhaps most powerful, in the realm

of sculpture, in such works as the celebrated Saivite

Trinity at Elephanta (6th century); this colossal bust,

which one can make out in the gloom of a partially

subterranean sanctuary through columns with massive

shafts and enormous capitals, is certainly calculated to

strike terror into the beholder. In less grandiose compo-

sitions the same taste for the cosmic and colossal is

betrayed by a certain artifice, which consists in estab-

lishing a total disparity between the protagonist, who is

immense, and the figurants, who are dwarfed in com-

parison; Buddhist art had resort to this same device

during the post-Gupta period.

At the same time, Hindu art produced compositions

dominated by diagonals, in which movement sometimes

attained to frenzy. The static quality of the god Vishnu,

who personified tranquillity, peace and patient antici-

pation, was counterbalanced by the god Siva, master of

the cosmic dance, and, for the representation of the

latter, plastic art achieved ~ as, moreover, did literature

— a magisterial note. The most beautiful examples are

the sculptures in the caves at EUura (7th 8th centuries);

here again the god is portrayed with cosmic grandeur

and his movements have the infallible balance which is

the heritage of all Indian art and which we also notice

in certain Vishnuite compositions, such as that repre-

senting the fight between the presumptuous monarch

and the god Vishnu in the form of king-lion. This dy-

namism remained characteristic of Hindu art, and, after

the 'mediaeval' period, it passed into popular iconography.
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Hinduism and architecture

Hinduism made its mark equally on architecture, for

which, not unnaturally, it drew its inspiration from

earUer formulas which Buddhism had adapted to stone

edifices. Of these, it rejected the stupa, which remained

characteristic of Buddhism and Jainism, but retained

the square cella with a peristyle and the elongated edifice

covered with a barrel roof. The square cella seems to

have appeared during the Gupta epoch and to have been

adopted indiscriminately by both Buddhism and Hin-

duism; it is to be seen in its simplest form at Sanchi

(Temple 17), where it is of diminutive size, is covered

with a flat roof and has a front porch with columns. It

was, however, to become a sanctuary of more ample

proportions, with the roof as the centre of interest. Fol-

lowing the system of evolution which Indian art has

never ceased to obey, the architects in effect raised suc-

cessive cornices above the cella proper, which, disposed

Uke stepped pyramids, formed a corbelled roof over the

edifice. Small replicas of the temple itself were placed

on the cornices. Though these storeys were at first of

a limited number, as in the small temple represented in

one of the frescoes in Cave 1 at Ajanta (6th century),

they were continually multiplied, and thus developed

the elevated roof of mature Hindu architecture.

This process constitutes one of the most typical features

of the laws of Indianity, and it reappears under different

aspects in various fields; it probably springs from the

Indians' deep respect for tradition and for the observance

of those treatises the majority of which are regarded as

part of the ritual and of the revealed texts. The prolific

multiplication of an element and the persistent repetition

of a motif bring to mind the litanies which ceaselessly

recur in sacred or canonical hterature. Through a period

of slow gestation, this process gradually modified the

outline of the temples and resulted in an entirely new
form whose succeeding stages of development can each
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be traced. The culminating point was reached only with

the monumental architectural works of the mediaeval

period.

The other types of temple were governed by the same
laws: above a square substructure rose a pyramidal roof

whose corners curved progressively inwards and were

adorned with a vertical succession of quoins in the shape

of bulbous pillows, called amalaka, after the name of

a fruit; above a rectangular substructure the roof retained

the barrel form, as in the rock architecture of the earliest

Buddhist sanctuaries; up to about the 7th century this

barrel form was curved at one end to form an apse; later,

the apsidal form was maintained only in the roof while

the substructure itself remained angular. For both types

of building the elevation of the monument was obtained

through the intercalation of an ever increasing number
of cornices between the body of the edifice — the cella

of the early period — and its roof: a polygonal cupola

above the square substructure and a barrel roof above

the elongated substructure.

India transmitted this process to the overseas territories

to which its influence extended. Thus, from the time

it penetrated the various Indianised kingdoms of the

Indo-Chinese peninsula and the Sunda Islands their

brick and stone architecture followed the same process.

The Khmer prasat, the Champa kalan and the Javanese

candi are all composed of a square cella supporting a pyr-

amidal roof whose various storeys are adorned with small

replicas of buildings. Each was elaborated from the same
basic elements and subsequently assumed an individual

aspect corresponding to the genius of the country: thus

in central Java, which was essentially Buddhist during

this period, the small replicas were of stupas. Although

numerous variations on the Indian prototypes were pro-

duced in these territories, all preserved the same sym-

bolism as in India. In effect, India exported not only

its aesthetic and sacred forms: the temple was generally

identified with the celestial habitation of the gods, the

sacred mountain which, translated into architecture, took

precisely the form of the stepped pyramid, as is confirmed

by numerous documents and in particular by the tympa-

num of the Khmer temple at Banteai Srei (third quarter

of the 10th century).

Under the impetus of local architects and sculptors,

a whole series of styles developed which, while related

to those of India, had an original accent: the style of

central Java, imbued with Buddhist serenity and equi-

hbrium; the Khmer style, which reached its peak during

the 12th and 13th centuries; the Champa style, which

represented Indian cvilture's most easterly advance in

Indo-China; the hybrid styles of Burma, Thailand and

the Malay peninsula.

Thus Indian culture constituted a vast ensemble which,

gradually building up in the course of centuries, has

spread far beyond the confines of India itself but has

nevertheless managed to preserve its coherence and unity,

thanks, no doubt, to India's individual concepts, accord-

ing to which art is an integral part of a spiritual, religious,

sociological and even political whole, without — as in

the West — any division into compartments. Indian art,

mirror of Indian civilisation, is an all-embracing art:

in order to be a painter or sculptor one must be versed

in the laws of choreography, hence in those of music,

itself related to words and to sound, a concept which

dates back to the beginning of time.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: Indian art

INDIA UP TO 1000 A.D.

History. Of the long period last-

ing from the disappearance of the

Indus valley civilisation, around
1500 or 1200 B.C., until the 3rd or

2nd century B.C., no positive ar-

tistic examples are at present

known. It was probably during

this period that the Aryans, who
had long inhabited Iran, slowly

spread into India, estabhshing an

already matured civilisation closely

related to that of Iran and summed
up in the Vedas, a vast literary

compilation that has constituted

the basis of the whole of the sub-

sequent evolution of Indian cul-

ture.

During the 6th century B.C. a

great religious movement spread

through Aryan India; two new re-

ligions appeared, Jainism and
Buddhism. The latter — founded

at Magadha by a prince of the

family of Sakyas, who came from
the borders of Nepal — was the

first to produce works of art, thus

providing the stimulus for the

development of other religious

arts. However, its artistic mani-

festations only date from about the

3rd century B.C., the period in

which, a few years after Alexander

the Great's passage through the

Indus region, the first imperial

dynasty of India, that of the Maur-
yas, was founded. It was thanks

to the patronage of Asoka, the

most famous of the Maurya em-
perors (274 or 268 - 237 or 232 B.C.),

who became converted to Bud-
dhism, that the first Buddhist mon-
uments were built. When this

dynasty broke up, around 184 B.C.,

the political power was again

divided though the artistic tradi-

tion was maintained, first by the

Sungas and then by the Kanvas.
A new and fertile period, lasting

from about the end of the 1st

century B.C. until the 4th century
A.D. witnessed a fever of commer-
cial activity which opened up the

way for cultural and artistic ex-

changes between East and West.

The political situation at this time

was somewhat confused: in the

north-west the Greek conquerors,

organised in satrapies, had largely

been replaced by Scythians; in the

south-east an indigenous kingdom,
that of the Andhras, was set up.

In the course of the 1st and 2nd
centuries A.D. a powerful empire

was established by a profoundly

Iranised people who had originally

come from MongoUa; the imperial

Kushan Dynasty reigned from the

Oxus to the Ganges plain, residing

at Mathura and at Kapisa. Its

greatest emperor, Kanishka, who
became converted to Buddhism,
gave a tremendous impetus to

Buddhist art. It was at this time

that Western influence — Roman
and Iranian — most forcefully

asserted itself, giving rise to,

Bamiyan*

KASHMIR
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among others, the Graeco-Bud-
dhist and Irano-Buddhist styles,

whose schools have been located

in Afghanistan and Chinese Tur-
kestan (see Chapter 6). Mean-
while, the Andhras had created a

southern Buddhist style which also

showed traces of Roman influence,

due to the existence of commercial
centres on the south-eastern coast.

The Gupta Dynasty, the second
indigenous and imperial dynasty of

India, was founded in about 320.

It came to an end in about 470,

after having given such an impetus

to Indian culture in all its branches

that the latter continued to flourish

long after the Gupta Dynasty itself

had disappeared, engendering suc-

cessive Buddhist and Brahmanic
styles up to 1000 a.d.: the Pala-

Sena style of Bengal (8th - 12th

centuries) and the Maharashtra

(6th -8th centuries), Pallava (7th

century) and Chalukya (7th 8th

centuries) styles, etc. All had
tremendous repercussions on the

countries of south-east Asia, and

their traces are to be found from

Indo-China to the East Indies as

far as Borneo.

The invasion, during the 5th

century, of the Huns, who pene-

trated as far as the Ganges basin,

had put an end to the hegemony
of the Guptas and had caused a

fresh crumbUng of the local dy-

nasties; that of the Moslems, who
appeared at the north-western

frontiers at the beginning of the

8th century, heralded a progressive

disintegration of the indigenous

power. Gradually gaining all the

northern provinces, the advancing

Islamic wave drove Indian tradi-
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694. INDIAN. ELLURA. Vishnu in the

form of a man-lion fighting the presump-

tuous monarch. Chalukya style. 7th

century a.d.

tion to the south, where it con-
tinued an almost sealed-off exist-

ence; its internal evolution resulted

in the development of various new
styles which became manifest as

from the beginning of the 11th

century.

Architecture. From the appear-

ance of the first monuments in

durable materials during the 3rd
and 2nd centuries B.C., it may
readily be inferred that the previ-

ous architecture was essentially the

technique of timber-work in rock;

the caves which were converted
into sanctuaries thus perpetuated,

to the supreme good fortune of the

archaeologist, the aspect of perish-

able and probably earlier construc-

tions. This rock architecture was
of two principal types: the sanctu-

aries or chaityas and the monas-
teries or viharas. The former —
which are apparently the older —
were characterised by a facade
pierced by a vast horseshoe-shaped
arch, and by a nave in the form
of an apse lined with columns
[693] .The monasteries were square,
with cells and one or more chapels
opening out around them and with
a columned porch in front. These
two architectural types slowly
evolved; the horseshoe arch {kudu)
was modified and transformed, be-
coming stylised, and the columns
and the friezes above them were
gradually covered with decoration
[693, 697]. Supported on a bulb-
ous base, the columns had bell-

shaped capitals which were proba-
bly of PersepoUtan origin and
which, from about the 1st century
B.C. onwards, were surmounted by
a group of two animals back to

back, a motif that was perpetuated
throughout several centuries.

Towards the 4th century, that is,

with the development of the Gupta
style, free-standing architecture

was no longer executed only in

wood, but also in brick and stone;

rock and wooden architecture con-

tinued to coexist and to evolve.

Although perpetuated as late as

the 8th century (it is still to be seen

at Mamallapuram) the apsidal plan

had become almost an archaism by
this time and was only rarely used
for stone buildings; it was soon
completely abandoned, but its

barrel roof was retained and
adopted, during the following

period, for the monumental gate-

way-towers (gopura) of certain

temples.

The square plan underwent an
infinite number of variations, de-

termined by the period and region,

and, having been used in numerous
sanctuaries in India [682], was
diffused throughout south-east

Asia, serving as the prototype for

the great Khmer, Champa and
Javanese temples. Between the 6th

and 8th centuries a pyramidal roof

with inward-curving corners ap-

peared, also above a square sub-

structure [692]; this type under-
went an incredible development
during the mediaeval period and,

like the storeyed pyramid type,

reappeared in Java and in the

Indo-China of the Khmers.
There is one special type of

monument: the Buddhist and Jain

stupa, derived from a funeral

mound, started out as, and re-

mained until about the 2nd century
B.C., a simple brick dome placed

on a square base. The most famous
stupas are those at Bharhut, Sanchi
and Bodh Gaya. During the time
of the Kushans and Andhras, from
the 1st and 2nd centuries, they
sometimes covered a considerable

surface area: that at Amaravati was
over 1600 feet in diameter. The
outUne of the stupa became modi-
fied in the course of the centuries:

the hemispherical dome tended to

assume a globular form while the

base was progressively elevated;

during the 3rd and 4th centuries

the vertical elongation of the mon-
ument was accentuated, and it

gradually lost its original aspect.

The building was bulbous or cam-
paniform from the Gupta epoch
onwards, and it was under this

aspect that it was transmitted to

south-east Asia, where it assumed
the shape of a tower surmounted
by a high spire which may be re-

garded as a multiplication of the

unique umbrella which had once
surmounted the pavilion on the

dome. The stupa also arrived

under a deformed aspect in the

regions along the Silk Route and
in Tibet, where it continued its

evolution and where it has been
perpetuated to the present day

[685, 695].

Sculpture. The role of sculpture

is paramount in the art of India,

and we may even go so far as to

say that, in the case of rock archi-

tecture, it took the place of archi-

tectural technique. Generally exe-

cuted in stone — though some-
times also in terra cotta, wood,
metal or ivory — it can be divided

into two main categories: sculpture

in the round for the icons in sanc-

tuaries or other consecrated build-

ings and for the images of the most

important divinities; relief carving,

which was used to illustrate the

innumerable pious legends.

The sculpture in the round of

the Maurya period, apart from a

few quite distinctive statuettes, was

characterised by the ponderosity of

its form, the stiffness of its outline

and the massive aspect of the per-

sonage represented; though the

understanding of the third dimen-

sion was still rudimentary, the

regard for detail already foreshad-

owed the consummate finish which
was subsequently to reach the

height of perfection; huge statues

of male and female figures, found

at Parkham, Mathura and Besna-

gar, were produced, together with

representations of animals, the

latter already equalling those of

later epochs.

From the 2nd century B.C. on-

wards, noticeable progress was

made: though the pose remained

rigid, the outline softened and the

modelling became more fluent in
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the rendering ul the suppleness of

flesh; the decorative sense became
accentuated, especially in the nar-

rative relief carvings. The latter,

which were entirely Buddhist dur-

ing this period, mainly adorned the

balustrades and gateways of the

stupas; their perspective was still

somewhat elementary, consisting

of a vertical superposition of the

different planes, but they were rich

in descriptive verve. The best style

of this period was that of Bharhut,

in which despite the stylisation

of the animals, the simplicity of the

gestures and the homeliness of the

scenes the mastery over the

material is manifest. From this

style developed that of Stupa 1 at

Sanchi (c. 1st century A.D.), better

composed and with more skilful

perspective, in which the different

planes were made to overlap to

give the impression of depth [680].

In round sculpture, the artists were

still hesitant about the rendering

of profile, but were soon to become
perfectly able to make their figures

"revolve' in space.

This art reached maturity during

the period of transition (2nd 4th

centuries) which followed and
which was represented by three

main Buddhist schools, clearly

contemporary, but with divergent

'climates': in the north-west, the

Graeco-Buddhist style; in the

north, the Mathura school; in the

south-east, the Amaravati school.

Graeco-Buddhist (Gandhara) art,

located in the Punjab, in Afgha-

nistan and in Turkestan, but

flourishing particularly in the Pesh-

awar region, represented a mar-

ginal manifestation of Indian art

proper (see Chapter 6). Appearing
about the 1st century A.D., it seems

to have survived as late as the 7th

or 8th centuries in certain regions,

notably in Kashmir. It is perhaps

to this school that we owe the first

representation of the Buddha.
Strongly marked by Hellenistic

influence, Graeco-Buddhist art de-

veloped an abundant iconography

on the literary themes of Bud-

dhism, together with a type of

symmetrical composition, both of

which were adopted by contempo-
rary Indian art.

The Mathura school (1st- 3rd

centuries) had more charm: instead

of the bluish or greenish schist of

Gandhara, it worked in the local

reddish sandstone; the acquisitions

of the Bharhut and Sanchi styles

were not forgotten: the balance of

the volumes, the harmony of line,

the suppleness of the attitudes and
gestures and the youthfulness of

the subjects all derived from previ-

ous experience; this school was

characterised by the fullness of its

female forms, the robust but
flexible grace, the modelling sim-
plified but without convention-
alism, the joyous expression of the
faces, and, here and there, the

unmistakable traces of lasting Iran-

ian influence [683, 686].

The Amaravati school (2nd -

4th centuries) revealed a very
different spirit which, with an
effervescent quality that sometimes
bordered on decadence, already

foreshadowed the Gupta aesthetic.

The compositions were mannered:
the use of the circle and of diagon-
als attests to an advanced science

of schematic design. The forms
were elongated and were animated
by a balanced dynamism and a

graceful languor.

This transitional period showed
variety not only in its aesthetic

aspects but also in the materials

used and in the dimensions of the

art which was produced: the latter

ranged from the extreme refine-

ment (and yet power) of the ivories

unearthed at Begram, the ancient

Kapisa [678], to the monumental
rock-carvings in high reUef at Karli

and Kanheri.

The Gupta style (4th 5th cen-

turies) represented a sort of com-
pletion of the preceding evolution,

a halt in classicism. Brahmanic art,

which had appeared during the 1st

or 2nd century, became a rival to

Buddhist art but adhered to more
or less the same aesthetic. Its icons

constituted its most academic ex-

pression and were, at the same
time, a synthesis of the plastic

qualities of the period; the often

exquisite lines of the bodies, the

softness of the modelling and the

balance of the movements gave the

figures a somewhat frigid aspect

which was redeemed by the youth-

ful and charming smile. The mo-
nastic simphcity of the Buddhas _

[688] contrasted with the princely

costumes and jewellery of the

Brahmanic divinities [689], which

were henceforth as numerous as

the divine beings of Buddhism.

A very different spirit emanates

from the relief carvings, in which

the narrative verve of the previous

periods was perpetuated; however,

the taste for picturesque detail gave

way before a more-highly developed

sense of composition: the sculptors

had become increasingly aware of

the monumental and architectural

role of the decorative relief carving.

This tendency was to be master-

fully expressed during the following

period, particularly at Mamallapu-

ram and Ellura.

The post-Gupta style, perpetu-

ated long after the disappearance

of the dynasty, did not maintain

quite the high standard previously-

attained; the forms became ponder-

ous, and the artistic production as

a whole was heavy. However, a

genuine grandeur emanates from
the vast mural compositions, exe-

cuted principally at Ajanta, Ele-

phanta, Mamallapuram and Ellura

(6th 8th centuries): the potenti-

alities of the monumental relief

carving, which was more specifi-

cally a product of Brahmanic art,

were exploited to the full. One of

the most beautiful examples is the

celebrated Descent of the Ganges,

at Mamallapuram (7th century), in

which the Pallava aestheticism,

heir to that of the Gupta period,

recaptured all the narrative verve

of past epochs [691). The cold

elegance of this style was offset

by the art of the Chalukyas at

Ellura (7th 8th centuries), which
developed an astonishing energy

and yet preserved a perfect equi-

librium [694). Meanwhile, Bud-
dhist art slowed down in de-

velopment and became confined to

the north-east (Bengal), where it

was to be an art more of virtuosi

than of creative artists; it steadily

degenerated, and it was no longer

produced in India after the begin-

ning of the 13th century.

696. INDIAN. AJAMTA. Facade of Cave
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Painting. Apparently contempo-
rary with the earliest monuments
of historical India, mural painting

was already at an advanced stage

by the time the art of relief carving

was beginning to develop at Bharut

and Sanchi (2nd century B.C. 1st

century A.n.). As far as one can

judge, its progress over the cen-

turies paralleled perhaps even

led that of relief carving, as is

amply proved by the frescoes con-

temporary with the Amaravati

style (c. 2nd century), found at

Ajanta (Cave 10). It reached the

most beautiful stage in its develop-

ment during the Gupta and post-

Gupta periods, in the outstanding

series at Ajanta (Caves 1, 2, 6, 9,

10, 11, 16, 17, 19 and 22), which
constitutes the culminating point

of mural painting in India. With
the subtlety of the compositions,

the precision of line, the beauty of

the forms and the patent mastery

and inherent refinement it betrays,

it remains a universal masterpiece

[664]. Composition tends to be

circular; in it, under a highly elab-

orated form, is visible the form
of composition which has con-

stantly prevailed in India and
whose mystic significance can be

traced back to the mandala, or

magic diagram, which was assigned

a place of honour in evolved Bud-
dhism. In the complex perspective

used at Ajanta, an extremely subtle

compromise is reached between

normal optic distortion and the

empirical knowledge of objects;

there is, however, nothing in the

way of a perspective foreshortening

of distant objects, and the aspect

of profusion that characterises

these compositions, in which the

hierarchic importance of the figures

outweighs all other considerations,

is thereby accentuated.

Paintings of the same period are

to be found on other sites: Sigiriya

(Ceylon, 5th 6th centuries?),

Bagh (Gwahor, 6th century?),

Sittanavasal (eastern Deccan, 6th

century), Badami (Maharashtra,

7th century ?), etc. Each site pre-

sents a different style, generally less

elaborate than that of Ajanta.

The technique applied in these

mural paintings resembles that of

tempera; when the fresco was com-
pleted, the mural was gone over

a secco (further colour was applied

to the set plaster); the different

stages were carried out in more or

less the same order, but the in-

gredients used (composition of the

mortar and the plaster, and vegeta-

ble colours which ill withstood the

chemical precipitate of the wall

preparation) were defective. The
outline was traced with a piece of

charcoal on the dry plaster and
gone over with a paintbrush dipped
in red ochre; in some cases the

technique of pouncing was used,

but more often the composition is

marked by great freedom. The

697. INDIAN. AJANTA. Interior of Cave 1. 6th century A. D

actual painting began with a white
or green undercoat over which the

final colours were applied, while
the details were added a secco at

the end. The painters' palette

varied from place to place; that of

Ajanta was the richest and included
yellow and red ochre, pigments
ranging from bistre to black, an
opaque white, several greens, blue
and violet. The brushes were made
of animal hair, which varied ac-

cording to their thickness. This art

of mural painting seems to have
been at its most beautiful between
the 5th and 7th centuries, after

which it deteriorated.

Minor arts. Both metal-work and
carving in wood and ivory have
always enjoyed a great vogue in

India. From before the Christian

era, Indian iron-work had a repu-
tation which spread to Iran, Greece
and even Egypt; by about the 4th

century this technique had attained

such a high degree of perfection

that the Indians were able to work
volumes of iron greater than any
European foundry could have
handled before 1850. As to pre-

cious metals, proofs ofthe gold- and
silversmiths' skill in transforming

these into jewellery [675] and such
objects as statuettes, reliquaries,

imperial plate, etc., abound, those

of the Gupta epoch being particu-

larly elegant. The Kushan and
Gupta coins are beautifully minted.

Wood, as we have seen, was the

basic material for architecture and
its decoration; though the Indian

climate has destroyed all the ori-

ginals, the copies in stone attest to

the continued use of wood for

building. A few rare specimens
have, however, survived, such as

certain wooden structtxres still

adhering to the walls of various

rock sanctuaries.

Ivory, which was much sought

after, was incorporated into the

decoration of furniture and even

into monumental sculpture. The
existence as early as the 1st century

of guilds of ivory-workers has been
established, and the mirror-handle

found during the excavations at

Pompeii would seem to prove that

their skill was widely recognised

outside India. J. and R. Hackin's

discovery at Begram (ancient Ka-
pisa) in 1937 and 1939-40, of

wooden chairs and stools inlaid

with plaques of carved and engraved
open-work and painted ivory,

has enabled us to judge, piece in

hand, the accomplishment of the

technique and the beauty of the

workmanship [678]. This art has

continued in the different regions

of India to this day.

Jeannine Auboyer



CHINA AND ITS DEVELOPMENT FROM THE
HAN TO THE T'ANG DYNASTIES Maddeme Paul-David

With the Han Dynasty China forcefully renewed its own

culture, laying the definitive foundations of its art and

crystallising its concept of and outlook on the world. The

arrival of Buddhism, which came from India by way of

Turkestan and later continued on to Korea and Japan,

resulted in close relations with India.

THE BIRTH OF HUMANISM
In the 1st millenium B.C. there was a continuation of the

slow colonisation which would bring the Chinese from

the banks of the Huang Ho (the Yellow River) to the

Mongohan plateau and southern Manchuria, as well as

to the Yangtze and to the Canton region beyond.

The evolution of Chinese civilisation

Chinese civilisation, which had its beginnings on the

borders of the high loess plateaux and the great northern

plain, gradually spread beyond its narrow boundaries and

radiated over vast expanses, becoming enriched with

a variety of extraneous elements on its way.

Towards the 5th century B.C., through Chinese contact

with the nomads of the north, the animal motifs which

around the year 1000 had spread from An-yang as far as

southern Siberia, were reintroduced into China in the

elaborated form they had evolved under Western in-

fluence especially that of the Siberian art of Tagar.

During its progress towards the south, Chinese civili-

sation encountered local cultures from which it adopted

new elements that it rapidly transformed. This is an

aspect of Chinese civilisation that has long been neglected

due to the absence of archaeological documentation.

Research carried on over the past few years in the

southern provinces has, however, revealed the importance

of their contribution to the common heritage. Hitherto

unknown techniques subsequently appeared in northern

China, such as the use of lacquer and precious materials

- ivory, pearls, silver and wood, which abounded in the

Chou country on either side of the Yangtze and in the

opulent Wu and Yu kingdoms estabhshed along the

httoral, whose fleets traded with south-east Asia. The

Chinese horizon was widened by the discovery of this

new world, and the magic and religious practices of the

populations newly drawn into its orbit were not unrelated

to the remarkable development of Chinese thought be-

tween the 6th and 3rd centuries B.C.

Likewise from the beginning of the 5th century, rela-

tions with the West were established for the first time in

north-western China. The Achaemenid empire was then

consolidating its supremacy over the eastern Iranian

peoples and expanding southwards to the Punjab, in

India, and northwards to Sogdiana and Bactria terri-

tories which had constituted the easternmost limits of

Alexander's conquest, during the 4th century B.C. From

this time on, caravans began to transport merchandise

through the Tarim basin as far as Liang Chou, the door-

way to China and the terminal point of the Chinese

boat traffic on the Yellow River. Along this forerunner

of the Silk Route, the Indian merchants transmitted

Western techniques to China (that of glass-making, for

instance, which was practised from the 5th century

onwards), and would subsequently introduce Buddhism;

in particular, they brought to China their crude and often

fanciful knowledge of the geography of western Asia and

of the roads leading to it, but also more precise informa-

tion, needed by travellers, on astronomy (or astrology),

and, after the beginning of the 4th century, following the

Hellenic advance, the rudiments of mathematics and

geometry. This new knowledge, which the Chinese

assimilated and compared with their own ideas, awakened

them to an awareness of the universe and led them to

define their often very ancient and still vague concepts in

a more systematic fashion. It was during this period that

the space-time relationships were estabhshed around the

five elements (water, fire, wood, metal, earth), to which,

in turn, were associated the five directions (north, south,

east, west, centre), the four seasons, the five notes of the

scale and the five colours. It was also at this time that

a definition was estabhshed of yang and yin, ancient

terms rich in diverse associations, male and female

principles, darkness and Ught, and moisture and dryness,

whose harmonious alternation and succession created

the Tao, the universal rhythm.

While speculations on the universe constituted the

main theme of the thinkers' inquiries, the study of man

as such and of man in relation to society was also begin-

ning to take shape. From the 8th to the 3rd centuries B.C.

the rival lords fought to estabhsh their hegemony and to

oust the house of Chou, whose authority was weakening.

They were on the lookout for any systems or recipes which

would guarantee them victory. How should a ruler com-

port himself? In accordance with the dictates of reason

and the rites whose efficacy, proved by long usage, would

procure the satisfaction of heaven, the supreme arbiter,

and the favourable progress of terrestrial affairs, repUed

Confucius; with the saintliness obtained through perfect

communion with the Tao through the contemplation of

and concentration on self which enable man to dominate

the universe, said Lao-tse and Chuang-tzu; in accordance

with the law and by the equitable distribution of rewards

and punishments, declared the legahsts who helped the

Ch'in state to consolidate its power and triumph over its

rivals. That which befits the ruler equally befits the

subject ' a social animal for Confucius, an individual

isolated in the midst of the universe according to Lao-tse;

and the precepts for good government thus rapidly be-

came philosophical systems and methods of education.

The joint discovery of the world and man and of their

mutual relations explains on the one hand the birth of

humanism and on the other the part played by the natural

elements in the poetry and art of China.

The fundamental role of the Han Dynasty

With Ch'm Shih Huang Ti, the first August Emperor,

the turbulent and fertile period of the Warring States came

to an end. In the place of local diversity he created
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a united China and laid the foundations of the vast

empire of the eighteen provinces, whose boundaries,

established by his offices, would henceforth remain im-

mutable, despite the transient encroachments of 'bar-

barian' usurpers. A great empire-builder, Ch'in Shih

Huang Ti has remained, in the eyes of the traditionalist

Chinese, the standard type of iconoclast. In order to

consolidate his work of unification he had to battle with

the forces of retrogression and the partisans of archaic

rites, and he therefore ordered the destruction of every

book, with the exception of technical works, intending

by this means to sever the new China from a past which

he wished to see ended. His death led to the rapid down-
fall of the first imperial dynasty; however, after some
years of struggle Liu Pang, a soldier of fortune of peasant

origin who founded the Han Dynasty and resumed the

work of his predecessor with a little more leniency,

ensured the 'recreated' empire four centuries of peace

(206 B.C. -220 A.D.).

With law and order re-established, the new power had

to be endowed with a spiritual and intellectual framework,

and the Chinese proceeded to an inventory of their

cultural riches. In this work of reconstruction the lion's

share fell to the disciples of Confucius, who, in rewriting

the classics, adapted the master's teaching to their own
ideas and created Confucianism. Educators by tradition,

it was also they who were called upon to direct the great

imperial university, where they dispensed the education

necessary to a respectable man: the scholarship required

for the examinations which were the means of access to

the service of the state. Thus a new class arose — that of

the scholars who, regardless of which dynasty was in

power, were to preside over the destiny of the empire

right up to its fall. Not only the classics, but geography

with the Shan Hai King, history with the Annals, edited

during the 2nd century B.C. by Ssu-ma Ch'ien, and poetry,

enriched with the fu (the elegy), created during the 4th

century B.C. in the Chou country, assumed their definitive

forms during the Han epoch — forms that were to remain

the models from which later writers drew their inspiration.

The culture of this period, which reconciled a past that

was in fact largely misunderstood with the ideas newly

acquired over the preceding centuries, has remained the

basis of all Chinese thought up to modern times.

What is true of Han culture is also true of Han art,

which, proceeding directly from the style of the Warring
States, played a double role. In the first place it trans-

mitted to posterity the heritage of the past, a heritage

whose significance had been more or less forgotten by
this time but which, from a formal point of view, had
retained such power that it has been perpetuated in the

decorative repertory to this day. Secondly it created, with

the help of elements collected from all over the empire,

a style which has constituted the solid framework for all

subsequent developments. In this synthesis are reflected

the cosmological, philosophical and religious ideas which,

as we have seen, had taken shape in the course of the

preceding centuries. Like the decoration of mediaeval

cathedrals, Han art was a summing-up: an encyclopedia

of time and space, a mirror of history and nature; as

E. Chavannes put it, abandoning the abstract forms which
had dominated Shang and Chou art, it took its symbols
from reality. Thus, the four cardinal points were rep-

resented by the White Tiger of the West, the Green
Dragon of the East, the Red Bird of the South and the
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Black Warrior of the North, the last a tortoise fighting

with a snake. These symbols were portrayed on mirrors,

outlined on funerary stones and magnificently carved on
the pillars in front of the sepulchres in Szechwan province.

A mirror of history, the art of the Han epoch set out,

in accordance with the principles of Confucianist ethics,

to encourage virtue by illustrating the noble deeds of the

men of ancient times and to render vice odious by evoking

their crimes. These were the chosen themes of the paint-

ings that adorned the imperial palaces and of which only

the texts have preserved any record, though they are

echoed in the carved stone slabs of the funeral chambers

set up before the tombs of important personages in

Shantung and Honan. The Search for the Tripod of Yu,

the palladium of the house of Chou, which was thrown

into a river after the downfall of the dynasty, is a good

example of these edifying representations: the tripod,

emerging from the water, immediately falls back again

thanks to a dragon who comes up out of the river and

cuts the cord holding it. This miraculous intervention

proved the unworthiness of Ch'in Shih Huang Ti, who
had ordered a search for this treasure whose possession

would ensure his power; by depriving him of it, heaven

was manifesting its disapproval of this man whom the

Confucianists regarded as a usurper.

A mirror of nature, art drew its inspiration from popular

imagination and from the Taoist legends. In the World of

the Waters, superimposed registers of fishes undulate

amid waves; in the World of the Airs, divinities personi-

fying the forces of nature are outlined amid clouds.

698, 699. The Search for the Tripod of Yu ; 6e/ow. The World

of the Airs. CHINESE. EASTERN HAN. Carved stone slabs from

the tomb of Wu Liang Tzu.
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The art of the Han epoch thus reveals the two aspects

of Chinese art that spring from the twofold tendency

which animates Far Eastern thought: the Confucianist

tendency, which is edifying, moralistic and founded

essentially on man, and the Taoist tendency, which is

mystic and poetic and is associated with magic and the

phenomenal and which gave birth to Chinese landscape

painting. In the still fluid society of the new empire these

two tendencies intermingled and overlapped, the edifying

tendency being manifest mainly in official art, which can

be reconstituted from contemporary texts, and the mystic

and magical tendency showing up mainly in decorative

art, preserved in the tombs whose interior ornamentation

and furnishings recreate the life of the period.

Although resolutely realistic and narrative, the Han
style did not evade the laws which seem to have governed

the art of China from its inception. The tendency towards

abstraction and stylisation of forms, only the essential

lines of which are retained, pervades it throughout. But

the forms are animated by a new vitality, the very keen

sense of cosmic movement, basis of the unity of creation,

expressed in the concepts of the period. Both man and

animals are captured in the attitude that best conveys

their being, and the supple and undulating line describing

them is part of the rhythm of life. This trend had already

been apparent in the art of the period of the Warring

States, in which two styles are distinguishable. The one

displays motifs inherited from the past; beribboned

dragons with heads of fehnes or birds, and spirals

dominated by an extremely forceful rhythm which twists

the forms into a subtle pattern of curves and counter-

curves. However, alongside these stylised motifs more

realistic forms appeared; as we have already noted in

Chapter 4, the animal suddenly made its appearance in

Chinese art, replacing the fantastic beast. Goats and

felines engraved in relief were distributed in superimposed

registers over the bronze ritual wine vessels known as hu.

All alternation of curves and counter-curves is gone from

their impetuous round, which is dominated solely by the

internal rhythm of the diverse animal forms. It was this

second style that became general in Han times.

The new iconography: man, animals and landscape

The practical nature of the Han artists is attested by the

fact that animals, whether mythical or real, always have

a realistic appearance and that the supernatural world

seems to participate in everyday life.

The differentiations are mainly inherent in the different

techniques, as is evident from a comparison of a horse

which stands at the tomb of Ho Ch'u-ping (who died

in 117 B.C.), whose form barely emerges from the stone,

with the same animal cast in bronze. Both are of the

squat MongoUan breed, with short, broad heads; both

have been treated in the same style: the volume is dealt

with as a whole without regard for detail or the accidental,

and the different planes are melted into a harmonious

mass a synthetic form, but one which expresses the

animal's very essence. While the first horse is heavier and

reveals a still tentative craft, the second is the product of

a venerable technique in which the Chinese were past

masters. The silhouetted form has, however, always

remained more vivacious: carved in stone, modelled in

clay, engraved in bronze or painted on lacquer, it ex-

presses, through the sheer power of line, the intimate

knowledge of the animal world that characterises Han art.

700. CHINESE. EASTERN HAN (25-220 A.D.). Pleasure pavilion.

Funerary terra cotta. Cernuschi Museum, Paris.

701. CHINESE. HAN. Stone sculpture from the tomb of Ho

Ch'u-ping (d. 117 B.C.) in Shansi: horse trampling a barbarian.

Musee Guimet, Pans.

Indeed, m this form lay the germs of I he master qualities

which would make painting, still in its infancy during

this period, the Chinese art par excellence.

On the bronze vases of the period of the Warring

States, man is shown participating in the saraband of the

wild beasts, whom he combats, and pursues in a four-

horse chariot, but this nude hunter is barely distinguish-

able from the animal world around him.

Humanity, which thus made its debut in Chinese art,

took a prominent place in the Han style, determined by

Confucianist concepts and also by the funerary customs.

In fact, the deceased was attended in his tomb by small

terra-cotta replicas of the people and the things that had

constituted the surroundings of his earthly hfe (houses,

farms, domestic animals, etc.). These funerary figurines

{mtng-ch'i) betray the potters' greater familiarity with

the animal form than with that of the human being,

which they experienced a certain amount of difficulty in

rendering. Some, awkwardly hunched up under robes

with voluminous sleeves, arc stiff and flat; others, like the

statuette in the Hashimoto collection at Kyoto, with its

hair falhng over its shoulders and its tiny waist offsetting

a wide flared skirt, are quite elegant. In contrast, the

acrobats and dancers, often modelled in planes, reveal

a brilliant science of movement.

The representation of the silhouetted form without any

attempt at individualisation seems equally to have been

the intention of the stone-cutters who engraved or incised

the stone slabs for the funerary chambers and the potters

who produced the stamped tiles constituting the inner
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702, 703. CHINESE. HAN (206 B.C.-220 A.D.). Terra-cotta

funerary figurines.

walls of the tombs, works which must be considered in

conjunction with the few rare paintings found in these

tombs. The figures in these two-dimensional compositions

move with a supreme ease, their profiles in stone being

almost as supple as the continuous Unes describing painted

figures. At the same time, the painted tiles in the Boston

Museum of Fine Arts and the portrait of an official that

was recently discovered in a tomb in Hopei show an

attention to the rendering of faces and great skill in the

treatment of folds, with thick or fine strokes of the brush.

The figures on the funerary slabs are arranged in

superimposed registers, and the horizontal division of the

composition is often accentuated by frontally represented

buildings of several storeys, with large trapezoidal roofs

supported on columns. In certain scenes, however, there

is a noticeable desire to express the relationship in space

between the different figures: those in the background are

704. CHINESE. EASTERN HAN (25-220 a.d.). Portrait of a high

official. Mural decoration recently discovered in a tomb at Wangtu

(Hopei).

of lesser size and are placed above those in the foreground,

while the musicians are arranged in diagonal and parallel

Unes. Indications of locality are summary and are given

only when their presence is necessary to the understand-

ing of the subject (the banks of the river in the Search for

the Tripod of Yu).

Nature hardly ever figures in these representations. In

the World of the Airs, in the Wu Liang Tzu tomb
(146 A.D.), the personified natural elements move amid
clouds and waves. In this way art seems to have lagged

some way behind poetry; by the 4th century B.C., with

the poets K'iu Yuan and Sung Yu, a great school of

nature poetry had sprung up in the Chou country, a region

of beautiful scenery which has been a constant source of

inspiration to Chinese painters. The Chou elegies became
official literature during the Han epoch, and the world of

nature has occupied an important place in Chinese poetry

ever since.

The art of landscape gardening also started during the

Han period. The imperial palaces were surrounded by

immense parks, game reserves for the imperial hunt, in

which rockeries, representing the Taoists' beloved Isles

of the Blessed, rose in the middle of artificial lakes.

Mountains and rivers have always been regarded as

sacred in China. Classifications of them had been es-

tabUshed which were the starting point for geographical

study, and the ideas from the West gave a new relevance

to these ancient traditions. Mount Meru, the sacred

mountain of India, became the Kun-lun, habitation of the

goddess Si Wang-mu. There is, therefore, nothing sur-

prising in the fact that the mountain soon became an

important theme in decoration and that, with the atmos-

phere, symbolised by cloud, it was one of the first natural

phenomena to be represented in a more or less realistic

manner. The decorative art of the Han epoch abounds in

examples of this subject, whose treatment varies according

to the techniques applied, though one technique in-

fluenced another. In the absence of accurately dated and

sufficiently localised documentation, it is at present im-

possible to determine precisely the general pattern of the

elaboration of this treatment. Of the various forms

distinguished, some were inherited from the period of the

Warring States, others came from the west and the north

and stiU others were local creations, certain of which must

have originated in the south.

Debating the origins of landscape painting, specialists

have emphasised sometimes the outside factors and some-

times the Chinese contribution proper. However, they all

agree that there was still nothing in the way of landscape

painting as such during this period; rather there was

a localisation in space of the living forms expressing

cosmic vitaUty, the universal rhythm that penetrates all

things, animate or inanimate. The interpretations of this

rhythm varied: some were realistic, while others, spring-

ing from the tendency towards abstraction that is one of

the permanent features of Chinese art, were Unear.

Nature and the new forms of decoration

The new forms of decoration that came in during the Han
epoch were inspired by the legend of the Isles of the

Blessed; the po-shan lu, a bronze or earthenware incense-

burner, was mounted on a stand with a broad base and

surmounted by a conical cover designed to resemble

mountains emerging from waves; a round terra-cotta

receptacle had a cover of similar design. The mountains,
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CHINESE. Jade horse's head.

Han Dynasty.

Victoria and Albert Museum, London.



CHINESE. Kuan-yin guiding a soul.

T'ang Dynasty painting. British Museum.



surrounded by turbulent waters, were sometimes formed
of successive planes with regular outlines, like flat, super-

imposed compartments; on other examples, they were
made up of irregular undulations, emphasised by second-
ary lines that ran parallel to the main outline and over-

lapped one another. Silhouetted slightly in relief on the

flat panels and among the waves are running or fighting

animals and mounted hunters in the flying gallop, car-

rying bows and with their heads turned back to front

to take better aim at their prey — motifs whose Nordic
origin is indubitable. The round receptacles are also

adorned with a band, in which the same animals figure

not on a plain surface, as during the period of the Warring
States, but amid series of parallel lines which follow the

lower contour of the band and undulate to form alternate

peaks and valleys, the animal forms thus being more or

less framed within and governed by these spatial delimi-

tations. According to A. A. Soper, this sort of compart-

mentation, appearing in diverse forms, was probably

transmitted across central Asia from Iran, where it is

to be seen on Sassanian metal-work of later date.

Let us investigate the appearance of this motif on the

bronzes of traditional form. The spiral, which during

the period of the Warring States had been used mainly

for bases and borders, was transformed into a cloud or

a mountain and became one of the principal elements of

the decor. Undulating lines, forming mountainous peaks

adorned with spirals, alternate with dragons on the back

of a mirror in the Lagrelius Collection, attributed to the

2nd century B.C., while on a gilt-bronze cosmetic box

in the Pillsbury Collection, the spiral turned cloud, its

contours bristling with irregularly distributed curls, flu-

ently frames engraved animals incrusted with silver. It

has replaced the dragon of the preceding period, but it

is no longer dominated by the alternation of curves and

counter-curves. The bronze tube enriched with gold,

belonging to the School of Fine Arts in Tokyo, has a

design of undulating and intersecting mountains bordered

with fine vertical striations and crowded with animals

climbing their slopes or perched on their summits. An-

other bronze tube, in the Hosakawa Collection, incrusted

with plaques and threads of gold and silver, shows the

same animals disporting themselves among mountains

which are drawn with thick lines and organised into

a pattern of irregular arches, and whose peaks are com-

posed of two joined triangles divided by a vertical line

that tapers off into two outward-twisting spirals: a flam-

boyant and baroque motif that, as Mrs Prudence Myers

has pointed out, finally became split into two parallel

elements on the fragment of embroidered silk discovered

at Noin-ula, in Mongolia, in the tomb of a Hun chieftain.

The spiral as cloud or mountain is the object of

infinite variations on the lacquerware discovered at Lo-

lang, a Chinese mihtary outpost in North Korea, and at

Ch'ang-sha in Hunan province. The curls integrated at

random into its contour have transformed it into an

abstract motif. Displayed in a regular design on the lids

of round boxes, it forms three compartments into which

fantastic creatures are inserted; it stiffens and assumes

a geometric aspect; it tapers off into the head of a feline

or a bird; it sometimes even turns into a stilt bird, or it

splits up into distinct elements and alternates with figures

of animals instead of framing them. The tendency

towards abstraction seems to have prevailed over realistic

representations.

705. Above. CHINESE. HAN. Gilt-bronze cosmetic box. inlaid

with silver. Pillsbury Collection, Minneapolis Institute of Arts.

706. Relow. CHINESE. HAN. Jar with lid in the shape of a

mountain. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

However, between the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D.,

a new trend appears in a fresco adorning a tomb at

Liaoyang in southern Manchuria, showing two horsemen

passing in front of a hill 'shaped like a camel's hump', be-

hind which emerges the outline of a tent, while a stamped

tile from Ch'eng-tu (Szechwan) shows overlapping

and superimposed mountains of the same shape, each

one forming a frame around a scene. In both these ex-

amples the mountains serve to give the impression of

depth, a specifically Chinese solution to the problem of

rendering space and one which reappears.

The spread of Han art

The unification of the empire had promoted the formation

of an official art which, via the imperial workshops, spread

beyond the frontiers of China itself.

The need to resist the pressure exerted by the Huns

along the northern and north-western frontiers had led

to the occupation of southern Manchuria and North

Korea in the east, and to the conquest of Kansu and the

establishment of bases inside Mongolia in the west. Cen-

tral Asia was thus opened up to the Chinese armies and

merchants. The old commercial routes, rendered safer

under military rule, became the Silk Routes, along which

rich materials were transported as far as present-day

Afghanistan: these materials eventually reached Iran and

the Mediterranean basin, and their fragmentary remains

have been found at Kerch and Palmyra. Commercial and

diplomatic relations led to the exportation of other luxury

articles, and pieces of lacquerware made in the imperial

workshops in Szechwan province have been found among

the treasures of a Kushan ruler at Begram and also in
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the tomb of a Hun chieftain at Noin-ula. However, it

was on the Far East that Chinese civiUsation made its

most powerful impact. From North Korea, where it had

estabhshed the important mihtary outpost of Lo-lang,

it penetrated to South Korea where, in conjunction with

elements transmitted from southern China, it transformed

a Neolithic culture by introducing the use of iron and

bronze.

The Japanese islands, whose people were still divided

into a large number of clans, were also affected, though

more gradually, by a double wave from Korea and south-

ern China which caused them to pass from a Neolithic

stage straight into the bronze and iron ages. Chinese

weapons and mirrors were copied, and, in the north of

Kyushu and the south of the large island of Honshu,
yayoishiki, pottery made on a wheel after the forms of

Han vases, replaced the jomonshiki of the preceding pe-

riod. This continental influence steadily increased, pre-

paring the way for the massive introduction of Chinese

culture during the 6th century.

Finally, in Tongking and northern Annam, colonised

between the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D., a whole collection

of objects, of local origin but inspired by Chinese forms

and particularly by those of southern China, was dis-

covered in the tombs studied by the Ecole Fran^aise

d'ExtrSme-Orient.

CHINESE TRADITION AND BUDDHISM

Dark days and the religions of salvation

In 220, with the downfall of the Han Dynasty, the empire

disintegrated and chaos reigned supreme.

By the beginning of the 4th century the whole of the

north had fallen into the hands of the barbarians. The
T'o-pa, under the Chinese name of Northern Wei, ruled

it from 398 to 550 and were then supplanted by two
other, already strongly Sinicised, barbarian families, the

Northern Ch'i, who ruled Honan from 550 to 579, and
the Northern Chou, who held Shansi from 557 to 580.

In the south, six Chinese dynasties succeeded one an-

other at Nanking between 317 and 580. Northern and
southern China were thus separated throughout over two

centuries and evolved along different lines. Whereas the

north, which continued to have access to central Asia,

received numerous outside influences, the south remained
more faithful to the exclusively Chinese traditions.

Dark days had come upon China, and the Confucian

moral code lacked the necessary qualities to alleviate the

anxiety and suffering of a people in a disorganised society.

Thus it was this period of affliction that saw the triumph
of Taoism, a rehgion of salvation, which promised men
accession to immortality through the observance of magic
practices and dietetic rules. In its most elevated, mystic

and individualistic form, Taoism also attracted the elite,

who, hke the Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove, had
withdrawn into a world of their own and leaned towards

hedonism, devoting their time to meditation and the

study of poetry, aesthetics and art.

Under cover of Taoism, whose vocabulary it had bor-

rowed and of which it was long thought to be a foreign

offshoot. Buddhism also made rapid progress. It, too,

was a religion of salvation and brought the faithful the

promise of a better world. It had been introduced into

China as early as the 1st century, by Indian merchants

who came either overland through the Tarim basin, or
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707. CHINESE. EASTERN HAN. Tomb tile with stamped decora-

tion, from a suburb of Ch'eng-tu (Szechwan).

by sea to the south. The barbarian rulers in the north,

who had nothing but their ancient shamanism to offer

in its stead, had accorded it official status by the middle

of the 5th century. In the south, where Taoism had be-

come firmly established. Buddhism, though flourishing,

did not obtain the imperial patronage until much later.

The barbarians of the north transmitted Buddhism to

the Tungusic rulers of Koguryo (who had driven the

Chinese out of Lo-lang in 315), with whom they had

estabhshed relations. South Korea was divided into two

kingdoms, Paekche in the west and Silla in the east. An
original civilisation had sprung up in Korea, where large

tumuli, in the form of a single or double calabash, have

yielded up numerous engraved and fihgreed gold objects:

crowns, earrings, and belts adorned with magarama
(ornaments of hard, ovoid stones). The pottery betrays

the influence of southern China. The northern part of

Kyushu and the southern part of Honshu, in Japan, seem

to have shared in this new culture; the funerary objects

in their vast tombs or ko-fun, though not as rich as those

of the peninsula, include Chinese mirrors. Brought to

Yamato, a small plain in the north of Osaka, by the clan

from which the imperial house of Japan would spring,

this culture was transformed by the advent of Buddhism
at the end of the 6th century and became for a time

completely Chinese.

708. CHINESE. Scene from the scroll of Ku K'ai-chih (344 -
406). Painting in colours on silk (copy attributed to the T'ang

period). British Museum.



The role of Chinese tradition

Fleeing from the barbarian hordes, part of the Chinese
aristocracy had taken refuge in the south. In this for them
new region, far removed from any official duty, were many
gentlemen scholars who led a roving life or, following

the example of the Taoist sages, lived in intimate com-
munication with nature in the depths of some solitary

retreat. Thus, admiring the rich countryside where, in

contrast to the sandy expanses of the north, trees and
greenery abounded under misty skies, they came to

discover the beauty of nature. The contemplation of

natural forms seemed to them to be a new way of attaining

to that intimate understanding of the universe at which the

sages and the virtuous arrived through reasoning. Great

poets such as T'ao Yuan-ming and Hsieh Ling-yun cele-

brated the steep valleys and the wild, uncultivated hills.

What the poets were able so aptly to describe, the paint-

ers, in their turn, sought to render into visual terms, and

thoughts and forms were expressed with the same instru-

ment: the paintbrush. Calligraphy and painting were thus

closely related, and both developed in the aristocratic

and refined miUeu of the gentleman scholar. The latter

devoted innumerable treatises to painting, especially to

landscape painting, in which aesthetic, religious and

technical considerations were closely intermingled. Ku
K'ai-chih, a famous portraitist of the end of the-4th cen-

tury, emphasised the necessity of transcending all form,

whether human or taken from nature, since a mere

faithful reproduction does not suffice to render the 'divine

spirit' and the 'vital movement': the given forms must

be thought out afresh and animated with new life. Fur-

thermore, a rigorous selection of the most representative

features of the subject must be exercised in order to

individualise it. In another text, in which he discusses

the ideal representation of a Taoist theme, the Mountain

of the Terrace of Mists, the artist seems to be concerned

mainly with the harmonising of the different parts of the

composition, the uniting, by superposition, of the differ-

ent planes and the ensuring of an exact relationship

between the proportions of the living forms and those

of the mountains in the background.

Tsung Ping (375 443) and Wang Wei (415 443)

also did not seek to individuaUse their forms but rather

emphasised the unity between man and the rest of cre-

ation. Wang Wei already saw in natural forms a symboUc

language with which the rhythm governing all hfe might

be expressed. Finally, in the 5th century, Hsieh Ho made

a synthesis of all these different views in the Six Princi-

ples, which have remained the dogma of all the painters

and critics of China since. He regarded the capture of the

vital rhythm (ch'i-yun) and its expression by means of

essential Unes, the harmony between lines and colours

and the balance between space and volume as the basis

of all pictorial composition. The doctrine was now firmly

laid down, but whether or not it was immediately applied

is hard to tell. Of all the works emanating from the

aristocratic circle in the south, only the celebrated scroll

in the British Museum, a T'ang copy of a painting by

Ku K'ai-chih, has come down to us. It illustrates a poem

by Chang Hua, Admonitions of the Imperial Preceptress,

in nine scenes which alternate with passages of text. Eight

of these show figures in action, moving in barely indi-

cated surroundings; the figures are drawn with fine lines

reminiscent of those of the preceding period, but due

to a skilful balancing of figures and space the groupings

are more coherent. The ninth scene is a landscape: a

precipitous mountain flanked by a hunter and a tiger;

with its complex construction in planes, it is far removed

from the representations by parallel and superimposed

lines of the Han epoch, but its proportions bear no

relation to those of the man and the animal. The progress

of technique does not appear to have kept pace with that

of theory. It has been suggested that the introduction of

Buddhist art, by drawing the artist's attention towards

other problems, retarded the development of landscape

painting.

The artisans in the north, who decorated the great

tombs of the rulers of Koguryo, effortlessly resumed the

themes already illustrated under the Han Dynasty. The
mountains in the hunting scenes, treated in bird's-eye

perspective, continued to be represented by parallel undu-

lations, and no attempt was made to coordinate their

proportions with those of the figures and animals. On
the lantern-shaped ceilings (a feature derived, as we shall

see, from central Asia) flying djinns with undulating

scarves and animals of all kinds prance amid clouds and

flowers. The most striking quality of this decor is its

movement: all the motifs appear to be caught up in

a whirlwind. The bird's-eye or panoramic perspective

reappears in the Buddhist frescoes at Tun-huang, a rock 709

sanctuary founded in 366 on the Chinese border, at the

terminal point of the two Silk Routes. The illustrations

of the Jatakas (tales of previous incarnations of the

Buddha) in Cave 135, attributed to the Northern Wei

period, are set out in broad, superimposed registers in

which the different episodes are framed and bounded by

chains of uniformly drawn mountain peaks whose alter-

nating light and dark tones give a certain illusion of

depth. This development of the use of compartments,

already noted in Han art, represents some slight progress;

the juxtaposed mountain peaks are either placed in the

foreground or in semicircles around each scene, this latter

disposition issuing, it would seem, from the disposition

of rows of figures in parallel diagonals during the Han

epoch. In Cave 120N the registers have disappeared and

the much more extensive scenes are bounded in a less

symmetrical fashion. Finally, in the Sacrifice to the

Tigress (represented on the Tamamushi shrine) which

has been preserved at the Horyuji in Japan since the

7th century and which appears to be of Korean or Chinese

709. CENTRAL ASIAN. NORTHERN WEI Detail of a mural

painting in Cave 135 at Tun-huang (Kansu): scenes from the

Jatakas. 398-550 A.D. Musee Guiw'et, Pans.
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origin, the Buddha, who closely resembles the flying

djinns at Koguryo and the apsaras (flying deities) at

Tun-huang, is shown casting himself headlong into the

depths of an abyss, defined by an eroded rock of baroque

design; this latter, which was thought to be of Indian

origin, would in fact seem to have issued directly from

the flamboyant mountains on the lacquerware and the

incised bronzes of the Han period.

The beginnings of Buddhist art: Turl<estan

We have already traced the origins of Buddhist art in

India and the creation, almost simultaneously in Gand-
hara and at Mathura, of the Buddha's image.

The establishment of the Kushan empire (1st 3rG

centuries) hastened the spread of the new beliefs and

forms throughout central Asia. The Tarim basin, bounded

to the north and south by almost impassable mountains,

was most accessible from the west side. The easiest way
to reach it from India was to go through Kapisa, the

heart of the Kushan empire, and, more specifically,

through the valley of Bamiyan. In this important stopping

place along the route between Peshawar and Bactria, the

Kushan rulers had founded numerous religious establish-

ments: rock sanctuaries copied from those of India and

adorned, like the latter, with paintings or sculpture exe-

cuted directly on the rock face. For almost a thousand

years (1st 8th centuries) Bamiyan remained the centre

of the elaboration of themes and motifs which, through

the agency of the merchants, missionaries and, later on,

pilgrims from the Far East who came to visit the Buddhist

shrines in India, were transmitted to the oases of central

Asia, and from there to China, Korea and Japan. Unlike

the reddish sandstone of Mathura and the blue schist

of Gandhara, the stone of this region does not lend itself

to fine sculpture; at Bamiyan, in order to hide this defect,

the forms blocked out in the rock were covered with a

thick layer of mortar in which the detail was modelled

(Buddhas 175 feet and 115 feet high), while at Hadda
stucco figurines reveal a realistic art excelling in por-

traiture and caricature. The early style at Bamiyan (2nd

3rd centuries) was inspired by that of the Hellenised

Near East, but, by the end of the 3rd century, after

the founding of the Sassanian empire, Iranian themes

began to appear in the medallions of the painted decor

(boars' heads, winged horses, joined pigeons, their heads

facing forward, and birds with pearls in their beaks), and,

by the end of the 4th century, in the iconography as well

(the lunar divinity in the apex of the niche of the 1 15-foot

Buddha). The Irano-Buddhist art which thus developed

is explained by the presence of Dokhtar-i-Noshirwan,

the easternmost Sassanian site, about 60 miles north of

Bamiyan. During the 5th and 6th centuries this style

underwent further developments, determined by the local

taste, which resulted in a superabundance of jewels and

ornaments. At the end of the 7th century, after the

Arab occupation of Iran had left Bamiyan isolati'd, the

monks turned to India, where they found a fresh source

of inspiration in Gupta art. It is these different formulas,

mixed with elements of diverse origin, that reappear in

the oases to the north and south of the two routes skirting

the Taklamakan Desert in the direction of China.

Graeco-Buddhist influence seems to have penetrated

at an early date along the southern route; a small wooden
frieze (2nd 3rd centuries) found at Liu-Ian (a Chinese

outpost in Lob-Nor), adorned with figures under arches,

is reminiscent of Gandhara art; tempera paintings at

Miran, attributed to the 4th century, show scenes from

the Jatakas treated in a style closely resembling that of

Doura Europos. Finally, a little clay Buddha of the Mat-

hura style, found at Aq-terek, reveals the direct penetration

of Indian influence, which is confirmed by the appearance

in the Khotan region, during the 7th and 8th centuries,

of forms inspired by the Gupta and post-Gupta styles

and which were probably transmitted through the Gilgit

region.

The Ming Oi (Thousand Caves) at Kizil in the north,

followed the architectural formula elaborated in Kapisa

province: square sanctuaries with ceilings composed of

false corbelled beams under a cupola, a formula which was

transmitted to Tun-huang and which also appeared in the

tombs of the Koguryo kings in North Korea. The painted

decoration (c. 450 650), which was also inspired by

Bamiyan, is strongly marked by Indian influence; the

figures are modelled with shading and sketched with more

or less accentuated lines, but Sassanian motifs appear

alongside them (ducks carrying pearls; boars' heads), and

the donors display Iranian costumes. In the middle of the

7th century shading was abandoned in favour of a linear

treatment, while the subtle colouring (grey, bistre and

light green or brown) gave way to harsh tones dominated

by lapis lazuli. At neighbouring Qumtura and at Bezeklik

the Indo-Iranian style became permeated, during the

7th and 8th centuries, with the T'ang influence: the

schematisation of the forms, the apsaras swathed in float-

ing scarves and the stylised clouds are of Chinese origin.

The same amalgamation of diverse influences may be

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN AFGHANISTAN AND TURKESTAN



observed in the clay figurines of Tumshuq and Chortchuq
where, as at Fondukistan (between Bamiyan and Kabul),

the Hadda tradition, transformed by Gupta art, gave rise

to an Irano-Gupta style of elegant figures whose preciosity

was accentuated by a profusion of jewellery. Between

the 8th and 9th centuries rather less elegant representa-

tions appeared at Tumshuq, where the Chinese phys-

iognomy replaced the Indo-Greek features.

Buddhist art in China

As Professor S. Mizuno has pointed out, early Buddhist

art in the Far East remained completely Chinese, since

the Buddha's image seems to have crept almost sur-

reptitiously into the Taoist mirrors, where it replaced the

'sage', from whom it is distinguishable only by a circular

halo. The oldest mirror of this type bears the date 240;

other examples enable us to trace the evolution of this

image right up to the beginning of the 5th century; the

Gandharan features gradually prevailed over the Taoist

theme, and the Buddha was finally represented on

a throne, surrounded by apsaras. The oldest dated statue

has the same Chinese appearance: the gilt-bronze Buddha

in the Brundage Collection, Chicago, is dated 338 and

comes from north-western China. Its Graeco-Buddhist

robe has been clumsily reproduced with series of parallel

folds whose mechanical aspect, hke the hair drawn with

fine incisions, is reminiscent of the treatment of the Taoist

mirrors (2nd 3rd centuries) and the incised stone slabs

of the Hans, on which various parts of the costumes

were outlined with short, parallel striations. The Buddha

of 437 (at Kyoto) and that of 451 (in the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art), both from southern China, are in

the same vein and attest to a certain unity of style be-

tween the north and south, but their treatment is more

elegant and their faces are more refined. They are, in

fact, a Chinese bronze-caster's interpretation a la chinoise

of a foreign theme.

The standing Buddha in the Matsumoto Collection and

the Bodhisattva in the Fujii Yurikan at Kyoto, both

probably dating from the beginning of the 5th century,

would seem to furnish proof of the Chinese bronze-

caster's talent for copying Gandhara prototypes. The
identity of style is indeed so perfect that some people

regard these two pieces as having originated from

Turkestan, while others ascribe them to the group of

copies made, during the T'ang period, after reUcs brought

back from India by Chinese pilgrims.

In 336 an important series of models, the dates of which

have still not been ascertained, is supposed to have been

made available to Chinese artists by the founder of the

Temple of the Thousand Buddhas at Tun-huang. Ex-

perts are still wondering whether or not Caves 3 and 3A,

considered to be the oldest of an ensemble that covers

several centuries, are earher than those at Yun-kang. The

clay reliefs at Tun-huang are in fact an offshoot of the art

of central Asia, a Graeco-Buddhist art tinged with Gupta

influence.

The five earliest caves at Yun-kang (Caves 16 20,

according to O. Siren's numbering), founded between 460

and 480 by an emperor of the Northern Wei Dynasty, are

cut entirely out of the rock and contain neither clay reliefs

nor painted decoration; moreover, instead of the lantern

ceilings of Tun-huang, these caves have ceihngs decorated

with rosettes in the form of lotus blooms. As for the great

standing or seated Buddhas, they seem, with their massive

forms enveloped in draperies with rounded and fluted

folds, to be a distant reflection of the colossal images at

Bamiyan, while their high foreheads, straight, narrow

noses and inexpressive eyes are reminiscent of the Gand-

haran images. At the same time, haloes of incised flames

are visible behind these exotic forms, and dragons and

phoenixes are associated with scrolls of acanthus leaves

and with Corinthian capitals in the decoration of the

caves. The Chinese stone-cutter had forgotten neither the

traditional technique nor the traditional motifs, and, by

the end of the 5th century, he had adapted the forms of

the Western divinities in accordance with his own ideas.

While the body is still suggested under the draperies in

Cave 8, this is no longer the case in Caves 5 and 6, in

which a new style may be seen to be developing; the

bodies have become elongated and flat and are completely

disguised by the draperies, whose folds are assuming

increasing importance; the neck has become thinner and

the face narrower, with high, prominent cheek-bones.

Moreover, the veiled eyes disappear behind drooping lids

and an ineffable smile plays over the lips. China, with

its mystic impulse, has transcended the Apollonian Bud-

dha derived from degenerate Greek art; it has deprived

the figure of its plastic qualities but has endowed it instead

with an intensity of spiritual expression which those of us

who have learnt to love Romanesque art appreciate highly.

For the next forty years the emphasis was entirely on the

faces and the draperies, in which Chinese graphism allowed

itself free rein. In their monumental work on Yun-kang,

Professors Mizuno and Nagahiro note that the costume of

the divinities also became Sinicised. The Buddhas and

Bodhisattvas displayed the layers of different robes which

were worn by the Chinese aristocracy and which, in 486,

became the official dress of the Northern Wei court.

71 0. CHINESE. NORTHERN WEI. The Great Buddha In Cave 20

at Yun-kang (ShansI). Second half of the 5th century A.D.



711. Left. CHINESE. Stone stele show-

ing the Buddha between two attend-

ants. 520 A. D. Rietberg Museum, Zurich.

712. JAPANESE. The Buddha Sakya-

muni. Gilt-bronze triad at the Horyuji,

near Nara. 623 A. D.

713. JAPANESE. ASUKA. The Yume-

dono Kwannon. Wood statue at the

Horyuji. End of the 6th century A.D.

In 495, on the occasion of the transfer of the Northern
Wei capital to Lo-yang, a new rock sanctuary was founded,

at Lung-men. It was here that the last Yun-kang style,

better known as the Lung-men style, became fully de-

veloped. In the Ku-yang cave (c. 500) the robes of the

seated Buddha are draped over the pedestal to form
a cascade of tubular folds ending in sharp points, while

the skirts of the seated Bodhisattvas form a series of fin-

shaped folds on either side of their crossed legs ; the shawls

enveloping the shoulders of the standing Boddhisattvas

cross at the waist and, passing over the shoulders, fall in

superimposed streamers on either side. In the Pin-yang

cave (505 — 525) the outUne of the folds becomes rounded
in the form of a 'keyhole' and, though fuller and less

nervous in movement, still remains highly graphic. The
Lung-men models spread throughout northern China,

to Kunhsien in Honan as well as to P'ing-Ung Ssu and
Mai-chi Shan in Kansu, sites recently studied by Chi-

nese archaeologists; innumerable stone stelae and gilt-

bronze statuettes, in which the treatment of the folds has

assumed a singular sharpness, attest to this diffusion,

which apparently also affected southern China. This
unity of style is apparent in a gilt-bronze figurine found
in the Paekche kingdom (Korea), where the penetration

of southern Chinese influence is attested by ancient texts

and would seem to have been confirmed by Chinese
archaeologists' recent investigations in the region of

Nanking.

Between 560 and 572, however, a reaction to the ex-

aggerated graphic style of the sculpture at Lung-men set

in at the Pin-yang cave and became accentuated in Caves 2

and 3 at T'ien-lung Shan on the border between Hopei
and Honan. This period of turmoil, which witnessed the

splitting up of the Northern Wei Dynasty into two
branches that would subsequently be replaced by the

Northern Ch'i and Northern Chou, was one of the

greatest periods in the development of Chinese sculpture.

The draperies became softer, assuming a less graphic and
more natural outline; the bodies became more substantial

and began to stand out more from the wall, while the

faces became rounder and the shoulders broadened.

A tranquil and simple harmony emanated from these less

ethereal figures which began to assume a more human
aspect. This change perhaps reflected the growing popu-

larity of the cult of Amitabha, the metaphysical Buddha
(Dhyani-Buddha), who promises salvation and access to

the paradise of the Pure Land to all who repent. Whereas
in the past experts were inclined to attribute this trans-

formation to a fresh influx of Gupta influence, they now
tend to regard this return to weight and solidity as the

result of an internal evolution of Chinese plastic art.

The introduction of Buddhism into Japan

The gilt-bronze statuettes, being easy to transport, seem
to have contributed towards the propagation of the

Buddha's message beyond the Chinese borders. Northern

Wei art was thus transmitted to Korea, where it was to be

perpetuated during the 7th century, and it was by way of

the peninsula that the Buddhist writings and images

penetrated to Japan together with the art and civilisation

of the continent. The adoption of Buddhism by the

Yamato court was a political move accomplished by

Prince Shotoku, who acted as regent during the reign of

his aunt, the Empress Suiko. Bonzes and artisans from

Paekche, where this conversion had originated, presided

over the building of the temples founded by the imperial

family. Though the Horyuji was rebuilt perhaps a century

later, its early symmetrical plan was retained, and the

pagoda, built on a stone platform and with its multiple

roofs supported on brackets in the form of frogs' legs,

resembles those represented on the walls at Yun-kang and

Lung-men. In China the traditional architecture had

been adapted to meet the requirements of the Buddhist

ritual; the pagoda, the Chinese interpretation of the stupa,

was a tower of the Han period, only distinguishable from

the latter by the sarin, a metal spire surmounted with

discs recalling the umbrellas that crowned the reliquaries

of India. The main sanctuary in the Horyuji, the Golden

Hall (Kondo), is a Chinese pavilion.

Through Buddhism, the architecture of the continent,
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714. JAPANESE. ASUKA. Nyoirin

Kwannon. Wooden statue at Chuguji,

near Nara. End of the 6th century A.D.

715. JAPANESE. ASUKA. MIroku, the

Bodhisattva Maitreya. Gilded and lac-

quered wood statue from Koryuji, near

Kyoto. Beginning of the 7thcentury a.d.

716. JAPANESE. ASUKA. Head of the

Kudara Kwannon. Wood statue at the

Horyuji. End of the 6th century A.D.

714

715

with its spreading tiled roofs supported on wooden

columns, imposed itself on Japan; although these formulas

actually came from Korea, China itself must have con-

tributed actively to this first wave of influence, for the

inscription on the gilt-bronze trinity at Horyuji indicated

that the piece was completed in 623 by Tori, the grandson

of a Chinese immigrant. Contemporary with the T'ang

Dynasty (618 - 906), this work was executed in the severe,

angular style of the Ku-yang cave at Lung-men, as is

evident in the importance of the heads, which are quite

out of proportion to the rest of the body, in the elongated,

smiling faces and in the treatment of the drapery in

'keyhole' folds. Whereas the Yumedono Kwannon (Avalo-

kitesvara, the Bodhisattva of Light - the Chinese Kuan-

yin), a magnificent wooden idol crowned with a diadem

of precious metal, is executed in the same frontal style,

accentuated by the rigorous symmetry of the super-

imposed scarves, other works of the Asuka period reveal

the diverse origins of the influences which penetrated to

Japan at this time. The forty-eight gilt-bronze statuettes,

treasures of the imperial palace, now preserved in the

Tokyo Museum, and the numerous images preserved in

the temples around Nara attest to the variety of these

outside elements, among which the transitional style of

the Northern Ch'i Dynasty is by no means poorly rep-

resented. The Kudara Kwannon (so called because it is

presumed to be a Korean piece) at Horyuji is not as flat as

the Yumedono Kwannon, its flexible body being some-

what fuller. Another type which seems to have been very

popular and which also originated from Yun-kang but was

elaborated in Korea, as is proved by the beautiful gilt-

bronze in the coUection of Prince Li at Seoul, was the

Buddha Maitreya (the Buddha of the Future) in medita-

tion, sitting with one leg down and the other folded

across him and his head resting on his raised hand. No

continental representations of this figtu-e achieved the

grandeur of that at Chuguji (known as the Nyoirin

Kwannon) or the elegance of those at Koryuji. All three

are seated in the same position, have the same slender

torso and the same draperies treated in subtly graded

folds; at the same time, each has a personality of its own:

the Bodhisattva at Chuguji is austere and remote, that at

Koryuji, simple and unaffected and the third, which is

unjustly ignored beside the other two, has a disdainful

expression and a rather precious elegance. It seems that

these variations on the same theme were in fact portraits;

the characteristic tendency towards individualisation,

which, despite their obvious affinity, always distinguishes

a Japanese work from its Chinese model, was already

manifest.

The universality of T'ang art: sculpture

In 589 Yang Chien, the founder of the Sui Dynasty,

united northern and southern China; the Sui reign was,

however, short lived and by 618 had been replaced by the

T'ang Dynasty. The T'ang emperors resumed the ex-

pansionist policy of the Hans; circumstances were favour-

able for such an enterprise, which the uniformity of beUef

further facilitated. It was over a Buddhist world that

China exerted her influence at this time. Masters of central

Asia, whose princehngs had recognised their suzerainty,

masters of Korea, where, thanks to their support, the

Silla Dynasty had established its hegemony, the Chinese

emperors were the arbiters of the whole of Oriental Asia.

In 645 Japan replaced her still primitive clan organisa-

tion by a centrahsed administration run on Chinese hnes

and, through annual embassies that included bonzes and

students, remained in close contact with Ch'ang-an, the

great metropolis and the meeting-place of diplomatic and

trade missions. Kyongju, the residence of the Silla kings,

and Nara, the first fixed capital of the Yamato emperors,

were Chinese cities whose chequerboard plan was in-

spired by that of Ch'ang-an; not only thei; palaces and

temples, but also their painted and carved divinities, their

materials, their dress and their luxury articles were

Chinese. In central Asia, the Chinese graphic style began,

as we have seen, to wither the Indo-Iranian forms, while

pilgrims Uke Hsuan-tsang brought sacred texts and images

all the way back from India. Interpreted and elaborated

in China, the mystic idealism of Asanga and Vasubandhu
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and the theories of the metaphysical sects — who identi-

fied the sum total of phenomena with the 'absolute

nature', the soul of the Buddhas and the worlds - con-
tributed towards the formation of a Chinese Buddhism,
distinguished by the cult of Vairocana, the great il-

luminator, who had come to personify a metaphysical
concept. Renascent Confucianism (the classics, which
had become the basis of the entrance examinations to

government service, had once again been collected

together) also played its part in this intellectualisation of
Buddhism. It was at this time, moreover, under the
Northern Ch'i and the Sui Dynasties, that the Buddha's
image became completely impersonal and, as V. Elisseeff

has observed, assumed the solemn aspect of an official

that it has retained over the centuries.

A new realism appeared as Chinese plastic art pro-
gressed. The Sui artisans, who had sought above all to

render the volume of their forms, had produced an
abundance of stocky, rigid figures with ovoid and rather
severe heads. To volume, the T'ang sculptors alhed
modelhng and movement. Experts have tended to regard
these innovations as the fruit of Gupta and post-Gupta
influence, reinforced by the images brought from India
by Buddhist travellers. This influence is undeniable at

T'ien-lung Shan (middle of the 8th century), where
figures of semi-nude Bodhisattvas, their limbs moulded
by clinging draperies, are governed by the tribhanga, or
triple flexion, of Indian statuary. However, as Elisseeff has
pointed out, in the movement that animates the T'ang
statues it is not the hip but the stomach that protrudes;
this feature, already foreshadowed in the Kudara Kwan-
non at Horyuji, becomes pronounced in the high-relief
carvings at Pao-l?'ing Ssu (7th century), where the hght
plays in patterns over the softly modelled forms. The
latter's serene equilibrium reappears in the eleven-headed
Kuan-yin of the Sokkulam temple, near Kyongju, and in
the bronze Sho Kwannon of the Yakushiji at Nara, while
the austere majesty of the Maha Vairocana, emerging
from the rocky wall at Lung-men, is reflected in the
Yakushinyorai of the Yakushiji. Having overcome all the
technical difficulties that had shackled them up to this

time, the Chinese took up the study of musculature: the
Lokapalas (temple guardians) at Lung-men writhe in
violent contraposto with a brutal realism that becomes
mere caricature in the wooden images at Tun-huang. The
tendency towards exaggeration of form and pose, which
rapidly degenerated into pretension and vapidity, had
already begun to manifest itself in China.

Japan maintained more equilibrium in her treatment
of this theme; her figures were more tense and nervous,
and her artists continued to devote their attention to line

rather than to volume. In bronze, wood, plaster or dry
lacquer, the sculptors of the Tempyo period proved
themselves worthy emulators of their T'ang masters, but
their less intellectual art remained more instinctive.

From the Asura, or from the Twelve Disciples of the
Koryuji, to the Bonten from the Todaiji and the portrait
of Ganjin the blind Chinese bonze, a fresher and more
acute sensibility emanates from the Japanese faces.

The development of painting

Thus, between 550 and 750, Chinese sculpture reached
the height of its development and thereafter ceased to be
renewed. However, lest it be thought that a parallel

evolution is to be observed in pictorial art, we hasten to
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717. JAPANESE. TEMPYO. Asura, from the Kofukuji, Nara.
Middle of the 8th century A.D.

say that in China the diflferent art forms did not develop
according to the same rhythm. Whereas it promoted the
progress of sculpture. Buddhism seems to have somewhat
retarded the development of painting by introducing
outside elements into it, which, for a time, diverted it

from its original course. Not a trace remains of the great
Buddhist paintings that adorned the walls of the temples
at Ch'ang-an and of which the frescoes at Tun-huang are
but a provincial reflection.

It was only in Japan that a magnificent example of this

official style could be studied — up until 1949, when it

was destroyed by a disastrous fire - in the mural paint-
ings of the Kondo at Horyuji. Here, four paradises had
been the setting for harmoniously grouped and richly
attired Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, whose faces and
bodies were treated in 'spot-lighting', which, as Jean
Buhot has expressed it, is a sort of 'inwardly sensed
modelling' that 'has nothing to do with the natural play
of light and shade'; it was a practice foreign to Chinese
art but well known to central Asia. Art historians were
struck by the 'exotic' aspect of the paintings at Horyuji,

718. Left. CHINESE. T'ANG. Kuan-yin with eleven heads. Relief

carving from Pao-k'Ing Ssu (Shensi). Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

719. Right. JAPANESE. TEMPYO. Clay statue in the Todaiji,

Nara. 8th century a.d.



which they compared to the frescoes at Ajanta. The
affinity, however, was superficial, and although the experts

were able to prove that all the iconographic and decora-

tive detail was of central Asiatic origin, they recognised

in these works the grandeur and rigidity of a purely

Chinese style. The treatment of the forms on a piece of

embroidery also Chinese preserved in the Kajuki at

Uji confirms the validity of this conclusion. The use of

'spot-lighting' seems, moreover, to have been reserved

for religious subjects and, as is attested by the Scroll of

the Thirteen Emperors, a work by the court painter

Yen Li-pen (d. 673), the figure painting had remained in

the tradition of Ku K'ai-chih; at most, a greater attention

to detail is perceptible in the faces.

According to the texts, Wu Tao-tzu (first half of the

8th century), with his vigour and the variety of his

brushwork, gave new life to this style. His work has

completely disappeared, and the rather sugary charm of

the female figures in the Screen of the Beauties under the

Trees, or in the extremely fragmentary painting found in

the cemetery at Astana (near Turfan), whose replete and

portly forms can be ascribed to the middle of the 8th cen-

tury, betrays nothing of this great master's influence.

At the end of the 7th century, Li Ssu-hsun, another

court painter, had become famous for the brilliant colour-

ing of his landscapes. A work of his son and pupil,

Li Chao-tao, preserved in the Peking Museum, shows

a panoramic view in which the horizon is placed very

high up and the mountains in the background are picked

out in deep blue with their jagged contours outlined in

gold. These compositions, with, in the foreground,

palaces and terraces traced with a ruler and picked out

in red and gold, have an enchanted air. However, Li

Ssu-hsun's mountains remain close to the traditional

motifs, which he merely enlarged upon, and they reap-

pear, arranged in four masses and alternated with clouds,

figures and trees, on the beautiful bronze mirror in-

laid with gold belonging to the Shoso-in at Nara.

Wang Wei, a contemporary of Wu Tao-tzu, was

a member, with Li T'ai-po and Tu Fu, of the group of

subhme poets who delighted the court of Hsuan-tsung

(middle of the 8th century). He was interested in painting

and is supposed to have originated the monochrome

landscape. If tradition is to be believed, he is also sup-

posed to have written that a landscape should be thought

720. Below. CHINESE. Portrait of the Emperor Wen-ti, of the

Ch'en Dynasty. Detail from the Scroll of the Thirteen Emperors.

Painting on silk, attributed to Yen Li-pen (d. 673 A.D.). Museum

of Fine Arts, Boston.

721. Right. CHINESE. T'ANG. Celadon flask. British Museum.

'mm'''

out before being painted, but his writings are of as

doubtful attribution as his paintings. The monochrome

style already existed, and a landscape done, in ink on

canvas is to be seen in the Shoso-in. Its atmosphere is

very diiferent from that of the fantasies of Li Ssu-hsun

and his school: a winding river, a few trees and a fisher-

man perched on a rock in midstream. With its few rapid

but sensitive notations, this simple sketch already fore-

shadows the masters of the Sung period.

The heterogeneity of T'ang art

The funerary figurines, a motley assortment of female

dancers and musicians, court ladies, warriors, mounte-

banks and travellers, reflect the cosmopolitan crowd at

Ch'ang-an, the rallying point of Asia, where bonzes,

tribute bearers and merchants rubbed shoulders with

Indians, Iranians, Sogdians and Arabs. From the west

came horses, carpets and objects of precious metal; to the

west went silks and ceramics, remains of which have been

found as far away as Samarra.

All these contacts left their mark on T'ang decorative

art. In ceramics, forms inspired by those of Iran appeared

as early as the Sui period: amphoras with handles trans-

formed into dragons, and ewers imitating Sassanian gold

and silverware. The white porcelains extolled by the

Arab travellers, and the earthenware vessels with shot-

coloured lead glazes, which the Iranian potters were to

imitate in their turn, were inspired by Western prototypes

and adorned with Western motifs: rosettes, palmettes,

floral fields and pearled medallions. The whole decorative

repertory of Iran was introduced into China. The Shoso-

in at Nara - in which the Emperor Shomu's collections

have been preserved since 755 contains an inex-

haustible store of material for the study of this aspect of

T'ang art: painted or inlaid lacquerware, mirrors adorned

with vine motifs and inlaid with mother of pearl or

tortoise-shell, diversely woven silks and metalware with

guilloche (cable pattern) ornamentation and inlaid with

gold and silver are among the examples of a rich, precious

and exotic official art, which betrays the tendency towards

baroque exuberance that becomes manifest in Chinese art

whenever an influx of outside elements upsets its balance.

The Sung period saw the Chinese refining this rather

abundant decoration and, at the same time, witnessed the

birth of true Japanese art at Kyoto.
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HISTORICAL SUMMARY: Far Eastern art

CHINA FROM THE
HAN TO THE T'ANG
DYNASTIES

History. The advent of the Han
Dynasty in 206 B.C. put an end to
the sanguinary disorders that fol-

lowed the break-up of the empire
created by Ch'in Shih Huang Ti.
An era of peace opened with the

Hans; China's powerfully protected
frontiers were extended by con-
quests in Chinese Turkestan, in
Tongking an dat Than-hoa (north-
ern Annam). Except for an inter-
lude between 9 and 22 A.D., due to
the usurpation of Wang Mang, the
Han Dynasty, established at Lo-
yang, ruled for over four centuries;
for the first time in its history
China came into contact with the
West, through the protectorate she
had established in central Asia: the
Silk Route hnked her directly with
the Syrian markets. The Han
Dynasty's military power, the rise
of a new society eager for luxuries,
the development of trade and the
westward expansion, all contrib-
uted towards the formation of a
vigorous and sumptuous art.

However, the Han Dynasty
collapsed (220 A.D.), undermined
by palace intrigue and weakened
by peasant revolts. The period of
chaos that followed saw the country
divided into three kingdoms and
invaded by the Huns and the proto-
Mongols, who settled in the north,
causing the legitimate rulers to
take refuge at Nanking, where five

dynasties succeeded one another;
meanwhile another family, of Turk-
ish origin, seized power in the
north under the name of Wei
(398-550). Unity was finally re-
established in 589 by the Chinese
house of Sui, whose reign was
short-lived (618) but whose labours
bore fruit.

The Sui Dynasty was replaced
by the powerful T'ang Dynasty
(618 — 907), who continued the
reforms started by the house of
Sui and under whom Chinese
civilisation reached its apogee.
With the unity of the country
secured, the T'ang Dynasty ex-
tended its conquests farther than
its predecessors and pursued a pol-
icy on the scale of the contempo-
rary world. A cosmopolitan spirit
developed, making China accessi-
ble to outside influence which
penetrated chiefly through the
channels of trade and of Indian-
born Buddhism. Everything circu-
lated along the Silk Route and

reached China in the wake of the
merchants and missionaries: ideas,
religious beliefs, art forms, tech-
niques and decorative motifs. As a
result, Chinese art underwent a
complete transformation; never-
theless, it stamped each new for-
mula it adopted with its own per-
sonality. Despite the vicissitudes
suffered by the T'ang Dynasty
from the end of the 7th century
onwards, its impetus had been
such .that the T'ang style had an
immense influence throughout all

the regions within the poHtical
sphere of China.
Architecture. Owing to the de-
struction caused by the revolts that
brought about the downfall of the
Han Dynasty, virtually none of the
civil, military or religious monu-
ments of this period have survived.
It is only in the funerary art that
certain architectural forms have
been preserved; for the sepulchres
more or less imitated the habita-
tions of the living and contained
a whole assortment of miniature
furniture made of terra cotta,

bronze and lacquered wood. The
tomb itself - and especially the
imperial tomb — was set up under
a tumulus raised in the middle of
a funerary enclosure, which was
approached by a road called the
Spirit Road; this was bordered on
either side by rows ofanimal statues,
while high pillars marked its en-
trance. This arrangement, which
probably crystallised under the
Han Dynasty, was continually im-
proved upon and lasted until the
downfall of the Ch'ing Dynasty.
The subterranean architecture of
the tomb imitated civil architec-
ture, numerous terra-cotta models
of which have been found not
only in China but also in Korea
and at Than-hoa: overhanging tiled
roofs resting on walls that widen
out towards the ground, columns
with brackets, and ridgepoles de-
corated with ornamental birds or
animals - formulas which have all

remained in the architectural rep-
ertory up to modern times [700].
When Buddhism was introduced,

these same formulas were applied
to religious buildings; the stupa
typical of Indian Buddhism became
a brick or stone pagoda in China,
a sort of square tower of super-
imposed storeys and roofs [722].
Following the example of India,
Kapisa (Afghanistan) and Chinese
Turkestan, China produced rock
sanctuaries as from the 5th century,
in the frontier town of Tim-huang,

at Yun-kang, at Lung-men, at
T'ien-lung Shan, in Shantung, etc.

However, their importance lies in
their painted or carved decoration
rather than in their architecture,
which, compared to that of India,
is virtually without interest.
Sculpture. Although related to the
style of the period of the Warring
States, which it continued, Han
sculpture represents a novelty in
its return to stone, a material which
had not been used since the Shang
period. It was summed up in the
funerary relief carvings, the mytho-
logical subjects of which, then in
process of elaboration, were later
to be incorporated into official

Confucianism and Taoism. An
astonishing vitahty emanates from
these compositions despite the
simplicity of the means employed:
the surface, on which the internal
detail is incised, is outhned against
a plain or striated background -
a technique closely resembling
that of decorated bronze. The
human figures, the animals and
the elements of architecture are
endowed with an extraordinarily
dynamic power (Hsiao-t'ang Shan,

722. CHINA. T'ANG. The Tayen pagoda

at Ch'ang-an.
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1st century B.C.; Chu Wei, c. 50
B.C.; Wu Liang Tzu, 147-167
A.D., etc. [698, 699]). This art was
perpetuated in the stamped tiles of

Szechwan (1st -2nd centuries),

which give a powerful feeling of
synthesis [707]. Sculpture in the

round was still limited to funerary

statuettes [702, 703] and to the

animal statues that lined the roads

leading to the tombs, all of which
manifest the same stylisation

and the same tendency towards
simplification of volume.
The rise of Buddhist art brought

about a transformation not only in

the iconography but even in the

spirit of Chinese sculpture: though
deriving its inspiration from the art

of Kapisa, it retained a Chinese
accent which became steadily

stronger [710]. The Northern Wei
style (middle of the 5th middle
of the 6th centuries), devel-

oped a very personal aestheticism

[710, 711]. This style is noted

for its extremely elongated forms
enveloped in draperies which are

arranged in a series of angular

pleats, for the touching and mys-
terious spirituality that radiates

from the slightly smiling faces and
for the subjection of the whole to

a 'graphism' that has prevailed

throughout the evolution of Chi-

nese art, but which was modified

through contact with the arts of

central Asia and India: under the

Northern Chou Dynasty, though
rigorous frontality remained the

rule, the forms all became rounded
and supple (T'ien-lung Shan 10

and 16, in particular).

These new tendencies were
worked out during the T'ang epoch,

a period which was particularly

rich in sculptural works. A fresh

wave of Indian influence, from the

Gupta and post-Gupta styles,

swept across central Asia and
superseded the outside influences

(Graeco-Roman and Iranian) which
Buddhism had attracted to China
earlier on. Ponderous, hieratic and
completely clothed figures gave

way to softly modelled, inflected,

supple and almost languorous

figures, with skilfully indicated

fluid and gossamer draperies, and

torsos bared in the Indian fash-

ion. For representations of temple

guardians or warriors, movement
was whipped into violence and
musculature inflated beyond all

proportion to heighten the im-

pression of strength [672]. The
celebrated caves at Lung-men
(Cave of the Thousand Buddhas;
Cave of the Lions) and T'ien-lung

Shan offer perfect illustrations of

this Indianised aestheticism.

The same mastery is manifest in

the animal art, which reached
its apogee during this period. The
funerary statuary [669] deserves
special mention: generally of small
dimensions, executed in terra cotta
and polychromed, it manifests the
naturalistic taste of the period:
personages of all races and all the
strata of society — court ladies,

female dancers
. and musicians,

mountebanks, foreigners flank
pawing and wheeling horses, camels
and buffaloes, presenting a particu-
larly lively picture of the cosmo-
politan society of the time. These
qualities did not survive the down-
fall of the T'ang Dynasty and the
decline of Buddhism (which was
brutally persecuted in 845).
Painting. The examples of paint-
ing surviving from the Han epoch
are rare; however, a few painted
tiles and mural compositions [704]
and a large quantity of lacquer-
ware found in Korea suffice to show
that the Chinese painters had
attained a high degree of skill and
technical ability by this period.

The extremely subtle handling of
line already foreshadows the quali-

ties that were to constitute the

glory of the Chinese artists. There
is no doubt that painting was
highly appreciated as from this

time; during the 5th century a

portraitist by the name of Hsieh
Ho formulated the Six Principles

of Painting which, in a laconic

form, perhaps inspired by that of

Indian treatises, have remained
fundamental to this day.

A work of the first great artist

on record has been preserved in a

copy, attributed to the T'ang epoch,

in which the style of the original

s perhaps modified: the celebrated

scroll of Ku K'ai-chih (344 406),

the Admonitions of the Imperial

Preceptress; this work reveals a

subtle sense of grouping which
tends towards a pyramidal arrange-

ment, a refined taste and the im-
portance already accorded to land-

scape [708].

The destruction of untold mas-
terpieces at the time of the down-
fall of the T'ang Dynasty has
depriveil us of those produced by
the greatest artists, which we only
know through tradition or the

testimony of later copies. However,
certain works have been preserved

outside China, such as the mural
compositions adorning the numer-
ous Buddhist caves at Tun-huang
[709] in Chinese Turkestan and
the paintings that could be admired
in the Kondo of the Horyuji at

Nara (Japan, 8th century) until

they were destroyed by fire in 1949.

All the same, these are only pro-

vincial works which do not bear

the mark of genius. They reveal

the increasing importance of land-

scape, which was already conceived
in such a way as to give the feeling

of the infinity and grandeur of

nature, but their line is rather

inexpressive, and it has been
proved that the technique of

pouncing was used. Of the great

masters whose names have been
handed down to posterity the

following should be cited: Yen
Li-pen (d. 673), of whom an origi-

nal work is preserved in the Boston
Museum; it manifests the qualities

noted in Ku K'ai-chih's scroll,

despite the restorations that have
impaired it (Scroll of the Thirteen
Emperors [720]). Li Ssu-hsun (c.

650) is credited with' the creation

of panoramic landscapes in stylised

colours enhanced with touches of

gold, which the northern school

was to repeat ad infinitum. His son

Li Chao-tao is supposed to have

added to his father's manner the

723. CHINESE. HAN. The White Tiger of the West. Jade.

Muiie Cuimet, Paris.
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practice of drawing buildings

with the aid of a ruler and with
fine regular lines, which practice

was also adopted by the northern
school. The brushwork of Wu
Tao-tzu (first half of the 8th cen-

tury), the greatest painter of this

period, is particularly vigorous and
varied. Wang Wei, his contempo-
rary and a poet as well as a painter,

is regarded as the founder of the

southern school, since his mono-
chrome landscapes inspired the

style for which the greatest painters

of the Sung period became famous.
Portraitists, animal painters and

flower painters were also well

represented.

Minor arts. The Han epoch, a

period of luxury-loving parvenus
and adventurers, produced metal-
ware of a signal splendour: bronzes
were inlaid with gold, silver, tur-

quoise, malachite, jade and glass

paste; ritual bronzes deteriorated,

but the clasps, belt buckles, mirrors,

weapons, harness and carriage pieces

and innumerable small bronzes
attest to the popularity of metal-
ware [705], which betrays the

probable influence of the animal
art of the steppes [723].

During the reign of the Wei
Dynasty, this predilection was
diverted, under the influence of

Buddhism, towards pious imagery:
gilt-bronze statuettes and shrines

imitated the style of the large stone

images, thus creating a miniature
sculptureof the very highest quality.

Under the T'ang Dynasty, metal-

ware and gold and silver objects

were of a previously unsurpassed
refinement. Outside influence

added tremendous variety to the

production, which included gilded

objects, objects inlaid with mother-
of-pearl and amber and filigree and
granular work; the gold and silver

plate, imitating similar work of the

Sassanians, was also extremely
sumptuous.
The silks, ceramics, furniture

and lacquerware objects were all

equally magnificent. By the 2nd
century B.C., silk-weaving (damask;
polychrome silk serge) had reached
a high degree of perfection, and,
through Chinese commercial activi-

ty, its reputation spread throughout
the entire Eurasian world. Under
Iranian influence the T'ang weavers
adopted Mediterranean techniques,

of which that of Gobelin weaving
was the most important, and Iran-

ian motifs became so fashionable
that they were faithfully repro-
duced in both Chinese and Japa-
nese fabrics.

Ceramics, which were to become
one of the glories of the Chinese
artisans, were in an experimental

stage under the Han Dynasty and
still imitated bronze forms [706],

but, according to an ancient dis-

covery, they were baked at a

high temperature (from 2200 to

2400 F); a greenish stoneware
appeared, which was to develop
into the celadon. Having become
part of the increasing trade under
the T'ang Dynasty, they were
designed to suit the taste of custom-
ers, and that of Iran in particular,

whose forms, colours and decora-

tive motifs they imitated; the mon-
ochrome pieces so highly ap-

preciated under the Sung Dynasty
also became very popular at this

time [721].

Jeaimine Auhoyer

KOREA FROM THE 2nd
CENTURY B.C. TO THE
9th CENTURY A.D.

History. Korea made a relatively

late appearance in hislmy and was
mentioned for the first time in the

Annals of the Han Dynasty. In the

year 108 B.C., the Han emperor Wu
Ti established four command posts

in North Korea, the most impor-
tant of which, Lak-liang (Lo-lang

in Chinese, Rak\iro in Japanese),

existed until the 4th century A.D.

Chinese culture thus penetrated to

North Korea and gradually spread

to the south, where it appears to

have become mixed with other

elements originating from southern
China.

During the 4th century the pen-
insula was divided into three

kingdoms, of whose origins little is

known: the north was ruled by the

Koguryo Dynasty, of Tungusic
stock, which was in close contact

with the Northern Wei Dynasty
and which became converted to

Buddhism; the Paekche kingdom
in the south-west established rela-

tions with the Chinese dynasties at

Nanking and, having received

Buddhism from the latter, in turn

transmitted it, in the middle of

the 6th century, to the Yamato
court of Japan; the Silla kingdom
in the south-east, isolated by a

barrier of mountains from the rest

of the peninsula, developed an

original civilisation which seems
to have been in contact with south-

ern China and to have had a certain

amount of influence on proto-

historic Japan. During the 6th and
7th centuries these three kingdoms
entered into rivalry.

After the reunification of the

Chinese empire, the Sui rulers

(589 - 618) made a vain attempt to

conquer the neighbouring peninsu-

la. Their successors, the T'ang
rulers, supported the Silla Dynasty,
which then succeeded in establish-

ing its hegemony over the whole of

the peninsula (668) and, in return,

recognised the suzerainty of China.
This dynasty ruled Korea until

the year 936.

THE ART OF THE
CHINESE COMMAND
POSTS

(End of the 2nd century B.C.— 4th

century A.D.)

The excavations carried out by
Japanese archaeologists on the site

of the ancient city of Lo-lang have
brought to hght important fune-

rary complexes which have fur-

nished interesting complementary
information on Han art. Among
the large amount of funerary furni-

ture discovered were numerous
pieces of inscribed and dated

lacquerware from the imperial

workshops in Szechwan, in the

west of China.

THE ART OF THE
THREE KINGDOMS
(4th— 9th centuries)

Koguryo. The tombs of the Ko-
guryo rulers were studied by Japa-

nese archaeologists. The earliest

were situated not far from the Yalu,

on the northern frontier of Korea;
others were grouped around the

site of the ancient city of Lo-lang,

on the Ta-t'ung river. They con-

sisted of one or two stone funerary

chambers, covered with a corbelled

vault forming a 'lantern'. This type

of roof, unknown in China, is

found in the rock sanctuaries of

central Asia. The walls and ceilings

of these chambers were adorned
with frescoes inspired by Chinese
painting: representations of the

four cardinal points, hunting scenes,

court ladies, etc., which, because

of the disappearance of decor of

this type in China itself, are of

inestimable value for the study of

Chinese painting during the period

of the Six Dynasties.

The remains of Buddhist art are

small in number, although a few

surviving gilt-bronze statuettes re-

veal the influence of Northern Wei
art (Yun-kang and Lung-men),
which persisted until late in the

6th century.

Paekche. Little remains of the

Buddhist art, but the first temples

and the earliest sculpture in Japan
have preserved the memory of an

art that is almost non-existent

today.
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Silla. Protohistonc period (4th 6th

centuries). The royal tombs, single

or double mounds in the form
of a calabash, have yielded an
important assortment of funerary

furniture.

Chasedand filigreedgoldobjects:

crowns, earrings, and belts adorned
with pearls and magatama (or-

naments in the shape of a bear's

or tiger's claw) were valued for

their magic properties. Numerous
examples of these last have also

been found on protohistoric sites

in Japan.

Ceramics: numerous bowls and
vases on open-work bases, adorned

with incised or stamped geometric

designs. They appear to be related

to the samples of black pottery

found in the region of the lower

Yangtze, and they were the fore-

runners of certain Japanese proto-

historic ceramics.

Historic period (6th 9th centuries).

During the 6th century Chinese

influence began to penetrate to the

Silla kingdom, which became con-

verted to Buddhism. During the

7th century the capital, Kyongju,

was rebuilt on the chequerboard

plan of Ch'ang-an. The royal

tombs were laid out Uke those of

the Chinese emperors and were

preceded by stone figures of ani-

mals and people.

A few examples of Buddhist

architecture have survived: Queen
Syontok's stupa (7th century),

which is square, and the stone

stairway of the Pul-kuk-sa (8th

century).

The relief carvings in the arti-

ficial cave of Sokkulam are excel-

lent examples of T'ang Buddhist

sculpture.

Numerous decorated tiles have

also been found.

JAPAN

History. During the first centuries

of our era, the influx of numerous
continental elements gradually

transformed the Japanese culture,

which had remained very primitive

until then. Agriculture and the use

of metal and of the potter's wheel

were introduced. During the 4th

century, a clan came from the

southern island of Kyushu to settle

on Yamato, a small plain north of

Osaka, and began to acquire

increasing political importance.

The great tombs (ko-fun) of its

chiefs, surmounted by circular

mounds, and their funerary furni-

ture (crowns; weapons; magatama;

ceramics), show an affinity with the

protohistoric culture of Silla in

south-eastern Korea. Through the

agency of Paekche, another Korean

kmgdom, the Yamato received
Buddhism in the middle of the 6th
century. This religion was officially

adopted by Prince Shotoku, who
acted as regent under his aunt, the
Empress Suiko (593 629). Since
then, the evolution of Japanese
culture has never slowed down.
The Yamato adopted Sino-Korean
civilisation and, in 645, the ancient

clan organisation was replaced by
a centralised administration of

Chinese type. Nara, the first fixed

capital, was built on the chequer-
board plan of Ch'ang-an, the

metropolis of the T'ang Dynasty,
whose prestige was steadily in-

creasing. Official embassies were
sent to the Chinese court, and the

culture of the empire became the

model which the Japanese sought

to emulate in the course of the 8th

and 9th centuries. The early

Buddhist art in Japan was entirely

continental.

Architecture. The earliest religi-

ous foundations, such as the

Horyuji, remain the venerable

examples of an architecture that

has completely disappeared from
the country where it originated:

wooden architecture mounted on
stone terraces, with columns coated

in red plaster and surmounted by
brackets supporting heavy, over-

hanging tiled roofs [724). At the

end of the 7th century and during

the 8th century, the temples

at Nara (Yakushiji; Shin-Yakush-

iji; Todaiji) imitated the T'ang
temples.

Sculpture. The earliest religious

images, of gilt-bronze or wood,
were inspired by the style of the

Six Dynasties, to which Korea long

remained faithful. By the beginning

of the 8th century, the influence of

T'ang sculpture was in the ascend-

ant, and the Buddhist statues in

the temples at Nara (in bronze,

lacquered wood and polychromed

plaster) are magnificent examples

of Chinese sculpture faithfully

copied by Japanese artisans [712

717, 719].

Painting. The few surviving paint-

ings betray the same sources of

inspiration: the style of the Six

Dynasties in the celebrated Tama-
mushi shrine, preserved at the

Horyuji; the official T'ang style in

the frescoes of the Kondo or

Golden Hall of the same temple,

in which the traditional Chinese

motifs were associated with ele-

ments of central Asiatic origin.

Minor arts. Numerous artisans

from Korea and China introduced

the most varied techniques to the

court, and ambassadors brought

a wealth of objects back with them
from China. The Shoso-in, which

has housed the collections of the

Emperor Shomu (presented to the

Todaiji by his widow) since the

middle of the 8th century, possesses

a superb assortment of T'ang

objects: mirrors inlaid with mother-

of-pearl and amber, musical in-

struments and furniture adorned

with paintings, silks, screens and

ceramics.

Madeleine Paul-David

fe,.

724. JAPANESE. ASUKA. The Kondo

(Golden Hall) of the Horyuji. near Nara.

End of the 6th century beginning of

the 7th century A.D.
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CONCLUSION: THE AESTHETICS OF

INDIA AND CHINA Jeanmne Auboyer

l'houf>h InJiu and China, the great Asiatic partners, tnay

differ fro?n one another, they hold a concept of art that

is opposed to that of the West where realism, the external

likeness of art to the physical world, remains the essential.

Jeannine Auboyer, with her profound knowledge of the arts

of Asia, underscores the factor common to the Orient :

the material reality of an object is used to communicate

its invisible spiritual truth.

India and China constitute two distinct civilisations,

whose traditions, ideas and forms stem from the mentality

peculiar to each. To say that their aesthetics are opposed

would doubtless not be quite accurate; they are, however,

sufficiently different, if not in principle then at least in

expression, for a comparison between the two to reveal

a genuine divergence in the processes of their thought.

A comprehension of this thought is essential to an

'inside' understanding of the works of their artists. It is

also extremely important, since India and China between
them shared the whole of southern and Far Eastern Asia,

in which they created well-defined spheres of influence

that persist to this day.

Visual reality and spiritual reality

Their point of departure rests on the quasi-necessity of

faithfully representing nature, and on a profound know-
ledge of the latter, founded on a mental operation tending

to transpose it to a philosophical or symbolic plan. At

a fairly early date each country realised the necessity of

condensing its aesthetic theories into a laconic form,

subsequently glossed ad infinitum. India seems to have

taken the initiative in this, a fact which, considering the

.trend of her particular codification, is not surprising.

A comparison will suffice to reveal the analogies between
the two; first there are the Six Rules (Shadangga) of

India, which are anonymous and which, it seems, may be

attributed to the 3rd century A.D.: (1) science of forms

(rupa-bheda); (2) feeling for the exact correspondences or

measurements {pramani); (3) influence of sentiment on
form (bhava); (4) feeling for gracefulness (Javanya-

yoganam); (5) comparisons (sadrifyam); (6) science of

colours (varnika-bhangga). The Six Principles of China
were laid down by the Chinese portraitist Hsieh Ho and
date back to the 5th century; we give Alexander Soper's

version; (1) animation through spirit consonance (ch'i-yun

sheng-tung); (2) structural method in use of the brush;

(3) fidelity to the object in portraying forms; (4) con-

formity to kind in applying colours; (5) proper planning

in placing (of elements); (6) transmission (of the ex-

perience of the past) in making copies.

Although there is no similarity of either order or

wording between these two sets of rules, they may
readily be compared; for both attest to an attentive

observation of the problems of plastic and pictorial art.

However, whereas India gives pre-eminence to accuracy

of form and mensuration, including sentiment (bhava)

only in third place and the science of colours last,

China stresses above all the principle of animation by the

spirit of the form represented, and is careful to ensure

the transmission of masterpieces through 'copies' as

a last rule. Since the innumerable commentaries that have

attempted to explain the hidden meaning behind these

enigmatic formulas are distributed over the centuries up
to the present day, they offer an excellent picture of the

reaction of the Indian and Chinese mentalities to these

problems, as well as this evolution. Without them,

Western critics would be obliged to give hypothetical

interpretations of the principles.

However, it is hard to determine the chronological

order of these reactions: the commentary of the Shadangga

has been undertaken again in our time by the most
eminent Indian poet, Sir Rabindranath Tagore; the

Ku hua p'in hi of Hsieh Ho has remained the golden rule

for Chinese artists to this day, after having inspired all

the methods and the treatises on aesthetics of the Ming
epoch.

The explanation given by the Indians of the Shadangga

is most instructive, since it shows that India not only took

a precocious stand in the controversy between objective

and subjective art, but that she also approached a number
of theories carried to their extreme consequences by

modern Western research. Thus rupa, form, is not - in

the view of Indian artists — the natural aspect of an

object but is essentially the aspect produced: that which

the artist represents is not an object 'seen', but an object

'known'; far from making a servile copy of nature, the

Indian artist works after a mental prototype that repre-

sents an ideal selection among a series of real objects of

a determined category. The object is therefore not repre-

sented for its own sake nor to the life, but is endowed with

all the potential of evocation that its category may con-

tain. For rupa signifies at once tangible form and mental

form; it implies analysis and synthesis of forms by the

senses and the spirit. 'The outward appearance alone

reveals neither the spirit nor the soul enclosed within the

material . . . To depend solely on the outward appearance,

neglecting the spirit, is to limit oneself to seeing and

painting only the superficial aspect of a form. In order to

acquire true knowledge of a form, we must illuminate all

things with the rays of our soul, and be receptive to the

light which emanates from all things visible and in-

visible' (R. Tagore).

The same conviction is apparent in the commentary on

the first principle of Hsieh Ho: the term ch'i-yun,

variously interpreted by the critics, signifies the rhythm

of the spirit, creator of life movement; it is the quality

inherent in the true artist who, having acquired the

necessary virtuosity, expresses the nature of his model

with appropriate lines and colours. Here again, forms

without spirit are of no value. In fact, this had, originally

at least, to do with a magic obligation to endow a repre-

sentation with life; to this end - as in India - the

representation had to conform rigorously to its subject,

and it is for this same reason that India, in her turn, was

so insistent upon the importance of exact measurements.

Although this magic obhgation was gradually eclipsed by
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considerations of an aesthetic nature, it long persisted as
an undercurrent in both Indian and Chinese art. This
conformity is not what the West understands by this
term: it has nothing to do with 'photographic' art, but
with a process of synthesis designed to sift the ideal
forms of the visible world, discarding all that is accidental;
it is an act of recreating, whereby the artist sets down that
which is permanent in a durable manner. In this effort at

synthesis every feature has its own significance, con-
secrated by the canonical laws, a significance of such
importance that, in Chinese portrait painting (in which
the term ch'i-yun is replaced by the term ch'uan-shen),

the artist, with great subtlety, represents his subject at

successive moments of time; it is in fact impossible, as the
Chinese artists observe, to take in the whole face at once:
thus, the expression of the right eye (the one first seen by
this people, accustomed to read from right to left)

precedes that of the left eye, the mouth following, and
slightly modifying the expression of both eyes.

Technique and the power of suggestion

It would seem a priori that bhava, sentiment, placed third

in the Indian rules, ought to be closer to the term
ch'i-yun than rupa. However, the Indian concept is

rather different and perhaps more artificial; in modern
times the idea of rasa, quintessence of taste, has been
added to it. These two notions, which are extremely

closely related, correspond to two different mental alti-

tudes: that of the artist, who must be capable of evoking

them, and that of the spectator, in whom they must
vibrate in such a way that he is under the impression that

he feels them spontaneously. This process is true of all

artistic expression, including dancing and music. The
action of 'making live' is as much a recreation as ch'i-yun

or ch'uan-shen, and, as the Chinese selected and cata-

logued the traits that would translate the ch'i-yun into

painting, so the Indians minutely codified the forms and
gestures that would bring about the bhava and the rasa:

that which was at first perhaps only the result of very

attentive observation became in both countries a series of

technical formulas for the attainment of perfection.

However, all agree that even the most proven formulas

cannot give a work of art its full power of evocation if the

artist is incapable of endowing it with that mysterious

life which animates every masterpiece. But the contrary

is equally true: life will be conferred on a work of art

only if the technique, perfectly mastered, permits of its

being expressed in all its intensity.

It is for this reason that India and China accord such

importance to the purely technical aspects of painting and

sculpture; India stresses accurate proportions, appropriate

colours and the comparisons which are a peculiarity of

her own. China advocates a perfect knowledge of the laws

of composition, the study of forms based on the observa-

tion of their structure and, naturally, a discerning use of

colours. Whereas both envisaged these problems from

a theoretical point of view, each nevertheless proposed its

own solution: India proceeded by comparisons, China

by analogies. The Indian science of comparisons {sadri-

(yam) led to experiments very similar to those of Sur-

reahsm: it is a transposition of the attributes of an object,

or else more or less systematised parallel images, associa-

tions of ideas which, while assuming an aspect strange to

a Western mind, always remain, from a formal point of

view, within the natural order of things, since India never
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727. INDIAN. Example of canonical measurements for a statue.

(After Gangoly.)

728. JAPANESE,

gouache on silk. <

Spectators behmd a blind. Part of a screen,

. 1600-1610. /Husie Guimet, Paris.

most representative of Chinese painting, the Sung epoch,

which witnessed the magnificent flowering of the mono-
chrome landscape in ink: it is in fact a purely subjective

art, in which the elements of nature serve as pretexts for

the interpretation of the painter's mood and symbolism is

used merely to establish an analogy even an identity —

between the quality of the landscape and its components

and the passion, peace, nostalgia and other sentiments felt

by the artist.

Divergences of shadows and perspective

Two other essential differences should be noted be-

tween Indian and Chinese aesthetics: one has to do with

shadows, the other with perspective. It is perhaps these

two points that most clearly reveal the extent to which
India is decidedly a part of the Indo-European world

while China is resolutely Oriental. In India, the body is

modelled with discreet shadows which accentuate the

roundness of its form but do not correspond to any

specific source of light. In China, shadows are unknown;
in any case, they belong in the category of things acci-

dental and are therefore rejected. As for perspective,

that at Ajanta which appears to be the outcome of trial

and error approaches European perspective but is

more subtle: like the European painter, the Indian painter

uses a horizon line, though on it he projects not one

vanishing point, but several; sometimes he even multiplies

the horizon lines in a scene. This is yet another phenome-
non due to the fact that the artist does not work from

nature but from a mental image conceived to illustrate

a specific subject. The spectator is not, as in Western

painting, thought of as standing immobile outside the

picture but is introduced into it by the artist, who causes

him to revolve inside it, simultaneously showing him the

facade of a building and its receding side as he would
actually see them were he himself to walk the length of

a building. It is the most subtle application of so-called

rotary perspective ever realised, and it is also a process

which, carried to its extreme consequence, could have

resulted in the modern science of simultaneity.

The Chinese approach is totally different. The spec-

tator is accustomed to read from right to left and from top

to bottom; his eye thus automatically travels diagonally,

from the upper right-hand corner to the lower left-hand

corner. This conditions the whole composition which,

moreover, is often panoramic and in bird's-eye view.

According to Chinese theory, the horizon line is not

placed in front of the spectator, as in Europe and as at

Ajanta, but behind him; thus the vanishing points, con-

verging towards the horizon, are projected on to the

picture already diverging into the distance, a practice

which is in complete contrast to the law that traditionally

governs the Western eye. The consequence of these two

concepts of perspective, Indian and Chinese, is extremely

significant: while India uses the whole surface and fills

up the horizon with elements of landscape or any other

sort of combination, China gives concrete value to space

and opens the horizon on to infinity.

We thus have two different worlds, one linked by many
characteristics (and probably also due to the influence it

underwent in the course of its history) to the West, the

other resolutely abiding by its own formulas and trans-

mitting them eastwards, in particular to Japan, where

they laid the foundations for the greatest decorative art

ever known.

729. CHINESE. Landscape by Hsia Kuei

1234. Iwasaki Collection, Tokyo.

Ink on paper, c. 1180



C H I N E S E. A glazed figure

from the T'ang Dynasty.

British Museum.



JAPANESE. Bust of Nyoo (Royal Guardian).
Dry lacquer gilded with colours. Tempyo period.
8th century A.D. AAusS* GulnM, Porb.
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Antioch 325, 327, 332imap), 340,

342, 346, 347, 352, 354(map),

356

Antiochus I 326

Antiochus III 318, 620
Antiochus IV 322, 326

Antipholus 329

Antonine 348, 351

Antorunus 348

Antoninus, temple of 350, 351

An-yang 221, 222, 223, 228, 23l,

381, 392c, 417
Apadana 293, 299, 300

Apamea 323, 346, 350

Apaturius of Alabanda 325

Apelles 254, 267, 280, 291, 316,

329, 337

Apennines 205, 206, 207, 209

Aphaia, temple of, Aegina 262, 287,

289, 437, 473, 485
Aphrodisias 329, 336, 345, 350, 351

Aphrodite 278, 283, 305, 327, 331,

346, 347, 539, 615, 616
Aphrodite Landolina 324; of Aries

290; of Cnidus 251, 280, 283, 290,

530, 534
Aphrodite, temple of, Messa 346
Apis 116

Apollo 280, 327, 336, 346, 347, 351,

451, 452, 491, 499
Apollo, temple of, Alabanda 346;

Antioch 325, Bassac 256, 285,

287, 289; Cormlh 424, 426;
Dclos 272, 287, 289, 346; Delphi
263, 266, 286, 287, 288; Dldyma
288, 346; Dreros 286; Syracuse
305

Apollo Alaeus 305; Palatinus 349;

Patroos 287, 288; Sauroctonus

290, 533
Apollo Smmtheus, temple of,

Chryse 346
Apollodorus of Damascus 278, 316,

330, 333, 336, 349
Apollonius 346, 347, 591, 592, 649
Apoxyomenus 283, 290, 540
Appian Way 349
Apulia 199

Aq-terek 388
Aqueduct, Roman 626
Aquileia 329
Ara Pacis 318, 325, 237, 336, 342,

350, 602, 633
Arabia 155, 156, 181

Arabian Sea 67, 377(map)
Aral Sea 53, 68, 219
Arawaks 108, 111

Arcadia 234, 246, 260(map)
Arcadius 348

Arcadius, column of 344
Arcesilaus II 270, 330
Arcesilaus cup 336
Arches, Roman 325, 334 5, 336,

340, 341, 344, 348, 350, 351,

628

Architecture 24, 57, 59, 118, 120,

166, 181, 182, 184, 188, 191, 198;

Alexandrian 321; Carthaginian

303, 310; Chinese 390, 394;

Egyptian 66, 67, 136, 138, 143,

151, 156-8; Graeco-Buddhist

356; Greek 245, 247 -8, 251,

254-66, 286-8, 289; Helle-

nistic 324-6, 333, 346; Hittite

160; Indian 368, 371-3, 374,

376, 378; Japanese 390, 391, 397;

Korean 397; Mesopotamian 120,

124, 134, 161-2; Minoan 193;

Mycenean 193, 195; Oceanic 96,

97; Persian 293, 299 300; Phoe-

nician 159, 181; pre-Columbian

104, 105, 110; Roman 325, 326,

333-5, 340, 341, 344, 345, 348
— 350; Sicilian 305; Syrian 342;

see also palaces, temples, tombs
Arcy-sur-Cure 52(map)

Arctic 51, 53, 68, 96

Ardales 52(map)

Ardeche 57

Arezzo 329, 352, 366

Argentine 22, 103, 110, HI
Argive 254, 271, 464

ArgoUs 183, 194

Argos 194, 250, 273, 288, 289;

Heraeum 247, 289

Ariege 37, 49

Aristeas 351

Aristides 283, 285, 316

Aristides II 329

Aristippus of Cyrene 281

Aristodicos 272

Aristotle 236, 238, 240, 242, 244,

245, 314, 316, 321, 322

Ariusd 175(map), 199

Aries 201, 290, 332(map), 350, 637

Armenia 166, 176, 177, 180, 298

Arpachiyah 66, 246, 80

Arslan Tash 146, 159

Arslantepc 145

Artaxerxes II 299, 300, 556

Artemis, temple of, Corfu 288, 486;

Magnesia-ad-Meandrum 346

Artemis Brauronia 290; Orthia 303

Artemis, temple of, Sparta 286;

Syracuse 305

Artemisiimi, Delos 247; Ephesus

247, 256, 261, 266, 286, 288, 289,

290, 325; Syracuse 286

Arvc 44
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Aryans 62, 63, 67, 155, 292, 298,

370, 377

Asanga 391

Asdepius 266, 288, 325, 346
Ashanti 87, 89i,map), 108

Asia 30, 40, 43, 68 9, 92, 95. 104,

114, 158, 176, 184, 212, 219, 234,

297, 358 400; central 38, 78,

353 6, 367, 395
Asia Minor 30, 31, 66, 139, 140,

161, 166, 170, 172, 176, 177, 179,

180, 183, 185, 186, 194, 195, 196,

197, 199, 208, 212, 234, 236, 256,

257, 262, 271, 280, 286, 288, 292,

327, 329, 336, 347, 350, 351

Asolta 366, 377

Aspebergel 375
Aspendus 350

Assisi, lemple of Minerva 349

Assos 256, 346

Assur 147, 154imap), 161, 294, 297

Assurbanipal 137, 149, 163, 295

Assurnasirpal I 148, 161, 162, 299,

199, 240, 241, 278, 441

Assurnasirpal 11 221

Assyria, Assyrian 100, 120, 128, 130,

134, 135, 136, 140, 141, 145, 146,

147, 143 50, 151, 154(map), 155,

160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 220, 221,

236, 242, 292, 294, 297, 298, 299,

302, 312; has-reliefs 148, 149 50,

163, 199, 240 1, 243, 275, 436,

605; frescoes 148; painting 149,

150; palaces 140, 148 9, 150,

163, 293; sculpture 148, 149, 162,

242, 244, 441, temples 149

Astana 355, 367, 393

Astrabad 176, 177

Asturias 50

Astyages 296, 297

Asuka 391, 713, 714, 715, 718, 724

Asura 392, 717

Aswan 154(map)

Atchana 181

Aten 155

Athena 262, 265, 274, 275, 289, 331,

347

Athena, temple of. Acropolis 266,

269, 278, 289, 323; Mycenae 288;

Pergamon 346; Syracuse 287;

Tegea 288; Troy 346; Vellctri 289

Athena Lemnia 289

Athena Nike, temple of 278, 287,

446, 474, 526
Athena Nikephoros 322, 323, 347

Athena Polias, temple of 288, 346

Athena Promachus 289

Athenion 329

Athenodorus 347

Athens 194, 234, 236, 238, 250, 254,

256 7, 260(map), 266, 270, 271,

273, 280, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289,

290, 291, 321, 323, 329, 332(mapl,

336; Acropolis 250, 254, 256, 257.

266, 267, 269, 271, 273, 278, 286,

287, 289, 322, 469; Dionysium
290; Erechtheum 250, 258, 266,

269, 287, 289, 331, 429, 445;

Lyceum 323; Metroum 289;

Olympium 326, 475; Parthenon

18, 240, 254, 257, 258, 261, 263,

265, 266, 269, 278, 281, 285, 287,

289, 318, 479, 515-21; royal stoa

257; Thescum 251, 480
Allanthropus 26, 28

Atreus 342
Attalids 322, 323, 346

Attains I 322, 329, 347

Attalus III 322, 346

Attica, Attic 174, 183, 234, 244, 250,

269, 271, 272, 273, 278, 290, 291,

305, 310, 341, 346, 459, 461, 463,

506 8, 641

Attis 320

Aude 208

Augustus 204, 211, 318, 320, 321,

325, 326, 328, 333, 335, 338, 341,

343, 349, 350, 351, 352, 586
Augustus Mausoleum 349
Aunietitz 201, 202

Aurelian 348, 350

Aurelian's wall 343
Aurignacian 18, 19, 20, 22, 30, 32,

33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42(chart),

45 6, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52{map),
68, 242, 12, 25, Vcnuses 16, 18,

19, 22, 34, 40imap), 45 6, 120,

245, 5, 7, 9, 24, 35
Ausonian 208
Austral Islands 94
Australia 27, 72, 95lmap), 97;

aborigines 26, 32, 42, 45, 72, 79,

80, 96, 100
Australopithecus \2

Austria 200, 202, 203, 213
Autun 350
Auvergnat 352
Auxerre goddess 248, 453
Avars 229
Avaris 155

Avebury 57

Aveyron 57

Axes, battle 182, 199, 200, 203, 215,

351; bronze 204, 207, 213, 305,

306, 360, 394. 411; copper 204.

307; core 41; Cretan 170, 172,

188, 215, 291; double-headed 145,

172, 188, 215, 335; Luristan 221;

processional 215; steppes 230
thunder stones 56, 172

Azilian 35, 36 7, 41, 43, 47, 49
Azogues 109

Azov, Sea of 230

Azteco-Incan 59

Aztecs 99, 103, 105, 136, 149, 150

Aztiay-Canar 109

B
Baal 159, 178, 181, 182, 342, 264

Baalbek 318, 326, 342, 350, 351, 356;

temple of Bacchus 351; Jupiter

Heliopolitanus 644
Babylon, Babylonian 124, 133, 134,

135, 136, 139 40, 146, 148, 150,

151, 154{map), 155, 156, 161,

162, 163, 183(map), 186, 196,

219, 220, 221, 244, 292, 294. 295,

296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 325, 332

(map), 371, 273; bas-reliefs 140;

hanging gardens 150, 162, 297;

Hephaestium 325; Ishtar Gate

140, 150, 163, 276; temples 140

Bacsonian 69

Bactria 354(map), 381, 388

Badami 360, 377(map), 380

Badari 59, 61, 65, 116, 154imap)

Badegoule 47

Baden 199, 200, 203

Badule 82

Baetyli 205, 354

Baga 87, 89(map)
Bagh 377(map), 380

Baghdad 133

Baikal, Lake 45, 53, 68, 219, 228,

230
Bakoniio 88, 89(map), 106

Bakota 88, 89{map)

Bakuba 88, 89(map), 119, 120

Balawac temple 246

Balearics 205, 209, 304, 310, 287

Balkans 30, 46, 57, 59, 179, 183,

186, 196, 197, 199, 200, 202, 203,

204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 212, 246,

302

Baltic 40, 168, 172, 200, 215, 216,

354(map), 356

Baluba 88, 89(map), 95

Baluchistan 67

Bambala 89(map)
Bamhara 81, 82, 83, 84, 86, 87,

89^ map)
Bamilekc 88, 89(map), 117, 118

Bamiyan 355, 356, 367, 375, 377

(map), 388, 389, 660

Bamoun 86, 88, 89(map)

Bandiagara 81

Bai^olas 43
Banteai Srei 376

Bapende 89(map)

Barabudur 374, 690
Barbancum 354(map)
Barberini Suppliant 289, 545
Barda Balka 66
Bari 324, 348
Barma Grande 45
Barotsc 89(map)
Barreales HI
Barygaza 354(map)
Bas-relief, African 85, 86; .Assynan

148, 149 50, 163. 199, 240 I,

243. 275, 436. 605; Babylonian
140; Carthaginian 304, 567;
Esyptian 65, 118, 122, 126, 127,

128 30, 132, 137, 138, 141, 143,

144, 145, 150 1, 152 3, 156,

158, 196, 229, 233; Etruscan 308,

577; Gallic 335; Greek 251,267,
269, 271, 291; Hittile 140, 160,

231; Mesopotamian 124, 126, 127,

128 30, 162 3, 164, 318, 174;

Oceanic 92; Persian 151, 294 5,

296, 299, 300, 556. 557. 561;
Phocmcian 145. 146, 159; pre-

Columbian 105, 106, 107, 109,

110, 111, 157; prehistoric 34, 46,

47, 55, 56, 51. 53; Roman 318.

336. 337, 343. 350. 600. 601. 607;
sen ulst) relief carving, sculpture

Basilicas 344. 349, 350, 624
Baskel-work 59, 65, 103, 104, 120

204
Basle 47

Basonge 89fmap;
Bassae, temple of Apollo 256, 285,

287, 289
Batak 92
Batan Grande 111, 159
Bateke 89(map)
Baths 334, 341, 344, 349, 350
Bathycles 246, 272
Batshioko 88, 89{map)
Batlersea 366
Battus 266

Batuacas 37

Baule 87, 89(map), 116
Baume-Latrone 52(niap)

Bavaria 202, 203, 207, 212
Bayaka 88, 89imap)
Beacharra 56

Beads 204

Beaker people 57, 201, 202, 203,

212, 344
Bedeilhac 49, 52imap)
Bedouin 127

Begram 329, 354, 366, 367. 377

(mapt. 379, 380, 385, 656
Behistun 296, 300
Beirut 178, 182

Bel 124

Bel Harran Bel Utsar 128

Belgium 41, 43, 54, 65, 201, 208.

211, 213, 335, 341

Belgrade 199

Bella Coola 104

Belt-plates, buckles 221, 228, 229,

414, 415, 420
Belts 172

Bena Kanioka 89(map)
Bena I.ulua 88, 89(map)
Benevento, arch of 336, 351

Bengal 69, 370. 377(map)
Beni Hasan 128, 132, I54(map),

158, 191, 194

Benin 77, 85, 86, 87, 89(map), 107,

111, 112, 113

Berbers 59

Bering Strait 40, 104

Bemay 329, 338

Bemifal 48

Berthouville 352

Besnagar 377(map), 378

Bezcklik 388

Bhaia 377Cmap)
Bharhut 368, 377(map), 378, 379,

380
Bhumara 377Cmap)
Bifacial tools 31, 41, 42(chart), 65,

67

Bird representation 92, 94, 95, 96,

102. 110, 191, 207, 208

Birdlip 211

Bisk 68

Bit hildni 151, ISO

Elton, 271

Black Sea 54, 154(map), 155, 174,

181, 183(map),217,226,227(map),
230, 285, 332tmap), 354

Blade tools 41, 42 (charts)

Bobo 87. 89(map)
Bodh Gaya 377(map), 378

Bodhisaltvas 359, 364, 389, 390,

391, 392, 664, 665, 689, 715

Bodrogkeresztur 199

Body painting 79, 92, 97
Boeotia 183. 194, 196,250,260(map),

288, 291, 329, 457
Boethus of Chalcedon 347

Boghazkoy 140, 145, 154(map),

160, 181, 183(map), 195, 269
Bogota 109

Bohemia 56, 168, 172, 174, 175

(map). 179, 199, 200, 201, 202,

203, 206, 207, 208, 210, 212, 213
Bohuslan 378
Bokhara 388(map)
Bolivia 110

Bologna 207, 208, 209
Bonampak 99, 107, 135

Bone, carved 30, 32, 45. 46; imple-

ments 16. 28, 31. 41. 43. 44. 53,

66. 77. 23, 37; incised 16. 18, 24,

30, 32, 36, 46, 47, 53, 77, 88, 373;
seals 186; statuettes 88

Borneo 95(map), 377
Borsippa 162

Boruca 108

Boscoreale 332(map), 338, 348, 352,

636
Bosma 208
Bosphorus 180

Botta 160

Bouray-sur-Juine 213, 369

Bourdeilles 52(map)
Bouleuteria 346
Bounias 62
Bozo 81, 83, 84, 86. 89imap)
Br4 217
Brabant 208

Brachycephalic man 41, 43, 127,

178

Brahmanism 67, 363, 370, 372, 373,

375. 377, 379; set aim Hinduism
Brandenburg 203, 209, 297
'Brassards' 212
Brassempouy 32, 40(map), 46,

52(map), 35
Brenner Pass 200, 207, 212

Brennus 323

Breuil, Abbe 20, 44, 47, 50, 51

Bricks, glazed 149, 150. 151. 163,

295, 300, 176, 178. 433, 555
British Isles 30, 40, 47, 54, 57, 175,

179, 201, 202, 204, 205, 209, 211,

212, 213, 215, 217, 302, 329, 340;

see also Ireland

Britannicus Arch 350

Brittany 22, 56, 57, 122, 172, 201,

202, 203, 208, 211, 212, 213

Brno 43

Bronze 42, 69, 85, 87, 110, HI, 116,

145, 164, 166, 168, 170, 172. 174,

176, 177, 178, 179 80, 181, 182,

185, 191, 197, 198. 200. 202. 205,

207, 208, 209, 212 13, 215. 219,

224, 225, 226, 230, 231, 234, 240,

249, 266, 280, 301, 308, 352, 386

Bronze Age 38, 42(chart), 50, 51,

53 7,114,168,172,176,215-17,

219, 225, 230, 302; Early 219,

228; Aegean 172, 176, 178, 179,

183 6, 193, 197, 198; Europe 53,

54, 175(map), 199, 200 6, 213;

Scandinavia 215, 234; Middle,

Aegean 176, 186 91, 193; Eur-

ope 172, I75(map), 205, 206, 207;

Luristan 220; Late, Aegean 181,

191-3, 194, 197, 198; China 224;

Europe 175(map), 206; Luristan

220
Bronze-founders 180, 181, 182, 186,

188, 213, 219, 222
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Bronzes, Afncun 77. 85 b, 102,

107, 111, 112; Chinese 220, 222,
223, 228, 229, 361, 362, 365, 385,

388, 389, 396, 388. 395 400,
401, 403, 404, 406, 417. 423;
Cretan 192, Greek 254, 267 9,

274, 283, 290, 291, 443. 456, 501,
514, 531; Hallslatt 209, 427;
Lurislan 145, 154, 220, 221, 249,
383, 384, 390 2, 394; Sardinian
212 13, 249. 279. 347, 359;
Scandinavian 376, 378, 379, 380,
381; Sicilian 305, 306, steppes
213, 229, 408, 409, 413, 414, 416,
418, 419. 420; Tibetan 367;

Transylvanian-Hiingarian 205,
206, 356, 411

Bruniquel 47, 52(map), 37, 43
Bryaxis 254, 283, 289, 322, 327
Brygus 291
Bubanj 199

Buckler, Battersea 366
Buddha 77, 355, 356, 361, 367, 373,

374, 375, 379, 388. 389. 390, 391.
392. 658, 666. 686, 687, 688, 690,
710, 711, 712; Mailrcya 391

Buddhism 353, 356, 358, 359, 360,
361, 362, 363, 364, 366, 367, 368,
371, 377, 380. 381, 386 7, 390,
392, 394, 396. 397

Buddhist art, Chinese 389 90, 395,
396. 399; Indian 372 4, 375,
376, 377, 379, 387; Japanese
390 1, 397; Korean 397; Tur-
kestan 388

Bug 230
Biikk 199

Bulgaria 175, 229
Buret) 68, 846
Burgundy 43, 207, 208, 210, 222
Burma 53, 68, 356, 376
Bushongo 89{map)
Butmir 234, 344
Byblos 114, 135, 145, 154Cmap),

155, 159, 177, 178, 180, 181, 182,
184, 186, 188, 195, 197, 202

Bylany 208
Byzantine, Byzantium 152, 156,

236, 242, 327, 332(map), 340,
342, 344, 345, 348

Cabrerets 48, 49, 52(map)
Cadiz 38, 209, 302
Cadmos 246
Caesar, Julius 211, 318, 325, 330,

348, 349, 350, 352
Cahokia, Mississippi 104
Caicus 322
Cairo 146

Cajamarca 1 10

Cajamarquilla 111

Calama 111

Calamis 274, 289, 514
Calchagui 111, 162
Calf-bearer 271, 461
California 99, 104
Caligula 348, 349, 350
CallejOn de Huaylas 110
Callicrates 258, 287
Callimachus 256, 269, 278, 289, 327,

527, 528
Callixenes 327
Calydon 286
Cambodia 355, 371
Cambyses I 151, 156, 292, 299
Cameos, Hellenistic 329, 348; Ro-
man 336, 345, 352, 634

Cameroons 82, 87, 88
Camp de Chassey 52{map), 54, 201
Campagna, Roman 323, 325
Campeche 106
Campignian 41, 44, 52(raap)
Campus Martius 349
Canaan, Canianites 135, 145, 155

159, 266
Canachus of Sicyon 272
Canopic chest 143

Canosa 324, 348
Cantahrian Mts 16, 34, 38, 48, 49
Canton 53, 354(map), 356, 381
Cap Blanc 43, 47
Capitals, Egyptian 120, 144, 150,

152, 157, 258, 261, 262; Greek
256, 314; Indian 366, 375; Persian
151, 152, 293, 299, 300, 432; Ro-
man 334

Cappadocia 155
Capsian 35

Caracalla 339, 348, 350
Caracalla baths 349, 351
Carchemish 140, 145, 150, 154

(map), 160, 178, 181, 183(map),
227tmap)

Carchi 109

Caria, Carian 183Cmap), 196, 336
Caribbean 108

Camac 24, 52imap), 57, 205, 20a
Caroline Islands 92, 94, 95(inap),

96, 97

Carpathian Mts 54, 174, 199, 200,
204

Carthage, Carthaginians 174, 209,
211, 238, 260(map), 285, 299,
302 4, 305, 306, 308, 310, 312,
321, 323, 326, 332{map), 348, 571;
bas-reliefs 304, 567; jewellery

310; pottery 310; sculpture 303,

304, 310, 565, 567; tombs 304, 310
Caryatids, African 88; Greek 262,

286, 289, 331, 445, 477, Mexican
105

Casma 110

Caspian Sea 30, 53, 68, 154(map),
176, 177, 178, 220, 226, 227(map),
298, 332(map), 354(map)

Castellon 49, 50
Castellucio 200
Castile 38
Castillo 37, 47, 48, 52(map)
Castione 213
Castor and Pollux, temple of, Rome,

334

Catacombs 219, 230
Catalonia 38, 202
Catamarca 1 1

1

Cato 317, 323, 349
Cauca 108, 109

Caucasus 57, 96, 155, 166, 174, 176,

177, 181, 183, 184, 185, 199, 217,
219, 221, 226, 227(map), 229, 230,
298, 365, 366, 414

Cauldrons 182, 208, 211, 213, 217,
300, 372, 382

Cave art, Afghan 355; Chinese
funerary 224, 388, 389, 390, 395;
Indian 368, 374, 691, 693, 696,
697; prehistoric IS, 21 2, 26, 30,
31-2, 33 5, 37, 45, 47 8, 56,

79, 125, 215, 1 4, 6, 10 12,
24-31, 33, 39, 40 1, 48, 51 3

Celadon 396, 721
Celtic, Celts 53, 57, 166, 170, 172,

174, 200, 209, 210, 211, 213, 217,
234, 303, 307, 351, 366, 368, 370

Celtomachies 323, 328
Cempoalan 106

Centauromachy 289
Cephisodotus 346
Ceramics, see Pottery

Cerdo 333
'Ceres', temple of, Paestum 256
Cerro de los Santos 174, 310
Cerveteri 308, 582, 584
Ceylon 380
Chabot 47
Chaco Cation 104

Chad, Lake 85, 86, 89(map)
Chaeronea 286, 325
Chalcidice 183
Chalcis 250, 291

Chalcolithic 65, 155, 186, 197, 202
Chaldea, Chaldean 38, 122, 174, 188,

242, 298, 316
Chalukya 377, 379
Chamber-tombs 200, 201, 202, 205
Chamblandes 201
Chamelicon 108

Champa 376, 378

Chanapata 110
Chancay 1 1

1

Chancelade man 41, 43, 52lmap)
Chancellery reliefs 336
Chan-Chan HI
Ch'ang-an 354(map), 356. 391, 392

393, 397, 722
Chang Hua 387
Ch'ang-sha 224, 231. 385, 407
Charente 41, 43, 47, 23
Chares of Lindos 346
Chari 85

Chariots 299, 301, 302, 357
Chartres 360
Chassey 54, 55, 57, 175(map)
Chatelperron 41, 52(map)
Chatham Islands 95(map)
Chavin de Hu ntar 110
Chellean, Chelles 41, 52(map)
Chelleo-Acheulian 67
Ch'eng-tu 385, 707
Cheops, Pyramid of 130, 132, 156

188

Chephren 130, 132, 156, 188, 201
Cherchel 351
Cherchel, Demeter of 289
Chersiphron 247, 266
Chertomlyk vase 329
Ch'i, Northern 386, 390, 391, 392
Chiapas 99, 103, 105, 135
Chibcha 76, 103, 108, 109
Chibe 229
Chicanel 106
Chichen Itza 103, 105, 107, 148, 161
Chigir 227(map), 228
Children's art 72 3

Chile 99, 103, 110, 111
Chimu 100, 111, 159
Ch'in 231

Ch'in Shih Huang Ti 381, 382, 394
China 26, 30, 38, 53, 58, 68, 69, 77,

78, 80. 95(map), 114, 168, 174,
219, 220, 222 5, 228, 229, 230,
231, 242, 353, 354(map), 355, 356,
358, 359, 361 2, 364, 366, 367,
369, 3SI -400; architecture 390,
394; bronzes 220, 222, 223, 228,
229, 361, 362, 365, 385, 388, 389^
396, 388, 395, 396, 397, 398, 399,
400, 401, 403, 404, 406, 417, 423;
Buddhist art 389 -90, 395. 396,
399; frescoes 354, 385, 392, 396;
funerary caves 224, 388, 389, 390,
395; painting 362, 364, 382, 383,
384, 387, 388, 392 3, 395 6,

399, 400, 708, 709, 720, 729;
palaces 231, 391; pottery 222, 224,
362, 365, 393, 396, 85. 86, 706;
sculpture 362, 388, 389, 390,
391 2, 394 5, 396, 397, 399,
665, 669, 699, 700 3, 710, 718;
statuettes, figurines 224, 360, 389,
390, 393, 396, 402, 403, 669, 702,
703; temples 391; tombs 382, 383,
384, 385, 387, 394, 395; vases 54,
222, 365, 383, 386, 368, 399 400.
401, 404

Ch'ing Dynasty 394
Chinook 104

Chipias 106

Chiripa 110

Chiriqui 108

Chiusi 308, 577, 579, 596
Chivera 227(map), 228
Choga Zambil 124
Chongovape 110
Chordoleg 109

Chorotegas 108

Chortchuq 389
Chou 222, 223, 224, 230, 231, 361,

381, 382, 384, 397, 401, 403;
Northern 386, 390, 395

Chou k'ou-tien 43, 68
Christianity 153, 156, 224, 229, 310,

314, 316, 318, 320, 336, 340, 343,
353, 365, 366, 367, 374

Chryse 346
Chryselephantine 269, 278
Chrysolakkos 188, 198
Chu 225
Chu Wei 395

Chuang-izu 381

Chuei-tong-ku 68
Chuguji 391, 714
Chupicuaro 106
Chusovaya River 68
Cicero 316, 318, 333
Ciiicia 154(map), 161, 168, 183imap),

184, 236
Cimbrians 217
Cimmerians 208, 226, 228, 230, 292

298

Cimon 273, 285, 290, 291, 306
Circus Flaminius 349
Cire perdue 85, 86, 87, 106, 109, 170
Cists 178

Clacton-on-sea, Clactonian 40, 41,
42(chart), 52(map)

Claudian 345
Claudius 339, 348, 349, 350, 640
Claudius II 348
Clazomenae 291
Cleobis 271, 464
Cleomenes 336
Cleopatra 156
Cleopatra, house of 352
Climate, influences of 40 1, 43, 44,

53, 61, 105, 114, 368, 370
Cloisonne 159
Cloth 354, 355
Cnidian treasury, Delphi 286, 288
Cnidus, Aphrodite of 251, 280, 233,

290, 530, 534
Cnossus 168, 181, lS3{map), 186,

188, 191, 192, 193, 194, 196, 197,
247, 26D;map), 235, 282, 285,
321 5, 337, 338

Coatlicue 105

Co;rhin-China 69
Code 108, 109

Codrus 250
Cogul 45, 50, 52(map), 41
Coins, Celtic 174, 211, 213, 370;
Greek 272, 275, 233, 291; Hel-
lenistic 329, 348; Indian 380; Per-
sian 301; Roman 367; Sicilian 306

Cnizard 64
Colchis 221

Colhuacan 105

Cohma 106

Colombia 76, 10 j. lOi

Colophon 235
Colosseum, Rome 334, 625
Colossi 139, 143, 152, 244, 254, 325
Colossus of Rhodes 325, 327, 346
Colotes 254
Columbarium 343
Columbus, Christopher 99, 108
Columns, Roman, Arcadius 344,

349; Lanzjn 110; Lucius Aemi-
lius Paulus 336; Marcus Aurelius

318, 336, 340; Theodosius 349;
Trajan's 318, 319, 336, 340, 349,
606, 632

Combe Capelle 43
Commodus 348
Concord, temple of, Agrigentum

251, 287, 349, 478, 606, 632
Concrete 333
Confucianism 231, 381, 382, 386,

392, 394
Congo 85, 86, 88, 89(map)
Constantine 344, 345, 348, 351
Constantine, Arch of 336, 344-5,

351

Constantinople 344, 349; Theodo-
sius' Obelisk 345, 349, 351

Constantius II 351

Cook Islands 94, 95l,map)

Copan 100, 107, 108

Copilco-Zacatenco 105
Copper 42, 53, 57, 61-2, 65, 66, 67,

74, 87, 109, 116, 124, 127, 132,

159, 164, 166, 168, 172, 176, 177,

178, 179, 180, 182, 184, 185, 186,

197, 199, 200, 202, 205, 207,

212 13, 215
Coptic art 159, 294
Cord-ornamented pottery 57, 200,

201, 203, 204
Cordillera Blanca 110

Core tools, see Bifacial tools
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Corfu 262, 271, 288, 486
Cori 349
Corinth 184, 196, 250, 260(map),

265, 272, 273, 285, 286, 289, 290,

291, 330, 424, 426
Corinth, Isthmus of 183, 305

Corinthian Order 256, 287, 288, 314,

334, 346, 349, 350, 355, 389,

475
Cortaillod 201

Cos 325, 332{map)
Cussutii 317

Costa Rica 98(map), 108

Craiova 288
Cratylus 244
Cremation 206, 207, 213, 215

Cresilas 278, 289
Crete 35, 58, 59, 114, 129, 135, 155,

159, 166, 168 70, 172, 174, 180,

183(map), 184, 185, 186 93, 194,

195, 196, 197, 198, 212, 213, 215,

219, 234, 236, 242, 246, 247, 250,

288, 302, 305, 332(map), 364;

bronzes 192; frescoes 191, 324,

325, 337; jewellery 188, 197, 198;

painting 168- 70, 191, 198, 282,

283, 338; palaces 168, 186 93,

194, 195, 197, 198, 321 S; pot-

tery 166, 168, 184, 188, 191 2,

195, 197, 198, 291, 326, 331, 332;

sculpture 192; statuettes 188, 327,

328, 329, 330; temples 286; tombs
191, 198; vases 186, 188, 198, 365;

see also Minoan
Creto-Mycenean 185, 216, 234, 236,

238
Crimea 43, 226, 230

Crimisa 305
Cro-Magnon man 27, 41, 43

Croatia 41, 43

Cromlechs 24, 57

Croton 236
Crowns, funeral 318

Ctesias 296

Ctesiphon 354(map)
Cucuteni 45, 54, 175(map), 234, 42,

67,96
Cueva Vieja 50

Cuevas de la Arana 50

Ctjicuilco-Ticoman 105

Cult statues 251, 261, 269, 272, 278,

289

Cult temples 157, 200

Cull-waggon' of Strettweg 209

Cumae 310, 348

Cuneiform 62, 133, 139, 160, 176,

296
Cupisnique 101, 110

Cups, goblets 109, 111, 182, 192,

193, 201, 207, 208, 212, 220, 329,

236, 237, 333, 387, 428, 636, 679
Curvilinear decoration 54, 56, 104,

108, 109, 110, 111, 172, 210, 211,

234, 67

Cuzco 110, 111

Cyaxares 298
Cybele 246, 289, 320

Cyclades, Cycladic 166, 170, 172,

183(map), 184, 185, 186, 194, 196,

197, 198, 199, 200, 245, 248, 250,

260, 271, 272, 303, 321, 290; idols

185, 197, 200, 245, 248, 272, 303,

315, 316, 318; pottery 170, 172,

184, 185, 197

Cylinder seals 116, 118, 120, 128,

129, 130, 132, 134, 150, 163, 365,

171, 172, 173, 175, 185

Cyniscus 289

Cyprus 59, 154(map), 161, 166, 172,

176, 178, 180, 181, 182, 183(map),

184, 185, 195, 196, 197, 198, 200,

202, 212, 246, 302, 310, 346,

332(map); vases 185, 198

Cypselus 285, 291

Cyrenaica 285, 321, 332(map), 335

Cyrene 261, 266, 270, 275, 291, 321,

346, 347, 351, 651

Cyrus 151, 292, 294, 296, 297, 299

Cythera 183

Cyzicus 329, 332(map)

Czechoslovakia 41, 43, 213

D
Da-u-Dokhtar 299
Dacia 343

Daedalus 254, 272
Daggers 31, 46, 170, 182, 193, 200,

201, 202, 205, 207, 212, 213, 215,

281, 335
Dagon 181

Dahomey 87, 115

Dalmatia 179

Damascening 170, 172, 182, 193,

198, 307, 335
Damascus 154(map), 159, 333
Damophon of Messina 346
Dan 87, 89(map)
Dandan Uiliq 367, 388(map)
Danube, Danubian 54, 56, 57, 59,

168, 170, 172, 174, 179. 184, 197,

199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205,

206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 213, 219,

226, 230, 231, 234, 299, 332(map),

335, 341

Daphne 327

Daphne, Syria 322
Daphnis of Miletus 288
Dardanelles ISO, 183

Darlcn 108

Darius 1 136, 151, 152, 285, 293,

296, 299, 300, 438, 557, 610, 611

Darius II 296

Darius 111 299, 346
Dascyleium 300
Dead Sea 154(map)
Debo, Lake 86

De 1 67

Decimus Cassutius 325

Decewtalia 341

Decorative motifs, Carthaginian 304;

Chinese 222, 223, 224, 361, 383,

384- 5, 389, 393, 394; Cretan 170,

186, 188, 191 -2, 198; Egyptian

62, 116, 120, 122, 126, 144, 151;

Greek 250, 261, 262, 264, 265,

269, 289, 291; Hellenistic 325,

327, 329, 356, 373; Iberian 211;

Indian 366, 369, 372, 378, 379;

Mesopotamian 66, 116, 122, 124,

126, 164; Mycenean 195; Persian

220, 221, 294, 300, 301, 355, 388,

396; pre-Columbian 100, 102,

103, 104, 106, 108, 109, HI; pre-

historic 22, 24, 37, 56, 57, 68;

Roman 318, 334, 338, 344, 352;

Scandinavian 216, 217; Scythian

175, 221, 227; steppes 227, 229,

366; see also animal representa-

tion, geometrical decoration, me-
anders, spirals

Degenfeld 362

Deir el Bahari 137, 154(map), 158,

210
Deir el Medineh 156, 157

Delium, Paros 247

Delos 247, 254, 266, 272, 285, 288,

293, 321, 326, 332(map), 337, 346,

347; Dodecatheon 325; Heraeum
286, 449; Maison de I'Hermes 325

;

Neorium 325, 329; Pillared Hall

346; Poscidoniastae 346, 347;

Sanctuary of the Bulls 346

Delos, Apollo of 272, 287, 289, 345

Delphi 172, 255,260(map),26I, 267,

269, 271, 272, 285, 286, 288, 323;

Lucius Aemilius Paulus column

335; Marmaria terrace 286, 287,

440, 492; Naxian Sphinx 434;

temple of Apollo 263, 266, 286,

287; treasuries 262, 264, 265, 273,

274, 286, 287, 288, 289, 497

Delphic Charioteer 254, 274, 275,

305, 443
Delphinium, Miletus 247

Delynt 168

Demeter 248, 285, 290, 303, 305,

305, 521, 570

Demeter of Cherchel 289; of Cnidus

283; of Pergamon 323

Demetrius 329

Demetrius Pohorcetes 325, 329

Democritus 236, 238
Demosthenes 254, 285
Denderah 118, 137, 152, 153,

154{map), 263
Dendra 194

Denmark 57,-.199, 212, 215 17,293,

299, 372
Desborough 211, 298
Descent of the Ganges 375, 379

Diadochi 324, 346
Diadumenus 289
Diaguite 111, 162

Dido 302
Didyma 247, 288, 346
Didymaeum, Miletus 246
Dimmi 170, 184, 185, 196, 197

Diuos 208
Diocletian 344, 345, 348
Diocletian baths 344, 349
Diocletian, palace of Spalato 344,

349
Diodorus Siculus 118

Diogenes 315
Dionysium, Athens 290
Dionysium, Selinus 287, 289
Dionysius I 305
Dionysius of Halicarnassus 310, 319
Dionysus 321, 327, 529; temple of,

Sakha 331 ; Syracuse 305; Teo 346
Dionysius Eleutherus 287

Dioscorides 634
Dipoinos 272

Diptychs 345

Dipylon vases 56, 248, 250, 288, 291,

458
Discus Thrower 274, 289, 314, 599
Djemila 350
Dnieper 24, 59, 219, 226, 230
Dodecatheon, Delos 325
Dodona 247, 288
Doedalsas of Bythnia 347

Dogon 81, 82, 83, 87, 89(map), 103,

104, 105

Dokhtar-i-Noshirwan 354, 388Cmap)
Dolichocephalic man 41, 43, 127

Dolmens 22, 24, 38, 50, 54 5, 56,

57, 109, 201, 202, 19, 343
Doini Vistonice 40(map), 46

Domitian 336, 348, 349, 351

Domitius Ahenobarbus, altar of 336,

350
Domus Flavia 349

Dong-son 231

Dordogne 18, 22, 38, 43, 46, 47, 48
Doria-Pamphilii palace 345

Dorians 156, 158, 172, 174, 198, 206,

234, 236, 242, 246, 247, 250, 257,

272

Doric Order 254, 256, 257, 262, 263,

286, 287, 288, 305 6, 334, 346,

348, 349, 426, 470, 472, 473
Doryphorus 275, 289, 513, 588
Dougga 304, 350
Doura Europos 332(map), 340, 342,

347, 350, 352, 356, 388

Do i 291

Drava 172, 203
Dreros 247, 288, 448; temple of

Apollo 285

Dn 47

Dvarapala 360, 672

DukDuk 93

Duplaia 207, 209, 357
Diisseldorf 41

Dying Gaul 329, 347, 614

Eannatum 162

Easter Island 38, 94, 95(map), 96,

124, 126, 133

Ebcrswald treasure 297

Ebony 92

Ebro 209

Ecbatana 332(map), 298, 346,

354)'map)
Ecuador 103, 108, 109

Edfu 137, 152, 153, 154(map), 326,

249, 250, 252

Egtved 215 16

Egypt 22, 24, 35, 38, 53, 54, 59, 61,

62, 63, 64, 65, 65, 67, 77, 81, 85,

99, 100, 114, 115, 118, 120, 122,

123 59, 154(map), 161, 165, 168,

172, 175, 177, 178, 180, 181, 182,

183, 184, 185, 185, 188, 191, 194,

205, 206, 212, 219, 225, 234, 236,

238, 240, 250, 266, 293, 299, 303,
312, 318, 320, 321, 325, 329, 346,

352, 360, 354, 365, 380; Old King-
dom 123, 125, 130, 131, 132, 135,

136, 138, 144, 147, 150, 155, 156,

157, 158, 182, 185, 197, 326; First

Intermediate period 132, 155, 181;

Middle Kingdom 123, 126, 131,

132, 135, 137, 138, 155, 156, 157,

158, 181, 185, 197; Second Inter-

mediate period 155; New King-
dom 135, 136, 137, 139, 147, 150,

155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 181, 182,

196; Saite period 147 8, 150 1,

152, 155, 158, 245 6; architec-

ture 66, 67, 136, 138, 143, 151,

156 8; bas-relief 55, 118, 122,

126, 127, 128 30, 132, 137, 138,

141, 143, 144, 145, 150 1, 152 3,

156, 158, 229, 233; Delta region

61, 55, 136, 147, 150, 155, 158,

176; frescoes 141, 142, 158, 168,

166, 2J4, 289; jewellery 126, 132,

136, 138, 158 9, 186; painting62,

116, 118, 124, 135, 142, 158,

168 70, 165, 194, 207, 280, 597;

palaces 142, 144, 157, 186; pot-

tery 61, 53, 65, 115, 127, 128, 131,

158, 196, 72; pyramids 122, 124,

126, 130, 131, 132, 133, 138, 147,

150, 155, 155, 157, 187, 188; rock

art 61, 62, 67; sculpture 56, 118,

126 8, 130, 132, 135, 138 9,

141 2, 143, 144 5, 146, 147,

150, 158, 159, 192, 248, 181, 191,

196, 200, 201, 203, 212 16,

219 21, 224, 227, 230. 234, 239,

249, 231; statuettes 61, 62, 55, 68,

69, 125, 136, 142, 147, 158, 168,

238, 246; temples 25, 124, 126,-

136 8, 139, 143. 144, 146, 150,

156 7, 158, 209, 210, 228, 248,

254, 256; tombs 16, 65, 116, 124,

126, 131, 138, 141. 145, 147, 150,

152, 156, 158, 172, 293, 366; vases

54, 65, 127, 128, 131, 132, 191;

see also Nile

Ehringsdorf 43

Ekoi 87, 89(map)
El Amrah 62

El Argar 59, 204, 205, 212, 213

El Djem 350

El Omari 61, 65

El Tajin 106

Elam, Elamite 52, 116, 133, 140,

150, 154(map), 161, 152, 163, 154,

219, 295, 298, 365, 365

Elbe 172, 179, 203, 207, 213

Elburz Mts 227 (map)

Elea 236

Elephanta 361, 375, 377 (map), 379

Eleusis 247, 248, 250, 285, 287, 289

Ellice Islands 95 (map)

Ellura 361, 375, 377 (map), 379,683,

684, 694
Elster glaciation 42

Elymians 305
Embracia 317

Embroidery 125, 301, 318, 393

Emesa 329

Emilia 212

Engis 43
Enkomi 181, 182, 196

Enline 52(map)
Entemena 133, 204

Entremont 211, 213

Eoliths 26

Ephesus 236, 246, 247, 260(map)

272, 285, 288, 322(map), 341, 346,

351; Artemesium 247, 255, 261,

266, 285, 288, 289, 290, 325

Epic of the Creation 59

Epicurus, Epicurean 316, 317, 320
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Epidaurus 256, 285, 291; temple of

Asdepius 266, 283, 288; theatre

261, 498
Epigonus of Mysia 323, 329. 347
Er-Lannic 205
Erech 59, 62, 63, 64, 66, 67, 118,

120, 128, 154^map1, 160, 172
Erechtheum 250, 258, 266, 269, 287,

289, 331, 429. 445. 477

Ergastinac 278
Ergotimos 270
Eridu 62, 63, 65, 154(map)
Eros 280, 539, 621
Eros of Thespiae 290
Erostratus 266
Ertebolle41, 44, 215

Esarhaddon 149. 161, 163, 299
Eshnuna 161

Esie 85, 86
Eskimos 30. 32. 43, 78, 80, 104, 166.

93, 101

Esmeraldas 103. 109

Esna 152

EsquiUne 337. 352
EsquUine Venus 289, 333, 544
Exlremadura 38

Ethiopia 43, 155, 299
Etruria 175(mapi, 200, 210, 213,

260(map), 310
Etruscan 174, 179, 208, 209, 213,

302, 304, 308, 310, 317, 318, 324,

348, 350, 364, 365, 577-85; bas-

relief 308, 577; frescoes 308. 578;
jewellery 30H; painting 213;

sculpture 213. 310, 583, 585,

596, 653; statuettes 213; tombs
308

Euboea 183(map1, 250, 260lmap),
305

Eucleidas 278
Eumenes I 306
Eumenes II 322, 323, 347
Euphranor 280
Euphrates 61, 66, 1 14, 118, 123, 133,

134, 135, 139, 154'map) 155, 176,

226, 227(map), 292, 293. 340,

354(map)
Euphronius 273, 291, 505
Eurasia 219-31, 353, 358, 364, 366
Euripides 254
Europe 26, 27, 30, 40, 43, 53, 68, 78,

80, 168, 215, 242, 302; glaciations

40Cmap), 42; early metal age
172 4, 175, 178 9; evolution

and rise with coming of metal
199-213; Bronze .-^ge 75imap),
199-208, 212-13; Iron Age
208 12, 213

Eurotas 246
Euryala 306
Eurytius 269
Eutychides 346
Evainetos 278, 306
Exekias 273, 291, 504

Faience 172, 204
Pali 82
Fang 88, 89{map)
Fara 162

Fardal 215
Famese Bull 289, 329, 347
Fayum 61, 65, 154i;map), 157, 332

(map), 352
Feathers, feather work 93, 94, 96,

111, 130
'Fertile Crescent' 114, 154:map),

159, 166, 176, 177, 178
Fertility rehgion, statuenes 16, 18,

24, 30, 45 6, 58, 172, 184, 203,
215, 242

Fezzan 50, 55, 57a, 59
Fibulae 207, 208. 209, 213, 365, 584
Figurative art 32, 33, 34, 36, 77, 182,

254, 262, 263. 265, 266 9, 270,
278, 291, 341

Figurines 199, 200, 207; African 87,

88; Carthaginian 310; Chinese

389, 393, 669, 702, 703; Eeypuan
61, 62; Greek 250, 266, 291; Hel-
lenistic 329, 348; Indian 368;

Mesopotamian 66; Oceanic 93,

94; pre-Columbian 106. 108, 109;

prehistoric 9.35. 42, 44; S.irdinian

212; see aho statuettes

Fiii Islands 93, 95imap), 97
Filigree work 106, 108, 159, 178, 386,

396, 397
Finistere 302, 18

Finland 51

Fire temples 299
Flake-tool cultures 41, 42(chart\
65

Flaminian Way 349, 352
Flavians 349 50,351
Flint implements 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,

32, 41, 61, 62, 65, 200. 201, 212.

215,23; jewellery 158
Florida 104. 143
Folkton 205. 354
Fon 87, 89(map)
Fondukistan 367, 388(map), 389,

661

Font-de-Gaume 34, 48, 49, 52imapl,
12

Fontbouisse 56

Fontechevade man 41, 43, 52imapi
Formosa 69
Fortuna Virilis 334, 627
Fosse graves 205, 207
Fourneau du Diable 47, 53
France 35, 41, 42, 43, 46, 54. 57,

179,201,203,204, 208, 209, 211,

212, 213; sis aho Gaul
Franche-Comte 208
Franco-Cantabrian Palaeolithic 16,

20, 22, 35, 38, 50, 72, 76, 116
Francois Vase 270, 503
Frescoes, Assyrian 148; Chinese

354, 385, 392, 396; Cretan 191,

324, 325. 337; Egyptian 141. 142,

158, 168, 166. 284. 289; Etruscan
308, 578; Greek 251, 267, 275,

290, 291, 323; Indian 361, 364,

368, 369, 374, 380, 387, 393;
Japanese 367, 397; Mycenean 193;

pre-Columbian 99, 105, 107, 135;

Roman 331, 337, 340, 351, 361
Friezes, Cretan 288; Graec.-Bud-

dhisl 388; Greek 257. 263 5, 269,
271, 289, 318. 446, 494. 495. 496,
515, 517, 519. 520. 538; Indian
375, 378; Persian 295 6, 554;
pre-Columbian 105, 110; Roman
336, 344 5, 349, 351, 602, 631

Frobenius 74
Frontal representation 116, 128,

274, 283, 340, 342, 343, 344, 345,
351, 391, 395

Fuegians 78, 79, 80

Funerary cults, Chinese 361; Egyp-
tian 125, 168; Etruscan 308

Funerary furniture 54 5, 131, 156.

176. 182, 394, 396, 397
Funerary masks 105, 308, 339
Funerary offerings 62, 65, 67, 125.

126, 156, 168
Funerary ships 213, 215

Gades (Cadiz) 38, 209, 302
Gagarino 40(map), 45, 68
Galatia 172

Galatomachies 328
Galba 348
Galerius, Arch of 344, 35

1

Galicia 50, 57, 175(map)
Gallery graves 56, 57, 200, 201, 202
Gallia Narbonensis, temple of 341
Gallienus 343, 345
Gambler Islands 95(map)
Gandhara 354(map), 355, 356. 361.

369, 373, 377(mapl, 379, 388, 389,

658
Ganges 377(map}
Ganjin 392

Gard 57, 213
Garden of the Muses 247
Gargas 33, 34, 47, 49, 52(map), 2

Garonne 40, 41, 47, 49, 213
Gascony, Gulf of 19, 34

Gaugamela, battle of 321

Gaul, Gauls 172, 174, 175, 199, 285,

302, 305, 326, 332(map), 335,

340, 341, 343, 345, 348, 350
Gavr'inis 22, 56, 57, 122, 63
Gawra 66

Gaza 178

Gazelle peninsula 92
Geelvink Bay 91, 95(map)
Gela 305, 481
Gelo 285
Gemma Augustae 336
Gems, engraved 283, 291, 303, 339
Geometrical decoration 172, 174,

182, 205, 208, 209, 212, 213;

Aegean 185, 186, 188; African 86,

88; Carthaginian 303, 304; Celtic

174; Chinese 222, 223, 225, 361,

385; Cretan 170, 174; Egyptian
116, 118, 120; Greek 234, 236,

240. 242. 245, 250, 274. 288, 289,

291, 318; Korean 397; Mesopo-
tamian 66, 153; Mycenean 195;

Oceanic 97; pre-Columbian 104,

106, 107, 109, 111; prehistoric

22, 35, 36, 47, 53, 59, 62, 65;
Roman 345; Scandinavian 216;
steppes 219, 228. 229

Gerasa 350
Germanicus 339
Germany 40, 43. 44, 54, 56, 57, 179,

200, 201, 202, 203. 206, 208, 210,

212, 213. 219, 329. 332tmap), 335,
341

Gerzean 61, 65. 116, 72
Gezer 159

Ghorfa 304
Giant's Castle Game Reserve 31b, 58
Gibraltar, Strait of 34, 43
Gigantomachies 289. 314. 322, 328,

329, 347
Gilbert Islands 95(map)
Gilgamesh 118, 120, 149, 163, 220
Gilgit 388
Gilt-bronze 389, 390. 391. 396, 397,

705, 712
Gizeh 132, 133. 154imap)
Glaciations 30, 40. map), 41 -2, 42

(Chart), 45, 68. 114

Glanum 329
Glascovo 219, 230
Glassmaking 159, 381

Glassware, Etruscan 310; Hellenis-

tic 329, 366; Roman 335
Glina 199

Glycon 346
Glyptics 66, 120, 132, 134, 140, 160,

163, 188, 193, 301

Gnathia 348

Gnosticism 367
Gobelin 396
Gobi Desert 227imap)
Goblets, see Cups
Gold 42, 65, 66, 74, 82, 85, 87, 108,

109, 111, 124, 136, 146, 158, 164,

166, 174, 176, 177-, 178, 182, 192,

194, 198, 204, 212, 217, 229, 254,

269, 380, 386, 393, 397; leaf 108,

124, 186, 188, 248; plate 110,

269, 318, 324, 325, 345, 396
Goldsmiths 166, 205, 207; Assyrian

150, 221; Cretan 170, 198; Egyp-
tian 132, 136, 147, 159; Greek
254, 269, 291; Mesopotamian 164;

pre-Columbian 106, 107, 108,

109, 111; Roman 335, 338; Sume-
rian 182

Gorgon Vase 250
Gothic, Goths 217, 229, 360
Gotland 215
Graechwyl 213, 363
Graeco-Buddhist 353. 355. 356. 361,

364, 366, 367, 369. 377, 379, 388,

389, 657 9, 661. 687
Graeco-Roman 361, 364, 366, 367,

395, 623, 677, 679

Graeco-Persian 300, 395, 562
Graufesenque 352
Graves, Beaker 201, 202; fosse 205;

gallery 55, 56, 57, 200, 201, 202;
passage 22, 55, 205; shaft 191,

193, 194, 197; single 201, 202, 203
Greece, Greek 56, 81, 114, 118, 120,

122, 130, 152, 153, 155, 158, 166,

168, 172, 174, 175, 183, 184, 185,

186, 193, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200,

205, 206, 208. 213, 231, 234 -91,
260! map), 293. 296, 297. 302, 304,

305, 308, 312, 314, 316, 317, 318,

320, 321, 323, 324, 325, 328, 329,

335, 340, 343, 344, 353, 355, 360,

364, 380; architecture 245, 247-8,
251, 254 66, 286-8, 289; bas-
relief 251, 267, 269, 271, 291;
bronzes 254, 267-9, 274, 283,

290, 291, 443, 456, 501, 514, 531;
chryselephantine 269, 278; fres-

coes 251, 267, 275, 290, 291, 323;
friezes 257, 263 5.269,271,289,
318, 446, 494. 495. 496. 515, 507,

519, 520, 538; jewellen,- 269, 272,

291; mosaics 251, 280, 288, 291,

319; painting 244, 250, 251, 263,

267, 269, 280. 283, 290 1, 323-4;
pottery 251, 254, 272, 273, 306,

458, 459, 502 8; sculpture 236,

245, 248 50, 251, 262, 263,

267 -9,270 2,274 83,288 90,

443 4. 452. 460 4, 481 96,

499, 500, 501. 509 23, 525 40,

543-6, 566. 574. 575. 588; sta-

tuettes, figurines 250. 266, 274,

283, 288, 291, 305, 451, 453, 454,

456, 457, 566; temples 174,

247-8, 256, 261-5, 271. 285,

286, 287, 288, 289, 326, 334. 424,

470, 472, 474, 475, 478, 479. 480,

576; vase painting 250. 269 70,

271, 272, 273, 275. 278. 290, 291,

318; vases 56, 209, 244. 248, 250,

254, 266 7, 269 70, 271, 272,

278, 283, 290, 291, 303, 350, 458.

459, 502 8, 524. 548. 587; see

also Hellenistic

Greenland 104

Grezan 213
Grimaldi 40;map\ 45, 46, 52i map"!

Grimaldi man 41, 43

Guadalquivir 208

Guatemala 103, 106

Gudea 134, 161, 162, 164, 206, 271

Guetar 108

Guinea 86, 87

Gujarat 377(map)
Gundestrup 211, 217, 372
Gunz glaciation 41 2, 42(chart)

Gupta 361, 362, 367, 368, 373, 375,

376, 377, 378, 380, 388, 389, 390,

392, 395, 664, 688, 689; post- 360,

361, 362. 364. 375, 379, 380, 388,

392, 395

Guro 89(map)
Guti 133, 161, 176, 181

Gymnasia 325

H
Hadda 355, 356, 388fmapi, 389, 657,
659

Hadrian 331, 335, 339, 349. 351

Hadrianum 351

Hagia Triada 192, 194, 250, 331
Haida 104
Haiti 108

Hadjuboszormeny 356
Halaf 66

Halicarnassus 246, 260(map); Mau-
soleum 254, 283, 288, 289, 325,

536, 538
Hallstatt 56, 166, 172, 174, 175(map),

208 10,211,213,226,231,295,
362, 363, 427

Ha 178

Hammurabi 134, 155, 162, 179b,
273
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Han, 222, 224, 231, 360, 361, 362,

364, 367, 381, 382 6, 387, 388,

391, 394, 395, 396, 402, 420, 699,
700 7, 723

Handprints 33, 48, 49, 2

Hannibal 323
Hanover 213
Hapu 139

Harappa 62, 67, 365, 368, 377(map),
81

Harawa 158

Harmais 143, 144

Harness 166, 174, 208, 230, 396, 413
Harpies, tomb of, Xanthus 288, 493
Harvesters' vase 192, 332
Hassuna 59, 62, 66

Hatchings on hone, stone 16, 18,24,

34, 77, 116

Hathor 64, 116, 157, 263

Hatshepsut 137, 257
Hatmsas 160, 177

Hattusilis III 155

Haute-Garonne 18, 49

Hawaiian Islands 94, 95(map), 130

Hazael 146, 159

Hazer Mard 66

Hecate, temple of, Lagina 346

Hecatompedon 266, 288, 483

Heidelberg man 41, 43

Heliogahalus 348, 350, 351

Heliopolis 125, 131, 141, 154(map),

155, 332(map1, 342

Helladic 186, 193, 194, 195, 196,

197, 199, 200, 286

Hellenism, Hellenistic 153, 174, 183,

211, 213, 226, 234, 244, 266, 272,

283, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307,

310, 312, 314, 316, 317, 318, 319,

321 9, 330, 336, 337, 338, 339,

340, 341 - 2, 346 8, 349, 350,

353, 356, 360, 366, 373, 379, 388;

architecture 324 6, 333, 346;

painting 329, 346, 347 8; pottery

329; sculpture 326 9, 346 7,

589 93, 595, 613 21, 639, 641,

648-50, 670, 671; statuettes 327,

348; temples 325, 346; vases 329,

347, 348

Helsinki 53

Hephaestium, Babylon 325

Hephaistos 170, 480

Hera, of Olympia 286; Paestum 286,

287; Samos 272, 273, 288, 442

Hera Limenia 247, 450
Heracleides Criticus 321

Heracleopolis 154(map), 155

Heraclitus 236, 238, 244

Heraeum, of Delos 286, 449; Olym-
pia 286; Perachora 286; Samos

247, 256, 261, 286

Herculaneum 285, 332(mapl, 655

Hercules 263, 274, 275, 281, 283,

290, 327, 336, 346

Herihor 155

Hermes 280, 290, 331, 360, 529;

two-headed 213, 371

Hermogenes 325, 333, 346

Hermopolis 152, 153, 329

Herodotus 118, 124, 150

Hesy-ra 158

Hetep-heres 131

Heuneburg 209, 213

Hicrakonpolis 62, 64, 65, 118, 157,

158, 159, 166, 169

Hiero II 306, 323, 639

Hieroglyphs 100, 103, 144, 154, 155,

188, 196, 197, 238

Hieron 291

Hildesheim 348, 352

Himalayas 53, 67, 370

Himera 303, 305

Hindu Kush 227(map)

Hinduism 360, 364, 373-6
Hippodamus of Miletus 257

Hissar III 176

Hissarlik 181, 212

Histiaea 274, 289, 514

Hittite 59, 135, 139, 140, 145, 146,

148, 149, 150, 151, 155, 160, 161,

172, 181, 182, 185, 186, 195, 196,

197, 200, 206, 219, 220, 234, 236,

246, 312, 268; architecture 160;
bas-relief 140, 160, 231; palaces

145, 160, 168; pottery 160; sculp-

ture 140, 145, 160, 269; vases 160
Hoabinhian 69
Ho Ch'u-ping 383, 701
Hoggar 50, 36
Holland 47, 57

Homer 196, 254, 273, 278, 319
Homo sapiens 26, 27, 28, 29, 42, 43,

45, 53

Hominids 42

Homo nordicHS 41

Honan 54, 57, 382, 386, 390
Honduras 98, 106, 108

Honorius 348

Honshu 386
Hopei 384, 390, 704
Hopewell 104

Hopi 76

Horace 330, 337, 339

Horgen 201

Horn 18, 36, 41, 44

Hornos de la Peiia 33, 47, 52(map)
Horus 116, 157, 294, 326, 249, 250,

252
Horyuii 367, 390, 391, 392, 395, 397,

668, 712, 713, 716, 724
Hottentots 45

Hsiao-t'ang Shan 394

Hseih Ho 387, 395, 398

Hseih Ling-yun 387

Hsuan-tsung 391, 393

Hu 383, 400, 401

Huacadel Sol 110

Huacos 101

Hu 110

Huasteca 103

Huaxtec 106

Hudson Bay 104

Humanism 242, 266, 272, 381 6

Humboldt Bay 92

Hungary 47, 172, 174, 179, 199, 200,

202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 209, 210,

212, 219

Huns 229, 377, 385, 394

Hunsnick-Eifel 208, 21

1

Huon, Gulf of 92, 95(map)
155

Hut-urns 208

Hydria 430, 548

Hyksos 132, 135, 136, 137, 139, 155

161, 170, 191, 234

Hypogea 151, 156, 308, 255

Iberia 16, 20 2, 31, 33, 35, 41, 43,

46, 50, 54, 57, 59, 72, 74, 76, 166,

172, 174, 175(map), 185, 201, 202,

204, 205, 208, 209, 211, 212, 213,

215, 238, 240, 285, 302, 304, 305,

307, 335, 348; cave art 33 5, 37,

45, 47 8, 28, 29, 31a, 33, 39, 40,

55; rock shelters 37, 49 50, 203,

13,34,41; Roman 340, 341; sculp-

ture 174, 304, 310, 569; see ah,>

Portugal

Ibibio 89(map)
Ibiza 304, 310

Ibo 87, 89(map)
lea 111

Icons 375, 378, 379

Ictinus 257, 258, 287, 330

Ida, Mount 288

Idiqutshari 355

Idomenaeus 194

Ife 77, 85, 86, 89(map), 102

Ilium 324

lUinoian glaciation 42

lUyria, Illyrians 59, 175(map), 200,

208, 209, 234, 260(map)

Imbabura 109

Imhotep 77, 125, 155, 156

Incas 99, 102, 103, 110. Ill

India 22, 30, 38, 53, 57, 58, 62, 67,

68, 96, 184, 226, 296, 298, 299,

353, 3541 mapl, 355, 356, 358, 359,

360-1, 362, 363-4, 366, 367,

368 80, 381, 388, 389, 398-400;
archaeological sites 377(map); ar-

chitecture 368, 371 3, 374, 376,

378; Buddhist art 372 4, 375,

376, 377, 379, 387; frescoes 361,

364, 368, 369, 374, 387; friezes

375, 378; jewellery 367, 379, 380;

painting 361, 364, 368, 369, 373,

374, 375, 380, 399, 400; relief carv-

ing 368, 369, 372 3, 374, 378,

379, 380; sculpture 356, 361, 368,

372, 373, 375, 378 9, 380, 392,

399, 69, 666, 673, 674. 684 91,

694, 727; statuettes 368, 378, 380,

81, 82; temples 371 2. 375, 376,

378, 683, 692; tombs 372 - 3

Indies, East 40, 377

Indies, West 108

Indo-China 231, 356, 367, 370, 376,

377, 378, 406
Indo-European 56, 59, 184, 186,

. 193, 196, 197, 200, 215, 234, 248,

292, 298, 400
Indonesia 45, 78, 96

Indus 62 3, 67, 69, 114, 184, 226,

292, 293, 298, 354{map), 360, 362,

364, 365, 366, 368, 370, 377 (map),

388l,map)

Intaglios 301, 329, 367

Ionia Ionian, 136, 151, 174,

183fmap), 194, 197, 234, 236, 244,

245, 246, 250, 257, 260lmap), 265,

266, 271, 272, 286, 289, 310, 326,

460

Ionic Order 256, 257, 262, 263, 286,

287, 288, 314, 334, 346, 348

Iran, see Persia

Irano-Buddhist art 353, 367, 377,

388

Iraq 116, 298

Ireland 22, 38, 40, 78, 170, 202, 203,

204, 208, 211, 212, 213, 215, 302,

349, 353
Irkutsk 68

Iron 27, 87, 116, 166, 168, 174, 176,

177, 181, 208, 209, 211, 213, 217,

234, 240, 386, 115

Iron Age 42(chart), 166, 172, 182,

196, 197, 198, 204, 205, 206,

208 11, 213, 217, 220

Isakovo 69
Ishtar 163

Ishtar Gate 140, 150, 163

Isin 134, I54(map1, 161

Isis 125, 145, 320, 347, 349

Isis, temple of, Delos 346

Islam 85, 86

Isopata 191, 194, 198

Ispahan 296

Israel 125, 181

Issus, battle of 136, 346

Istria 205

Isturitz 46, 49, 52 (map), 3, 49

Ita 159

Italy 41, 42, 43, 45, 57, 59, 172, 179,

182, I83(map1, 199, 200, 203, 204,

205, 206, 207, 209, 210, 211, 212,

236, 265, 285, 302, 305, 306, 310,

323, 324, 328, 330, 336, 340, 341,

345, 348, 350, 360; lee also Etrus-

can, Magna Graecia, Roman,
Rome

Ivory, carved 45, 46, 86, 168, 182,

192, 236, 248, 266, 288, 291, 305.

310, 318, 345, 368, 378, 379, 380,

9, 35, 75, 113, 265, 678; figurines

250, 454; furniture 366, 380; im-

plements 31, 44; incised 36, 46, 47,

86; plaques 143, 159; statues 254,

269; statuettes 26, 34, 46, 85, 88,

104, 158; vases 65

Ivory Coast 82, 87, 92
Ivriz 145, 231

Jade 105, 106, 107, 223, 405, 723

Jaen 49

Jainism 372, 376, 377, 378

128

Janus' masks 85, 87

Japan, Japanese 57, 69, 78, 80, 225,

231, 353, 355, 356, 358, 360, 362,

367, 381, 386, 388, 390 1, 392,

393, 396, 397, 400; architecture

390, 391, 397; frescoes 367, 397;

painting 397, 728; pottery 386;

sculpture 391, 396, 397,712 17,

719; statuettes 390, 391; temples

390, 391, 397; tombs 397

Jarmo 57, 66

Jaiakas 388, 709

Java 26, 30, 43, 95(map), 376, 378,

690

Jebel el Arak 64, 65, 118, 154(map),

75

Jebel el Tarif 65, 120

Jemdet Nasr 59, 64, 118, 123, 132,

I54(map), 160, 161, 162, 79

Jericho 57, 65, 66, 154(map), 159,

178

Jewellery, African 85, 86; Carthagi-

nian 310; Chinese 389; Cretan

188, 197, 198; Egyptian 126, 132.

136, 138, 158 9. 186; Etruscan

308; Greek 269, 172, 291; Hel-

lenistic 348; Hiltlte 140; Indian

367, 379, 380; Mycenean 188, 195,

198; Persian 301; pre-Columbian

108, 109, 110; Roman 352; Scan-

dinavian 216

Jivaros 103

Jomon 231

Jomonshihi 386

Jordan 154(map)

Jordansmuhl 199

Juba II 306

Jupiter 351

Jura 209, 210

Justinian 344

Jutland 204, 212, 213, 215. 217

K
Kabah 107

Kabul 388(map)

Kadesh 146

Kahun 131, 178

Kailasanath 683. 684

Kakovatos 205

Kalar-dasht 220, 387, 421

Kamares 59, 186, 188, 197, 198, 326

Kamegaoka 225

Kaminalijuyu 103

Kamo 168

Kandahar 365

Kangaba 81

Kanheri 379

Kanishka 366, 377

Kansan glaciation 42

Kansu 54, 57, 385, 390, 85. 86

Kantharos 548
Kapisa 360, 366, 377, 379, 388, 394,

395, 687

Karashar 354imap)

Karasuk 219, 227,map). 228, 229,

230, 231

Karelia 51

Karim Shahir 66

Karli 366, 377imap), 379

Karnak 137, 139, 141. 142 3. 144,

146, 147, 154(map), 157, 158, 219,

251, 253, 256
Kasai 89 map)
Kashgar 354 map). 388(map)

Kashmir 377(map), 379

Kasr el Sagha 157

Kassite 139, 161, 162, 163, 220, 229,

298, 216
Kazakhstan 53, 219, 228, 229, 231

Kazanian 226

Kbor Klib 304

Keita 81, 82

Kelermes 226

Kelleminar 69

Kerch 291. 385

Kermadec 96

Khafaje 161
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Khongai M« 227(map)
Khargab Oasis 152

Khmer 359, 364, 376, 378, 666
Khnumet, Princess 132, 159
Khons, temple of 146, 253
Khorsabad 14S 9, 150, 154(map),

160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 293, 301,

242, 270
Khotan 354, 388(map)
Khvalinsk 226
Kiev 54
Kiho 94
Kiniabo 86
Kissi 86, 87
Kistna River 377(map)
Kitchen middens 41, 44, 215
Kitoi 69
K'iu Yuan 384
Kivtk 216
Kivu 86
Kizil Irmak 160, 367, 388(map)
Klicevac 207, 348
Klitias 270
Koban 221, 226
Kobano-Colchidian 226
Ko-fun 386, 397
Koguryo 386, 388, 396
Kom el Ahmar 118

Kom Ombo 152

Kondo 392, 397, 724
Kon-tiki 103
Korai 273, 288, 289, 303, 305, 466,

467, 468
Korea 225, 231, 381, 385, 386, 388,

391, 394, 395, 396; architecture

397; pottery 386, 397
Koros 199

Koryuji 391, 392, 715
Kostienko 40(map), 46
Kostromskaya 226
Kotoko 82

Kouros, Kouroi 248, 271, 274, 288,
289, 303, 460, 462

Kouros, Orchomenos 288; Theran
271, 272

Krapina 43
Krasnoyarsk 68, 227{map), 228
Kraters 269, 290, 291, 346, 326, 367,

505, 548
Krishna's Cave 375, 69t
Kritios 274
Kroub 304
Kshatriyas 370
Kuan-yin 392, 718
Kuban 199, 221, 226, 230
Kudara Kwannon 360, 391, 392,

668, 716
Kudumi 139, 140, 216
Kuei 397, 404
Ku K'ai-chih 387, 393, 395
Kukailimoku 94
Kukulkan 107

Kul-Oba 226, 227, 409
Kulluo 87

Kunhsien 390
Kun-lun 384
Kurasuk 228
Kurdistan 57
Kurgan 176, 182
Kushan 366, 369, 377, 378, 380, 385,

388

Ku-Yang 390, 391
Kwakiutl 104
Kwangsi 68, 69, 84c
Kyathos S48
KyUx 506, 548
Kyongju 391, 397
Kyoto 393
Kyushu 386, 397

La Arafla 45, 52(map)
La Bastide 49
La Bordonette 213
La Centinela 1 1

1

La Chaire k Calvin 47, 52(map)
La Chapelle-aux-Saints 43, 52(map)
La Colombiere 46, 52Cmap)

La Copa 1 10

La Croze k Gontran 47

La Ferrassie 36, 43, 47, 52 (map)
La Florida 108

La Geniire 10

La Graja 33
La Grize 47, 12

La Madeleine 36, 43, 46, 52(map),

32, 46
La Magdeleine 18, 19, 52(map), 7
La Marche 18, 47, 52{map), 47
La Micoque 52(map)
La Mouthe 52(map)
La Naulette 43

La Pasiega 48

La Pileta 34, 38, 47, 48, 52(map)
La Quina 36, 43, 52(map)
La Rojia 111

La Tene 56, 166, 174, 175fmap),
210- 11, 213, 234, 368, 369, 370

La Venta 106

Labattut 47

Labna 107

Lachish 149

Laconia 183, 192, 246
Lacquer 366, 381, 385, 388, 392,

393, 395, 396
Ladas 289
'Lady of Elche' 174, 211, 304, 310,
569

Lagash, see Tello

Lagidae 329
Lagina 351; temple of Hecate 346
Lagozza 201
Lake dwelUngs 24, 41, 42, 44, 45,

205, 207
Lak-liang 396
Lakshmana temple, Sirpur 692
Lambayeque 110, HI
Lambese 350
Landes 43

Landscape art 219, 314, 318, 327,

330, 337-8, 352, 367, 383, 384,

387, 393, 395, 396, 400
Langstrup 217, 380
Languedoc 207, 208
Lanzon column 110
Laocoon 316, 329, 347, 360, 618
Lao-tse 231, 381
Lapis lazuli 127, 163, 164, 301, 388
Lapland, Lapps 53, 78
Larisa-on-Hermos 286
Lamakes 245
Larsa 134, 154(map), 161

Las Flores 108

Lascaux 19, 20, 22, 30, 34, 47, 48,
49, 52(map), 116, 16, 25, 26

Lateran Palace 349
Latinian Way 349, 352
Latium 310
Laugerie-Basse 18, 46, 52(map), 8,

23
Lausitz 203, 206, 207, 226
Laussel 18, 40(map), 45, 47,

52(map), 24
Lavapatas 109
Lazio 207, 208
Le Figuier 52(map)
Le Moustier 52(map)
Le Portal 48, 49
Learchus 305
Lebanon 114, 155, 181, 182, 296
Lebes Gamykos 548
Lecce 324
Lekythoi 278, 524, 548
Lena 68

Leochares 254, 283, 289
Leptis Magna 332(map), 340, 342,

350

Lerida 45, 49, 50
Lengyel 199

Les Combarelles 34, 48, 49,
52(map), 27

Les Espdiugues 46
Les Eyzies 46, 49, 52(map), 24, SO
Les Trois Freres 45, 47, 49,

52(map), 76, I, 4
Lesbos 194

Lespugue 19, 40(map), 46, 52(map),
9

Letti 92, 95(map)

Leucophryne 246
Leuctra 286
Levalloisian 29, 41, 42(chart),

52(map)
Lezoux 352
Liang Chou 381

Liaoyang 385
Libon of Elis 287
Libya 35, 50 1, 155; rock-shelters

35

Li Chao-tao 393, 395, 396
Lighthouse, Alexandria 325
Liguria 50, 54, 174, 203 4, 205
Lillebonne 350
'Lily-gathering' bas-relief 151
Lima 100

Limeuil 47

Limpopo 86
Line Islands 95(map)
Lipari Islands 205, 208
Li Ssu-hsun 393, 395
Li T'ai-po 393
Liu-Ian 388
Liu Pang 382
Livia 350; house of 352; villa of 352
Livius Andronicus 317
Lixos 302
Ljubljana 200
Llanlyffini 349

. Llyn Cerrig 211
Loango 85, 88
Locmariaquer 57, 19

Locri 289, 291, 306, 329
Logone 85

Loirem 202, 208
Lokapalas 360, 392
Lo-lang 385, 386, 396
Lombards 344
Los Millares 172, 201, 202, 343, 344
Lot 47, 48

Loutrophorus 548
Lo-yang 390, 394
Lozere 57

Luba 85, 88
Lucius Aemilius Paulus column 336
Ludovisi Gaul 329
Ludovisi Juno 594
Ludovisi Sarcophagus 343, 642
Ludovisi Throne 289, 305, 543
Lugalkisalsi 128

Lugalzaggisi 161

Lunda 85, 88
Lung-men 390, 391, 392, 294, 395

396, 672
Lunulae 204, 213, 349
Luristan 145, 154(map), 174, 219,

220, 221, 242, 249, 298, 299, 366,
383, 384, 390, 391, 392, 394

Lusatian 56, 174, 175(map), 207,
208, 209

Lussac-les-Chateaux 47, 47
Luxor 137, 138, 142, 144, 146,

154(map), 213, 218, 254, 259, 261
Lycia, Lycian 183(map), 196, 236,

247

Lycosura 327, 346
Lydia 183(map), 299, 310
Lydus 291
Lyon 323, 350
Lysicrates 287
Lysippus 254, 280, 283, 290, 291,

314, 316, 327, 346, 347, 540, 546

M
Maadi 61

Macedonia 53, 183(map), 184, 194,
196, 199, 200, 260(map), 312, 327,
332(map), 346, 348

Macron 291 •.

Machu Picchu 111

Madagascar 24
Madras 67

Magadha 377
Magdalena 108

Magdalenian 19, 20, 31, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 41, 42fchart), 45, 46, 47,

68, 10, 12, 38, 52, 54
Magic, fertility 17, 30, 49, 51, 92,

242; sympathetic 17, 30, 43 51
74, 93

Magical arts 45, 77, 91, 97, 116, 242
Maglemosian 41, 215
Magna Graecia 236, 285, 286, 287

288, 289, 305 6, 308, 310, 323
326, 346, 351

Magnesia-ad-Meandrum 246, 272
Maha Vairocana 392
Maharashtra 377, 380
Mahayana 364, 374, 375
Mahdia 330
Mai-chi-Shan 390
Maikop 176, 177, 185, 229
Main 207
Maison Carree, Nimes 334
Maison de I'Hermes, Delos 325
Makran 62

Malabar 370
Malaga 34, 38

Malanggan 93
Malarnaud 43
Malatya 140, 145, 154(map), 160
Malaya 93, 97, 370, 376
Malekula 92
Mallia 170, 186, 188, 196, 197, 198

291, 320
Malta 45, 68, 205, 84a, 84d
Maltese Islands, cult temples 200
Mamallapuram 375, 378, 379, 691
Mamon 106

Mamurt Kaleh 325
Mana 76, 91

Manabi 109

Manai 221

Manaos 111

Manchuria 69, 381, 385
Manda 81

Mandala 380
Mandan 104

Mandingo 81, 82
Mangaia 94
Mangareva 95(map)
Mangbctu 86, 88, 89(map1
Mani 367

Manichaeism 367
Maishtusu 133, 136, 161
Mantaro 110

Mantinea 286
Maoris 94, 96, 125, 127, 134
Mara'a 97

Marajo Island 103, HI
Maranon 110

Marathon 273, 274, 285, 299
Marble 108, 185, 197, 231, 251, 266,

267, 280, 287, 289, 325
Marcellus, theatre of, Rome 334, 349
March 207
Marche 206, 212
Marcus Aurelius 331, 339, 348, 351,

356

Marcus Aurelius column 3 1 8, 336, 340
Marduk 59, 294, 296, 297
Mari 133, 134, 154(map), 161, 163,

183(map), 197

Marianas Islands 95(map)
Marius 348
Marmaria terrace, Delphi 286, 440,
492

Marne 56, 201, 210, 211, 64
Marquesas Islands 92, 94, 95(map),

122, 12g

Mars 310
Mars Ultor, temple of 349
Marseille 174, 209, 305, 307
Marshall Islands 95(map)
Marsoulas 18, 34, 47, 48, 49
Marsyas 289, 350
Maruya 360
Mas d'Azil 22, 37, 46, 47, 49,

52(map), 14

Masinissa 304
Masjid-i-Sulaiman 293, 299
Masks, African 82 - 4, 86, 87, 88, 95,

104, 105; Carthaginian 303, 310,

571; Chinese 222; Egyptian 225,

235; Etruscan 308, 579; Greek
262, 339; Oceanic 91, 92, 93, 95,

123; pre-Columbian 104, 105, 106,

111, 158; primitive 74, 76, 79, 80,

93, 101
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Masonry, Greek 255 — 6

Massalia, see Marseille

Massalian treasury, Delphi 265, 286
Massim 92
Massat 36

Massif Central 207
Mastaba 65, 131, 134, 156
Mathura 361, 362, 373, 377(map),

378, 379, 388, 682, 688
Matmar 65

Matriarchal society 58, 59, 168, 230
Mattarah 66
Mattel Amazon 289
Mauretania 54

Maurya 377, 378

Mausoleums 288, 289, 304, 314, 325 ,

326, 335, 341, 344, 349
Mausolus 536
Mavan 103

Maxentius 344, 349
Maximilian 349
Maximinus of Thrace 351

Maya 98(map), 99 100, 103, 105,

106 -7, 108, 135, 137, 154, 157

Mazapan 105, 107

Meander pattern 22, 47, 56, 59, 204,

208, 215, 222, 250, 318, 361, 28

Mecklenburgian glaciation 42

Medallions 677, 681

Medamud 158

Media, Mcdes 136, 154(raap), 161,

221, 244, 272, 292, 298, 299

Medinet Habu 136, 146, 154Cmap).

157,233,262
Medinet Madi 157

Mediterranean 22, 30, 35, 37, 38, 43,

45, 53, 54, 58, 59, 81, 85, 99, 114,

127, 145, 154(map1, 155, 161, 166,

168, 170, 172, 174, 175, 179, 180,

182, 183;map), 184, 186, 195, 199,

200, 201, 202, 205, 208, 211, 212,

213, 215, 217, 227imap\ 234, 236,

240, 251, 257, 302 - 10, 316, 321,

330, 340, 353, 354(map), 366, 368,

369, 385

Medracen 304

Medum 128, 154(map1, 159, 187

Megaliths 24, 53, 54 -6, 57, 59, 97,

109, 122, 205, 215, 20, 62

Megalopolis 288

Megara 286, 329, 348

Megaris 196

Megaron 181, 185, 194, 195, 197,

198, 246, 247, 346, 448

Megaron B, Thermos 248, 286

Megiddo 65, 66, 154imapl, 159, 178

Meidias 278, 291

Melanesia, Melanesian 27, 76, 78, 91,

93, 94, 95lmap), 96, 97

Meleager 537

Melfi sarcophagus 351

Melos 166, 183, 197, 291, 327, 460

Memnon 139

Memphis 145, 147, 154(map), 155,

183(map), 321, 328, 332(map);

Serapeum 328, 347

Memphite Kingdom 131, 155, 158

Mendi 86, 87, 89Cmap)
Menes 155

Menhirs 22, 24, 54, 55-6, 76, 203,

213, 18, 65, 66

Mental patient, art of the 74

Mentuemhat 147, 239
Mentuhotep 11 155

Mentuhotep III 158

Merenptah 145

Merida 109, 351, 302

Merimde 59, 61, 65, 154(map)

Mersin 66, 184, 196

Meru, Mount 384

Mesa Verde 104

Meshed-i-Murgad 299

Mesolithic 20, 22, 36-7, 40, 41,

42(chart), 43, 44, 45, 53, 56, 57,

65,68,69, 114, 199, 215

Mesopotamia 22, 53, 56, 58, 59, 62,

63, 64, 65 -6, 67, 114, 116, 118,

120, 122, 123-34, 135, 139, 140,

145, 150, 151, 154, 159, 160-4,

166, 168, 172, 174, 176, 181,

183(map), 188, 197, 212, 219, 220,

226, 227, 236, 238, 240, 250, 292,

295, 298, 303, 312, 318, 320, 364,

365, 366, 368; architecture 120,

124, 134, 161 2; bas-relief 124,

126, 127, 128 30, 162 -3, 164,

318, 174; painting 134, 163 4;

palaces 134; pottery 62, 63, 66, 67,

69, 132, 160, 164; sculpture

126-8, 133, 134, 162, 164, sta-

tuettes 66, 126, 127, 132 3, 162,

163, 164, 308, 311, temples 66, 67,

124, 126, 132, 134, 161, 163; vases

118, 127, 133, 162, 164; ziggurats

59, 67, 122, 124, 149, 161

Messa 346

Messara 185, 186, 197, 198

Messenia 194, 260lmap)
Metagenes 266
Metal 24, 29, 56, 59, 62, 66, 67, 74,

80,86,87, 122, 124, 159, 166-231,
236, 266, 273, 397; see also bronze,

copper, iron; civilisations 166 —

231; Aegean 166 72, 183 98;

European 172 4, 199 213; Eur-

asian 219-31; Scandinavian 215

217; steppes 174 5; Torque
Bearers 178-9; see also Bron7e

Age, Iron Age; working 159, 164,

168, 181, 186, 188, 200, 250, 3C1,

329, 380

Metallurgy 120, 166, 170, 176 8,

179 80, 181, 182, 183, 184, 186,

188, 200, 206, 212, 219, 228, 230

Metopes 18, 174, 254, 262, 263. 264,

271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 286. 288,

289, 290, 305, 490, 491, 510, 511.

512
Metroon, Mamurt Kaleh 325

Metroum 2S9

Meuse 199, 201, 207, 210

Mexico 98(map). 99, 102, 103, 104.

105 7, 108, 170, 135, 136, 137,

138, 141, 146 9, 151 -6
Mezine 40rmap), 46, 47, 51

Michelangelo 329

Michelsberg 201

.Viicon 323

Aiicrolithic implements 41, 42, 66

Micronesia 92, 93, 95(map), 96, 97

Middle Ages 27, 175, 181, 211, 215,

217, 219, 229, 231, 345, 351, 353

Milan 344, 349
Milavec 300
Miletus 183, 195, 236, 247, 257, 285,

288, 299, 346; Didyraaeum 245

Millefion 159

Milo 186, 196, 290

Mimbres 105, 145

Mimesis 238, 245, 314, 320

Min 132

Minateda 38, 50, 52(raap)

Mindel glaciation 42, 42(chart)

Minerva 331, 347, 622; temples of

349

Minet el Berda 182; gate 181

Ming-ch'i 383

Ming Oi 388

.Mining, mines 166, 176, 177, 178,

179, 185, 207

Minoan 53, 135, 141, 192-3, 196,

198, 200, 204, 247; Early 185, 188,

197, 292, 319, 326; Middle 186,

188, 197, 198, 283, 291, 321, 322,

326, 329, 331; Late 194, 197, 282,

285, 324, 326, 327, 328, 332, 333,

337, 338

Minos 191, 194

.Minussinsk 219, 226, 228, 230, 416,

418
Mirabello, Gulf of 185, 197

Mirakanguera 1 1

1

Miran 356, 388(map)

Mirrors 67, 108, 178, 211, 213, 225,

269, 283, 291, 367, 380, 382, 386,

389, 393, 396, 397, 298, 541

Mississippi 104

Mitannian 135, 139, 140-1, 145,

155, 182

.Vlithra 294, 320

Aiithras 350

Mitla 106, 138

Mixiecs 106, 156
Mnesicles 257, 258, 287

Moai Kavakava 95

Moche 110

Mochica 100, 101, 102, 110, 87, 139

Mochlos 185, 186, 188, 197, 319
Mohenio-Daro 62, 67, 365, 368,

377fmap), 69, 82, 83
Mojos 111

Moldau 213
Moldavia 175(map), 230
Monasteries 356, 374, 375, 378

Mondsee 200
Mongolia 53, 68, 69, 220, 354{map),

356, 377, 385, 394
Mont-Lassois 209

Monte Alban 106

Monte Bradoni 200
Montespan 30, 47, 49, 52(map), 6

Montezuma II 105

Moorea 92, 94
Miravia 175(map), 199, 202, 206,

237
Morocco 41, 43

.Mosaics, Greek 251, 280, 288, 291,

319; Hellenistic 346; pre-Colum-

bian 103, 105, 107; Roman 290,

319, 335, 345, 348, 351, 352, 598,

604, 610, 611, 629, 630
Moselle 207
Mo i87
Mosiagedda 65

Mosul 160

Mother goddess 50, 58, 59, 62, 66,

79, 168, 170, 182, 212 13, 215,

246, 269

Mourning Athena 251, 439
Mousterian 36, 41, 42(chart), 43, 68

Moxeque 110

Mp.ingue 88, 89(map)
Mugharet es-Skhul 43

Mugharet et-Taban 43

Mummius 330

Mundkumor 93

Mundigak 62

Mural art 20, 21 2, 26, 30, 31 2,

33 5, 37, 48 9, 50, 61, 166, 608;

Chinese 395, 704, 709, Indian 354,

368, 374, 379, 664; Japanese 392;

see also frescoes

Murasha 296

Murcia 49

Mursilis I 160, 246
.Mut 143, 227

Mycale 285

Mycenae, .Mycenean 91, 168, 170,

182, 183(mapl, 191, 193 5, 196,

197, 198, 204, 205, 206, 207, 247,

302, 305, 281, 286, 334, 335. 336,

341, 342; architecture 193, 195;

painting 195, 198; palaces 195,

197, 448; pottery 195, 196, 198;

sculpture 195, 198; tombs 193,

204, 205

Myccrinus 132, 156, 188, 203

Myrina 329, 348, 360, 670

Myron of Eleutherae 289

Myron of Thebes 274, 314, 347, 509

Mysia 322, 323, 329

Mythological themes in art 59, 102,

103, 184, 262, 278, 291, 318, 351,

352

Nara 391, 392, 393, 395. 397, 712,

713, 714, 716, 717, 719, 724

Naram Sin 133, 161, 162, 176, 217

Narmer 155

Narmer palette 64, 65, 118, 120, 73,

170

Narrauvc art, Chinese 362, 383;

Indian 368, 369, 375, 379; Roman
318, 336, 344

Nasik 377(mapl

Natufian 58, 65, 114

Naturalism 34, 35, 36, 51, 93, 106,

110, 195, 204, 213, 224, 236, 266,

272-3, 304, 314, 337, 361, 362,

3?9

Naxian sphinx, Delphi 434

Naxos 183, 250, 272, 288

Nayarit 106, 147

Nazca 100, 102, 103, 110, 140

Neanderthal man 26, 28. 29, 41, 42,

43, 52;map), 68

Neandria 286, 448
Nebraskan glaciation 42

Nebuchadnezzar 150, 156, 161, 297

Necho 155 6

Neck-rings 202
Neckar 174

Neckcr Island 94, 95(map)

Necropolises 62, 110. 185, 186, 188,

198, 230, 302, 308, 321, 348

Nectanebo II 152

Nefer-heteps, Princess 132

Negrillos 85

Nemea 288, 289

Nemrud-Dagh 326

Neolithic 20, 22 5, 35, 37, 38, 40,

41, 42(chart), 43, 44, 45, 46, 50, 51,

53 7, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 74, 76,

104, 114, 116, 120, 122, 166, 168,

170, 172, 174, 176, 179, 180. 183,

184, 196, 197, 199, 200, 201, 202,

203, 204, 205, 212, 215, 219, 223.

230, 234, 298, 386

Neorium, Delos 325, 329

Nepal 377(map)
Nero 331, 339. 348, 350, 352; Golden

House of 349, 352

Nerva 348, 349, 351

Netherlands 40, 201, 213

Neuchatel 174

New Britain 92, 93, 95Cmap)

New Caledonia 92. 95(map), 96

New Grange 56, 205, 353

New Guinea 27, 77, 78, 92, 93,

95imap\ 96. 97. 123, 129, 132

New HebriJ;.s 92. 95;map), 121

New Ireland 93, 95^map), 96

New Zealand 32, 92, 94, 95{map),

96, 125, 127, 134

N
Nabatene 321

Nabonidus 150, 296

Nabopolassar 150, 161, 298

Nagada 61, 64, 65, 116, 158

Nagy Rev 202

Nahua 105

Naksh-i-Rustam 294, 299, 556, 557

Nalanda 373, 377(map)

Name, doctrine of the 125-6
Nanking 354(map), 386, 390, 394,

396

Nan Shan Mts 227Cmap)
Napirasu, Queen 164

Naples 343

Nil 1 92

Niaux 30, 37, 48, 49, 52(map), 30, 54

Nicaragua 98(map), 108

Niceratus 323. 329, 347

Nichomachus 283, 329, 345

Nicias 254, 280, 286, 289, 291

Nicodemia 344

Nicosthencs 291

Nicoya 108

Niger 83, 85, 89(map)

Nigeria 85, 87

Nike 307, 465

Nile 22, 61, 65, 89^map), 114, 116,

118, 123, 131, 134, 135, 138, 145,

153, 154(map), 155, 156, 176, 184,

193, 226, 292, 293, 298, 320,

354(map); valley 81, 156, 168, 176,

178, 71

NJmes 332(map), 334, 350

Nimrud 148, 149, 150, 154<map),

161, 182, 183(map), 295, 243, 244

Nineveh 124, 148, 149, 150,

154(map), 160, 161, 164, 183(map),

246, 298, 272, 275, 605

Ningirsu 162

Ningizzida 162

Niqmepa 181

Niobe 281

Nofretete 141, 142, 221

Noin-ula 229, 385, 386, 422

Nok 85, 109
Nola 350
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Normandy 213
North Sea 166, 172, 179, 201
Norway 51

Nubia 85, 117, 154(map>, 155
Nuka-manu 94
Nukuor 94
Numidian 304
Nuraghi 206. 208, 279, 347, 355, 359
Nuzi 141

Nyoirin Kwannon 391, 714

o
Oaxaca 106
Ob River 227(map), 228
Obelisks 110, 131, 134, 148, 157,

162, 295, 345, 349, 351
Obsidian 66, 166
Oc Eo 367
Oceania 76, 78, 91 7, 99, 114, 234;

architecture 96, 97; bas-relief 92;
painting 97; sculpture 91, 93, 94,
95, 97, 121, 124, 133; statuettes

93, 94, 95
Ochre, red 16, 28, 29, 33 - 4, 45, 74,

79, 80, 209, 2
Ocopec 108
Octavius 348, 350
Oder 172, 179, 199, 203, 207, 217
Oenomaus 246
Ofnet man 41, 43
Ogotemmeli 83
Oinochoe 548
Olbia 227, 354(map)
Olekminsk 68
Ollantaytambo 1 1

1

Olmec 105, 106, 151
Oltenian 199

Olympia 246, 247, 248, 260(map),
272, 283, 285, 288, 291, 455;
Heraeum 286, 288; Philippeum
238; temple of Zeus 254, 261, 263,
269, 274 5, 278, 287, 289, 437,
488, 490, 512

Olympium 326, 475
Olympus 248, 327
Olynthus 257, 288
Ometepe Islands 108
Onatas 274
Onega, Lake 51, 60
Onntash-Gal 162
Ophel 159

Orange 323, 332(map), 350, 351
Orchomenus 194, 196, 250, 288
Ordos 174, 226, 228 9, 366, 419
Orissa 377(map)
Oro 94

Orongo 126
Orontes 140, 155, 178, 181
Orosongo 82, 103
Orset, Cape 104

Orthia-Aotis 246
Orthostats 140, 148, 149
Orvieto 290, 583
Osiris 125, 155, 320
Ostia 278, 334, 349, 350
Osnaka 138, 158
Osuna 211

Otho 348
Oxus 68, 227(map), 301; treasure 563

Pacatnamu 111

Pachacamac 103
Pacific 53, 91, 94, 96, 97, 99, 100,

103, 108

Pacopampa 1 10

Paekche 386, 390, 396
Paeonius 254, 288
Paestum 251, 260(map), 272, 286,

305, 329; sanctuary of Hera 286,
287; temple of Ceres 256; Posei-
don 251, 265, 287, 472

Pagodas 390, 394, 722
Painting, African 81; Assyrian 149,

150; Chinese 362, 364, 382, 383,

384, 387, 388, 392 3, 395-6,
399, 400, 708, 709, 720, 729; Cre-
tan 168 70, 191, 198, 282, 283,
338; Egyptian 62, 116, 118, 124,
136, 142, 158, 168-70, 165,
194, 207, 280, 597, Etruscan
213; Greek 244, 250, 251, 263,
267, 269, 280, 283, 290 1,

323 4; Hellenistic 329, 346,
347 8; Indian 361, 364, 368,
369, 373, 374, 375, 380, 399, 400;
Japanese 397, 728; Mesopotamian
134, 163 4; Mycenean 195, 198;
Oceanic 97; pottery 54, 57, 59, 69,
107, 184, 186, 196, 197, 198, 200,
211, 219, 222, 250, 269, 290, 291,
329, 365, 85, 86; pre-Columbian
102, 103, 107, 109, 111; prehistoric
16, 21-2, 26, 30, 31 -2, 33 -5,
37, 48 9, 50, 51, 240, 12, 13, 16,
25, 26, 28, 29, 31a, 31b, 33, 39,
40, 41, 54, 55; Roman 335, 337
338, 345, 351 2, 608, 635; vases
250, 269 70, 271, 272, 273, 275,
278, 290, 318, 385; see also land-
scape art

Pair-non-Pair 47, 52(map)
Pakistan 361
Palaces, Assyrian 140, 148-9, 150,

163, 293; Chinese 231, 391; Cretan
168, 186 93, 194, 195, 197, 198,
321 5; Egyptian 142, 144, 157,
186; Hittite 145, 160, 168; Indian
368, 372; MesopotaTiian 134;
Mycenean 195, 197; Persian 151,
295, 296, 297, 299, 300, 179cj
Phoenician 146, 181, 182; pre-
Columbian 105, 107; Roman 344,
349

Palafittes 44, 57
Palaeolithic 16-20, 30-8, 40{map),

44, 45, 47, 49, 59, 65, 66, 67, 68,
74, 79, 114, 116, 118, 120, 196,
199, 215, 234, 242; Lower 32, 41,
42(chart'), 58, 68, 114; Middle 41,
42(chart), 58; Upper 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38,
41, 42(chart), 43, 44, 45, 50, 51,
53, 68, 79, 184

Palaikastro 197
Pala-sena 360, 377
Palazzo della Cancelleria 351; Far-

nesina 337; Sachetti 351
Palcnque 99, 107, 154, 157
Palermo 324
Palestine 43, 57, 65, 66, 114, 149,

154(map), 155, 159, 161, 176, 177,
178, 183(map), 195

Palettes 62, 64, 65, 129, 158, 73, 169,
170

Pallava 375, 377, 379
Palmella 201

Palmyra 318, 332(map), 342, 343,
350, 351, 352, 354(map), 385, 645

Pamir 277(map)
Pamphilus 283
Pamphylia 183(map)
Panagyrishte 329
PanamS 98{map), 103, 108, 109
Panathenaea 238
Panels, painted 290, 314; sculptured

340

Pannonia, Pannonian 59, 175(map),
210

Pantalica 206
Pantheon 335, 349
Panticapaeum 227
Pao-k'ing Ssu 392, 718
Papantla 106

Pappias 351

Papua, Gulf of 92, 95{map)
Paracas 100, 102, 110
Paris 350
Parkham 378
Paros 183, 247, 272, 280
Parpall6 34, 35, 46, 47, 48, 52(map)
Parrhasius 278, 290
Parsees 370
Parthenon 18,240,254,257,258,261,

263, 265, 266, 269, 278, 281, 285,
287, 289, 318, 480, 515-21, 525

Parthians 152, 348
Pasargadae 151, 293, 299, 552
Pasiteles 330, 347
Pasyryk 229, 230
Pataliputra 368, 377(map)
Patjitanian 68

Patzcuaro, Lake 106
Pausanius 261, 272, 278, 280, 330
Pausias 254, 280, 283, 291
Paviland 43
Pawnee 104

Pebbles, decorated 20, 22, 37, 46, 47
53, 68, 14

Pech-Merle 47, 48
Pechialet 46
Pediments 261, 262-3, 271, 275,

281, 288, 289, 325, 484, 487-9*
516, 521

PokSrna 46
Peking 68, 354fmap)
Pelike 548
Peloponnese I83(map), 184, 186,

213, 234, 246, 247, 250, 260(map),
272, 280, 285, 286, 288, 289, 291,
305, 346

Peoples of the Sea 145, 146, 155, 172,
176, 206, 208, 234

Pepi I 124, 155
Perachora 247, 286, 288, 450
Pereselentz 68
Pergamon 285, 314, 322, 323, 325,

327, 329, 332(map), 335, 340, 346,
347, 348, 360; Acropolis 322, 323;
Great Altar 318, 322, 323, 325,
612, 613, 671; stoa 346; temple of
Athena 346

Pericles 238, 257, 273, 278, 285, 286,
287, 523

Perigordian 22, 34, 37, 38, 41,
42{chart), 46, 47, 48, 49

Perigueux 43, 48, 350
Perillus 305
Perjamos 202
Persepolis 151, 153, 154(map), 293,

294, 295, 299 - 300, 301, 332(map),
366, 375, 378, 177, 179c, 435, 550,
551, 553, 554, 559, 560, 561

Persia, Persian 53, 56, 57, 64, 66, 67,
69, 136, 137, 150, 151-2, 153,
156, 161, 174, 176, 177, 184, 217,
219-21, 226, 227, 229, 230, 234,
236, 265, 266, 273, 292 - 301, 305,
312, 320, 321, 322, 348, 353, 355,
356, 364, 367, 377, 379, 380, 385;
Achaemenian art 136, 151, 152,
153, 220, 299, 300, 301, 365, 366,
368, 433, 435, 550; architecture
293, 299-300; bas-relief 151, 294

295, 296, 299, 300, 556, 557,
561; friezes 295 6, 554; palaces
151, 295, 296, 297, 299, 300, 179c;
Sassanian art 152, 298, 325, 367,
385, 388, 556, 557; sculpture 151,
293; temples 152, 299; tombs 151,
294, 299, 552, 556, 557; vases 301,
74a, 74b

Persian Gulf 62, 66, 154(map), 160,
298

Perspective 100, 129-30, 257, 340,
380, 387, 400, 725, 726; twisted
47, 48, 51

Peru 78, 99, 103, 106, 108, 110, 170,
87, 139, 140, 142

Peschiera 207
Peshawar 356, 377(map), 379, 388
Peten 106

Petersfeld 46, 44
Petinesca 350
Petosiris, tomb of 152, 329, 247
Petra 321

Petsofa 188

Phaestus 186, 188, 197
Phidias 234, 254, 256, 257, 265, 267,

269, 273, 274, 275-8, 289, 291,
331

Philae 152, 248
Philaris 305
Philetaerus 322, 329
Philip V 346
Philippeum, Olympia 288
Philippines 68, 92, 95(map)

Philo 287
Philoctetes 305
Philoxenus of Eretria 321, 329, 348
Phocaea 293, 307
Phocis 286
Phoenicia, Phoenician 65, 114, 135,

141, 145 6, 154(map), 155, 159,'

166, 168, 174, 179, 180, 181, 182,
183(map), 186, 196, 208, 212, 238,
240, 246, 250, 302, 303, 305, 310,
312,232

Phoenix Islands 95(map)
Phraorte 298
Phrygia, Phrygian 206, 247, 292, 355
Phyles of Halicarnassus 329
Phyromachus 323, 329, 347
Piedras Negras 100, 107
Pindal 48
Pindar 254, 274, 289, 305
Pindus Mts 183
P'ing-ling Ssu 390
Pins 178, 179, 182, 186, 188, 202,

213, 221, 304, 390,391
Pin-yang 390
Piraeus 254, 257, 266, 287
Pisak 111

Pisatis 247
Pisistratus 250, 266, 273
Pit culture 69
Pitcairn Island 95(map)
Pithecamhrofm 26, 27, 28, 29, 43, 68
Pithoi 168

Pitsa 270; Nymphs' Cave 250, 290
Pizarro 103, 110

Plaiting 22, 58, 120, 124, 215
Plant motifs 110, 120, 174, 188, 191,

193, 198, 213, 219, 291, 316, 318,
325, 327, 329, 366

Plaques 93, 104, 109, HI, 133, 143,
149, 159, 162, 163, 211, 217, 221,
249, 301, 338, 351, 84, 107, 112,
129, 293, 414, 415, 427, 633, 678

Plataea 285
Platenice 208
Plato 125, 236, 238, 240, 244, 254,

281, 283, 314, 316, 321, 337, 344;
Academy 247

Pleistocene 68
Pliny 330
Pliocene 43
Plotinus 343, 344, 367
Plumed Serpent 100, 105, 107
Plutarch 316
Po 207, 213
Pock-and-ring marks 204
Pola 349
Polada 200
Poland 40, 57, 199, 200, 206, 208, 212
Palis 236
Polonian glaciation 42
Polybius 327
Polycleitus of Argos 245, 254, 256,

267, 273, 275, 283, 289, 318, 331.
333, 513, 588

Polycleitus the Younger, 261, 288
Polycrates 266, 269, 285
Polydorus 347
Polygnotus 254, 267, 275, 278, 289,

290, 291, 330
Polynesia 57, 78, 91, 93, 94, 95

(map), 96, 97
Pomdo 87
Pompeii 280, 285, 291, 331, 332

(map), 336, 337, 380, 608, 624,
629; Casa del Fauno 321, 348,
610; House of the Vetii 352, 654;
Villa of Mysteries 352

Pompey 325, 348, 349; theatre of 334
Pont du Gard 47, 334
Pontic steppe 56, 209
Popayan 109

Portrait vases 101 — 2
Portraiture 316, 317, 318, 327,
338-9, 343, 345, 350, 351, 352,
388, 396, 399

Portugal 43, 50, 85, 201, 202
Poseidon 327, 501
Poseidon of Histiaea 274, 514
Poseidon, temple of, Paestum 251,

265, 287, 472; SeUnus 286; Su-
nium 287
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Poseidoniastae, Delos 346, 347
Po-shan lu 384
Pottery, African 86; Carthaginian

310; Chinese 222, 224, 362, 365,

393, 396, 85, 86, 706, cord orna-

mented 57, 200, 201, 203, 204;
Cretan 166, 168, 184, 188, 191 2,

195, 197, 198, 326, 331, 332;
Egyptian 61, 63, 65, 116, 127, 12S,

131, 158, 196; European, Bronze
Age 185, 200, 203 -4, 205, 206,

207, 212, 213; Iron Age 208, 209;

211, 213; Greek 56, 248, 250, 251,

254, 272, 273, 291, 306, 458, 459,
502 8; Hellenistic 329; Hittite

160; Japanese 386; Korean 386,

397; Mesopotamian 62, 63, 66,

67, 69, 132, 160, 164; Mycenean
195, 196, 198; Neolithic 22, 24, 41,

42, 53 -4, 57, 59, 120, 170, 172,

199, 200, 201, 365, 67, 85, 86,

317, 344; painted 54, 57, 59, 69,

107, 184, 186, 196, 197, 198, 200,

211, 219, 222, 250, 269, 290, 291,

329, 365, 85, 86, 162; pre-Colum-
bian 99, 101 2, 103, 105, 106,

108, 109, 110, HI, 87, 145, 162;

ribbon 54, 57, 172, 199, 223;
Roman 335; Scandinavian 215;
steppes 230
s« also vases

Pouzzoli 350
Praxiteles 251, 267, 280 -1, 289

290, 291, 327, 330, 331, 346, 347,

529, 530, 532, 533, 534
Pre-Columbian, see America
Pfedmostl 43, 44, 46
Preneste 182, 323, 349
Priene 288, 326, 346
Prinias 286, 288, 448
Prishtina 345, 346
Propylaea 256, 257, 287, 341, 476,
560

Protagoras 242
Protogenes of Caunos 280, 329,

337

Provence 47, 50, 201, 211

Psamtik 1 155

Psiax 508
Psusennes 145, 147

Ptahhotep 126

Ptolemais 321

Ptolemies 137, 151, 152, 156, 157,

321

Ptolemy IV 325
Ptolemy VI 153

Pueblo Indians 74, 103, 104

Puerto Rico 108

Pul-kuk-sa 397

Punic Wars 310, 346, 348
Punjab 377i:map'), 381

Punt 155

Purari River 92

Pylos 194, 196

Pyramid of the Sun 105, 155

Pyramids, Egyptian 122, 124, 126,

130, 131, 132, 133, 138, 147, 150,

155, 156, 157, 187, 188; Javanese

376, 378; pre-Columbian 99, 100,

103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 110, HI,
155

Pyrenees 20, 22, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38,

41, 45, 47, 48, 49, 202, 208
Pyrrhon 316
Pyrrhus 306, 324, 346, 348

Pythagoras 236, 245, 274, 289, 296,
305

Pythius 288
Pyxis 548

Quart Hadash 302

Quaternary 30, 32, 34, 37, 40, 41,

43, 68

Quetzal 100

Quetzalcoatl 105, 107, 136
Quimbaya 108, 109, 158, 160
Quindio 109

Quintana Roo 106

Quirigua 107

Qumtura 388

Qunduz 356

R
Ra, 125, 130, 131, 155

Rabirius 349
Raiatea 94
Raiavavae 92, 94
Raimondi stele HO
Rajputana 377(map)
Ramesses I, 135, 155

Ramesses II 142, 143, 144, 145, 146,

155, 213, 222, 229, 230
Ramesses III 146, 155

Ramesses IV 146, 234
Ramesseum 142, 144, 146, 222
Rampin Horseman 288, 463
Ra 92
Rapa-Nui 95

Rarotonga 94
Ras Shamra 1, Ugaril) 146, 154lmapK

159, 176, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182,

186, 188, 195, 197, 202, 264,

304 11, 313, 314, 430
Realism 16, 18, 19, 20, 34, 35, 47,

76, 77, 94, 99, 105, 106, 107, 118,

130, 141, 166, 213, 219, 222, 225,

236, 238, 240, 245, 314, 318, 337,

343, 362, 383, 388
Rectilinear decoration 56, 172

Recuay 1 10

Red Sea 64, 154(map), 155, 156
Reed cylinders 67

Rcggio 324

Reindeer-horn 36, 3, 32, 45
Rekhmire 129, 136

Relief carving, Chinese 394; Indian

368, 569, 372-3, 374, 378, 379,

380; Korean 397

Religion and art 77, 78; African

81-2; Cretan 191; Egyptian
124-6, 130; Greek 251, 281;

Indian 368, 369, 371; Mesopota-
inian 124 6, 130; Oceanic 97;

Persian 293; Sardinian 212;

Scandinavian 215, 216

Rembrandt 22

Rcmedello 200, 201

Remigia 31a
Renaissance 22, 153, 254, 266, 285,

312, 321, 329, 340

Repousse work 108, 109, 110, 111,

129, 172, 182, 186, 192, 213, 220,

301, 305

Rhegium 289
Rhine 24, 54, 57, 59, 178, 179, 180,

199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 207, 210,

332(map), 341

Rhodes 183(map), 184, 194, 196,

198, 246, 291, 305, 329, 332(map\
347; Colossus 325, 327, 346

Rhodesia 22, 51, 85, 114

Rhoecus 247, 266
Rhone 174, 201, 203, 205, 208, 213
Rhytons 221, 291, 301, 285, 286.

386, 393, 542, 548

Ribbon pottery 54, 57, 172, 199,

223, 68

Rimini 205

Rmaldonc 200

Rio Grande 108

Rio Loa 111

Rio Mamore 111

Rio Napo 111

Rio Panuco 106

Rio Puerco 105

Riss glaciation 42(chart)

Riviera 209

Robenhausian 41

Roc de Sers 47, 51

Rock architecture, Indian 376, 378;

see also sanctuaries

Rock art 18, 21-2, 24, 30, 31, 32,

33, 34, 35, 37, 47, 51, 53, 59, 61,

62, 67, 74, 81, 91, 95, 97, 108,

109, HI, 116, 140, 145, 151, 160,

203, 205, 215, 300, 379, 388, 389,

31b, 36, 56, 57a, 57b, 126, 375,

377, 672
Rock sanctuaries 366, 368, 380, 387,

388, 390, 394, 396
Rock shelters 34, 35, 49 50, 81

Rock lombs 200, 201 2, 294, 299
Rocky Mts 104, 105

Roman art 238, 272, 312, 314, 316,

317 25, 330 52, 332(map), 353,

361, 377; architecture 325, 326,

333-5, 340, 341, 344, 345,

343-50; bas-relief 318, 336, 337,

343, 350, 600, 601, 607; frescoes

331, 337, 340, 351, 364; friezes

336, 344 5, 349, 351, 692, 631;
mosaics 290, 319, 335, 343, 345,

351, 352, 598, 604, 610, 611, 629,

630; narrative 318, 336, 344;

painting335,337 8, 345, 351 2,

608, 635; palaces 344, 349;

portraiture 316, 317, 327, 338 9,

343, 345, 350; pottery 335;

sculpture 318, 319, 331, 333, 335,

337, 338, 339, 341, 343, 345,
350 1, 586, 599, 600, 601, 602,

603, 606, 609, 622, 631, 638. 640,

647; temples 334, 343, 348 9,

350, 627, 644; tombs 318, 339,

351; vases 336
Roman Empire 156, 158, 175, 204,

211, 306, 307, 319, 340-5
Rome 172, 175, 210, 211, 234, 236,

291, 302, 303, 316, 317, 323, 324,

325, 326, 330, 332(map), 336, 340,

341, 343, 34S, 349, 350, 353, 356,

366, 367; Ara Pacis 318, 325, 327,

336, 342, 350, 602, 633; Arch of

Constantine 336, 344-5, 351;

Titus 336, 351, 628; Aurelian's

wall 343; Baths of Caracalla 349;

Baths of Diocletian 344, 349;

Campus Martius 349; Capitoline

318, 331; Colosseum 334, 625;

Doria Pamphilii Palace 345; Es-

quiline 333, 337, 350, 351;

Forum, Caesar's 344; Roman 334,

340, 344, 345, 603; l.ateran

Palace 349; Palatine 337, 349, 352;

Pantheon 335, 349; Tabularium
349; temple of Castor and Pollux

334; temple of Fortuna Virilis

334, 627; temple of Venus Ge-
netrix 334, 349; theatre of Mar-
cellus 334, 349; Trajan's Column
318, 319, 336, 349, 606. 632

Romanesque 53, 134, 242, 305, 358,

360, 362, 389

Romulus and Remus 324

Roquepertuse 211, 213, 371

Rosctla Stone 154

Rossen 56, 199

Rouffignac 47, 48, 48
Roumania 45, 202, 204

Rurutu 94

Russia, Russian 30, 40, 41, 51, 53,

54, 57, 175, 185, 199, 200, 213,

215, 217, 219, 226, 229, 298, 356
Rynkeby 217

Saale glaciation 42

Sabina 351

Sabratha 350
Saccopastore 43

Sacred Way 265, 287, 288
Sacrifice to the Tigress 387

Sacsayhuaman 111, 142

Sahara 22, 34, 35, 38, 40, 50, 62,

81, 85, 89Cmap); rock shelters 35,

36, 56, 75b
Saint Eulalia, Cape 104

Saint-Gcrmam-en-Laye 174

St Ippolito 200

St .Mark's, Venice 345, 647
Saint-Odile, Mont 180

Sainte-Anastasie 213

Sais 155

Saite 147-8, 150-1, 152. 155, 158,

245 6
Saivite Trinity 375

Sakha 331

Sakjegosu 66
Sakkara 77, 122, 126, 145, 154imap),

155, 156, 157, 158, 168, 195. 258
Sakkez treasure 292, 299, 389
Sakkijarvo 61

Sakyas 377

Salamis 285, 291

Salinar 101, 110

Sallust 351

Salonika 344, 351

Salta HI
Salzburg 209
Samarkand 354 mapi. 388,map)
Samarra 62, 66, 393

Samoa 95(map), 97
Samogo 82

Samos 93, 236, 248, 26n;mapl, 266
285,296,291,305, 329; Hcraeum
247, 256, 261, 272, 273. 286, 288,

442
Samjthra:e 239, 321; Cahirion 346;

Rotunda 346
Samoihrace, Viclor>' of 329, 347,

650
Samoyedes 78

San Agustin 108, 109, 110

San Cono 200

San Felice Circeo 43

Sanchi 360, 361, 363, 366. 37?. 376.

377i.map). 378, 379. 3S0, 663. 673.

630, 633. 693
Sanctuaries 126, 203, 286, 287, 288,

321, 325, 326, 335, 350, 371. 372,

373, 374, 375, 376, 378; see ali.t

rock sanctuaries

Sanskrit 360, 363, 364

Santa Cruz 92, 93, 95' map'. 96

Santa Maria 109

Santarem 109, 111

Sao 85

Sarcophagi 159, 162, 182. 198, 250.

310, 318, 341, 343, 345, 347, 351.

226, 232, 577, 641, 642, 643, 648
Sardinia 54, 172. 200, 201. 205, 206.

207, 208, 212 13, 302. 310. 279.

347, 355, 359
Sardis 246, 299

Sargon I 114, 134, 135. 147, 148,

161, 176, 29S

Sargon II 161, 165, 2')!

Sargonid 149, 151

Sarmatian 229, 230

Sarnath 366, 377(map)
Saronic Gulf 183

Sassanian, Sassanid 152, 298. 325,

367, 385, 388. 556, 557. 676

Sauveierre 52rmap)

Sava 172, 203

Savignano 40(map\ 46

Saxo-Thuringia, 200, 203, 213

Saxonian glaciation 42

Saxony 175(,map\ 179. 212

Sayan Mts 227 map^
Scandinavia 30. 38, 40, 44, 51, 54.

57, 68, 168, 170. 172. 178. 179,

212, 215 -17

Scanian glaciation 42

Scarabs 135, 159, 168, 170, 303

Schnahelstil 93

Schneckenberg 199

Scilly Isles 168

Scopas 254, 280, 281, 283, 288. 289,

290, 314, 316, 346, 531, 535, 537.

538
Scorpion King 155

Scrolls 387, 393, 395, 708, 720

Sculpture, African 83, 84, 85, 86, 87,

88, 89(map . 106, 110, 115;

Assyrian 148. 149, 162, 242, 244,

'441; Carthaginian 303, 304, 310;

Celtic 205; Chinese 362, 388, 389,

390, 391 2, 394 5, 396, 397,

399, 665, 669, 699. 700 3, 710,

718; Cretan 192; Danish 215;

Egyptian 66, 118, 126 8, 130,

132, 136, 138 9, 141 2, 143,

144-5, 146, 147, 150, 158, 159,
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192, 248, 181 191. 196. 200, 201,

203, 212 16, 219 21, 224, 227,
2 JO, 23«, 239, 249, 251; Htruscan

213, 310, 533, 595, 598; Greek
236, 245, 24S 50, 251, 262, 263,

267 9, 270 2, 273, 280 3,

288 90, 323 4, 443 4, 460 8,

4S1 -96, SOD, 501, 509 23,

52j 40, 543 6. 56S. 574, 575,

598; Hellcni'itic 32b 0, 346 7,

589 -93, .595, B13 21, 639, 641,

649, 649, 650, 670, 671; Hiltite

140, 145, 160, 269; Indian 356,

361, 368, 372, 373, 375, 378-9,
380, 392, 395, 666, 673, 674,

634 91, 694, 727; Japanese 391,

396, 397, 712 17, 719; Maltese
203; Mesjpotamian 126 8, 133,

134, 162, 164, 174, 180, 183, 308,

311; .Mycencn 195, 198; Oceanic
91, 93, 94, 95, 97, 121, 124, 133;

Per^amene 322, 323; Persian 151,

293; pre-Columbian 99, 100, 103,

105, 106, 107. 108. 109, 110, 111,

136, 137, 146. 149, 152, 153, 154;

prehistoric 45 6, 47, 55 6. 57,

58, 3, 5, 7, 9, 24, 32, 35, 42, 43,

44, 45, 50, 51, 52, 53, 61, 64, 65,

66, 69; Roman 318, 319, 331, 333,

335, 337, 338, 339, 341, 343, 345,

350-1, 53S, 599, 600, 601, 602,

603. 606, 607, 609, 622, 631, 638,

640, 647 see aho lias-reliefs, figu-

rines, statuettes

Scylax 296

Scyllis 272
Scythia, Scythian 175, 209, 210,

219, 221, 226, 227, 228-9, 231,

242, 292, 298, 299, 301, 329, 377,

288
Seals 59, 62, 66, 67, 116, 159, 160,

163, 186, 188, 192-3, 195, 198,

83; cylinder 116, 118, 120, 128,

160, 163, 171, 172, 173, 175, 181;

scarab 168

Seated Scribe 127, 130, 158, 191

Secans 45, 40
Sechin 110

Segesta 254, 287, 306, 470
Segu 86

Seima 228
Seine 201, 202, 207, 209, 213
Selenga 68

Seleucids 322, 329, 346
Sehnus 260, 286, 289{map), 305,

489, 491; Dionysium 287; Olym-
pium 287; Temple E 275, 510;

Temple G 261, 265, 272; temple
of Poseidon 286

Semiramis 296

Semiretchie 231

Semites, Semitic 62, 133, 140, 145,

155, 160, 161, 178, 184, 196, 305,

320
Senenmut 137, 212
Sennacherib 135, 149, 161, 163

Sentani, Lake 92

Senufo 87, 89(map')

Sepik River 92, 95(map)
Septimius Severus 343, 348, 349,

350, 351, 356; Arch, 340
Sepulchres, see Tombs
Serapis 320, 349, 350; temple of,

Memphis 327, 347; temple of,

Taormina 346

Serbia 184, 199

Sergeac 47

Seriphos 166

Sesostris I 132

II 159, 178

nl 132, 158, 159

Serovo 69

Serraferhcchio 200
Sesklo 184

Seti I 143, 144, 145

Seven Brothers' barrow 227, 413
Severn 202
Severus 329, 330, 340
Shadatiega 398

Shaft graves 191, 193, 194, 197

Shalmaneser III 148, 161, 162, 295

Shamanism 386

Shamash 162

Shang 219, 222, 223, 230, 231, 366,

382, 394, 395, 398, 398, 399, 404,

417
Shang-Yin 222, 231, 361

Shanghai 53

Shansi 231, 386, 701

Shantung 382, 394
Sharkalisharri 176

Shensi 220, 388, 400

Sheikh el Beled 130, 15H, 200
Shin-Yakushiii 397

Shiraz 299

Sho Kwannon 392
Shrines 344, 356, 396

Sialk 66, 69, 220, 222, 385
Siberia 19, 22, 30, 38, 40, 45, 51,

53, 68, 69, 78, 104, 217, 219, 220.

221, 226, 228, 230, 231, 365, 366,

381

Sicily 34, 183fmap), 199, 200, 201,

203, 205, 206, 207, 208, 212, 236,

265, 278, 285, 286, 287, 289, 291,

302, 305 -6, 307, 310, 323, 326,

329, 332lmap), 346
Sicyon 238, 271, 272, 280, 289, 290,

291, 346, 535
Sicyonian treasury, Delphi 286, 288
Sidamara 351, 643
Sidon 152, 154(map), 181, 297, 347,

356
Sierra Leone 87

Sierra Madre 105

Sierra Morena 38

Sierra Nevada 109

Sigiriya 380

Sigsig 109

Si-kiang 69

Silanion 283

Silaris 272. 286, 329

Silesia 175tmap), 199, 202, 203,

206, 208

Silk 393, 396

Silk Route 168, 230, 353 6,

354(map), 366, 367, 373, 378, 381,

385, 387, 394

Silla 386, 391, 396, 397

Silver 87, 111, 146, 159, 164. 166,

177, 182, 185, 186, 193, 198, 300,

380, 393; plate 110, 269, 318, 325,

345, 366, 396
Sinai 154(map), 155, 180

Sinamhropus 26, 28, 29, 43, 68

Sind 230

Singanpur 67

Sinjerli 140, 145, 154(map), 160

Sinuhe 135

Sioux 104, 144

Siphnian treasury, Delphi 264, 265,

286, 494, 493, 496
Siphnos 265, 288

Sipka 43

Sitio-conte 108

Sittanavasal 380

Shulae 209, 213

Siva 361, 362, 364, 375

Si Wang-mu 384

Six Principles of Chinese Art 387,

395, 398

Siara-osso-gol 68

Skarpsalling vase 215

Skins, decorated 104, 144

Skyphos 548
Slavonia 200, 204, 230
Slovenia 200, 203, 208

Smilis 272

Smyrna 183, 327, 332(map), 347,

348

Sneferu 155

Soan 68

Society Islands 94, 95(map), 96
Socrates 236, 238, 278, 312, 316
Sogdiana 381

Sokkalum 392, 397
Solar discs 182, 207, 208, 294, 175
Solomon Islands 92, 131

Solon 248
Solulrean 34, 41, 42(chart), 43, 44,

45, 46, 47, 48, 52(map), 68, 27,

51, 53

Sommc 207

Songo shelter 81

Sophilus 269, 291

Sophora toromiro 95
Sorrento 350
Sosicles 331

Sostratus of Cnidus 325
Solades 291

Sothis 154

Souma 304

Spain, see Iberia

Spalato (Split) 332(map), 344, 349
Sparta 194, 238, 246, 260(map),

270, 272, 286, 288, 289, 333;
Bronze H.iuse 246; temple of

Artemis Orthia 286
Spear-throwers 37, 43, 46
Speik 93

Spice routes 356
Spina 209

Spinario 333

Spinning 57, 58

Spiral decoration 22, 23, 56, 59, 160,

170, 172, 178, 179, 184, 185, 188,

196, 198, 199, 204, 205, 207, 213,

216, 217, 220, 222, 223, 224, 234,

361, 383, 385, 49
Spy 43

Ssu-ma Ch'ien 382
Stamnos 549
Standing stones, see Menhirs
Stanovoy Mts 227(map)
Starccvo 184. 199

Statuettes, African 85, 86, 87,

119; Chinese 224, 360, 390, 396
402, 403; Cretan 188, 327, 328.

329, 330; Egyptian 61, 62, 65, 68
69, 125, 136, 142, 147, 158, 168.

238, 246; Etruscan 213; Graeco
Buddhist 355; Greek 274, 283.

2S8, 305, 451, 453, 454, 456, 457,

566; Hellenistic 327, 34S; Indiaii

378, 380, 81, 82; Japanese 390,

391; Mesopotamian 126, 127,

132 3, 162, 163, 164, 308, 311

Oceanic 94, 95; pre-Columbian
104, 105, 106, 107, 109, 147, 151

Sardinian- 206, 208, 212 13

Scandinavian 215 — 16; see also

chryselephantine, figurines

Sieatopygia 45 6

Stelae 95, 106, 107, 110, 122, 128,

132, 134, 136, 138, 141, 160, 162,

163, 267, 303. 310, 390, 179a,

565, 567, 646, 711; sepulchral 269,

273, 278, 290
Stele of Ghorfa 304

Stele of Moab 159, 266
Stele of the Vultures 128, 129, 130,

133, 167

Stele of Victory of Naram Sin 133,

162, 217
Steppes 53, 54, 69, 166, 174-5,

213, 219, 222, 225, 226-9,
227(mapl, 230, 231, 234, 242, 365,

366, 408, 409, 413-16, 418 20
Stoas 257, 286, 287, 290, 346
Stobi 350
Stock-farming 57, 66, 219, 221, 226,

229, 230, 231

Stockholm 53

Stoicism 316, 320

Stone, chipped 16, 22, 26, 29, 30, 68;

engraved 110, 111, 188, 192-3,
196, 368, 383, 10; flaked 41, 42,

65; glazed 65; incised 46, 47;

polished 20, 22, 30, 41, 42, 56,

68-9, 172; slabs, funerary 383,

389, 699; see also sculpture

Stone Age, cultures and races in

Europe 41(chart); see Mesolithic,

Neolithic, Palaeolithic

Stonehenge 24, 25, 57, 205
Straubing 203
Strettweg 209, 301

Stucco 107, 152, 188, 288, 310, 319.

337, 346, 351, 356, 388, 609
Stupas 356, 360, 361, 366, 372-3,

374, 375, 378. 379, 390, 394, 397,

663, 695
Stylisation 20, 23, 36, 37, 38, 47,

49, 50, 51, 53, 59, 67, 88, 99, 104,

105, 109, HI, 158, 160, 185, 188,

194, 195, 198, 210, 213, 221, 222,

224, 225, 227, 230, 242, 245, 383,

395, 33
Sudan 81, 85, 86-7, 88

Sudras 370

Suetonius 339
Sui 391, 392, 393, 394, 396

Sulka 92

Sulla 325, 327, 330, 338, 348, 349
Sumatra 68. 92

Sumer, Sumerian 66, 67, 120, 123,

127, 123, 123, 130, 132, 133, 139,

140, 145, 148, 154(map), 160-1,
162, 163, 164, 168, 184, 219, 292,

293, 76, 77, 78, 79, 189, 190, 192,

193, 204, 271, 274, 277

Sun Gate 110

Sun temples 156 7, 350

Sun worship 103, 114, 131, 138

Sunda Islands 95(map), 376

Sung 86, 362, 393, 396, 400

Sunga 360, 377

Sung Yu 384

Sunium 248, 266, 271, 288; temple

of Poseidon 287

Suppiluliumas 160

Surya 355
Susa 62, 64, 67, 69, 116, 122, 124,

130, 133, 136, 140, 151, 154(map),

163, 164, 196, 219, 222, 227(map),

292, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300,

301, 332cmap), 74a, 74b, 176,

178, 432, 433, 555, 564
Swabia 207

Swanscombe 41, 43, 52Cmap)
Sweden 51

•Swimmers' 139, 208
Switzerland 42, 44, 47, 178, 200,

203, 207, 208, 210, 212, 213

Swords 177, 188, 205, 207, 213, 217,

225, 229, 350, 352
Symbolism 77. 79, 81, 82, 84, 93,

94, 97, 104, 105, 107, 108, 109,

110, 170 -2, 205, 207, 225, 240,

242, 262, 293-4, 304, 362, 364
Symmachus 345

Syracuse 195, 260(map1, 285, 286,

305, 306, 324, 327, 573, 615;

Anemisium 236; Nymphs of 323;

temple of Athena 287

Syria, Syrian 57, 59, 114, 123, 135,

140, 145, 150, 151, 154(map'), 155,

160, 161, 168, 176, 177, 178, 179,

180, 181, 182, 183(map), 185, 188,

191, 195, 196, 197, 202, 206, 212,

219, 236, 312, 320, 325, 329, 335,

340, 341, 343, 346, 348, 350, 352,

355, 264
Syros 183

Szcchwan 382, 385, 395, 396

T
Tabasco 106, 151

Tabesti 50

Table des Marchands 57, 19

Tabularium, Rome 349

Tachara 293

Tagar 228-9, 230, 381

Taharka 147

Tahiti 94, 95Cmap)
Taino 108

Tairona 108, 109

T'ai-tsung 362

Taklamakan Desert 388

Takushit 147, 238

Takuu 94
Talyche 221

Tamamushi 387, 397

Tami Island 92

Tamuin 106

Tana 94

Tanagra 283, 291, 329, 348, 356
Tane Make Make 95

T'ang 355, 356, 360, 362, 387, 388,

389, 391 3, 394, 395, 396, 397,

669, 672, 708, 718, 721. 722
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Tanganyika 35, 51

Tangaroa 94

Tanis 147, 154(map), 155, 156

Tanit 303, 350, 565
Tantrism 374
Taoism 231, 381, 383, 386, 387,

389, 394
T'ao-fieh 222, 223, 361

Taormina 346
T'ao Yuaa-ming 387
Tapa 97, 132
Taranto 195, 324

Tarasco 106

Tardenoisian man 41

Tarentum 316, 324, 348; Hercules

290; Nike 307

Tarn 18, 47, 76
Tarquinia 308
Tarragona 49

Tarsa 176

Tarshish 302

Tarsus 327, 348
Tartessus 208

Tasa 61, 65, 116

Tashkent 388(mapj
Tasmania 30, 42

Tassili 50, 51, 56, 57b
Tattooing 45, 46, 74, 76, 77, 91, 94,

94, 98
Taung 42

Taurus Mts 145, 227(map)
Taxila 377^map)

Tayac, Tayacian 41, 42(chart),

52(map)
Taygetus Mts 246

Tazabagiab 219, 227tmap), 228, 230

Tchambuli 93

Tchastinsk 68

Tebessa 350

Tectaios 272

Tegea 281, 288

Telephanes of Phocoea 296

Telepinus 160, 246

Telesterium, Eleusis 287

Tell Ahmar 124, 134, 154tmap)

Tell As 178

Tell Asmar, 127, 154(map), 161,

162, 181

Tell el Amarna 141, 154(map), 155,

157, I83(map1, 284

Tell Halaf 56, 62,66, 145, 154(map),

181, 184, 196, 80

Tello 66, 110, 126, 127, 128, 132,

133, 134, 154Cmap'), 160, 161, 162,

163, 167, 174

Tellus 336

Temenos 247

Tempietli 327

Temples, Assyrian 149; Babylonian

140; Chinese 391; Cretan 286;

cult 157, 200; Egyptian 25, 124,

126, 136 8, 139, 143, 144, 146,

150, 156 7, 158, 209, 210, 218,

228, 248, 254, 256; Greek 174,

247-8, 256, 257, 261 5, 271,

285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 326, 334,

470, 472, 474, 475, 477, 478, 479,

S76; Hellenisuc 325, 346, Indian

371 -2, 375, 376, 376, 682, 692;

Japanese 390, 391, 397; Mesopo-
tamian 66, 67, 124, 126, 132, 134,

161, 163; Pergamene 323; Persian

152, 299; Phoenician 159, 181;

pre-Columbian 99 100, 104, 105,

107, 109, 110, 161; Roman 334,

343, 348-9, 350, 627, 644;

Sicilian 286, 305, 306; Syrian 342

Tempyo 392, 717, 719
Tenochtitlan 105

Teo 346

Teos 325

Teotihuacan 105, 146, 155

Tepantiplan 105

Tepe Gawra 66

Tepe Giyan 298

Tepe Hissar 177, 298

Tepe Sialk 298

Terentius 340

Terraessus 350

Terra cotta 46, 58, 64, 65, 66, 85,

101, 130, 163, 74a, 74b, 76, 153;

Chinese 360, 383, 384, 395, 669,

702, 703; Greek 248, 254, 262,

266, 283, 288, 291, 457, 481, 539,

575; Hellenistic 329, 348; Indian

368, 378
'Terremare' 205, 206, 207

Terre-Pialet 47

Tertiary 30, 40, 42
Teruel 45, 49, 13, 34
Teshik-Tash 68

Teshub 140

Teti 155

Tetitlan 105

Texcoco 105

Teylat 34, 46, 48, 52(map), 45
Thailand 376
Thalamegos 325
Thales 236
Than-hoa 394
Thasos 247, 275, 288, 289, 321,

346, 448
Theatres 286, 287, 325, 334, 341,

346, 349, 350, 498, 573, 637
Thebes 129, 134, 135, 136, 137, 141,

142, 145, 147, 148, 150, 154(map),

155, 156, 158, 194, 250, 260l,map),

286, 291, 211. 222. 280, 289
Thenustoclcs 273, 278, 285
Theocritus 323, 327, 338

Theodorus of Phocaea 287

Theodorus of Samos 247, 266, 272

Theodosius of Samos 344, 345

Theon of Samos 329

Theophrastus 238, 323

Theorus 329

Thera 196, 246, 285, 291

Theran Kouros 271, 272

Thermae, stre Baths

Thermopylae 285

Thermos 247, 248, 290, 317

Thermum 286

ThersUium, Megalopolis 288

Theseum 251, 287

Theseus 250, 263, 273, 274

Thesmophorium, Delos 293

Thcssaly 170, 183(map), 184, 194,

196, 198, 234, 260(map), 285

Thinite 64, 123, 132, 155

This 155

Tholoi 22, 66, 172, 186, 191, 193,

194, 195, 197, 198, 201, 246, 256,

266, 286, 287, 288, 291, 440,

492
Thoth 152

Thrace, Thracian 59, 183(map),

200, 206, 226, 230, 260(map), 285,

292, 322, 332(map)
Thucydides 305

Thule men 104

'Thunder stones' 56, 172

Thurbudo Majus 570

Thyrsi 318

Tiahuanaco 102, 103, 110, 111

Tiamat 59, 294

Tiber 207, 323, 324, 349

Tiberius 348, 349, 350, 351

Tibet 77, 354(map), 367, 378

T'ien-chan 227(map), 230

T'ien-lung Shan 367, 390, 392, 394,

395

Tierra del Fuego 97

Tierradentro 109

Tiglath Pileser III 130, 134, 148,

161, 162

Tigris 61, 66, 114, 123, 134, 139,

154:m3p), 161, 227{map), 292,

293, 354(map)

Tikal 107

Tiki 94. 128

Ti'l 94

Til Barsip 134, 150, 181

Tiles, decorated 383-4, 385, 395,

397, 707

Timarchus 346

Timber-frame culture 219, 226, 230

Timber-work, Indian 368, 374, 378,

380

Timgad 350, 652

Timoleon 305

Timor 95(map)

Timotheus 254, 283

Tin 166, 168, 172, 175, 177, 178,

179, 180, 185, 186, 198, 200, 202,

205, 212
Tino 94
Tiryns 194, 196, 247, 250, 260(map),

291, 340
Tisza 199

Tiszadada 68
Titicaca, Lake 102, 110

Titus 348, 349, 351

Titus, Arch of 336, 351, 628

Titus, temple of 349

Tivoli, Hadrian's Villa 331

Tiy, Queen 136, 195

Tizoc 105

Tjuringas 79, 97, 100

Tlaloc 105

Tlaulco 105, 106

Tlingit 104

Tod 134

Todi 310

Todaiii 392, 397, 719

Toecalli 105

Toltec 103, 105, 107

Tombeail de la Chretienne 304

Tombs, African 87; Carthaginian

304, 310; chamber 200, 201, 202,

205, 215; Chinese 382, 3S3, 384,

385, 387, 394, 395; collective 200,

201, 202, 203, 205, 215; Cretan

191, 198; Egyptian 16, 65, 116,

124, 126, 131, 138, 141, 145, 147,

150, 152, 156, 158, 172, 293, 366;

Etruscan 308; Iberian 201 2;

Indian 372-3; Japanese 397;

Korean 388, 396, 397; Mycenean
193, 204, 205; Persian 151, 294,

299; pre-Columbian 110, 111;

prehistoric 30, 45, 55; Roman
318, 339, 351, 352; Scandinavian

216; see also graves, hypogea,

megaliths, necropolises, sarco-

phagi, tholoi

Tomsk 68

Tonga 92, 93, 95(map), 97

Tongking 53, 69, 356, 386, 394

Tools 16, 29, 30, 31-2, 40, 41, 80;

see also bone, flint, ivory, stone

Tophets 302

Toreutic art 325, 329

Tori 391

Torque Bearers 178 9, 180, 181,

182, 212

Torques 178, 179, 205, 212, 304, 308

Torres Strait 92

Toszee 202

Totonac 106, 152, 153

Tower of Babel 124, 244, 293, 186

Toyuk Mazar 355

Traian 333, 348, 349, 351; Column
of 318, 319, 336, 340, 349, 351,

606, 632

Tralles 347

Transylvania 57, 175tmap), 199,

200, 202, 204, 209, 212

Travertine 333 4, 348

Treasure of Priam' 182, 185

Treasure of Vis 209

Treasures, Age of 181, 185

Treasuries 247, 261, 262, 264, 265.

273, 274, 286, 287, 342

Tres Zapotes 106

Trialeti 182

Tribhanga 362, 392

Trier 332(map), 374, 350

Trinil 43

Tripolitania 340

Tripolye 54, 57, 199, 219, 234

Triptychs 345

Triskcles 170

Trobriand Islands 92, 95(map)

Troian war 246, 271, 285

Trompc l\xil 314, 319

Troy 176, 177, 179, 181, 182,

183(map), 185, 194, 196, 197, 198,

199, 206, 212, 246, 262, 285,

332(map); temple of Athena 346

Trujillo 101, 109

Trundholm 215, 217, 299, 378

Tsanlsa 102

TsiiUing Mts 69

Tsung Ping 387

Tuamotu 94, 95(map)

Tubuai Islands 95(map)

Tuc d'Audoubert 47, 49, 52{map),

52
Tucuman 1 1

1

Tu Fu 393

Tula 105, 107

Tumhaga 108, 109

Tumshuq 388(map), 389, 662

Tumuli 104, 111, 178, 199,201,203,

204, 205, 207, 213, 231, 374, 386,

394
Tunah el Jcbel 153, 154{map)

Tun-huang 354(map), 355, 356, 367,

387, 388(map), 389 ,392, 394, 395,

709
Tungurahua-Chimborazo 109

Tunguses 78
Turbanian glaciation 42

Turkestan 57, 219, 298, 354(map),

355, 356, 377, 379, 381, 388(map),

389, 394, 395

Turkev 181

Turocz 227, 411

Tuscan Order 348

Tuscany 207, 208, 212, 302, 308, 310

Tutankhamen 131, 142, 143, 147,

154, 159, 177, 223-6
Tuthmosis I 114

Tuthmosis II 155

Tuthmosis III 129, 135, 136, 137,

139, 144, 146, 214

Tuthmosis IV 136

Two-dimensionalism 92, 93, 94, 95

Tyche 321

Tyrannicides 288

Tyre 154(,map), 159, 302, 303, 305,

306, 310, 356

Tyrol 172, 207

u
Uaxactun 107

'Uhaid, al 59, 62, 63, 64, 66, 116,

124, 154(map), 150, 164, 184, 196,

298
Udayagiri 375

Ugarit, see Ras Shamra

Ukraine 45, 46, 54, 57, 226, 230

Ulan Bator 68

Uli 93

Ulua 108

Umma 161, 162

Undebunded 235, 237

UnStice 202, 203, 205. 206

Ur 52. 64, 66, 118, 120, 132, 134,

154imap), 160-1, 152, 163, 164,

176, 188, 184

Ur, Standard of 130, 153

Ur-Nammu 161

Ur-Nanshc 127, 128, 162, 193

Urals 68, 227(map), 230, 408

Urartu 246, 293

Urfimis 197

Urmiya, Lake 221, 299

Urn-burial 59, 101, 102, 103, 206,

215, 308

Urnfield culture 206, 207, 208, 209,

211, 213, 215

Urns, cinerary 291, 348; funerary

105, 111, 294, 358

Uruk, see Erech

Urukagina 133

U.S.S.R., see Russia

Ussat 49, 52(map)

Ulcubamba 110

Utica 302

Uxmal 107, 137

Uxpanartan 106

Vairocana 392

Valencia 45, 50

Valencia, Lake 108

Valentinian 1 351
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Valenlinian II 343

Valley of the Kings 138, 156

Valltorta Gorge 50, 39, 55
Vaphio 192, 193, 245, 333
V'araguas lOS

Vases, African H5; bronze 185, 198,

213,283,291,383,368,395 400,

401, 404; Chinese 54, 222, 365,

383, 386, 36S, 395 400, 401, 404;

Cretan 186, 188, 198, 365; Danish

215; Egyptian 64, 65, 127, 128,

131, 132, 191; gold 185, 198, 301,

329; Greek 56, 209, 244, 248, 250,

254, 266 -7, 269-70, 271, 272,

278, 283, 290, 291, 303, 425, 429,

459, 502 8, 524, 548, 587;

Hellenistic 329, 348; Hittite 160;

Mesopotamian 118, 127, 133, 162,

164; Minoan 192; Myccnean 205;

Oceanic 131 ; painted 250, 269 - 70

271, 272, 273, 275, 278, 290, 291,

318, 68, 385, 502-8, 524;

Persian 301, 74a, 74b, 385;

portrait 101—2; pre-Columbian
101-2, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107,

108, 109, 110, 111, 139, 142;

Roman 336; silver 182, 185, 198,

283, 301, 336, 338, 204
Vasiliki 197, 326
Vasubandhu 391

Vedas 377

Vedism 67, 372

Veil 310, 360
Vclletri 289
Veneti 207, 208
Venezuela 108-9
Venice 213; St Mark's 345, 647
Venus and Rome, temple of 349
Venus de Milo 346, 616
Venus Genetrix 330, 334, 349, 527
Venus of Panama 108

'Venuses', Aurignacian 16, 18, 19,

22, 34, 40(map), 45-6, 120, 245,

5, 7, 9, 35

Veracruz 106

Vemeuil-sur-Avre 360, 667
Verona 333

Verres 324
Verulamiura 350

Vespasian 348, 351; temple of 349
Vesta, temple of, Tibur 350

Vestals, temple of 349

Victoria Cave 47

Victory of Samothrace 329, 347,

650
Victory, temple of Athena Nike 278,

289, 446, 526
Viennc 18, 47, 323

Vietnam 358
Vikings 170, 215, 217, 229
Villanovan 172, 207, 208, 310, 358

Villas, Boscoreale 352; Hadrian's

331; Livia 352; Mysteries 352;

P. Fanruus Synistor 321

Vinca 199

Viracocha 111

Virapatnam-Ankamcdu 366, 367

Virgil 330, 337

Vishnu 360, 364, 375, 694
Vishnu Varaha 375

Vistula 179, 199, 207, 209, 217

Vistula glaciation 42

Vitellius 348

Vitruvius 266, 320, 333

Vix 209, 213; krater, 272, 367

Vogelherd 46

Volga 226, 230
Volta 87

Volubihs 306, 350, 351

Volynja 226

Votive bas-reliefs 254, 347; offer-

ings 249, 250, 251, 261, 272, 288,

291, 303, 305, 568; panels 250;

statues 134, 267; vases 302
Vroulia 247

Vuiedol 59, 200

Vulca 310

w
Wadi Hammamat 64
Waldalgesheim 210

Wandsworth shield-boss 211

Wang Wei 387, 393, 396
Warega 86, 88, 89(map)
Warka 118, 127, 128, 129, 140, 161,

162, 163, 79

Warring States 223, 224, 229, 231,

361, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 394

Weapons, prehistoric 31; thrown 44

Weaving 22, 42, 45, 53, 57, 58, 59,

65, 77, 82, 97, 110, HI, 120

Wei 360, 362, 367, 394, 396
Wei, Northern 386, 387, 389, 390,

395, 396, 709, 710
Weser 179, 213

Wessex 175(map), 204, 213
Wicker-work 45

Willendorf, Venus of 40Cmap), 45,

68, 5

Windmill Hill 201

Wisconsin 104

Wisconsin glaciation 42
Wriung 38, 62, 66, 95, 105, 134,

160, 180, 184, 186, 196, 197;

see aho cuneiform, hieroglyphs

Wu, 225, 381

Wu Liang Tzu 384, 395, 699
Wiirm glaciation 42, 43(chart)

Wu Tao-tzu 393, 396
Wu Ti 396

X
Xanthus 288, 289
Xenocrates 238, 316
Xerxes 285, 296, 299, 300, 561
Xeuxippus 291

Xoanon 236, 248

Xochicalco 105

Yablonoviy Mts 227(map)
Yakushiji 392, 397

Yakuts 78

Yalu 396
Yamato 231, 386, 396, 397
Yang 381

Yang-shao 69

Yangtze 69, 381, 397
Yayoi 231

Yayoishiki 386
Yaxchilan 107

Yazilikaya 140, 160

Yellow River (Huang Ho) 68, 174,

219, 226, 231, 381

Yenisei 51, 228
Yen Li-pcn 393, 395, 720
Ytn 222, 381

Yin-chou 222
Yonne 34

Yoruba 85, 86, 87, 89imap), 110

Yu 381, 395
Yucatan 99 - 100, 103, 105, 106,

107, 108

Yueh 225
Yumedono Kwannon 391, 713
Yun-kang 359, 389, 390, 391, 394,

396, 665, 710
Yunnan 356

Zagros Mts 66, 133, 154(map), 161,

298
Zama 304

Zambesi 86, 89(map)
Zapatero 108

Zapotec 103, 106, 138

Zarzi 66

Zayil 107

Zeno 316

Zeus, Altar of 347; statuettes 274;

temple of, Olympian, Agrigentum
287, 305, 574; temple of, Athens
261, 326, 246; temple of, Gyrene
266; temple of, Histiaea 289, 514;

temple of, Nemea 288; temple of,

Olympia 254, 261, 263, 269,

274-5, 278, 287, 289, 487, 488,

490, 512; Pergamon 322, 612, 613,
671'

Zeuxis 238, 267, 278

Ziggurats 59, 67, 122, 124, 149, 161,

184, 185, 270

Zigiholz 44

Zimbabwe 86, 89(map), 114

Ziwiye 221, 227, 393, 412
Zoldhalompuszta 227, 410
Zoolatry 61

Zoomorphism 85, 86, 105, 108, 109,

110, 116

Zoroaster 152, 367

Zoser 155, 156, 157
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Japan, and India at the dawn of history; on
the art of the few surviving primitive cultures,

from Tierra del Fuego to the Arctic, with
their definite links to the art of prehistoric

man; on the arts of the Incas, Mayas, and
other older civilizations of pre-Columbian

America; and, of course, the magnificent art

of Greece and Rome at their zeniths.

Each chapter begins with a penetrating

article by a famous art historian describing

the course of art over different areas and
periods in relation to one another and to

civilization as a whole. There are also sections

which give in clear and concise form a summary
of the facts about all the arts - paintings,

sculpture, architecture, ceramics, metalwork,

textiles, etc. - and a series of illuminating

essays by leading authorities on the successive

phases of art all over the world.

There is, in addition, a comprehensive index,

so that any fact — artists, schools, styles,

important works of art — can easily be found.

And welded to all these elements are almost

800 illustrations of art masterpieces, 32 in full

colour, and numerous maps, making this

volume one of the most significant and

meticulously documented books on art ever

published.

One of the notable achievements of this book

is the presentation of art not on its own, but

as an essential element of the continuous

development of mankind, to show how art is

affected by and affects the thinking, attitudes,

and way of life of a particular period and place.

'Art and mankind are indissolubly linked,'

and it is only by considering art in relation

to mankind and not just as an interesting

phenomenon entirely unconnected with 'real

life' that the true nature of art and also of

man can be fully understood.

Sweeping in range, brilliant in its

interpretations and analyses, the Larousse

Encyclopedia of Prehistoric and Ancient

Art is an essential work of reference as well

as a volume which, in the freshness of its

approach, outdates all other books dealing

with this incomparably rich period in the

fascinating story of world art.

Printtd in Czechoslovakia
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